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PREFACE

The present volume of essays is an attempt to set right

certain reputations which, owing to our general habit of

reading quickly, and lazily accepting the current view of the

case, are in danger of losing their proper proportions. The

public version is a strange thing. We are swept along by

an anonymous voice which alternately debases Tennyson,

exalts Swinburne, pits Dickens against Thackeray, and

bestows the laurel wreath and withdraws it on the impulse

of a moment. We must learn always to see both sides,

never to look at forms only in extent, but endeavour to see

them always in relief. Formal criticism is not the purpose

of these discursive papers—in fact, the book is only a kind

of Bradshavv for amateurs. In treating of authors familiar

from childhood, it is seldom possible to tell what is

altogether one's own, and what has been suggested by

others. My obligation to various writers is so great that I

cannot even remember them all :

" Do not to many lectures go

;

For, whether you do so or no,

You'll find the substance of his notes

Much better in the books he quotes "

—

" much better," no doubt, intrinsically, but often scattered

and not always very accessible. The author is conscious of

borrowing from writers who will forgive him, but he is
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sorry not to be able to verify and properly acknowledge all

his obligations. So I make a general, if unsatisfactory,
r

acknowledgment of them. The book has been written for

the selfish purpose of pleasing myself, and for a desire of

analysing my own pleasures and justifying my own judg-

ments. The essays contained in this book are not intended

to give information. They are concerned with ideas rather

than facts ; each is a brief study of a literary problem, or part

of one, in which I have endeavoured to consider writers as

personalities under the action of spiritual forces, or as them-

selves so many forces. This method has its advantages,

for by it the reader will get a bird's-eye view, so to speak,

of the field; he will see generally what is contained there;

and may perhaps make a descent of his own, and investigate

for himself more adequately the study and thoughts wThich

are merely suggested. And in order not to lengthen the

book, I have purposely refrained from giving quotations.

The task, indeed, of deducing the philosophy from the

various writings of authors may at times perplex the acutest

critic. All that can be safely said is, that a man's thought,

whether embodied in symbols or worked out in syllogisms,

must be taken at its face value. When a man of sensitive

and receptive mind begins to be interested in the problems of

the hour, and to associate with his contemporaries, he accepts

often enough without question, the conclusions which are

placed before him in the name of exact thought. Many men

of renown still lie under the cloud of reaction with which

they were bound to pay for the undisputed sway they

exercised over the fathers of the men who were soldiers but

a short while ago.

Those who attempt to put a quart into a pint pot are

apt to find the operation unsuccessful; and anyone who
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endeavours, in the limited space of a few hundred pages, to

cover the wide area of the literature from about 1789, is in

very great danger of attempting this operation. However,

the difficulty may, perhaps, be met by endeavouring to bring

the facts down to their lowest common measure. This

needs to be said here, because many questions which

deserve lengthy treatment will be found to be quite com-

pressed. I have written neither for schoolboys nor professors

of literature, but for the class of cultivated and ignorant

men and women to which I myself belong. The scope of

this survey may be regarded as covering a period between

the time of the French Revolution and the Great War. On
the other hand, no more than a loose adhesion, in spirit

rather than in letter, has been attempted.
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ROUSSEAU AS AN EPOCH-MAKER

A great French historian has said : "In the history of

ancient societies, epochs are more conveniently marked by

the succession -of ideas and of institutions than by that of

years." A new epoch opened in Europe with the French
Revolution.

The influence of Rousseau has been considerably wider

and deeper in many departments of human effort and aspira-

tion than is commonly supposed. It has affected opinion

and practice in politics and economics ; in art and literature,

in philosophy and religion, no less than in education. In

one respect Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) was the most
consistent representative of the movement to establish the

individualistic point of view in religion, philosophy and
politics—yet, in another respect, he was very antagonistic

;

for instead of insisting on the advantages of enlightenment
and civilization, he advocated a return to primitive feeling

and to the state of nature. Rousseau was the first modern
supporter of collectivism against the individualism of Locke
and his followers. Though he was no great philosopher, nor
the originator of any deep-laid system, yet he was the
inspirer of a new order of feeling, and began a movement of

immeasurable import. The importance of his influence may
be partly accounted for by an unsolved contradiction of his

own nature. He is conspicuous for his power of abstraction
and inference. His accusations are not directed against any
particular faults and flaws, but rather against the whole
structure of civilization : it is the latter which makes a man
weak and insincere, and distracts his energies which should
be directed. But Rousseau's artificial and self-conscious
simplicity expressed that vague yearning and spirit of unrest

15



16 WRITERS OF THREE CENTURIES
which could generate a half-sensual sentimentalism, but

could be repelled by genuine sentiment. Perhaps, it has been

said, that it frequently happens that those who are more or

less tainted with a morbid tendency can denounce it most
effectually. His life was full of antitheses, and his influence

was almost exactly the opposite of that which might have
been expected from him. He preached virtue, yet lived in

open violation of moral law; he sent his children to a

foundling asylum, and wrote on how to bring up and
educate the young. His system of pedagogy, is predomin-

antly negative, i.e., it should rather consist in the removal

of obstacles than in the making of positive impressions.
" Oubliez les institutions , et consultez la nature," and herein

lay the secret of his attraction for an intensely artificial

society.

Rousseau had a powerful and attractive mind. It compels

attention by its very faults when it does not conquer by the

less obvious force of its logic. He reinstated feeling in the

throne held for a long time by reason alone ; and has given

vent to literary suggestiveness. Although a contemporary

of Voltaire and Diderot, he was in many respects the

antithesis of them. At one time or other he was the personal

enemy of everybody, including himself : his affections were
capricious and undisciplined, and his will was ungenerous
and selfish. As the men of the Reformation appealed to

Reason, so those of the Renaissance appealed to Nature.

The results of Rousseau's character and actions, of which
his theories are but the generalized expression and defence,

are a sufficient warning against such theories—unilluminated

by one ray of conscious moral worth or heroism, and in his

old age nothing was left but self-pity and insanity.

That Rousseau's ideas in theory and practice upon the

world were great, few will deny; his purpose and mode of

expressing was right, but he closed his eyes to the historic

process by which men have not only come to be what they

are, but by which their future must be determined. In so

far as he demanded reform in the way of truth and simplicity,

he did excellent work, but his method is almost Romantic.
His influence on mankind is marked in many quarters.

Essentially an idealist, but one whose dreams and visions

were inspired by the play of his insensibility upon his

intellect and imagination, he was the least of impersonal
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thinkers. He was almost the founder of sentimentalism in

general literature ; and though not the founder of the school

of analysis of feeling in the novel, Rousseau was the

populariser of it. In his philosophy he is a Cartesian, but

he does not believe in a creation out of nothing. He makes
a parade of stating his premises with clearness and precision

as Mrs. Micawber. The result was that from his writings,

more than that of any other man, France arose from her

deadly decay and found energy to ward off dissolution. And
in order to initiate this, he set forth his views on Education,

which was to be the standard by which the future genera-
tions were to be nourished—physically, mentally and morally.

No doubt much of the " nature-worship " of Wordsworth
and his age may be due to his reading of Rousseau, who is

the first writer in modern Europe to expatiate upon inanimate
nature in connection with the feelings. Rousseau has no
theories about inanimate Nature ; his love of her is merely
his protest against the eighteenth century preference of
urban to rural man. He loves Nature because she is free,

quiet, and full of variety ; because, at Les Charmettes or
The Hermitage, he can escape from the city. In contradis-
tinction, he loves her because she is uncultivated, and has
not, like a Dutch garden, been taught to behave. In short,

he is a virtuoso in landscape who likes the mixture, the con-
fusion, a soft, smiling foreground with trees : but not in

any Wordsworthian sense a guest of Nature. Rousseau
turns to her for relief and calm. This was, according to
Arthur Young, to set the fashion in country houses, or in
our more hurried conception—a week-ender. Rousseau
thought that civilization excites impossible desires, and
leaves us wholly at the mercy of outside things : life there-
fore becomes wretched. The weeds of conventionalism
choke. Now this negative position is quite clear, but when
Rousseau endeavours to construct it he fails, almost hope-
lessly. He gives no clear and precise picture of how the
improvement is to be accomplished. What he desires is a
remodelling of civilized conditions, so that each member of
society may be allowed individual independence. The main
requisite for such principles is a new kind of education.
Education should not aim, he says, at external conformity
and bringing up pupils for purposes in which they have no
interest. It must be allowed to develop freely (laisser fairc
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en tout la nature); it must appeal to and encourage the

exercise of individuality. His notion of freedom was almost

entirely negative, and, therefore, both empty and unsocial :

he desired to sacrifice the future for the. present. Generally

speaking, it is not an exaggeration to say that the assump-

tions from which he draws his arguments, repose on historic-

ally false premises, and are philosophically absurd. At the

same time the work of education must be lifted to a higher

standard. Fresh life must also be infused into every other

department of life. What Rousseau refuted was the con-

ception that man in a very early state could be conscious of

the Law of Nature, except perhaps through his feelings.

In France, the method of deducting conclusions from

abstract principles concerning the rights of man was largely

shaped by Rousseau into a formal indictment of a corrupt

society. It was the point and impulse thus given to very

real grievances and irritation against privilege, that precipi-

tated the French Revolution. Rousseau was particularly

energetic in bringing the idea of equality into the general

life of humanity. He went so far in this direction that he
wished to have an established political religion. Along one
line the theory of the political state was to be developed
apart from the theory of religion and absolute ethics ; along
the other line there was to be the frank return to the stand-
point of the ancient world, the controlling centre of con-
sciousness being once more placed in the midst of the

existing civil organisation. This intermediate position of

Rousseau may be conveniently compared to the modern
Marxian socialism. Such doctrines of equality and fraternity

and its innovating theories are set forth in the Contrat
Social (1762). The book is an elaboration of the thesis that
society is based upon a compact entered into by the individual
members for their mutual protection and convenience. The
apparent simplicity of the problem, as it presented itself

to Rousseau, is due to false historical assumptions and
ignorance of the practical details of civilized institutions

—

in fact he says that those who assert a private right are
robbers of the community. Everything is so simple, so
illuminating, so convincing, that it seems almost impossible
to contradict it. But when we scrutinise the premises them-
selves more thoroughly, we find a very different tendency at
work. A subjective influence has been at work, and it is as
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a poet rather than thinker that Rousseau has exercised such

compelling- power. The chief article of Rousseau's rather

hazy creed was the duty of universal philanthropy, and he

fancied himself to be the object of all men's hatred; his

passion was of greater importance than his philosophy, in

fact his contemptuous ignorance of science and history led

him into manifold errors. It is evident that such theories,

carried out in practice, must lead to anarchy and mob rule.

Though Rousseau declared civilisation to be a failure, yet his

teaching revolutionised theories of government, and was set

forth with the fervour of a Bolingbroke or Milton. If we do

not accept the Greeks, Rousseau was the originator of what

is sound in modern political philosophy.

Rousseau apparently believed, like the ancients, in an

early Golden Age, or that uncivilized man was on a level

with our first parents before the Fall. We can only amelio-

rate human life by approximating to a natural condition.

As in the case of Shaftesbury, Rousseau was sure that the

contradiction between nature and culture could be only a

matter of degree. He also believed that men are equal, and
that society per se is the cause of variation.

With regard to his style. It is always of the moral, never

of the literary character and effect of the books that he thinks.

His fervid sensibility to the fascination of women, of scenery,

of wine and food, does not seem to have extended to litera-

ture at all. Although he waited until the age of forty before

writing, his opinions immediately raised an intellectual whirl-

wind. His first few essays were in sympathy with the hidden
feelings of the time, but yet quite opposed to its ordinary line

of thought. Profoundly convinced of the natural goodness
of man, he was persuaded that it was society which had
spoilt him. The Confessions (1782-90), if it were not an
autobiography, would be one of the great novels of the

world. A large part of it is certainly " fictionised. " One
of the most astonishing things about the writer of this book
is, that he went through life, not only without learning the

meaning of duty, but firmly believing that the life of pure
spontaneity and caprice which he led was the ideal life, and
that he was himself the best of men. It is, therefore, hardly
an exaggeration to say that the whole aim of Rousseau's
literary activity is to show how people may be made happy
and contented, without being obliged to become moral. He
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will reserve no record of shame and vice and humiliation,

confident that in the end he must appear the most virtuous

of men : he overthrew the classical ideal of art, and
enthroned the ego in its stead. His vie intime is essentially

a matter for the patholog-ist.

It is but common piety to seek to understand Jean Jacques

in the way in which he pleaded so hard to be understood.

Yet it is now nearly fifty years since a voice of authority told

England how it was to regard him. Lord Morley was
magisterial and severe, and England obeyed. One feels

almost that Jean Jacques himself would have obeyed it if he

had been alive. He would have trembled at the stern

sentence that his deism was " a rag of metaphysics floating

in a sunshine of sentimentalism," and he would have
whispered that he would try to be good.
There is perhaps no subject which, to be rightly under-

stood, stands in more need of reconsideration than the

French Revolution. To be correctly appreciated, it is

necessary to lay aside prejudices, to be prepared for

surprises, and to hesitate before forming opinions fixed

beyond the possibility of future modifications, because, as

Count Albert Vandal has rightly said, it " was probably the

most complex phenomenon that has ever existed. ° It may
well be doubted whether any other public event—the Refor-
mation excepted—has made greater internal changes, and
caused more searchings and examination of principles. No
doubt men like Rosseau, Voltaire and Diderot had a gre it

share in the making of the Revolution ; it was left to the

ordinary man—for a time at least—to do away with the

Christian virtues of mercy, piety and charity. These facts

cannot be denied ; the material element has to be given its

proper weight as well as scientific impartiality and considera-

tions of difficult psychology. The interest taken in the

French Revolution cannot be in its personal attractiveness,

for we find ourselves in that case " in the company of men
fit for Tyburn," wrote Lord Acton.

There are many kinds of revolutions. Some are dynastic

and others national. Many are due to unaccountable
impulses ; the causes are too obscure or too complex to be
always understood even by the prime movers. Then there

is the revolution which is really only a conspiracy or intrigue

on a large scale—generally a vulgar transaction hidden by
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a mimicry of patriotism. Then, too, there are revolutions

which are due to the absence of self-sacrifice, as well as to

the personal ambition of party leaders. Now, the French
Revolution was a conflicting- of many such motives, and it

may be of many others as well. By a sort of fatalism, two
forces acting- in opposition bring on a conflict with an inevit-

able result. Of its kind the events of 1789 were unexampled
for rapidity in which to overthrow the old order with the
greatest amount of sanguinary passion.

Jean Jacques, as he himself knew only too well, had no
historical sense ; and of a man who has no historical sense
no real history can be written.
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GOETHE: TWO WORKS CONTRASTED

Goethe, a universal genius, but in character Euripidean,

was an iconoclast who burnt and ravaged the sentimental

freshness of Theocritus in his Hermann and Dorothea (1797),

a poem in which the author tells us that it was one of his

objects to " show, as in a mirror, the great movements and

changes of the world's stage."

Johann Wolfgang (1 749-1 832) saw facts, dissected passions

and motives. He displays a broad Hellenic tolerance, and a

clear Hellenic way of seeing things in their reality. In his

own country his Werther and a few other such like works,

despite their frequent morbidness and " longuers/' deter-

mined the feeling of every sentimentalist. In his poetry we
listen to mysterious voices from the pine trees rustling out-

side the windows of the lonely cottage in the mountains, or

to strange primeval colloquies between plants and animals.

The imag'e he employs is both universal and materially

characteristic; universal in its ordinary application, as well

as in giving utterance to the yearning of the human heart
for the infinite.

As for the poem itself, it may be reckoned among the most
perfect effects of his genius. Schiller described the work as

the " summit of Goethe's and of all our modern art." It

was only begun in the autumn of 1796, and thus, unlike

most of Goethe's work, carried through without any inter-

ruption from beginning to end. Imbued with the spirit of

Homer, and written in the classic hexameter, it is yet Greek
only in form and conception, while truly German and popular
in its faithful presentment of the unpretentious life of a little

Rhenish town. Considering the time of the story, it is rather
a surprise that Goethe did not make it a vehicle of eloquence

22
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on Freedom : instead of soliloquies on the subject, he tried

to make mankind true to themselves, leaving to others the

political problems. Hermann regards it as a duty to defend

his native land from aggression; and here, perhaps, we may
surmise something of Goethe's conception of patriotism.

It is significant that the background of the story, which
in the first place presented the migration of Protestant

refugees in the time of Frederick the Great, was purposely

moved by Goethe to the flight of the Rhinelanders before

the armies of French revolutionaries. But what was most
important was that he retained a sense of unity in the infinite

diversity of human nature which the more technical inquirer

is apt to lose. In none of his writings, with the exception

of Iphigenie, is the unity of time so magnificently preserved
as in the whole of Hermann and Dorothea. We are apt to

compare this poem of Goethe's in hexameter to Words-
worth's Michael and some of his pastorals ; but the contrast

is far greater than the resemblance, for in the German work
the Idyll rises almost to the flight of an epic, while it is

also invested with a certain " air " of quaint and dignified

simplicity.

As for the subject matter of the poem, it relates to the

expatriation of the Salzburg Pectestaker in 1732 : thus we
get a picture of quiet German life painted against a great
revolutionary upheaval. We hear of the terrible doings of

the French as they affect the lives of the common folk. In

the young Hermann we recognize the young Goethe ; while
in the wise judge we hear the older Goethe discourse with
aversion on the course of events in France. The two modes
of thought into which the whole world was then divided,

revolutionary and conservative sentiments, are contrasted.
The host of the " Golden Lion " is brought rudely into

contact with the stormy events outside his home, and sees
his son Hermann—for whom he had planned, with the help
of a suitable marriage, a comfortable future— allied to
Dorothea, whose dramatic or rather adventurous appearance
is typical of the social upheaval. With extraordinary and
unerring insight, Goethe handles the characters, the situa-
tions and the conduct of the poem. The charm lies in its

various digressions and episodes which go to make up the
story, in language as clear as crystal with a stylistic veil

that idealises everything.
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To many writers the chief assailable point of Hermann

and Dorothea is undoubtedly due to the score of metre. In

it the characters reel off a philosophy of life, with many a

reminiscence of Homeric phrase. But if the poem really

pleases us, what matter whether it be Epic or Idyll, or by

way of compromise an Idyllic Epic? Let us accept it for

what it is, a poem full of charm and full of life, simple in

its motives and grand in its conception and characterisation.

Mine Host, his Wife, the cautious Apothecary, the Pastor,

the noble Hero and the charming- Dorothea—are drawn with

such skill as to please all classes of people for their purely

human and individual interest. Hermann and Dorothea are

delicately drawn figures, which, while truly individual, are

significant and typical. Redolent of the great spirit they

may be, but they remain genuinely Greek. In choice of

incident and management of the story, in the vividness of

the characters and outward setting, and above all its

humanity and glow of style, it stands apart in modern
literature. Indeed, it is the one poem with which the author

was entirely satisfied. What confers on Goethe a royal

rank among the poets was the range and harmony of his

spiritual faculties. To a unique personality and a boundless

fever of self-expansion he joined a marvellous sensibility to

impressions from all without him. His audacity of youthful

passion was but the prelude to an all embracing wisdom.
And so it came about that Faust is but a mystical imper-

sonation of a transition age—an age where science has
sapped the ancient faith, but is itself capable neither of

regulating men nor being regulated. From the creeds he

stood aside : for religion he worshipped art and preached
social wisdom, and both found expression in his life work,
which we must now consider.

For German literature Goethe is the apex of the pyramid,
and that in virtue of one sublime quality— originality — a
word which perhaps means, after all, independence of obser-
vation combined with a keen capacity for its exercise. His
magnum opus, Faust, has become almost a text-book of

poetical philosophy : it is translated, commented on, con-
sulted like an oracle. In the reality and width of sway which
Goethe exercises, he stands next to Shakespeare among the

poets. Carlyle admired the German with an entirety which
he refuses to any but the greatest. The force of Faust is
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not essentially dramatic but lyrical ; it is only German in its

dramatic force. Faust himself, with his vast intellectual

energy and his sense of ennui represents the philosophic

mind of Europe during the epoch of the French Revolution,

as seen by the mind of Germany. Mephistopheles is but the

reflection of the ironic, scoffing- spirit of the time against all

that is true and good. We have only to contrast Marlowe's
Faustus, who despaired of the futility of his learning because

it brought him no power, and who sold his soul to gain

power, with Gounod's Faust, who frankly sought for youth

and enjoyment; with Goethe's hero, who is tormented by
an abstract intellectual passion, the thirst for knowlege for

its own sake, and the hopelessness of ever obtaining it. The
Faust saga is really the damnation of a man for deliberate

sin. But Faust's sin, at least the root of it, was intellectual

curiosity, which, for the so-called age of enlightenment, was
no sin at all. The story of Faust's compact with the Evil

One, of Gretchen's love and death, has become the common
property of the civilised world. The theme had been treated

in one form or another by our own Marlowe, and in Germany
by Johann Spiess in his Fausibuch (1587). It was, however,
the human side of the story that stirred Goethe's imagina-
tion most deeply. The hand that wrote and the mind which
conceived the poignant intellectual expression of the opening
scenes, and the tenderness and passion of the close, seem
hardly possible to have been the same.

In Goethe's indomitable study of Nature as one whole, he
was lad to anticipate organic unity. His evolutionary
instincts were strengthened by Leibnizian optimism. He
regarded as absurd Christianity's ascetic chastisement of the
senses; but he took Christianity to be a religion inculcating
reverence.

It was about 1772-3 when he changed from habits of
prayer, Church-going and Christian Theism generally, to a
Spinozist-Pantheistic habit of mind. " I know God, rebus
singularibus , through particular phenomena and through
these only !

" Goethe now rejoices in the contemplation of
manifold forms as developed from primitive and general
types, and looks for the meaning of the individuality char-
acteristic of the universal. With all his talents, he could
not ascertain clearly the best of his own nature : he tried to
bind all action to precedent and develop existing tendencies
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in a spirit of peaceful progress. He believed in a doctrine

of "Conditional Immortality," but with all the benefits of

this idea, Goethe, the apostle of hope, reports : "I can

affirm that during the whole of my seventy-five years I have

not had four weeks' genuine well-being." If, then, the

judgments we pass on our experience reflect our mood, the

same is also true when we pass judgment on the larger

experience of men.
Goethe was tolerant, but not submissive. Notwithstand-

ing the greatness of his artistic creation, he was far removed
from undervaluing morality and from confessing to an

aesthetical view of life. He studied the development of his

own mind, striving to raise himself to higher and higher

levels. Three kinds of knowledge are requisite : of that

which is above us, that which is around us, and that which

is beneath us ; in other words, of God, Humanity and
Nature. That for which Faust sold his soul was the freedom

he acquired by magic, the sense of beauty he gratified

through visions, and the knowledge he gained through inter-

rogation of demons. The dramatist's tragic power is

sufficiently tested by the terror-compelling scenes. The
leading idea of the drama is clearly that a high-minded
man will, and must, sometime err, but that he cannot be

permanently led astray by low temptations. Goethe is

essentially a poet of forgiveness, and preaches a gospel of

unselfishness.

The idea of writing, or rather re-adapting, the Faust
Legend, was conceived while Goethe was still a young man
at Frankfort; and a fragment containing the Gretchen
episode appeared in 1790. Under the stimulus of Schiller's

sympathy, the first part was completed and published in

1806. The second part was not finished until eight months
before the poet's death in 1832, at the age of eighty-three.

The triumph of Faust is that of the creative imagination, as
men begin to feel their beliefs, instead of merely formulating
them. With all his outward gaiety, Faust is not really

happy ; for is it not true that distress makes a deeper
impression upon us when our senses are turned to another
direction? The drama is colossal, and has humanity for its

hero. The composition extended over more than sixty years,

and into it the writer put the vivid realism of his stormy
youth, and the calm, reflective wisdom of his extreme old
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age. The first part of the story has long- been recognised

as one of the most profound pictures in the world's literature

of the inner life of man, in which everyone can see mirrored

his own inward experiences, and the conflict of the dual

nature—Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
It is in the conception of Mephistopheles that the poet is

frankly human, and we must allow that he is one of the most
daring creations of poetry. Reason, love, despair, humanity

itself—each in turn is poisoned and perverted with cynical

mockery, as Goethe treats the problem of Evil. In turn he

contemplates the whole range and scope of man's existence,

and by his insight pierces to the central core of reality, in a

style that will die only with language. Goethe approached
the story of the far-famed magician in the spirit of Herder
and Swedenborg, and treated its early portions in the style

of Hans Sachs and Shakespeare. However, the influence of

Mephistopheles over Faust during the first part of the story,

is on the increase, and highest at the end, and in the last

part gradually declines ; but until the very end his fate is

uncertain, and Goethe does not, as in popular tradition, pre-

determine the expiration of a given term. Reduced to its

lowest term, it echoes the text :
" What shall it profit a

man if he gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? "

Mephistopheles' plan of temptation is threefold— sensual,

suggestive, and distractive. The scenes of the play are
varied and picturesque : Auerbach's wine-cellar, the Brocken,
the town fountain, the cathedral, besides several places not
of this world. It must be remembered that at four different

periods the poet gave to it important years of his life, and
that we can consequently distinguish four stages in the
development of the drama ; but yet it is one great work.
As we have seen, every man lives, as it were, in two worlds
—the individual and the great world. Hardly an aspect of
life is left unpresented : there is wit, pathos, wisdom,
farce, mystery, reverence, doubt, irony, melody, sensuality,
etc. The drama is at once a problem and a picture : therein
lies its fascination. Undoubtedly many parts of the work
are open to gross lapses of good taste, and we cannot but
think The Prologue in Heaven, for instance, is irreverent
and often blasphemous. The folk-lore, science and mythology
are sometimes a little too recondite for the ordinary reader.
Like Wilhelm Meister, Faust was to learn wisdom by experi-
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ence, and in the end to make satisfaction by altruistic effort.

His " striving " was to be his redeeming quality, and his

endeavour to make the world about him a better place for

the men and the women to come. The Catholic atmosphere

of the closing scene, when the penitent Gretchen intercedes

with the Virgin for her lover, betrays the influence of the

Romantic School. It was long the fashion to regard the

Second Part as unintelligible, as the over-abstract and too

allegorical production of an old man; but patient observa-

tion has done a lot to dispel this fallacy. There is a parallelism

in the two parts : the incidents of the first are reflected in the

later on a higher plane. Helena, in the second, corresponds

to Gretchen in the first. And as the greater first part repre-

sents the microcosm of the individual, so the second picture

displays the microcosm of society. Many there are who
regard the continuation of the plot with the same misplaced

preference with which Milton regarded Paradise Regained.

That the second part lacks the reality of the first, few will

deny ; but whether the method of symbolism was the ideal

way in which to terminate the story is another question.

Great critics have thought that the only alternative would
have been to leave the subject entirely alone. But who would
have been so pedantic as to desire such a desperate cure?

Goedie's most famous characters are all thinkers rather

than doers : he had but little conception of heroism. Werther
is a love-sick suicide ; Tasso, a creature without any self-

control ; Meister, an unpractical, irresolute youth in search

of experience ; Fernando, a sentimental bigamist ; Hermann
a lover without ambition ; Clavigo, a cowardly plotter

;

Egmont, a talker and a theorist ; and even Alva cannot deny
himself the pleasure of an argument before the arrest. Goetz
Von Borlichingen is a powerless leader of an insurrection.

And finally we have Faust, the greatest of all Goethe's

irresolute creations. His heroes experience no inward
development through conflict with their environment. Amid
all change of circumstance, they preserve their original

nature. Their final state usually comes through a return to

their true nature which has only been obscured by tempta-
tion and error. Faust is a parable of the impotent yearnings
of the spirit— passionate aspiration, conscience-stricken

desire, fettered curiosity amid the cramping limits of our
imperfect knowledge and lack of dogma. To know life in
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its concrete variety, pressure and fullness, is to be able to

appreciate Faust. It is to be noted that in Faust we find

the " religion of the deed " reappears when it is announced
that we have power to redeem " him who labours carelessly

striving-." But, generally speaking-, his religious attach-

ments are characteristically vague : otherwise the vitality of

his ideas is very striking, and the range of his activities

extraordinary. The very name of Faust, or Faustus,

has a complicated history, and is derived, perhaps, from
Fortunatus. The original character led a wandering life,

and seems to have died about 1540, reflecting the genius of

the age, and a revolt against an empty book-learning ; but
so far as Goethe followed the motif of the original legend,

he failed to let Faust keept his compact with Mephistopheles.
One cardinal consideration is of importance : Faust was
(like Goethe) a perverted idealist, and, like Pippa, believed

that : God's in his Heaven

—

All's right with the world.

Of all Humanists, none will compare in breadth of

influence or large achievement with Goethe. His complex
personality united art, science, life and literature into a
strange amalgam, the result of a fiery fusion and melting

down of elements as diverse as they seem antagonistic. He
was always " in touch " with the various facts of life; but
apparently the most dreamy parts of his loftiest and greatest

things, such as in the second part of Faust, are always, like

natural and healthy dreams, merely sublimations of actual

facts. Goethe's philosophy of life, no less than his art as a
whole, is not to be taken as a doctrine of universal applica-

tion, but rather as a personal revelation. He had the most
pronounced aversion to dwelling amid the trivialities of

life, or imprisoning himself in a web of conventionality. In

his longing for emancipation he becomes independent. But
he holds artistic work in such high esteem as to find in it the

very soul of his life, and does not see that its ethical aspect
and artistic culture are mutually complementary. In

Germany itself, Faust has been styled a Welt-epos, because
of its vast range and wondrous versatility, taken up from the
fibres of a legend stretching back to the myth of Prometheus
and the Book of Job. In fact, Faust bears a similar relation

to the genius of the German people, as the Divina Comedia
does to the countrymen of Dante.



Ill

GEORGE CRABBE AND HIS WORK

Roughly speaking-, the people who lived about the year 1800

remained unrepresented in poetry no less than in politics.

The poetical aim of George Crabbe (1754-1832) may be

described as an attempt to extend the range of imaginative

sympathy, by applying the traditional forms of poetry to

objects scientifically observed in the domain of actual life.

In his satiric portraits of individuals he often recalls the

finish of Pope and his couplet. It is well to remember that

Scott, on his death-bed, insisted on having something of

Crabbe read to him ; and Newman read his poems with

great delight, and never lost his love for them. Good sense

and good verse, such is the essence of Crabbe. Truth and
poetry are to be found in him, combined with a good story

—

and we all like the play of character—and it is not surprising

that Jane Austen said she could have married him. They
had a great deal in common. No novelist ever painted the

unconscious growth of a love affair better than it is done in

Delay Has Danger. What else but kindred things like this

could have made Burke his enthusiastic admirer, and Fox
read him so constantly, besides Byron calling Crabbe " the
first of living poets "? Although his life was not eventful,

it is by no means uninteresting; neither is his character at
all enigmatical. His nature and his early trials made him
not exactly sour, but shy, till age and prosperity mellowed
him ; but we cannot vindicate Crabbe from the charge of
being a gloomy poet; although not destitute of humour, he
very seldom employs it; while his chief defect is that his
verse does not waft us away to the sills of Parnassus.
The external uniformity of his work is great; he is one of
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the poets and story-tellers who simply watch mankind and

describe it ; to take a homespun moral to a concrete anecdote

in familiar rhyme which disconcerted nobody. Allowing for

a few excursions, he remained throughout " classical " in

his form. Crabbe is one of the few poets whose popularity

has declined, and who are spoken of with distant respect. But
his day may ripen again for those who wish to enjoy a tale in

verse. He sees further than he is given credit for doing.

In the minuteness of his descriptions, and in his close

psychological analysis, Crabbe may be said to anticipate

Balzac. When he took up his pen, his mind turned to

Aldeburgh and its wild, amphibious race : he stirred up the

dregs of human society, and while exhibiting to the life the

hideous and hateful features, yet waked them into moving
poetry. Village life, with the old poor laws, game laws, and
non-resident clergy, was described with candour. Crabbe,
in fact, for all his strong feelings and active sympathies, still

lives in the world of moral essayists. His morality is

rational and not emotional at all. He has no raptures and
no philosophy about Nature ; he regards the Revolution
with unqualified disgust, and his noble patrons with a too

unctuous veneration. Crabbe knew nothing of the " ideal,"

but loved all actualities, especially unpleasant ones, upon
which he would turn his peculiar powers of perception : he
often mistook actuality for reality. Yet in his work we move
in a society that existed; instead of impossible princes and
warriors we have never known, or can know, are fishermen
and artisans, who have felt and suffered, whose experiences
we can follow with understanding and sympathy. Such
obscure and humble characters as appear in The Borough
or Tales of the Hall, dare not venture indeed to show them-
selves in epic castles or camps, but they live and have power
far beyond the phantasmal lords and ladies of pastoral
fiction. For the most part he depicts the life of the rustic
poor, not as it appears in the rosy tints of Goldsmith's
pictures, but in its sordid gloom and stern humanity. If we
want to see a country village at the end of the eighteenth
century at its worst, we have only to peruse Crabbe's Village
(1783).

It may be argued that this case is not normal, as the com-
munity in question was demoralised by smuggling, and
situated on soil of exceptional barrenness; that Crabbe
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exaggerates the dreariness of life to match the scenery—and

to-day one would not do well to see Wessex only through

the glasses of Thomas Hardy— but the dry records of

statistics show that Crabbe's picture must, in some cases at

least, have come not far short of the facts. The contrast

between the villager, as he actually existed, and as he was
represented in poetry, was a highly agreeable theme to the

shrewd urbanity of Johnson, who sneered at the china-

shepherdess view of rustic life ; while Byron called Crabbe
" Nature's sternest painter, yet the best." The life

experience of the poet gave the bent to his genius.

Crabbe was a most sincere Christian in faith and life ; but

his religion and morality were intolerant, narrow and
scrupulous, and sadly wanting in all modern graces ; he had
the tenderest and strongest affections, but his nerves and
aesthetic constitution were of the coarsest. Taken in a broad
way, his genius touches at one end what may be called

the conventional pastoralism brought into fashion by the

Classical Revival, and at the other the pastoral idealism of

the Lake School. One great excellence of Crabbe consists

in his extraordinary power of rousing the emotion of pity

—

sometimes even of terror— as well as of amusement, by
faithful representations of actual experience, together with

an equal skill in the handling of it in narrative verse.
" Knowing his strength," writes Courthope, " in the hand-
ling of dramatic realities, he often fails to perceive that par-

ticularity of description is not suitable to groups and classes

of common-place objects." Actuality of relation, nudity of

description, and poetry without an atmosphere; such is a
description and condemnation of a great part of Crabbe.
He was a botanist and geologist of the rockier strata of men
and the weeds and grasses of nature ; he has a psychology
which is not only hard and persistent, but is subtle as well.

He notes the outward obstructions and inward faintings of

ordinary men or women ; but he is at his best when he comes
to the chronicle of Peter Grimes, the murderer of his pre-

tences. Crabbe retains his saturnine gift unimpaired to the

last, because he seldom exaggerates or over-reaches himself,

like Dickens and Hugo when they try to be dreadful.

Crabbe's rough style is indicative of his general temper.
A later generation of poets took to the mountains ; but he
remained faithful to the dismal, and yet in his hands
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impressive scenery of his native salt marshes of Suffolk.

Like all realistic writers, he must be studied at full length,

and therefore quotations are necessarily unjust. Although
he was a clergyman in the latter half of his life, his creed

was sufficiently vague to offend nobody. He may not elevate

or enchant us; but, as far as he goes, he convinces us.

Above all, his sympathies were genuine; he had himself felt

the pains of poverty. Granting that he had no artistic sense,

no power of choice or restraint—yet his title to greatness is

through his sincere earnestness. Like Mr. Thomas Hardy,
Crabbe is the spokesman of the district, each has a passion

for the study of mankind, each has gained by long years

of observation a profound knowledge of local human
character, each has plucked at the open door, and wears in

his coat the hueless flower of civilization. In him the periods
meet. There you have a "romantic," an unflinching

realist in matter, a " classicist " in manner; his vision and
theme those of the age ahead, his form of verse that of

the age behind.



IV.

WAS BLAKE MAD ?

Interesting gossip is responsible for odd enthusiasms, but it

is not necessary that it should be lurid to ensure attention.

It is sufficient if it be romantic, mysterious or even squalid.

Byron flaunted about Europe the pageant of his bleeding

heart. The chatter about Harriet keeps Shelley's memory
green. The Browning love-letters preserve their memory
sweet. The romantic story of the burial of Rossetti's manu-
script poems in his wife's coffin is responsible for much
curiosity in that strange personality. To consecrate a shrine

to sorrow and make the votive altar, as Dido did, into a

causa doloris, an excuse for lamentation, is not honourable

and chivalrous. The much-debated question as to the sanity

of William Blake is perhaps the one thing that keeps alive

his memory and work to-day. Even the closely-woven web
of the artist and poet's aesthetic individuality indicates, as

the bending reeds of the river's current, the drift of mood
and emotion destined to dominate the entire phase of his

work. So far as the impulse of sentiment is concerned in

William Blake, his chief inspiration would seem to be drawn
from the besetting spiritual maladies of human existence.

The scale of words employed is singularly limited, but he
possesses a super-sensitive ear. Hence, no sense of repeti-

tion obtrudes itself upon the reader's consciousness.

It has been well said that the poetical works of Blake are
full of intellectual tit-bits. As a book implies continuous
reading, so a menu implies continuous eating. To continue
the metaphor—caviare, smoked salmon, zakouski, are all

delicious for a moment, but a full meal of such is both
cloying and unsettling; if, however, judiciously admin-

34
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istered, the result is pleasing. The same is true of verbal

felicities. Happy is the man who lives and works uncon-

scious of his internal machinery, as a healthy man is of his

digestion.

Now, a sudden heightening of our view of life is of vital

importance if we wish to enjoy opera omnia of William

Blake. Regarded from an ordinary point of view, his work
would seem to be simply ludicrous. As we all know, the

comic pretends to allude only to truth and expression in

terms of momentary farce and exaggeration. When we
laugh, it is always as some human characteristic, expressed

or implied ; the other emotions are in abeyance. If art can

be said to depend upon anything except itself, that some-

thing is religion. Whatever the subject may be, religion is

the only thing that will interpret the work of one who was
both poet, painter and mystic. " The general reader," says

a frank critic, " hates the very name of William Blake."

The general reader, in that case, is right. The following is

an attempt to give a correct impression. If William Blake's

admirers are, as Professor Berger says, at once rare and
enthusiastic, it would seem that the rarity is only compara-
tive, though as to their enthusiasm there can be no question.

About a decade ago there was a remarkable accentuating

of the interest in Blake, his life and his works. Even with

all the many volumes to help us, the life of William Blake
is so predominantly chaotic, the lines of his career run in

such amazing zig-zag, his personality is so rich, his tem-
perament so volcanic, that it seems to defy analysis, or even
adequate comprehension. The dualism of his nature is so
persistently assertive that it is hazardous to attribute to

Blake some trait or quality solely upon the evidence of any
single work of his, however authentic or artistically final

they may be.

There are not wanting people who regard Blake's work
as being more or less nonsensical ; who would refer much of

that which he wrote to insanity rather than to inspiration.
' Was Blake mad? " It is a question always with us.

Some say, " hopelessly mad; " others, " not vulgarly mad,
but mad in a superior sort of way, like—well, like St. Paul,
Swendenberg and Tauler, and perhaps Coleridge and
possibly Pascal, and probably Paracelsus." " Blasted with
excess of light," he may be, and too full of " that fine
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madness," common, as Plato knew, to poets. Not, indeed,

mad enough, for a padded cell, but certainly touched some-

where— liable to strange delusions, a victim of his own
imaginations. If we ask for proof, we are told—first, his life

was most eccentric; secondly, his writings are frantic.

" Now this much is certain," wrote that fine critic, Lionel

Johnson, " that plain, common-place, sober men, well

acquainted with Blake in ordinary intercourse, saw in him one

of themselves; that clever, shrewd, intelligent men thought

him odd, but quite rational; and that men of high powers
in art and literature, scholars and sages of various schools,

unanimously pronounced him sane. The evidence of his con-

temporaries is great in amount and unvarying in substance.

Blake recognised that prejudice in the deepest sense

supplies the matter of judgment, while logic is only regula-

tive of the form, yet in the mere work-a-day sense of the

word, in which prejudice is taken to mean an opinion formed
without reason and maintained in spite of it.

Perhaps the first quality of the many and various works of

William Blake which strikes the reader is the buoyancy, the

survival of the child in him. He has told the world often

how varied were the memories of his childhood. This reten-

tion of childish recollections he shares, no doubt, with other

people of genius, who play at being someone else in the

fabrication of endless, unwritten romances. For idiosyncrasy

is a product of earth rather than of heaven, and the world
of Blake was in the Prophetic Books, after all, solely a
religious affect, and they can only be judged in relation to

religious standards. Where a dull eye sees nothing but
sameness, the trained faculty of observation will discover a
hundred differences worthy of scrupulous expression. The
early faith of Christianity, its beautiful cult of childhood, and
its appeal to unlearned simplicity, have left their mark by
the fixity in the midst of change. It would seem to be a
characteristic of some minds to combine immense diligence

in the accumulating of facts with singular inability to arrive

at the great truths which interpret the facts. It is not so
much in regard to the actual statements as to the mental
attitude that colours the statements that we fail to appreciate.
It is natural that man should take pleasure in his success.
But it is natural also that he should take refuge in his heart
and imagination from his misery. " And when one thinks,"
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says Matthew Arnold, " what human life is for the vast

majority of mankind, how little of a feast for their senses it

can possibly be, one understands the charm for them of a

refuge offered in the heart and imagination." Though in

Blake this doctrine or theory took a special form and feature,

systematised itself peculiarly, it is the property of all

imaginative writers, each in his degree.
" Imagination," says Lionel Johnson, " at work among

the common thing's of human expression, decries and dis-

covers their divine counterparts : the world is the shadow
of eternal truth, and imagination their go-between." For
it is, after all, the thing which explains itself. No labour

of defining words can give the secret of that which unites

the cloudly majesty of Milton with the open sunlight of

Homer, the magic strokes of Shakespeare with the art of

Pindar. " The study of the kinds of literary style is, in part,

a study of affinities." Assuredly the essence of good poetry
is the perception of spiritual resemblances Blake chose

to take symbols and personify them.
The personality of William Blake is sufficiently emphatic

to compel attention, so long as interest in his ideas or his

words survives. Indeed it may never be quite possible to

separate such a man from such work. With many writers,

perhaps the majority, it requires no effort to forget the

author in the book, because literature has effectually absorbed
personality. To define his poetry one must find new defini-

tions for poetry, says one of Blake's most famous admirers.
He invents a new name for old things, and employs them as
Wagner employed his leading motives—as a kind of short-
hand for the memory. The chief thing to remember is that
Blake's meaning is not always apparent in the ordinary
meaning of the words he uses. We have read them with
the key, and that is not always easy to find. To him, reason
is the devil; the world of appearances, which science has
to analyse, he disowns ; to doubt and dissect .is to extinguish
the sun and moon. In a word, he is the living negation of
negations. " His art and creed," says Professor Elton,
"are much determined by his rebellion against the age of
criticism, reason and science; of which, on his side, he is

also the creature."
To summarise : William Blake is one of the eccentrics of

poetry. It was never his chief business, which was that of
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a painter. The greater part of his work is, for the average

man, a mere literary curiosity. Yet it must be confessed

that occasionally, in both arts, he can give flashes of genius,

as, for example :

In Heaven, the only art of living

Is forgetting and forgiving,

Mutual forgiveness of each vice

—

Such are the gates of Paradise.

A truly pious and loving soul, neglected and misunder-

stood by the world, but approached by an elect few, he led

a cheerful and contented life of poverty illuminated by visions

and cultivated inspiration. To estimate both the positive

and the historical importance of Blake, we cannot do better

than give the poet credit of knowing his art of business, no
less than the tanner his business of tanning. But who judges

whether the tanner knows his trade? The consumer only :

in Blake's case, ask the general reader.



V.

A POET OF NATURE : WORDSWORTH

It was left to Wordsworth to give the charm of novelty

to things of everyday life, but to him this was not difficult,

for he saw the world newly. He had a natural instinct for

reality. In his preface to the second edition of the Ballads

Wordsworth set forth his aims. First, for his subject

he goes straight to common life for the source of his

inspiration; secondly, the themes are treated in an appro-
priate language, in place of the pompous circum-

locutions of the eighteenth century (but here we think he
pushed his principles too far) ; and thirdly, Wordsworth
guards himself against the accusation of absolute realism

by emphasising his use of imagination. Hence his limita-

tions are obvious. He interprets the country and not the

town, but he has no humour and very little passion. It was
not the heart of Nature which brought him joy, but the

life of Nature. For accuracy of outward detail he was
almost equal to the poets who were botanists or naturalists,

writers who were different from each other as were
Crabbe and Tennyson. Nearly the whole of his poetry is a

series of notes and investigations devoted to the practical

and detailed explanation of how he considered this state of

vision might be reached. In short, he was haunted by the

belief that the secret of the universe is written clearly all

around us, could we but train and purify our mind and
emotions so as to behold it. The accuracy of Wordsworth's
own observation of Nature is well shown in Tintern Abbey.
He regarded Nature, not as inert matter, but as animated
by a soul, having a personality and an independent life,—

a

conception totally removed from Coleridge's thought that

Nature lives only in the projection outwards of our own

39
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soul. As Dowden fairly says :

" Instead of transferring- his

being-

, as did Shelley, into a single energy, all diverse

energies blended in Wordsworth's nature into a harmonious
whole." It is not easy always to determine or explain

Wordsworth's real attitude, but we think the majority will

agree with the above. Scenery became a study, sublime
scenery a rapture—it was the symbol of Deity. As Butler

sees the universe by the light of conscience, Wordsworth
sees it through the wider emotions of awe, reverence and
love produced by a sound nature. It only remains to add
that his psychology, stated systematically, is rational, and
when expressed passionately, turns into poetry. Poetical

psychology is his triumph. As a poet of childhood, Words-
worth owed something to Coleridge. Beauty makes him
glad, while he sings

"The child is father to the man."

Less gifted than his contemporary, Coleridge, in respect

of pure fancy, his imagination was never exactly tuned to

the music of life as it is with the exception of Shakespeare.
Wordsworth delights in the outward semblance, in the

nodding and beckoning of the daffodils to the welcome of

Spring, and yet gains from the meanest flower that blows
thoughts too deep for tears. He feels, also, the common
joys and griefs ; the song of the highland reaper, like Ruth
of old among the sheaves ; the tragedy of Michael, and
many other aspects of life in the ache of loneliness. He
rarely depicts, except incidentally, any company of workers
in the fields, but loves the shepherd upon the hills, facing

all weathers with equal mind and countenance.

He may be said to have been born a democrat, and the

character of the simple and sturdy people among whom
he spent his boyhood gave warrant to his convictions. His
work is a search after "The bond of union between life

and glory." The study of Rousseau and of Godwin
formed his early mind, though he never surrendered himself

to either. At the age of twenty-one, a restless, lonely,

ardent youth, who could not fit into the scheme of English

life and believed at one and the same moment that he

was a born idler and a dedicated poet, he went to France
and spent many months in watching the French Revolution
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on the spot. In that he was unique—that he both saw and

had the power to interpret. It is, nevertheless, certain that

his doctrine might be described as an English variety of

Prussianism, revised and corrected, in some parts by the

opposite influence of Edmund Burke.
The young Wordsworth believed in human perfectibility,

and the French Revolution was the first step towards it.

He thought of joining the Girondists, and there seems to

be some likelihood that after his return home in 1792 he

went to France again in 1793, in the midst of the Terror.

At any rate, he came home "a patriot of the world." He
took but little interest in the movement for the emancipation

of slaves, because the French Revolution was going to

sweep slavery away with a host of other evils. He boldly

attacked the Bishop of Llandaff (though he never finished

or published the attack), whom the development of the

Revolution had changed from a friend of liberty into its

foe.

Wordsworth's love of his country, expressed with such

intensity in his splendid sonnets, had been tested in the fire

;

when England had seemed to him to fight in the wrong cause,

he had been filled with a real anguish of mind ; and when
she stood for freedom, it was no boastful complacency that

made him eloquent, but a pride in which jealousy for her

honour worked with the feelings of a "lover or a child."

Sincerity was at the root of all his work; he respected

all intuitions, but could not always distinguish between a

whim and an intuition. It seemed to him that, if he wrote

down in verse anything which came into his mind, however
trivial, it would become poetry by the mere contact.

Aubrey de Vere, who was for many years one of his intimate

friends, says that the frequent triviality of his reflections

was due to the fact that he had begun life without any of

the received opinions which save most men so much of

the trouble of thinking ; but that he had found out for him-

self everything that he came to believe in and be conscious

of. How democratic his poetry is, not in subject and sub-

stance alone, but in manner and diction and aim, there is

no need nowadays to point out. The psychology and
philosophy of Wordsworth's poetry are as much founded

on democratic ideals as his language is. Moreover, he was
a man who changed slowly ; and, whatever effect the failure
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of the French Revolution and what else he suffered in those
times may have had, his mind was working on planes too
remote from practical politics to show an immediate effect.

He was in Paris just after the September massacre of 1792,
and was home in England before the execution of Louis XVI.
the next year. The change in him from the philosophy
of joy to the philosophy of duty—or rather the enlargement of

the philosophy of joy by the inclusion of the philosophy of duty
—was not a light matter, to be ascribed to this or that public

event. His mind was growing. His high thinking on man
and man's faculties in relation to society and to nature, and
his arduous study of the development of his own mind and
soul were carried on almost independently of external events.

The truth is that his nature and genius were averse to

direct expression. They made him wait till he could gain

a reflex image of falling in the deep, cool wells of thought.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that this rebel, this believer

in perfectibility and condemner of Governments, did turn

into the timidest of Tories, of the kind which wails that

"the country is going to the dogs," and dismally forsees

disaster in the lightest political change. Wordsworth paid

the penalty of transferring his allegiance from ideas to

institutions ; he became inelastic, lost courage and faith in

his fellows, and in his political views dried up into an
average Tory. But political opinions are but a rough index

to the inner man. Right in general principles, he was
wrong in particulars, and mistook his own resentments for

the promptings of his natural genius. True, the French
Revolution had an immense effect upon him. Then for a

time he set his ideal in the future. And it was not the

Terror which overthrew his faith. He perceived that the

Terror sprang from terror, the terror of invasion from with-

out. His unique experiences in France gave him a truer

perspective.

Wordsworth hated having to write out his compositions,

and often dictated them to his women folk. He seems to

have cared for nobody, outside of his family circle; even

then he exacted service rather than gave it ; everything had
to give way to what he required at the moment ; he wrote

an Ode to Duty, as his friends said, and then considered

he had done with the subject. Wordsworth the man is a

psychological problem of singular interest. Perhaps we
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shall never penetrate to the deepest causes of the change

in him. Something in his physical nature may account for

more than we are aware of. He grew old strangely early.

We are told that the violence of the feelings within his

outwardly hard nature devastated him
;

yet we remember
that Shelley, with all his sufferings, seemed like a boy to

the last. We divine a perpetual inner conflict. Words-
worth gave peace, but never found it himself, although his

outward life was blessed with happiness though rather of a

somewhat monotonous kind, as readers of the Prelude know.

Here he describes facts till many of his readers are sick of

them. Still, a fact is for him mainly a peg upon which

to hang some poetical or philosophical conclusion with

generalities so wide that their full application is not easy

to discover.

He was a man of high passion, though he never let the

world see it except in the reflex form of rapturous

mediation. He was a man of deep affections, though he

forbade to joy and sorrow their most natural outlets. As a

genius he was dignified, and he preached a dogma of private

apotheosis and self-impressment. He was never, like Shelley,

a spirit scarcely clad in flesh ; against the rules imposed by

Society he never possessed securely, like Keats, "the glory

of words," the sensuous beauty of phrase; he had none of

Byron's meteoric brilliance, nor Scott's narrative power or

stores of knowledge. There are few poets so difficult to

explain ; but Professor Raleigh has said this about Words-
worth :

" He had acquired an art like that of the naturalist,

the art of remaining perfectly motionless until the weird and
timid creatures of his mind came up to him. His poetry is

spun of emotions so deep that they can hardly be focussed

into expression. It cannot be denied that in Wordsworth
the very highest powers of the poetic mind were associated

with a certain tendency to the diffuse and commonplace."
If we consider where he was most successful we shall find

that it was not so much in description of scenery, as in vivid

expression of the effect produced by external subjects and
the turn they took from his mood of temperament. He
aimed at delivering a message which strained the capacities

of language, and rejected that of mere logic with scorn.

The simplest of men, he is the most daring and profound
Platonist in English literature. Wordsworth's poetry is
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greater than his creed, but at least he was a discoverer. He
is eminently a meditative or philosophical poet, and his

poetry is mainly the expression of "emotion recollected in

tranquility." Two traditional currents meet in Words-
worth, one springing from Protestantism, and the other

from the secular Rousseau. The first gave him his temper

and method, and the other gave him his scope. His firm

rather than broad and flexible intellect glows when he is

inspired to revive in memory its central experience ; and the

great metaphysical style, which he recovered for English

poetry, is at his command for the expression of it. Even
in his didactic writings he declares himself for passionate

imagination as the guide of life.

Of all the great poets who in the eighteenth century came
to lead a rough and tired generation of intrigue and scandal

back to that mother-world to which they had become as

strangers, Wordsworth proved himself the greatest and

most inspired guide. " He was the heroic poet of his age.

He alone could put into his verse the whole soul of a nation,

armed or arming for self-devoted self-defence ; could fill his

meditation with the spirit of a whole people that in the act

of giving it a voice and an expression he might inform and

renovate that spirit with the purity and sublimity of his

own." These are the noble and true words of Swinburne.

As the century progressed, he saw the old order, with all

its faults, giving place, not to the liberty which he had

once championed, the liberty in which his profounder

thought and fuller experience still under qualifications

trusted, but to a tyranny far more dangerous to the simple,

orderly life of freely associated men, which, less individual-

istic than Rousseau and more practical than Godwin, he

had regarded, from his earliest youth among the dalesmen,

as ideal. The materialism of government, the obscurantism

of the Church, were threatened not by spiritual and tem-

poral liberty, but by a grosser materialism and a darker

obscurantism. Making full allowance for the timidity of an

ageing man, the tiredness of a man whose inner life had, if

we may use the word, the snobbishness of a man who in

youth had been an outcast and came in middle age to be a

respected and courted " lion," we must yet see the politician

forced to choose between religion, the ally of poetry, and

irreligion that cared for nothing but commercial gain;
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between an ancient and orderly government and a form of
" progress " which meant less, not more, liberty for the

people.
" What has given Wordsworth," wrote R. H. Hutton,

" the reputation of an egotist, and made that part of the

world which does not care for his poetry depreciate him as

a man, is the peculiarly inward turn which his mind took,

so that, instead of multiplying his points of realities with
the world at large, as a poetic temperament usually does
multiply them, Wordsworth's genius appeared rather to

shut him up in himself, and to separate him by the most
separating medium in the world, a totally alien method of

regarding things from that of the wondering and dreaming
world." And what touched Tennyson most in Wordsworth
was the high sense of consecration to the poetic vocation.

He values his own thoughts and reflections too much to

sacrifice the least of them to the interest of his story. Two
innovations he introduced and sought to practise—not
always with the best results : he held that the humblest
subjects were suitable for poetry (hence his Peter Bells,

Alice Fells and Idiot Boys). He discarded the conventional
poetic diction which had grown up in the eighteenth century,

and held that the language of poetry should be that really

used by men. He was the greatest inventor between Gray
and Shelley of poetical forms ; a service which his campaign
for a simpler diction has too much obscured. The following

is the estimate of Professor Elton. "Wordsworth's blank
verse is easy to underestimate, so capricious is its power.
WT

e can see one reason for its failure, namely, that though
he went back for his music to Milton, Milton's heroic lines

too often only reached him through the intervening, the

deadening chorus of Milton's imitators. It is true that

there has been no perfect English poem of epic length since

Paradise Regained, and that Wordsworth's cathedral, to

which The Prelude is meant as an ante-chapel, is not only
unfinished, but amorphous. Hardness and strength, purity

and naturalness are the great achievements of Wordsworth's
diction, and are ever at his command when his verse is good
at all.

It was not Wordsworth's function to sing, like most great
poets, of war, or love, or tragic passions, or the actions

of supernatural beings. His peculiar function was " to
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open out the soul of little and familiar things in nature and

in human life." No poetry has exercised so much influence

on subsequent poets as that of Wordsworth.
Wordsworth, in defining- his ideal human being-

, keeps his

finger on the list of human temptations. To Rousseau's

comparatively simple doctrines of original virtue and natural

peace Wordsworth added much. Wordsworth was religious

by character without being religious with regard to dogma.

It is scarcely unjust to describe his poetic sympathies as

narrow and his poetic morality as puritanical. He saw very

deep into the life of things, and in its depth is its beauty.

Wordsworth's genius had, to quote the words of an admirer

of his, "a transfiguring touch, not, as we used to think, a

dulling one; he used the artist's loftiest fervour when he

chose the weak things of the world to confound the things

that were mighty, when he showed what less enlightened

eyesight had taken for a wilderness to be blossoming as the

rose. Nature and Man ; the poet has essentially no other

theme." The great bulk of his work is inspired by a faith

in a Personal Power resident in the world, with a haunting

idea of the genius loci, and he fails in a broad and lively

sympathy with the diviner passions and interests of human
life. And, if he slid over in his old age into many
absurdities of word and manner, losing his courage and his.

strength, it must be admitted that he had something to fear,

and that, though his poetry deteriorated, he remained

capable to the end of writing true and beautiful things.

The later Wordsworth is often unattractive, sometimes even

odious ; but gleams of insight and tenderness are not so.

rare. And there is always Dorothy, the " exquisite sister
"

as Coleridge called her, the " enchanting sister " as Keats,

called her.

Sir Leslie Stephen says that Wordsworth is the only

poet who will bear reading in times of distress, because he

"suggests the single thought which, so far as this world

is concerned, can be called consolatory"; while Matthew
Arnold says that the poetry of Wordsworth will wear better

as the years go by. Here we beg to differ. The simplicity

of his style is more varied than most poets' opulence, just

as the tranquility of his life, the contemplative quiet of his

writings are consistent with a rebellious energy, and The
Excursion may be described as a long sermon against
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pessimism, scarcely disguised by a story. Though different

speakers are introduced, their speeches are never ventrilo-

quisms.

Doubtless there is more art in Wordsworth's poems than

most readers perceive; but pre-eminent among poets as an

artist he is not. He made up for lack of art by freshness

of feeling and originality of thought, which were subtly

blended together; as Keat's pregnantly phrased it, no one

thought into the human heart as he did. With regard to

inequality, few poets are worse than Wordsworth : the

difference between his best and his worst is so great that

it is hard to believe the same writer is responsible for both.

Two things stand out in the criticism of Wordsworth—the

high value set upon his poetry by the better minds of

England—especially has this been so by those interested

in illumination,—and the anticipation of the poet that this

would be so. Early critics thought him much of an
impostor; whatever we may think of him, we shall never

again think that. The world that we find in his poetry

may not be the whole world, but it is the real world

;

revealed to imagination and reproduced by art such as only

great poets possess. To him the Lake District was a
stage, on which, in season and out of season, he enacted
" The Poet's Eye " to an audience of mountains, shepherds

and tourists. It was Wordsworth's most profound and
passionately held conviction that there is an intimate union
between the soul of nature and the soul of man, and that

to those who have, in however small a measure, realized

that union liberty is no mere political or legal arrangement,
but a spiritual necessity, vital and indestructible. The
truest life of the soul was, he thought, oftenest derived from
the influences of nature : the free soul necessarily demanded
liberty ; and the only kind of liberty worth fighting for or

worth having was that which issued from the soul, and was
primarily a spiritual possession, and only secondarily a
political condition. What moved him in the French
Revolution was not abstract theories, but its passions of life,

its energy of love and hope and faith in the future of men.
victories of invention and the advance of industrial arts, and
he did not rail at the change in the face of England when
villages grew into towns, and roads into railways.

It is of course quite true that Wordsworth was a Radical
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in his youth and a Tory in his old age. But the truth is

that neither affected very much more than the outskirts of

his mind. The essential Wordsworth, the man who wrote
great poetry, was not a great deal affected by either. He
is the greatest of all those who have tried to make them-
selves the poetic voice of the naturalist's universe; and he
has moments (but only moments) of sublime ecstasy which
thrill us to the soul. Wordsworth is one of our greatest

poets ; still we need not feel that, if we are to pick out

faults in him, we ought, as Goethe said of Schlegel in

referring to his treatment of Euripides, to do so on our
knees. Matthew Arnold, however, put Wordsworth above
all other poets except Dante, Shakespeare, Milton, Goethe
and Moliere. It is strange to remember that Wordsworth,
who could hardly distinguish one tune from another, wrote
at a second remove from music.



VI.

THE NOBLENESS OF SIR WALTER

Chateaubriand has affirmed that Walter Scott's romances
produced a revolution in the art of writing- histories, that

no greater master of the art of historical divination has ever

lived, and that his profound insight into the mediaeval

world in all its aspects, originated a new and brilliant

method which superseded the dim and limited views of

scholarly erudition. While we may frankly affirm that Sir

Walter will always stand in the first rank of the historical

novelists, it is difficult, almost impossible, to say in what
form or order Scott's work will survive. The gift of historic

memory and apt quotation which he shares with Macauley
gives to many of his antiquarian essays and critical intro-

ductions a delightful sense of the universality of his wit.

There are people who profess to like his notes to the

Waverley series better than the novels themselves. Compare
Scott's stories with Lytton's Last Days of Pompeii or Last

of the Barons, and we notice the vast superiority of the

former in mingling the realities of life with the glow of

passion and the charm of pageant. It was left to Scott to

give to the novel a popularity which it had never had, even

with Fielding and Richardson. As a ballad antiquary Scott

broke new ground.

A book-collector from his earliest days, Scott had entered

literature through the ruined gate of archaeology. Archaeo-

gists are too conscious of one another's infirmities to

admit his supreme greatness. As in the case of Renan
and Anatole France, they are profoundly suspicious of an

antiquary who upon occasion assumes the role of historian.

Scott, indeed, is the antiquary of the borderland between

romance, history, and expert connoisseurship. In this

d 49
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region he is unrivalled, and no competitor has ever

stimulated the taste of amateurs for the material environ-

ment of the past with such entire success and enthusiasm.
He arranged his endless prefaces and his colossal intro-

ductions with care and deliberation ; he was in no hurry to

get on to the story—as long as he was busy he was content.

While staying in Edinburgh, his literary work was done
early in the morning while his friends were still in bed, and
to all appearance he was for the rest of the day a man
of leisure and a man of business. When Scott spoke of the

principal charm of his style consisting in the " humid
freshness" of his composition, he was thinking, no doubt,

of his battle pieces, which certainly seem to rush along

with all the passion of the charge of a war horse, as in the

battle of Flodden Field. In poetry his favourite measure
was a more or less irregular verse of four accents. He
recalled poetry to action. Pope and Crabbe are often

difficult to construe ; Gray and Collins are sometimes difficult

to understand. But the plainest man will never find Scott

obscure. It is a weakness of his that he hardly ever appeals

to the intellect at all ; he made the abstract concrete. The
people whom Scott created are men numerous and various,

and their voices ring truer than those of the creations of

any other novelist with the exception of Balzac. We go
from the Waverley Novels to the Come'die Humaine as from
one swarming city or country to another. Of the two,

Balzac rises higher, and digs deeper; but the Scotsman has

the advantage of making the reader happier.

Walter Scott, the most lovable figure in all the realms

of letters, was born in 1771 ; his childhood decided his career,

as convulsions in his second year left him with a shrunken
leg, and threw him upon stories for amusement. While
still a lad he was put to the study of Law, but showed
no special aptitude for the legal profession. For years he

had been collecting ballads after the manner of Percy's

Reliques. Soon he himself began to compose, and when
in the year of Waterloo The Lay of the Last Minstrel was
published, it took the world by storm ; it came with

a rush and carried all before it, and each successive work
of his was read as if it were the bulletin of a victory.

Money flowed in, enabling him to gratify his ambition and
found a territorial estate. Lavish as his expenses were, he
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earned ^28,000 in two years by his pen. At the same time

he kept an open door at Abbotsford, where, amidst the most
generous hospitalities, he was engaged in his joyful task

of creating a beautiful estate out of some boggy acres.

The same miscellaneous industry went on without halt, till

death grudged him an earthly immortality, and laid a

restraining finger on the wizard's brain at last. He toiled

in fact, not as one man but as a syndicate. He refused

both honours and money, when they did not accord with

his view of the fitness of things. He would not accept the

Laureateship because he thought it would be of more value

to Southey than to himself, and declined honorary degrees

from the great Universities for reasons which show how
little he was eager for external distinctions. Even when
tortured by illness and overwork, he would not rest. His
Bride of Lammermoor, The Heart of Midlothian, Ivanhoe
and Rob Roy were written or dictated sometimes in fits of

suffering, during which he could not refrain from cries of

agony. Eleven years of splendid labour suddenly crashed into

ruin during 181 6, in his fifty-fourth year, through the finan-

cial disasters of Ballantyne and Company, his publishers, and
this brave man, with ^130,000 of personal liabilities, in-

curred through a blindly simple trust in others over whom he
exercised no control, sat down determined to write his

reputation clean before he died. The whole force of his

nature was thrown at once into the struggle to do what was
honourable and right, and into submission to the will of

God. It was in the spirit of some old raider whose blood

was in his own heart—dying on his elbow, undismayed
though all were gone, if only honour remained ! The stern

reality of the struggle broke his strength and snapped the

finest intellect that Scotland knew. In 1820 George IV.

rewarded him with a baronetcy. After his death, however,
his obligations were fully met ; and he lies in his grave
till the resurrection, a straight man, noble and true, without
reproach. His heart was big with that humanity which
makes aristocrat and democrat as one. Like all the very
greatest men, he was very practical. His work did not
prevent him from being a good husband, a kind father, a
patriotic citizen.

There are letters and journals which, by common consent,
are not for an age, but for all time. Everyone who has
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even the smallest tincture of letters loves Scott as he appears
in his letters, in his home, amid his large family, the most
generous of correspondents ; all recognise in him a man
even greater than his work. The intensity of love in him
was equalled only by his imagination. And with his

marked manliness of temperament he possesses qualities

which we often call feminine. He had the qualities of a
man of action and an iron nerve. On one occasion at a

country inn, he was told that the only available bedroom was
tenanted by a corpse. Sir Walter, after ascertaining that

the man had died of no infectious disease, slept in the room
willingly, and reported that he had never slept better.

Another strange fact to record was his prejudice towards
Jacobitism, and was, so to say, the emotional aspect of his

habitual toryism. He is likewise the poet and novelist of

association : a proper name acts upon him like a charm. In

historical characters his outstanding successes are Louis

XL, and James VI. and I. Here, of course, he had the

advantage of having to deal with very marked idiosyncrasies.

This might well have been a snare to an inferior romancer.
Generally he is least successful with his more correct and
less eccentric personages.

Mr. Balfour has told us that it is not merely by his style,

but in the manner of his inimitable stories that Scott has
surpassed all other writers of English romance. His reading

along chosen lines was probably more extensive and minute
than that of any man's of his generation. True, his history

is often inaccurate, indeed, it was usually made intentionally

so, that he might give a more concentrated picture of that

which struck his imagination. (He did not, however, do this

in the way Sir Arthur Conan Doyle disfigures history in his

Huguenot romance The Refugees.) Love of country, and the

feeling of clanship—a modified form of patriotism—were
always his. It is true that he was not the first patriotic

poet. The age of Chatham could hardly be without them

;

and we do not forget the authors of Rule Britannia and the

Loss of the Royal George. Scott's greatest historic feat in

prosody is the catching up and popularising of the

Christahel metre, long before that poem had appeared. The
following incident from Lockhart will bear testimony of the

influence of Scott's poetry at Torres Vedras. " In the course

of the day when The Lady of the Lake first reached Sir
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Adam Ferguson he was posted with his company on a point

of guard exposed to the enemy's artillery . . . The men were
ordered to lie prostrate on the ground. While they kept

that attitude, the Captain, kneeling at their head, read aloud

the description of the battle in Canto VI., and the listening

soldiers only interrupted him by a joyous huzza whenever
the French shot struck the bank close about them." In

his nature descriptions he planted a love, not only of Scot-

land, but of Britain ; for there are few Englishmen who read

of Scott's mountains and heaths who do not regard them
as being, in a sense, their own inheritance. If the two
races criticise each other, it is the good-natured chaff

of brothers, and not the bitter taunt of enemies. The only

deep passion in Scott's poetry is Patriotism—the passion

of place. In general the lays are much feebler as stories

than the novels; only The Lady of the Lake and The Lord

of the Isles (poems of an elaborate ballad kind) are well

told : in the others the interest does not rest upon the

story, but on the episodes and digressions of pageant and
colour and nature. Another element in Scott's poetry is

a flitting fancy for the supernatural, which was nurtured

in him by the wild legends of the Border. It was pro-

claimed emphatically by Sir Francis Doyle that "there are

no ballad poems so full of the spirit of Homer as those

of Scott." When Scott said he was " beaten out of poetry "

by Byron, he began to express in more pliable prose the

same combination which his verse had been used to convey.

Here he cleared the ground of sensation and elementary
melodrama. Among nineteenth century narrative poets,

Scott alone stood close to his subjects, painted with some
approach to real knowledge upon a background of actual

history ; was penetrated by the feeling of his situations

;

looked back, as one may imagine Homer to have looked
back, upon a heroic age which had not long passed away,
whose visible memorials remained.

Neither "eloquence" nor "poetry" are the exact words
with which it would be appropriate to describe the best

style of the Waverley Novels. Scott more than almost any
other author is unidentifiable with a single book—an
Esmond, a Cloister and the Hearth, a Scarlet Letter or a
John Inglesant. If his work towers, it is as range or massif
rather than pic or crag. A splendid range Scott's admirers
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call it, glittering- in the broad Shakespearean sunlight, with

certain well-defined summits such as Waverley, published

anonymously in 1814, of which six thousand copies were sold

in six weeks— a tale of the Jacobite Rebellion of 1745. The
scene opens just before the outbreak. The hero fights with

credit at Prestonpans, accompanies the Highland Army in

its march to Derby, and return to Scotland after Culloden.

A tragic and moving episode is the trial and death of the

gallant Highland chief. The Monastery, and The Abbot
are stories that have to do with the life and times of Mary
Queen of Scots, and contain many facts not mentioned
in the ordinary histories. Her influence and charm are

delicately indicated, as well as her suffering and sorrow.

In Quentin Durward we have a rich and varied picture of the

age when feudalism and chivalry were about to pass away.
The scene is laid in France; the Machiavellian Louis XL,
pictured in all his courage, craft and superstition, and the

headstrong Charles the Bold are both introduced : the

romantic interest is centred in an obscure Scot, Quentin,

who, by good fortune, wins the hand of a high-born heroine.

Ivanhoe is a many-coloured picture of Mediaeval England
at a period (about 1194) when Norman and Saxon had hardly

begun to fuse, when the castles were the strongholds of

the barons, and the woods full of outlaws. Sir Walter
hardly ever takes us into a dull or abstract world. We
have also a contrast between the dealings of the Templars
and the heavy Saxon nobles with their clumsy and dull

straightforwardness. The tournament at Ashby-de-la-

Zouche, and the siege of Front-de-Boeuf's castle are now
classic episodes. In Kenilworth we have the tragic story

of the martyred Amy Robsart, wife of Queen Elizabeth's

favourite, the Earl of Leicester. An elaborate description

is given of the Queen's visit to the Castle and the revels

that followed. Shakespeare, Raleigh and Burleigh appear

on the scene. In Old Mortaliiy the mind is fixed on the

contrast between the stern puritan fanatics and the military

cold-bloodedness of Claverhouse and his soldiers. The
murder of Archbishop Sharp is one of the early incidents.

Old Mortality is a real person who devoted himself to

cleaning the gravestones of the martyrs of the Covenant.

Woodstock gives a picture of the time of Charles I.

Peveril of the Peak has an ultra-romantic plot in which a
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supposed deaf mute and a dwarf play active parts in

defeating the machinations that would separate hero and
heroine. The historical basis has to do with the bogus
plot of the Papists, supposed to be revealed by Titus Oates.

Rob Roy is another story of Jacobite days. A young
Englishman, who has unwillingly got mixed up with the

intriguers, goes to Scotland in search of a missing document
on which depends the credit of his father's firm. Diana
Vernon is one of the most captivating of all Scott's heroines.

The Bride of Lammermoor, which has been compared with

Romeo and Juliet, tells how the last representative of a

ruined family and the daughter of his ancestral enemy in

possession of the estates fall in love with each other. All

goes well for a time, but an ambitious mother opposes the

match. Prophecies and apparitions symbolise the coming
tragedy, when Lucy Ashton's anguish turns her brain.

Caleb Balderstone is one of the author's most humorous
creations. The Talisman is a vigorous tale of the Third

Crusade in Palestine. The jealousies and squabbles of the

leaders of Christendom are comic, and amongst the

dramatis personce are Richard Coeur de Lion, Saladin, Philip

Augustus of France and the Archduke of Austria. Only in

St. Ronan's Well, 1823, did Scott attempt to rival Miss
Austen in a comedy of manners.

Scott was not always accurate in history, and his chron-

ology is not always right. But he rescued a wide realm

from cold oblivion and gave it back to human consciousness

and sympathy. Gibbon covers his subject with stately

rhetoric and the vrai verite, but it is cold and stiff. Scott

adopts the dramatic method as followed by Carlyle and
Michelet.

Objection has been raised with more point, perhaps, to

the fact that he has a Meg Merrilies and a tedious

description in every book; that, like Shakespeare, he dearly

loves a bore (his Clutterbucks, his Cleishbothams, his

Dryasdust of York), and suffers at times not so much from

a superfoetation of Elizabethan wit but of Scottish "wut";
and, with less point, to his deliberate leisureliness, which

produces a broad atmospheric effect and is the best antidote

to the restlessness of later romancists. He understood the

slow approach business thoroughly, and let the story flag

by design in the first volume. Others, including Carlyle,
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complain very unfairly that his portraits have no develop-

ment, and are drawn exclusively from the outside. There
is a Shakesperean daylight over all his work which makes
history take on shape and veracity as it never took before.

As for his defects, to deny in toto what the critics say of

them would be to take up a false strategical position and
to give away the case for Sir Walter. His writing was
hasty, spontaneous and unconnected.

Scott's influence on historical interpretation is remarkable.

Such figures as Montrose, Claverhouse, and Prince Charlie,

and the interpretation of the historical Highlander, retain

in popular memory the shape and hue Sir Walter gave
them ; even serious historians such as Macaulay, Froude,

and Gardiner fell under the wizard's spell. The Antiquary

is remarkable as being enriched by some of the most incom-
parable scenes and vignettes of contemporary Scots manners.

His influence was all-conquering also in making the novel

move right on to the leading place in literary creation. The
work that saw the light a hundred years ago meant the

triumph of romance ; and was the herald of an immense and
imperishable host of inspirations for weary humanity. Work
at high pressure becomes part of his life. His immense
creative energy is inevitable, and knows little whether his

work has been good or bad. After reading him we feel

that the world is a big place full of stir and business, full of

life, love and beauty. However, the Waverley Novels have
never wanted for critics, and whatever defects they have, all

are agreed that Scott is greater than anything he wrote.

He was certainly the most widely read and the most learned

of all British romancists ; and he read and translated German
when that tongue was only just beginning to be known.
He cared nothing for abstract philosophy, nor did he bother

himself to form any definite system of opinions. He shared

Hume's political prejudices, and detested the dogmatism of

John Knox, without enquiring into the abstraction of

either.

Together with Macaulay and Longfellow', Scott is capable

of conveying the atmosphere of poetry to those for whom the

greater poets are a sealed book, and he had been called the

Ariosto of the North. He has the respect and affection of

millions to whom poetry is stark madness, as well as of

those gentle souls to whom very simple poetry is among the
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passionate pleasures and lasting- consolations of life. Many
poets whose poetry, to use Long-fellow's metaphor, has been
as arrows shot in the air, would be glad of his certainty that

that they struck where they were intended to strike. Not
a song of his but fled like a homing bird to the heart's

nest. The merit of his poetry as a whole has no doubt been
questioned by latter-day critics. Yet as a martial poet he
still has no complete rival. There is Homeric quality and
life in the lays—the lays of a self-thought poet in whom
there is more power than craft, more spontaneity than art,

more life than skill. Yet there are complete cross-country
gallops in verse by him in which, as Meredith would say,

the blood is kept spinning. He never gives you the sense

of confining his interest to his story. There is always a
life-like background, a sense of the largeness and complexity
of human life. And this poet is still capable of making the

heart yearn for the big, bare, unenclosed spaces among the

Cheviots, the names of which he has immortalized, the
lonely, haunted places in the long grey twilights of the
North, the wayward gusts of wind upon coastwise moorland
—the distant glimpse of Eildon from the old road above
Jedburg, the Braes of Yarrow, Caerlaverock Castle, the

crumbling towers of Branksome, the gentle ripple of the

Tweed over its pebbles in the mid-summer gloaming.
No novelist relies so little as Scott on the stimulation

of sex interest ; no man deals in morbid psychology,
considering the greatness of his canvas. " All is great,"
said Goethe, " in the Waverley novels—material, effect,

character, execution." If Shakespeare turned out three
dramatic pieces per year, Scott was not less equal to the
annual task of three masterpieces in fiction. Guy Mannering
was the work of only six weeks; the last two volumes of

Waverley were written in the evenings of the summer
weeks ; The Bride of Lammermoor was finished in two.
In politics and current interests he took an active part; he
contributed reviews to the Edinburgh and set about the
foundation of The Quarterly; he edited Dryden and Swift,
and undertook an elaborate biography of Napoleon, and
from time to time made lengthy journeys. The last was in

183 1, when he was conveyed to Italy and Malta in a frigate,

placed at his disposal by the Government, as his health and
brain had given way under the severe pressure of work.
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Wordsworth wrote :

" The might
Of the world 's good wishes with him goes ;

Blessings and prayers, in nobler retinue

Than sceptred King or laurelled conqueror knows,
Follows this wonderous Potentate."

He returned, however, soon to die on September 2ist, 1832.

Sir Walter Scott may not be the cleverest, or the wittiest,

or the profoundest of novelists ; but none is so sure of

immortality, as there flows from him a pleasure which never
fails as time goes by ; and his real legacy was the enlarge-

ment of the horizon of the novel. In France this seed bore
fruit during the author's lifetime with the publication of

Hugo's Notre Dame de Paris, Merimee's Charles IX. and of

De Vigny's Cinq-Mars ; while the works of the elder Dumas
and Stendhal came soon after. Nobody rises from Scott's

works without a most vivid idea of what is related ; and yet

no one is able to quote a single phrase in which it has
been related.

In the Waverley Novels, which were published anony-
mously, and whose authorship, except for a few friends,

remained a secret until 1827, (when it was divulged at

the Theatrical Fund Dinner) there are thirty-one complete

stories, only four of which are brief. In the first nine the

scene is laid in Scotland ; in six the period is the eighteenth

century ; in four the note of history is absent or very distant.

The publication was watched for as eagerly in Paris and
in Weimar as in London. In Rob Roy and The Heart of

Midlothian the times comes much nearer, for the story has

to do with the Porteous Riots in Edinburgh (1736); while

only in Waverley, Old Mortality, and A Legend of Montrose,

does the public interest in the story march along with con-

temporary events.

It will have been noticed by the readers of Scott that he

is at his best when describing Jacobite or Cavalier ; indeed

their feelings were in his blood. As for the Crusader, Scott

had to rely on his imagination and reading. He had also

instructive knowledge of courtly sentiment. His monarchs
have no touch of the intellectual passion that is found in

Shakespeare; " but in his portraits he shows no little of the

latter's gift of developing the character along lines that
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are warranted by evidence or tradition, though not a word
uttered may be historical. Scott's genius was in extenso
rather than in intenso." His lack of psychological analysis

is his chief shortcoming; he never touches the root of the

matter, nor endeavours to solve the questions at issue.

The Waverley Novels describe great events, singular

characters, strange accidents, with an account of the

feelings and fortunes of the hero and heroine, with an
attempt more or less successful, to insert an interesting

love story. Scott showed in them that he possessed
a profound knowledge of human nature and a power of

creating humorous and tragic characters, which has been
equalled only by the greatest names in literature. He was
never subtle, morbid or fantastic, and had no niceties or

secrets. In the creation of his personages, he displays a

fecundity resembling that of Nature herself, derived from
his comprehensive acquaintance with all sorts and conditions

of men. In types of actual human life Scott is perhaps
surpassed by Crabbe ; he does not analyse character or
delineate it in its depths, but exhibits the man rather by
speech and action. As for himself, Scott never lays bare
the workings of his mind, like Goethe or Shelley; unlike

Wordsworth and like Homer he presents a scene and leaves

it to work its own effect. He is also the least self-conscious

of our poets, and differs tremendously in this respect from
Byron. Scott's success killed the old bad Grub Street

tradition of literature. Regarded merely as a story-teller,

he has no superior, and no one has equalled him in the

beautiful facility with which his narratives pass from their

complications to their ddnoument.
It is well to remember that Scott has no one with whom

he can ever be compared, and to point out that where in

subsequent works, a far greater degree of historical accuracy
has been attained, the result has been less pleasing and
artistic as fiction. However decided Sir Walter's political

faith was, it had not the slightest influence on the handling of

his fictional material ; he never alters a historical character
out of love for his own views, or assigns to one a fixed

tendency subservient to other than literary ends. He was
innocent of Popery, and would have been more astonished
at the charge of Romanising than he probably was when
Thomas McCrie denounced him for his picture of the
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Scottish Covenanters in Old Mortality. And yet there is

testimony to his Catholicising influence from Cardinal

Newman, and from the Protestant George Barrow. Nor
does Scott distort life in order to laugh at it, but fastens

upon it countless superficial anomalies with a peculiar

delight in the jostling of character and circumstance.

Each character has its faith and keeps it. There is little

or no doubt or unbelief, scarce any shadow upon faith cast

by the turning of circumstance. This means, not that he

was indifferent to religion, but rather that his own belief

was of a sort careless of definition, but accepted as a

background of a sane and wholesome life. Carlyle's

dissatisfaction with Scott arises from the fact that he was
not a missionary nor a transcendental philosopher, but

simply a teller of stories.
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THE ROMANTICISM OF COLERIDGE.

Few makers of literature placed the nineteenth century under

so deep a debt as Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772- 1834), anc*

none wrought with more singleness of purpose to discover

and to expound the truth which lay at the heart of the

problems of his day. His talk was the marvel of his genera-

tion ; while it is a fact that the latter streams of religious

thought in England are all more or less coloured by his

influence. It was he who saw the significance of German
learning from English thought, and who interpreted it con-

structively. Lacking the gifts of method or system, he was
possessed in an extraordinary degree by a genius for

insight : hence his work is a series of splendid fragments.
The ethics of Paley, the psychology of Hartley and Priestly,

took its death-blow from the seer who dwelt at Highgate
from 1816 to 1834. Enough it is to say that Coleridge,

beginning as Unitarian, ended on the heights of Transcend-
entalism, and found faith in the Trinity less a theological

pronouncement than a philosophical necessity. His influence

was enormous, but it was general and formative rather than
directly didactic. It was, in fact, not by his books but by
his talk that Coleridge stamped himself upon his age; his

real task was to deliver his testimony against the materialist
creed of his day, to lay stress upon the abiding element of
mystery in man and nature. He was aware of the real presence
of the eternal in the temporal. Though a great friend of
Wordsworth, their temperament had wide variance : but
there was a subterranean adit between the two, and Coleridge
understood Wordsworth, without being led away by his
extremes of theory. There is also a similarity between the

61
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careers of Coleridge and De Quincey, especially that both

were failures in the sanctuary of home, both were slaves of

opium. Yet he regarded Christianity and patriotism as no

idle doctrines. It is therefore hardly surprising to find that

his attitude towards the " sophisters, economists, and calcu-

lators " is one of contemptuous hostility.

Few other English poets have given to their verse more
of genuine witchery, the quality which at once delights,

haunts, and amazes the reader, than Coleridge at his best.

The suffrage of posterity tends more and more to claim the

highest distinction for The Ancient Mariner, Christabel, and

Kubla Khan. The former glorifies the humble ballad form.

Apart from certain passages of Keats, all that is deepest and

truest in romance is to be found herein. The heart of the

poem lies in the " dramatic truth of the emotions " of a soul

haunted by a curse of those his own soul has brought to

death.

In studying a work of art, we should proceed as in

studying a work of nature : after delighting in the effect, we
should try to ascertain what are the means by which the

effect is produced, and not at all what is the idea lying

behind the means. The play of fancy gives place to the

exercise of a very richly endowed imagination in Coleridge.

And yet in his prose this element of the fanciful does not

appear. It is doubtful if any man ever wrote upon such
exalted philosophical and critical questions who was so easy

to follow and comprehend : perhaps the one exception is

Newman. His work fell far short of the performance which
he had planned, and which included various epic poems, and
a complete system of philosophy, in which all knowledge was
to be co-ordinated. But art for art's sake did not satisfy

Coleridge. He desired to teach and to preach, and in order

to deliver his message he expended his energies in various
directions. His criticism is the most spiritual in the

language. His notes upon Shakespeare possess some of the

marks which we are apt to discover in the finest art. A
word which he borrowed from the Greek and applied to

Shakespeare describes him best. He was "myriad-minded,"
but Charles Lamb called him a damaged archangel—
" wonderful, ridiculous old gentleman, who could never
determine which side of the path to walk on." His worship
of liberty had always been more than a mere passion, and
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his study of Plotinus helped him to interpret matter in terms

of mind; and he approached poetry in the spirit of some
super-man who saw things from a superior point of view.

He directed attention to the heart, before he discussed the

details of the clothing. The unknown and the unseen for

ever fascinated him, and were for him the vital elements in

life and in nature. Like Boswell and Pepys, Coleridge is an
author to be kept ready at one's elbow for odd moments and
for occasions that need rest and distraction. Like so many
great talkers, his talk lacked spirited insight, and careered

along on waves of dogmatic superstitions and generalities.

His voice on any page is like shouting to an Albert Hall

audience.

Debarred from this world of living images by his weird
and romantic imagination, Coleridge produced, in The
Ancient Mariner and Christabel, what is, doubtless, great

poetry—great, because it translates us, with amazement,
from this earth ; but not the very greatest poetry, because
it is not to the Platonic Plain of Truth, not to the unmoved
Empyrean Heaven, but to the space midway where the

demon-heroes and fairies are. And Coleridge was only a great
poet in his youth—only so long as the pageant of weird images
still kept passing before him. He began most unpromisingly
with certified reflections of the eighteenth century mode.
The Ancient Mariner (1797) depends, and openly depends, on
the lyric acceleration of its narrative pace, and in this it is

the true legatee of the old ballads; while in Christabel he
achieved the miracle of making a tale sing and a song tell a
tale by a use of verse which, while he did not absolutely
invent it, he stamped with his own individual seal, and
conferred, so doing, a new gift on his contemporaries and
on poetry for good. The occasional variation in numbers of

syllables is not introduced wantonly, or for the mere end of
convenience, but in correspondence with some transition in

the nature of imagery or passion. In The Ancient Mariner
the period is not strictly mediaeval, for mariners then did not
sail to the South Polar regions or lie becalmed in the
equatorial seas ; the story is the baseless fabric of a vision.
We are put under a spell : eerie tales of the South Sea, old
voyages, saints' legends with a few Catholic touches, a
dream of a skeleton ship, and the sentiment of animal
sanctity. On the appearance of The Ancient Mariner,
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writers, allowing- the magic of the poem, proceeded to

stultify the admission by inquiring why the poet did not

write more. The question can be answered in terms of

foolishness : Coleridge yielded his will to opium.

In this respect Pater connects Coleridge's poetic method
with his philosophic idealism; he says that the Rime "has
the plausibility, the perfect adaption to reason and life,

which belongs to the marvellous, when actually presented as

part of a credible experience in our dreams." In it the

blending of the natural and the supernatural is finely made
by a master of psychology, and the words yield a deeper and
surer beauty than appears at first sight. Each incident

stands out clear cut ; each corresponding change in the soul

of the mariner is registered.

The magic and melody of Coleridge's verse are all his

own, and the spirit and direction of his poetry are other

and different with that of his friend and contemporary
Wordsworth. The latter was more penetrating and the

other more dream-like. Both surpassed all other poets of

their generation, both in delicacy of sense-perception and in

that kind of imaginative power which acts not " by arbitrary

reconciliations of the facts of the sense, but by a peculiar

subtle scenting of them."
As a poet his peculiar quality lay in his power of visualis-

ing scenes of which neither he nor another had any actual

experience. He could and did force his extraordinary talent

into producing dramatic pieces which have been performed
with success and still invite study, but his plots drag and
his characters are neither attractive or rememberable. Like
Shelley, he was " a beautiful and ineffectual angel," a spirit

imprisoned behind bars invisible and intangible to the tame
hordes of humanity, a spirit always beckoned by something
from without. The comparison between Coleridge and
Johnson bears a strange resemblance

;
perhaps the chief

distinction between the two is that the former hated " mere
personality." In fact, Coleridge had to create his audience

as a thinker even more than as a poet. On the one hand,

his teaching ignored the divine " Reason " in man, against

the political system in which he was a slave ; while on the

other hand, he railed against those who claimed absolute

validity from his thought.

His wealth of ideas and his equally phenomenal weakness
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of will embarrassed and distracted his subtle and delicate

poetry. Abstract speculation was not divorced from delicate

and subtle sensation. In his analysis and vindication of the

principles of romantic art, he brought to bear a philosophic

depth. Almost all his poems lie, as it were, in a mist; but

without the mists there are no sunsets, and no rainbows,

and the most beautiful emotions of man lie, as Coleridge

knew, just beyond the borderland of his exact knowledge.

Every poem shows some beautiful record of just observa-

tion. But by doing so he regarded society as an organism,

a something which has grown through long centuries, and
therefore to be studied in its vital principle, not to be

analysed into a mere mechanism for distributing certain

lumps of happiness. Nearly all he wrote was v/ritten without

reference to those active fountains of social feeling, thought

and language, from which the reader as well as the poet has
been accustomed to derive his imaginative ideas, while his

reform in English poetry was exerted in a different direction,

and was mainly concerned with the technical side of the art.

As De Quincey said of Coleridge, there was no man who ever

had such a vast power of combination, or who could manage
so well such a large body of subjects apparently discon-

nected.

He saw that the facile generalization upon which they

founded their systems were the phantoms of uneducated
minds. For Coleridge comprehends the instruments for the

attainment of truth which lie outside the kingdom of Origin,

the calculating and classifying realm of the scientist. The
moral " of the poem is not this or that proposition tagged

to it or deductible from it, moral or otherwise, but the total

effect of the stimulus to the imagination and affections, or

what Coleridge would call its dynamic effect. On the whole,
he combined the intuitive perception of the roles of a general
man of letters, and his historical importance ranks equally
with the great ones of his time. And it was also through
him that the current of Continental thought reached our
shores, and gave rise to what we call Romanticism.

And, of all that is purest and most ethereal in the romantic
spirit, his poetry is the most finished, the supreme embodi-
ment; in fact, this erratic student, who once proposed to

spend his life on the banks of the Susquehanna, did little

more than let his ability run to waste.
E
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THE GENIUS OF MISS AUSTEN

As Scott is the father of the nineteenth century novel, so

Jane Austen is its mother. Her genius is without spot or

blemish. Her field may not be wide, but it includes nearly

every passion in the heart of man, and she regards the

emotions of humanity with critical sympathy. For culture,

seriousness and distinction of style, Miss Austen may be

counted among- the last of the earlier nineteenth century

novelists, and of all female authors in English she was the

most perfect as an artist, because she understood her own
limitations—knowing perfectly well what she could not do.

She could not paint a mighty canvas—her skill was in the

miniature field, where she cultivated her gift to an exquisite

degree of fineness.

The squirearchy of the country supplied Jane Austen with

the materials of a set of books which have from the date of

their appearance impressed the best judges, of the most
diverse tastes, as among the very best things of prose fiction.

She was the daughter of the Rector of Steventon, in

Hampshire, and born in 1775, she died unmarried in 1817.

She lived a life of quiet seclusion, varied by a residence amid
the tepid excitements of Bath, and is buried in Winchester
Cathedral. Her recorded life has been compared in its

absence of salient detail to Shakespeare's. Simple as are her
plots, they are worked out with extraordinary completeness,
and the characters and dialogue are of such astonishing
finesse and life that it would hardly matter if there were no
plot at all. In the opinion of a great critic, the secret of
Jane Austen's greatness is to be found in the minute scale

and high finish of her work. In order to work upon that
66
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little bit of ivory with any effect, she had to select only

what could be given without broad or strong- touches ; she

had to select just what interested and amused herself most.

All her few books contain absolutely no strain in them,

nothing- but the lightest tracing of the characteristic vanities,

self-deceptions, follies and weaknesses, as well as shrewd-

ness and wit of human life; they are therefore light in

texture. She surprises her reader by nothing vehement,

disturbs him by nothing profound. The passions are unknown
to her; she rejects even a speaking acquaintance with that

stormy sisterhood. Outside her little social circle spread vast

tracts of country where joys, sorrows, hopes and regrets are

both infinitely more complex and infinitely more intense; in

them human nature reveals essential qualities unknown to

Jane Austen. Her heroes and heroines can only be said to

represent universal human nature by the idolator who thinks

it profane to call her limited. Her work represents the first

great assertion that the humdrum life of modern civilization

is a disguise as tawdry and deceptive as the costume of

a bal masque". There is a Chinese fidelity, a miniature
delicacy, in the painting.

The value of Miss Austen, artistically, is of course in the

perfection of what she did ; but the value of her historically

is in the way in which she showed that,
'

' given the treat-

ment," says Dr. Saintsbury, "any material would be per-

fected. It was in this way that the possibilities of the novel
were shown to be practically illimitable." She criticises her
society from the inside, and her intuitional keenness is quite

untouched by repressing ardour.
The novels were well received from the beginning, but

found their warmest admirers after their author's decease.
Her admirers include such diverse personalities as Whately,
Charlotte Bronte, G. H. Lewes, Macaulay, Sir Walter Scott,
Sidney Smith, Edward Fitzgerald, and many other famous
names which are now household words. Miss Austen's
English is hardly at all antiquated ; her diction and sentences
would not sound strange, except for their excellence, in any
book written since 1750.

Sense and Sensibility was the first tale she published, and
betrays the youthful inexperience of its author ; while in con-
struction and characterisation it is the weakest of Jane
Austen's novels. Pride and Prejudice is perhaps the most
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widely read of all her novels. The Bennett family can claim

a place among the most substantial realities summoned into

existence by the art of fiction. The satirical father, the

vulgar matchmaking- mother, the different qualities and per-

ceptions of the daughters, the immense, even catastrophic,

importance of small things in the life of country people, the

gradual drawing together of a man and woman who begin

with no sympathy for each other—all this and much more is

given in this masterly book. The title originally intended

was First Impressions. Though not the most human of

Miss Austen's books, it is the most boldly plotted out, and
perhaps the most humorously written. The art of the book
is so fine that it contains no character which is without its

effect upon the whole.

In fiction her literary descent is plain. Its ancestors were
the writings of Defoe, the Roger de Coverley papers of

Addison, the novels of Fielding and Richardson, the poems
of Cowper and the poetical tales of Crabbe, together with

an intrusion of Fanny Burney. From this genealogical tree,

it will be plain that incident was not her me'tier. In her

ordinary humdrum life she did not dream of the high

catholic ^00? ; she never used her characters as pegs for

ethical or metaphysical doctrines. Without illlusions, yet

without unkindness, without impatience, yet without indiff-

erence, we are shown real life as we know it ourselves,

neither darkened by passion, nor interpreted by philosophy.

Professor Bradley wrote of her to the effect that she was
not only a humorist, but also a moralist—though not exactly

a didactic one — in spite of the titles of her first two
published works.
The time has come when there is no need to bring

witnesses to prove Jane Austen's fame. Arrange the great
English novelists as one will, it does not seem possible to

bring them out in any order where she is not first, or second,
or third, whoever her companions may be. The mere sight

of her six neat volumes suggests something of the reason,

for when we look at them we do not remember any page or

passage which so burnt itself into our minds when we read
it first that from time to time we take the book down, read
that sentence again, and are again exalted. She was never
a revelation to the young, a stern comrade, a brilliant and
extravagantly admired friend, a writer whose sentences sang
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in one's brain, and were half absorbed into one's blood.

And directly one has set down any of the above phrases, one

is conscious of the irony with which she would have dis-

claimed any such wish or intention.

She did not even take any notice of the Napoleonic Wars

;

a feat, however, less remarkable than it seems to us. It is

difficult to say that anything- was beyond her natural

capacity, and rash to speculate as to the effect of her

secluded life upon her work; the clear thing is that she

liked rusticity, and found that what amused and interested

her more than anything else was to watch, with sympathetic

detachment, the daily doings and conversations of a group
of country families. She was content— though with her

heroines, at least, she was never superficial—to leave deeper

things unprobed.
And Jane Austen was further away from the harsh

realities of her time than the most of her contemporaries.
Her artistic detachment was complete. She watched the

life which unfolded itself about her with a serene mind. She
could draw a portrait in a few strokes and with a delicate

irony as well as anyone who ever essayed her craft. She
worked on a small scale, and refrained very wisely from
the great emotions. With a rare self-knowledge she writes
of " the little bit of ivory (two inches wide) on which I

work with so fine a brush as produces little effect after much
labour."

Jane Austen was a writer, and a great one, because real

genius always evinces itself even when circumstances are
unfavourable. Are we not often amazed to see a flower
sprout from the crevice of a wall almost without light or
water? This, however, was not the case with Jane Austen,
who did not spring from an arid or sterile soil, but the
ordinary conditions of the ordinary girl. She looked about
her with keen scrutiny. Everything and every person was
analysed. The fancies of her brain found abundant food,
and became living to her. She felt the need of giving them
form, and she wrote because she had something to say.
The chief reason why she does not appeal to us as some

inferior writers do is that she has too little of the rebel in
her composition, too little discontent, and of the vision which
is the cause and the reward of discontent. She seems at
times to have accepted life too calmly as she found it, and
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to anyone who reads her biography of letters it is plain that

life showed her a great deal that was smug, commonplace,

and, in a bad sense of the word, artificial. It showed her a

world made up of big houses and little houses, of gentry

inhabiting them who were keenly conscious of their grades

of gentility, while life itself consisted of an interchange of

tea parties, picnics and dances, which eventually, if the con-

nexion was respectable and the income on each side satis-

factory, led to a thoroughly suitable marriage.

Ail Jane Austen's characters are, as it were, physically

and habitually one with ourselves. They pursue the even

course of an existence of which a marriage rather than

the strange hazard of death is the end, of which an
" honourably " adjusted elopement with a silly young lady

in her teens is the nearest approach to tragedy and crime.

In her pages the seven deadly sins fade into one—ill-taste.

The heroic virtues dazzle us as rarely as the winter stars.

Her narrow range, indeed, is Miss Austen's glory. We just

open the door, as it were, in her novels, and look straight

into the drawing-room.
It came so naturally to Jane Austen to describe people by

means of their faults that had there been a drop of bitterness

in her spirit, her novels would have given us the most
consistently satirical picture of life that exists. People could
never be too absurd, life never too full of humours and
singularities for her taste, and as for telling people how
they ought to live, which is the satiric motive, she would
have held up her hands in amazement at the thought. Life

itself—that was the object of her love, of her absorbed study.

More than any other novelist she fills every inch of her canvas
with observation, fashions every sentence into meaning,
stuffs up every chink and cranny of the fabric until each
novel is a little living world, from which you cannot break
off a scene or even a sentence without bleeding it of some
of its life.

Perhaps it was the novelists also who had created the

dispiriting legend of Anglican dullness and lethargy. Jane
Austen seems to have regarded the clergy merely as eligible

husbands for nice-minded girls, an idea which nothing but
the increasing poverty of the clergyman's life has succeeded
in destroying.

The profoundly moral character of the Austen novels is
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plain on every page. In them we find no pedantry, no

intention of posing- as a preacher in petticoats, but we
breathe an atmosphere of wholesome piety and common
sense. She represents the sense of duty as the guiding-

principle of life, and all her heroines are more or less

influenced by it.

In all Miss Austen's novels the effect of strictly Biblical

religion is felt. There are neither religious disquisitions nor

ascetic aspirations, and they are calmly devoid of the

narrowness and bitterness which disfigure the work of some
Protestant sectarians. Her novels are therefore one of the

placidest and yet one of the most exciting adventures on

which the mind and fancy can set out. And how many
adventures, real or literary, will stand endless reiteration?

Our literature is rich in quiet, humorous observations.

But no novelist, essayist, or playwright of her kind has

produced work of such complete " rondure " as Pride and
Prejudice, Emma, Mansfield Park, and Persuasion. The
developments of the stories are never forced; she never

compels her people to fit into a preconceived plot; and,

though her characters are often incomplete, they are scarcely

ever inconsistent.

Jane Austen's scales were not only precisely small enough
for this task, they were also exquisitely delicate. It is a

cure for vanity and excessive indulgence to reflect for a
moment what one's self or one's friends would look like in

an Austen novel. The discipline gives also an inkling into

her method. She could distinguish between the nicest

gradations of silliness and amiability, as surely as Shake-

speare could distinguish between Shallow and Slender.

As Saint-Beuve has written, we think Jane Austen will be
" new and ancient, easily contemporaneous with every age."
The extraordinary quietness of her art is only matched by

its confidence ; she deliberately, no doubt, kept to the style

and matter which suited her best. She gives us plain repre-

sentations of English society of the middle and higher

classes, and gives us marvellously life-like conversations and
dialogues. A great critic has said that "of all his successors

she is the one who most clearly resembles Richardson in the

power of impressing reality upon her characters." The clear

daylight of nature as reflected in domestic life is her chief

element.
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Miss Austen sees her world as men would not see it if they

would, as they would feel ashamed of seeing it as they could,

and as they admire her for seeing- it; and they feel at once,

disconcerned, how much her presentment omits, and how
truthful it is nevertheless. Her work proceeds upon the

basis of an assumed faith in God, and in the worth of truth,

chastity, and honour among men below. It is into such a

soil as this that the roots of their honour thrust themselves

and are strongly nourished. Jane Austen had also an

observant eye which, while peculiarly sensitive to the for-

malities and pomposities of provincial life, saw behind this

curtain a variety of character ; and she tempered the activity

of both hand and eye by the generous impulse of a tolerant

heart. Her view of life is genial in the main, with a strong

dash of gentle but keen satire ; while the enforcement of

the excellent lessons she teaches is left altogether in the

story, without a word of formal moralising.

It is the very quietness of her method which has given

her immortality. She does not strive noisily ; she never

raises her voice. The irony with which she touches the

faults of her characters is always gentle. And she has given
us a picture of a certain kind of English society, sketched
in a time of stress, which will not be forgotten even by a
world for which its folly and its quietude already seem the

material of archaeology. A little aloof,- a little inscrutable
and mysterious, she will always remain, but serene and
beautiful also because of her greatness as an artist.
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THE CHARM AND PERSONALITY OF LAMB

Apart from his criticism and letters, the best of Lamb's
prose and verse is reminiscent—the clear ethereal essence

of memories that had lain by nearly a quarter of a century,

from his childhood and youth, and had left no sediment.

He was an artist—in its broadest sense—and he had a
peculiarly delicate and accurate gift of retrospect, and he

therefore commanded a sound psychology. Whether he is

talking of life or of art, his prose becomes the instrument
of an emotion that never outstrips the accompanying brain-

work, for, as he tells us, he " loved the things that are

immersed in matter." Be that as it may, Lamb will always
remain an appealing and inspiring figure to such as realize

the measure of his devotion to his father and sister. No
English writer has better claim upon our attention when he
exhorts us "to cultivate the filial feelings "

; and through all

his work there runs an undercurrent of influence towards
the cherishing of the great Christian graces. In his writings

his subject was humanity at large, but, in himself, he saw
its microcosm. All his lighter moods are subdued by a
mellow undertone of pathos. Although a delightful

humorist, he disclaimed to be a professed joker, yet he
was tremendously alive to the humours of daily life, and was
a rare artist, profound genius, great heart. The name of

Lamb as a poet is known to most people as the writer of

one poem

—

The Old Familiar Faces. He speaks in metre,
but it is not a great song. With him, more than with most
poets, the subject matter of his verse determines its value.

This art was a recreation, and he plays it, but not with great
success. No one would read The Tale of Rosamund Gray

73
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except for die writer's sake. The same must be said of his

unsuccessful play in imitation of Beaumont and Fletcher,

John Woodvil (1802). Seated in the front row of the pit,

he was one of the loudest in hissing- his own farce of Mr. H.
(1806) off the stage.

Lamb had no sense of narrative, or, rather, he cared in

a story only for the moments when it seemed to double upon
itself and turn into irony. His style has distinction,

elegance, urbanity and precision. Of its kind it is as nearly

as possible perfect. There are essayists, like Bacon, of

more massive greatness, and others, like Sir Thomas
Browne, who can attain loftier heights of eloquence ; but
there is no other who has in an equal degree power and
charm. Neither the brilliancy of Hazlitt nor the vigour
of Macaulay nor the purity of Goldsmith could be capable
of expressing the meaning of Lamb.

Like Dr. Johnson, Lamb was a lover of London, and it

was to him a new, a better Eden. He was a cockney, a

lover of civic traditions—a forerunner of Dickens. The
shops of the Strand and Fleet Street, the innumerable
traders, customers, play-houses, the bustle and life of

Covent Garden, the watchmen—all satisfied his senses.

London life was to him a liberal education ; and like his

follower, Dickens, Lamb was the champion of the poor,

while we could hardly find a character less catholic in his

sympathies or less tolerant. A character such as this,

freely self-revealed, could not fail to be among the most
attractive in literature. Everywhere he takes the reader

into his confidence ; he is personal in his criticism and is

constantly autobiographical. To read Lamb makes a man
more human, more tolerant, more dainty. Yet his life was
overcast. When, in 1796, his sister Mary, his collaborator

in the Tales from Shakespeare (1807), killed their invalid

mother in a moment of maniacal frenzy, Charles gave up all

thoughts of marriage and devoted the remainder of his life

to a companionship unique in the history of English letters,

one from which the element of pathos was never absent,

and that of tragedy seldom. The Tales belong to a type of

literature requiring gifts which are seldom found in perfect

proportion. The story had to be interwoven with Shakes-

peare's language which would arrest the young reader's

attention without overtaxing his intelligence. The result
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was that the Tales was the first book which, appealing to

a general audience, made Shakespeare a genuine and
popular author.

Much has been written, and with good reason, about the

humour of Lamb, his power of infinite jest (like his essay

All Fool's Day)—his exquisite sense of style. But it is well

to dwell upon the greatest of his qualities—Wisdom. No
one but a man endowed with the very genius of common
sense could have been so uniformly high as he. The charm
of many writers consists as much in their own as in our

surprise at the bright and beautiful ideas they have chanced
on. These essays, rather, convince us of a definite and
sustained habit of life and thought. To him also is due our

modern appreciation of Marlowe, Beaumont and Fletcher

and Webster. His Specimens of Dramatic Poets who lived

about the time of Shakespeare, which appeared in 1808,

showed that his literary judgment was highly trained, while

his discriminating taste was revealed in short but incisive

remarks which appear here and there throughout the volume.

Of the higher criticism, Shakespeare owes more to Cole-

ridge ; Lamb first revealed the poetic wealth of the

Elizabethan and Jacobian drama are large. Lamb was a

critic before he was an essayist, and he is a greater critic

than essayist, though his criticism, it is true, penetrates and
informs his essays as it does his literature. To quote Mr.
Arnold Bennett :

" Lamb would have been a first-class critic

if he hadn't given the chief part of his life to clerkship.

Lamb, at any rate, is not provincial. His perceptions are

never at fault. Every sentence of Lamb proves his taste

and his power of intelligence." Lamb's love of old English

authors bred in him a quaint turn of phrase; the language
of his favourite authors, closely woven in the texture of his

mind, found its way without an effort into his prose where
it was issued in a new and genuine coinage. He knew no
modern language but his own, and his fine sensitiveness to

the glories of English poetry was neither hampered nor

qualified by comparison.
Lamb is not so much desultory or divagatory as apt to

touch his subject at only one small point; of this we do not

grumble, for the style counts for so much. His quality

arises from the extraordinary command of phrase—elaborate

without affectation, mannered to the nth, yet absolutely
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individual. Lamb has the proper finish, the harmonious
fusion of art, as well as the most engaging naturalness and
ease. Every genius is self-educated, and we find Lamb
from the first making instinctive selections and rejections

among the various kinds of knowledge offered him.

Charles Lamb, as a true essayist should try to do, even
if he may not brilliantly succeed, was able to see behind the

squabbling of politicians and journalists to the enduring
conflict of principles. He had a flair for the particular

problem which is the keynote in a writer of competing
conundrums. Besides, he had the gifts of drama and
picturesqueness which assist the reader; he was something
of an epigrammist, and his manner of writing was so clear

that he who runs may read, and so interesting that all will

choose to read. He was somewhat cross-benched in mind, a

partisan on behalf of his thesis, but no swashbuckler for

any of the varied party interests. His place in literature is

unique. As a personality he is more intimately known to

us than any other figure in literature, with the exception of

Dr. Johnson. Lamb is familiar to us through his works,
which throughout are composed in the form of personal

confidences, and is as open as a child ; while his correspend-

ence is thoroughly entertaining. It is true that he speaks
much of himself. It has been said that there never was so

egotistical a writer; but the pronoun " I "is never unpleasing

or unduly aggressive.

While, therefore, there is little in Lamb that is novel, the

Essays of Elia is one of the daintest morsels in the

language. The adoption of the signature was purely

accidental. Like his poems, the essays are largely pieces

of autobiography, determined as to their scale and haphazard

mode of issue by the conditions of periodical writing.

Written for the most part on trivial subjects, with no purpose

but to please, they bring us close to the lovable nature of the

man. The regular staple of his English is plain eighteenth

century, with an unique turn or two thrown in ; otherwise his

language is of no particular period. His only rival up till

the day of his decease, as essayist, was Addison ; but in

richness of fancy Lamb is far superior.

" There are no short cuts," he seems to say, " to being

beautiful." You must be really good. To attempt to
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express in a sentence the effect of his art upon our lives : he

has made us understand better the meaning of intimacy and

the beauty of goodness. His natural humility precluded

any consciousness of a mission to teach, nor did he desire

to formulate a philosophy of life.



X

A WAYWARD GENIUS—LORD BYRON

There is almost no personality in English literature so hard
to judge fairly as Byron's, with the possible exception of

Swift's; and, as in the case of the Dean, we are embarrassed
by a wealth of material and copious answers. Byron is the

chief figure of the Satanic School. Though of noble descent,

and heir to a fortune, he had inherited characteristics of a

most unhappy sort. He had inherited his father's good
looks as well as his passion which repeatedly brought him
into conflict with men and things. But in youth these

seemed only part of his natural charm ; the intensity of his

likes and dislikes did not appear to indicate anything sinister

beyond the common. Lameness and fat could not have
worked more disastrously upon any man's heart and soul

than they did upon Byron's. Whatever were the faults of

his life, his death was unquestionably that of a hero. In

Greece, where he had gone on a wild goose chase, he really

heard the cry of reality, and at the time that he was dying,

he began to live. He went to Greece in his zeal, but he
remained a Goth. It was his personal, not his poetical

qualities which made him ; and even to-day he is more
interesting as a " figure " than a poet of the brilliant and
dissipated society of the Regency. Many of his poems are

too occasional, for he was prone to indulge in hasty verse

whenever the fit was upon him, or as a method of enlisting

public sympathy with his own misconduct, so that he was
constantly appearing before the world as a perfidious

sentimentalist. Almost every wrong thing that he did came
from his desire to show off the views of the men of fashion.

Tennyson said that his "merits are on the surface. He is
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not an artist or a thinker or a creator in the highest sense

;

but a strong personality and endlessly clever." He
bewildered Venice with his wickedness, and was full of

passion for adventure, and had physical courage enough for

anything. In other words he made himself conspicuous.

Like his idol, Bonaparte, he, believing himself the despiser

of human opinion, was the slave of it. W. E. Henley wrote
of him :

" In Russia he had created Pushkin and Lerman-
toff ; in German he had awakened Heine, inspired Schumann,
and been saluted as an equal by the poet of Faust himself,

while Goethe said he had the greatest talent of the century

(not genius, as is so frequently said) ; in Spain he had had a

share in moulding the noisy and unequal talent of

Espronceda ; in Italy he had helped to develop and to shape
the melancholy and daring genius of Leopardi ; and in

France he had been one of the presiding forces of a great

aesthetic revolution."

What a record ! To be hated or loved, was to Byron a

world-wide publicity. Lord Byron said he awoke one
morning to find himself famous, and now it is an
acknowledged fact that he is infamous. Parnassus has two
peaks : the one for immortals and another for improvisers.

In spite of a degraded life, his mind lost none of

its intellectual vigour. The more we read him, the more
we are forced to think that he wrote sincerely when he wrote
of himself ; that he was actually true to the mood of the

moment. His ruling passion was not solitude, or travel,

or misanthropy, or women, but self-expression. The truth

is, surely, that there is no other English writer, since Byron,
who has at once the courage, the zest and the aptitude for

the same task. Only in Don Juan and in The Vision of

Judgment, do we see the whole Byron. The latter is his

annihilating retort to those critics who had decried Cain.

Reflection and description predominates enormously over

action both in Childe Harold and in Don Juan, though both
are professedly stories of something done. All that the

first does is move from one place to another and, at each
briefly meditate. In the latter, the no longer veiled person-
ality of the poet causes him for ever to pause in his narrative

for the purpose of satiric soliloquy, which though often

trivial and tiresome, is still alive because of its energy and
diversity.
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Byron is the most self-conscious in the whole history of

poetry, and as the operations of Rousseau's self-conscious-

ness can best be observed in his Confessions, so is the real

Byron to be found in his earliest volume, Hours of Idleness.

The book was unmercifully tabooed by Brougham in The
Edinburgh. This critique roused the indignation of Byron,

and gave vent to the brilliant satire English Bards and
Scotch Reviewers, written when he was twenty in the true

Popeian couplet, and with much force and point. It was
an effective Parthian shot. His sincerity underlies his

romance and does not transmute it. All his verse is an
attempt to make his own poetry out of fragments of the

poem of life as it came his way. The characters of his

poetry have only life, so far as they are embodiments of his

broodings. He posed as a defiant, egotistic, melancholy
man of genius, wronged by the world. The very name
Hours of Idleness is an indication of his besetting weakness
—the desire to win the poet's crown, and yet to pretend

that he was too much of a patrician to care to win it. He
possessed the imagination of the actor, and the faculty of

finding large and bold phrases.

The sonnet The Prisoner of Chillon (Bennivard, who
defended Geneva against the Duke of Savoy) expresses very

ably the feelings of those who really and truly worship
liberty above everything else. Byron was the Avatar of the

revolutionary movement, whose every thought was prompted
against the mad postulates of society, and steeped in the

passionate desire for self-expression. Like Catiline of old,

he dashed himself against a solid body of natural sentiment,

and met the Roman's fate. His errors of judgment lie in

identifying this code with the " cast" of that part of society

of which he was a member, and the corruptness of which

he was justified in satirising. So long as it left him alone,

he was all right, but when society stormed him, he retorted

with greater and more bitter violence.

The characteristics of his poetry are the result of an effort

to find what is universal in nature, by bringing himself into

touch with society, by clothing his self-consciousness in an
external shape. His poetry gains much by recitation, for

it has few inner beauties, and may be classed as rhetoric,

and, as such, its effect is immediate, like that of oratory.

As for the work itself, it is all very flashy ; there are no
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tributes of respect to fundamental moral laws, and convention

is, of course, flouted. There is no thought of self-control,

no thought of honour or of loyalty. It is determination run

riot. Lord Byron mocks and satirises the veneer of refine-

ment and good manners. It is supposed, with some reason-

ableness, that had Byron lived longer, he would have
combined prose and verse for a freer and speedier mode of

airing his opinions. Yet, in spite of his prodigious vogue,

he has never yet, perhaps, had the serious admiration that

he deserves, even from his most admiring coterie, who think

more of his name than of his work.
The success of Childe Harold (1812) is partly due to the

subject. The first two cantos are the rhymed diary of a

year's travel. In those days travelling was difficult and
expensive, and the English public knew very little about the

Southern European countries. It includes some of the most
famous stories of the continental pilgrim, so the descriptions

of the young poet had the charm of novelty, as well as of

certain melancholy beauty, which still touches us while

reading parts of it now. With its publication, he became
the monarch of Parnassus. Before his time, Goldsmith had
made a like attempt in The Traveller. Whether Byron's
judgments of the world and himself are sound or not, they

are at least sincere, and they are delivered with a frank

defiance of one who is confident of having taken the measure
of his audience. The poem is clothed in the Spenserian

stanza of eight ten-syllabled lines, with a concluding

Alexandrine, a line of twelve syllables. There is no
sentimentalism with him. " Lara," he declares, " I wrote

while undressing after coming home from balls and
masquerades, in the year of revelry 1814. " The Bride was
written in four, The Corsair in ten days. He wrote
copiously, and published indiscriminately. And to tell at

length how Italy perfected his genius would be to tear

whole pages out of his biography. Childe Harold,

although written in a non-lyrical measure, contains poetry

which, from the beginning to the end, is, in virtue of its

personal appeal, as essentially lyrical, as though it had been

written in a measure as lyrical as that of the stanzas " To
Augusta." The groundwork of his diction is always the

colloquial English of the day, as spoken in the highest

classes. Byron always wrote as a nobleman, and availed

F
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himself of a high style. Beppo and Don Juan owed their

success chiefly to their scandal, a new expression of immor-
ality, a new mocking- of social convention, and in the case

of the latter, a satire upon all the foibles of civilised society.

Everybody was shocked, but everybody was pleased. As
one of the earliest protests against conventional politics and
living, he earned the gratitude of Europe. Byron became
a hero, society became Byronic, and the poet became an
object of passionate worship. Don Juan is almost another
Mephistopheles, the unprincipled spectator and scoffer.

Byron was certainly not a philosopher, but he forced people

to think in a new way ; he asked people whether it was
really enough to be simply good in this world, and whether
what we have been accustomed to call evil and wicked, might
not only have a reason for being, but a certain infernal

beauty of its own. In Don Juan, he is successful in the art

of harmonising manner to matter and form to spirit. His
method of composing a drama is entirely undramatic. The
form is unique as a medley of observations on life, stocked

with sarcastic innuendo. He never selects his action for

its interest as a whole, but because it gives him an
opportunity for the exhibition of special characters,

sentiments and descriptions ; a method which is the inversion

of Shakespeare. The supreme merit of Don Juan, with its

continual transition from earnestness to mockery, is that

Byron threw such force into his earnestness, that the

earnestness still seems true, and the flippancy a defensive

pose. While objection may be rightly taken on the score

of morality, the result, as a work of art, is a masterpiece.

If not Byron's loftiest in spirit, it is the greatest, because

the finest and richest, the most enduring, the most perfectly

done. It is a modern fashion to belittle Byron's poetry.

He doubtless never attained the spiritual ecstasy of the

Adonais, or the richness of The Eve of St. Agnes; but he

has a note of his own, in which neither of his rivals could

match him. The poem is written in the easy ottavo rima,

and is fluent and informal.

Byron's poems are incessantly occupied with the current

political works of his time. The stanzas in Childe Harold
on Waterloo are full of energy which takes hold, and
poetically elevates the incidents of war—the distant cannon,

the startled dancers, the transition from the ballroom to the
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battlefield, from the gaiety of life to the stillness of death.

(Did Thackeray, we wonder, get his ideas of Vanity Fair
from this poem?) In a sense, almost all g-enuine literature

has a surprising way of making itself topical in any crisis

of history, catching the light of the vivid hours, on this

or that facet of its essential many-sidedness. Despite their

narcotic dullness, Byron's historical tragedies contain some
pages of dangerous rhetoric, a little poetry, and no lack of

manly spirit. His philosophy is simple. He plays the part

of the Miltonic Satan, or rather, it is an immense black

canvas, upon which he paints, in colours of flame, his own
personality. A peer, a republican, the idol of a season, its

cast-out the next, credited with abnormal genius and
wickedness, he has lived through it all, and his fame
rebounds with a shock of almost a new discovery. He loved

the world for its own sake, and whatever is best and fore-

most in his work is full of raw humanity. His mind is

reminiscent, and reflects like a mirror. There is a certain

haste in his temper, which does not allow him to v/ait

patiently—his mind is always full of small activities, and is

apt to clog the centre. We are told by an admirer that he
was not a thinker, but was afraid of hell. He had, we
know, flaming doubts, strong denials, and he saw no remedy
or alternative for any evil. In his own way he preaches
" vanity of vanities," and is a supreme egotist. The very

word 4
' Byronism " is used to denote the spirit of gloom,

satiety and unrest. He lacked discipline. He combines the

realism of Zola with the irony of Swift in his most savage
mood. His highness of spirit enables him to represent the

effort of big forces as no minor writer can.

Heaven and Earth, Manfred and Cain are the best of a

number of dramatic poems, expressing Byronism in a still

more grandiose, apocalyptic manner. The last named, the

most thoughtful of his productions, is in reality nothing
more than the representation of the way in which the

doctrines of original sin and final reprobation affected his

own soul. It was received with an outburst of now hardly

intelligible fury. Scott, to whom it was dedicated, was
among the few men of uncompromising orthodoxy who
openly admired it. Cain is the direct antithesis of Words-
worth's Ode to Duty. In trying drama, Byron showed his

versatility. Occasionally he struck a good note; but on
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the whole he was happier elsewhere than in drama founded
on a religious theme. Yet he was no unbeliever, as Shelley

thought himself to be. If the testimony of his valet,

Fletcher, is to be received at anything like its full value,

Byron maintained a pretty consistent claim to faith in the

Christian fundamentals. His faults were many, but few
bigger and more generous hearts ever beat in human bosom.
To quote from Courthope :

" Byron's view of high life,

however, shifted perpetually according to the treatment he
received from society. Extreme self-consciousness inclined

him to dislike company; and to develop in his verse the

contemplative mood of the solitary ; on the other hand,
literary success and the boundless adulation that followed

it, turned his imagination into the sphere of romantic
action.

In the popular way of thinking, he is still, as a figure,

more striking than almost any other in the galaxy of

illustrious and talented sinners among whom he lived. His
father was an unmitigated blackguard ; his mother alternated

caresses with reproaches. And even among people of

culture, though a deal of magic associated with his name
has faded away, a considerable amount of that enthusiasm

is still vital, for people like to know about " the pageant of

his bleeding heart." With the exception of Matthew
Arnold, no great critic has placed Byron among the great

masters. And Arnold's estimate of Byron's poetry may be

perhaps traced to his reverence for the opinion of Goethe.

The Byron of tradition is, of course, a fascinating figure.

He flashes through life with a disastrous glory ; like

Browning's Ottima, he is "magnificent in sin"; he is

Milton's archangel, fallen from heaven, who mocks at

respectability. Byron the wit and subject of a school for

scandal will live; Byron the poet of passion and imagination

is already dead. His elemental worldliness and pungent

satire do not liberate our energies, or cheer us with

new hopes and splendid vistas; the cTzouSc/icrqc, , to which

Tennyson accustomed a latter generation is not to be found

in the works of George Gordon Byron. He, as one of his

biographers has observed, adopted Danton's motto

:

" L'audace, I'audace, toujours, I'audace. Ours is a time of

study, refinement, technique; our poets think less of what

they say than of how they say it. Then, it was different.
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Yet somehow the wider freedom of his verse carries us along,

though not without jolts and jars. E pur si muove ! There
is virtue in motion. To judge him truly, we must look on
him with European and not insular eyesight. But artists

must be valued in the light of their inspirations ; and it is

right to remember that Byron, in about ten years of

activity, produced about 65,000 lines—more than the Iliad,

the Odyssey, the Aeneid, the Divine Comedy, and Paradise

Lost, all put together. In fact, he was simply boiling ovei

with ideas, aspirations, memories, and impressions. He was
a sort of portent, a comet that for a while fixed men's gaze
to the exclusion of the faithful and beneficent stars, but

whose orbit and real significance are not calculated. The
centre of all is himself. With protean facility he appears

and reappears as Childe Harold, as Manfred, as Don Juan.
Egotism could hardly go further in the direction of that

perversity which is closely allied to madness, than the

several attempts made to represent himself as the hero in

all sorts of dubious adventures ; unless it were in an
endeavour to appear the victim of melancholy induced by
romance. He claimed the licence of the autocrat to sneer

at home virtues, and the liberty of the outlaw generously

to admire. In everything Byron wrote he showed himself

the child of his age. With all his intense individuality,

with a style essentially and idiomatically light, his poems
have that universal air which makes them, like The Sorrows
of Werther and La Nouvelle Heloise, representative of the

active revolutionary spirit in Europe. We can forgive

Byron's artistic sins because he loved much; not in the

sense in which he commonly used the word love, but in the

sense of St. Paul. He had neither faith nor hope ; but he
had love, and he died for it.



XI

THE FAME OF SHELLEY

The life of Shelley is one of the saddest and most eccentric

in the whole history of English literature, and it is impossible

to do justice to his work if we entirely disregard the circum-

stances of his life. His greatest folly consisted in putting

into practice the absurd belief that civilized men should live

according to nature. The very antithesis and opposite of

every tradition, sentiment, and creed of his class seemed to

be implanted in him from his earliest years. Talented,

handsome, generous, wilful, he cast off the conventions of

society because he believed the world to be wrong. He
combined a physical frame of feminine delicacy and sensi-

tiveness with indomitable mental energy. His mind was
unbalanced by false doctrines, and often in doing what he
believed to be right, he stumbled into doing what was sadly

wrong. Shelley looked about him for some others of a kindred

opinion, and found a friend in William Godwin, an ex-clergy-

man, atheist, and an excellent man of letters, who wrote
some novels and an extraordinary book entitled An Enquiry
Concerning Political Justice, in which he tried to prove that

law was unnecessary and tyrannical, and that marriage
should be abolished. But Shelley's genius was strong
enough to carry him beyond the confines of Godwin's frigid

rationalism.

At Eton young Shelley had an uncomfortable time; and
he had no sooner become an undergraduate at Oxford than
he printed a pamphlet on The Necessity of Atheism, and
sent copies to the heads of all the colleges and to a few
Bishops. He was summoned before the authorities, who
" pleaded, implored and threatened," but all to no purpose;

86
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and Sheliey was in consequence expelled from the University

along: with Thomas J. Hogg-. He was addicted to eccen-

tricities. " When Bysshe was quite a child, he set a fagot-

stack on fire ; the excuse was, he did so that he might have

'a little hell of his own.' " His charity was so angelical

that he remained on the best of terms with a man who had

tried to seduce his young wife. Shelley was effeminate,

indifferent to money, generous of impulse, self-indulgent.

"I, like the God of the Jews," he writes, " set up myself

as no respecter of persons." Yet with all his revolutionary

convictions, it is impossible not to admire his meteoric

splendour of genius. Vague as were his visions, no man
has done more to thrill the world with the ardour of his own
heart, with the insatiable cravings, and quick, fitful anguish

of his own hopes and griefs. But, while we feel that Shelley

is taken possession of by some exquisitely musical passion

of sorrow or desire, the rapture does not exalt him, as it

exalts Wordsworth, into a sphere far more pure and loftier

than his own. His spirit will always remain a light to every

seeker after the things that are outside the world. It was
impossible for Shelley to accept the world as he found it,

or to believe that it was the real world. He made his myths
about it, and to him they were not fables but the truth pre-

sented as nearly as he could present it in human words.
Shelley contracted a Gretna Green marriage with a girl

who was in all respects his inferior; within three years

Harriet Westbrook left him, and soon drowned herself in the

Serpentine ; and a few weeks later he married Mary
Godwin (the daughter of Mary Wollstoncraft and William
Godwin—names celebrated for their anti-matrimonial specu-
lations), who was henceforth to be the lodestar of his life.

His short life of thirty years came to a sudden end. He was
drowned (like Harriet) in the Bay of Spezzia while boating.
In his pocket was found a work of Sophocles and the poems
of Keats. His body was recovered, and cremated on the
beach ; and the ashes were entombed in the Protestant
burial-ground at Rome, near the body of John Keats; and
the motto on the grave is Cor Cordium.
The style of Shelley is expressive of his volatile life. It

is the natural embodiment of his life. His element, like

Ariel's, is the air; while his ideals were far removed from
the realities of human life. Poetry was to him an instinctive
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utterance and delight. He took too little interest in ordinary

life ever to know anything about it. His revolt from

monotheism and historical Christianity led him into a kind

of pantheism, or rather a sort of dualism. His rapture of

conviction reminds us of Giordano Bruno, but his flame has

less of earthly fume in it than the Italian thinker and heretic.

To A Skylark (inspired by his sojourn in the neighbourhood

of Leghorn) has not, as some reciters would make it, an

expression of delight, but of pain far too keen for men's

ordinary sense to feel : the conclusion is a cry for the

impossible. The alexandrine at the end of each verse gives

the fulness and weight which the breathless shorter lines

leave us desiring and expecting. His lyrics have a most

lovely, singular, high-enchanted charm ; their movement is

full of sweet, strange changes. No poet ever handled foul-

ness and horror with such clean hands. Alastor dwells

lingeringly on the death of a madwoman, and deals with an

idealist who seeks in reality the counterpart of his idea.

Prometheus (first act) celebrates an unearthly agony. Queen

Mab (privately printed in 1813, but never published with

Shelley's consent) and the Revolt of Islam, deal with blood

and martyrdom ; The Cenci is a drama of incest and murder

;

in Rosalind and Helen we have domestic terrorism and
tyranny ; and in Jidian and Maddalo, madness is the theme.

Here it will be well to remark that his verse is full of variety.

Shelley can produce at will, by the aid of many open voices,

a strange aerial harmony. For his effects he relies on the

changes in the place of the caesurian pause, elision, repeti-

tion and alliteration. His loose, liberal genius left almost

everything that it touched in some sense incomplete, even

his chief poems have much of the heedless facility of impro-

visations. The beaten gold of Keats 's work was more
deliberate finality.

Shelley's mode of delineating the members of the gentler

sex is peculiar. They are all described under only one
aspect. Every one of his ladies has beautiful arms, a pure

soul and a sympathetic mind ; she is ideal, the pure object

of the essential passion, no matter whether her name is Asia,

Emily or Cythna ; they are indubitably the same person.

In the Hymn to Intellectual Beauty he conceives the Arche-
typal Beauty, the beauty which is the model and source of

all beautiful forms, much as Plato might have conceived it.
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If Godwin's philosophy prompted Shelley to turn poetry into

politics we should not be grateful, though we regret that so

much of the mentor's philosophy penetrated into the poetry.

Shelley's worship of beauty was but an aspect of his worship

of freedom, and he seized with avidity upon the Godwinian

formulas, which in their turn fostered his native bias towards

the abstract. Certainly in the latter part of his life he was

struggling blindly, weakly, stumblingly — towards higher

things. He had come from Atheism to Pantheism—a half-way

house towards Christianity. When he bruised himself

against the facts of life, his only solution was that the facts

should give way.
To understand Shelley we must recall those moments when

some deep feeling has shaken the dominion of the ordinary

in us, when the familiar has grown strange to us and the

spiritual near, or perhaps when a vague desire for some-

thing unguessed has possessed us ; then if we imagine those

feelings magnified considerably, we are in sight of the

confines of Shelley's world. It is remarkable that two of

England's greatest poets should have come under Godwin's

influence—Shelley and Wordsworth. Godwin's defects are

easy to criticise, but the inspiring thought of all his teaching

will not easily be eradicated from the human mind—intellect.

Godwin was relentlessly loyal to his mastering thought, and,

being a thorough-going individualist, as men of his stamp
usually are and cannot well avoid being, he made short work
of old-fashioned conditions, patriotism, religion, gratitude,

filial affection. In Shelley we find a fine purity of political

passion ; but his vision was set on changeless ideas and
abstractions, and not on those temporary, local, partial and
changing embodiments of ideas which are the staff of

politics.

" For love, and beauty, and delight,

There is no death, nor change ; their might
Exceeds our organs, which endure
No light, being themselves obscure."

These lines from The Sensitive Plant breathe the genuine
spirit of personal platonism, and his poetry, as a whole, with
its abounding personification, and of the phenomena of
external nature, gives little evidence of the influence of the
platonist mood likely, at first sight, to be satisfactory to
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anyone who takes Wordsworth as the Platonist Poet par

excellence. Shelley's whole conception of life was bound

only by its illusions. The brilliancy of the morning dream,

the extremities of radiance and gloom, the most pellucid

truth, the most triumphant virtue, the most sensitive guilt

and melodramatic infamy alone contrive to rivet the atten-

tion. The youthful ferment of ideas finds in Shelley its

earliest expression. Even when his genius is wrapped in

clouds, the unconquerable lightning of the imagination

struggles through, flashing out unexpected vistas, and
illuminating the humdrum pathway of our daily thought with

a radiance and delightful music.

Nearly one-half of his poetry and his heart was devoted

to the golden year he prophesied in Queen Mob (where he
hymns Necessity, and elaborates the theory of predestination

in his prose notes), and to denounce and overthrow all that

stood in its way ; written when he was eighteen, his revolu-

tionary creed had not yet passed beyond the destructive

stage. All his hopes were rooted in the future, all its joys

were among its possibilities. He preached the equality of

man, and proved that he was willing to practise it. The
profession of benevolence is broadcast in his writings—this

virtue was at no time absent from the portion of his daily

life, together with a willingly offered friendship.

Like Wordsworth, he looked for the perfection of society

in the regeneration of the individual. He leaves the impres-
sion more than any other writer between Blake and
Swinburne that he could not help being a poet. He does
not keep his second-best poems for his highest ideas. He
was a precocious writer both of prose and of verse, but not,

like Pope or Chatterton, a poet very early. He wrote a
Defence of Poetry which goes far beyond Sidney's, and is

the most just and noble eulogy of poetry that exists. He
is the most spontaneous of the poets, and is one of the most
careless among those who, unlike Byron, are artists. Shelley
is the poet of youth in its inspired moments. On the other
hand, we must bind ourselves one way or the other to two
apparently irreconcilable facts—that Shelley was among the
best, most unselfish, and most spiritual men who have ever
lived, and that he behaved as badly as a man could possibly
behave. He acted with tact and good feeling towards men
of such different types as Claire, Leigh Hunt, Byron,
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Godwin, Keats; and the evidence of Trelawny confirms

this impression. Such facts leave us with the old difficulty

of the distorted conscience, a sort of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. It is probably true that Shelley always did what he

thought to be honestly right. But this fact does not carry

us very far. In one way he is not original, for he copies in

his poems the opinion of Godwin on war, property and
marriage, of Hume on miracles, of Concorcet on the per-

fectibility of man, and of Holbach on the crimes of Provi-

dence. In Hellas Shelley comes near to taking up a patriotic

attitude ; but this patriotism is for another country. He
was no Greek in spirit ; there was more of the Brahmin or

the Sufi in his philosophy. Perhaps it was the Elgin

marbles, acquired for the nation in 1816 through the

passionate urgency of Haydon, that caused this impetus to

Shelley. It was only the ancestry of the Greeks that made
an enthusiast for their cause

;
government seems absurd

—

society an incubus. But even Hellas dies away in gloom,
and the chief of the effusions is England. After all, it was
not wonderful that he should have taken up this attitude, for

he was an exile from his university, his family, his children,

his country ; but we think he had the makings of a patriot.

Shelley had no insular patriotism, and the idea of human
equality was quick metal to his political thought. He called

the poem " a mere improvise " written out of a sudden
political enthusiasm, and is remembered chiefly for its

" flowery and starry " choruses. He loved liberty and
justice with an impersonal passion, and would have been a
martyr for many ideals which were no more to him than the
substance itself of enthusiasm. He lived as a dreamer ; never
a visionary. He lived with ardour among ideas, aspirations
and passions in which was something at once irresponsible
and abstract. In life, as in poetry, he was the slave of
every impulse. Paradoxically speaking, his life was casual,
but really it was livid with a logic of feeling. He was in
love with love, while his life seemed to float on the water.
The scent of music and of love seized his head but not his
body. The latest fad which took his fancy would rejuvenate
or redeem the world; he was full of magic and panaceas;
and he has left so many allusions which we would be glad
to have explained. None, however, can read his life as
recorded by Trelawny or Dowden, and failed to note the
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impression which he made upon high-minded men and women
of his own and later times, without noting a certain Tight-

ness of purpose, which not only persisted but grew through

the thirty turbulent years. Nor will they venture to question

Shelley's moral and physical courage, while his simplicity

and affectation led him into strange and ludicrous adven-

tures. He loved bathing, riding, pistol-shooting, and yacht-

ing—the last ending his life prematurely. Confined to a

small circle of which he was the centre, incapable of quiet

associations of life like Wordsworth loved and enjoyed, it

is no wonder that the large spaces of human life are

unreflected and unidealized in his poetry.

With all his modernity, his revolutionary instinct, his

disdain of the uneventful, his poetry is of the highest, and
the most classical technical perfection. When the news
came of the premature death of Keats, Shelley wrote the

most beautiful of all threnodies, which expresses his thought
not only on the fate of Adonais, but on his own destiny.

The Adonais, like Milton's Lycidas, falls into two parts :

(a) Grief and Indignation
; (b) Joy and Triumph. Apart,

however, from its metaphysical interest on its subjective

side, it is a record of Shelley himself. The poem is one of

the greatest elegies, and can equally be compared with
Lycidas, Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard, Tennyson's
In Memoriam, and Arnold's Thyrsis. Shelley also based the

poem on the Greek pastoral works of Bion for Adonais, of

Moschus for Bion. The execution of Adonais as a poem
is all but impeccable ; its highest passages are those in

which the inspiration of the writer is least connected with
the immediate substance of the elegy. In it he claims for

genius the power of transcending death—of becoming one
with Nature, " a portion of the loveliness which once it

made more lovely." One thing prevents Adonais from
being ideally perfect : its lack of Christian Life.

His one true drama, The Cenci (1819), is based on a story

so horrible as hardly to be endured ; it was his only work
which went into a second edition during his hope. But
since the days of Shakespeare no tragedy at all approaching
it has been written. Here he tries to portray absolute evil,

as in Prometheus, perfect goodness. In the latter it is hard
to say, broken-backed as the story is, whether the meaning
or the story is more sublime. The stvle and its versification
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are faultless and original in their perfection of natural pro-

priety. The leading- figures are drawn absolutely right ; the

criminal and the martyrs are equally natural
.
and alive.

The Cenci owes more to Shelley's intense self-projection into

a real story, profoundly sympathetic to him than to conscious

imitation of any master or school. The story of Beatrice

Cenci deeply stirred his sympathy for heroism and for suffer-

ing womanhood. It was offered to Drury Lane, and declined

because of the subject, though with a recognition of its

merits; and the author was asked to submit another play.

The fullest expression of Shelley's faith and hope is to

be found in the lyrical-drama, Prometheus Unbound (a sort

of sequel to the Prometheus Bound of /Eschylus, and the

most ambitious poem of the Romantic movement). In this

adoption of the old Greek myth, the Titan stands forth as the

prototype of mankind in its long struggles against the forces

of despotism, symbolised by Jupiter, and the allegory closes

with a magnificent choral outburst over the consummation
of the divine purpose in a regenerate world. Goethe and
Beethoven also found inspiration in this theme. His most
passionate desire was not for an increased and ennobled

individuality, like Browning, but for the mystical fusion of

his own personality with the Soul of the Universe, to whose
presence, death would admit us. In the elastic meaning of

the word, the Prometheus is the most deeply mystical of

his poems. Written in Rome around the baths of Caracalla
accounts for the vivid and voluptuous loveliness of its nature
pictures. It is a long apostrophe to the golden age when
Love and Beauty reign, its magnificent rhapsodies, its

intoxicating melodies; full of the final expulsion of evil and
darkness and an intolerance for all the highest and best of

man's ideals.

Shelley did not understand the real constitution of nature.
It was hidden from him by a cloud, all woven of shifting

rainbows and bright tears. Only his emotional haste made
it possible for him to entertain such opinions as he did ; or
rather, it was inevitable that the mechanism of nature, as
it is in its depth, should remain in his pictures only the
shadowyest of backgrounds.
We dare not attempt by any cold analysis to read the

secrets of a nature so intrinsically and exquisitely fashioned

;

to apportion praise or blame, or to reconcile real or apparent
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contradictions. Shelley's poetry, like his nature, must be

known through sympathy rather than through criticism. To
make a comparison between the poems of Keats 's Ode to

the Nightingale and the one of Shelley upon the Skylark

would be superfluous, so nearly equal is the merit of both.

One thing must be noticed, however. The poem of Keats

is essentially sad; its emotion is pleasure-pain. But in

Shelley the emotion is joyful ; an ecstasy, gladsome as the

song of the lark itself.

The music of the nightingale is melancholy and sweet;

the other is joyful and happy. The long poem Epipsychidion

contains almost all his weakness and powers, and is described

by Shelley as " an idealized history of my life and feelings
"

—the quest of the perfect love ; writing under no restraint,

he thought there was nothing (that he thought seemed)

irrelevant to his theme. To most readers, however, it is the

most rambling and incoherent of his poems ; the mind loses

itself among vague and cloudy, though gloriously tinted,

shapes. For those who care for Shelley's ethereal world it

is the finest poem he wrote. His psychology here reaches

its greatest, and the rhyme is a thing of pure beauty, and
will bear any criticism. Of the same class is The Witch
of Atlas (1820), written in three days; in it imagination is

personified. It is the rarest of all his fantasies—perhaps the

most flawless of all his writings on a moderate scale. The
Witch is a compassionate watcher of human fates ; a
gatherer of all the innocent and splendid things that visit

man in reality or day-dreams. The two poems here men-
tioned are often only kept by the metre from being actual
lyrics. His poetry is drenched with the spirit of the romantic
movement, and represents the ne plus ultra of its poetic

ideals. Whatever he did he seemed to do deliberately and
as part of his plan of life; it was part of his imperfection
that he believed his will to be omnipotent over his own nature,

and saw no reason why it should not be so, even to the
outside world. In almost every one of his works there is

some character of whom all we know is that he has a dispo-
sition to reform the world. Shelley, though a student of
Plato, never seems to have read any treatise of Aristotle.

He believed in a theory of half-personified atoms wandering
here and there, holding the same relation to nature, as a
visible stream, that Arethusa the goddess bears to Arethusa
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the stream. Shelley also held, or professed to believe, that

there was no substantial thing, either matter or mind, but

only sensations and impressions flying- about the universe

at random. The materials with which he works are impalp-

able abstractions, where other poets use concrete images.

The only earthly scenery which recalls Shelley to a more
material mind is that which we see from a high peak at

sunrise, when the rising vapours, tinged with prismatic

colour, shut out all signs .of human life, and we are alone

with the sky and the shadowy billows of the sea of

mountains. And whether we consider his minor songs, his

odes or his more complicated choral dramas, we acknowledge
that he was one of the loftiest and most spontaneous singers
in our language. Shelley's poetry shows us the perfect but
naked body of human happiness. What clothes circum-
stances may compel most of us to add may be a necessary
concession to climate, to custom, or to shame; they can
hardly add a new beauty comparable to that which they
hide. By his lyrics above all, he will live; the precision of
his touch is as conspicuous as the aerial grace of his melody.
He was a muse of fire, ascending the heaven of invention
by a flight of his own, leaving the earth behind at times, it

may be, too readily.

Shelley held that there exists a Universal Mind, which
animates the universe. Death dissolving the ties of the
flesh, brings about the perfect union of the individual and
the universal mind. We can epitomize his doctrine in his
own words :

" To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite
;

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night

;

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent

;

To love and bear ; to hope till Hope creates
From its own wreck the thing it contemplates

;

Neither to change, nor falter, nor regret

;

This, like thy glory, Titan, is to be
Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free

;

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire and Victory."

Here he puts forth his strong abstract faith in mankind and
the future of the universe, but it remained always abstract,
and based rather upon opinions than facts, and he hid all
facts which seemed to contradict it, His theme is the vast,
the infinite, the immeasurable. At his best, he is involved
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in nature, and describes what he sees of her with the closest

accuracy to the general and changing impression of the

scene. Like Turner, he painted his impressions. Shelley

was a revolutionary, but he was also a transcendental poet

;

for he lived in an unpractical, ethereal world. While his

verse was eminently sensuous at times, it is upon the whole

remarkably free from taint of sensuality. But all of Shelley's

poetry and scenery, architecture, and imagining in general

are sometimes Italian, sometimes Asiatic, often wholly

fantastic, but never mediaeval. Their splendour is a classic

one, and not what Milton contemptuously calls " a Hussish

and Norwegian stateliness." He employed as his instru-

ments of expression, the epic, the drama, and the elegy

;

but (with the single exception of The Cenci) in no compo-
sition does he attempt the representation of action, passion,

and character, or appeal to the emotions of pity and terror,

on the lines followed by /Eschylus, Dante, Shakespeare, and
Milton.

In the words of a famous student and lover of Shelley :

" Like Wordsworth, Shelley believes in the power of the

mind to re-create Nature according to its own image ; but
former critics had walked with great confidence. And the

theories led in practice to consequences which he had not

foreseen, retraced his steps, and, in his latter days, adapted
his ideas to suit his social environment, Shelley continued

to the end of his life to view Nature, Men, and the institu-

tions of Society through the modifying light of the revolu-

tionary philosophy which he assumed as the starting-point

of action." Shelley's many artistic perversities and ana-
chronisms, his disregard of concentration, have been talked

about often. His sanity, his material strength and tone,

his wide comprehension of life—it is these rather that with
every re-reading of his poetry are newly magnificent. All

his poetry reminds us of his actual bodily presence. Indeed
it is always a beautiful voice that speaks, no matter what
it says ; and in that voice a person. Shelley was a spirit,

and never could be on a perfectly natural footing of truth and
daylight with men and women who generally appeared to

him either as devils or angels.
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CONCERNING JOHN KEATS

There are some writers whose work is greater than them-

selves. There are others whose personality is greater than

their work. John Keats belongs to the former category.

All the great romantic and Victorian poets, with the excep-

tion of Keats, were preoccupied, even though in their own
despite, with some scheme of morality or immorality.

Almost all our poets might conceivably have been men of

some other profession. Not so Keats : he was a poet by
birth and nature, by choice and training, and finally by
consummate achievement.

Keats (1795-1821) had not a great personality. When we
read his verse we think of it, not of John Keats : heredity

would be hard pressed to account for his genius. How
different it is when we read the verse of Woodsworth,
Shelley, or Byron with their magnetic personalities. When
Keats wrote poetry he knew that he was writing poetry

;

naturally as it came to him, he never fancied that he was
but expressing himself, as putting down something which
his own mind had realised for its own sake. He was neither

rebel nor Utopian dreamer. With regard to all the theories

and movements of his time, he took up a position of almost
complete detachment. Dying in his twenty-sixth year, he is

therefore, in Shelley's phrase, one of " the inheritors of
unfilled renown." The Adonais of Shelley remains the
immortal literary monument of John Keats. At school he
was almost exactly the opposite of Shelley, and convinced
his schoolfellows of his future superiority, rather as one
who would seek an active sphere of life, than in the peaceful
arena of literature. Keats always said that the cause of his

g 97
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abandonment of the medical profession was his inability to

perform an operation with confidence, from his over-wrought

apprehension of the possible chance of inflicting- injury.

Unlike Shelley, who, as he lived longer, wished to recede

from men, Keats looked forward to doing- work which should

bring him closer to men. Like Spenser, he has been called

the poet's poet. The cry, " O for a life of sensations

rather than that of thoughts," is characteristic of him. The
Keatsian vision of beauty is predominantly a rapturous

exaltation of the senses, making " loveliness yet more
lovely." Keats was no subtle-souled psychologist like

Coleridge, but he rendered emotions with a power and rich-

ness in which exquisiteness of feeling and poignancy of

sensuous symbolism have equal part.

His life was uneventful. He lived in a little room in the

city, dreaming the dreams which translations of the old

Greek writers had inspired him—inhaling the smoke of

London into his delicate, consumptive lungs, but full of hope
and enthusiasm. The world soon found out that Keats had
been a doctor's apprentice, and told him that no man of his

position had any right to attempt poetry ; there was nobody
to give him sympathy, yet in spite of talk of this kind he
toiled on and did not lose confidence.

Keats sought for beauty : he was a true Greek for his

love of beauty. The pursuit of beauty for its own dear sake
and he did not finish it because it was student work.

Keats had his boyhood in the Waterloo period; but the

stirring events of the time left no mark upon his art. None
of our English poets is indeed more detached from the clash

and stress of war, for which reason he is restful to read in

such days as these.
" Keats," writes our present Poet Laureate, "was smitten

down in his youth, in the very maturing of his powers,
which, having already produced work of almost unrivalled
beauty, held a promise of incredible things." There we
both agree and dissent. We do not believe that Keats died
in the very maturing of his powers. Rather, when he
was overcome by disease, there was a change working
in him which made him a beginner again ; and in this

change was the promise of incredible things. He was i

the prize student among English poets, though no one ]

gave him a prize in his lifetime. No one ever did such
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student work as Hyperion, an ambitious fragment in Miltonic

blank verse on the war of the Titans and the Olympian

;

has never been acclimatized among us. We may say with

a calm and candid pride that we have been greater. We
have followed with all the courage of a blind and tenacious

instinct art for its own sake ; and above all, art through

poetry. But Keats's beauty was always a part of feeling,

always a thing to quicken his pulse. He accepted life in the

spirit of art, asking only for simple pleasures, but perfect.

He wanted a perpetual summer when everything is at the

acme of perfection. We are not clever enough, say the

advocates of small perfections, to make the intellectual effort

necessary to the full conception of beauty as an end, and to

the adequate mastery of the essential means. But in truth,

in the realm of literature, ours has been the proud privilege

of not needing to be clever. There has been an impulse
among us rich and strong enough to break through intellec-

tual limitations on every side.

The best of Keats's poems, of course, can be fully appre-
ciated without extraneous help ; but his letters throw a
subsidiary light on all. They dispose for ever of the fiction

once current of a fiery Keats who was " snuffed out by an
article," a sensual who found his ideal in claret and
" slippery blisses," and a mere artist Keats who cared
nothing for his country and his fellow-creatures. He accepts
nature without seeking to fathom her meaning, but on the
whole he is more consistent than Shelley. His melodies are
captivating, and his use of the minor senses is often
wonderful and always beautiful. He is pre-eminently the
master of verbal magic; single lines and phrases have a
force almost unparalleled of imaginative suggestion.
What Keats did was this—he studied and absorbed the

best of everything that had been written by the poets before
his time ; and by his appreciation of the best of Words-
worth, Coleridge, Scott, Byron and Shelley he was able to
fuse all together into a totally new form of expression.
From the mind of the old Greeks, who saw great truths
perfectly, he acquired the exquisite gift of "lucidity."
There is never vagueness in Keats, as there is in Words-
worth and Browning; and we recognise that these simple
expressions are in perfect harmony with the great thoughts
they embody. His genius found its highest expression in
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the beauty of form and scene—the passionate Greek worship

of Mother-Earth, not the " spiritualized " Nature of Words-
worth. With riper experience he might have sounded a

deeper note ; but phthisis, that devouring- and, as then, still

unchecked enemy of youth, smote him down " in the very

maturing- of powers, which, having already produced work
of almost unrivalled beauty, held a promise of incredible

things."

It is strange how classical and romantic mean the same
error when they express a defect of art. They mean a

refusal of experience so that art may be made easy, as if

the essence of art were the choice of experience and not the

transfiguration of it. Keats saw that, as a romantic poet,

he had been fastidiously choosing experience, and that at

two removes. He had dreamed about the past as something
that he could experience purely aesthetically. He saw the

figures on the Grecian urn removed out of time, freed from
anxiety and mischance. Nor was it Beauty in this or that

particular form that he worshipped. He loved it in the

flower, and in the cloud ; but he loved it in each thing as

part only of the Universal Beauty, which itself, one and
infinite, abode in all things

—
" the mighty abstract idea of

Beauty," as he collects it. He would turn away from the

present to the beautiful dumb-show of the past that he could

watch from a distance, to lovers who did nothing but love

and for whom love was all a matter of passionate gestures.

Between him and the subject matter of his art there was a
gulf like that between the audience and the stage. It is

possible to conceive Shelley as an agitator, Wordsworth as
a clergyman (which he once intended to be) ; but Keats
could in no circumstances be anything but a poet. His eyes
were fixed upon those figures of passion who had no life

outside their passion, and whose passion therefore was itself

unreal. He died of consumption.
Keats is identified with no novel ideas, no political, social

or religious propaganda. He is absolutely a poet or abso-
lutely nothing. "We withdraw," writes Mr. Gosse, "the
poetical elements from our conception of him ; and what is

left? The palest phantom of a living stable-keeper's son,
an unsuccessful medical student, a consumptive lad, who
died in obscurity . . . We honour him as one of the very
greatest poets that the modern world has seen." Keats 's
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want of conventional education and of general interest in

affairs and philosophic theory, leaves him a poet of quite

a different range from Shelley. Among the contemporaries

of Keats, Leigh Hunt was the poet who influenced him the

most; but this influence was never very deep, and it passed

away as he attained maturity.

Unlike the modern poets, Keats never dwells specially on

those human affections which, in the romantic era, so much
superseded the passion for mere beauty ; he seizes upon
the imagination with its store of history, and in the simplest

way presents a way of living, as in the Ode on a Grecian

Urn, with cold and perfect calm. He knew no Greek; yet

this ode has been accepted by scholars as the most Greek
thing in English poetry. Together with The Nightingale,

though quite unlike in colour, it expresses the decay and
unrest of life, and the perfection and eternity of beauty and
joy as realised in imagination. Keats's poetry is the song
of the Sirens : weakened as it is by a strain of effeminacy,

we miss in it the manly strength of Wordsworth. It must
be remembered that the absence of the ethical element is not
accidental, but is the result of his most settled convictions

in regard to poetry as an art. All his personality seems to

be breathed into these compositions. There is hardly any-
thing in literature that gives one a sharper feeling of the

reality of genius than to find an immortal poem such as La
Belle Dame sans Merci (April, 1819), copied down in the

middle of a letter, as an unconsidered trifle which may amuse
his correspondent. The woeful knight-at-arms has awaked
from a dream—an awaking of poignant disillusion, not
blissful fulfilment. Not even Coleridge sang more wisely
well than the singer of this weird ballad strain, which has
seemed to many critics the masterpiece of the poet, where
in his " natural magic " he reaches its most fascinating
subtlety and purity of expression.

It seems that Keats was nineteen when he wrote his con-
tribution to heroic lyric, On First Looking Into Chapman's
Homer, so faultless in its structure and diction, and spoken
as it were in the energy of a single breath.
Although Keats and Shelley are buried in Rome, yet Keats

never took very much to Shelley, and was always a little

suspicious that he was being patronised, and consequently
he never opened his heart and mind to Shelley as he did to
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some of his friends. Indeed, Shelley knew very little of him,

and supposed Keats to be a very different character from

what he really was. On his grave were the words, chosen

by the poet himself :
" Here lies one whose name was writ

in water." His early death was the greatest loss that

English poetry has ever suffered 1'' for he had learnt more of

his art, of discipline, and self-restraint, between Endymion
and the Ode than any other poet in the same space of time.

He was felix opportunitate mortis.

Many of the early readers of Endymion, a romance in four

books (dedicated to Chatterton), thought the poem a sort of

wilderness of capricious or fantastic beauties : a romance

as incoherent in structure as it was rich in ornament. The
story fills the larger part of the poem ; but the moon
allegory, passing in places out of the moonlight clouds, is

soon obscured, and is never quite lucid. Much is told in a

very spun-out manner, and despite the beautiful picture of

Glandio and his pursuits, we are glad when it is over, even

with the climax of Bacchi frenzy. The underlying idea of the

poems is the unity of the various elements of the individual

soul ; the love of women is shown to be the same as the love

of beauty ; and that in its turn is identical with the love of

the principle of beauty in all things. Endymion (1818) trans-

muted the old legend of Cynthia and her human lover into

an emotional story rich with beautiful fancy, and eloquent

of his own spirit. The poem has little to recommend it

beyond its wealth of phrase and imagery, and these very

excellences by their excess turn to defects. Its true com-
mentary is contained in the Preface.

Isabella, a highly idealised tale from Boccaccio, of unhappy
love, The Eve of St. Agnes, a romantic wilderness of sensa-

tions, and Lamia, were compared in succession, and they

show an increase of narrative craft and poetic maturity.

The one fundamental flaw in the latter is its moral—the

bewilderment in which it leaves us as to the effect intended

to be made on our imaginative sympathies. Keats loved to

find beauty in the great romantic tales of the world, in the

days and deeds of chivalry, into whose spacious realm
Spenser led the way when he was young. Keats had a way
of fluttering, butterfly-fashion, from one object to another,
touching for the moment the momentary charm of each
thing—the work of fancy who " is never at home." In order
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to do this, he ranges over antiquity and literature in search

of subjects which serve him for the stuff of long- narratives

and lyrical outbursts. No one has excelled Keats in this

particular style, and no one except Tennyson has equalled

him. Many people make the mistake of judging Keats as

if we possessed anything but what would be the juvenalia

of other poets ; and his work confirms the idea that there

were qualities in his mind even beyond those that can be

strictly inferred from his actual achievement. That his work
is mainly retrospective and eclectic in subject is because a

young poet's mind responds more readily to books than to

life, and this young poet did not outlive his youth : he
habitually turned ideas into objective visions. It is in

the pre-Raphaelites that Keats 's influence on our latter

poetry is seen in its most concentrated shape. Supreme in

one province, he is grievously lacking in the highest aspira-

tions of spirituality, and in the ardour for right and truth.

Apparently devoid of religious sense, his perception of beauty
grows less sensitive as beauty becomes less physical and
more abstract.

There is no need now for comparing him with Words-
worth or Shelley. One might as weH*compare land and sky
to each other's disadvantage. Wordsworth is greater in

the spirit : Shelley quite another. Keats, on the whole, has
done more to influence the mould, colour and music of

English poetry since his day than any of his contemporaries.
Nothing is more astonishing and humiliating for the credit

of English letters than the fact that Keats did not receive

recognition till long after his death. Even De Quincey, as
late as 1845, wrote of Keats " trampling upon his mother-
tongue as with the hoofs of a buffalo." For all the short-
ness of his life, he did more with less means and advantages
than anyone since Shakespeare, and did it by indomitable
purpose. The idea is still prevalent that Keats was killed

by the savage reviews of his poems. That, however, is not
the case. Naturally he felt acutely the injustice of the
attacks; yet he bore these wanton blows with dignity and
composure. What really killed him was consumption. His
doom was appointed, and at twenty-four he was utterly
undone. Only among poets was he thoroughly appreciated.
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CARLYLE'S PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHES

The success of any system of thought must be due to the

truth it contains or to its real value to mankind ; and there-

fore the philosophy of Thomas Carlyle will never be popular

(in as far as the subject matter can), because nearly all his

work requires a certain initiation and novitiate, and above

all a certain pre-established harmony of temper and taste.

Sartor Resartus (1831) is the earliest of the sage of

Craigenputtock's greater works, and is without doubt the

most original and the deepest of his productions. Here we
have our author at his best, and we may add in his most
incoherent mood. We are now far enough off, neither to

be dazzled by his eloquence nor irritated by his eccentricities.

Superficially viewed Sartor Resartus has the appearance of

a heterogeneous incoherence : its style is as rugged as

Carlyle's personality—full of strange inversions. He
belonged emphatically to the imaginative as distinguished

from the speculative order of minds, and therefore he was
oppressed by the commercialism of the world and the sordid-

ness of materialism. He looked for principle in men's
actions, and he thought he found shams and cant. His

greatest power was the wonderful imaginative genius which

enabled him to lift the veil from the strong mixture of con-

vention called society : he despised all political, philan-

thropic tendencies of his time ; imagination to him was the

only true remedy for the ills of this world ; and his teaching

can be summed up in the phrase :
" What is man himself,

but a symbol of God?" In the worship of the symbol there

is a deep danger ; and that is that, if one rests upon it, one

has failed in the quest. Rest is forbidden. We are

pilgrims yet.

104
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Carlyle's law was that of Sinai, not of the Mount of

Beatitudes ; the lesson which he loved to repeat rose no
higher than that of the Hebrew Testament interpreted with-

out reference to the New; he spoke mighty words, but he
had little in common with the dovelike spirit which drew
forth strength out of sweetness. It was his passion to

get at the heart of any object of thought, to tear away all

the external and outward aspects through which any fact

may reveal itself to us, and, discarding everything super-

fluous and accidental, to lay bare its underlying meaning.
The fitful inequalities of Carlyle's spiritual judgments,

his perversions of standards of worth, can only be accounted
for by supposing that he could not succeed in bringing his

intuitions even into ordinary life. The end of man set itself

before him as action, not thought ; conduct and work, became
his means of realising his ideals. Carlyle himself was not

only a prophet but in a high sense of the word a realist;

one, that is, who is never contented till he can see mankind
as it really is, in its rugged primitive foundations. Hence
his so-called " worship of force," and also his disconcerting

moods of tolerance. There is no accounting for Carlyle

except upon the basis of religion--—a legitimate scion of

Calvinistic stock—though he has failed to map out a prac-

tical scheme for the conduct of individual or social life.

His starting place in Protestant Christianity, from which
he threw off all doctrinal formulae, regarding them as mere
symbols and nothing' more; he holds to life as the one
supreme fact, and, having grasped its essentially human
element, sets it forth in " the philosophy of Clothes," which
is a somewhat austere form of Puritanism without its

theology : in fact, he had a faith but not a creed. Christian

he was not, but man of God he certainly was. The found-
ation of his nebulous belief was, that there was an Almighty
Being of Whom this universe is the visible garment ; that

His Law is engraven upon every man's heart, and is

discoverable by him who takes the trouble to seek it ; that

those men who have perceived and acted upon its precepts
are heroes; and that the next best thing to being a hero
is to recognise and obey one.

For Classical Economists and Benthamite philosophy,
Carlyle could not find a polite term : and it is to the credit

of J. S. Mill that he could appreciate Carlyle as he did. As
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a prophet the Sage of Chelsea wanted every Englishman to

do his work not for the sake of reward, but for conscience

sake. Spinoza appeared the most enlightened of philoso-

phers to him ; and his own religion was nearer akin to

Pantheism than to Christian Theism, for it tended to revolve

the personality of God into unconscious though all-pervading

Reason. Human history, itself, he rightly thought, is but
the clothing of ideas in act, and the great man, or hero,

is but the highest human revelation of the will and spirit of

God. Throughout the book the spirit is recognized in the

true and enduring reality.

Everything Carlyle wrote was self-revealing; and it is

hardly an exaggeration to say that his whole works are an
expansion of the autobiographic Sartor Resartus. Partly

it is fact, but still more it is lawless and chaotic. It is

full of Germanic studies, sympathy and influence. Its pages
are strange, wild, and picturesque, vehement and earnest, yet

that they show a feeling of dreadful, irremediable blankness
of things, as though the universe had no heart, is perceptible

in one of the most famous books of the nineteenth century,

and has invaded metaphysics, finding expression there as

the creed of Pessimism ; his endless dissatisfaction with men
was rooted in the despair that seized him whenever he
looked abroad. As a philosophical romance, or pretended

review of an hypothetical German work on dress, the book
gives scope to the author for remarks on all sorts of things.

The title means the Tailor Tailored, or Diogenes Teufels-

droockh patched up by Carlyle. It is interesting to note

that the principle of all Carlyle's works is reconstruction.

The old clothes have had their day and will serve for human
garments no longer. He rightly diagnosed the diseases of

society, and though he had no cure to offer, we may thank
him for pointing out the nature of the ill. By Carlyle's

philosophy of clothes we mean those ideas and corresponding

emotions with which our minds have surrounded the objects

of religious faith.

One of the greatest of Carlyle's services was his mediation

between the mind of Germany and the mind of England.

Nearly all his early works have a conception of German trans-

cendentalism as their motif: Goethe and Schiller were the

source from which he drew inspiration, added to which was
a humour so whimsical that it surprises us at every turn,
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and this he thought to be the most godlike of qualities

(although it was not appreciated by the readers of Fraser's,

in which Sartor first appeared), and perhaps had it not been

for this gift, he could hardly have worn his Prophet's robe

so long. His whole teaching was a protest against the idea

that men are equal, and the attempt to fit inelastic formulas

to uncompromising facts, and foredoomed to failure.

" The torrent of his eloquence, bright and rushing as it is,

flows between rigid banks and over hard rocks. Devotion

to the heroic does not prevent the assumption of a tone

towards the great mass of the unheroic, which implies that

they are no more than two-legged mill horses, ever treading

a fixed and unalterable ground. He practically denies other

consolation to mortals than such as they may be able to

get from the final and conclusive Kismet of the oriental.

Man is the creature of his destiny. As for our supposed

claims on the heavenly powers : What right, he asks,

hadst thou even to be? Fatalism of this stamp is the

natural and unavoidable issue of a born positivity of spirit,

uninformed by scientific meditation. It exists in its coarsest

and most childish kind in the adventurous freebooters of the

type of Napoleon, and in a noble and not egotistic kind of

Oliver Cromwell's pious interpretation of the order of events

by the good will and providence of God." So writes

Lord Morley.

Carlyle represents in English literature something that

Machelet does in French literature—a great external power

and influence created under the obsession of a single great

idea. Sartor is a book written to make people think, rather

than to teach them how to think, and the subject is the

conduct of life, written during the six years' life in the

solitude of Craigenputtock ; it is a fantastic and strangely

powerful enunciation of the attitude to life begotten of the

sudden conversion or illumination which came upon him after

a period of doubt and conflict in 1821. The book teems with

autobiographical reflections; the hero is Carlyle himself; the

struggle towards the light represents his famous scepticism

and the gospel is that in which he himself found resignation,

endurance and the call to work. All this is set forth in

fantastic, symbolical and eruptive diction.
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A NOTE ON LEOPARDI

Giacomo Count Leopardi (1798-1837), must be held one of

the most extraordinary beings, as one of the most original

intellects, of his age in Europe. At one time he was com-
pared with Pascal as an exponent of philosophic thought in

his prose, and with Dante as a poet. Moreover, no poet

has ever suffered more from the attentions of those who have
undertaken to interpret him.
By the time he was sixteen he had mastered three ancient

and five modern languages, and six years later was pro-

nounced by Niebuhr to be the first Hellenist in Italy. His
studies were mostly pursued unaided ; he taught himself
from the books in his father's library. He may be likened

to Keats, whose Hellenism he shared, but with the added
discernment of a profound scholar.

An early visit to Rome and later to Milan were the

only events of his youth. Rigorous confinement and
over-study brought on terrible ill-health. In many ways
his mental disturbances resembles the well-known curse

of J. S. Mills's life. The tragedy of his life reflects itself

in his verse. Death and decay are habitual themes. How
far he knew or was affected by Byron seems uncertain,

as how far he knew of Shelley, whose exile in Italy coincided

with Leopardi 's most fruitful years. With a scholar so

distinguished, the presumption is, that he knew of their

writings, with their pessimism and hedonism. Did we know
for certain, Leopardi's melancholy might seem despicable,

as it is selfish and non-human. As a confirmed invalid, he
lived successively in Bologna, Florence, Milan and Pisa. In

1833 he accompanied his friend Ranieri to Naples, and there,
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in constant bodily anguish and hopeless desponding, he lived

till his death four years later. Pessimism has never found

finer expression in prose and poetry ; but his narrow range

and small creative powers have led to a more sober estimate

of his genius than that of his great admirers. Human vanity

holds that the world is made for man—an idea which
Leopardi is fond of ridiculing.

Leopardi lived in Italy during the long contest between
the Classic and Romantic schools, and it may be said that

in him many of the leading ideas of both parties are recon-

ciled. He lived obscure and poorly (for his father gave his

son so meagre an allowance that it scarcely kept him from
want, and obliged him to labours and subjected him to cares

which his frail health was not able to bear). With so hard
a parent it is surprising that an imaginative youth should
have transferred the maternal physiognomy to Nature, the

universal mother, and to have come to consider that a certain

malignity reigned in the world as well as in the household at

Recanati. He achieved posthumous envy and renown. So
extraordinary were his powers that in his twentieth year he
produced imaginary versions of lost great authors which
deceived accomplished classical scholars; all this he did

besides making many bond fide translations. He has been
regarded as an extreme classicist, but, though his education
was purely classical, yet in temperament he was romantic.
He cared but little for mythology ; his pessimism was
derived from the romantic school.

Since Gladstone's famous essay in The Quarterly Review
(vol. 86), Leopardi has received his full share of attention in

England, which is more than can be said of any other poet
of modern Italy. The inspiring power of Leopardi 's work
was proved in the generation following his death, when he
became the favourite poet of the Risorgimento. His own
misery was regarded as symbolical of the folorn state of
Italy. The Austrians were cognisant of the dangers of his
influence, as they prohibited the 183 1 edition of the Canti.
But the poem is almost entirely passive. For all his admiration
for Mme. Stael, he was too truly classical in sympathy to
be attracted by the German romantics. Leopardi was utterly
unable to represent action or to portray any other individual
than himself, for he was entirely lacking in dramatic con-
ception. The subjects of his work were felt, not chosen. A
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feeling, a recollection, or an experience suggests an idea;

he was dominated by his intellect.

Leopardi fills in Italian literature some such place as

Heine in Germany ; the former made up for quantity by the

quality of his work. Even the boyish Appresamento alia

Morte (1816) reveals the artist. His canzoni are chiefly

meditative pieces, and patriotic odes, and sometimes impas-

sionate outpourings of lonely thought akin to Wordsworth's
Tintern Abbey. There are moods which the languid despair

of his poetry can always evoke, and in which it seems that

the most life can do is to leave us, and let us lie down and
cease.

Leopardi 's pessimism and egotism are simply the product

of bodily suffering, of the wounded self-esteem and dis-

appointed effects which followed in its train, and of the

absence of any outlet for his masterly intellect. With the

exception of the founder of the Italian literature, he has no
superior among his countrymen.
He does not, we believe, define pleasure. But he main-

tains that it is the one aim and object of human nature, and
that man's desire for pleasure has no limits, either of extent

or duration. All pleasures are limited, but not pleasure

itself. " Sombre amant de la mort, pale Leopardi," wrote
Alfred de Musset. Infinite pleasure does not exist in reality,

only in the imagination, from which we derive hope and
those other dear allusions, the loss of which is for Leopardi
the greatest of all misfortunes.

His philosophy is entwined with all his poetry, and is a
grave spectacle. He looks upon the outside world and
himself as all part of one system, where, slightly to change
Herber's words, " every prospect pleases, and only man is

wretched "
; all other created beings work out a destiny

acceptable to them. In Burns's words, " Man was made to

mourn," and to the Italian it is much worse—he must see
all around him, content to be alone, is deprived of pleasure
for which he craves. Such was Leopardi 's awful pessimism,
but it did not extend to the aesthetic world. He never wrote
poetry except when driven by an irresistible impulse, nor
did he ever allow any work to leave his hands till he had
perfected it to the best of his ability.

The abiding element in Romanticism, its feeling for visible

beauty and sublimity, is no part of a despairing creed.
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Whenever, then, Leopardi touches on it he captivates us.

He becomes at once simple and unaffected, a child of the

gods, straying- about the golden halls. That was his first

period ; as life went on the charm died away. His pessimism

was unquestionably the genuine expression of Leopardi 's

deepest nature as well as his reasoned conviction. His

passions are dead, his very despair, nonentity. Leopardi's

habits were strange; often not rising till evening, dining at

midnight, and going to bed at dawn. All active life seemed
concentrated in his brain, which throve and energised at the

expense of any other organ. His lyrical work has the rare

and high merit of absolute sincerity unaffected by literary

power. Leopardi's friend, Ranieri, summed up his titles to

renown as "first, a great philologer; next, a great poet;

and last, a great philosopher." The most remarkable of all

his prose writings are the Dialogues, which almost all turn

upon the everlasting theme of the misery of mankind,
" varied," writes Richard Garnett, " in the exposition with

a grace and fanciful ingenuity recalling the little apologues
in Turguenev's Senilia." " All is mystery " sums up his

metaphysics.

His literary form was as severe as that of Alfieri himself,

whilst the most subjective and introspective of the Romantic
poets did not so much colour the world with his own mental
and spiritual hue as Leopardi. That which has importance
is not the brilliant exterior of that century of progress, and
it is not without irony that Leopardi speaks of the pro-

gressive destinies of mankind. Yet he calls our labours

idleness, and the objects of our desire idols, and everything

vanity. The bulk of his writings is dominative, and the

range of ideas narrow, but within these limits his heart is

perfect.

But it is the Ginestra, the last of his great poems, written

when the end was already in sight, that his uncompromising
pessimism finds its fullest expression. It moves with a
rapidity and burns with a concentrated indignation such as
we find in no other of his poems ; and, as we have seen, it

is against Nature that he vents his rage. Writing in strictly

classical Tuscan, Leopardi had struck out an absolutely new
style, to which no poet of the time, except Shelley, offers

any parallel.

There are some souls who are only free, only their true
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selves, in the seeming fetters of verse : Leopardi was one

of these. All his pent-up sorrow, all his patriotism, all his

scorn, flowed out in his verse, with beautiful impetuosity,

like a torrent. As Leopardi grew older, the greater grew
the cloud of pessimism. But he was a poet and not a

philosopher. Hence his so-called creed is not so much a

reasoned system as an ardent faith which gradually took

possession of him. He was full of contrasts; and his reason

and imagination were never reconciled. Hope, imagination

and illusions are, he tells us, the only alleviations of the

universal suffering. He lived only in the past or the future

;

the present was always misery to him. Virtue, courage,

fame, may be mere allusions, but he longed for them all the

same. "At one moment," we are told, "in obedience to

his imagination, he hates reality as the destroyer of all that

is worth having in life ; at another his reason tells him that

reality stands next to beauty in importance." But Leopardi's

despair has nothing in common with the romantic pain in

which a Byron or a Chateaubriand draped himself as grace-

fully as in the rest of his carefully-shown garments.
He came to regard nature as the arch enemy ruthlessly

carrying out the behests of fate, the stepmother of man, who
bids her favourite soul, just about to be born, to go, live,

and be unhappy. This is, moreover, the aspect of Nature
that squares most effectually with the doctrine of despair

with which the name of Leopardi will always be associated.

Yet his descriptions have nothing in common with the land-

scapes of The Lady of the Lake, and but little with those of

the Excursion; he neither forgets himself in his scenery nor
seeks to make himself a part of it. As a rule his scenery
is vague, but sometimes we find an unusual gift of observa-
tion. He has, however, a romantic fondness for the moon,
for mystical moonlight has always appealed to lovers and
sufferers.

Nature, in the sense of her outward manifestations on
earth, plays but a subordinate part in the slender volume
of his poems when compared with the inexhaustible wealth of
natural description to which we are accustomed in our own
poetry. Of his literary style it is much easier to speak in

general terms of interest and praise than to describe it

clearly to one who has not read him. We cannot think of
Leopardi as the poet of Recanati. Scholarly commentators
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have, indeed, drawn attention to points in the landscape that

appear in his work, such as the tower on the hill in the

Passero Solitario, which was the goal of one of his favourite

walks, or the " antico error " in the ode on the marriage of

his sister Paolina, which, as Leopardi himself told a friend,

is a reference to the great basilica built over the so-called

house of Our Lady at Loretto, the towers of which are

clearly visible from Recanati. There are also occasional

allusions to the blue Appenines and the distant sea, the

boundaries of his world in childhood. But they are too

vague to call up a definite picture to anyone unacquainted

with the district. In the Ginestra, for instance, the ruin

caused by the eruption impresses him with the complete

insignificance of man in the eyes of his enemy, Nature, who
sweeps him away as heedlessly as she would an ant. All

this is expressed in a style that vibrates in the magic of his

verse. His taste, his perfect command of his language, is

recognised as the very best. In his youth he professed the

terza rima, but he later developed a metre of his own, guided
only by his unerring ear.

Though it is clear from his Epistolario and other prose

writings that Leopardi found his one sure solace in the

beauty of Nature, especially in the glories of an Italian

moonlight night, he has none of the Southern delight in

Nature's appeal to the senses. To him Nature is a source
of thought rather than enjoyment. He loved to be alone
with her, as we gather from the Vita Solitaria (1819).

Nature and things inanimate are always the same, he writes
in a letter. They may not speak to man in the same way
after he has eaten of the tree of knowledge, and experience
has killed his illusions and smothered the voice of their

appeal. " Yet in solitude, amid the pleasures of the country,
a man weary of the world can, after a time, enter into com-
munion with them once again." And this close communion
with Nature, which we are in the habit of regarding as
peculiar to us Northerners, is a striking characteristic of
Leopardi 's poetry, and one in which he draws very near to
the romantics of his day. Leopardi writes of his century as
Dante and Petrarch wrote in theirs; he is, like them, a
pilgrim of eternity, who touched earth between 1798 and
1837. He died about the age when Dante found himself
"Che la diritta eras wanita." But his notebooks bear

H
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testimony to his long endeavour to justify the ways of Nature

to man, and his poems are a passionate revolt against the

reason which tells him that all that man holds most precious

is man's illusion. " Even in his darkest hour," wrote a

Tunes reviewer, " he never lost his faith in all that is highest

in human life or his conviction that man, though bound to

Nature, could none the less transcend her and therefore

scorn her.
'

'

We leave him, therefore, with thoughts only of the pity

which his great sorrows solicit, and of the admiration that

his genius challenges.
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THE REALISM OF BALZAC

Nothing is more exasperating to a critic than to find that

he has been fooled on his way. We must either leave

Honor6 de Balzac (1799-1850) alone in future to be coupled

with those of the immoral and introspective school, or be

content with calling him wonderful, irresistible, intoxicating-,

and be careful not to be more precise. Compared with his

great coevals, Dumas and George Sand—but both Dumas
and George Sand were prolific—the enormous quantity of

work produced is amazing. To reflect French life in all its

fulness of his scheme

—

Vie privee, Vie politique, Vie

mililaire, Vie de compaigne, Vie de province, Vie parisienne.

To photograph with fidelity the whole facts of French life

was the object for which he strived, as he tells us in a

sort of General Preface which appeared in 1842. He failed

because he left the spiritual out of his picture for the familiar

events of daily life as we know them—eating and drinking,

scheming and loving, money difficulties and social oppor-

tunities; with religion thrown into the melting pot of

humanitarian sympathy ; a Catholic without the sentiment

of religion, as can be perceived in La Messe de I'Athee. It

must be confessed that when he is seized with a sudden
fit of morality, he becomes dull.

Balzac is at his best with the characterization of women :

women who are endowed with an admirable capacity for

suffering, grief, and other feminine bric-a-brac. Besides

being structurally one of the most perfect of Balzac's novels,

Engdnie Grandet is a character of rare beauty and charm
;

innocent, gentle, faithful, and long suffering; her life is one
long martyrdom ; but wrongs and slights from her father,

husband and lover only bring her fortitude and strength.

"5
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Adelini Hulet and her daughter in La Cousine Bette

(1846) are delicate types of womanhood; but the story gives

a somewhat repulsive picture of corrupt Parisian life,

containing some particulars of infamous types.

Balzac's genius and imagination rarely embodied itself in

perfect form and shape, but remains diffused, rather

through his writings in a kind of radiance, and in the rich-

ness of texture which gives his novels such a curious dis-

tinction. He was ready, like Don Quixote, to follow the

promptings of his faculty on any strange enterprise or

adventure.

Balzac's method in literature was to take an idea in the

rough, as a settler takes a tract from wild nature, and go
over it repeatedly, each time pushing the cultivation of it

a little farther; always coming back to correct the mistakes

of yesterday with renewed deliberation. He had incom-
parable power, and was the most self-conscious of artists,

with an omnipotent ambition—almost Michaelangelesque,

and that by sheer force of minuteness. It has been thought
that Balzac invented prodigiously to be observed and
recorded tediously, and that remains a phantasmagoria of

desperate suggestions, affecting situations and potent

inordinate effects. His master quality was curiosity—

a

liberal mind and few prejudices. His shortcomings belong

to himself, not to any restrictions of false theory. To write

—that was the one aim of his life. He aspired to paint the

Comedie humaine, not merely the particulars which compose
it; his chief glory is the modernity and actuality of his

atmosphere ; he laboured to make his novels an encyclopaedic

record of humanity. Balzac's novels are full of strange

problems and great passion. He turned aside from nothing

which presented itself in nature. In Balzac we have a

realist with a heart of romance, but with an imperfect sense

of natural beauty, no fine self-criticism, no lightness of

touch. He is an expert in depicting lust and greed,

passion, hatred and jealousy, beneath the superficial aspects

of human life ; all described with drab infamy as only

Balzac can do, with the possible exception of Maxim Gorky.

Like Thackeray, Balzac is weak in portraying virtue or

innocence, and a quality is apt to be in him exaggerated

into a defect. Like Dickens his characters stand forth as

types. He is as anxious to set his people before us with
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histories and anecdotes as Carlyle and Scott were desirous

that we should be acquainted with Frederick or Napoleon.
Balzac gives us an extraordinary amount of irrelevant

minutiae. His aim is to fix our attention on the passions

by which the events are caused, and to attract us by an
analysis of human nature in some of its most abnormal
manifestations, as in Pere Goriot, the modern King Lear
without the consolation of a Cordelia, in whom he portrays

the corruption of society—a theme on which he is never tired

of dwelling-

.

There is something- gross in Balzac's life and genius. At
six p.m. he retired to sleep ; he rose at midnight, urged on
his brain with cups of coffee, and wrote on till long past

noon. So he continued for twenty years. The Human
Comedy is littered with stories. To write a novel without

a love interest is a feat that only the very strongest

may attempt, and this feat Balzac accomplished whenever he
choses, as a matter of course. He has created a population

of persons which number two thousand; and considering the

number of dramatis personce his accuracy is wonderful,

especially when we remember that many of his characters

appear in more than one book : to recite their names would
be a Homeric catalogue. It is amusing to note that half

his characters are either in debt, or in the clutches of usurers,

or obsessed by their expectations. Notwithstanding Balzac's

untiring energy and partial success, he was always in

pecuniary difficulties, partly due to his bad business manage-
ment and extravagance : he was incapable, it would seem,

of distinguishing his dream from realities. He did not
create as literally " compose " characters who are almost
intrinsically vicious, or guilty of universal dissipation, and
as little capable of resisting their destiny, as the forces of

Nature itself. How Mr. Thomas Hardy must revel in

Grandet, the miser; Louis Lambert, the imbecile meta-
physician ; Hulet, the slave of his senses ; and above all,

Vautrin, the Mephistopheles who is the centre of the

Comedie Humaine ! Both novelists paint in staring colours

and violent tones, and fill the air with cries of vulgar passion.

Balzac does not purify his pity and terror with the thought
of eternal justice, for he was a materialist, and consequently
the people of his novels are treated as centres of force acting
on one another according to their degree of energy. They
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are concrete types, abounding- in capricious and grotesque

traits, larger than human, never commonplace. Few
novelists bring up such questions with anything like the gross

assurance and systematic confidence as Balzac. The result

is a state of possession of his material unlike that of almost

any other teller of tales whatever about a circumjacent

world. He lived with and intimately knew his characters

;

whatever came his way was made use of, and let loose again

with harsh promptitude upon a world formed from the first

moment to excite his veracity. The three critics who have
studied him, Taine, Brunetiere, and Emile Fauguet, are in

agreement as to the vast quantity of waste in Balzac. Yet,

on the other hand, he was very observant, always on the

look-out for and hunting up details ; his mind was well

stored with things seen and remembered of the real world.

Thus he charmed his contemporaries by the faults he had in

common with them, and charmed posterity with unforget-

table types of character.

Balzac's effort to make actual his metaphysical creed may
not have achieved conviction, at least for minds suspicious

of Swedenborg, but all the intellectual power of a man of

genius was lavished on the creation. For unfortunately,

he was not a very deep thinker, and the vagueness and
incoherence of his dialectic go far to destroy the sense of

mystery which was the work of his inspiration, as, for

instance, in Le Peau de Chagrin (1831), one of Balzac's

highest flights of imagination, and one of his gravest com-
mentaries on human life : it is an allegory of a miraculous

piece of shagreen, which gives the owner certain powers
of self-gratification. Balzac is in one way the greatest of

French novelists, because he is the most entirely singular

and original, and his language, in spite of its dislocated

nature, is a powerful expression of his thought. And above
all he was a leader for the whole succeeding generation of

documentary, or Realistic, novelists. From the artistic

point of view, Balzac is injured by his morbid tendencies

;

even when the joyous and poetical side of life appears, he

distorts all such ideas and character with extravagant forms

;

and the result is a collection of monstrosities and
artificiality. Granting that Balzac has had the widest

influence on later schools, he did not so much invest as

apply a method which was destined to prevail in literature
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when it had become dominant in science—the method of

dissection and of vivisection. From Le Peau de Chagrin
to that most desolate and unethical of tragedies, Le Cousin
Pons, we find the individual at the mercy of his surround-
ing's; or as, we believe, someone has said: "Balzac
took for his province the anatomy of social phenomena."
None the less, his generalizing- remains throughout
markedly inferior to his particularizing. We have details

of all kinds concerning people, places and things. His
truest and vividest people are those whom the conditions

in which they are so palpably embedded have simplified not

less than emphasized the habit of allegorizing in human
figures abstractions of Love, Fear, Grief, and presenting

these pictorially. Balzac became a great novelist not by
the grace divine of his native genius, but by virtue of his

tremendous will power. There had been great novels,

indeed, before Balzac, but no greater novelist. To read his

novels is to experience the full shock of electric fluid. To
take up one of them is to feel the shock of life

as one feels it on touching certain magnetic hands.

An anonymous writer correctly says :
" The fatality of

passion, as in Racine and in the Greeks—for their divine

fatality is but a symbol that conceals the fatality of human
crimes—the fatality of passions leading men along a sunken,
narrow, straight and ever steeper way, through sorrow and
shame, on to folly and death, such is the awful and sinister

soul of Balzac's work."
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AN ARTIST IN ATTITUDES: HEINRICH HEINE

The " first man of his century," so Heinrich Heine loved to

call himself, but his actual birthday was December 13th,

1799, at Diisseldorf, and not at Hamburg, as Matthew
Arnold writes. At sixteen he was sent to Frankfurt to learn

banking-. His childhood was a mixture of romance, amuse-
ment, torment and schoolboy emiui. In 181 9 he went to

Bonn to learn law, and he took his degree in 1825. He
arrested attention with the publication of Das Buch der

Lieder, perhaps the most simple and spontaneous expression

of heart and personality in the whole range of modern litera-

ture. For what is the supreme merit of a lyric unless it

gives expression to a worthy thought or emotion in exquisite

language, which communicates clearly by means of sounds
and cadences acting like music on the emotions, and tuning

the mind to a state of perfect receptiveness? This is pre-

cisely what Heine did. His attachment to Judaism was a
matter of poetry and sentiment. His adoption of Christianity

for a mess of pottage was cold-blooded
;

jesting at the time
about the desirability of being a Japanese, because they
abhorred the sign of the cross. He never concealed his true
views, and he became a Protestant and Lutheran because of

their greater freedom and do-as-you-please religion in con-
trast with the rigours and obligations of Catholicism. His
sole motive for Baptism was to secure the rights of German
citizenship and a respectable standing, or, as he said, " the
entrance-ticket to European culture." But by this step he
only alienated the respect of his own people ; and his revolu-
tionary opinions remained insuperable hindrances to his
official employment in Germany. When his enthusiasm was
roused by the July revolution in Paris, he hastened thither,

120
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going into voluntary exile, from which he never returned.

With this event he assumed the role of leader of the cosmo-

politan democratic movement. One of his first aims was to

make the French and Germans acquainted with one another's

artistic achievements. Hence sprang Franzdsische Zustdnde

(1833) and Philosophie and Literatur in Deutschland. Heine's

intense modernism and utter rejection of stock classicism

were laid to heart by Germany. What makes him so remark-

able is that he blends the impression of French clearness

with that of German sentiment and fulness, and this is his

great characteristic. As a prose artist Heine is hardly

surpassed by any German—even by Goethe, Winckelmann,
Novalis or Lessing.

Some men there are whom destiny casts for a romantic

part upon the great stage of life, whether they will it or not.

Though all the impulses of their hearts drive them to retired

thought and tranquil speculation, they are forced not only

into great situations but into conflict with great men.
Heinrich Heine was a romantic poet on the side of his

emotions and instincts. Whether we regard him as a

pioneer of freedom and intellect, or as a rebel against the

Divine order of things, we cannot but note that he clothed in

words and imagery of winning loveliness those thoughts
which are now shaking our institutions to their centre. He
was a Jew, and naturally he hated the mediaeval system.

But he was modern also, and it appeared to him that
Napoleon had cleared the ground for a new order of things
in which Christianity would be conspicuous for its absence.
His sight is keener than an eagle's, but spiritual horizons
are for the most part beyond his ken. Straitened means,
disappointed love, consciousness of great powers and of fatal

weakness, personal and material revolt against the estab-
lished order of things—these are some of the factors which
went to make Heine's poetry what it is.

The prose of the sufferer—the sensitive, misunderstood,
buffeted, proved an excellent stock-in-trade at a time when
Byron was looming large in the European outlook. Many
of his books were published both in French and in German,
and in 1848 he superintended a French edition of his works,
translating his German prose books himself, but enlisting for
his poems the skilled aid of such men as GeYard de Nerval.
When young, he read Tieck's version of Don Quixote, and
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never lost the impression which it made upon him. Ke
underwent " much Latin, birching and geography; " studied

Gulliver's Travels, and discovered Spinoza and Rationalism.

This led him to acknowledge no standard but his momentary
feeling, no tradition except the ends of art—to furnish him

with leading motives. To be Byronical, cynical, shameless

in a degree not often approached in German poetry, was,

he thought, mere obedience to the spirit which drew him on.

Keine was one of those who always prefer the most fantastic,

the most unconventional, and in some cases the most
unsportsmanlike tactics and methods. He saw, as others

had seen, a generation of materialism believing its unex-

ampled prosperity to be the reward of its spiritual respect-

ability. This was a sight obviously shocking both to moral
and to intellectual honesty. Materialism is ugly to start

with, and materialism deceiving itself and cheapening higher

titles is uglier still. It is for moralist and satirist alike to

attack it after their different manners, for the same reason

—

the reason being its essential antagonism to ideas of beauty.

He flung stones at Heaven as a boy flings them at a

policeman. Reckless and ironical, as ready to mock himself

as others, he rarely lets you off without a cut of the whip,
and loves with a sudden turn to leave you victim of his

raillery. Certainly Heine was not a philosopher, but he can
pick out the weak points of philosophy to perfection. He
had the coarser traits of Rabelais and Swift. Heine jested

in sight of eternity. Heine represents the revolutionary

spirit in German literature : as a whole it is a miscellany of

wit and humour, and is incisive and cynical as that of

Voltaire. In wit and cynical humour he was rich, and in

his romantic years he often turned his shafts back on himself.

For true joy he had no affinity : he quarrelled with life and
religion. He wanted a religion of pure Humanity, like Saint
Simon, Comte and Feuerback ; but he was unable to answer
the old question, " Quid est homo? " Heine is noteworthy,
because he is the most important German successor of the

grand old man—Goethe—who said that his contemporary
only lacked love. Fundamentally he is a rationalist ; Reason,
he declared, had been the passion malheureuse of his life,

yet somehow he believed in a supreme power. Unfortunately
his writings are not only sometimes blasphemous, but even
occasionally coarse and obscene—a great flaw in an exquisite
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flower. As literature, it must be confessed, they suffer

somewhat from the Germanic minuteness of their scientific

analysis, and it is impossible not to feel that they would be

at once more readable and more generally useful had their

author not overloaded them with so much detail. To read

them with the care that they need and deserve requires more
patience and time than is given to many to bestow. From
boyhood Heine had written verses, and in 1821 he published

his first Gedichte.

Heine is artificial. His verses dance and sway like the

pixies he loved. His Book of Songs (1826), with their

appealing melodies, contains a larger number of unforget-

table gems than any other collection of German lyric verse

of the century. He was first and foremost a lyricist. Sing-

ing came naturally to him, and art was used to enhance
nature. The free metrification of the Lieder is not due to

carelessness. He is originality itself, so individual that

hardly a page of his work betrays imitation of a model : he
is cosmopolitan, and his home is where the human heart

throbs and suffers. Heine was always an Ishmael— he
would fight under nobody's flag but his own. He is all

moods and fitfulness. His best poems are his shortest, such
as Du bist wie eine Blume, Ich hob' dich geliebt und Hebe
dicli noch, Die Lorelei, and how many more ! In 1847, his

health, which till then had always been perfectly good, gave
way. His malady proved to be a softening of the spinal

marrow. In May, 1848, he went out of doors for the last

time, and he lingered on for over eight years, weak and in

nervous agony. Like Schubert, he makes his songs out of

his sorrow; all his exquisite precision of detail, all his skill

of construction, are means of expressing that.

During his life in Paris he was a child of Bohemia, who
fancied it a fine thing to indulge his animal passions by way
of proving how great a genius he was— such was the
Chronique Scandaleuse of this fallen spirit, " who in his
better moments had shone with an intense and unearthly
radiance." A few years before Heine's death, Gerard de
Nerval wrote of him as follows :

—" It is no vain antithetical
by-play to say of Heine that he is at once cruel and tender,
naif and perfidious, sceptical and credulous, lyrical and
prosaic, a sentimentalist and a mocker of sentiment,
passionate and reserved." In this way he has been com-
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pared with Aristophanes, Rabelais, Cervantes, Swift, Byron,

Villon and Catullus. How one is tempted to enlarge upon

such cliquetis d'anthitheses ! Heine passed by as a drifting

cloud : but his songs remain like stars in the heaven of

poetry. Literally hundreds of them have been set to music

by famous composers ; and they will always keep his place

as a poet in the heart of the German tongue, as do the

corals in the Indian Ocean. The greatest of German lyrical

poets, he is otherwise a typical cosmopolitan. Whatever
value may be attached to Heine's alleged return in his later

years to a more spiritual condition of the universe than he
had held in middle life, Christian and Jewish sacred history

were as much mythology to him as " the machinery " of

the Iliad itself, and, as such, of equal importance.
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MACAULAY AS ESSAYIST

Thomas Babington Macaulay was born on October 25th,

1800, and united a prodigious memory to swift and con-

centrated power of reasoning, enforced by the most obviously

telling rhetoric. His father, Zachary, was a strong

partisan of negro emancipation. Young Macaulay went to

no public school, but in 1818 he was sent to Trinity College,

Cambridge, where he made many friends. A constitutional

incapacity for and hatred of mathematics was punished by

the omission of his name from the Tripos list four years

later ; eventually he took a high degree and twice took the

Chancellor's Prize for English verse; nevertheless, in 1824

he was elected to a Fellowship. Called to the Bar in 1826,

he never took seriously to law as a profession, although at

the outset he was compelled not only to support himself,

but to undertake the burden of paying off the creditors of

his father, whose business had lately failed. Consequently,

he supplemented his earnings by contributing to Knight's

Quarterly Magazine, whither he caught the attention of

Francis, Lord Jeffrey, by his famous essay on Milton in 1825
for the Edinburgh Review. This was the beginning of a

connection which lasted for nearly twenty years, and which
has enriched English literature with a number of com-
positions among the most lively and readable, and on the

whole, amongst the most valuable of their kind. The con-

sequent gain of money enabled Macaulay in 1830 to accept

Lord Lansdowne's offer of a seat in Parliament for the

borough of Calne. In the House he soon made his mark
by reason of his set speeches, rather than as a debater. His
great knowledge and wonderful command of historical

125
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illustration, enabled him often to clinch his argument where
abstract discussion would have failed. Picturesqueness was
a large part of his aim in the presentment of history, and
this he undoubtedly achieved. In the great struggle of the

Reform Bill, the young member played a part of no small

importance, and he was rewarded for his services by a post

on the Board of Control. Persuaded by the prospect of

permanent freedom from financial difficulties to accept the

post of legal adviser to the Supreme Council in India,

he set sail from England in 1834, when his most important

work was associated with the drafting of the Penal

Code and the organisation of Indian education. By
the year 1837 his object in going to the East had been
attained by realising a modest fortune, ample for his

simple wants and tastes. After an unusually long voyage,
he reached England in the middle of the next year.

His father had died while he was on the ocean. After
a short visit to Italy (which paved the way, no doubt, for

his future Lays of Ancient Rome and the Review on the

History of the Popes) he returned with the intention of

devoting himself to the writings of a History of England
from the accession of James II. to the early years of the
nineteenth century. From this purpose he was for a time
prevented by being elected as M.P. for Edinburgh, and was
later raised to the Cabinet as Secretary for War. His defeat

in 1847 to secure re-election put an end to his active political

life. In 1852 he sat again for his old constituency, and in

1857 was raised to the House of Lords, as Baron Macaulay
of Rothley. The last twelve years of his life were devoted
to literary work, and especially to the composition of his

History which had hardly reached the death of Wr
illiam III.

when he died, sitting among his books, on December 28th,

1859, in the full enjoyment of a reputation as the most
brilliant prose-writer and talker of his time. He told us
that Fox wrote debates, whilst Mackintosh spoke essays.

Macaulay did both.

All Macaulay 's prose work is permeated by distinct

idiosyncrasy of character in spirit and in form, compensating
his liberalism in politics by a rather obstinate conservatism
in style. No one before him had so well applied to literature

the happy felicity of representing historical events in all

details of place, time and circumstance. The most obvious
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characteristic of everything- he wrote is its absolute clear-

ness. The style which enables Macaulay to make his views

so convincing- has often been imitated without being

equalled. His device was to use, instead of the old periodic

sentence, a series of short sentences, so cleverly managed as

seldom to become monotonous, built up into little

paragraphs. It does not admit of any dwelling on single

words to extract their full value. And consequently his

style has been termed metallic. By means of energy, vivid-

ness, and the picturesque he addressed himself almost

exclusively to the understanding; his style has also a bound-

less fertility of illustration.

The majority of Macaulay's essays on reviews speedily

dismiss the books which serve them for pegs, and branch off

into historical disquisition. In other words, the essay con-

sists of reviews, not of the book of which the title is prefixed

to the essay, but of the subject with which the book is con-

cerned ; treated from whatever point of view may commend
itself to the author, generally taking a narrative form and
preferentially enclosed in a biographic framework. "I am
nothing," he says, " if not historical." That immense
knowledge of literature would not be wholly ineffectual when
turned upon a literary subject. There is a soundness and
completeness in the manner of treatment, apart from his

style, which gives the reader unaffected pleasure.

Macaulay was neither a sceptic or cynic, but he inherited

from the Clapham brotherhood something of the Evangelical

training. He was deeply saturated with scripture phrase-

ology, even though he seems to have caught little of its

essential spirit : his creed was hidden with sympathetic
reticence. When we remember that Macaulay was a hater

of abstract principles, transcendentalism, the vaguer forms
of poetry, ceremonial and traditional religion ; contemptuous
of the middle ages and even of the Renaissance, his fairness

to Catholicism is all the more remarkable. He was " cock-

sure of everything," to use Melbourne's famous epigram,
and as such he liked to represent a thing as a bundle of

contradictions, because it enabled him to obtain striking

contrasts. He heightens a vice in one place, a virtue in

another* by a pictorial and poetical word pageantry. As an

* Compare his eulogy of Dante, while Petrarch, Tasso, Marino, etc.,

are swept into a dustbin of common disdain.
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historian his defect is his partiality : he had strong religious

and political views, which at times degenerated into pre-

judices. To him everything was either good or bad, black

or white. And to echo the words of Mr. Chesterton, " His
reason was entirely one-sided and fanatical. It was his

imagination that was well-balanced and broad." His mind
was of too positive a type to admit of the finest kind of

criticism. As he saw nothing in half-light, he was certainly

deficient of sympathy. And it is perhaps this, which makes
his essay on Ranke so valuable.

A great deal of the vividness of Macaulay is due to his

style, as we have already noted. Of its effectiveness, there

can be no doubt ; its agreeability no one who has been

reading it is likely to deny. Yet it has a defect; it is too

omniscient. Instead of probability being the very guide

of life, with Macaulay it is an uncommon phenomenon.
Considering the enormous ground he covers, Macaulay 's

accuracy is wonderful. Remembering his position as set

on a hill, critics have found but few mistakes. Every
sentence of his is made picturesque by a hundred details.

But it is necessary to distinguish three things, falsity of

statement, incompleteness of statement, and the drawing
of disputable conclusions. It is only in the last that

Macaulay was frequently at fault, by reason of his political

and personal bias. Yet all these faults are forgotten, for

the time at least, in admiration for his extensive knowledge.

Backed by a wonderful memory, his wide reading served him
well. If he wanted a reference or an illustration, he could

in a moment supply it, without being pedantic or blurring

the point at issue. It was this wealth of illustration that

forced acquiescence from men of less knowledge among his

contemporaries. Very often the historical allusions are

poured out, not to defend any theories, but because they

appeared spontaneously in his mind. Even if this detracts,

it in no way destroys the value of his work. Whatever he
read was stamped upon his mind instantaneously and per-

manently. In the midst of his labours in India he learnt

German, and read enough classical authors to fill the mind
of a professor. No printed matter came amiss to his

omnivorous appetite. " Any fool," he said, " could repeat

the names of the Popes or the Archbishops of Canterbury
backward." On one occasion he wrote out a list of Senior
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Wranglers, with their dates and colleges. He even
remarked that if every copy of Paradise Lost, The Pilgrim's

Progress, were destroyed he could reproduce them from
recollection. In fact it was as difficult for him to forget as

for most people to remember.
The Lays of Ancient Rome and his other poems may

not be great poems ; but their claim to popularity is genuine
rather than specious. They possess the true martial lilt,

the gallant note, and with it all a homely quality which,
without robbing any of the bloom from romance, still brings
the classic legend into touch with modern life, so that the

plain man of to-day perceives in Horatius and his fellow-

heroes- men of like passions with himself. The generous
judgment of Elizabeth Barrett, quoted in Ward's English
Poets, is essentially just : "he has a noble, clear, metallic

note in his soul, and makes us ready by it for battle."

It is interesting to note that the historian of England, at

the age of twenty-four, reached the highest point in ballad

verse in a subject taken from the country and century (i.e.,

the splendid martial Battle of Nasehy) which all his life

attracted his most serious study. As one of the kinds of

poetry just below the very highest they exhibit accomplish-
ment and mastery quite won'derful, and the Lays give
poetical satisfaction to millions who are not fitted for the

verses of a higher plane.

He is lucid because he takes the obvious road to every-

thing; but his arrangement is often the reverse of clear from
the logical standpoint ; and he is far from being original.

Macaulay displays symmetry, proportion, unity, a sense of

balance of parts, in all his essays. " Perhaps," says the

wonderful poet and critic, Francis Thompson, " none of the

principal masters of essay are so exemplarily artistic in

this point. De Quincey is apt to be fragmentary .

Landor is wandering and capricious; Hazlitt is a shower of
sparks ; Addison is by profession a pleasant meanderer

;

Stevenson's very method is whim. One might prolong the
list. But Macaulay 's essay is always built up soundly in

the stocks. Deep it does not go, but proportion it always
keeps; the thing is undeniably a miniature whole."

In society he coincided with the period of breakfasts, and
belonged to a party in which he was second to none, as a
talker, except perhaps Sidney Smith, who was getting old.
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Macaulay was also the man of affairs, the busy politician, a

fine believer in national progress, in the ultimate triumph

of all that is practical, and in the final discomfiture of all

that is visionary and Utopian.

Unlike Carlyle he turned his back on social problems and
disdained any kind of gospel. He had no mission to tell the

world how bad it is : on the contrary he was never wearied
with his proofs that it ought to be well satisfied with its

lot and its vast superiority in all things to its ancestors.

Therefore let us be thankful for his energy, brilliance and
learning. We all know well his nature and his career as

well as we know any man's, and in one thing all agree

—

critics, friends and opponents—that his life was one of

honour, affection, generosity, almost without a defect. If

the principles of his creed led him logically to naturalism,

his temperament and training prevented him from following

them out to the end. As for patriotism, whether he is

describing Chatham's devotion to England or that of

Horatius to the City of the Seven Hills, there is no mistaking
the warmth of his sentiment, nor the singleness of his

enthusiasm.

As we have seen, the omniscience of Macaulay is a legend

;

his store of knowledge was amazing, but there were gigantic

gaps in it, and we cannot do better than to sum up his

defects in the words of Mr. G. P. Gooch in his work on
History and Historians of the Nineteenth Century:

" His mastery of classical literature was superb; but he
knew practically nothing of the Middle Ages, except Dante
and Petrarch, and even in English history before Elizabeth
his equipment was that of the average cultivated man. His
familiarity with the Continental States was small. As master
of the literature of England and the Latin south, he knew
little of that of Germany. His acquaintance with religious

and philosophic thought was extraordinarily limited .

a second limitation was his political bias .... he is the

greatest of party writers ... he honestly believed the Whig
principles represented the Alpha and Omega of political

wisdom." Though his sympathies were fairly wide, they
were not all-embracing, and outside their range he is

untrustworthy. It is also a commonplace to assert that
Macaulay invested history with all the excitement of a
romance ; but, like most commonplaces, the statement
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enshrines a very real truth. He wielded the magical power
of the successful story-teller, and in this respect, at least

is the superior of Gibbon. Macaulay's method is not
a pageant in which the great ones of earth strut about in

robes of state and adorned to win our admiration, but
not to elicit our sympathy ; rather it is a story of men and
women who arouse our interest as beings like ourselves in

their passions and aspirations, though not in circumstances.

But in spite of all views of methods and bias, he has
enriched our language. But we cannot do better than end
these remarks with Gladstone's remarks on Macaulay :

" His works are in many respects among the prodigies in

literature ; in some they have never been surpassed. As
lights they have shone through the whole universe of letters,

they have made their title to a place in the solid firmament of

fame. But the tree is greater and better than its fruit; and
greater and better yet than the works themselves are the

lofty aims and conceptions, the large heart, the independent,
manful mind, and his pure and noble career."
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CARDINAL NEWMAN

Unwavering sincerity was his passport to attention.

Possibly, even now, after nearly a quarter of a century, we
must wait till a much later day for an adequate judgment
of his great achievements and his incalculable influences.

The day is to come when a fit appreciation will be made,

but in the meantime the following- is a brief attempt to

estimate where John Henry Newman succeeded and where
he apparently failed. As for a descriptive catalogue of his

life and works, that would not only be mere iteration of what
is commonly known, but it would be no less than the history

of both the Anglican and Roman Churches for nearly the

whole of the last century.

There are some men whose names are inseparably asso-

ciated with movements ; there are others who are for ever

united in human memories of places. To Newman it is his

fortune to be able to claim both titles. Apart from his life

and influence, the interest in him belongs to the idea which
his action serves to illustrate. The late Richard Holt
Hutton, a non-Catholic, and Editor of the Spectator, wrote
at the time of the great Cardinal's death :

" There have
been more heroic lives, more laborious lives, more apparently
beneficent lives—the lives of soldiers, martyrs, missionaries.

All live nobly in the sight of God—but none of them is at

once so detached from common human interests, and yet so
natural, genial and human, as Newman's."
One result of Newman's influence has been to give non-

Catholics a fairer appreciation of the Catholic Church—

a

position which the Saxon mind has always had a perverse
tendency to misunderstand. We are an ethical people, but
we are not religious. James Martineau has rightly said that

132
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few Englishmen have any suspicion of the depth and solidity

of the Catholic dogma, its wide and various adaptations to

wants ineffaceable from the human heart; its wonderful

fusion of the supernatural into the natural life ; and its vast

resources for a powerful hold upon the conscience. A true

born Protestant, whose notions of the Papacy are limited

to a Kensitite orgy or the Modernist outlook, regards the

genius «f Newman as very limited. They disparaged his

more serious work as mere controversy, and even some great

men have strangely divergent views concerning him. Dean
Church regards him as one of the greatest thinkers of the

age. Carlyle declared that he had not the intellect "of a

moderate-sized rabbit." Lord Morley takes a similar line.

Some think little of him as a thinker, but extol his genius

as a man of letters. At Oxford his followers were conscious

of his greatness, but we are inclined to believe they never

analysed their 'leader. His aspects were so numerous. He
is at once a religious leader, a preacher, a father confessor,

historian, theologian and poet. This multiplicity of gifts

i suggests that of a dilettante, but closer examination shows
I
this view to be false.

The unity of aim which distinguished Newman from the

. dilettante was to be found in the overmastering purpose of

1 his life, namely, to preserve the Christian faith against the

1 inroads of modern doubt. It was in pursuing that single

! object that he came to touch on such various fields. A
i dilettante, on the contrary, had no such unity of aim. More-
1 over, Newman's touch in each department was that of the

[ specialist, and not of a dilettante. His knowledge was first-

hand knowledge, though its extent was limited.

Unity of aim is his distinguishing mark—namely, to pre-

j

serve the Christian Faith against the inroad of modern
1 doubt. It was in pursuing this object that he touched upon
so many fields of knowledge. " In his measure, and allow-
ing, " wrote Wilfred Ward, "for the difference of gifts

and circumstances, he carried out the kind of work done by
!
his own St. Philip ... As (the Saint) by his love for

those who leant upon him, and by his personal character,
I
drew all men to him for guidance and advice, so did Newman
by the power of his personality find himself the centre of
influence among vast numbers."
The Cardinal describes himself when he wrote of St.
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Philip Neri : "He professed to yield to the stream and

direct the current which he could not stop, of science, litera-

ture, art and fashion, and to sweeten and sanctify what God
had made very good and man had spoilt." Although

Newman was submissive and dependent in the stream of

life, yet he acquainted himself with all its currents, and it

is perhaps owing to this fact that he was so clever a

navigator. In his spoken and written words he was a man
who had attained : he knew. He had before him a vision

of the truth. His vision was vivid, definite and almost com-

plete. He pretended to no inhuman completeness and com-

prehensiveness of knowledge. Like an artist, he concen-

trated his whole soul for the moment on the truth he saw.

In the vision of the beauty of truth, in its passionate and
precise expression in words, in living communion of human
friendship, there was a unique intensity which was more
characteristic of him than anything else, and that was love.

His feelings, hopes, desires, prejudices, opinions, schemes

of usefulness—all these Newman was ready and eager to

sacrifice for the cause which absorbed his life. He sought

only the approval of his own conscience.

The works of his after his secession are very numerous.
Their English is simple, clear and refreshing ; answering to

every changing thought of the writer's mind. The charm
of Newman's style baffles description; as well might one

seek to analyse the fragrance of a flower. It is hard to

describe charm. Whatever work one takes up, we are at

once infected with what a certain Bishop called " New-
mania; " if this is not the case, then the reader must be

possessed of a devil of obtuseness no wit of man can expel.

He possesses a matchless and incomparable power of expres-

sion. Everything he wrote was soaked in personality. He
had a power, which he and Ruskin alone expressed among
the writers of the century, of thinking aloud in the most
exquisite form ; his artistry was his supreme gift. The
quality of his literary style is so successful that it succeeds

in escaping definition. Life, light, colour and movement are

the notes of Newman's style. The perfect lucidity and the

total absence of straining after effect with a beauty and
dignity all its own ; the utmost simplicity of distinction, is

perhaps a fair description of his voluminous writings and
sermons. There is all the scholar's severitv in his choice
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of words and in the conscience of his sentences; nothing

loud, nothing exaggerated nor importunate. We are told

by those who listened to his conversation that they were

impressed by a sense of a force kept under severe restraint;

and this impression is conveyed also by his writings. In the

main, he is a representative of that perfected plain Georgian

style which has been more than once indicated as the best

for all purposes in English. His works sink and rise appar-

ently without effort, for his art was perfectly concealed. He
is the one Englishman of his era who upheld the ancient

creed with a knowledge that only theologians possess, a

Shakespearian force and style and a fervour worthy of the

saints.

A writer once said that there was something positively

revolting and terrible in the natural history of opinion.

Certainly Shakespeare says it can be worn on both sides like

a leather jerkin. Others even go so far as to say all the

passion and the pleading of a life, the thought and labour,

the living, are reduced to what?—a series of accidents.

Supposing Newman had learnt German, or had taken a wife

—if he had been made an archdeacon, all would have been

different. But God's ways are not our ways. All sorts of

reasons are named, some plausible, all cunningly contrived,

to account for Newman's quarrel with the Church of his

baptism. But the real cause was that he found the Church
of England's Catholicism was a premise rather than a

reasoned conclusion. He had been brought up in a general

atmosphere of distrust and prejudice against the Roman
Church. He heard of all her faults before he discovered her

virtues. The reasons that he gave for staying in the

Anglican Church have been the reasons commonly given

ever since, and the reasons which led him to leave the

Establishment have been on the lips of all who have followed

him since. Credo in Newmannum is not yet obsolete. As
long as he held the pulpit of the University Church at

Oxford the Tractarian Movement made headway. He spoke
as an apostle, and none could gainsay his influence. Nothing
more characterised Newman than his unconscious refine-

ment. " The saying, ' Out of the strong came forth sweet-
ness,' was realised in Newman more than in anyone else I

have known," wrote Aubrey de Vere.
As of old the Medician Florentines were shaken by
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Savanarola, so J.H.N, (as he was called) made disciples on

every hand at Oxford. From the time he met Kingsley's

accusations with his Apologia, the cause, of the Papacy was

in a measure vindicated, and he himself was acclaimed the

saviour of Catholicism in England. Instead of arid polemics

and technical arguments, a living soul had revealed in its

journey the charms of the path to Rome. Reality was
becoming more fascinating than romance. "The problem

which staggered Protestants and modern minds— how to

reconcile individual genius with tradition, private judgment

with authority—was solved in Newman's great example."

The duel with Kingsley was but the prologue to the Apologia

pro vita sua, which may be likened unto the Confessions of

St. Augustine, the Provincial Letters of Pascal, and one is

tempted to write the Autobiography of the Little Flower.

This spiritual biography is a great human document, with

almost as much the psychology as the literature, and at

least half-justifying Mr. Birrell's charitable extravagance
when he spoke of Newman as one whose " long life has
been a miracle of beauty and grace, and who has contrived

to instil into his very controversies more of the spirit of

Christ than most men can find room for in their prayers."
From the day when his Apologia was published, Newman
won a place in the heart of his countrymen of whatever
religion, or whatever politics, which he has never lost. The
book's supreme merit is its directness; it seems to repre-

sent without any concealment the whole mind of the writer.

Precisely because Newman continues to be a living force,

every interpreter, Catholic or non-Catholic, seeks in his

works that interpretation which is most favourable to his

own tendencies. And for this very reason, few thinkers

have appeared under so many and varied aspects and passed
through so many changes. It is he who has contributed so
much to the Anglican Church in its revival from sleep. He
it is who has led men to know the One, Holy, Catholic and
Apostolic Faith.

" Newman's central position is that the whole person-
ality," writes Dr. Caldecott in his Philosophy of Religion,
"acts in 'judging' and is concerned in assent; while
' reasoning ' proceeds by abstractions and partialities, and
no man really depends upon it for beliefs by which he guides
his life. To get a piece of knowledge into being a ' belief '
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it must be brought into contact with experience ; expression

all round, not only of the external world but of the hopes,

griefs, passions of our inner life. In his own terms, all

'real assents' are personal in their character."

As the above refers chiefly to philosophy, it is as well to

have some idea of Newman's theological doctrine of develop-

ment. His starting point is the avowal that the teaching

comprised in the original deposit of revealed truth, which

was promulgated by Christ and His Apostles, opens its

contents in an explicit form only by degrees and as time

advances. There has been a continuous unfolding of

the latent contents of the original teaching, and this has

gone forward under the guardianship of the Infallible

Church, by which error is kept out. Ideas do not generally

remain inert in the minds into which they fall ; they are not

passively received ; they produce reflection. At length, from
such disturbances, definite doctrines emerge. Although
Faith is able to reason, it can, when needful, tower above
argument. Sometimes to argue is weakness

;
genius does

not argue. God does not—He sees. Resembling God in its

nature, the soul resembles him also in its operations.
" Whatever else is right," says Mr. G. K. Chesterton,

" the theory that Newman went over to Rome to find peace
and an end of argument is quite unquestionably wrong. He
had far more quarrels after he had gone over to Rome. But,

though he had far more quarrels, he had far fewer com-
promises ; and he was of that temper which is tortured more
by compromise than by quarrel. He was a man at once of

abnormal energy and abnormal sensibility ; nobody without
that combination could have written the Apologia. If he
sometimes seemed to skin his enemies alive, it was because
he himself lacked a skin. In this sense his Apologia is a
triumph, far beyond the ephemeral change on which it was
founded ; in this sense he does indeed (to use his own
expression) vanquish not his accuser but his judges. Many
men would shrink from recording all their cold fits and
hesitations and prolonged inconsistencies. I am sure it was
the breath of life to Newman to confess them, now that he
had done with them for ever."
He was a pre-eminently sensitive man, and was

" Wax to receive and marble to retain."
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He idealized the personal element as the source of his

strength. Cor ad cor loquitur was the motto he chose as

Cardinal, and his choice betrayed a true perception of his

own genius. He occupies a similar position among- the

opponents of nineteenth-century materialism, to that of

Prince Arthur among the elfin-knights of Gloriana. All the

others are subject to defeat. There is about Newman
harmony and completeness ; he has the subtlety of Coleridge

without his frailty ; the vigour of Carlyle without his rude-

ness ; the grace of Arnold without his superficiality ; the

beauty of Ruskin without his priggishness ; and the sanctity

of his own comrades of the Oxford Movement without their

narrowness. This prince of the Holy Roman Church towers

like a Colossus above the Whewells and Kingsleys and

Jowetts, above the Arnolds and Mills and Spencers of the

Victorian age. In his mournful grandeur he always appealed

to justice and fairness and calm consideration when preju-

dice and passion had driven men far from that orbit. Like

many a lowly spirit of old times, like Sir Thomas More
himself, he was eager for change and reform, but like More
also, found himself, to his horror, in a current that threatened

to sweep all away. The scepticism of the Encyclopaedists

had already run its course. Innovations from the Gnostics

onwards opposed their own private choice and judgment and
the explorations of their own limited minds to the authorisa-

tion and mysterious tradition received from — who knows
where?

Such was the state of the intellectual world at Oxford
when John Henry Newman decided to seek a haven of rest

within the one fold of Christ. He clung to dogma when
dogma was more than ever questioned ; he clung- to a

universal ideal when men were working out a material

development ; he shrank from private judgment when men
were hailing it as their salvation. Like Nebuchadnezzar,
some were troubled, but were at a loss to explain. His
Apologia is a book which reveals the innermost thoughts
and feelings of a man, open to misconstruction, eager to be

understood ; it conceals the deepest springs of these same
thoughts.

Newman was the avowed enemy of Rationalism which
refuses to admit the share of the will and heart in the forma-
tion of attitude, or, in other words, to reduce faith to terms
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of logic. The ultimate decisive element of Assent is, he

holds, the personal one. " We need the interposition of a

Power greater than human teaching and human argument

to make our beliefs true and our minds one." We appre-

hend the ultimate Reality in the same way as we perceive

ordinary matters of fact ; in both cases alike Assent is

implicitly rational, though it transcends the limits of explicit

truth. The certainties of belief are themselves the final

resultant of a mass of probabilities; the "proofs" which
determine our Assent are not logical proofs, and the attempt

to establish the validity of their beliefs on logical grounds
can only result in incurable scepticism. It follows that what
to our intellect is a proof is not so to another, and that the

certainty of a proposition does not properly consist in the

certitude of the mind that contemplates it.

Many of the ablest men have decided for doubt or dis-

belief. The weight of intellectual authority tells heavily

against belief. The Church has to witness and preserve the

spiritual truth once imparted by God to man, keeping it alive

and operative by the preaching of her ministers, symbolising

it by her rites, guarding it by her dogmatic formulae.

Certainly these means are imperfect and inadequate, but the

Holy Spirit will not let the system be done away by what
are only man's devices. Truth floats high. Conscience was
to him the inward revelation of God, Catholicism the out-

ward and objective.

So subtle and many-sided a living mind can only be under-

stood by a many-sided critic, and, alas ! of such there are

few. His Catholic conclusions are so obviously regarded as

a work of controversy on behalf of the Church of Rome,
alas ! that the Zeitgeist, with its tendency to religious nega-
tion, fails to see that his theory of Development is applied

to Anglicism as well as to Catholic theology. They imagine
that the Grammar of Assent is an ingenious method of justify-

ing a belief in impossible miracles; the University Sermons
an obscurantist disparagement of reason in lieu of an
irrational faith, and so on. From the days of St. Paul,
Christianity has appealed to minds of the highest order,

without identifying itself with any philosophical theory. The
Church claims the sciences as a bulwark for her veracity.

Objections to theological dogma may prove to be only
objections to its human explanations. Thus crucial issues
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should sometimes be adjourned sine die, until knowledge is

mature enough for their solution. New discoveries of fact

must, of course, be accepted, but the use that is made of

them is too often coloured by the antecedent view of the

critic. Christian truth is preserved and defended by the

Wisdom of the Perfect, and it assimilates all these elements

in alien movements which go to the development of the

Divine Faith.

It is impossible to put into a few words the whole idea

of Cardinal Newman's thought. As Butler was the Christian

champion a century before, against Deism, so Newman was
the Catholic apologist in an epoch of Agnosticism. What
singles out the life of Newman from that of many other

religious leaders is that with him the intellectual side of

religion was always conspicuous. He did not represent the

piety of St. Francis ; he was not content with the continuous

repetition of a single message, like Wesley. But all the

same we believe he had a greater right to the title of Saint

than any other man of his generation. Roman Catholicism

responded to his needs as the following will show :

—" From
the time that I have become a Catholic, of course, I have
no further history of my religious opinions to narrate. In

saying this, I do not mean to say that my mind has been
idle, or that I have given up thinking on the theological

subjects ; but that I have no variations to record, and have
had no anxiety of heart whatever. I never have had one
doubt ... It was like coming into a port after a rough
sea ; and my happiness on that score remains to this day.

I have not had one month's wavering of trust in the Catholic

Church ever since I was received into the fold. I hold, and
ever have held, that the Sovereign Pontiff is the centre of

unity and the Vicar of Christ ; and I have ever had, and
have still, an unclouded faith in her creed and all its articles;

a supreme satisfaction in her worship, discipline and teach-
ing; and an eager longing, and a hope against hope, that

the many dear friends whom I have left in Protestantism
may be partakers of my happiness."
The central principle of Newmanism is expressed in a

sentence in the Apologia, which declares that there is

" no medium, in true philosophy, between Atheism and
Catholicity." The interesting Grammar of Assent was
written principally to enforce this proposition.
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The secret of his position was his first conversion, in

which he was convinced that he entered into relations with

the personal God of Christianity, and which stamped the

fundamental dogmas of that religion, for ever after, as true

for him. Thenceforth he could not doubt, and therefore he

could suffer his reason to play around subjects in a way
which would have been fatal to other men's faith. There

can be no doubt that the experience of his conversion was as

great a reality to him as was theirs to St. Paul and others.

The effects of it lasted, without diminishing, the whole of

his long life ; a sufficient evidence of his sincerity.

Newman was no dry, hard, unemotional thinker. He
knew well that logic is not the sufficient guide of life. Music

was to him " an outward and earthly form, or economy,
under which great wonders unknown seem to be typified."
" Those mysterious stirrings of heart and keen emotions,

and strange yearnings after we know not what, and awful

impressions from we know not where," he deemed to " have
escaped from some higher sphere," to be " the outpourings

of eternal harmony in the medium of created sound."
Poetry he held, with the old Greek philosopher, to come
nearer to vital truth than history—although history, as he
tells us, was " the ladder by which he climbed into the

Church." He was, in a word, a born Platonist : Ex umbris et

imaginibus ad veritatem. Yes, to him the invisible world was
more real than the visible. S'xne treated Newman's literary

gifts as something separate from his deeper work. They
celebrated him as a poet, the author of Lead, Kindly Light
and The Dream of Gerontius , a fascinating preacher, and
above all, a great master of English style. They dis-

paraged his more serious work as mere " controversy." In

point of fact that separation was quite unreal. Newman's
great literary gifts were brought out by that very mental
history the expression of which the critics labelled " con-

troversy." As a historian his affinities were with the

French school, and not with the German manner of collect-

ing a vast number of facts to support an unverifiable

theory.

The Development of Doctrine (1845) applies to the history

of theology the same principles as the Grammar to the

individual. The relations of the different dogmas to each
other and to their several states in different ages are organic
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rather than logical. And the theory has the same limita-

tions, that is to say, the analysis is not carried far enough
back. There is a " deposit " which contains in embryo the

whole faith. Historical and textual criticism have, since then,

carried the process much further, and reduced " the deposit"

to its probable elements. But, by retaining- a " deposit,"

Newman was able still to maintain the absolute character

of Dog-ma.
At the same time, he sought to justify his beliefs to his

intellect by a double process. The Grammar of Assent

(1870), though coming so many years after the Development

of Dogma, really precedes it in the natural order, since it

deals with the first principles of the individual mind. And
here let us note once more the curious combination of a free

and scientific method subjected to the service of absolute

dogma. The method of both these works is the psycho-
logical, and, if Newman is not the initiator of it, he was at

least the first who attempted to popularise it within the limits

of the Church. None saw plainer than he that abstract

argument leaves out a host of elements that contribute to

the conclusion, or, at least, to the mental assent. That
assent does not depend ultimately on argument, but is

reached through a psychological process which he endeav-
oured to analyse. He was before all things a living per-

sonality, and that which could not be scientifically tested

like a dead body which was submitted to the dissecting

knife. So subtle and many-sided a living mind could only

be understood by a many-sided critic, and of such there were
few. Moreover, the literary form of his expression did not
lend itself to being readily understood by the scientific critics.

Men like Carlyle and Morley thus dismissed the deeper side

of Newman's work as mere controversy on outworn subjects,

and did not take enough trouble to see that he was just as
conscious as they were of the deepest issues before the

thought of the nineteenth century.

But his faults were ever before him, and his lifelong

endeavour, as an Oratorian, to correct them by the example
of " the Saint of gentleness and meekness," his patron,
Philip Neri, to whom he had ever so great a devotion,
largely succeeded. As he approached the end of his earthly

pilgrimage, he, if I may so speak, mellowed, ceasing to
think of " old, unliappy, far-off things, and battles long
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ago," and accepting- gratefully and gladly the reverential

regard shown him on all sides. It is good to think of him
both in his strenuous and suffering manhood and in his

sweet, wise old age as a seeker after truth : and with all

his genius an incomparable artist.



XIX

THE PROSE OF YICTOR HUGO

Victor Marie Hugo (1802-85) was one of the greatest men
of letters of the last century. His greatest panegyrists

have compared him to /Eschylus, Dante and Shakespeare.

When he died, one of the French journals began its

oraison funebre on that mixed and mountebank char-

acter with a Gargantunan phrase :
" lis ont ete

quatre," meaning thereby that three others were fit

to be compared with Hugo ! Certainly we recognise his

greatness, but hardly among the supreme four. His

resources seem to have no bounds in the wonderful faculty

of painting in words and suggestions, which transports

the reader almost against his will and judgment to one
of excessive admiration. As will probably have been antici-

pated, there were remarkable gaps in his ability. In purely

intellectual characteristics he was weak from the point of

view of the philosopher and logician ; he was often in-

accurate, presenting in this respect a remarkable resem-
blance to his counterpart and predecessor, Voltaire ; he was
also a childish politician and a visionary social reformer; a

man of action like his father, who had been one of

Napoleon's generals. In life his extravagance kept pace
with his power. No subject was too daring in subject or
in style : he personified the hatred of formulae and the love

of liberty. Like Lord Byron, he sought to utter the voice

of his own heart for good or evil, with an effort that is dis-

tinctly intoxicating. Fond of elaborate and superficial

knowledge, much of his work will not stand scrutiny ; for

his imagination is too often tainted with insincerity. Victor
Hugo imagined himself to be an apocalyptic seer and
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prophet to humanity ; he looked at the world as through a

magnifying glass by which everything was enlarged and

distorted by an extraordinary wealth of vocabulary such as

no French writer except Rabelais has even equalled.

According to Hugo, the fundamental difference which

separates modern from ancient art, is that the Christian and
modern spirit feels that there are many things in creation

besides that which is humanly speaking, beautiful ; and that

everything which is in nature is—or has the right to be—in

art. Therefore it includes in its picture of life the ugly, the

mis-shapen, the monstrous. To a certain extent, Hugo
sought his raw material in the slum, the brothel, the stuffy

parlour of a provincial town, the chamber of accouchment,

the hectic fisherman's cottage, and other un-sesthetic places.

Hugo thought that the world needed preaching to, and that

he was meant to be the preacher. Many of the characters in

his books represent ideas and principles; he personified

metaphors and reason through imagery. All his long life

he was addicted to attitude : we might even call him a

Poseur. In the quest of expression, the cult of antithesis,

the pursuit of effect, he sacrificed directness and plainness,

and sometimes even logic. Hugo could view no object,

animate or inanimate, without contrasting it with its opposite

or contradictory, in much the same way as did Lord
Macaulay, young versus old, hero versus villain, the beautiful

against ugly, and so on.

A great man (said Taine) should be the compendium of

his age ; and no writer was surely more the summary of his

time and country than Victor Hugo. Like Tolstoi, he
triumphed in disgrace. Victor Hugo in Guernsey is Dante
at Verona. To a Frenchman the rock of Guernsey is as
honourable at St. Helena, and as dear to every poet as the
Island of Prospero.

Like our own Dickens, Victor Hugo tried to widen the
general reader's interest in the dregs of society : he was
the friend of the criminal, the outcast, those who have lost

their self-respect, and the unfortunate. He looked upward
and downward into the deepest things of nature, into the
highest things of Providence; his one desire seemed to be
a thirst for justice.

The spirit of democratic idealism inspired Hugo's romance,
Les Miserables (1862), a vast historical, narrative, philo-

K
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sophical, dramatic, lyrical, realistic and humanitarian work of

absorbing interest. Its author was unaware that democracy

is neither a form of government nor of social expediency,

but a metaphysic of the relation of man and his experience

to nature. Writing- and hoping to influence the multitude,

Hugo deliberately aimed at a gigantic success, as the only

way of escape from conventions. His opinions are too

often of second-hand make, not warranted against increase

of temperature. Life and energy had chaos for their domain
;

caprice was the only law he found within them. Les

Miserables is one long indictment against the French social

system ; the plot affords a vehicle for his sociological

theories based on the Utopias of the day, and all is drowned
in a flow of words. No doubt, the aim of the novel was to

exhibit the fabric of civilization in all its details, and at

showing the cruelty of its pressure on the poor, the outcast,

and the criminal. But in Jean Valjean, the hero, though
we may fully sympathise with his trials, we find the

psychology of his conversion unconvincing.

Notre Dame de Paris is a picture by turns brilliant and
sombre, of the customs of the mediaeval capital. It appeared
in 183 1 as a belated and grudging fulfilment of a publisher's

contract. It is a sort of grandioso romance, the first in

which the author tried to combine the romance of the

Waverley Novels with the epic. For Walter Scott he had
intense admiration and respect, but like Dr. Johnson with
the lady who wished to know more about a supernatural
point, he has left the subject in obscurity, for the plot is

very mediocre, and scarcely needs the tremendous amount
of padding.

The Travailleurs de la Mer is a story of the Channel
Islands, besprinkled with the contents of a dictionary of the
Guernsey dialect. It is supposed to represent the eternal
struggle between man's will and the elemental power of
Nature; the life of the mariner; the flora and fauna of the
ocean, the infinite aspects of storm and calm, are depicted
with eloquence.

Hugo's noblest triumphs were nearly always accompanied
by the excesses of his audacity; and his soul echoed with
the orchestration of nature and humanity. His programme
was immense, both acute and surprising; and yet

—

porro
unum necessarium — the one co-ordinating gift is absent.
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His prose works never rise above a collection of judgments.
The stones are there, polished and ready for the builder

;

but the architect has yet to design the fitting elevation of

the temple. On the whole, his work leads us into high, bare
places, swept by great winds, whence we may watch the
paling of the stars before the dawn and thrill with
prescience of the sun.



XX

EMERSON AS POET AND ESSAYIST

There is no more fruitful source of criticism than to seek

closely to identify an author with the creations of his

imagination, or to suppose that an intimate knowledge of

all that has ever been written or said about an author can

take the place of a first-class acquaintance with his works.

Ten minutes of argument with Socrates would do more to

clear up one's mind than many hours spent among the best

of authors. This is especially true of Ralph Waldo
Emerson, the great American essayist. No prose-writer of

his time had such resources of imagery essentially poetic

in nature as Emerson. To find effective utterance for
" simple truths " was his special function. His lectures

have been compared to " a mosaic " of separate sentences;

each, as he put it himself, an " infinitely repellant particle
"

with a style as unique as the man : clear, concise, beautiful,

not infrequently abounding in quotation and allusion. But
his greatest gift is the power of stimulus and inspiration,

which is breathed forth with serenity, benignity and
urbanity. Despite the fact that many of his essays contain

pages of eloquent prose almost equal in power and beauty
to noble poetry, he must not be numbered among the elect

in the hierarchy of the poets. Save for a few perfect

pieces, such as Rhodora, Emerson, as verse-writer, is quite

mediocre. As a rule his range of subjects is not fitted for

his favourite octosyllabic couplets. At times he is obscure,

and worse still is prone to jargon and bathos. Perhaps we
may account for this if we remember that he believed

philosophy would one day be taught by poets, and did his

best to hasten the time. His conception of a theme is always
his own, and it is not imposed upon him by the conscious-
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ness that he is trying- to write poetry. In fact, we may say

that he does not try to write poetry, but does write it. We
may not like it, but it cannot be denied it is poetry. At

first it seems to suggest better poetry than it is; and

gradually one discovers that it is better poetry which at first

it only suggested.

No man of English blood walked more serenely in the

path illuminated by Theistic belief than Emerson. Over

his soul the sunshine of an intuitive faith was spread.

Like Wordsworth, he was an admirer of Nature, and, like

the poet, he brought his reading of her into close touch

with humanity.
In Emerson we find a sort of mysticism expressed in

Oriental indefiniteness in the Absolute, together with the

disappearance of independence in the personality of man.
His mood is pervadingly ethical ; the hurt done to self is

the only real evil, he says. At times he is dubious of per-

sonality in theory, and goes far at times toward dogmatic

denial of it ; but yet—and the contradiction is a very striking

one—he was one of the most potent forces of his century

making for integrity and autonomy

—

i.e., the true freedom

of the individual.

Call him what you will— transcendentalist, irrational

optimist, he was without doubt a religious man ; even
though he severed his connection with the Unitarian

Ministry. Hence comes the irritating quality of his style in

some of the essays, where he seems to patronize God and
man alike. It was an almost inevitable condition of his

unique power that Emerson's mind should have a certain

isolation and narrowness, a revolving round its own fixed

and personal axis; although he had a shrewd, clear outlook
upon practical life, even when he was a leader after vague
desires of impulse which would lift one above *the prosaic

commonplace world into the charmed regions of philosophy
and poetry.

In a sense he is a seer and a prophet—inspired with the
spirit of truth : yet he had no "system." He was by
nature an idealist ; but he made no original contributions to

philosophy ; he is never aggressive ; he settles a trouble-
some matter without dispute. What he tells us is too wide,
and hits only the vague in proportion to the extent of our
ignorance, not to the extent of our knowledge. Like his
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famous contemporary, Thomas Carlyle, he was a humorist,

though of the two, Emerson's humour was less profound.

His sentences have the clear-cut distinction of jewels and

medals, together with a diction at once varied, rich, precise

and beautiful. It is almost impossible not to find some
original thought, delightful observation, in Emerson's
writings. But he is not a critic, for he refuses to look on
literature as such : his ethical themes prevented him doing

this. He writes in sentences and paragraphs, seldom in con-

nected wholes.

In the dress of this American seer there dwelt a daring

spirit, sometimes almost as biting and cynical as Swift and
Voltaire, as for instance when he writes in the essay on
Nominalist and Realist : "I verily believe if an angel should

come to chant the chorus of the moral law, he would eat too

much gingerbread or take liberties widi private letters or do
some pernicious atrocity." His spirit made its home in

starry spaces, and we should find perhaps that Montaigne
would best suit our purposes if we were asked to liken

Emerson to some moral sceptic. He was of course a leader

of the American " Transcendentalists," and the word really

means " a wave of sentiment "—a vague sort of desire to

live in the spirit : often very harmless, but more generally

it led its disciples into being fanatics of not at all a prosaic

kind.

Apart from his difficult staccato, Emerson is not free from
secondary faults. He uses words that are not only odd,

but vicious in construction ; he is not always grammatically
correct; he is sometimes oblique, and he is often clumsy;
and there is a visible feeling after epigrams that do not

always come.
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SOME FEATURES OF HAWTHORNE'S GENIUS
AND ART

The local genius of the New World is to be found in the

writings of Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804-64), who had the

good fortune to be born in the most prosaic of all countries.

It is a commonplace to affirm that he is unique among
American authors on account of the peculiar qualities of

his imagination ; though Matthew Arnold admitted Haw-
thorne's literary talent " of the first order," but was inclined

to think that his subjects were not " of the highest interest."

Nearly all his writings are characterised by grace and fancy

and quiet humour, and a fondness for allegorizing rather

than by strength of the imagination and a sense of the

inevitable. Here Arnold's academic bias is evident. There
are some of us who think the subject of The Scarlet Letter

quite as interesting as that of Sohrab and Rustum.
Hawthorne in England, during his consulship at Liver-

pool, was like a plant suddenly removed to a rich soil from
a dry and thirsty land. He drank in at every pore the

delightful influences of which, said Sir Leslie Stephen,
" he had so scanty a supply." He delighted in the mellow
hues of some of the masterpieces, and treasured as a con-
noisseur ancient tomes, and he took notes of all he saw;
his realities are at once too intimate and too closely bound
up with personality to be easily defined, but the most
significant things were tinged with Puritanism.

In Hawthorne's most popular romance, entitled The
Marble Faun, and published under the title, Transformation,
his descriptions of Catholic ceremonial are sympathetic.
Donatello, Hilda, Miriam, are characters that afford oppor-
tunities for endless discussions. The description of Rome

IS*
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and its environs please those who are acquainted with Italy

and fascinate those who are not. It is a visionary and

symbolic story of a psychological theme : of a man suddenly

awakened to moral consciousness from animal instincts and

remorse by an unpremeditated murder ; the semi-bestial

attributes symbolize the animal instincts and the joys of

man. A group of ideal figures are exponents of the problem :

but we are inclined to think that his theme was unworthy of

the elaboration he gave it.

It is interesting to note that there is more than a slight

resemblance between Hawthorne and Ludwig Tieck. One
finds a confirmation of this apercu in passages of the

American Note Books, where he speaks of grubbing out

several pages of Tieck at a sitting, by the aid of a German
dictionary. All Hawthorne's tales, sketches and romances
show a wonderful knowledge of the human heart when it is

writhing under the curse of sin, struggling with love of self

or of others, and contending with strange desires ; but he

shrinks from describing the strong passions, and only shows
their working by indirect touches and under a side-light

—

where realities are blended inextricably with mere phantoms.
Hawthorne takes little heed of strange effects ; he hurries over

the chapter of conduct upon which the world will sit in

judgment, and then with marvellous art weaves an almost
transparent veil of speech through which we look with him
into the souls of men. His attitude was rather that of a

sensitive but morbidly clear-sighted friend, affectionately

observant of the disease he cannot cure. There is a

striking incongruity between the moonlit or twilight scene,

and atmosphere of his books, however, and the bright glare

of his contemporary life. Even Hawthorne's short stories

were anything but cheerful, but sometimes a delicate and
trivial humour plays over the surface. All his work is one
form or another of handling sin. He had the Puritan
sense of it in the blood, and the power to use it artistically

in the brain.

The Scarlet Letter, published in 1850, is Hawthorne's
piece de resistance, and is one of the most powerful and
affecting stories ever written. It is unconsciously dark and
sad, and illustrates the harshness and terror of the early

Puritans of Massachusetts. The author holds up for the
reader's compassion a victim of this spirit in the person of
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the heroine, who has committed adultery with a Calvinistic

minister, and undergoes excessive punishment. The misery

entailed upon all profoundly impresses every reader endowed

with only a modicum of imagination. The primitive setting

of New England not being within the mental horizon of

many foreigners accounts for its narrow currency outside

the English-speaking peoples. By the appearance of this

romance Hawthorne was placed in a niche of his own among
the great writers of his day.

In Hawthorne the dogmatic framework of his ancestors

is replaced by dreamy speculations of the Infinite, obeying

no law save that imposed by his own sense of artistic pro-

priety, and consequently we sometimes fail to measure his

meaning, and the ways along which he guides the roads of

the soul. To Hawthorne what we call real life was never

very real, for he gives us a picture of life as a dream. No
modern writer, has had quite the same skill in using the

marvellous as to interest without unduly exciting our in-

credulity. Besides never leaving a stain upon the imagina-

tion, his stories generally succeed in throwing a harmonious
colouring upon things which we had previously thought to

be devoid of the beautiful. In contrast to his contemporary,

Poe, Hawthorne effectually carried out this artistic canon
with a charm which grows the more we study it.

The House of the Seven Gables must always make a less

universal appeal, though it may make a more personal

appeal by reason of its so-called modern setting of the last

generations of a decaying family ; a series of quaint, fanciful

and grotesque figures, rich in eccentricity and the subtler

essences of character, veneered with sentimental pathos and
poetical suffering. His men and women are no egotists, to

whom isolation is a delight ; they suffer from it, they try in

vain to come out of the shadows, and sit clown with the rest

of the world in the sunlight.

Without the abounding vitality and careless profusion of

some other writers, Hawthorne has achieved a difficult task
and imprinted his name on American literature as one of
its greatest immortals. His lofty morality, nobility of
character, penetrative insight, subtlety of imagination, have
compared him to Scott, but not with regard to the length

;

for the tendency of the novel in America has been chiefly

in the direction of the short story, of which the best of
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Hawthorne's for plot and technique are The Wonder Book
and Tangleivood Tales, as collections of stories for children

;

and The Snow Image, Roger Malven's Burial, a tragic

tale of remorse and long-delayed expiation, The Celestial

Railroad, a comic parody of The Pilgrim's Progress and a
satire of modern insincerity, and many others collected under
the title of Twice-Told Tales and Mosses from the Old Manse.
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PRIME MINISTER AND NOVELIST—DISRAELI

There are some people who shine, as it were, by their own
light. There are others who become interesting only Avhen

looked at from the right point of view. Now, the popularity

of Benjamin Disraeli, once called the younger—in recogni-

tion of his learned father—as novelist was increased by the

amount of public attention focussed on his political work.

Yet his work is still near enough to us to arouse some
interest even though his art has less permanence. It is the

common tragedy of genius to spend life in creating its fit

surroundings, and die before it can use or enjoy them. But
it is part of the essence of genius to be original, which
means being unlike other people, and to have an irresistible

need of self-expression, which means surprising and offend-

ing them. His aim was to get to the front, and this seemed
the quickest way.

Disraeli's epigrams are too well known for quotation.

His novels are the output of a mind and temper of singular
originality. The series that began with Vivian Grey and
ended with Endymion abound in wit and daring ; they
contain many striking studies of character, both portrait

and caricature ; they sparkle with epithets, they are aglow
with passion and worship of love and beauty. This author
is worldly, fantastic, cynical and rhetorical. Nothing is too
low or too lofty for him. He can explain, argue, discuss,
retort, defy, retract, advance, with equal skill. Together
with Byron, Disraeli is the most romantic figure in the
literature of the century. He is the type of those that prove
in defiance of precept that the safest path is not always
midway, and that the golden rule is sometimes worthless.

*55
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His novels introduce us to a society in which distinguished

personages literally jostle one another in Belgravian draw-

ing-rooms or in historic country houses. Their culture is

equal to their surroundings. There is a suggestion of the

Scottish dowager who thanked Heaven that " the names of

her friends, with few exceptions, were written in the Peerage
and the Book of Life."

That modern Samuel Johnson, the late Benjamin Jowett,

once spoke of Disraeli as "a combination of the Arch-
Priest of Humbug and a great man." It is easy, of

course, to represent Disraeli, as Lord Cromer did, as a mere
adventurer and poseur, to regard him as insincere and even

untruthful. But to those who are best able to judge,

Disraeli's success was due before all things to an avowed
and unconquerable ambition, in the service of which he used
his gifts to the full. He had genuine enthusiasm, and, up
to a point, sincere beliefs, which an underlying cynicism

prevented from being absolute or second to none, and which
helped in concentrating him on his personal career. This
without doubt told against scrupulous conscientiousness, but
none the less he had certain great ideals which he meant to

realize. The beautiful tribute to the memory of Lord
Beaconsfield, by virtue of which his anniversary has been
christened " Primrose Day," testifies to the loyalty which
many of the people still cherish for his memory. The legend
of the mysterious Jew who never unlocked the key of his

heart, and treated his fellow-creatures like pawns upon the

chessboard, is not only mistaken, but so flagrantly at

variance with all facts as to throw great doubts upon the

honesty of all those who foster it.

Macaulay said of Lord Chesterfield that his reputation
would stand higher if he had never written a line. This
cannot be said of Lord Beaconsfield. But he tried a
dangerous experiment, and one in which inferior artists

would do well not to follow him ; and we cannot but fail to

be fascinated by his fantastic play of invention and ruthless
fertility of thought. But in the blaze of a political reputation
we are apt to overlook his literary claims. It is true that
Bolingbroke, Swift, Sheridan, Macaulay and Lytton were
politicians ; but we remember them now as writers. Neither
do we talk of Viscount St. Albans, the learned Chancellor.
It is true that Moneypenny, in a Life of very high merit,
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justly observes that " novels may not be read for biography,

but biography may be used to elucidate novels."

Disraeli desired to make sensation, and was a thorough

dandy. His friend Meredith describes him as he once

appeared in " Regent Street when it was crowded, in his

blue surtout, a pair of military light-blue trousers, black

stockings with red stripes, and shoes !
" Another time " he

wore green velvet trousers, a canary-coloured waistcoat, low

shoes, silver buckles, lace at his wrists, and his hair in

ringlets." In latter days he was more careless of dress than

Gladstone. His books, like himself, were full of the mawkish
gush of the Byronic fever. Disraeli's grandiloquent prefaces

recall the Meditatio7is of Marcus Aurelius, the poems of

Cosimo di Medici, the Political Testament of Richelieu, and
the Conversations of Napoleon at St. Helena. Conscious
or unconscious, natural or affected, inditer of many purple

passages, Disraeli is at least the novelist par excellence of

politics, in letters as in life the dominant force of

this one department; while what he has done deserves at

any rate to be placed apart in a class by itself. A Jew, an
exotic, a man of genius, whose imagination was not to be
confined within any park palings, whether of Hughenden or

of the House of Commons. Nor must we forget that it

was he who made the Queen of England Empress of India.

Vivian Grey (1826) is a boy's first attempt to dive into the

recesses of his own complex and hardly-formed character,

and is more of a warning than an ideal. Self-reflective to

a great extent and full of persiflage ideas, the conclusions
are pure burlesque. He tells the story of a dandy and an
adventurer, who made himself the favourite of a marquis,
and engineers a new party, but is caught intriguing, and
finds his career abruptly ended. Young Grey is only one of
the members of a class that includes (for boys) the heroes
Marlowe, Don Quixote and Dr. Nikola. The stilted affecta-
tion of language need not blind us to the acuteness and
ringing force of many of Disraeli's sketches of dandical and
dilettante attitude. The story is said to be based upon the
attempted cabal of the Duke of York and the Marquis of
Hertford against Canning and the Catholic question.

Contarini Fleming (1832) is a biographical work in the
analytical style, reflecting the author's opinions and poetical
ambitions, and his passion for the East. It contains many
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idealised pictures of travels. Henrietta Temple (1837) is a

love story, which is supposed to have been based on

Disraeli's own life. Coningsby : or The New Generation

(1844) is his first great political novel or manifesto. It

contains many brilliant characters. As a sketch of the inner

Parliamentary life it is perfect. Of course Thackeray,

Trollope and Mrs. Ward have painted this public life so

far as it could be seen from a London Club. But it was
left to Disraeli to do so with consummate knowledge and art.

Sybil: or The Two Nations (1845) is in many ways
Disraeli's greatest novel, and one of the earliest serious

social studies of the relations of rich and poor. It is full

of pungent satire on stupid aristocrats and political oppor-

tunists. Many of the old books have had effect on public

life. Don Quixote is said to have annihilated chivalry ; the

Marriage of Figaro dealt a death-blow to the old noblesse;

Bleak House gave impulse to law reform. Vanity Fair has

relieved us of some snobbery ; the Invasion of 1910, by the

"master of mystery," WT

illiam Le Queux, drew attention

to the formation of the Territorials ; but no novel has ever

created a new political programme, as did Coningsby and
Sybil. Disraeli was severely taken to task for his opinions

expressed in the latter book by his contemporary champions
of political and economic orthodoxy ; but time has justified

him and his ideas. Here he was prior to Charlotte

Bronte, Mrs. Gaskell and Kingsley in the handling of social

problems.

Lothair (1870), the work of his old age, and composed
when he was free from the responsibility of his office, is a
picture of aristocratic life in England (and the plot is not
suspended by historical disquisitions), in which part of the

satire comes of itself, as it were, from the glamour of the

surroundings. He thus secured a wider circle of readers.

Religion in a novel is assured of success, like a comic
incident in Church. The hero is heir to an immense fortune,

and is placed in a situation fertile in suggestion and
significance by his alternating infatuation for two women

—

a Catholic and a Protestant. It will be well here if we note
Disraeli's attitude to religion. He appeals to Protestant
feelings, but certainly he did not share them. In his novels
he treats Anglican dignitaries with a slightly patronising,
contemptuous and comic touch. On the other hand, he
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describes Catholics with respect, but with hostility. In

Lothair he paid homage to the electoral strength of British

Protestantism. Says Lady Corisande : "I look upon our

nobility joining- the Church of Rome as the greatest calamity

that has ever happened to England." Disraeli's contem-

porary, the Marquis of Bute, is credited with being a

Catholic prototype. The characters are stagey and unreal

—a surprising fault in one whose business it was to know-

men. In another sense, Catholicism, as an ancient, living,

and powerful international organization, excited his interest :

for he was influenced by the History of the Protestant

Reformation, published in 1825 by the squire and parson-

hating ex-private soldier, William Cobbett, and it seems as

if Disraeli regretted the misdeeds of the so-called Reforma-
tion. Further, he did not like any Bishop of the Established

Church, but he liked, or at least respected, Cardinal

Manning, who iigures in Lothair as Cardinal Grandison.

Protestantism was to Disraeli a bad political business, a

sort of damnosa hereditas. In his early life Disraeli had an
irresistible attraction for the Catholic Church, though the

anti-Papal agitation of 1850 caused him to abandon the

Tractarian tendencies. In books and speech he urged that

race is everything, that Christianity was only fully-developed

Judaism. As Catholics, until 1829, had been excluded from
Parliament, so were the Jews, by reason of an oath, " on
the true faith of a Christian." Speaking again in 1847 on
behalf of Bills for the relief of the Jews, he said : "As a
Christian I will not take upon myself the awful responsibility

of excluding from the legislation those who are of the religion

in the bosom of which my Lord and Saviour was born."
He hated all forms of materialism. Not Carlyle himself was
more scornful of the pig philosophy. With Benthamism and
the whole system of hedonism he waged implacable war;
and for the heartless doctrines of the classical economists
he never had a friendly word. And withal, he is imperturb-
ably good-tempered ; he brands and gibbets with a smile,

and with a smile he adores and applauds.
It is a misfortune to feel the importance of your theme

so much more keenly than the beauty of the language you
deliver it in. His English was frequently loose and inex-
pressive; he was apt to trip in his grammar, to stumble.
Practically all his books contain striking epigrams, ingenious
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theories, original suggestions, vivacious caricatures and
creative reflections, mixed with quite a lot of transparent

nonsense.

Bonaparte and Disraeli were alike in this, that both were
entirely alien in blood and temperament from the people whom
they came to rule. Both were Italians, and Disraeli was,

besides, a pure Jew. The general feeling about him during the

earlier part of his life, at least, was that he was extraordinarily

clever and extremely unscrupulous. He was not only a great

statesman and a great political writer, but also one of

the most original, interesting and interested human beings

who ever walked through this pageant of life. We see

him conciliating men, encouraging them, driving them ; we
see him thinking and reading and working. All prudent and
practical measures towards the attainment of success he will

take. But that is not the whole man. He must be allowed

to be imprudent, too. He is no mere Parliamentary manager

;

he is a man of ideas. Much as he had read, he had no
learning and no systematic knowledge of any kind. Conse-
quently at the very moment when he is trying to convince a

crowd of country squires that he is also a country gentleman
and their natural leader, he must publish Tancred. The
greatest of his difficulties was that he was a Jew, and he
must needs publish a book which is one prolonged glorifica-

tion of Judaism. He was distrusted because he was not

understood; and by way of winning the confidence of

church-going Tories he offered them an identification of

Judaism and Christianity and a solution of both in "a great
Asian mystery."
That was Disraeli all through. Genius is always greater

than the business it undertakes to do. So far as ideas go,

Disraeli was always consistent. His faith in democracy,
his reverence for traditional institutions, his dislike of the

Whig oligarchy, his desire to secure a modification of the

Corn Laws, but without the sacrifice of agricultural interests,

his sympathy with the people— before such had become
fashionable—all are visible in his public utterances. His
youth, we must remember, was passed in a heroic struggle

against what to any other man would have been overwhelm-
ing odds, and it is hardly wonderful that he should have
put on a mask of cynicism. False, pretentious, his novels
are wonderful for their insight and penetration.
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The novels of Disraeli show qualities in literature kindred

to the forces that took him to the top in his political career

—brilliance of intellect, imaginative, far-sighted views, and

a love of theatrical effect. They will always be read, not

only for their literary value, but for their documentary
interest as evidence of the different political speculations of

the Victorian era. Partly, perhaps, by reason of his race,

Disraeli could always detach himself from the influence of

the political opinions which he held, or professed to hold,

and examine an institution or theory with calm analysis.

His time will doubtless come again; he will awaken a new
interest, excite new disputes and evoke new enthusiasm, as

his character passes through new phases, develops new
powers and pursues its infinite variety. A leisured study

of letters and documents cannot but revise many of the

world's judgments. Political opinions are based of necessity

upon an imperfect foundation. We believe that we know a
man from the words he spake—after a baseless assumption.
The motive which induced the thought or the action, too
often evades us. Only the upright Minister fears not the

discouraging hand of time.

I can imagine a student of moeurs d'autrefois reading
Disraeli's novels in a future age, but if he imagines
that in them he finds the life of the Victorian age he will

be cheated. There is no life in them : they are marionette-
shown, and you see the strings and the hand pulling the

strings all the time. There is no individual movement, only
applied motion for the hand that pulls : there is no
expression ; and the talk is sheer ventriloquism, all out of
one mouth. The costumes are, indeed, sumptuous, and on
the scenery no expense has been spared.
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A COMMENT ON EDGAR ALLAN POE

Because Edgar Allan Poe was fantastically inhuman, an

artist doing- strange things with stranger materials, not all

have realised how fine, how rare, was the beauty of his

work. His poems show the work of an artist who would
reduce inspiration to a method.

Poe's is the strangest of all modern literary reputations.

He is one of the greatest among- the self-conscious artists,

and in consequence, his critical and theoretical essays have

a peculiar value. His themes are few, but they appeal

deeply to the hearts of many readers. The strange thing is

that a man should be famous for what he wrote badly, while

what he wrote well is little known. Most people have read
The Black Cat and The Pit and the Pendulum; not many
The MS. in a Glass Bottle, and fewer still The Power of
Words. Yet The Power of Words is worth all his famous
stories, including even The Gold Bug, or The Mystery of
Marie Roget. It is, in fact, one of the most wonderful pieces

of prose in the English language, both for manner and for

matter. De Quincey never wrote anything so good. But
his popular fame is based on poems like The Raven,
published in the Evening Mirror, January 29th, 1845, from
advance sheets of the February issue of the American Whig
Review, and The Bells, which are only fit to be recited at
penny readings. To the average bookish Englishman, Poe
means The Pit and the Pendulum—his finest poetry means
nothing at all.

Poe was born in Boston, Massachusetts, 19th January,
1809; after the death of his parents he was adopted by a
Mr. Allan, of Ridner, Virginia, and from 181 5 to 1820 he
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lived in England. On his return to America he went to the

University, where he excelled in Latin and in gambling.

Enlisting in the United States Army, he did himself no good.

The rest of his life was spent in a rambling sort of way

—

fulfilling various engagements with editors, and indulging

in drink, which induced a brain fever of which he died, 7th

October, 1849. His mournful death effected his entrance

on a posthumous career, which has been marked by stranger

vicissitudes than those of his life. Since his death Poe has
had more influence upon the world's literature than any
other American. He is to be ranked with the great masters
of the short story, with Boccaccio, Maupassant and James,
and it is plain that in literary influence and effectiveness his

tales, taken in their entirety, entitle him to a high and
unique position among the romancers. He was not one of

those of whom we can say that his life was greater than
his work ; the latter, rather, redeems his life.

In The Poetic Principle, The Rationals of Verse, The
Philosophy of Composition, etc., he analyses the process by
which his own work was constructed : these critical essays
are a valuable contribution to the psychology of art. True,
he does not give us a consistent criticism of life, or aim at

making us better or wiser. But he makes us see and feel

the beautiful, the mysterious, the terrible, in a way that

profoundly affects our emotions. He has been called a born
Goth : imbued with Gothic beauty, blood and fear, he
believed that of the pleasures that spring from Truth,
Passion and Beauty, the last is the most absorbing. In the

moods aroused through the sentiment of beauty, man is

clearly conscious of his eternal nature, and in the lifting up
of his spirit under such influences penetrates to the divine.

His stories are often very slight in substance, and of

equally slight construction, but it is difficult to find a writer
with equal power to grip his reader in his grasp. He was,
as his detective stories show, a man of great and hard
intelligence. He might have been a philosopher, if there

had seemed to him anything in this world worth philosophiz-
ing about ; he might have been one of the few English
speaking psychologists, if he could have taken human nature
seriously. A wayward child of genius ; his life was one of

sharp vicissitudes, of many disappointments, of passionate
despair. Sorrow, opium and drink hurried him to an early
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grave. But there was a fatal separation between his intellect

and his emotions, except in a very few of his poems, because

he could not value life or human nature in comparison with

the life and the nature of that other planet for which he was
home-sick. So he exercised his intellect on mere games, but

with a thwarted passion which gives a surprising interest

and beauty even to his detective stories; but his master-

pieces are those which are steeped in the nightmares of

horror, and based upon the psychology of fear, terror, and
the devil. Melancholy, a haunting sense of mystery and
dread, a morbid and macabre beauty, are his characteristics,

both in prose and in verse. His range of knowledge was
wider than is commonly supposed ; and he had enough
vigour of mind to excuse many more solecisms than he can

be shown to have committed. To-day his place as the high-

priest of all who worship the grotesque is secure. Poe's

best work is a telling reminder of man's powerlessness and
misery in the realm where faith is denied to him ; as, for

instance, William Watson and The Man of the Crowd. He
haunts us; his imagination creeps in, as it were, by stealth;

at other times leaps out upon us and smites with terrific

force. Poe's imaginative work is marginal, not central; it

comes not out of the main way of life, but out of the border

of existence. The greater part of Poe's writings he pro-

duced to make a little money or to help him to forget the

unreality of life in more intellectual activity. Considering
the habit formed of entering into correspondence with other

men of letters, it is curious to find that he arouses in-

tellectual companionship, as for instance, between Emerson
and Carlyle. That he could enjoy, as we enjoy games or

puzzles ; and so most of his writing was to him merely a
game which he played to get money or to keep his mind free

of those thoughts which drove him towards madness. At
last he drank and took drugs with the same purpose, and
so died disreputable. Together with Savage, Mangar and
Verlaine, Poe stands among the poets of disordered lives

;

but he descended into details of the horrible from which the

others spontaneously recoiled. Probably no other poet
writing in English has equalled him as a master of the

refrain and of the device of parallelism. Poe was a man
for whom abstract ideas very readily disintegrated into

impressive. He was at times an able acrobat on the trapeze
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and ladders of reasoning, but he was not a man for whom
abstract reasoning could take in an aesthetic quality.

Professor Harrison can compare Poe's letters only to the

letters of Abelard and Elo'ise, or to the Sonnets from

the Portuguese; Miss Ticknor says that they have won
themselves a niche among the world's classic love-letters.

Professor Woodberry, on the other hand, thinks that they

should never have been published. We agree with Professor

Woodberry, not because they do damage to Poe's reputa-

tion, but because we find them very tedious compositions.

When Poe wrote to Mrs. Whitman he might have been

addressing a fashion-plate in a ladies' newspaper—a fashion-

plate which walks the cemetery by moonlight, for the

atmosphere is one of withered roses and moonshine. The
fact that he had buried Virginia a short time before, that

he denied his love for her, that he was writing to Annie at

the same time and in the same style, that he was about to

propose to a widow for the sake of her money—all his per-

fidies and meanness do not by themselves make it impossible

that he loved. Suffice to say that Poe was capable on the

one hand of great virtues and great vices, and that he tested

his capacity in both, though in all moods he was winsome,
gentle and graceful.

But Poe had a fierce desire for success at any price,

together with his besetting sense of its worthlessness. He
had an itch for popular applause, while he despised it; and
nothing is more remarkable than his ability to interest

passionately without an appeal to the moral nature. He
wished to be Napoleonic in literature, to plan great coups,

to use all the devices of the man of the world in art where
they were futile. On one side, in fact, he was a little Byron,
and in a society that had no use for Byrons great or small.

But on the other, he was a slighter, more perverse, more
defenceless Shelley. But we shall never really understand
Poe. It is immensely to our credit that, owing to the

admirable obstinacy of Mr. J. H. Ingram, we now admit
that Poe was neither a drunkard, a debauchee, nor a cynical

eremite. This is about as far as we shall get. And yet there

are some of his countrymen who say with Lowell :

There comes Poe, with his raven, like Barnaby Rudge,
Three-fifths of him genius and two-fifths sheer fudge.
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It is, of course, possible to enjoy a writer's work and ignore

his principles, but it is difficult for Americans to do this,

because Puritanism and utilitarianism are more or less

ingrained in them and in their literature. If we want only

to be charmed or thrilled, then Poe is the one to do so with

the haunting melody of his verse, and with his weird, ethereal

and terrible tales. One can see what fearful risks it entails

—how often in guessing the psychology of souls flying at

full speed even his intuition is at fault, and how in increas-

ing the swiftness of his thought, as he always tends to do,

his passion rushes into violence, his scenes verge upon melo-

drama, and his characters are seized with the inevitable

madness or epilepsy. Until Poe wrote, the real horrible had
never been truly revealed.

" In a sense, Poe's work constitutes a genuine religious

apologetic," writes E. M. Chapman. " His testimony to

the abiding place and power of faith is real if not great ; it

is convincing so far as it goes, even if it does not go very

far. The tribute which he pays to faith is comparable to

that which superstition pays to religion." Moreover, he
conveys the impression that it was his custom to begin with

the denouement, and to work backward just as the real

Chinese and Hebrews write in their books. The mellow
light which swims over the past; the narrowness of his

vision is beyond question ; but, taken as a whole, he is one
of the. few writers of English who has so extensively in-

fluenced technique of succeeding authors. His work is made
up of observations, and finds, by the way, each one modified

by the blind alley, high road, or field path that he happened
to be pursuing at the time ; it is embedded in rubbish

and things beautiful. Poe had also the dramatist's faculty

for projecting situations, and he had also the faculty of

anticipating difficulties that are peculiar to the dramatic
action. He could have done perfectly the thrill of the French
vaudeville.
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FITZGERALD'S "OMAR KHAYYAM"

Edward Fitzgerald was a man of genius, with more than

all the waywardness which genius so frequently brings with

it. About 1853 Professor Cowell interested the future poet

in Persian ; and three years later Omar Khayyam first

appeared in print : and since that time Fitzgerald's and the

old Persian sage's name have remained indissolubly linked

together. (But the former was also a great letter-writer in

an age when that had almost ceased to be an art; for he

was a master of style, and his letters are amongst his most
valuable bequests.) People of the aesthetic-hedonist type

have claimed Fitzgerald as a kind of patron saint ; and
perhaps Mr. Frederic Harrison will add him yet to the Posi-

tivist Calendar. The poem contains a remarkable assortment

of semi-mystical pangs and conjectures. The quatrains

merit all that can be said in their praise : their future is

secure—but, there is need to enquire curiously into the secret

of their charm. Perhaps the chief reason for Omar's
popularity is because of his jovial cynicism, wherein he does

not expound any new theory or diagnose a cause, but rather

because he voices men's inarticulate feelings about wine,

women, song and roses, with a cluster of other oddities.

Critics may differ about the author's faith or disbelief, but

all are certain that Omar was as true an epicurean as ever

lived—loving life with its brief pleasures and thirsting for

the Unknown. Like his Roman ancestor, Lucretius, Omar
impresses us with his felicity of phrase and sorrow for his

calamitous ignorance. Fitzgerald's Omar may likewise be

compared to the Stoicism of Horace.
Vitce summa brevis spem nos vetat inchoare longarn.

The Roman is purely Western in ideas : Omar blends the

East with the West.
The fateful year, 1859, saw the production of Fitzgerald's
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Omar Khayyam, which is so free a translation as to

merit the rank of an original poem. For, whilst the

Rubaiyat, as it appeared in English dress, reproduces

with remarkable fidelity the impression of the original,

Fitzgerald succeeds in infusing his version with his own
original ideas. He found in the old Persian astronomer-

poet his own ideas ; and he has reincarnated them in

his immortal stanzas. In the poem itself there is no laborious

argument, no philosophic plan, or unfolding of a systematic

scheme of thought. It is a doctrine casually dropped with a

charming effect from the lips of an epicurean, incapable of

huge toil, sans souci. Omar strikes us by his wit, art,

abominations, horror, humanity and splendour. His leisure-

liness is the root of what is finest in his work and most
loveable in his life. But like the Swinburnian sceptics,

Fitzgerald's pessimism is unfit for a white man; yet in a

technical sense the stanzas are fit for the gods. The poem
is really one of the most remarkable achievements of the

age ; it depicts the way in which the cup of pessimism is

drunk to the dregs in a way which is at once lurid and pitiful

to the extreme. At the same time it would be unfair to call

him a poet of the sceptical reaction.

One of the great charms of Fitzgerald's Omar Khayyam
is that it is not a mere collection of musical quatrains, but
that its parts are bound up more or less in imitations of

Tennyson's In Memoriam. His fame rests upon its 404
lines, and that only proves that what is lacking in quantity
is made up for by quality—truly a jewel of the last century.

And, as a precious stone remains hidden for a time before it

emerges to flash and dazzle its beholders, so did the publica-

tion of Omar remain for a time in a box of penny oddments
outside a shop before it caught the eye of the public to be
hailed with admiration. Previously Fitzgerald had published
little that was entirely original ; the chief, or rather, the
best known is a dialogue entitled Euphranor (1851), a
collection of aphorisms called Polonius (1852), and in the
following year a free translation of the Six Dramas of

Calderon, besides a few minor works.
It is remarkable, however, that Fitzgerald's first serious

work was undertaken as late as his forty-third year, a time
when the majority of literary people have given evidence of
that which is within them. In point of fact he was nearly
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fifty before he began the work which made him famous, and
he was over seventy when the two Oedipus plays saw light.

And even now, in the second decade of the twentieth century,

the Rubaiyat is considered and delights many who have no
cognisance of its origin. The vogue of it in an English

dress is a curious phenomenon in literature. Omar Khayyam
of Naishapur was famous in the reign of Malik Shar for his

scientific knowledge. Nizam-al-Mulk, a powerful Minister of

Malik, undertook, with Omar's assistance, the reform of

the Calendar, which for its accuracy, Gibbon informs us,

surpasses the Julian and comes nigh to the Gregorian.

From the troubles of life, and under the protection of his

friend and counsellor, Omar was free to pursue astronomy
and science with assiduity and success. There was some-
thing, no doubt in the mind of Omar that attracted

Fitzgerald to translate, or rather paraphrase this semi-mystic
flower of the Persian Renaissance with its hedonistic setting.

We are inclined to think that Fitzgerald steeped himself in

the language and feeling of his author, and then threw over his

version a robe of his own making ; as did Chapman, Dryden
and Pope in their polished versions of Homer and Virgil.

One pressing and vital issue to be settled is when Omar
is to be taken literally, or are we to assume that the whole
poem is symbolical. Nicolas, the French diplomat and
scholar, in 1867 issued a translation in which the words
" Wine," " Rose," " Scent," " Night," and so forth, had a
mystic meaning. A recent editor of the poem, Dr. Pollen,

is inclined to this theory, for says he :
" Omar loved

jollity . . . He saw no reason why he should wait for

happiness till he was dead, and so he made his little garden
on earth as much like heaven as he possibly could, and then
he revelled in the Rose, the Nightingale, and Wine."
Rarely do we discover a temperament so mobile under a
surface so serene and sedentary ; rarely so feminine a sensi-

bility side by side with so virile an intelligence. To such a
man the writing of a poem that brought forth by means of
the pleasures of this life, a further after-one full of sweet
and noble " society " (to use the phrase of a Kempis), was
quite likely the only means of instruction and self-revelation.

Omar takes the little intimate things which compass life,

and fashions them into pearls which reflect the colours of
the sky, the mightiness of. life and love.
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TENNYSON AND HIS IDEAS

Alfred Tennyson had the wonderful gift of saying in noble

verse what the advanced thinkers of his age were thinking or

had thought, and consequently he popularised many fruitful

ideas. His intimate knowledge of nature and sympathy with

all her moods are evident in the wonderful descriptions of

his verse. Some people say that the appeal of poetry lies

in its sound rather than in its sense. However much we
agree or dissent with this statement, there is no doubt that

Tennyson is deficient in neither. He is always real but never

realist. He was insidiously untouched by French influence

in an age when Swinburne wrote poetry based on French
culture, and Matthew Arnold's criticism was under the

dominance of French models. To those who have ears to

hear and sense to understand, he is one of the few great

poets for whom we are sure that posterity will find hard to

show a uniform mastery not elsewhere to be equalled, and
a quality not easy to be surpassed. The whole tone of his

work is justified in that " return to nature " of which
the danger was that it should become as ordinary as the

cut and dried, as the generalising away from nature which
had preceded it. Therefore, we have no hesitation in

praising it beyond our own enjoyment of it, for we are sure

that our own enjoyment will grow with our knowledge of

it. No one is an ordinary man to himself; and when
Tennyson generalised about mankind, he sometimes left

himself out of the generalisation. Wordsworth had
prophesied an era when the poet and the scientist would find

their missions harmonious and united : this age came with
the advent of Tennyson, who constantly availed himself of

scientific nomenclature and imagery in accordance with
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knowledge and truth, without making the discoveries

prosaic. The poet and inventor have a common ground,

namely, the imagination; since few discoveries are made
without this gift of the Muse. The intellectual domain is

stijl the poet's own; but Tennyson's illustrations and

metaphors were derived from living truths. The labours of

men of science were followed with keen appreciation by

him, and in Tennyson science had an upholder and preserver,

carrying everywhere with him relationship and love.

Tennyson had the faculty of putting exactly the correct

word in the right place, of expressing an idea neatly,

strikingly and harmoniously, satisfying the intellect and

leaving the soul unmoved. Like /Eschylus and Shake-

speare, he was always human, and shared his life with

nature among the countless glories of the universe. Huxley
pronounced him to be the first poet since Lucretius who had
understood the drift of science; in this branch of his work
he had no small measure of success among the movements
of the thought of his time; especially was this so with

regard to astronomy.
By his courageous attitude Tennyson proved there is no

real barrier between poetry and scientific facts and theories.

He touched the chords of nature, and discerned beneath the

surface of the inanimate the long procession of the ages ; and
he finds his ultimate escape in the conviction that God and
Nature cannot be at strife. No poet has been more solicitous

than Tennyson about precision in his treatment and illusion

of the subject. Nature is to him the truest occupation of

his art, and the chosen sphere of his felicity in style. As
is to be expected, he showed himself endowed with a per-

ennial exhalation of the earth and its happy melancholy, but
not touched with the oppressive music of Thomas Hardy.
The Laureate rightly believed science should be

power to fright

The spirit of the shady night.

Tennyson was not out of touch with the physical sciences
as Wordsworth was, and he was much too open-eyed to the
truth not to see how their ranks were closing together
around the narrowing circle of man's life, and how vain for
breaking through were the old devices. Hence Tennyson
did not appeal to Nature : he appealed against Nature.
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The first stirring of a new discovery was exhibited in a

group of enthusiasts at Cambridge who set out, upon the

publication of the Poems of 1830, to apprise the sister

University of the new incarnation. The gospel, it is painful

to remember, was received with a stupefying stolidity by

the wits of the Oxford Union. None of them had ever heard

of Tennyson. Some identified him with Shenstone, others

with " the man who drives the black ponies in Hyde Park,"

and most went away with the belief that he was a man
whom Lord Byron patronised, and who was drowned a few

years before. One of the expected converts confessed later

that they were overwhelmed at Oxford by the fervour and

fire of the Cambridge illiiminati. Fitzgerald, whose appre-

ciation of Tennyson certainly did not err on the side of fury,

anticipated that the cult of the new poet was bound to

be monopolised by Cambridge. Tennyson, like Pope, was
extremely well aware that poetry is an art; but he aimed

at producing effects on his readers other than, or additional

to, those sought by the pure artist.

The Idylls of the King are distinguishable by their pre-

vailing melancholy, together with a crescendo of moral

laxity. Their author had Newman's distrust of humanity,

with only a glimmer of his faith in God, and a religious

ardour that was more of a longing for the light than any

assured vision. The twelve poems set forth the truth that

life depends on faith, and paint a beautiful picture of the

higher man striving to dominate complex circumstances and
bend it to the highest purposes. No doubt, Tennyson meant
the Idylls to be a lesson of a robust national Christianity

;

but he failed to appreciate or understand the mystic from a

practical point of view. According to the poet, the downfall

of the spiritual knight-errantry, through which Arthur hopes

to regenerate society, happens through the failure of his

knights to rise to his own high level of character ; in a

degree, also, because the enterprise is divested from attain-

able, practical aims to the quest of the Holy Grail. The
question at once arises, " Is this true to life? " The answer
is decidedly negative. Paralysed by Victorian sentiment,

the poem passes from epical to the metaphysical. Allegory

is at all times a dangerous thing : for who associates sweet-
ness and sadness with great adventures, with voyages and
wars and all the matters of epic? The Grail legend
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contains elements of mysticism which invites an emblematic

treatment. A delicate balance must be kept between the

real and the abstract, and it is this, surely, which Tennyson

fails to keep. We do not deny the legitimacy of Tennyson's

method, but one may question its efficacy. Taste lies beyond

argument. The Holy Grail has all the dim, rich splendour

of a Gothic building, but it lacks unity.

The motif of the Idylls is to display a noble thought, but

thwarted by selfishness and sin, and closing in apparent

failure; but with it all, sowing the seeds of purity and truth

and chivalry, together with high imaginations, faery spells,

mediaeval legends and golden splendour.

No doubt, every reader finds his own interpretation accord-

ing to his endeavour and sympathy with the poet, but it is

only in the later idylls that the allegorical element is prom-
inent. Like his friend Carlyle, Tennyson had a " message."
His treatment of the Quest of the Grail is characteristic of

his religious thought ; he desired to make the world better.

Yet it seems to us that a man must follow the way because

it is good ; he must be in love with the way and not with

himself. To desire faith so that it may give happiness is to

desire not faith but happiness. A man must be utterly dis-

interested if he is to attain to the happiness which comes
from disinterestedness. That is why the egotist always fails

to find pleasure. And here, according to the poet, Quests
are wrong, because they take men from the work they can
do, in order to attempt what they cannot. But how is one
to know that unless the thing is attempted? Even if we do
not reach the goal there is no reason to be disheartened.

The question is not how few sins have we committed, but

how much good has been accomplished. Yet the great thing

to bear in mind is what theologians call " the sense of sin."

Tennyson seems to forget that the true Christian ascetic is

to be admired, not so much for the amount of suffering he
has undergone, but for the strength of will he has acquired.

The more interests that have to be done away, the stronger

is the attachment to the things that remain. And in the

light of this interpretation the story of the Grail is unsatisfy-

ing—though we do not disparage the wonderful creative

value, the mastery of metre and language, the melody of his

verse, originality, learning and popularity.

It is good neither for poets nor for poetry when the
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reputation of one man dominates a period, as the reputation

of Tennyson dominated the mid-Victorian era. It was a

Tennyson age ; and none but Tennyson and his imitative

parasite could find a place in the sun of popular approval.

Even the work of Browning only won its way to recognition

with difficulty. Reaction was bound to follow ; for, if an age

is to have any spiritual vitality of its own, it must decline

to be unduly dominated by the pomp of established reputa-

tions. Where there is life there must always be revolt; and
the " established reputations " will not suffer from the most
vigorous reaction if the stuff of life be in them too.

Since the death of Byron there had seemed a serious lack

of great poets for the popular imagination to attach itself to.

There was no king in Israel, wrote Jeffrey in 1828. Scott,

Moore, and Southey had renounced verse and finally taken

service with the muses of prose ; Crabbe, Coleridge and
Wordsworth were burnt out ; Leigh Hunt was almost
extinguished ; Landor and Browning burned obscurely at

best; Campbell and Rogers reposed under their laurels.

It was Tennyson who made of the Laureateship a national

institution, whereas before it had been a reward for political

partisanship. But there was a higher tone in the Court of

Victoria than there had been in that of any previous monarch
of her Royal House. It was her final request that decided

Wordsworth, and when Samuel Rogers, at eighty-seven,

declined to become Wordsworth's successor, it was she who
decided for Tennyson, and no better choice was possible.

To many Tennyson has appeared as the very ideal of a

patriotic poet, and indeed he had in full measure certain of

the essential qualifications of popularity. In his attitude to

that fuller conception of patriotism which is related to ideals

of liberty and progress, which regards as its intimate

concern the good of all classes in the community, and
extends an active sympathy to the welfare of other States,

Tennyson is found, as in his attitude to wider problems of
life and thought, to represent many of the limitations and
prejudices of orthodox mid-Victorianism.
Tennyson had invented a new poetry, a new poetic

English. His use of words was new : his verse made all

other attempts seem clumsy and bucolic, and he added fresh
provinces in every volume to English poetry. The first

culmination was at the Sheldonian in 1855, when the con-
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elusion was general that Tennyson was the greatest poet of

the century; some held him the greatest of poets, at least

of all modern poets. And he remained enthroned for two

generations. There had been nothing like it since Pope;

no further development of poetry seemed possible. No poet

then living represented the English spirit more completely

than he did, and the flattery by previous poets of the throne

was transformed by them to high-minded loyalty. English

literature and English life alike gained by his forty-two

years of service, and his place among the laureates is highest

of all. When he came, birthday odes were no longer
" chaunted and recitatived by a parcel of hoarse and squeak-

ing choristers on a birthday for the edification of the

Bishops, pages, maids of honour, and gentlemen pen-

sioners." Tennyson was free, and was honoured in the

court circles among which he moved, and something like

friendship existed between the laureate and his Queen.
At home Tennyson never faced the social issues of his

time. He wrote much of freedom, but the little enthusiasm
which he truly felt for it in his youth was soon sobered into

doubts and fears. He contemplated it with satisfaction
" slowly broadening down from precedent to precedent "

:

he had no sympathy with those who tried to force the pace
—to gain for all the independence that he enjoyed himself.

The freedom that he extols is the freedom of a comfortable
middle class. She is " sober-suited," and can be trusted

not to soil her clothes. He had no real love of the people,

and no sympathy with the modern movement towards
democracy.

Yet, in spite of all, the true Tennyson must ultimately

emerge, and we cannot imagine any future age that could
afford to neglect a poet of such rare and distinguished
achievement. Such poems as The Lady of Shalott, Mariana,
CEnone, The Lotus Eaters, Ulysses, Tithonus, Maud, the
songs from The Princess, and above all, In Memoriam, to
mention only a few of the possible fifty in the ideal anthology,
are surely secure of immortality.
He is a poet whom we acknowledge, semper, ubique ab

omnibus. He is a subject for attractiveness of feeling, nay,
of conflicts, as is hardly another poet. The eclipse of
Tennyson is bound to pass before long. Most of us have
gone through our attitude in this way. First, one of indis-
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criminating- admiration—the youthful response to a poet who
appealed to our sense of beauty and truth. Then came with

adolescence a critical spirit against Tennyson's smoothness
and mastery of his art, a preference for the less disciplined

strength of Browning. And to this succeeded a final stage,

in which the old poet of Aldworth won back no small measure
of his authority and his charm. Fame is an unconscious

conspiracy between certain men and their public ; and in the

Victorian era, with few exceptions, the great men of their

time happened to find an intimately responsive public.

Tennyson satisfied his own time so completely that one could

not expect him to satisfy any succeeding time in the same
degree. He resembles Virgil among the ancients in his

poetic lore, and in that sort of learning which can be
attributed to poets as belonging to their craft. He uses

the plain Saxon of our time, he takes his images from
natural objects within the reach of all, he is sometimes
simple even so far as to bring himself within the range of

a charge of affectation. He is the most English of poets,

and yet he is an example of the power of careful training

and of the study of the classical models. If any one is

inclined to join the senseless outcry against the use of the

classics, he may be reminded that without these we should

have had very few poets, and certainly not Tennyson. One
of the charms of his writings, to those who know the

ancients, is to meet the fragrance of Homer, or Virgil, or

yEschylus, or Theocritus naturalised, as it were, " on the

sounding shores of Bude and Boss," or in the halls of

Camelot.
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ON THE ALLEGED CYNICISM OF THACKERAY

William Makepeace Thackeray is a very complex figure,

difficult to fix and harder still to analyse. A cynic, though

by no means a terrible one, he stands rather as a sympathetic

spectator of the follies of his day, removed from them by
intuitive wisdom, yet always presenting to them the geniality

of a tender critic and candid friend.

The most striking feature of his work is its variety

—

prose, verse, parody, essay, criticism, burlesque—romance

—

out of which we can say without undue exaggeration there

are hardly any colossal failures; while very few fail in his

mastery of style, which has clearness, ease, force and
elasticity. Compared with that of Dickens and Balzac, his

range of charm is limited, but Thackeray kept closely to the

derivation of life that lay immediately beneath his notice.

He was born at Calcutta in 1811, and was educated at

Charterhouse and Cambridge, but he took no degree. After

travelling in Germany he began to read for the Bar, but the

loss of an inherited income made some occupation necessary,

so he took to journalism, and after a time went to study art

in Paris, which was the subject of his first book, published

in 1840. His life, lik*e his writings, was desultory, rambling,

in no sort of order. But Thackeray did not take his place at

once ; in fact, he conspicuously failed to take it for some
sixteen years, although for a decade some of his early works
contained indications of extraordinary powers. Wisely,

perhaps, he considered that there should be no official

biography of him. Our knowledge of him is to be found in

his daughter's introductions prefixed to the centenary edition

of his works. A haunter of clubs and taverns, he might

M 177
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have been the associate of Steele or Addison rather than a

liver in the nineteenth century.

As regards his art, Thackeray is curiously unequal. At his

best—how well nig-h faultless that best can be !
—" Esmond,"

said Pater, "is a perfect fiction." It is of one piece, on one

level, mellow, reticent, complete. And death claimed the

author of Denis Duval with power renewed, romance re-

vivified, magic easily his own again. Thackeray gave the

novel the modernism that was not in Scott, and the scale

and range that was not in Miss Austen. He was not exactly a

"writing man." When he began a novel, it was from

necessity more than choice. And though by no means
Thackeray's first, Denis Duval promised unmistakably to be

his most resounding broadside. Let him but escape from

the trammels and fret of the life immediately around him,

from the itching of old wounds and the chatter of tongues,

and a perfect serenity comes into his work— an ease, a
mastery, an atmosphere, beyond the attainment of the

greatest of his contemporaries. His talent was as wide in

scope as his genius was supreme by fits and starts. All the

happy patches in his writings came from his heart and not

the imagination. No doubt the wretched method of writing

novels for magazines in parts, so that the complete story

is never before the author for revision, is largely responsible

for the incoherence of the plots of Thackeray, as well as his

contemporary, Dickens ; it is insidious to remember that

Thackeray sought the work of illustrating Pickwick. The
first parts were printed, and then the writer sees the plot

moving in a new direction, as if the characters insist on
going their own way. It would take a fair amount of ability

to write a resume" or make a skeleton of the plot of Pickwick
or Pendennis. But Thackeray's frequent pensive inter-

ventions prevent our giving his stories enough of that

temporary suspension of our knowledge of their unreality,

which is necessary to a certain extent in all art. His pro-
lixity is not the fault of an abundant narrative ; it is rather

the fault of the showman, who mingles with his characters,

not to laugh or weep with them, but chuckle unhappily at

them, with sidelong glances or with an open sneer. As
essayist, The Roundabout Papers, shrewd, whimsical, at

peace, place him with Addison and Steele, if a good way
beneath Lamb and Montaigne—his bedside companions.
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One of the peculiarities of Thackeray's novels, which dis-

tinguishes him alike from the romancer and the modern

naturalist, is that they contain hardly any description of

landscape painting-, except that given by passing strokes by

the way. He will sometimes sketch off the interior of a

room or the look of a tower, but with natural scenery he

does not concern himself. He is, for the most part, entirely

concerned with character and the Aristotelian maxim that

life consists in action. Of all the more eminent writers of

the Victorian era, his life was the shortest; he died in 1863

at the same age as Shakespeare—fifty-two. Like other men
of genius, his early life was not distinguished in the eyes of

his school-fellows and masters.

There is an almost Homeric, certainly a Virgilian ampli-

tude in his art. Without crowding his canvas with types as

his contemporary, Dickens, often did, he represents his

characters in the scope and range of their lives rather than

in the light of an episode. Thackeray is also, perhaps, the

most truly epic of English prose writers, and therefore the

most sincerely pathetic. He possessed an intimate irony and
a power of sarcasm which could scorch like lightning. To
human weakness, however, he is lenient and often tender,

and even when weakness passes into wickedness, he is just

and compassionate.
The very word Victorian now sounds a little local and

genteel. And if Thackeray had ever heard the charge of

provincialism that has been levelled against him, he might
well have invited his age to come to his defence.

In most of the novels there is a conspicuous absence of

what Matthew Arnold delighted to call architectonic £. There
is, too, a rather indolent uniformity of personality and fate

in his heroes. The young man fights and duels and gambles,
recovers from a severe attack of calf-love, and returns after

maturer adventures to the still faithful heart, magnanimous
and passive enough, through all trials and tribulations, to

have tarried his time. Thackeray more than once deplored
the fact that he lived at a time when rank and birth and fine

manners were in rapid process of dilution ; when mere money
had begun to buy up the seats of the mighty ; when the
snob had become almost as powerful as ubiquitous. He
looked at everything from a sensitive aspect. Streets, clubs,
servants, gossip, were to him reality. He was pained at
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these things, and exaggerated their imperfections. That is

why his books are sometimes uncomfortable. Snobs, indeed,

from the snob Royal to the snob literary, haunted his

imagination as midges haunt the sunshine.

He was essentially the preacher, and the substance of all

his sermons is, classes to be content with mediocrity, in-

tellectual or moral, learn its weakness, and its fatal potency

for evil. In the wide field of action which his novels cover,

he bears a strong contrast to his contemporary, Dickens,

with his colossal power of fantastic creation and more direct

appeal to popular sentiment, as opposed to Thackeray's
minute observation of everyday peculiarities and more elusive

humour.
Vanity Fair (1847) inaugurated a new school of novel-

writing in this country, with its combined vigour and subtlety

of character-drawing, and with the marvellous dexterity of

its scenes and dramatic situations : besides giving with

freshness and originality all the phases of the military pro-

fession in peace and war. There is not one of its leading

militaires — Dobbin, Osborne, Crawley and O'Dowd— in

whom a typical representation in well-known varieties may
not be recognised. Vanity Fair was written under the strain

of serial publication, and is beyond question Thackeray's
masterpiece—which, as a comedy of manners, is the greatest

achievement in English literature since Tom Jones. Its

great triumph is Becky Sharp : a character which will ever

stand in the very foremost rank. Its author described Vanity
Fair as " a novel without a hero," and neither the virtues

nor the vices of its characters are of a heroic order ; but if

without a hero it is not without its heroine. Many have
attempted to imitate Becky Sharp since her first creation, and
nothing better testifies to Thackeray's power than the failure

of their performance. His profound aim in writing the book
was to sweep away the cult of sham heroics and sham senti-

ment fashionable in life and fiction. Compared with his

previous writings, Vanity Fair was a perfect fruition of his

harvest. It is a picture of society in a broad canvas embrac-
ing a vast variety of characters and interests. There is

little set design ; episodes of affecting tragedy and dramatic
displays of passion are mingled with scenes of comedy.
Thackeray turned with hoarded thought and feeling in

Vanity Fair to portray life as it actually is—it is not surpris-
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ing that his work should present rather the outlook of a

blase and world-ridden sexagenarian than that of a young-

man still midway in his thirties. But the pitiless cynicism

of the book is certainly not more remarkable than its grasp,

its boldness, its acute insight into character and motive, and
the placid assurance with which the now practised author

arranged his vast, packed canvas. Compared with it the

Vanities of Ecclesiastes are consolation indeed.

It may be true that Vanity Fair is not true to life, but it

certainly reveals with penetrating truth the inner soul and
character of certain items of society. A point of view

is chosen, and everything is selected and arranged with

reference to it. Thackeray's ability to reproduce the life of

a special period never flags : the scene never changes into

dulness or inactivity ; a long practice in the anatomy of

social eccentricities never fails in the least important figures

of his stage. In a word, Vanity Fair is a prose epic of the

siege of Mayfair with its gentleman adventures, and its

satellites.

As we have said, Vanity Fair touches the climax of

Thackeray's peculiar genius, so in our judgment Henry
Esmond (1852) shows the gathered strength and maturity of

his literary power, and has won for him a place at the apex
in the distinguished order of historical novelists. The
eighteenth century was Thackeray's favourite period : he liked

its practical politics and tolerance of commonsense. The
result was that, as Scott had exalted his mediaeval heroes
and heroines far above the level of real life with all the
adventures of his magnificence and imagination, Thackeray
set himself to strip the trappings of these fine folk, and poke
fun at the lords and ladies who were masquerading in old
armour and drapery. Consequently, Thackeray did not drop
much of his satirical tone when he was out to whiten
sepulchres generally. The language of Esmond is a miracle
of art. As a tour de force it is wonderful in reproducing the
forms of speech of a hundred and fifty years before, but his

conscientiousness did not carry him to the length of verify-
ing his reference with the painful ease of George Eliot.

Unlike Scott and Dumas, the author of Esmond was not
a born romancist, but the book has the very spirit of the
eighteenth century with its glimpses of historical personages—of Swift, of Marlborough, of Addison, etc. The success
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with which Thackeray has created the atmosphere of Queen
Anne's age is universally admitted. The book purports to

be a chronicle of public and domestic events, ostensibly

written in George III.'s reign, and a successful reproduction

of the modes of writing- and speaking- appropriate to the

times. Twice members of the Esmond family become in-

volved in Jacobite plots, and they are engaged in the

Blenheim campaign. Actual events are interwoven with the

family narrative. The personal interest centres in Henry
Esmond and the two women whom he loves—Lady Castle-

wood and her daughter Beatrix : it culminates in several

episodes of moving tragedy. The grand chivalrousness of

Henry Esmond—the loftiest character Thackeray ever drew
—is, we may hope, no less real than the sordid selfishness

and cowardice of Jos Sedley.

Without quite endorsing all the superlatives, one may at

least claim for him a place in the very first rank of the

world's novelists. The mere enumeration of the points at

which he touched the highest excellence is unnecessary and
eloquent. Those are devoted to Thackeray's vast and popu-
lous canvas, his occasional classic sureness and constant

elegance of speech (amidst much that is merely journalistic

fiction), and to his half-dozen scenes of vehement human
drama. Seemingly so careless, none more so, Thackeray's

prose has a finish upon it, and a purity which makes him one

of the prose masters. He never wrote for the people like his

elder contemporary, Dickens, did, but for those who had
artistic appreciation for the beauties of language. His style is

extremely conversational, and always seems to be addressed

to the listener after the manner of Shakespeare's soliloquies,

and it follows that his English is nervous and fluttering

olive; just the reverse of Landor's majestic but dead. If

we combine the terrible contempt of Swift, the serenity of

Addison, and the tenderness of Steele, and, lo ! the result

is W.M.T. ; and most of the disputes about Thackeray's
art, in the strict sense, are occupied with the personal note :

with the intrusion of his personality into novels of an
inorganic kind. He makes a direct appeal to his reader's

conscience, and challenges him as to the truth of his pre-

sentation of human weaknesses. As for the other side of

the picture, everybody knows the suavity and beauty of the

picture of Colonel Newcome's life at the Charterhouse; the
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exquisite and incomparable scenes and the word " Adsum "

with its measureless pathos and impressive reticence. The
society depicted throughout The Newcomes is thronged with

worldlings, false, self-reeking, whited sepulchres; even

against whom is set the ideal English gentleman. In this

latter book, and in its sequel, Pendennis, satire flies freely,

and many shams and vanities are exposed with delicate

humour, honest realism being the true groundwork. His

story is told from the standpoint of the last chapter.

As a satirist, Thackeray is direct, trenchant, terrible, a

swordsman whose weapon draws blood at every stroke.

With extraordinary ability and consistency he can work out

the evolution of all kinds of people. One of his besetting

weaknesses is his tendency to fall into a sort of humorous
melancholy and address his readers with some ironical obser-

vation, after the manner of Fielding with pungent persiflage,

as if from an apocalyptic vial, upon wordliness and fashion-

able insolence. Of course there remains the perpetual problem

if Vanity Fair be a cynic's view of life, the sardonic grin of

a misanthrope gloating over the trickery and meanness of

the world. But we must remember there are also a number
of incidents full of tenderness and pathos. It is too often

forgotten that Thackeray wrote and created many worthy
characters, besides those in fashionable society where there

is wealth, dissipation and folly. Colonel and Ethel Newcome
are good, brave and true ; and a trifle too good for this

world. When Thackeray speaks for himself as in the

English Humorists, he is brimful of humour, frankness and
good nature (together with the lectures of the Four Georges
they were his most profitable enterprises) ; so we will not

brand him as a mere satirist and a mocker of virtue ; but his

artistic genius worked more free when he depicted the dark
and the foul. It is said of Charles the Second that he
believed most people to be scoundrels, but he thought none
the worse of them for being so. Thackeray, like Le Roche-
foucauld, had a very high standard, and was shocked by
the contrast of worldly position and religious theory. And,
if there is any truth in the theory that it is the function of

art to ennoble, not to degrade—to encourage, not to dis-

hearten—then, Thackeray, it is argued, is one to deprecate
and to condemn. And yet nothing could be less true : there

never was a man of kindlier heart and more tender spirit :
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and for all his exposure of the weaknesses, the faults, the

hollownesses, of those portraits he presents to us, we some-
times feel that none of them are quite so bad as he seems.

In general Thackeray advocates a high standard of kind-

liness, manliness, and cleanness. The time is passed when
anyone will detect a dangerous tendency in his writings. His
much-advertised cynicism will not hurt anyone who has not

a very namby-pamby view of life. He saw much evil in the

world; but who does not? He recorded his observations

very plainly, but he did not perpetrate the crime of spread-

ing the evil he denounced, as so many censors have done
from Juvenal down to Zola. Trollope remarked, very

justly, that no youth is encouraged to imitate Barry Lyndon,
and no young lady is likely to find much that is seductive

in the career of Beatrice Esmond, or Becky Sharp.

Thackeray was deemed outspoken and realistic in his time;

but he is reticence itself compared with some later writers.

Quite recently a French critic has claimed it as a merit for

Mr. Hardy that he freed the novel from the severe restric-

tions imposed upon it by the author of Vanity Fair!

At times he may shock the weak, at times he may disgust

the strong, but hardly ever is there an excess in either direc-

tion. Men talk of his cynicism and of Lamb's merriment,

as though the one had no sympathies and the other no
sorrows. Conscious of his own share of the imperfections

of humanity, he was unable to regard his fellows with
Olympian indifference.
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THE HUMOUR OF DICKENS

The position of Charles Dickens (1817-1871) in English

Literature is unassailable. He must always remain an

acknowledged master of fiction and a prince of English

humorists. Everybody reads his books, because nobody

could help reading them. They require no education except

a knowledge of the alphabet, and they amuse scholars as

well as chimney sweeps and scavengers. Dickens embodied

his age, and expresses it with admirable and sensitive particu-

larity. Whatever may be the deficiencies of him, we are in

the presence of a great soul, who with perfect cast shows
certain aspects of a vanished social phase with a power and
delicacy surpassed in his own sphere.

Public opinion after his death seemed to be for a short

time in a sort of tangle. There were a few who were
simply " tired of Dickens "

; others, again, thought him out

of date; many thought him vulgar, while even some went
so far as to consider him second only to Shakespeare. Be
this as it may, all were agreed that he was a genius, and
he did not fail to carry great numbers of his readers with

him in his onslaught on workhouses and public offices, or

Chancery and the manufacturing system. Moreover, he was
a novelist with a purpose in the highest degree : he had at

times very strong (sometimes absurd) and very often crude
ideas ; but whatever they were, he put his unwavering
optimism into everything he wrote, and his contagious high
spirits were undoubtedly a factor in his success. Dickens
lives by his exuberant vitality, his inexhaustible humour and
the immense pleasure he takes in the spectacles of life set

by his characters. Like Hugo, he set out to attack some
185
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specific abuse, and throughout he constituted himself a

champion of the outcast, the weak and the oppressed.

Humanitarianism was the keynote to his work. Despite the

evils of the world in the Victorian era of compromise, he

was, as we have already said, no pessimist. In character

he was thoroug-hly sound—" every inch of him an honest

man"—declared Carlyle; though we may add, not always

a gentleman.
Dickens has been called the favourite novelist of the

middle classes. If this statement is true, it is creditable to

their taste and freedom from prejudice—for he certainly did

not flatter them. The democratization of literature reaches

its apex in Charles Dickens, who has been perhaps the most
powerful and permeating literary influence of the century.

In that marvellously diverse and luxuriant genius of his, the

sentiment, humour, optimism, fear, and aspiration of his

time find complex and sympathetic expression. Overflowing
with pictorial imagination, even the most unideal aspect of

a London street was alive with glow and vivacity ; he did

not consciously caricature what he saw, he only projected

himself and his amazing " animism " into everything that

came his way, with a genial and naturally ecstatic tempera-
ment.
The secret of his genius was in the combination of three

gifts : first, a sense of humour as delicate as Charles
Lamb's; secondly, a power of observation so enormous
that he could photograph almost anything; and, lastly, a
marvellous faculty of multiplying at will, and yet with an
infinite variety, new illustrations of any type of character ; be
it the candid hypocrite, Mr. Pecksniff, the good-natured
Mr. Swiveller, the vain and cunning Miss Miggs, the brutal
Bill Sykes, the heroic Sydney Carton, the humorous Sam
Weller, Bumble, the archetype of pudding-headed beadledom,
the modierly Mrs. Gamp, Quelp for cruelty, the gentle Rose
Maylie, the roguish old Fagin, the pedantic Dr. Blimber,
the crafty Uriah Heap, the miser Scrooge, and dozens of

characters. Dickens did draw a picture of a gentleman and
lady in the figures of Cousin Feenix and Esther Summerson.
The marvel of Dickens is the exquisite ease, perfect physical
consistency, by which he always makes his characters glide
back into their leading trait, or central cell. This range of
character, though extensive, was strictly limited : he did
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not draw with any marked success persons beyond the lower

and middle classes—indeed Mrs. Dombey and the Veneer-

ing-s hardly touch life. But without pushing the point too

far, we may infer from the numerous editions of the books

in all shapes, sizes, and prices, that his popularity may be

tested by the numerous admirers, not only in the English-

speaking world, but on the Continent as well.

The greater the writer, the greater seem his failures—and

the immortal Dickens had many and grave faults ; so, to be

candid, had Shakespeare himself, and the good Dumas and

the careless Cervantes—but we love to remember him, as of

Abou Ben Adhem, that he loved his fellow-men, and did

more to make them happy than any other writer of his time.

Scanted of education as he was, he has in several places

frankly and eagerly confessed his early acquaintance with

the great old novelists, with a special fondness for Smollett

—whose influence is traceable in him from first to last.

Pickwick (1837), by which he sprang suddenly into fame,

and Nicholas Nickleby, are, like the older novelists, bundles

of adventure, connected, so far as they are connected at all,

only by the people who figure in them. Before reaching his

more mature and second period, Dickens made some effort

towards greater unification with the publication of Dombey
& Son (1846-48); but it was reserved to Bleak House
(1852-53) for him to make a systematic attempt to gather
up all the diverse threads of the story into a coherent plot.

To a certain extent the intricacies of his later books are so

complicated as to be almost unintelligible. Very often due
to lack of properties, the minutest detail, if it happened to

strike the writer's fancy, is elaborated in many paragraphs,
as if it were vital to the story. It is the romantic method
liberated from all restraint. He sacrifices everything for

effect, and he depicts character with observation, but with
comparatively little reflectiveness, but with an excess of

exuberance each deserving separate study, and to which
Gissing and Chesterton devoted the thoughtful criticism

and brilliantly illuminating apercus. In fact, neither the
uncritical man, nor the critical lover of Dickens, ever tires

of him who was a " glutton for work," and who managed
to avoid subject tautology. Those who appreciate his work
best do not find in it the elaborately-constructed plots, but
rather in the bric-a-brac bound loosely together in all shapes,
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sizes and conditions of humour : not of the dyspeptic

fashion of Carlyle, but of the comic lash of Punch.

Micawber is one of the most comical characters in fiction,

but we are not struck by his fidelity to nature. Although
drawn from life, he is not representative, but rather belongs

to a class of curiosities whose natural resting-place is a
museum. Even the Slumland which he depicts is typical

with an artificial glamour and humour—yet poetic justice

reigns. It was Dickens's mission to touch early Victorian

society with the humorist's wand ; to sport with its oddities,

and grotesquerie, to lash its hypocrisies and pretentiousness,

to laud its homely virtues, wherever he found them. He
introduced no new species into English literature except an
abundance of humour and fools. Dickens was a realist, and
the spiritual father of modern English realism. But the

most individual thing about him, the faculty which no one
else has ever possessed in anything like the same abundance,
has nothing at all to do with realistic methods and principles.

No one ever met a Sam Weller or a Mrs. Gamp, a Squeers
or a Captain Cuttle, a Silas Wegg or a Little Nell. They
are every one of them too good to be true : they belong to

the world of fantasy. Scores of later novelists have
expended themselves in trying to adapt, develop, or merely
reproduce them, and all have failed. The unique power of

Dickens consists in this—that the wealth and fame of their

fantastic oddities make them even more real than reality.

You believe in them, they are part of your thought much
more vigorously than the most minutely exact and veracious
portraits. The humour of Dickens is so varied, so para-
mount, so inexhaustible, that he stands forth in our memory
as the humorist of the age. Swift, Fielding, Hogarth,
Sterne and Goldsmith, in the previous century, reached at
times a more enduring level of humour without caricature,
or, as Johnson says, " an exaggerated resemblance."

Like other writers, the genius of Dickens submitted to
certain changes, without ever attaining any great expansion.
But from the time when the publication of the Pickwick
Papers began to the day when death came upon him with
The Mystery of Edwin Drood still unfinished, his influence
has been as widespread as its strength was incontestable.
The creation of Dickens is indeed somewhat fantastic and

shadowing beside Balzac, a magic lantern show rather than
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a human comedy ; but, on the other hand, individual figures

of the English masters have a vividness and vigour of

life exceeding anything in the French. He extemporised

Pickwick, it may be, but into David Copperfield and Martin

Chuzzlewit and A Tale of Two Cities he put his whole

might, working at them with a passion of determination

not exceeded by Balzac himself. Even when carried away
by the intensity of wrongs of society, the general style of

Dickens's writing is virile and direct. He had a full com-

mand of nervous English and a joyous sense of vigour to

give life to flesh and blood to the shapes that filled his

memory. Body and soul, heart and brain, and all that he

had, were thrown into his wrork with tremendous energy.

We may indeed make many deductions from the sum of

Charles Dickens's work, and yet leave his reputation firmly

established : but to a certain extent his public literary

readings did not improve his reputation. His American tour

of 1867-8 is painful history. It was almost as determined

as Scott's closing struggles after the affair of 1826; but

the latter was labouring to clear his name from dishonour,

Dickens to add a little more to what was really enough
popularity. His egotism, otherwise, was of the most harmless

kind, and scarcely injures his reputation as one of the really

big men of his time. There are few other writers of genius

which seem to transcend all criticism, of which the very

extravagances and incoherences increase the charm. Instead

of poring over tomes, he paced up and down the London
streets and suburbs with inexhaustible energy, drinking in

every pose, and for thirty-three years poured out a stream

of books to a delightful public, as a familiar friend.

The rise of Dickens is like the rise of a vast mob in revolt

against tyranny. He applied fiction to assail the abuses,

which were a legacy from the old order—debtors' prisons,

and workhouses, and Yorkshire schools, and " the circum-

locution office." Like his contemporaries, Charles Kingsley

and Mrs. Gaskell, he focussed attention on " the social

question "
: he was athirst for righteousness : and though

he was frequently horrible, he was never cruel. Dickens's
principal fault was an overwrought quality of emotion and
melodrama : in his many passages of studied sentiment and
pathos he was often extravagant and mawkish. He threw
off the shackles of convention, and with a broad humour
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showed the world his likes and dislikes. Surely it is not

fair to depreciate a novelist merely because he is also a

moralist? One of his faults as an artist is his tendency to

introduce unnecessary characters who drop in from nowhere,

exercise no influence on the story, and disappear unnoticed.

But many of these characters are known and remembered
better by what they say than by what they do. Sam Weller,

Mr. Micawber, Alfred Jingle and Mrs. Mantalini live in our

minds, not because of their actions, or their author's descrip-

tions, but because of their talk.

The humour of Dickens is individualistic, frequently

capricious and sentimental, at times even unsocial ; his

comic spirit, on the other hand, is an expression of the

collective mind, and for that reason is always discipline

itself by impersonal standards. It strives unceasingly to

maintain itself in delicate adjustment to the complex and
ever-changing- requirements of the wider life of the social

group. Humour is emotional and metaphysical : it delights

in the contrast between man's infinite significance and the

pettiness of untoward fate. From the heights of its specula-

tions, merely social and human differences, however vital,

tend to vanish, or at least to be dwarfed. The comedy of

Dickens is gigantic buffoonery, and it appears by implica-

tion to foreshadow the monographs of Meredith and
Bergson.

Dickens is prolific in monsters and caricatures, odd
fancies, and impossible comicalities, and is a delightful

showman of dreams and shadows. Although his subjects

are often technically " low " enough in all conscience, he
never here deserves the epithet " vulgar " from those who
know how to use that dangerous adjective. It is plain that
his work did not succeed solely by the considerations of
aesthetic principles. However, his work, good or bad, has
in full measure the quality of sincerity. The real, the great,
the unique merit of Dickens is that he brought to the service
of the novel an imagination which, though it was never
poetic, was plastic in almost the highest degree; and that
he communicated the results with striking originality. The
fact remains that no other writer, save Shakespeare, has
ever called into being so many men and women who have
become permanent elements of our humorous English tradi-
tion. He can give the " atmosphere " of the place he is
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describing- ; but it has been questioned whether the life with

which his scenes and characters are provided is altogether

human life—whether his world is not rather a phantasma-

goria of his own creation. Living in the days of the

historical novel, Dickens nevertheless felt that his talent lay

in the delineation of contemporary manners. Neither his

education nor the bent of his mind fitted him to excel in

the historical romance. Whatever may be the merits of

A Tale of Two Cities and Barnaby Rudge, we do not read

these with the same admiration for details as we read

Shorthouse's John Inglesart or Flaubert's Salatnbo. Though
not by birth, yet by adoption, he was one of the truest of

Londoners. Dickens was pre-eminently a man of crowds
and cities, and the bustles of the streets—he viewed life in

the multitude—so towards asceticism this apostle of meat,

drink and good comradeship was unsympathetic. In his

novels religion plays no organised part : he was humane.
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ROBERT BROWNING: AN APPRECIATION

So long- as the English language lasts, so long as any poetry

in English remains in the possession of mankind, the best

work of Robert Browning will form no small part of that

possession.

However large, or small, the proportion of Browning's
poetry may be that survives his own generation, there can
be little doubt that the principal portion to be preserved will

be lyrical. Indeed, it may be said that in the lyrical poems
we have all that is essential of the true Browning— his

eagerness, his humanity, and his high spiritual aspiration,

together with all the best that he achieved of workmanship
and melody. And yet for a very long while Browning's
lyrical poems made practically no impression upon his con-

temporaries. For fully twenty years Robert Browning was
an enigma, and an enigma which no critic particularly cared

to solve. The young man wrote a poem of some promise
called Pauline, but his subsequent ventures, Paracelsus and
Sordello, were so unintelligible to the vast majority of

readers that they passed almost without comment. It was,
indeed, not until he had published his first series of Bells

and Pomegranates that Robert Browning attracted any real

notice in the world ; and one of the oddest of many incidents

connected with the first part of his life is that a poem written

in a hurry for a particular purpose, produced for him, both
then and afterwards, a lasting popularity. At the time when
Bells and Pomegranates was in the press there was a sudden
deficiency of a few pages at the end of one of the numbers.
Browning supplied a little poem he had written for the son

of Macready, The Pied Piper of Hamelin, and suddenly
found himself famous.

192
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His dramas certainly did not help him. Perhaps Pippa

Passes was one of the poems which brought home more
clearly than any other to his contemporaries the fact that

a great poet was living and writing amongst them.

In all misunderstandings there are two sides to the

question : and it is not difficult to see now why Browning
was so long in coming into his own. Success is largely a

matter of concession to popular taste, and Browning was
the last man in the world to compromise with his audience.

He possessed by nature none of the popular methods of

appeal ; he was not facile, nor simple, nor melodious.

More than a hundred years have elapsed since Robert
Browning was born, on May 7th, 181 2, in a house in

Camberwell. That Browning should be already about to

emerge from the inevitable eclipse of reaction is a gratifying

though, we cannot help thinking, an imperfectly substantiated

announcement. But we doubt whether his " message " will

prove so entirely up-to-date as is generally taken for granted,

or will fall with its old authority on ears attuned to

Professor Bergson and William James. The Christian

theory of the universe is inherently and invincibly optimistic,

and according to Browning the wording data of all our
optimism is Love—to him Love is the highest, richest con-

ception man can form, as it gives the weary spirit the wings
of a dove on which it can fly away and be at rest. Life

demands active assent on our part, or else there will be
endless sorrow and suffering. Human life is certainly far

from what it ought to be : progress in civilization creates
new desires, and it is true that the man at the present day
is made miserable by the absence of something which his

ancestors were content to do without. From this we infer

that the happiest man is the one of the fewest wants. Our
attitude to life will depend on whether we take it as some-
thing ultimate, or believe that mundane experience points
beyond itself : consequently the argument passes on to the
greater problem as to the final goal of man. Of course the
Christian redemptive view fully recognizes the existence of
evil, but none the less it is thoroughly optimistic.

Now it seems to be that Browning's optimism is based
upon the aphorism of Pope: "All partial evil universal
good." All the problems of Browning are essentially ethical

and religious, only to be solved by good-humoured hope and
cheerfulness. However man acls he seeks a good, however

N
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ruinously he may mistake its nature; even a suicide thinks

he will be better off. To a certain extent his optimistic con-

fidence that good must needs prevail jars in slightly irritating-

fashion with the modern conception of life as involving-

boundless possibilities, but no predestined end. The founda-

tion of his theory is that our Original Sin prevents us from
attaining any measure of success on earth. But the great

thing is to aspire, and we know that God will fulfil our noble

desires in a life to come ; therefore in God man finds his

perfection.

It was unfortunate for Browning that, during his lifetime,

he appeared to stand, on the whole, for the things which
Tennyson lacked. For we can hardly help perceiving now
that Browning's peculiar failure is almost identical with

Tennyson's failure; the evident unfairness of championing
the author of Christmas Eve and Easter Day against the

author of In Memoriam disposes some of us, perhaps, to an
unnecessarily impatient reaction against the admiration of

the Browning Society. It was a powerful hope that in either

Tennyson or Browning England had given to the world once
more a man who was what Mr. Elton has called " a great

remedial thinker " as well as a great poet. Browning could

give us what Tennyson proved himself incapable, or only

half-capable, of giving. Mr. Chesterton, who has a strange
gift for clothing harmless commonplace in the forms of

belligerent paradox, said a very true thing when at the

commencement of his study of Browning he remarked that

the poet was difficult to analyse because he was so simple.

In truth, Browning possessed all the baffling qualities of a
very simple human being. His joys, his interests, his

sympathies were all essentially simple and primitive in their

kind. He was himself a primitive creature, not in the least

spoilt by the over-refinements of culture, although, if he
gave his intellect a chance, he could outdo all others in

pursuing some subtle thought through all its twists and
windings in the metaphysical forest.

The change of angle has, in the first place, certainly

seemed to show us that Browning, " ever a fighter," as he
declared himself, was involved by fate in a more insidious
conflict than he perceived, and that all unawares he failed

to make good his position in it. The battle of life, as
enacted on the surface, was a straightforward eng-agement
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enough ; and indeed, to turn from the clash and clatter of

the exhortations, the renunciations, the defiances voiced in

so many of his poems, to the extraordinary felicity of his

actual circumstances from first to last, is to feel that the

vigorous rain of blows misses its echo on the defences of the

adversary, for the sufficient reason that the adversary has

never presented himself. Browning was armed and eager,

but it so happened that there were no giants in his path to

slay.

Browning's failure, both to philosophise satisfactorily in

poetry and to write successfully by means of a deliberate

theoretical artifice, makes him a conspicuous example of the

thoroughly instinctive poet— instinctive in unquestioning

acceptation of life as his material, and instinctive in the

manner of composition.

Defects of art seconded defects of thought in Browning's
failure as a philosophical poet. These artistic defects have
always been obvious, and heed not be too much insisted on
at this time of day. He either lacked the power or the

patience, when he was writing from his intellect, to shape
his matter into unique coherence, to give it that self-con-

tained, intensified isolation from the unformed rest of the

world, which is the first necessity in art. Fears and Scruples
is a typical case. Something poetical might certainly have
been made of the idea here. But, first, the idea is simply
juggled with ; and second, the juggling is simply vigorous,
one gesture following another, not in the least separated, by
the unique significance of formal isolation, from all the other
vigorous conversations in the world. The result is trivial

ingenuity, which belongs neither to poetry nor to religious

philosophy.

Among poets less distinctively religious there have been
some, such as Tennyson, who ministered to religion in its

more emotional aspects. Browning, on the other hand,
influenced the mind rather than the heart; he has assisted
a vast number of readers to find a logical basis for their
creed. Wordsworth also did this, incidentally as it were, in

a few of his poems. Browning's poetry is seldom beautiful,
judged by aesthetic canons. Often it is ugly and repellent,
lacking both technical skill and charm. But it is the medium
through which its author propounds a scheme of " Christian "

philosophy. It grips by sheer force the reader's attention.
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It is the utterance of a man who, by deep thought, has
reached intense conviction.

Browning, in short, was a spiritual adventurer born out

of due time. His rich endowment, the seething flood of

originality which was set up in such contrast with the broadly

civilised tradition that Keats had established and Tennyson
was already adorning, seems designed for a different oppor-

tunity from that which it received. Browning belongs to

the class of those who use their intellectual powers to work
out a definite poetic theme, and who lay heavy contributions

on the philosophical and metaphysical thought of their time.

What we observe in Browning—and that is what lends such
fascination to a study of him—is that there was always a

desperate and unending conflict going on within him between
two different parts and elements of his soul. For some
reason or other, he seems to have thought that it was his

business to be logical, argumentative, ratiocinative, meta-
physical, analytic ; whereas all the time those elements in

him which made an immediate appeal, the gifts which in

reality crowned him as a veritable poet, belonged to his

emotional temperament, and not to his mental equipment.
We may deride him or not for what may be considered either

his weakness or his strength ; but he was undoubtedly full

of simple and primitive piety, highly emotional, belonging
to the order of men who believe because they feel, not of

those who believe because they know. No one can peruse
the volumes of his poetry without being aware how deeply
and instinctively religious Browning was.

This is the kind of doubting which unfortunately results

—

irrationally, but naturally—from the accident of Browning's
having been Tennyson's contemporary. If misprision of

Browning's is ever seriously notable, as it very possibly may
be, as perhaps it is even to-day, it will be merely due to
this. But he will hardly have to endure any very lengthy
period of misprision. If his faults are obvious, his virtues
are easily remarkable ; both may be at least approximately
estimated without grim straining of critical faculty. Some of
his faults, indeed, faults of expression, were so obvious that,

even after he had quite won through the popular neglect and
contempt they caused, his best admirers could only forgive
them. But his gravest faults were taken as virtues, or
rather they did service as the virtues required of him.
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Browning's nature was simple, candid, perhaps even a

little rough and ready in its methods. He loved praise—all

artists do—but he had accustomed himself to live very com-
fortably without it. He liked to form his own opinions and
to carve out his own road ; but he was a man of sense, and
a very robust and honourable human being ; and he knew
that the most wilful of us, if he wishes to be happy, must
sometimes take the road of others. Nothing would have
interested Browning himself more keenly than to listen to

the analysis of his own dramatic efforts by experts in

stagecraft, and to hear the story in The Ring and the Book
expounded by the most ingenious of our novelists.

The whole question, for instance, how and where Browning
found his subjects (as to which The Ring and the Book is

almost alone in explaining itself), attracts by its many
obscurities, and would lead seductively on to his power of

awaking the past by means of an erudition doubtless more
curious than exhaustive. His language, his metres, his very
rhymes, might furnish points of departure for developments
which still wait to be worked out, bearing upon his detach-
ment from what in his day was the main dream of poetry.

But his purely lyrical poems, hardly touched on yet, compel
with beauty of so rare a quality that other issues must be
left.

As we go on living and get older, we watch the varying
lot of writers and of their books. Looking back a little way,
we can trace the successive apostleships of Carlyle, of
Ruskin, and of George Meredith, and we can occupy our-
selves in comparing the varying phases through which the
particular discipleship of these great writers has passed with
the years.

Other questions, again, are asked which reflect the kind
of cynicism with which young men in the twentieth century
look back upon their fathers in the nineteenth. Browning,
like Tennyson, was undoubtedly a Victorian poet, and it is

not the fashion of the day to admire anything that belongs
to the Victorian era. What the critics seem particularly to
complain of are those noble, but, of course, not always
successful, efforts made by many of the writers in the nine-
teenth century to attain to some solution of the great enigmas
of life. Both Browning and Tennyson attempted to answer
some of the riddles which have for generations vexed the
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souls of men. They not only possessed, in point of fact, a

theory of poetry, such as it was, but they also thought it

part of their mission to be thinkers, and almost prophets,

justifying the ways of God to men. This constant

antagonism between intellectual and emotional elements

pursued Robert Browning throughout his whole career.

Intellect was the besetting sin of his poetry at the very

beginning ; then he seems to have thrown it off for a while,

letting the natural fountains of his poesy flow through a

thousand beautiful channels.

But the truth seems to be that Browning was only wilfully,

and against his nature, an intellectual poet
;
profoundly his

nature was that of the instinctive poet. And when we think

of the splendid work his real faculty achieved, in spite of all

his wilful interference with it; when we recall his energy,

its tragic insight, its humour, its beauty—it can hardly seem
worth while to be concerned with his attempts to be, not

better, but other, than nature made him.

Many will quite well remember there was a time when a

large circle of Browning's admirers used to value certain

peculiarities, with which we are all familiar, in his style,

simply because they could not understand that in poetry, as

in prose, a clear, simple expression does not necessarily go
with shallow thinking. They therefore looked for obscurity

in Browning's work where it could not properly be found,

and they entirely ignored the truth which has been stated

by Aubrey de Vere, who was himself a fine critic and poet,

when he said " Browning thought in shorthand."

In nearly the whole of Browning's poetry there is no touch

that is either hysterical or sentimental ; and we may measure,

if we can, the difference in the colour of life which is induced

by such freedom. If, in a few well-known pieces, sentiment

may seem to be played with a little insincerely, if, in a few
others, the exuberance is lacking in simplicity, these are

momentary interruptions in the steady comprehension with

which the working of passion in human life is faced. Senti-

mentality never fronts the real issue at all ; hysteria clouds it.

Browning's grave and searching realism evades no difficulties

here, and never condescends to the idea that beauty is

exquisite or pleasure rare, if either is thought of as separable

from the sum of life.

But to appreciate almost any one of Browning's poems
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the reader has to discern those principles of belief which are

the key to their purpose and coherence. They are the truths

which it is his whole business to champion, which justify the

exercise of faith, and give us his key to the riddle of life.

They are presented in a variety of forms; directly, or in a

narrative with an ancient setting-

, or in a lyric; but the

ideas are die same throughout. Let those who love the task
" place " him in his proper rank, and measure him as they

are able with his peers. If, as Bishop Lightfoot thought,

books live largely for posterity in virtue of the magic of

style, there is small chance for the immortality of much that

Browning wrote. A sufficiency will survive to make us

grateful for his life. Yet the very failing may have a greater

lesson behind it.

One teaching of our poet seems to have been strangely

under-valued. It is his profound conviction of the utter

impotence of words to express either deepest emotion or

highest aspiration ; and thereby he comes most closely into

touch with the Church. Music, indeed, is the one art which
has been constantly progressive in power down the centuries.

While Plato or Homer remain unapproachable in majesty,

and Sophocles in diction unsurpassed, the range of music
to-day is immeasurably greater than anything that David
knew of. It is a curious paradox that while Tennyson, who
wrote the most perfectly melodious verse of his time, cared

and knew little about music, Browning, to whom the art of

music was a passion scarcely less potent than the art of

poetry, wrote so often with an apparent disregard for form,

and with a violence that offends and even hurts the ear.

Yet it is only the most superficial observer who fails to

see that Browning's poetry is full of deep and haunting
harmonies of its own.

His, however, is the music of harmony rather than of

melody ; it is even at times the music of discord. He is

among poets what Wagner is to musicians ; as Shakespeare
may be likened to Beethoven, or Shelley to Chopin. The
greater is his technical perfection, the greater also is his

real failure. It is better to struggle for something unattain-

able than to acquiesce in the adequate accomplishment of

something finite. That, we may say, was Browning's great

message to the world, and if the later generation rejects it

—as, apparently, it does—then it is easy to understand why
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the poet, who was the mouthpiece of this unquestionable

faith, no longer holds the mastery he used to exercise over

men's minds. The hardness and difficulty of his style, the

extraordinary poetical contortions of which he was capable,

the easy satisfaction he seems to have experienced in jog-trot

rhymes—these are things which, naturally, have not escaped

censure from the moderns, just as they originally made him
unpopular with his early contemporaries.

But behind all these questions of workmanship, of course,

there remains in the lyrical poems of Browning the inspiring

nature of the man, where thought has not yet time to

crystallise, nor imagination room to run riot. Nowhere did

the essential spirit of the poet burn brighter, with its " hard
and gem-like flame," the spirit of one who has fought with

doubt and vanquished fear, making of the failures of life a

ladder set up to heaven, with the angels of hope and faith

ascending and descending in the perfect service of humanity.
A great writer must be judged by his triumphs, not by his

failures. The primary concern of the poet must be with his

vehicle of expression. It is never the imaginary person that

speaks but always Robert Browning imagining himself into

the imaginary person's skin, and endowing him with his

(Robert Browning's) subtlety and celerity of thought, his

fertile casuistry, his intricate volubility.

In the last poem of his last book he reasserted his faith

in lines which are familiar, yet must be quoted here, because
they epitomise his optimism so admirably ; in truth he was :

One who never turned his back, but marched breast forward,
Never doubted clouds would break,

Never dreamed, though Right were worsted, Wrong would triumph
;

Held we fall to rise, are baffled to fight better,

Sleep to wake.

Therefore he bade his fellow-men struggle, without too
much eagerness for a perceptible result, but with no anxiety
as to the final issue. And not by contemplation but by
action would they best profit themselves and others. Indeed,
his message is a development of that great word of
St. Paul's :

" Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil by
good."
No reader of Browning's poetry can miss the virile

strength that follows from his joyous personality; he had
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the invaluable endowment of a pre-disposition to see the

happy side of life—not that of an electic—but that of an

individual who had staked his all and won. Even from the

depths of misery he brings to us a message of hope. He
crowds his pages with criminals, it is true, but he sees

deeper than their crimes in order to point at a latent good :

he battles with flesh and blood to justify the worst evil by

what is highest of all. God has given us no revelation as to

what the standard of true poetry is ; mankind are left quite

to their own liberty to argue for or against Browning's title

to have exercised his faculty of the constructive imagination

in such a way as to have earned a high place among poets.

But God has given us a revelation what religion, morality,

and high spirituality mean ; on the strength of which com-
munication from above, we fearlessly affirm that there is

more true spirituality in the Penny Catechism than in all

Browning's poems put together; and that the poems are to

be brought to> the test of the Catechism, not the Catechism

to the test of the poems.

He loved spiritual power better than spiritual grace,

the sublime better than the beautiful, the picturesque and

grotesque better than the harmonious. Yet his idealism was
never unreal. Browning aimed to reveal the soul to himself

by a sudden application of a severe test; he endeavoured to

sink the individual to the universal. To him life is but

probationary, not to be judged by standards of worldly

success or its reverse ; sorrow and self-denial, he said, were

man's privileges, for to him all expression was good; and
he places the tendency to good in a conscious creative power.

Earthly life was considered good. His optimism was part

of the vigorous sanity of his moral nature—like a reasonable

man, he made the happiness which he did not find. A large-

hearted optimism, based upon a wide faith in God and man,
buoys his work into the realm of sunshine which in his

wildest and most chaotic moods he never forsook. In many
ways we can compare him with Thomas Hardy. Both poets

are particularly attracted by the meetings and partings of

fate, its conjunctions and mistimings. Both in their unvar-
nished speech seem to laugh at the mysteries of poetic

diction, though they set their plain language to an elaborate
rhyme structure.
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THE PASSION OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE

Most writers of note have come into fame by repeated good
work, but Charlotte Bronte bounded into fame with the

publication of one book, namely, Jane Eyre, a sort of

imaginary autobiography written by a girl who was ignorant

of the world to a degree much below that of any other known
writer of fiction. Her style, though sometimes scriptural, is

emphatically her own. On small occasions it is grandilo-

quent; on great occasions superb. She could not be trivial,

flippant or dull. Yet she had little or no humour. Her
books are not apparently the product of any specific age,

nor is their style marked to any assignable period.

Currer Bell (for that was her real name) belonged to no
school ; she was not involved in any literary parties, she

rose with few rivals, and she died before she had time to

create any. She was none of Dr. Johnson's ladies, no brilliant

blue-stocking, no queen of salons, no intimate of wits and
statesmen, no beautiful candidate for Sir Joshua's canvas, nor

a member of the entourage of the snuff-box tapping Gibbon
or Burke. Not a peopled but an unfrequented life. She did

not write books which Whitman called " books distilled from
books," but books distilled from life; and in another sense,

equally important, her books do not render the outward past

of her own experiences. The romantic tendency of the

writing is coloured by a strange sense of reality often in its

most depressing aspects. George Meredith, as Lord Morley
recently told us, used to say that some pages of Villette

are the high-water mark of English prose in our time.

Swinburne, too, searched the dictionary for eulogistic
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epithets in Charlotte Bronte's praise, and ended by placing

her with Shakespeare. Lord Acton, on the other hand,

found an even more exalted position for George Eliot.

The Bronte world is well defined. It is articulate even

though the roar of storms, oaths, and the snarl of savage

dogs are necessary for its utterance ; but it also compels our

hearts to whisper a warning against pessimism, and to be

mindful of our own perverse capacities. The conjunction of

intense feeling with a narrow range of experience explains

their frequent violence and excess. Give a quantity of gun-

powder ample space, and it may be exploded with little

danger ; confine it, and it will rend the solid rock to pieces.

So a florid imagination and a vast capacity for wrath,

operating upon the cabined lives of the Brontes, produced

Jane Eyre and IVuthering Heights.

She lived with an unparalleled energy, a life of outward
quiet, in a loneliness which she shared only with her sister

and the moors; life was pictured as a starry midnight

scene under flashes of fitful lightning; with the ring and
weird mystery of De Quincey, as in the sensational Jane
Eyre, which has been called by some the parent of modern
sensationalism ; besides ranked among the masterpieces in

the rare order of literary "Confessions." The sisters

Bronte had no models, and they have had no imitators.

Nature broke the mould. They came from and returned to

mystery.

Passion was alive in her as a flame is alive in the earth.

She desired to be alone so as to burn more furiously. To be

alone was for her to be alone with " a chainless soul " which
only asked for courage to endure. Like everything she did,

her books were scrupulously honest—the result of a sincere

and vivid soul, resolved to utter what it had most at heart.

Charlotte Bronte did not attempt to portray what she did

not know, nor describe any scene with which she was not

familiar; and in this respect she is almost Wordsworthian.
The unmistakable power of Jane Eyre did not redeem it

from criticism ; soon there was a loud outcry against its

outspokenness and freedom of treatment, for it treated of

things that are real in life in a telling manner, and with a

passion which is as real as it is well controlled. She
introduced at once dramatic and romantic, analytic and
imaginative, pathetic and ethical—with the namby-pamby or
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goody-goody. Beyond doubt her books are extraordinarily

clever, almost diabolically so.

Outwardly, Charlotte Bronte's life was one of decorous,

uneventful simplicity, but as a writer she plunged boldly into

the whirl of passion, and never hesitated to lay bare the

inner sanctuary of feeling. However, the main part to be

noted about Jane Eyre is that the subject itself was absolutely

unconventional. In this, as in all her novels, she describes

love not from the man's but the woman's point of view.

The story is less remarkable, although its fascination is

unrelenting, than the revelation of a new psychology in a

young woman battling with the struggle for life under the

stress of a highly emotional and yet powerful character.

The mannerisms are the outcome of a sincerity that is never

absurd even when it is most extravagant. Poor, plain and
small, the heroine proves—as St. Paul did long ago—how
unimportant a mean presence is, if the spirit within be great.

To hear mention of the Bronte family is to> be conscious

of a note of sorrow. The grim, austere father, the conven-
tional mother, the bare stone rectory, the wind-swept York-
shire moors—the gripping poverty, the delicate health and
restricted lives of the three sisters— the tragedy of their

brother's career, are unrelieved by any sunshine though
warmed with devoted family affection. The loving pity of

Charlotte, Emily and Anne for the unfortunate Branwell,

forms the mingled tragedy and sweetness of their history.

Ill-health, disgrace, love of home, struggling genius and
deep religious feeling have left their marks on all that these

remarkable women have written, both of prose and poetry.

No writer surpasses her in the power of making what she
describes immediately visible to us. She seems to sit down
to write from compulsion. The scenes in her mind are

painted so boldly and in such strong colours, that her hand
(so we feel) drives rapidly across the paper, and trembles

with the intensity of her thought. It is not surprising to

hear that she did not enjoy writing her books, and yet that

writing was the only occupation that could lift her up when
the burden of sorrow and shame which life laid on her
weighted her to the ground.
Few novelists have been so much the outcome of their

surroundings as Charlotte Bronte ; few have been more auto-
biographical under cover of fiction, few have depended more
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for their mise-en-scene, down to veriest details and micro-

scopic touches, on the localities adopted as the background

of their plots. The specific peculiarity of her power is the

way she reveals to us intense passions lurking- behind the

affairs of ordinary day life ; the power with which this is

effected is marvellous.

She remains always unsophisticated, but with a power

through sheer force of meaning of creating the word, the

needs, and winging her way with a rhythm of her own.
This mastery over language grew as she gained maturity as

an artist; and in Villette, the last and greatest of her works,

she is mistress not only of a strong and individual style, but

of a style that is both variable and splendid. It makes us

sad ; but it leaves our hearts dry, we watch beings who
suffer, without sharing their suffering—our identity is not

merged in the human crisis. We are made to remember,
too, her long toil with brush and pencil, for she has a strange

gift, rare in a writer, of rendering the quality of colour and
of texture in words, and thus investing many of her scenes

with a curious brilliance and solidity. Yes, she was a quaint
creature, with her blend of firm Puritanism and ardent
passion for freedom, both of which are expressed in her
novels.

Charlotte Bronte's greatest defect, the want of humour,
must be put down to the account of nature rather than
circumstance. She is always in earnest, and whatever of

coarseness there may be in her works comes from her
photographic fidelity to the life she knew, and was no part
of the fibre of her mind. Among the men and women of
her acquaintance it was the custom to speak plainly and to
call a spade a spade. The sisters Bronte had observed men
closely, and, as was to be expected, they were not able to
see things through the eyes of men. We cannot sit at
Charlotte's feet as a great teacher, but we feel for her in

her sorrow, disappointments which clung to her all her life.

She has our sympathy. But it is tempting to speculate how
humour and charity and genius would have ripened in the
sun of a happy marriage. Considerable as the merits of her
books are, they lack charm. And, lacking charm, no book
is truly great.
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KINGSLEY, THE BRUISED REED OF
PROTESTANTISM

Charles Kingsley (1819-75) was not a professed novelist,

nor a professed man of letters, but a bundle of over-

excited nerves and ill-assorted ideas, much more poet than

philosopher ; more sympathetic than lucid, with the tempera-

ment of a Rousseau, with its blind eloquence, furious

antipathies and splendid sophistries. Hardly any of his

books are without a form of controversy. For what was
most vital in his books was inspired by the ideas and
purposes which determined the essential course of his life,

and took immediate shape under the impulses which created

them. The belief, which he never lost, that something
tremendous was going- to happen about the middle of next
week, kept him always on the stretch, and half-spoiled him
for a man of letters : his parts are better than the whole.

Kingsley's exuberant faith in his own message showed that

he was equally self-confident and a lover of his own
infallibility. But it must not be forgotten that persistence in

a given belief is no sufficient test of its truth, and that

definite evidence is worth more than theorizing.

As a landscape painter, Kingsley can image for us many
continents and zones with astonishing force and reality. His
novels are played in many parts of the world—Alexandria
and the desert of the Nile, West Indian jungles, the fever
dens of London, the shores and rivers of Devonshire, and
mist of the Fen District. In the last two his tastes and
habits are felt. Kingsley may be ranked with Izaak Walton
and White of Selbourne, and Richard Jefferies, for his power
of describing the naturalist point of view : we are not lost

206
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or led to mystic meditation, but simply to the profound

insight of an observer who was also a lover of nature.

Charles Kingsley thought that " the spinning jenny and

the railroad, Cunard liners and electric telegraphy were

surer evidences of union with the divine than the existence

of 'saints and virgins.'" His type of religion, robust

and cheerful, was described as "muscular Christianity."

Although hot-tempered and combative, he was a man of

noble character. Together with F. D. Maurice and others,

he became deeply interested in social amelioration, which

they supported under the name of Christian Socialism.

Kingsley's social tracts contain a certain electric atmosphere

of sectarian excitement ; and though some of it is a lie, yet

it is a good, thundering, honest lie. In truth, Kingsley,

viewed in all his literary work, stands out as an athlete of

the intellect and the emotions; doing much, and doing it

remarkably well, for the improvement of his generation. If

Kingsley had only written Alton Locke and Yeast his

influence would have been marked : not so much that time

has modified his views as that his views have modified the

times. He loved life, he loved the country, he loved sport,

he loved work; and was as fluent with his pen as in

expression. With the impetuosity of his nature he wrote
copiously on a great variety of topics, but he had to suffer

the penalty of all those who in their time are enthusiastically

"in the movement." His memory survives, so does his

work, but they are survivals rather than perennial influences.

Kingsley was alarmed by what he conceived to be the

tendencies of the Oxford Movement; he had visions of

England being handed over to the Jesuits, the Pope being
enthroned at Canterbury : so he forthwith painted with
exaggeration and unjust prejudice, the horrors of the
Inquisition and the iniquities of Rome. Now the dangers
are far more on the other side—apathy and indifference in

the religious life. Where he failed to teach, inspire, he
stirred men to anger or laughter at his silly and flashy

theological polemics. To Kingsley it was not one particular

abuse to be swept away, but the whole social system. He
can never be quiet for a moment. Every sentence must be
emphatic and intense. Every work subsequent to Yeast
involved an effect which told heavily upon his constitution.

Such books as Westward Ho! turned men's thoughts
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seaward, and taught them to take a larger view of their

country's mission than they were likely to derive from the

philosophy and politics of their own day. In 1855 it was
not possible to be at the same time an admirer of Drake and

a disciple of Cobden. History, as represented in his books,

is notoriously inaccurate. In the words of a critic : "he
let his weakest qualities go in with the strongest in his

novels, and had also the still more unfortunate tendency to
' trail coats ' of the most inconceivably different colours for

others to tread upon." Liberals, Radicals and Tories;

Catholics, High Churchmen, Low Churchmen and No-
Churchmen ; sentimentalists and cynics

;
people who do not

like literary and historical allusions, and people who are

meticulous about literary and historical accuracy — all

these, and many others, are sure to lose patience with

him now and then. Without agreeing with the motif and
depicting of the characters in Westward Ho ! it is yet

Kingsley's most brilliant work; it depicts the glories of

Elizabethan adventurers and patriotism with wonderful
enthusiasm. The book is a sterling historical romance, one
of the most successful books in a select list, which includes

The Cloister and the Hearth, John Inglesant, Lorna Doone,
Esmond, Waverley, and The Three Musketeers. The tone of

this tale of England and the Spanish Main is far too English

and of an extreme ultra type of Protestantism. More than

any other of his books, it displays his gift of dramatic
presentation and his skill in the poetic description of scenery.

And the same may be said of his history lectures at

Cambridge. Neither a profound metaphysician nor a precise

logician, he was a picturesque rather than a deeply read or

accurate historian ; and consequently he had to live down
much animosity and suspicion. Eustace Leigh is certainly

not a fair example of Jesuit ideals, but his cousin, an at-all-

events genuine Elizabethan, Frank a typical courtier, and
Amyas, the brave, blustering, and not too scrupulous sailor,

who goes in quest of an abducted heroine.

Did the Elizabethans have about Spain exactly the

feeliogs which Kingsley describes in the bucaneer romance,
Westward Hoi? If they did, it is the last example in our
history of a national hatred, such a racial antagonism as
our mediaeval forefathers entertained for the unfortunate
Jews who trespassed upon their hospitality until Edward I,
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drove them out of England. But even in Westward Ho ! it

is not easy to discriminate between national dislike and the

odium theologicum; and it may have been Papists and

believers in the Inquisition that the Elizabethans hated, and

not Spaniards as such. It is true that before the theological

controversy began the Spanish colony in London was
extremely unpopular, and the events of an " Evil May
Day " have impressed the fact upon generations of school-

boys. And so Kingsley launches us into a story, which is

carried with inexhaustible verve, and with something beyond

mere vigour and high spirits ; and we are not given to

criticise the antithesis between the man who does right

according to precept and the man who does right by the

spirit of God that is in him. Kingsley sought to clothe his

narrative in Elizabethan prose ; so he affected long sentences,

used the second person dispensed of the verb in direct

address, and sometimes dared to clip off the d's of the past

participles of weak verbs.

Kingsley was a writer with a " mission," and in one sense

his " mission " is a little antiquated. But although he

dissipated some of his natural force by engaging in themes
and discussions which were outside his native range, and
although his work suffered inevitably from the controversial

and topical interests which inspired it, there is another sense

in which it may be said to have a surviving and vital lesson

for all time and for all classes of intellectual activity. For
true enthusiasm never loses its power, and optimism, when
all has been said, remains the natural attitude of mankind.
The fire of his zeal was hot enough to effect a sort of

amalgamation, but his patience was not equal to the per-

fection. And Kingsley was a genuine enthusiast and a

thorough-going optimist. Behind all his vigorous party-

cries, his " No nonsense !" his " Our side, right or wrong !"

and all the rest of his boyish partisanship—behind all there

is a fine, informing faith in progress and human destiny.

When he attacked Newman, he jumped without calculat-

ing the distance, and the fall was great ! Happily from this

ill-advised attack accrued the Apologia, and left Kingsley
a very bruised and battered champion of Protestantism. He
said the wrong things, he made charges which could not be
substantiated, and when challenged, he attempted to defend

o
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that which was indefensible. His anti-Roman prejudices

made Hypatia a novel of aggressive purpose ; what purports

to be historical fact, Leslie Stephens has pronounced a

bubble that bursts, on the most delicate touch. A sound

historian would shudder at innumerable anachronisms, and
pick holes in every paragraph. When Kingsley denounced
the ancient Church, he also weakened faith in the Church
he adored : such is the irony of fate.

The Water Babies (1863) with the memorable songs—which
in form approach perfection more nearly than anything else

their author ever did—is a half Rabelaisian though per-

fectly inoffensive potpourri of all sorts of things, exceedingly

delightful to fit tastes : a book deserving the name of a

modern classic, unless the phrase be a contradiction of terms.

The book is an immortal bit of fun, and will be remembered
long after the author's nonsensical whims about science are

forgotten. In its own way the book has not been surpassed,

except perhaps by Lewis Carroll. It tells of a poor little

chimney-sweep who is carried off by a good fairy, and being
equipped with gills is introduced to the marvels of the

unknown deep. The beautiful but common things of nature,

the marvels of the world of waters, and a host of fanciful

creatures, are woven into the wondrous tale, and snatches
of poetry and fitting little fables alternate with a gay
burlesque and restrained satire. Kingsley screams often

when he ought to speak. All his books do this. If he tells

you it is eleven o'clock, it seems as if it were the last hour
of the world.
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DOSTOEYSKY, THE RUSSIAN NOVELIST

It may be said with truth that from its very nature literature

can only affect to be enjoyed by a minority. But it remains

true that the character of a literature is profoundly modified

by the circumstances of the society in which it is born. The
sorrow and joy of a great writer are commensurate with that

of the world which he knows. Faust said to> the pedant,

whose strength lies in mere memory and analysis :
" Why,

if you have anything to say, go out of your way to hunt for

words? That only is of value which comes only from your

heart." Carefully considered, Goethe implied that without

true and original thought a good style is impossible, while

on the other hand, thought does not become realistic until

it has assumed its perfect and most rythmical form of

expression. On one whose whole natural life is woven not

on deeds but on thoughts and visions, moods and dreams,

all this intensely actual violence cannot have the permanent
influence that personal experience or suffering have had on
some of the world's greatest writers.

There is considerable dispute as to the relative positions of

the Russian novelists. Mr. Maurice Baring puts Fyodor
Michaelovitch Dostoevsky absolutely first, mainly on the

ground that not only is he a writer of the greatest distinc-

tion in his literary work, but that his work itself is based
on his personal experiences that it becomes a very valuable

psychological document.
In the year 1849, at the age of 28, he was arrested, with

forty-three others, for belonging to what we in England
would term as a daring debating society on socialistic ideas.

At the end of the same year he was on a scaffold awaiting
211
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his end when an officer dashed up with a reprieve and com-
mutation of the sentence to imprisonment in Siberia. For
four years he served with criminals of the most atrocious

type, followed by a period of exile. The year 1866 saw the

publication of Crime and Punishment, and, despite his fame
as an author, he underwent financial ruin. Driven about

by his creditors, he was forced to leave Russia. Abused,
misunderstood, almost starving-, and never well, working
against tremendous odds, he died in January, 1881, and was
followed to the grave by thousands of people.

It is recorded that one day a young man of promise was
introduced to Dostoevsky by some friends. There was a

general conversation about his first writings, about his hope,

about Russia and life. His young protege made a very

favourable impression, and when he withdrew, Dostoevsky
was asked :

" Well, what do you think of him? "

Dostoevsky rested his soft, velvet-like eyes on the

questioner, and replied very quietly :
" Do you know what

he needs? He needs to live through thirteen years of

Siberia. That would make him."
This is a true Russian point of view that suffering is a

touchstone for the hidden gold in a man's spiritual nature.

Dostoevsky remains unsurpassed for a combination of

wisdom and love which is rare in the history of the world's

letters.

We have, when we read Dostoevsky, an incessant sense of

pain ; and to many this pain is the essence of Dostoevsky.
It is what he has to tell us about life ; it is his truth and his

beauty, and his conscience. Dostoevsky reads like an
actual experience, and he writes under the shock of that

experience; he himself feels the pain which Dostoevsky
felt and expressed with such enormous force. Now everyone
who really experiences Dostoevsky must feel his pain. And
yet one may feel it without regarding it as part of the truth

which great artists have to tell us about life. Rather it is a

personal accident in both. Tolstoy and Dostoevsky would
have been equally great artists without it; only, being great

artists, they had to express it because it was what they felt.

We all of us do at times experience life with such pain ; life

hurts us as a noise hurts us when we have a headache, even
though it may be music. It was a quality of all Dostoevsky 's
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experience, because his disease, his epilepsy, constantly

affected his mind, and made all experience to him what
music is to a man with a headache. But he was one of the

greatest of all artists, because he knew all the time that the

music was music and the headache was in his head. He
could not write as if he had no headache, because he had
the sincerity of the artist, because he had to express his

experience as it was. But his art has beauty because he

knew that the ache was in his head, not in the universe.

Dostoevsky put all the pain into his version of life that

he felt himself, because he was a great artist. He makes
great demands on our sense of excitement and curiosity.

He could not pretend to have found a harmony where he

had not yet found it ; but he wrote always with faith in such

a harmony, and it is that faith which gives beauty to his

work. He was never for a moment in doubt about his own
values, that they were real values, and that his mind was a

stable fact answering to certain other stable facts in the

universe, and that his pain was not one of these stable facts.

It, unlike his values, was a personal peculiarity which he
could not ignore in his art, but which he struggled with

incessantly, as one would struggle with a headache if one
wished to listen to beautiful music.

There is no difference in meaning between The Idiot and
King Lear. Both give us a heightened sense of the meaning
of life, both prophesy of a harmony through the very
intensity of their discord. It is the discord that makes us
aware of the harmony, to which it is so fearful an exception

;

and the poets could not give us such a sense of discord
unless there were a deeper sense of harmony within them.
To quote this sentence of Dostoevsky 's : "If anyone can

prove to me that Christ is outside the truth, and if the truth
really does exclude Christ, I should prefer to stay with Christ
and not with the truth . . ." and then add : "In these
words Dostoevsky confessed that for him the truth did
exclude Christ," is surely an extraordinary piece of per-
versity. Its origin seems plain enough. Dostoevsky, who
was born in 1821, belonged to a rationalistic period. He
was a child of a sceptical age. He felt the critical effect of
rationalism in his faith. Yet all his great novels are con-
sumed with a passion to find the synthesis that at some
moments Dostoevsky felt must be possible.
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Mr. Murray's appreciation is particularly interesting in

what he says about Dostoevsky's relation to Christianity.

It is, he says, " easy to claim Dostoevsky for a Christian

if you do not care to understand his conception of Christ.

He loved Christ, indeed, as few men have loved him
; but

such a love of Christ will work havoc with Christianity.

Dostoevsky never faltered in this love, but the love could

never satisfy his hunger for belief. Those two things are

sundered by an abyss. It may even be that they cannot

in great hearts be reconciled. A Dostoevsky would not

purchase the security of faith in Christ's divinity at the price

of His mortal agonies. His soul was tortured with the

desire for that security, yet would he have refused it had
it been offered to him ; so devouring was his love for Christ."

But what is said there of Dostoevsky is true of every

Christian, of every man who is possessed by religion. Love
never can satisfy the hunger for belief, as the words of all

great Saints prove to us. Men are not religious, they are

not Christians, in their desire for happiness, but because of

their values. Only their values are secure ; and it is the

utter security of those that leads them into sorrow and
through despair, as if these things were but brambles in

the path.

So in his books man seems to us a passive being, but not,

therefore, helpless or will-less. There is good and evil ; but
its reality is not in action, but in the experience which
proceeds and causes action. Hence the peculiarity of

Dostoevsky's plots; they are conceived in terms of mental
experience, not of action, and they puzzle those to whom
action is the last reality. There is in Dostoevsky's novels

the absence of a sense of time. This, we think, is due to

his conception of reality as experience—not as action. For
we have far less sense of time when we think of what
happens to us than when we think of what we do. When
life is an intense experience, as when we listen to music, we
almost pass into eternity and lose our sense of duration. So
it is with all life as Dostoevsky experienced it, even in his

pain ; and so he gives us this sense of eternity in his books.
If, then, such a man's judgment about life is not worth

having, we really do not know where else to turn. If he
had been sceptical or, better, a revolutionary at heart, we
should not have been surprised ; but no—he was throughout
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lite simple, trustful and affectionate as a child. Indeed, it

is impossible not to pity him, yet he never pitied himself.

His books resemble the Greek tragedies by the magnitude

of the spiritual adventure they set forth; but, unlike those

ancient tales, Dostoevsky not only believed in life as a sacred

thing-, but in a life that was irradiated by Christian love and

principles ; who in his survey of some of the most pitiable

wrecks of humanity yet proclaimed that there was a soul of

goodness in evil things.

H's first book, written in 1844, entitled Poor Folk, was a

stor> of a young clerk's perpetual struggle for the necessities

of life, and his friendship with a young girl. The story is

tenderly told, but the end is the direst tragedy. His exile

to Sioeria is thinly disguised in the book, Buried Alive; yet

he never wrote anything more noticeable than Crime and
Ptnishment. The book was written before the psychological

novel had been invented ; but the so-called works of this

type turn pale before this record written in blood and tears.

Had he never written anything else his reputation would
luve been assured. Even Nietzsche acknowledged how much
ht owed to Crime and Punishment. The subject—that of an
ecucated and sensitive man committing murder after per-

siading himself that the deed would redound to the greater

good—suited his pen admirably. He shows us that there

aie various degrees of moral guilt, and that the one thing

certain is that a man who has committed a crime may, if he

is of the right stamp, redeem himself through the punish-

ment he endures. Unlike Macbeth, Raskolnikov is redeemed
ly Sonia, who had power to understand him by reason of

her repentance, like the Magdalen of old. The events which
he relates are like real events, they are not mitigated with
sentiment like Dickens. As we read them, it is we ourselves

who have to supply the comment to them ; he makes us
feel that he wants to help and heal ; he does not describe
for the mere pleasure of describing—he has the instinct of
the doctor and reformer, and not that of the judge or police.

He does not criticise, he does not condone; his heart is too
full of love for that. We can liken his novels unto the
twilight or dusk—there seems to be no ordinary daylight;
and it is perhaps this that makes his novels somewhat
heavy. To Dostoevsky, more than any other novelist, good
and evil exist—they exist to him as much as these passions
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do in King Lear. Peace is for him far away on the horizou,

and because of this the more real as he does not pretend to

reach it on this earth.

The year 1868 saw his work, The Idiot. There is little

doubt that Mwyskin is not a portrait of the writer, but a

character study of what he would like to be. The idiot is

a wise fool from whom all egoism has been annihila:ed,

whose simplicity allows him to pass unharmed through a

world of evil. Truthfulness and sincerity were his passvord

—a seeker after la vraie verite". People begin by calling him

a fool ; they end by blessing his name ; he overpowers all

by his beauty of holiness. The wisdom of the world is

foolishness for him ; naturally a hero like this finds himself

in rather queer situations— the absolute antithesis of a

poseur.

Dostoevsky's other works are The Devils: or, The
Possessed (1871), the Brothers Karamazoff, and some short

stories. The motif of the first was to show that the strengti

of nihilism lay not in stringent rules and drastic theories,

but in the power of the will of a few men reacting on the

weaker. To a certain extent it anticipated the future.

The realists in Russia have given us many good gifts

—

they have aroused in us our power of observation, hav~

exposed our hallucinations, have shattered our absurd
illusions. Without fear of contradiction, we can say that

Dostoevsky's place in Russian literature is supreme. Whet
we remember the circumstances of his life, the quality oi

his work is amazing. Throughout his sojourn in Siberia,

no book was allowed him but the Testaments ; and whenever
the gleam of his tale is lifted, it is from the Gospels that the
beams are sent. His defects are spasmodic. Dostoevsky
is great because his message is divine. Like Dante, he saw
the human soul on the rack, and the unremitting assault
upon spirit and imagination. But, with it all, he is a
great optimist, and his work is wholesome and encouraging
in direct ratio to the vastness of his talent and the perfection
of his method.
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THE WISDOM OF GEORGE ELIOT

" You can never imagine what it is to have a man's

force of genius in you, and yet to suffer the slavery of

beind a girl." Daniel Deronda.

Much of the wrong-doing- of the world comes from want of

imagination. If the drunkard could see before him the

misery of next year with something of the vividness of the

present craving, it would overbalance it. And we believe

that if Mary Ann Evans, whose own name has been sunk

in the nom de plume of George Eliot (1819-80), could have

seen the greatness of her genius, we believe that she would

have preferred posterity to have known her personal relation-

ship, instead of a cold and solemn genius. During a studious

youth she spent a long time in reading and learning, during

which she received and assimilated impressions of persons,

of scenes and of books, which ultimately led to her being

the translator of Strauss 's Leben Jesu, the irregular partner

of Mr. G. H. Lewes, and a member of the agnostic herd.

She alone of the Victorian women rose high enough to be

confused among the clouds, and she emphasises the idea of

revolt. As a novelist she will be named in the same category
as Sir Walter Scott, Dickens and Miss Austen ; and it would
be unpardonable to pretend that George Eliot only strove

for an ideal which she did not reach ; the morality of her
books is not only correct but austere. She was, moreover,
a woman of very wide culture, being in this respect quite

above her contemporaries in fiction. Besides, being widely
read in the speculation of her time (both on its scientific and
philosophic sides), she took the deepest pleasure in it, and
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this gave her insight into character and keen observation.

The so-called masculine quality in George Eliot—her wide
and calm intelligence— was certainly combined with a

thoroughly feminine nature ; and the more we study her

books the more apparent this becomes. The list of her

accomplishments included a thorough knowledge of French,

German, Italian and Spanish ; she could read the classical

languages with pleasure, and kept up her familiarity with

the classics by frequent re-reading, and it may safely be
said that no novelist of mark ever possessed a wider
intellectual culture ; but she was too preoccupied by moral
questions to be a first-class creative artist.

By nature a woman of exquisite sensibility, rich and dis-

tinctive in emotional power, she grew, with the increase of

her reputation, too self-conscious an artist and too deliberate

a preacher. Although received with enthusiasm by the

partisans whom she had created for herself, her books seem
to some extent over-laboured, and if not exactly unreal, they

are to a certain extent unnatural. It has been said of her

books that it is doubtful whether they are novels disguised

as treatises, or treatises disguised as novels. In her best

novels there is a real humour and a strong sense of sub-
stantial character which had not then reached the psycho-
logic stage. Most writers, even the greatest, have loaded
themselves with a weight of literary impedimenta; and of

this George Eliot carries her share. She has plenty of

humour, but there are very few humorous incidents in her
books. The Mill on the Floss must always be of interest to

those who love George Eliot's books, for no other reason
than its autobiographic and personal touch, reminiscent of

the author's early life. As to Middlemarch—her longest and
most elaborate romance, it becomes before the end tedious
and disagreeable by reason of the interminable maundering
of its men and women, reiterated with dissecting anatomies.
As the French say, it has trop de choses, too long, too full,

but it is the only book which does equal justice to the other
sides of the author—the artistic and the philosophic. We
are made to feel that it would have been decidedly much
better if the author had taken less pains, but it gives the

best conceptions of her powers. To study her more ambitious
tales, one must be prepared to master a subtle psychology :

and this is often more, true of her poetry. Whenever she
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choses to call up her knowledge of life, George Eliot can

depict the passions like one who has endured them in every

pulse and vein. Her subtlety and depth of conception, the

compressed energy, sword-like edge, and grave decisiveness

of her words, might have warranted her in emulating the

style of Shakespeare and moulding Iago the modern. At

lowest we may differ from George Eliot's teaching in many
points; we feel her to be one who, in the midst of great

perplexities, has brought great intellectual powers to a moral

idea, and in spite of shortcomings, shows some aspects of

life unsuffered in her own sphere. She is an artist ; and the

younger generation will do well to study the permanent
survival of her best and earlier work.

Her attempt in quasi-historical romance, Rotnola (1865),

was an enormous tour de force, in which the writer struggled

to get historical and local colour, accurate and irreproach-

able, with all the desperation of the most conscientious

relater of historical facts : it is an attempt to resuscitate the

past, and to the writer it must have been a Herculean
attempt very much against the grain. Romola was supposed
to be the author's favourite book : Tito Melema is admitted

to be a masterpiece of subtle delineation ; but for the most
part the heroine in the picture of her home life and associates

is laboured to a painful degree : but the book really is a
marvellous picture of the fifteenth century Florentine life,

and it violates history less than the plays of Shakespeare
or the novels of Scott.

The earlier and later novels are conspicuous for their fresh,

easy grace and flexibility of language. Adam Bede (1858)
and The Mill on the Floss (i860) have heavy theories, but
are executed with an ease which gives permanent pleasure,

unlike the didactic purposes of Daniel Deronda, the longest,

heaviest and least successful of her books, and Middlemarch
(1871-72), which are mingled with loaded paragraphs wherein
the author seems to be struggling under a burden too great
for her strength : for her heart was ever with Darwin' and
Comte. She was interested in what was considered the latest

facts and theories ; she followed the rage just as any other

woman follows the fashion by wearing hats and dresses which
do not become her, simply because it is the dernier cri. But
it is equally true that George Eliot had the artistic gifts :

yet it is too often evident that her philosophic and
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scientific attainments, noble in themselves, seriously mar
and embarrass her true art. Of course, it is certain that

learning and wisdom may be lodged in the same brain with

the highest poetry as Lucretius, Milton, Goethe, Shelley :

but we cannot honestly compare George Eliot with any of

these. It is, therefore, legitimate and natural to ask how
far she succeeded in this difficult task. That her success is

far from complete is obvious, and when we remember that

she began to write only late in life, her success is all the

more wonderful, and was often the cause of anxiety to the

writer as well as to her friends. Even her best work gives

the impression of striving after effect.

In her own day, George Eliot was, next to Dickens and
Thackeray, the most prominent talent of her age, and she

enjoyed both the privileges and the perils of a literary

prophetess. Her influence was broad and humane ; it served

its time well with fidelity to life and sincerity of purpose

;

and will, we hope, outlive the sense of weariness from which
the recollection of her later assumptions of philosophy has
hardly yet been freed.

Wordsworth's Ode to Duty might well serve as a head-
piece to the collected works of George Eliot. With her the

era of the " serious person " in fiction may be said fairly to

have begun : while she illustrates again a truth as old as

Socrates and St. Paul, that those who are accused of

corrupting youth have sometimes the deepest concern with

morality, and those who break with the formal faith of their

fathers have often the liveliest sense of religion.

As Schopenhaur found the world-ground in will, Biichner

in matter, Spencer in the unknowable, so George Eliot found
it in religion. Her men and women are cast in a religious

mould ; and the most casual acquaintance with her work is

sufficient to show her large dependence for material upon
the character and religion. The titles of Scenes from Clerical

Life (first published in Blackwood) and Janet's Repentance
are significant; besides the motif and character in her other
books; for instance: Dinah, the Methodist preacher in

Adam Bede, Savornarola, Silas Marner, Amos Barton,
Maynard Gilfil and the Rev. Lyon, etc. Parallel to the

question of religious faith we have great ethical problems,
and in this respect we think she is at her best, as she

held that Christianity was a mere dream dreamt in the
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idealising- mood of eager human aspiration ; this may
account for her extraordinary reflective power, but deficient

of vivid personal instincts ; her imagination was not buoyant

enough to travel back into the past and create anew for us.

Perhaps her greatest gift of all is the variety of pathos

which abounds in all her written work. Indeed in the years

which have passed since her death, her reputation has not

greatly varied, except that now it is not thought treason to
" culture " not to admire her. But her fame is secure as

the greatest woman who wrote English literature in the

nineteenth century, and this is due to her sensitive excess

of sympathy.
During the years of her celebrity her soul was pitied no

less than it was wondered at, as it revealed great feelings

taking the aspect of error, and a great faith the aspect of

delusion.

George Eliot's triumph did not, of course, pass unchal-

lenged, because men like Beaconsfield, Ruskin, Arnold and
Swinburne denied her claims. She was a spontaneous
genius, writing with unpremeditated art : her talents ripened

successively and slowly, and no literary reputation has risen

so high after having begun so late. At present her fame
is based, not upon her special ethical or psychological

principles, but Upon her humanity and her literary style.

She knew her personages as a student who could touch their

motives with a wand of immortality. Her finest characters

are seldom men and women of conspicuous talent, but just

ordinary folk, and they are treated as extraordinary.

Since George Eliot's death her work has been subjected

to a great deal of disparagement, but such disparagement
in itself is natural enough, being merely the normal and
entirely healthy reaction of one generation against the

domination of its predecessors. In the case of George
Eliot this reaction was bound to be energetic, and even a
little violent, if it were to serve its purpose. After all, it is

not fame in the notorious sense that is the writer's due, but
appreciation ; and George Eliot, the novelist, we can admire
all the more now that the tumult is over.
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WALT WHITMAN AS A HERALD OF REVOLT
After all the oceans of talk, after all the extravagant eulogy,

all the senseless vituperation, Walt Whitman remains cryptic

and opaque. That he was self-conscious is obvious ; and
the more we study him, the more we perceive the impossi-

bility of criticising him adequately. From a hopeless jungle

of jargon we pass without warning into a passage marked
by superb rhythm and almost infallible diction ; from a

barbaric " yawp " of idiotic chauvinism to a style that has

been welcomed by thousands. His faults were really faults

of breeding rather than faults of art—a ghastly volubility,

an indiscretion ; a lust for description rather than sug-

gestion ; and thus he has numbered no followers, and only

a few imitators.

Walt WT

hitman is great by virtue of one book, or, rather,

one life-work, Leaves of Grass. That he was a great artist

in words is hardly to be maintained, but the question is, has
he made a new art, and is he, within that art a master?
From the common standpoint he may be set down as a
magnificent freak, almost incoherent and inchoate. His
writings are too vast to be reduced to the terms of any art.

He discarded the conventional laws of feet and rhyme, and
wrote in musical sentences of varied length. The diction is

often prosaic, but its worst fault is its inventions of mongrel
French and Spanish words, and paste jewels of his own
manufacture. The method was not a defect. It was the

inevitable expression of his character, which he described as

"disorderly, fleshly and sensual." Like Rousseau, he
undertook the defence of social nudity ; he declared that

Nature made men happy and virtuous, while society made
men depraved and miserable. He disdained ornaments; his
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talk, like his writings, was elemental. And the tragedy of

Whitman's life and art is, that while he was so proudly the

poet of the people in every aspect of their busy and com-

mercial life, they did not care for him. By the majority he

was never understood in his day; he was a forerunner into

a new and vaster realm of poetry ; and what Whitman had

to say is quite another affair from how he said it. A poet

must sing- for his own people. Whitman well and boldly

avowed himself the mouthpiece of his democratic nation,

America. Democracy seemed to him to be the leaven that

must lighten the national loaf, and instead of working down-
ward through the masses, he tried to work upward through

the classes. Not merely are rhythm and metre conspicuously

absent, but composition, evolution, style, syntax and the

limits of the English tongue disregarded. The now famous
Leaves of Grass grew out of its author's experience as the

grass grows out of mother earth. He was a pioneer,

vigorous and persistent in chanting his dissatisfaction with

the existing order of things. His gaze stretched far into

the future—but the vision is bounded by no horizon of time

and space. Hence the vastness and magnificence, the

freedom and vigour of his poetic style.

Walt Whitman can scarce be credited with a particularly

exalted mind ; while his taste can often be represented only

by a negative quantity. He has been accused of indecency
and immorality for his frankness in speaking of subjects

usually tabooed. Many of his verses are catalogues of

blundering quotation, and as to deducing an orderly system
of thought from his writings, that is almost impossible. Yet
no writer can for ever elude classification and analysis ; for

it is the art of telling the reason why. Aggressively egoistic,

uncompromising and fearless of conventionality in the pro-
nouncement of his evangel, Walt Whitman can suffer no
limitations. And one thing is certain, that no one can
appreciate his writings until he has grown accustomed
to his faults. His contemporaries are fixed marks—but
Whitman remains a veritable star. He was not only an
Impressionist, but also a Futurist—born out of due time

—

with sundry explosions egoistic and otherwise. Those
of his camarados of the democracy who have accepted him,
we suspect of merely being fascinated by an oddity and
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a vagabond in literature. His appeal is " floating and

suffused," he rarely isolates or confines; at times he hardly

focuses, and, as has well been said, " his consciousness was

a kind of universal mirror." Whitman was ahead of the

taste of his time; and he was not a good enough artist to

enforce the beauty and the possibilities of his experiment

upon the world.

It is apparent to the student of Whitman's prose that its

rhythmical qualities are different from those of his hypo-

thetical verse. Right or wrong, he was impatient of systems,

courtesies—of the shams and false gods which retard the

progress of mankind. If we are getting tired of a sham pre-

Raphaelism, or sick to death of the posturing of the

/Esthetes, or disgusted with the charm of Oscar Wilde, it

necessarily follows that we shall find a haven of rest with

Walt Whitman. The artist generally sacrifices some virtue

to be an artist. Whitman did sacrifice the virtue of

intellectual temperance. Sometimes he is drunk with faith,

and makes his readers drunk : he is dionysiac.

He perceived that something was wanting, and he tried

hard to supply the want in a rough kind of verse—often so

careless that it can only be described by saying that he did

not take the trouble to write prose. The result is a com-
pound of a kind of rugged grandeur, sentimental affection

and honest nonsense; yet somehow he tried to sing of " the

essences of real things." But though Whitman seems to

have written verse on the slightest provocation, he seems
to have thought that the exercise would fan the flame. He
had tried, and failed, to turn out verse after the pattern of

his predecessors ; and, like Carlyle, he turned aside in search

of a fresh and more natural modicum. On this score we
can account for his naive spontaneity and abandonment.
That Whitman disregarded the conventional vehicles of

poetry is no argument against their intrinsic merit and power
when they are employed by a genius. Readers and critics

of his verse are apt to credit him with intuition he never

had. To hunt for rhythm in his labouring lines, to trap a

symbolical idea— all this is essentially wearying. This
adjustment of human values has done little to intensify the

attention paid to him.
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JOHN RUSKIN

Extravagant admiration and extravagant enmity or derision

were Ruskin's lot during- his lifetime; but to do justice to

anyone, we must strip modern characters of everything- that

makes them distinctive before we come to their common
ancestral measure. Since the time of his death his fame has

suffered just as much eclipse as falls on any one influence

which has already done its part in moulding public opinion.

As his biographer, Sir E. T. Cook, says :
" He was a

pioneer in many fields, and it is the fate of successful

pioneers, first to be scorned because their words seem
paradoxes, and then to be ignored because their paradoxes

have become commonplaces. " But if the paths that he made
straight, and which thousands now tread unconscious of any

changed direction, are the pioneer's abiding monument, the

pioneer himself is not easily forgotten because the essence

of his life and thought is preserved in the substance of

abiding literature.

Many men of letters and most artists have lived tranquil

lives, affording little material for a biographer. The long

and peaceful life of painters, in particular, affords striking

evidence of the healthfulness of an occupation which provides

activity for both body and mind. Ruskin was both artist

and man of letters, but his life was the very opposite of all

this in every respect except that it lasted eighty years. The
whole fifty years of his working life were passed, not in the

quiet backwaters which generally shelter and conceal the

lives of those whose work lies with books or pictures or with
nature, but in the whirlpools and storms of perpetual con-
troversy. He lived in the public eye, a man marked out for
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constant praise or blame, from the time that he was twenty-

three ; and from thenceforward, his loves and hates, his

hopes and fears, and his passions and prejudices, were

thrown pell-mell into the arena of the public life of his time.

To art critics he is a dogmatic amateur, who mistook the

nature of art and misguided its practice. To reformers he

is an ill-equipped, unscientific tub-thumper, who put forward

childish schemes and railled at a world he had not taken the

trouble to understand. To political economists he is nothing;

to moralists, a conventionalist; to robust men, effeminate;

to dreamers, a traitor who denied the efficacy of dreaming.

To all he is an amateur. Even men of letters, among whom
alone he is a master, have been inclined to dwell on his

" style "
; and when a man is admired for his " style " it

often means that his reputation as an author is in danger.

John Ruskin may be roughly regarded as a junior

lieutenant under Thomas Carlyle in a war on utilitarian

Radicalism. Both were fighting in a common cause, and
their philosophy of life was essentially the same, but of the

two, Carlyle was the greater. Nobody can deny that

Ruskin's partiality, ignorance, narrowness of vision, his

shortcomings as art critic, prophet or reformer, were marred
by the most insidious of faults which theologians know as

spiritual pride. He could never forget his personality in his

message. His ostentatious modesty in calling attention to the

opinions of his earlier works, which he had altered since, is

one symptom of this weakness ; another is his entire lack

of humour. Priggishness, pomposity and arrogant humility
were the hall-mark of the early Victorian bourgeoisie, and
of these Ruskin had his full share. When we have allowed
for this, and it is a heavy indictment, we shall be better able
to appreciate the wisdom and insight of the true Ruskin, and
the genuine service that he performed for his country. Other
men, some greater, some smaller than he, use these things
as the rough material of what they put into perfect shape
before it is given to the world. He gave it all as it was,
the unmoulded, irresponsible, almost accidental, experiences
of a man of genius. As far as words go, he seldom failed

to endow his pleadings or fancies with fair shapes, but
thoughts that are to live require something more than a fair

clothing of words : they require to go through a purifying
fire which will burn away all that is base or trivial; they
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have, in fact, after their fashion, to put on immortality, a

garment which heated controversy has seldom or ever worn.

All this Ruskin never stayed to realise; and though he was
an everlasting reader of Horace, he never knew what was
meant by Horace's golden mediocrity, and probably never

reflected that one of the reasons why he himself, so very

different a man from Horace, could still, after two thousand
years, find incessant pleasure and profit in reading the Odes,

was precisely that Horace did not put into them every odd
whim and prejudice that passed through his brain. Not-
withstanding all his perversities and inconsistencies, the

permanent worth of Ruskin 's work is immense. He was
one of the noblest characters in his generation, but his faults

blaze out and smite us as we read the story of his life ; they

come as moods and as passions, and play like great storms
of wind across the surface of his life, as if they were part

of the struggle for self-expression of a prophetic soul.

Flashes of pride, almost Luciferian in their character, alter-

nate with periods of childlike humility. Feminine petulance,

arrogant self-assertion, and defiance of conventionality, for

no other reason than that it is conventionality, are seen side

by side with wise thinking and steady, earnest work.
Strange, contradictory, paradoxical qualities, but the faults

and virtues of a man who made for himself a world-wide
reputation which grows and increases with the years.

The history of Ruskin 's life and writings falls naturally

into two divisions— the first, before i860, when he was
wholly engaged in art criticism; the second, from i860 until

his death, during which the greater part of his time and
energies was devoted to social reform. The child's early

years in the sheltered home of his father and mother at
Heme Hill, the successive influences that helped to make
the man, the young Oxford graduate's studies for Modem
Painters, his summers in the Alps and winters at Venice,
his close connection with the pre-Raphaelite masters and
intimate friendship with Rossetti and Burne-Jones, his first

lectures at Manchester and Bradford, and his unwearied
labours in arranging and cataloguing the Turners of the
National Gallery, belong to the first epoch.

His study of painting and architecture had brought him
face to face with the state of the masses in our crowded
cities. Everywhere he saw the same race for wealth on the
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one hand, and on the other, the same poverty and discontent.

"I cannot paint," he wrote, " nor read, nor look at

minerals, nor do anything else that I like, and the very light

of the morning sun has become hateful to me because of the

misery that I know of. Therefore, I will endure it no longer

quietly, but henceforward, with any few or many who will

help, will do my poor best to abate their misery." So he

came down from the serene heights where he had lived in

daily contemplation of beauty, and went out to preach his

new gospel in the highways and hedges. He founded

St. George's Guild and the Ruskin Museum at Sheffield, set

Oxford undergraduates to break stones and make roads, and

addressed impassioned appeals to his fellow-workmen in the

pages of Fors Clavigera. "There is nothing," wrote

Carlyle to Emerson in 1872, " going on among us as notable

to me as these lightning-bolts Ruskin is copiously and

desperately pouring into the black world of anarchy all

around him."
With the publication of the last volume of Modern

Painters his reputation as our greatest art critic was com-

plete, and—so many of his friends, and nearly all the general

public, said—he then proceeded to destroy it. In i860 he

published the first of his attacks on the old system of political

economy, in the Cornhill Magazine, under the title Unto
This Last. It fell like a bomb into the mercantile world, as

well as among the writers for the public Press. Never before

had Ruskin been assailed with such vituperation. The
gravest of all charges to be brought against him was that

of ignorance. What should an art critic, great though he

might be, know of economic problems? They were outside

his experience and his knowledge : let the cobbler stick to

his last

!

True aestheticism can only belong to those religions in

which the spiritual principle, though concrete and intrinsic-

ally free, is not yet absolute. The true measure of the soul

is heaven, and Art in the early and mediaeval ages was only

practised in so far as it symbolised the rise of the soul to

the invisible and eternal. Art and religion both worked
through the imagination, vivifying experience by lending to

it a significance beyond that of the moment. Excessive

devotion to the aesthetic side of worship is fraught with

danger. Piety means to act and serve, as well as to con-
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template and enjoy, and art is therefore a means to an end.

Once this end is lost sight of, idolatry has begun. And the

merit of Gothic as distinct from Greek or Renaissance

art was, according to John Ruskin, that every labourer

impresses his individuality on what he produces, and has

free scope for the development of his nature in doing it. In

fact, Ruskin 's adhesion to Gothic was without compromise :

it was " not only the best, but the only rational architecture."

This point of view is eloquently stated in the chapter con-

cerning The Nature of Gothic in The Stones of Venice,

which made so deep an impression on William Morris when
he was in residence at Oxford. The Gothic missed the

arrogant and determined perfection of the Renaissance, but

it had an eager life and growth of its own, like that of a

State which recognises the human rights of all its members.
To Ruskin aesthetic discontent first became conscious, then

scientific ; he judged works of art as if they were human
actions, having moral and intellectual qualities, as well as

aesthetic. Art, religion and morality were to him but
different phases of the same thing; and accordingly, the

important thing is not what we don't admire, but what we do.

Ruskin loved the religious spirit of the mediaeval builders

;

and he thought that whatever was greatest in Michael
Angelo, Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci, came from their train-

ing in the old religious school, not from the new science of

their age. Nothing is more remarkable than the controlling

influence of the spirit of mediaevalism in Ruskin, and he has
been likened to Cardinal Newman, as the high priest of the

aesthetic movement. Although brought up in a strictly

evangelical home, he did not set up his religion as a rival to

the Catholic Church, rather he worshipped all the arts of

Catholicism as competing against the Church itself. No
doubt he was stimulated by the Oxford Movement, and like

that event, he was full of caprice in his changes of opinion.
He realised that the artist must discover before he can
create. The love of natural beauty, reflected in exquisite
passages in Modern Painters, was accompanied by the most
exact and laboriously acquired knowledge; and as far as
words go, he seldom failed to endow his pleadings or fancies
with fair shapes.

Readers of Huysman's The Cathedral will readily bear
out what a tremendous power the Gothic has upon the
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human mind, and, after all, the imaginary artist must give

way to those who speak with authority and experience.

And in short, the student cannot advance a step along the

pathway of any art without being caught in the tangle

of certain besetting argument. For instance, " this has

aesthetic value " cannot pass into a moral judgment, on
which anyone can be called upon to act, until the value of our
experience has been compared with other kinds of experience.

Perhaps the one responsible for the Gothic revival in

England was Sir Walter Scott, and to John Ruskin it was
a call to a higher life ranged by him under the heads of
" lamps " of sacrifice, truth, power, beauty, memory and
obedience, all of which were the antithesis of that which he
saw in the modern world around him ; and it was for him
to inculcate a renewal of reverence, and to call men back to

the Gothic, in all its fulness and splendour.

Yet, if in his treatment of social and economic problems
he achieved no complete success, it would be a profound
mistake to suppose that what he wrote produced no effect.

He was one of the leaders of the revolt against orthodox
political economy, and to him, in no small measure, are due
the decay of individualism and the vice of socialism in these

present days. He saw the ugliness of the modern industrial

system at a time when the majority of his contemporaries
were under the spell of its power. The test of the practical

is that which he can least bear. " He writes," said

Charlotte Bronte, " like a consecrated priest of the Abstract
and Ideal." Though his sympathies were fairly wide, they

were not all-embracing, and outside their range he was not

trustworthy. Highly as he valued reverence, it is to be
feared that he sometimes forgot it. We may differ from him
in many points, but the fact remains that his criticism is

always stimulating. When he sets out to find faults, he
finds them everywhere ; when it suits him to point out merit,

everything is a virtue, Sheer caprice is probably the cause
of many of his self-contradictions.

The style of Ruskin is unquestionably in great part the

secret of his power. He is the first writer since the seven-
teenth century to indulge in sentences of twenty to thirty

lines long. " But the whole goes light as a bird and straight

as a bullet." Since perhaps De Quincey or Burke there is

no author who suggests a comparison, technically con-
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sidered. Ruskin used no Lylyan antithesis or simile, no

Johnsonian parallelism ; rhythm was his principal weapon

;

he does not affect unusual words ; and is by no means
prodigal of adjectives. It would be superfluous to comment
upon his magnificent eloquence, which tended rather to

simplicity than to increase of splendour. Towards the close

of his life, in Fors and in Praeterita, will be found passages

of tenderness, charm and subtlety, which have never been

surpassed in our language.

His literary career extended over fifty years, during which

time he poured out an encyclopaedic variety of ideas on all

sorts and conditions of subjects. From mountains to rivers,

seas and lakes, to trees, rocks, jewels, clouds, sunsets—to

the buildings of Athens, of Italy, of France and England

—

antique mediaeval and renascent; then to pictures, Giotto

and the many Italian schools ; to Turner, Claude and
Millais; to Phidias, Michael Angelo, Florentine reliefs and
medallions; and last of all to Social and Political Economy.
His works seem inexhaustible, and, taken as a whole, they

are written with a freedom and flexibility which has seldom
been equalled in lucidity and perennial beauty of expression,

in a sequence at once orderly and profound.

It is not easy to realise how far we have moved, in the

spiritual attitude towards Life, during a matter of two or

three decades. It is the proud trick ot every age to imagine

that the future will date from its peculiar way of thinking;

and probably there have been few periods when this attitude

was more assured than in the latter half of the nineteenth

century. But it can be predicted with all certainty that

English prose in its perfect form will be said to date from
the time of John Ruskin and Cardinal Newman.
At the Working Men's College he came into direct contact

with the working classes themselves. Not, however, with a

very large number of them. For four years he taught a
drawing class there, and enlisted as his colleague in the

work of Dante Gabriel Rossetti. He entered into close

and intimate relations with his pupils, and was guide,

philosopher and friend by turns to all of them. That he was
able through contact with the members of a drawing class

to get very close to working-class problems and working-
class life was, of course, quite impossible, but he anxiously
desired to do this.

Only twice in Ruskin's life did romantic human love
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eclipse his love of Nature, and on each occasion his devotion

met with disappointment. Both in love and in marriage

his was the traditional ill-fortune of the artistically great.

The stress of this emotional tragedy, which he suffered with

the greatest fortitude, was, in the opinion of the biographer,

one of the contributing causes to the overthrow of Ruskin's
mental balance.

After a fresh attack of illness in 1889, he wrote no more,
and spoke little, but could still enjoy visits from his old

friends. " He lifted his voice," wrote Canon Scott Holland,
" in praise of high and noble things, through an evil and
dark day, and now he sits there, silent and at peace, waiting
for the word that will release him, and open to him a world
where he may gaze on the vision of Perfect Beauty,
unhindered and unashamed." At length, on January 20th,

1900, the call came, and the great prophet of the Victorian

age passed quietly away. "A brilliant sunset," wrote
Mrs. Severn that evening, "illumined the hills with splendour,

and the spectators felt as if Heaven's gate itself had been
flung open to receive the teacher into everlasting peace."
That a man who possessed so winning a personality,

whose heart overflowed with love for all, should have been
doomed to suffer cruelly in his affections, is one of those

mysteries that lie beyond the reach of human ken. To know
Ruskin was to love him ; and one needs to know, not only
to hear, that he was lovable, just because of the contradic-

tion between his personal charm, and the many unlovable
things that are to be found in his books—the wrong-headed-
ness of Modern Painters or The Stones of Venice, the con-
fused scoldings of Fors Clavigera.

It is the earlier chapters in the lives of great men which
almost inevitably make the greatest appeal to the onlooker,
who is curious to see the road taken by genius out of the
common obscurity of infancy. In the case of Ruskin there
was no early struggle with poverty or adversity in any
shape, but the influences that surrounded his youth are
very clearly traceable in his character and achievement.
Undoubtedly the dominant motive in Ruskin's upbringing
was religious. It was the day of rigid belief in the literal

inspiration of the Bible, and the boy's inflexibly Puritan and
Protestant mother read with him the sacred work from the
first word of Genesis to the last of Revelation.
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The story of his religious life is, like much of his other

life, tragical for many years, and then at last there come
light and peace. It is not altogether easy to determine the

exact form of his early religious environment. His parents

were religious people, and the religious atmosphere by which
he was surrounded was strong. Probably they were nomin-

ally Churchpeople ; it is certain they looked forward to a

time when he would take Orders in the Anglican Church
and his mother believed he was destined for a Bishopric.

It was not until many years later in life that he finally

emerged from the shackles of a creed which, with all its

purity and high sincerity, was in its narrowness and bigotry

impossible to an artistic and humanitarian nature. The
turning point at which he became finally conscious of the

enlargement of his religious convictions was a service in a

Waldensian chapel at Turin !

The attention which, in his old age, he paid to the saints

and martyrs of mediaeval Christendom, led to the report,

which has been so often made about famous men, that he
had secretly joined the Catholic Church, or was about to do
so. Coventry Patmore and Cardinal Manning were, and
had long been, both his intimate friends, and it was naturally

supposed that they had influenced him. But Ruskin's
attitude towards Catholicism appeared in letters to both men.
Among his papers has been found the copy of a letter to

the Cardinal, dated January 25th, 1878, in which he said :

" Yes, that Oxford lecture, in common with all I have
written since 1875, means what you desire it should; and
that in the ultimate degree is implied in what I am well

assured you remember me once saying—that ' no educated
man could be Christian without also being a Catholic '

—

and yet your Eminence's interpretation of that last word
would be—is—so much other (and so much narrower !) than
mine, that I fear you are a long way yet from being able

able to rejoice over your ' piece which was lost.'
"

He did not, like Carlyle, set up the romance of Puritanism
as a rival of Catholicism. Rather he set up and worshipped
all the arts and trophies of the Catholic Church as a rival

of the Church itself, as did his contemporary Walter Pater.
"His function was that of the ' Interpreter ' in the Pilgrim's

Progress.'" Sir E. T. Cook thus defines the purpose of

Ruskin's life, and if the parallel is not quite exact, it will
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serve. The " Interpreter " meant in Bunyan's day the

showman, and the man who takes the pilgrims round is just

the kindly showman, and the people who follow him are

ready to accept in all humility what he says. It was
otherwise with Ruskin. He was not a showman, but a

seer, and the world to whom he delivered his early messages
concerning- art was scornful, incredulous and critical by

turn. No one is less infallible or more liable to mistake than

the seer, even though, as the result of his labours, a new
and glorious vision opens at last upon the world, and we
have to take him with all his imperfections on his head.

The equal mind, the mind which is always at the centre

of things, was not his. Rather he was, on all questions,

at one extreme or the other ; always an idolator or an
iconoclast, never, on any question, in line with orthodoxy
for its own sake. He had some of the gifts that make
writers classical ; noble emotion, for instance, and a power
of giving it noble utterance ; but of the classical mind—the

mind that can speak the middle words that belong at once

to past, present and future—no great writer ever had less.

The love of natural beauty, reflected in exquisite passages
of Modern Painters, remained with the old man when all

other pleasure had passed and capacities decayed, and
when economic and sociological enthusiasms were forgotten

dreams. It was not sentimental, as with Wordsworth, but

it was equally real, and was accompanied by a most exact

and laboriously acquired knowledge of the facts of nature.

Ruskin always realised that the artist must discover before

he can create. It was his passionate sense of natural beauty
that gave him his all but perfect vision of the beautiful in

art. " Ruskin gave his readers eyes for the phenomena of

nature themselves, and taught them to consider pictures by
the light of natural truth," his biographer says, and it is a

beautiful saying, and serves to remind us of many things. It

was just about a couple of generations before Ruskin's day
that a sense of the picturesque in natural scenery had begun
to manifest itself in literature ; feebly enough at first, but
we may see it in the letters of Gray and Cowper, and in the

books of travel which were so plentiful in their time. That
this should sooner or later develop a sense of the beautiful

in art was quite the natural order of things, and if Ruskin
was not quite its first herald, he was surely its greatest
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exponent. The travellers of Georgian clays were as blind

men among the wonders of nature and art, and their records

of Continental or even home travel prove it conclusively.

The story of his life shows him, not as an artist, reformer,

or even as a writer, but as a martyr, who gave for his faith

something that is even harder to give than life; who, in

the way that he understood it, made the " unconditional

surrender " to a " great and awful Will, of Whose workings
he knew little, but which for him meant triumph, whatever

he might have done to hinder or delay its purpose."

Tolstoi, we know, pronounced Ruskin to be the greatest

of his contemporaries, but lamented that he could find few
Englishmen to agree with him. Posterity, it may be, will

endorse his verdict. Two things strike us afresh as we read

these times which are a perfect storehouse of Ruskin 's

thoughts and sayings. One is his exquisite sensibility to

beauty—a feeling which made him count the opening flowers

of spring and the sunlight on the grass among the deepest

joys of life, and filled his whole being with rapture at each
fresh visit to Italy. The other is the amazing vitality and
activity of mind which, not content with formulating theories

and launching thunderbolts against the evil in the world,

always sought practical expression in action. And in a
marvellous way he succeeded in making others catch the

spark and burn with the same fire.

He could not think of a thing without wishing to do it.

If he had been Plato, he would at once have tried to establish

the Republic. Creative genius, after doing its own business

—creation, whether in poetry, or art, or pure thought, has
generally been cheerfully content to leave the practical

application of it—if there is one—to others. Ruskin was
the very opposite of this. His temperament was not, in

fact, the thinker's, but the preacher's or the statesman's,
for whom thought is nothing except as it can influence life

in one's-self and above in others.

Ruskin was an idealist, and however unattainable his ideas
appear, the world would be but a poor place without them

;

for it is by the solution of our ideal that we determine the
direction of our progress. If we aim at the right direction,

the length of the journey does not matter, and we should
not complain of a goal-post, because it points to a distant
goal. An end that is easily reached is of little value.
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THE SCRUPLES OF FLAUBERT

" Images," writes M. Bourget, " with Flaubert, always pre-

ceded the actual experience." This is quite true. Flaubert

painted chiefly from his own intellectual conceit rather than

from remembrance. His supreme artistic virtue is his im-

personality, the fact that he never makes a tool of his char-

acters for the expression of his own sentiments, for style

was his chief tormentor : he touched and retouched,

arranged, altered and worked whole nights hunting after

perfection, and was never satisfied until he had suffered in-

tensely by correcting his MS. ten times over. As for the

work itself, he was by turn romantic and realist. Litera-

ture was his goddess.

Flaubert was born romantic. He could not conceive that

anything which he happened to like should not be the most
splendid object in the world. He heaped upon it the riches

of history to make it worthy of his desires. He imagines
himself superior to the life in which his lot is cast, and
demands that he should be reserved a niche in the pantheon
of history and given a palace in the land where the sun never
sets. Flaubert was born with this megalomania. All

through his life he remained a hero to himself. His life

moved through one, long innocent conspiracy. He was per-

petually laying a train, of which the inflammable substance

was style. A good many men occupy the same high position

in their own esteem without convincing other people.

Flaubert was different, he was a hero who imposed upon
himself a labour that we can all recognise for heroic, that of

creating art. His will was equal to his megalomania. His
faults were chiefly an indiscriminate meddling with subjects

236
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best left alone, and a complaisance in dealing with things

terrible, and lastly a prodigality of erudite details.

Gustave Flaubert's life is so exclusively the story of his

literary application that he has been called the novelist's

novelist. He died in 1886 after a career of fifty-nine years

singularly little marked by exciting scenes. " He was," says

Henry James, " born a novelist, grew up, lived, died a

novelist, breathing, feeling, thinking, speaking, performing
every operation of life, only as that votary ; and this though
his production was to be small in amount and though it

constituted all his diligence." Well can he be called a
literary contortionist of the most painful kind, and to watch
him straining and twisting to put a commonplace thought
into unnatural language recalls the self-torture of an Indian

fakir.

Madame Bovary is a little woman, half vulgar and half

hysterical, incapable of a fine passion ; but her trivial desires

and third-rate pleasures, give to Flaubert all that he wants :

the opportunity to create out of reality. But self-sup-

pression enters quite a lot into his work, if one may use a
contradiction like this. Middle-class life was depicted, not
with the genial hopefulness of Dickens, but with all its

angularities emphasised, but he determined to see things

without undue prejudice. Since the time when Madame
Bovary (1857) appeared, and it was five years in the making,
there is hardly a volume of note in French fiction which has
not shown a trace of its influence. Don Quixote is said to

have killed chivalry, though its author was full of its spirit;

so, too, Was Madame Bovary a deadly satire upon French
Romanticism. In fact this undercurrent is a fundamental
leit motif in the latter book, as well as in L'Education senti-

mentale. Gustave Flaubert believed that the human soul

was to be studied " avec Vimpartialite qu'on met dans les

sciences physiques." The author should stand aside and
watch the " determinism of facts." The novel was accused
of immorality, and was the object of a sensational prosecu-
tion by the authorities, in which Flaubert was acquitted.

To-day it is nearer to life than most recent books, and also

more up-to-date. The book is an elaborate study of a
French bourgeoise married to a stupid but good-hearted
doctor. Bored by the dulness of her existence she seeks

consolation elsewhere, but her intrigues only end in misery
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and death. There are many things to say about the

book, so it will suffice to say that Madame Bovary holds
itself with such a supreme unapproachable assurance as both
excites and defies judgment. For it deals, and we quote
Henry James again, " with things exalted or refined; it only

confers on it sufficiently vulgar elements of exhibition a
final unsurpassable form."
Now Flaubert was not at all concerned with realism as it

is understood by most of his critics. He looked beyond,
by dwelling on distant or imaginary scenes. As two lenses

mutually correct the distortions they singly create, so the

conscious illusions of art may reduce those bred from
active life. Madame Bovary is a milestone in French
fiction. Its greatness lies in the passionate candour of the

narrative and its delineation of the squalor and narrowness
of provincial life.

Salammbo is written with the severity of history, but
Flaubert notes every detail visually, as a painter notes the

detail of natural things. In writing this book the author

set himself to renew the historical novel, as he had renewed
the novel of manners. Everything in the book is strange,

much of it is bewildering, some revolting; but all is in

harmony. From modern France we are carried back to

ancient Carthage, where, on the basis of a brief journey of

exploration, Flaubert tried to reconstruct a vanished civilisa-

tion, of which very little is known. Nobody is really in-

terested about the loves of Salammbo, the Priestess of

Tanit, for the Lybian missionary, Mathos. The history of

the imperial city of Africa in its death struggle with the re-

volted mercenaries involves a succession of gorgeous and
appalling scenes. Episodes of riot and torture, the horrid

ceremonial of the worship of Moloch, the barbarous persona-

lity of the various dramatis persona: are brought before the

eye witii vividness. All the details that could be ascertained

as to the life of the age are worked into the story, and the

artist's imagination completes the picture : it is a resplen-

dent resurrection of Carthagenian civilisation. In like

manner Flaubert uses his imagination to an almost riotous

extent in The Temptations of St. Anthony (1874). I* 1S a
story of the temptation as a wonderful vision passes before

the eyes of the anchorite in his desert hut : wealth and
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luxury are offered to him in the most alluring manner, and
the devil reveals to him all the mysteries of the world.

Flaubert was an extreme admirer of Apuleius, and his placid

inexperience helps, doubtless, somewhat to explain those ex-

treme sophistications of taste of which this book is an
example.

It is plain that The Temptation was his most intimate

achievement. It contains the key to all his writings. But
besides, we have the certain knowledge that he returned

to it again and again ; and we have his own confession to

Mme. Colet :
—"I, myself, have been St. Anthony in my

St. Anthony." But, alas, the personal truth of a romantic is

bound to be the most prodigious falsehood
;
perhaps there

is no reason to repine, for had Flaubert really been the kind

of man he thought he was, the St. Anthony of his creation,

he would have been uncommonly dull and he would certainly

never have written Madame Bovary or the Trois Contes or

the Education Sentimentale (1869).

Essentially The Temptation is mere word pageantry, and
the wonder is that the master of language so beautiful should

have so little sense of the power by which it should be
disciplined. Flaubert was not intelligent. It is an old

quarrel with him, and the accusation has been made by
critics so different as Brunetiere, Anatole France, and Emile
Faguet (who rates him soundly in his monograph for having
no general ideas). Brunetiere is by far the least polite—he
wrote in 1880 when Flaubert had not yet become the classic

that he is to-day—and said that the novelist's notorious

hatred of human stupidity was " nothing more than the pro-

jection of his own stupidity on to things that he did not
understand." Flaubert was at least no thinker, and his

genius was not fitted to deal with a philosophical conception.

As he grew older and yet more enamoured of his cherished

plan he seems to have appreciated his own disability, more by
right instinct than by right criticism. His final Temptation
became a careful exercise in historical realism in which
Renan and Strauss played a greater part than Chateaubriand.
In respect of historical accuracy it is a marvellous achieve-

ment, and one possible only to a man who could work four-

teen hours a day. But the author never knew his own inten-

tion ; and his conception of his work wavered uncertainly

between history, psychology, and philosophy, while the
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material majesty of his rhetoric dissolved for ever the dream
scene in which the Saint's temptation should have been veiled.

The fact is, that the whole mass of Flaubert's virtues have
been partly frustrated by one additional virtue—that of

artistic dexterity. If he had chalked up his story on a wall,

after the manner of Walt Whitman, in large and straggling

letters, it would have startled men like blasphemy. But he
wrote his tales in so flowing a copy-book hand that he began
to suffer from his cleverness, not, as it was loosely said, by

not doing his work well, but by doing every department too

well. That is his weak point. A bachelor and without mun-
dane interests, Flaubert's whole soul was immersed in and
sacrificed to his art. No writer ever conceived a higher

ideal of his mission. Under these conditions it is not tJ be

wondered at, and though he wrote continually and methodi-
cally he only published six volumes in all.
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MATTHEW ARNOLD AS CRITIC

As a prose-writer, Matthew Arnold is undoubtedly supreme

as a critic. In his essays he exemplifies the value of the

study of poetry, and in the domain of literary criticism he

did as much to establish principles and educate taste as

Ruskin did in that of art criticism. Like Ruskin, Arnold

had a moral purpose. In writing- of him, however, we must
remember that it is always the goal of the highest criticism

to anticipate the verdict of Time.
He regarded culture—the habit of seeking and meditating

on all that was greatest in the literature of past ages—as

the most important influence in living a good life. And it

was his delicate satire and delightful humour which made
his teaching effective, and saved him from the charge of

priggishness and pedantry. Unlike his father, Matthew
Arnold had no kingdom of his own, no microcosm to fashion

as he would : his labours and writings were general and
dispersive. Yet his name is a force, his convictions carry

weight, in his search to find beauty and truth in life, to

apprehend the meaning and moral worth of things, to

discriminate the trivial from the grave, and to show how the

serene and ardent life is better than the mean and restless.

The Essays in Criticism emphasise the magic value of

style, demand " high seriousness " as the necessary com-
panion of great literature, and insist that poetry is only

worthy when it is a just criticism of life. The influence of

these Essays in moulding a true conception of beauty was
entirely good. To his work he gave what he deemed
essential—the sweetness and light which, as Swift had
declared before him, were generally lacking in the critic

tribe.

Q 241
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With regard to his other prose work, much is tinged with

excessive secularism of a most unorthodox type. He had
pronounced opinions on religion, and the courage of them.

It is certainly very possible to disagree with him ; but it is

difficult to resist his many graces of manner, and decline to

be interested by the vanity and quality of his manner. True,

he was not very original, but he had a formative capacity

for shaping and developing. It is therefore not surprising

that the part he played was one of importance in the world
of letters, and that his literary charm was healthy in the

main—though a little dandified in phrase and intention, due

no doubt to the fact that his power came more from informa-

tion than from intellect, coupled with practical sense, clear

but not mystical.

In many ways it was unfortunate when the poet and critic

was caught up in the whirlpool which was formed by the

so-called conflicting streams of religion and science. Dogma
did not weigh much in his balance ; sentiment counted a

great deal. He was a doubter who hankered for faith,

because morality seemed to him only valuable when it was
touched by religion and emotion. He was looking for a
religion for humanity where the idiosyncrasies of personal

taste should not be opposed to the arrogant claims of mere
intellect. However, it remains a fact that while appreciation

of his literary criticism and of his poetry has increased since

the time of his death, there seems no sign of an influence

beyond his immediate contemporaries issuing from his

natural theology, which is nearly as abstract as Spencer's,

though more ironic.

Arnold is a critic in a triple sense—literature, theology,

and society. Although he will be known to posterity chiefly

as a poet, it is only the first division of his prose work will

survive with the rest, as much of the fabric of thought of

the last two problems has already become obsolete. As a
participant in the polemical thought of his day, he was
convinced that the old faiths were fighting a losing battle

;

belief in a personal God was no longer possible, and the

doctrine of immortality he thought incompatible with reason.

Yet he is blithe and gay, happy and free-hearted, in the

substitute he offered—Culture. This gives him perfect poise,

and touches with singular refinement of thought and feeling

all that he ever wrote. In a word, he was lucid, dignified
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and Impressive, to be likened to the best music, which can

be felt but never adequately described.

In Matthew Arnold's critical essays we meet with a

restatement of classical principles, and an application of

them to the literature of the last generation. He finds

Byron empty of matter, Shelley incoherent, Wordsworth
wanting in completeness and variety. He asserts the

superiority of the Greek theory of poetry to the modern. His

aim is to know the best that has been thought in all ages

and by all nations. No criticism was ever less negative :

his purpose is always practical. Arnold was never content

unless he brought English opinion to the test of the foreign :

he turns to Marcus Aurealius, Heine, Joubert, the two
de Guerins, not because he depreciated the writers of his own
country, but because he thought more good would come
from an investigation of what is unfamiliar, than from an
examination of writings illustrating our own merits and
defects.

And no writer was ever so uniformly urbane as Arnold

;

incisive without bitterness. The apostle of culture never
became unpopular, even when he mercilessly criticised some
of our most cherished ideas and ideals. And perhaps after

all, he will chiefly be remembered as the high-priest of

culture rather than as the poet of intellectual doubt. Like
good critics, he liked to praise rather than to blame, and it

is on record that many of his victims were amongst his

warmest admirers. The critical quality in which he most
excelled was the invaluable gift of detecting merit below
the surface. And though the style in which his criticism was
expressed was by no means perfect, yet it very often

attained to the salt of classical elegance. Occasionally he
rises to a high pitch of eloquence, but on the whole he is

free from mannerisms, and is easy, harmonious, scholarly,

together with the saving grace of humour. He was by
nature and instinct a teacher (and in life a school inspector)

;

and though he was too much an artist to obtrude, there was
a didactic purpose under nearly all that he wrote, concealed
by earnestness of purpose and playfulness of expression.
He had that obvious sweetness of nature, which it is

impossible not to recognise and not to love.

Arnold knew that the beginning of wisdom in criticism is

to remember that literature is a great and unbroken tradition,
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always in a process of flux, but always retaining- continuity

with its past. He remembered that its significance and
very existence is bound up in its connection with life. It

is for reasons such as these, and many others, that in spite

of many deficiencies, Arnold is one of the few critics whose
influence lives, and will continue to live, even though he

was fanciful and whimsical. He had strong preferences of

his own : to our surprise, Matthew Arnold did not care for

Shakespeare, Tennyson, Keats or Thackeray. On the other

hand, he had a taste for discovering and patronising

extravagantly figures of no great literary significance.

After all, the victory rests with the man who sees and feels

beauty, not with the man who is unaware of it. His
attitude was that of a pleader, not a judge, and still less

the epitome of a jury. To decide nothing as of our own
authority, but for humanity to decide, was perhaps his creed

of true criticism. When his critical articles appeared they

pioclaimed the appearance of a paladin bent upon piercing

the armour of self-sufficiency and provinciality in which
former critics had walked with great confidence. And the

real value of Matthew Arnold as a critic consists chiefly in

the novelty of the style of literary appreciation which he
adopted, and the stimulus he gave to the furtherance of

literary study. Whether he be regarded as the absolute

reform, as a leader of reform of the slovenly and dis-

organised condition into which Romantic criticism had fallen

-—his services to English literature cannot be overestimated.
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COYENTRY PATMORE, MYSTIC AND POET

There never was a man less like the popular idea of him
than the writer of The Angel in the House (1854)—a domes-
tic love-story of great beauty. By far the most self-con-

scious of our poets, and by his natural tendency to introspec-

tion, Coventry Patmore was fostered and encouraged to this

by his adoption of Catholicism, which encourages self-

analysis and self-judgment. From that religion he acquired

no adventures, except those of the mind and the spirit.

There is in his work a rarefied air as of the mountain tops

of meditation, and its spirit is of remote contemplation.

In one of his most charming essays Charles Lamb con-

fesses to the fantastical thought: " that the names of some
of our poets sound sweeter and have a finer relish to the

ear than that of Milton or Shakespeare." Of this heresy

we have all been guilty, for nothing is more certain than

that our literary likings and preferences are never entirely

governed by the precepts of a strictly impersonal criticism.

It is almost an impossibility to dissociate a writer and his

works; and this is quite true of Coventry Patmore, whom
Francis Thompson said was " the greatest genius of the

century." Be that as it may, it is very certain that Patmore,
the friend of Carlyle, Ruskin, Newman, Tennyson, Rossetti,

Browning, was at least the intellectual equal of thejn all,

though he deliberately did much to prevent the world from
thinking so. Born in 1823, he died in 1896, and for the

greater part of that time lived an ardent literary life, and
conceived life of little happiness without love.

He applied to his verse a kind of Pindaric varying melody,

which enabled him to achieve new effects and subtler

cadences. It may be fairly claimed that Patmore added a

faint accent of his own to the lyric vocabulary, although if

we hearken back to the full cry of the Victorians, it is easy

24S
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to overlook its full value. Patmore wrote quickly ; several

of his famous odes in less than two hours each. His works
Principle in Art and Religio Paetae are full of graceful and
sug-g-estive thought, but occasionally suffer from brevity and
discursiveness. His thoughts and theories were exclusively

based on intuition, " direct apprehension," or " pure
reason J' as he called it, which was essentially opposed to

reasoning. Hence his attitude to all questions was very

authoritative. He was, says his biographer, " a critic in-

variably suggestive, and in abstract principle he was almost
always right. In its concrete application he is more liable

to error, often from a too vehement expression of a purely

personal view."
The art of verse is a charming one and easily practised

by those who do not suppose that they are making history

when they practise it. There was a high level in Elizabethan

minor verse, because the versifiers tried simply to write good
songs and not to express extraordinary passions or sorrows.

Both music and verse were popular arts then and truly a

blest pair of sirens ; and we may be sure that neither poets

nor singers gave themselves professional airs ; they sang
their songs as we tell stories now; a good song was like a

good story, it came easily and naturally where people were
enjoying themselves together; and so it was also with

dancing. All these arts were free from self-consciousness;

those who practised them were not artists but just human
beings; and art was a human activity, like speech.

As for the essays, they are exceedingly light in texture.

They leave no loophole for criticism, for their accomplish-

ment is always at least as high as their ambition. They are

serenely well done, and his views are instructive. But
though there be in Principles in Art and Religio Pcetae few
things rich and rare, there is also a large surplusage of the

other constituents of the mixture. He disdains to speak

loudly or loosely upon matters that require quietness and

concentration, though in this remote manner he has avoided

the worst of faults, vagueness.

Coventry Patmore was so entirely a mystic that it seems

to be the first and the last and the only thing to say about

him. His central conviction is the unity of all things, and

hence their mutual interpretation and symbolic force. For

i-
:

.^s tSaere is only one kind of essential knowledge, and that
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is Love. God he conceived of as the great masculine posi-

tive force, the soul as the feminine or receptive force, and

the meeting- of the two*, the " mystic rapture " of the

marriage of Divinity and Humanity, as the source of all life

and joy. He was serene and kindly, but aloof, he was like

a king in exile. He had something of the conduct of a

dethroned monarch ; for the greater part of his life he gave

a constant impression of accumulated energy, a sense of

platitude. Strictly Catholic as it was his pride to be, those

who listened to his conversation were often startled by lumi-

nous apparitions of tilings which seemed to lie so far re-

moved from the simplicity of the Faith. Patmore trained

himself to absolute liberty to matter of will, though by a

seeming- paradox he remained strictly obedient to the Papacy.

Mr. Arthur Symons has described Coventry Patmore as
" a married monk whose monastery was the world; he came
and went in the world, imagining he saw it more clearly

than anyone else; and, indeed, he saw things about him

clearly enough, when they were remote enough from his

household prejudices. But all he really ever did was to

cultivate a little corner of a garden where he brought to per-

fection a rare kind of flower, which some thought to be too

pretty to be free, and some too coloured to be beautiful,

but in which he saw the seven celestial colours, faultlessly

mingled, and which he took to be the image of the flowers

most loved by the Virgin in heaven." This is beautifully

put, but hardly just, for none but those who refuse to see

beauty except in precise and definite shape, can be indifferent

to the loveliness of outline and matter of his songs. A
terribly sinister and strong man, he concentrated his energies

upon the apprehension and expression of the divine secrets

which explain the human mysteries. Coventry Patmore,

gentle, mystical singer of shadowy beauties, lover of quaint

tales and songs, stirs us with the beauty of his cadence and

modulation : always measured and serene, it rises with the

emotion of the subject. He was not troubled with problems.

His optimism was as sincere as Browning's, if less robust,

and he seldom touched the tragic note. A tender and gentle

melancholy makes twilight of his saddest moods ; he was
not one of those for whom the kingdom of heaven is taken

by violence, for he preached patience, strength, and endur-

ance in the gentlest of voices, Patmore's work, however,
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at once powerful and graceful, suffered from his inability

to criticise and prove what he had written. In his character

he was neither the lovable paterfamilias of The Angel nor the

meek mystic of the Unknown Eros (forty-three odes, many
of them quite unconnected with any discernible scheme), but

an energetic, masterful, and combative personality, cherish-

ing and defending many strong opinions and prejudices.

The material scheme of The Angel—an iambic octosyllabic

line, rhyming throughout the First Part in quatrains, in the

Second in couplets—has often been subjected to ridicule :

considered as being commonplace. Patmore steered out of its

many pitfalls in a wonderful manner.
Though Coventry Patmore had received no early religious

training, he was impressed when quite young by a book of de-

votion and thought " what an exceedingly fine thing it Would
be if there really were a God." When he had been received

into the Church of Rome, his mind was steeped in Catholic

mysticism : in particular the nuptial relations of its soul to its

God, and, as was to be expected, he had now a very con-

sistent rationale of life, love and God. It was a superstruc-

ture reared upon the foundation of Christian dogma, an in-

terpretation of the " corollaries of belief." As we knew,
Patmore took himself very seriously, and was taken

seriously by others whose judgment commands respect.

Bearing this in mind, he could, when necessary, express

himself with satiric wit, as the following verse will show.
The occasion was when the first German Emperor sent tele-

grams announcing his victories over the French.
" This is to say, my dear Augusta,
We've had another awful buster :

Ten thousand Frenchmen sent below

!

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow."

Few can study Patmore attentively without coming to a

closer knowledge of the unfolding intimacies of the spiritual

world. The result is not the acceptance of any. particular

doctrine or theory, but the approximation to an angle of per-

ception. He stands for the unknown, and confronts the

affirmations of the material with that of the spiritual. Some-
how vague, yet his philosophy is coherent; the seminal idea

that love is the clue to the mystery of the world inspires

many passages of high wisdom. Almost exclusively his

poems are devoted to an analysis of amatory instinct in its

most guileless and paradisiacal forms.
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THE ECCENTRIC SAMUEL BUTLER
The following- paragraphs are not about the author of

Hudibras, but concern the second Samuel Butler, who lived

from 1 835- 1 902, and wrote as a modern Utopia, Ercwhon
(1872; the name being an anagram of " nowhere "), a book
that would have delighted Swift. Educated at Shrews-
bury and Cambridge, he intended to take Orders, but
instead spent the years 1860-64 as a sheep-farmer in New
Zealand, where he acquired a capital of about eight thousand
pounds. This put out on mortgage in the colony, at ten

per cent., gave him all he wanted. He settled down in

London at Clifford's Inn, and there he died thirty-eight years

later. Health and good spirits waited on him nearly all

his life.

Butler was unconventional, but his unconventionality
never became that most offensive of all forms of priggish-

ness which calls itself "advanced." His irreverence was
always reverent, and his most destructive criticism creative

in its effect upon mind and character. His underlying
objection to certain conventions was a healthy objection to

obstacles in the path of life.

Butler's value to-day is his exhilarating irreverence, his

amazing candour, and entire absence of self-consciousness :

he can also be honestly named with the masters of irony.

His sense of detachment enables him to become a great
commentator on life—by one who looks on. Every twist and
turn in the world about him left him intensely astonished
and immensely amused. He forgot nothing, and when he
was impressed by some oddity or experience he immediately
committed his thought to paper, and The Note Books
contain the essence of his views of life and letters, revealing

249
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originality and character. He will survive with Lewis

Carroll, creator of Alice in Wonderland, as a logical

madman, the humorist whose grave turns lead one to argue

that such things cannot be, while yet you say to yourself

that, after all, they might be. But the very profundity of

Butler's thought has militated, and will militate, against his

popularity.

It was very unfortunate that Samuel Butler was so per-

sistently neglected in his lifetime. His talent may have
suffered or profited by his unpopularity—that we cannot

tell ; but there is no doubt that the injustice done him by
his own generation embarrasses the criticism of his work
by ours. He is one of those rare spirits among the dead
whom we like, or it may be dislike, as we do the living, so

strong is their individuality and so clearly can we make up
our minds about their manners and opinions.

Butler is nothing if not candid. He criticizes himself

with a refreshing simplicity. His egoism is enormous, and
:never petty. He is convinced of his own importance, but
•combines this pride with a genuine humility, seeing in

himself a leader of men who finds his way through blunders

and partial discoveries to an opening truth. One can
therefore be tolerant of his mistakes, because it is certain

that he is ready to retract them, and of his worst aberra-

tions, because he will come back as soon as he sees his way.
He was so afraid of self-deception that he found danger

everywhere, even in the very earnestness of his own honesty.

His victory—for we must account it nothing less—sprang
from the peculiar gift he enjoyed of seeing what an argu-
ment really carried with it, and from 1 the bull-dog courage
that would not let go any particle of fact already seized upon.

He represents the eccentric Englishman of common-sense,
who grips you by the hand, but who laughs over your
shoulder while he is doing it.

At one time we think it is his humour that eludes us, that

strange, unlaughing, overwhelming gift which compresses
his stories at one grasp into their eternal shape ; at another

the peculiar accent and power of his style ; but in the end
we cease to dissect, and give ourselves up to the delight in

a structure which seems to us so entire and all of a piece.

He failed in everything he took up—music and science,

painting and literature; and lived the most secluded of lives,
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without need of dress clothes, in a set of rooms in Clifford's

Inn, where he cooked his own breakfast and fetched his own
water. But his triumph lay not in being- a failure, but in

achieving- the kind of success he thought worth while, in

being the master of his life, and in selecting the right things

to do with it. Of course, he had the gift of poetry and emo-
tion, but he was very far from being a mere indiscriminating

wit; he had a constructive intention, not mockery but the

liberation of the spirit. Never, we imagine, did Butler have
to plead that he was too busy for some pleasant thing, such

as a concert or a play, or a visit to a friend. Every summer
found him with sufficient pocket-money to afford a trip to

Italy ; his week-end jaunts to the country were conducted
with extreme regularity, and we should guess that he seldom
put himself out to catch a train. He had, of course, a

splendid collection of hatreds, just as he worshipped Handel
and Shakespeare. In his isolation and idiosyncrasies he
sometimes recalls Edward Fitzgerald, but with the great

difference that whereas Fitzgerald early realised the vanity

of fighting the monster, Butler was always busy planting

his darts in the flanks of his age, always pugnacious and
always full of self-confidence. Nevertheless, some of his

ideas have had a real and practical influence. And against

neglect and disapproval he had a private supply of most
satisfactory consolations. It was much better fun, he said,

to write fearlessly for posterity than to write " like, we will

say, George Eliot, and make a lot of money by it."

The works of the author of Erewhon are too remarkable
to pass finally into the limbo of frustrate volumes. But
even when we have taken into account the vicissitudes of so
many books destined for immortality, it is no easy matter
to ascribe reasons for the temporary failure of most of

Butler's works. All books have their ups and downs; even
Shakespeare had his dark days, and Meredith was writing
for something like thirty years before he received anything
like adequate recognition. But one can explain these

variations in public esteem. With Samuel Butler the case
was different, because he not only achieved something like

fame for Erewhon and Erewhon Revisited (1901) but
between his learned researches into Homer and Shakespeare,
to say nothing of his musical studies, he was writing essays
upon science and art.
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Erewhon (1872) is a brilliant satire upon human institu-

tions and customs. The book purports to describe an

imaginary race of people, discovered in 1868, hidden behind

an enormous range of mountains, who had reverted to a

primitive form of civilization with no religion. Most of their

ideas were just the opposite of those prevailing in Europe,

and they regarded physical perfection as the highest standard

of human life and conduct. This strange romance is never

likely to be popular, but a perusal of it will repay all who
are interested in the workings of an original mind. Carlyle,

with colour and eloquence, aided by an uncommon sagacity,

waged mighty war on the world of humbug. Butler laughed

at it. The sequel tells of the traveller, who escaped in a

balloon, finds that the Erewhonians have grafted on to their

religion a worship of the mysterious visitant who made such

a miraculous ascension twenty years ago, with curious per-

version of his logia.

Samuel Butler never attained that recognition as a thinker

which was his due. He was treated as a thing of the past

long before he had been a thing of the present. This is

proved by the fact that there was little or no demand for

Butler's essays. He hated nothing more than the pro-

fessional spirit ; and this may account for the startling

freshness of his books, as if they had been laid up all these

years in sweet-scented roots and pungent spices. Naturally

his fellow-men owed him a grudge (though we should like

more evidence of what Mr. Harris calls " the conspiracy "

against him), as schoolboys set to do their sums in a dreary
schoolroom have a grudge against a boy who passes the

window with a butterfly net in his hand, and nothing to do
but enjoy himself.

Another hobby of Butler's was his great interest in

scientific discussions. He was at war with the professional

men of science, and was an independent critic of Darwinism,
with strong views on heredity, which he regarded as

equivalent to race-memory. He accepted their facts, right

enough, but he challenged their deductions on the ground
of what he deemed their loose reasoning. The writer in the

Cambridge History of English Literature says that " his

contentions turn chiefly upon two points : first, the restora-

tion of the idea of design to the philosophy of evolution

—

not the old teleological des :gn of Lamerk and Darwin, but
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a cunning and will inherent in each separate cell to shape

the sharers of its environment to ends of comfort and
stability. Secondly, a conception of heredity based on the

continuity of each generation with all its predecessors,

and the transmission of serviceable habits stored up by
unconscious memory. '

'

In Butler the fondness for the fanatic led to a passion for

romance ; fondness for the scientific became a passion for

social regeneration. The story-teller has run step by step

with the theorist ; vast and vague imaginings peopled a new
land. When we remember that his father was a Canon of

Lincoln, and his clerical training and intention of taking

"Anglican Orders, it is rather surprising to note that he
eventually became fiercely anti-Christian on many points of

ethics, no less than of dogma. Butler used his early know-
ledge to turn his rare abilities against the doctrines he
rejected, with all the pitiless cunning of Anthony Trollope,

who gave us the Barchester stories. The Way of All Flesh

perhaps ought to be read first, in order that the reader may
gain an exact picture of the sort of man Butler was. Of
course it is fatiguing to be taken back so many generations

in the life of the Pontifex family ; but he drew on a big

canvas that we could get the proper perspective of his own
life. It is not a book which he who runs may read.

Though the book is entertaining, its truth may be lost in

its exaggerations.

But perhaps his greatest fault as a writer springs from
this irresponsibility, his determination, that is, to humour
his own ideas in season and out of season, whether they

serve to clog the story to stagnation, as sometimes happens
in The Way of All Flesh, or to give it shade and depth.

Very occasionally he reminds one of those eccentric and
insistent people who persist in bathing daily in the

Serpentine, or in wearing a greatcoat all the year round, and
proclaim that such is the only road to salvation.

Butler's admiration for Handel's music led him to compose
in the manner of that school, collaborating with Henry
Festing Jones. One of the subjects chosen as libretto for

an oratorio was Ulysses, and hence arose an independent
study of the Homeric poem, which resulted in the publication

of his views on the subject

—

The Authoress of the Odyssey
(1897), which attracted attention in the academic world.
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Btitler could seldom resist the temptation to startle or shock

his readers But he has none of the u(ipt^ which Meredith
has ascribed to the classical men. His treatment of Homer
was freakish, and topographical and literary, rather than

professional.

Butler was the exact antithesis to his age. Instead of

being- self-satisfied, he was always obsessed by shortcom-
ing's; in place of self-concentration, he bestowed his whole
thoug-ht upon the environment which hemmed him in. It

was a point of conscience with him never to invent where
he could possibly help it ; and the piecing- seems to be
clumsily done, if you read it as a connoisseur in such thing-s.

But that is not the way to read it or any novel. Forg-et

your connoisseurship, which is merely the expectation of

that which you have no rig-ht to expect, and you will find

The Way of All Flesh more interesting- the more you read
it. It would require a biologist to tell us the value of

Butler's science. To a layman his arguments seem, as

usual, to rest on a confused use of words ; but since the

value of Butler's conclusions is not to be estimated by the

strength of the arguments with which he supports them, we
must wait to see how far his guesses are right ones.
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THE MEDIEVALISM OF ROSSETTI'S POETRY

Archbishop Trench dwelt upon the lesson of degeneracy in

the meaning- of words : if we call Dante Gabriel Rossetti a

mediaevalist, it is in the most gracious meaning of the word.

Beauty of form, beauty of suggestion, and, above all, of

word—were the prevailing occupations of the poet. Like

Coleridge, he had a seminal mind, a mind rich in original

suggestions, which inspired and influenced younger men to

carry out its ideas, often with a fluence of utterance and a

dexterity both in art and letters, combined with the passion

of youth and self-consciousness. A characteristic of

Rossetti 's writing is the gorgeousness of both word and

phrase obtained by. the profuse use of monosyllabic words.

Throughout his poetry we discover a regard for detail gained

by simplicity and precision of touch; but all was saturated

with the pre-Chaucerian or pre-Raphaelite spirit, and as a

select and willing member of that school he was willing

to bury his name in order to serve his art. He never asked

whether a thing was true or not; to him the important

question was, is it beautiful? His verse has no thought

as such ; it is all pure art—it had no cause to serve or doc-

trine to inculcate. His interest in the Oxford Movement

was of the primer, and all he attempted to do was to tran-

scribe its medievalism from religion to poetry. Except for

vague generalizations it is difficult to discover the influence

of any of his forerunners in poetry of his kind; he surprises

us with his imaginative pictures of the unknown world.

Glamour and a curious power of exciting the imagination into

intensity of vision characterises the work of him who was
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both painter and a still greater poet ; a combination shared
by no other except they be Michael Angelo or William Blake.

With all Rossetti's practical intelligence he was, in a certain

sense, never wholly awake ; the only real things were the

dreams and things of the imagination.

Rossetti's aim is receptivity rather than happiness, and
even sorrow has its place in his scheme; his word music is

funeral slow ; and his culture has no more joy than spon-
taneity. His thoughtfulness, and the cleanness and intensity

of his perceptions do not require to be insisted upon. He
once described himself as the racked and tortured medium
through which his poetry passed. The poetry of ideas

seemed to him to be too consciously moral to be altogether

artistic, and this led to a reaction from both the idea and
emotion to the mood. As an artist he desired to find sweet-

ness, depth, sincerity of devotional feeling in a work which
was to be artistic and symbolic.

Rossetti's taste, like his temperament, was tinctured with

morbidness ; and, like all neo-romancists, he was strongly

attached to Francois Villon, that weird Parisian poet, thief,

and murderer of the fifteenth century ; and perhaps it was
only his austere artistic conventions which prevented him
from going the wav of those false gods, Poe, Baudelaire, and
Wilde.

His sense of chivalry can be seen by the frequency of the

subject " woman," and the idea is transfigured and idealised

with sympathetic interpretation in verse and paint, as can
be seen by the mere title of his works. He has been charged
with being " fleshly," and to a limited extent the best work
of his is sensuous, but this is generally lost sight of by the

wonderful and exquisite workmanship. Max Nordau, like

Robert Buchanan, seems to see in the opera omnia of Rossetti

the dishevelled elements of morality and decay ; this is

not the view of the majority of critics. The fact that such a
pother was raised in the early seventies against such harm-
less oddities ought surely to make us sceptical of popular

outcries altogether. Rossetti's imagery and personifications

of abstract qualities are not borrowed at second-hand, but

come direct from the fountain-head of sonnet poetry, all per-

meated with a mysticism of undefinable bordering on the line

of pantheism and obscurity—the very antithesis of the origi-

nal pre-Raphaelites.
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Rossetti's whole life seems to have been a gradual consecra-

tion to the highest sense of beauty ; an almost literally

exact advance through the. stages of admiration in the Sym-
posium. Like his contemporaries, John Ruskin and Walter
Pater, he set up and worshipped all the arts and trophies of

Catholicism as a rival of the Church itself; careless of

dogma, but responsive to the art values of religion, he strikes

one as being mediaeval rather than Christian (he was an
agnostic in belief and practice). And his work is significant,

not so much by the quality of work produced as to the prin-

ciples it suggested. Rossetti is not a man to attract a dul-

lard : he is too earnest and precise to look at matters from
the common point of view. In literature his main ideas were
held by William Morris, and the so-called /Esthetic Move-
ment bore witness to his influence. The pre-Raphaelite

method touches a perfection in poetry that it missed in paint-

ing, with a high command of the manifold chords of lang-

uage, which has not often been matched in the annals of

English poetry for beauty of execution. Common to all

ag-es is a passion for poetry and an immense reverence for it,

a profound feeling for its dignity and capacity; and one is

safe in saying that the note clanged out by Rossetti in " The
Blessed Damozel " will echo amongst some of the best poetry

of the nineteenth century (especially when we remember that

it was written by a youth of only eighteen years) ; and, like

other members of the pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, he exerted

an influence such as comparatively faultless writers never

exert, at least in their time.

In spite of his up-bringing, as the son of an Italian

patriot, he had none but that political enthusiasm of which
kindles the work of his friend Swinburne; his life was passed

in a select and narrow circle of friends.

Rossetti was proud to be ignorant of the science that was
the chief boast of his age; his modernity, as far as his party

is concerned, warns England of the fate of Nineveh. As in

painting so his poetry abandons the stress and tragedy of

life : the people who move about his work are not characters

but types. And in endeavouring to do justice to him, we
must remember that, though born and bred in England,
he was Italian by blood and sympathy. As Browning is

supposed to be the typical Englishman in Italy, so Rossetti

is supposed to be the ordinary Italian in England. Mediaeval

R
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Italy, old Provence, Chaucer's and Shakespeare's England
were the age in which he wove tapestries in verse ; but in the

main his lyrics were written for the inner ear and require

to be mentally accompanied. Nearly all his poems are the

expression of some poignant passion ; and no other English

poet of the nineteenth century had so little a love for Nature
as Rossetti ; and much of his despondency is due to purely

physical causes. Mystery and ofttimes eeriness itself

hovers over his early poems. The poetry of Rossetti knows
but one word—Love. What he calls House of Life is really

the House of Love. He saw the spiritual call in face and
form, and descried the spirit through his desire of the body.
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IBSEN THE DRAMATIST

As man and as artist, the creed of Henrick Ibsen (1828-

1906) was the cultivation and realisation of self; a kind of

humility, deducted from the fact that only by giving complete

expression to oneself can the finest work be produced. His

most individual point of view in his dramas is the sense of

the vast importance of trifles, of a tendency to magnify mis-

understandings and a certain consciousness of things to

express, without any regard to the conventions of life. Like

Heine and Byron, he was a disciple of cynicism, appealing

to the intellect—but adding fancy and emotion as he goes.

Ibsen was intent upon declaring the need for regeneration

in the individual soul, rather than by assailing or proposing

to alter laws, customs, and conventions. The universal

element is, therefore, predominant in his work, in spite of its

seeming parochialism. The immediate effect of Ibsen's plays

is to awaken thought, to induce reflection, to compel people

to analyse and ponder grave questions of individual and
social morality.

At one time the majority of dramatic critics were united

in an informal but none the less influential Anti-Ibsen

League, pledged to misunderstand everything that the
" dismal Norwegian crank and egoist " wrote. The Conti-

nental custom of regarding the theatre as the means whereby
certain ideas and theories may be propounded gave Ibsen

his opportunity to let loose certain turbid and topsy-turvy

views of life. Stagecraft he certainly had ; and given

certain abnormal characters he knows how to manage them.

259
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He is interested in certain truths by which he believes men
and women should be guided in their conduct, and, having
done this, like Brieux, he develops a plot to render it explicit.

And whatever be the attitude of the critic, all must admit
that Ibsen is the ablest exponent of the drama of ideas ; and
since he is concerned rather with ideas than with story, his

art disdains the spectacular. More than any other dramatist,

he has successfuly adjusted story to idea with dramatic
technique. No dramatist of our time has had more success,

and has kept it better, by making his work interesting to

play-goers, by the subtlety with which he put them into

relation with his dramatis persona.
It wras with the publication of Brand (1865) that Ibsen

became famous, or rather infamous, not only in his native

land of Norway but throughout Europe. It presents the de-

vastating causes of a colossal idealist, a saintly pastor, who
will not recognise human infirmities and preaches the un-

compromising realisation of what he conceives to be the

Divine will. In his earlier plays Ibsen had studied the diseases

of society, but only the individual's relation to society ; his

chief concern is with character. Given a certain situation

and a certain type of person, Ibsen argues in this way.
What would this man be most likely to say? Not, what
would be the most exciting or clever. Until his time, few
playwrights had ever tried to imitate real life on the stage

;

or, as a matter of fact, had it been viewed critically. But
Ibsen suffered from an overweening conceit. Like many who
have acquired a smattering of psychology, of sociology, of

medical science, he believed himself omniscient. In particular,

he displayed an ignorance of the spiritual factor in mankind
that would be ludicrous if it were not tragic. Ibsen was like

one who thought to make his task easy by ignoring one of

the incompatibles of life ; the universe is emptied of half its

contents, so that it may be easier to think about. And, con-

sequently, it is difficult to think that much of his work will

retain for posterity a very high place in literature. Ibsen's

name has been coupled with that of Tolstoi, Zola, and

Nietzsche as exemplifying in the last quarter of the nine-

teenth century, the charge of positive degeneration of the

doctrine of heredity in the famous The Doll's House and

Ghosts, plays which are full of futilities and follies. The
latter is a terrible play, and it unloosed a tempest of repro-
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bation—telling the truth about heredity and the responsibili-

ties of parentage. Instead of satirizing manners or the

foibles of humanity, Ibsen reserves his eiptovaa for certain

conceptions or ideals that men have erected to govera their

conduct. However much we may mislike his ideals, he
could not truly be called a pessimist; for much as he knows
the extent of evil, he certainly believes it capable of being

made better. His characters prove their own unfitness for

certain departments of life, not the unfitness of the institu-

tion. Yet, as much as we may admire Ibsen's plays, with

their deep sincerity of thought and emotion, we find they

lack something of the greatest art. Is it grace that we seek

or mansuetude? Perhaps a richer humanity, a larger good-
will towards men. Eloquent, effervescent, serenely self-con-

fident, he touched nothing in which he did not suceed in

making interesting, however much we may disagree with the

matter. From one aspect, his whole drama may be regarded

as a microscopic analysis of the morbid self-consciousness of

modern life. The immediate effect of Ibsen's plays is to

awaken thought, to induce reflection, to compel people to

ponder grave questions of individual and social morality.

Ibsen desires to improve the prevailing order in the world.

From a technical aspect, most of Ibsen's plays are of the

highest class ; but their social teaching is open to a positive

answer to Macbeth 's famous question :
" Canst thou minister

to a mind diseased?" With a few exceptions they are

compound of mad animality and mad spirituality, greedy and
unclean to the body, pitiless to the soul. The blunt truth

is that Ibsen had a morbid dwelling upon animalism which
atrophied his own powers of spiritual perception. Ibsen's

heroines are frenzied with a passion clamouring to be free.

He copies Salome and Electra in his revolting women, Nora,
Hedda Babler, Rebecca West; and like, Mary Wollstonecraft,

awoke the world with her Vindication of the Rights of
Woman. Ibsen, however, disclaimed any prophetic atti-

tude, and he tells us if any " message " is propounded it

was quite unintentional.

Ibsen has succeeded in painting from life a remarkable
character gallery, while the dialogue is broken and frag-

mentary as in life. Perhaps the most remarkable character

is that of Bishop Nicholas in one of the earlier historical

plays The Pretenders. In this drama, Ibsen set himself to
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conjure up the greatest of the ages of faith—the mediaeval
world. In it we have excited interest which has compelled
those who like him least to hail him as a consummate crafts-

man for his skill in the handling of intrigue. The Pre-

tenders is unquestionably the summit of Ibsen's achievement;
of all the writings of the past half of his career Peer Gynt
alone can stand beside it. Written when he Was thirty-five,

it is the first thoroughly mature product of his genius

—

crisp, pregnant, and concise—without any long soliloquies;

after the manner of Shakespeare or Browning. Considering
the crudeness and violence with which Ibsen's ethical pre-

occupations assert themselves, he is not prevented by his

ultimate judgments to come out right in the end, in spite of

the tangle of incidental considerations in which they are so

perilously involved. Every play is individual and distinc-

tive ; and yet all are linked together with invisible, hidden

motives. " Symbolism clouded all the concluding years of

Ibsen's dramatic workmanship, and without doubt it has

a very potent influence over the dramatic gift. It substi-

tutes vague tendencies for clear discriminations of character,

and surrounds the clash of interests and personalities which
make a play with a half-mystical atmosphere; which, like a

fog, obliterates the sharp edges and leaves the landscape

undefined. The various personages which walk through

the plays are certainly futile enough. Of course, they talk

interminably and disown the proper definition of drama,

which means action, by never doing anything of moment."

Mere curiosity does much, and the keen pleasure of know-

ing better than our fathers and elder brothers is, no doubt,

the only justification that can be found for the revival of the

Norwegian's silly, so-called ethical plays, which are

applauded with unstinted admiration by people who really

ought to know better. Great as a dramatic artificer, he is

greater as a critic of society, an intellectual questioner, a

revealer of fundamental realities. Ibsen has often been

compared with Euripides, almost his only parallel. Com-
pletely emancipated, Ibsen stands forth as a creative drama-

tist of wide world significance. For a particle of dust, how-

ever, must not blind our eyes to the force and skill with

which Ibsen sends his arrow again and again to the heart of

his target. To Ibsen, the countries which have shown most
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profound regard for his significance gave a defining title and
character : Norway thought of him first as a Conservative

and later as a Radical ; Germany was divided between three

classes; France abhorred his anarchy whilst celebrating his

equilibrium ; and England has not yet assured his works the

title of classic.
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CONCERNING GEORGE MEREDITH AND SOME OF
HIS NOYELS

It was given to George Meredith (1828- 1909) to sustain

with noble integrity the best traditions of the novel of

character, and preserve with vigorous vitality a unity of

purpose and the animating psychological idea, which are the

infallible signs of sound workmanship. When he writes

prose, the prose seems always about to burst into poetry;

when he writes verse, the verse seems always about to sink

into prose. He thinks in flashes, and writes in shorthand :

he reasons in pictures, every line having its imagery, and he

uses pictorial words to express abstract ideas. Many of his

epigrams are extremely clever, and many others sound as

though they might be if their meaning could be discovered

;

and it is a great pity to find him so often indulging in adorn-

ments of manner which, however splendid they may be,

often remain artificial. He saw the truth in flashes, and was
apt to get dazzled. Some critics have dilated on his lack of

constructive skill, and affirmed that he violates nearly every

canon of art, and much has been said of his obscurity and
indirectness of diction : but these impediments have been

greatly exaggerated. No one has ever tried to make words
convey so much meaning as Meredith, and very few had so

much meaning to express ; for few have equalled him for

penetrating insight and brilliant criticism of life. He can

be trivial, or grotesque, or satirical, or splendid ; and whether
his personages be heroic or not, he carries out his task with

assurance and intelligence.

Meredith's faults were no doubt due to his eccentricity of

character, and the secret of his unpopularity is due to

fantastic locations, gorgeous epigrams, and other para-
phernalia that dulness would be a bright relief. The better

264
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half of his genius is always suffering eclipse from the worse
half. Like others, Meredith has his mad moments when he
rides his Pegasus of fancy to absurd death. He is too

impatient, too forgetful of the limits of prose and the novel,

to work out a philosophy in that indirect, circumambient way
in which alone it can minister to fiction.

Deep traces are left upon Meredith's thought by the

poets of the school of Wordsworth, and by Carlyle, whose
influence is tempered by that of Goethe ; while science

taught him accuracy of observation and the elimination of

vague optimism. But apart from touches of poetic fantasy
and caricature, reminiscent of Peacock, Meredith remains in

isolation. But in spite of crudities and obscurities his works
have played a real part in helping modern Englishmen to

perceive the undying significance and beauty of things

Greek. He set himself to prove knowledge anew, and build

up his vision of life block by block, shirking nothing from
sentiment or shame. He is no professional preacher; yet
the religious and ethical note is sounded on nearly every
page of his most characteristic work. The chapter in

Richard Feveral entitled " The System Encounters the Wild
Oats Special Plea," is fairly representative of his ethical

tone : indeed the whole book is a satirical exposure of the
mischief wrought by the various forms of egoism. The
whole of The Ordeal of Richard Feverel (1859) has a nervous
strength, a directness of style, a fulness of knowledge, and
a power of dramatic presentment that entitle it to be called

a masterpiece. The tragic idyll of Richard and Lucy is one
of the most beautiful episodes in all fiction ; revealed with
no neglect of ignorance. Robert Louis Stevenson was wont
to speak of it as Meredith's magnum opus, and with this

the majority of critics are ready to concur. R.L.S. also
spoke of the Ordeal as being the finest expression of the
romantic spirit in contemporary fiction ; meaning, of course,
the romance of familiar life, not of perilous adventure and
hairbreadth escapes.

Meredith is at his best when he brings his characters on
the scene and makes them do the work ; or, when he appears
as a chorus in tune with the theme of the world. His books
have an air of high-pitched, resonant voices, speaking the
unmistaken language of metaphor, epigram, and fantastic
poetic dialogue. The work of George Meredith, so
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sumptuous and so varied, has for its admirers, intellectual,

moral, philosophical appeals, which have perhaps to some
extent clouded the question of its strictly artistic charac-

terisation. His art, as we follow it, reflects one long conflict

with stubborn and recalcitrant material, for it was ultimately

relative of the nineteenth century ; but somehow he had the

effect of carrying the whole action back to the spacious days
of the ancien regime. The Egoist (1879) stands apart, not
only in the latter half of the last century, but even among
Meredith's novels, by its complete originality of attitude and
technique, the clues to which are disclosed in the essay,

On the Idea of Comedv and the uses of the Common Spirit

(i877).

The plot of The Egoist is of the simplest and the

book is really a study of the most refined form of self-

preoccupation, presented through a marvellously searching

analysis of motive, accompanied by a free play of satire ; in

it Meredith lets loose his philosophical fancies, bristling with

allusions with a style reckless and indomitable, as to be
almost fatiguing. These wonderful aphorisms of his,

however, are not by any means jeux d'esprit, brilliant

coruscations of an electric wit : they are observations from
life made after the profoundest meditation. And as a
successor in the right race and lineage of Cervantes and
Fielding, Meredith invoked their patron, the Comic Spirit,

and, like other writers, allows an insight into his mind. He
is a didactic writer, and if his characters are to be viewed
fairly, they must be seen in the light of the ideas which
inspire the novels. His heroes and heroines are the

materialisation of ideals; they stand for symbols for the

qualities. This can be seen from quite a superficial reading

of Beauchamp's Career. It is a story of a modern Gracchus,

an impetuous champion of the oppressed, whose history

entails a broad view of the politics of the mid-Victorian age
in the light of Carlyle's teaching.

Inwoven with these matters is a psychological study of

love exemplified in the hero, who is successively enamoured
of three women. His fate, emblematic of his " rocket

mind," is untimely and tragic. And yet with all its curiously

alien atmosphere, the book is somehow or other deeply

embedded in life. If Meredith's real life was upon a plane

of unreality, it must be remembered that a peculiarly
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heightened and concentrated effect was thereby obtainable

in all sorts and conditions of mis e-en-scene, but chiefly of

the upper classes—as like Thackeray, with whom he has
more affinity than any other writer of fiction. Austin
Feverel and Willoughby Patterne were baronets of great

wealth. Diana Warwick is the friend of Cabinet Ministers.

The society of the middle of the nineteenth century was
less strenuous than nowadays, and fenced round by a more
rigid etiquette—to which riches were not a passport. It was
a period immortalised by George Meredith, and his descrip-

tion of Diana's dinner parties, with their bewildering rapier-

play of conversation, breathe an atmosphere as strange to

our own dining-rooms as that of Plato's Symposium, as we
know from the Reminiscences of Lady Dorothy Nevill.

As a thinker, Meredith was at once " in the movement "

and " of the centre." He was an advanced radical, but with-

out being in the least pessimistic. He had pondered on man
and his destiny until his insight perceived whole regions and
vistas of human possibility that were as yet untenanted. His
poems and novels are glossaries on his reading of life, and
for Meredith every department was important ; but he
chiefly crowded his pages with types of the intellectual class.

Usually his manner is spontaneous with regard to his use
of metaphor, while his psychology is poetic and not in

scientific form. His command of language is such that he
can condense a whole series of impressions or a complete
train of thought into lightning flash. He is very much more
than a critic of society, more even than a humorist, though
he is both of these. He is essentially a poet with a message
to expound, of how

Our life is but a little holding, lent

To do a mighty Labour : we are one
With heaven and the stars when it is spent

To serve God's aim : else die we with the sun.

It is easy to lay, too, a too mystical interpretation on
Meredith's homage to earth, the mother of man. The waste
and cruelty of nature does not disturb him. The deepest
root of his interest in nature (especially in the poems, and
some even maintain that he is a poet in the first place and
a novelist only as a subsidiary issue) is the conviction that

the knowledge of nature is an indispensable condition of

understanding men, and especially of tolerance of their
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faults. Tout savoir, c'est tout pardonner. Meredith is a

moralist who accepted stoically the conclusion that nothing

beyond terrestrial existence is knowable.

What Meredith did for women was not to emancipate

them, but to express them. He has considered sex with

audacity and insight, and on the Woman Question he was
the most outspoken of modern prophets. His passion is

always " noble strength of fire," witness Lord Ortnond and
his Atninta, when the game is one of those subtle tussles of

convention at which Meredith loves to umpire, but with a

strength of impetuosity. If we wrench his philosophy piece-

meal from its contest, and then re-work it into a scheme of

practical affairs, we lose Meredith in the process, to find him
again with the inspiration gone. As for his characters, they

are pure creations evolved from his own conception corrected

and made possible by his innate perception of the relations

of things. Though his types were of the patrician order,

his emotions were for all men, but very intensified.

In Meredith's gallery of creations the freshest beauty and
originality was his series of portraits of women. Since

Shakespeare no one but he has painted women with the

same full and romantic sureness. He knew the psychology
of woman as well as man ; he is as familiar with Rhoda
Fleming and Sandra Belloni just as much as he was at home
with Evan Harrington and Harry Richmond; his novels

are usually rich in portraiture, tracing with scientific care

and precision the chains of cause and effect in the world of

character. Given a particular character set in a certain

relation to others, what will be the effect upon the others

and upon the one itself? There is extremely little story in

Meredith's books as a whole—therefore there is but little

action : the problem is inward. It is impossible even for the

most self-searching analysis to provide a complete account
of the development of one's mind or soul ; for however
sincere a man may be, and however frank his self-dis-

closures, he must be conscious of depths of experience which
cannot be expressed. Having considered this, we are forced

to admit that Meredith has discharged with satisfaction and
analytic reason the causes and logical effects.

Very few critics dispute Meredith's place as our keenest
critic of social life, from the impersonal point of view ; but
nearly all critics and readers detect a certain perversity—of
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an endeavour to be peculiar in thought, or style, in choice

of subject, in knowledge of it : in short, in general attitude.

For all his analytic industry in the direction of character, he

innates not the living men and women who justify modern
fiction, but superb conceptions who have more of the

general than the particular in them. Genius can hardly be

denied to George Meredith : but it was marred by an
unfortunate education, by a certain Celtic tapage, and,

above all, by a general desire to be unlike others. Every-
thing to him is beauty or ugliness ; but that is often so with

those who never become artists. No doubt his fame will

depend upon brilliance and versatility of intellect. His
faults are, indeed, dignified by a comparison with those of

great writers, as he has been charged with the obscurity of

Browning and a waywardness or grotesqueness of expression

reminiscent of Carlyle. But his merits are on a lower scale.

It is his style—brilliant, epigrammatic, dazzling in its wit and
polish, full of suggestions, teeming with thought—that

makes the ordinary person regard him as obscure, if not

precious. Meredith's intellect touched life at an immense
number of points, and would not rest at none of them. He
had elegance, to be sure, of that plain Attic order to which
common sense gives the law and almost the inspiration.

If Swinburne represents the enthusiasm of the modern
patriotism, George Meredith represents its brain. Optimist
as he is, there is nothing vague or sentimental about him

;

his business is to grapple with hard facts. His national

teaching is but an extension of his deep study of nature and
human life, and is based on what he has learnt from a close

communion with mother earth. No poet ever loved

England better than Meredith, or had a deeper insight into

her faults, for he had seen her from without as well as from
within. However, the best of George Meredith is universal

enough to shine through all dilutions and distortions of a
foreign tongue or a foreign temperament. But it cannot be

denied that he hated asceticism and conventional standards
led him in his later work near the borders of the rather

dangerous doctrine that the instincts of the beast are

superior to the statute-book. We must trust nature, he
seems to say, that is, of course pagan rather than Christian

doctrine.
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A FEW LINES ON CHRISTINA ROSSETTI

The poetry of women (unless Eve wrote verses) begins with

Sappho. Certainly the glamour of time has reflected her

name ; it exists chiefly now as a symbol of the ideal woman-
poet. Later writers have been known as the Sappho of some
period ; the appellation has been confirmed by contemporaries

as letter patent of everlasting fame. The youngest of

Gabriel Rossetti's four children was Christina Georgina,

born in London in 1830. Educated at home, she imbibed

the influence of her mother, who was a devout member of the

Anglican Church.
Christina Rossetti was a cloistered soul that mistrusted

the attraction of the world, turning away from it, not indeed

in fear, but with a conviction of its vanity : however, the

flame of her spirit was bright. Generally speaking, all her

work is in one genre. It might be said that Christina has

never enriched our hymnology as George Herbet, Cardinal

Newman, Keble, and Faber have done, and one can only

reply that neither have these enriched our love poetry or our

nursery classics as she has done. Her religious poetry, as

a whole, is not entirely healthy in tone, while at times it is

marred by quaintness and subtleties. Both in her style and
in her metrical effects she sometimes recalls her brother, but

her individual note is always unmistakable ; she suffers from
a general absence of a strong human interest. Her fine feli-

city in romance sprang straight from an imagination which
in a sense was always as bare and clear as the room where she

sits in her brother's painting of the Annunciation. She
could, said Mr. Percy Lubbock, '• let her fancy riot, as in

Goblin Market, with wayward profusion ; but its opulence is
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that of a dream, with no attachment to life and ready to

vanish in a moment." This poem and The Prince's Progress
are drear fantasies—stories told without any didactic in-

tention, and in words the simplest ever used by an English

poet. She rarely imitated any forerunner, and drew her

inspiration from her own expressions of thought and feeling'.

She does not study or describe, but her verse reflects in a
manner as lucid as a child's.

Christina had a great ethical sensitiveness, and the fresh-

ness and purity of purpose. To browse amongst her poems
is like wandering in the meadows in May. Her mysticism
represents a somewhat extreme form of the nineteenth century

type, and, unlike her brother, Dante Gabriel, her faith was
vigorous upon the dogmatic side, but undeniably sad and
very delicate ; the pathos of which is strangely intensified by
her appreciation of beauty and pleasure, but mostly in a
minor key. She sings renunciation. Like her brother, she

was gready influenced by the Catholic reaction—but in ways
so different. Her place in the world of song, in spite of her

limitations and her thwarted development, is certain to be in

the hierarchy of the great. In spite of her verbal cere-

moniousness, and a habit of mind that too often had led her

from simple and stirring imagination into every deft kind of

fancy, she is justly allowed the honour of representation

among her country's poets.

"Of all contemporary poets," says Mr. Watts-Dunton.
" she had seemed to me the most indubitably inspired. I

had made a lifelong study of poetic art, yet Christina's art

secret had baffled me. Her very uncertainty of touch, as

regarded execution, seemed somehow to add to the impres-

sion she made upon one of inspiration. She always wrote
just as the impulse and the form of expression came to her,

and if these did not come, she wrote not at all. But it was
not her inspiration which overawed me at the1 idea of meet-
ing her. It was the feeling that her inspiration was not

that of the artist at all, and not that of such dramatic
passion as in other poets I had been accustomed to, but the

inspiration of the religious devotee. It answered a chord
within me, but a chord that no poet had heretofore touched."
Of fragile health and ascetic temper, she lived a se-

questered life, and died in 1894. Full of echoes of the past,

if --"ctuated by the temper of her time, she was literary to the
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tips of her fingers. She had the rarest of gifts, the gift of

expressing in quiet speech and perfect musical cadence. Her
genius is purely lyrical. The whole bulk of her poems yield

but few quotations, and, perhaps, not one generalised state-

ment of much truth. Her lyrics have that desideriiim,

that obstinate longing for something lost out of life.
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the significance of james thomson's
POETRY

The literary work of James Thomson (1834-82) reflects the
story of his life. Lacking moral fibre, terribly strained by
the sordidness of his atheism, he has rightly been called the

"poet of despair." His creed is utterly hopeless—he re-

duced life to its lowest terms. Thomson epitomizes his

philosophy in The City of Dreadful Night, and in spite of

its gloom, however, the poem has an indefinable hold upon
us. He began life as a regimental school-master, and sus-

tained it by sundry other employments, in which opium,
alcohol, and insomnia played their part; together with the

writings of Shelley, Heine, Leopardi, and Schopenhauer.
He has been likened to the American, Poe, for his weird
imaginings and intellectual gloom, toned in a minor key to a
tune of spiritual desolation, which is something worse than
what is called "the grotesque and arabesque." Less pro-

fuse than many of his forerunners in the highway of poetry,

Thomson is often purposely and effectively coarse, condi-

tioned by his view of life, no doubt suggested by his friend,

the notorious Bradlaugh, who wasted much splendid talent,

courage and eloquence in vainly endeavouring to break down
the barrier of English conservatism in social and religious

matters.

The poetry of the nineteenth century represents nearly all

the faith, disbelief, and indifference current at the time.

Strictly speaking, Thomson belongs to no particular school,

yet there can be no doubt that he may appropriately be
labelled as belonging to the sceptical reaction; his philo-

sophy is of the " mind diseased " type who cried
—" Omnis
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moriar," I go down into oblivion and cease to be. Fiery

comets of expression blaze across the pages, uncouth rocks,

and, maybe, rubbish, are hurled at mankind, who live in a

lurid chaos of discontent and misery.

Browning sang for many years with firm lustiness that

all was right with the world, whilst James Thomson sang
with equal certainty that all was decidedly wrong. As the

former was sincere, so was the latter, for he sang with con-

viction. The verse is polished, but the sentiment is morbid to

a degree that even the sickness of the author can scarcely

excuse.

Life in the City of Dreadful Night is, Prometheus-like,

always renewed and always eaten out by unquenchable
sorrow; a vast and sombre city, the abode of melancholia,

where Faith was poisoned, Love died by violence, and Hope
despaired : this triology is an eccentric mathematical formula

of pessimism, with a sort of recurring decimal. The poem is

probably unparalleled in the whole range of English verse

for its sombre philosophy, ghastly symbolism, the produce of

many disappointments—bereavement, failure, misfortune,

and ill-health. As expounded in The City of Dreadful Night,

progress is a mere illusion, and perhaps his logic led to mere
negation. To be perfectly candid, although the greatest and
most characteristic of his poems are pessimistic in tone, yet

there were a few earlier poems which sound less of the

abyss of woe. His Land of the Castle of Indolence, with its

vivid imagery, suggests a veil of radiant hope—but ever so

faint. The bulk of his other writings display a somewhat
intense poetical quality which have been diluted with un-

favourable appreciations and contempt for a writer who was
a debauch and consequently a slackened will. As pleasure

and not duty was the keynote of James Thomson's (the

second) character, the result was bound to be disastrous.

Emotion requires a master ; when it gains the upper hand it

is an explosive force.

Every thoughtful reader of Thomson's verse will rightly

assert that as a lyric poet his reputation is high. When all

is told, however, the most authentic and arresting of his

work is that part in which he walks hand in hand with Fate.

According to Matthew Arnold, the only " right art is that

which creates the highest enjoyment." And he would be a

bold man who did not enjoy even Thomson's most depressing
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poems. His weakness has been technically charged as

wanting in carelessness and a tendency of rhetoric remini-

scent of Byron at the worst. And unless there should
happen some new, incredible change of taste, the verdict of

posterity will not vary greatly from our own. The fires of

controversy have died down, and the crowds have departed
who once gathered to hear and admire a personality who
might have been an inspirer of men for all that is good, true

and beautiful.



xliv,

william morris: jesthete and socialist

For pure ethereal pathos it would be hard to find a poet

who was so infused with beauty that he forsook art for

socialism (in order to convert the masses) as William Morris,

who was so infused with beauty that he forsook art for

reformer. His life (1839-96) was filled with tireless activi-

ties, always inspired by lofty ideals and true artistic instinct.

Like Rossetti, he found his inspirations in the mediaeval tales

and classics myths. On the whole, there is no poet of his

century, except Sir Walter, who has given such a volume of

romantic pleasure to his readers as Morris.

Strictly speaking, the word " decadent " implies some-
thing bad, unwholesome ; but the word has been freely used
as a contemptuous epithet against the apostles of aesthe-

ticism who nourished about 1880, with special regard to

William Morris. Yet however true this appellation may be,

it seems strange, pari passu, that Pope, who is artificial,

and Byron, who is sensuous, should escape the application

of this adjective. The books Morris wrote always have a
sweet childishness when he wrote as a man ; but his work
as a boy reflects a wisdom almost sinister. He sent his

great voice pealing out in a song that used solid poems for

its notes. He walked the waves without noticing them, sus-

tained by his inherent knowledge of art, intent only on the

pretty colour in the spray ; these he picked up and bound
together in a harmonious whole. But the spirit of William
Morris has not seized hold of the century and made its

humblest necessities beautiful. His writings form only one

part of his life-work as poet, artist, and reformer—in each of

which he did a full life's work. The ugliness of modern life,
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with its factories and railroads, its unpicturesque poverty

and selfish commercialism, was hateful to him—like to his

teacher, Ruskin. They loved to think of England as it was
in the time of Chaucer.

" Forget six counties overhung with smoke,
Forget the snorting steam and piston smoke,
And dream of London, small and white and clean,

The clear Thames boarded by its gardens green."

No other poet, not even Chatterton or Keats, had so

loved the outer and inner life of the Middle Ages. Morris
had what every revolutionist ought to have—Tennyson's
"Passion of the Past." It would be going too far to

claim for him that he had the historic sense, but he idealized

what he saw and admired.
William Morris has minutely described his vision of a

perfect city, and one instantly perceives that his dominant
theme is artistic beauty. He exults in the wide streets,

spacious squares, magnificent architecture, and an all-per-

vading spirit of loveliness. He annihilates every form of

ugliness, and with it vanish poverty, crime, disease, and
everything that is repellant to the sestEetic instinct. In his

ideal city everyone works for pleasure, financial rewards
being neither practised nor understood. Morris was always
foretelling a catastrophe to our society. That commercial
system of ours, which seems to so many part of the codes of

Nature, was to him as evil and unnatural as slavery. His
quarrel with it was not political but human. He was sure

that a society which encouraged bad work was sure to come
to a bad end. It was left practically to Morris to do what
his contemporaries dreamed. He practised what Kingsley
sung

:

" Do noble deeds not dream them all day long."

His socialism was a means to an end—beauty—in which
he realises, so far as it is possible for him, under the condi-

tions in which he is doomed to live, in his poetry and artistic

products. These are positive goods : the socialistic propa-

ganda is only that sort of conditional good which consists

in the removal of obstructions. His voluminous poetry and
prose, resorting for its inspiration to an elder day remote

from the life around him is, superficially, the work of a
dreamer, who seeks refuge from materialism in a world of

visions. But, to Morris, his visions were, as we know, the
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inspirations of an eminently practical life, he was not " the
idle singer of an empty day." Whatever was in hand, it

was for the moment the only thing- in the world to do; and
he lost in it all interest for the time in any other kind of

work, even in the work of his dearest friends. He made
himself thoroughly master of his subject—buying any book
likely to help, ransacking with a kind of fury every source
of information. Abounding vitality was his marked char-

acteristic, of what he thought, invented, worked at and pro-

claimed. " ',Tis life whereof our nerves are scant " could
not be said of Morris.

His poetry, like his decorative work, was meant for the

people, and " understanded of the people." Moreover, he
was an accomplished raconteur, and a story well told is

always sure of an audience. He did not invent stories, but

told the old stories over again with a new charm ; and all

this was done with incredible ease and rapidity, considering

he spent a cerain amount of time travelling to out-of-the

way places to acquaint himself with the locality, and in order

to acquaint himself to the local references of the sagas he

made two journeys to Iceland. Wholly removed from self,

breeding neither anguish nor disquiet, he was full of soft

music and familiar older charm. We can say with truth

that all his longer poems are fresh and stirring, with a style

befitting the theme, but on the whole they lack variety ; and
when we finish a volume we heave a sigh of satisfied appetite

rather than that of regret. We also feel that the writer has

enjoyed the telling of his story ; while a correlative moral
runs through all of his poetry—one of which, it must be

owned, savours of pagan fatalism. It is the one shadow
which falls across the feast. But with all these faults—if

they be such, no writer since Chaucer excelled Morris in the

art of retaining the attention of his readers. Our literature

is less rich in narrative than any other form. Through all

episodes his Argo keeps the seas with buoyant grace. And
astonishment increases when we recall the ease with which

he wrote.* What a difference from the manner of Gray and

* " Seven hundred lines were once composed in a single day "

(Mackail's Life of Morris, Vol. I., p. 186). Naturally his work has the

fault of over-swift production—sometimes flowing like a quick current

over broken rocks, with no true composition, but thoroughly alive.

These remarks would specially apply to his early poem, The Defence of

Guinevere.
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Wordsworth. The one defect, however, in Morris's work
is that he is too apt to pause over the embroideries of his

story ; the spirit of the decorative artist was too strong- for

him ; for a narrative which does not move mainly upon con-

crete facts, whether real or imaginary, is false in principle,

and our poet is too apt to pause and admire the scene, as

it were. The effect upon the reader's mind is strange.

Dizzied by the litany-like metre, deprived of all intellectual

food, yet pierced by vivid apprehensions—it tastes a rare

mixture of exultation and quiescence.

His classic tales are retold in a half-mediaeval way and
with a strong Chaucerian flavour. But more than that, they

are narratives told with a picture-maker's eye, devised by one

who cared for every human and beautiful detail, and what
is only the fairest and strongest—as, for instance, superb

translations of the /Eneid, the Odyssey, and Beowulf. As
a prose writer his productions fall into three divisions—con-

troversial, translations, and prose romances. Round the

language of the latter a storm of criticism raged. For with

Morris the use of archaic words and diction was an artistic

necessity if he were to create the atmosphere he required,

to awaken the mind to the expectations of strange sur-

roundings and unaccustomed ideas and realities. His art

as a story-teller was that of improvisatori; and on the whole

he belongs to the Romantic school at its best and healthiest.

But churchly aestheticism and the mediaeval " praise of vir-

ginity " made no part of Morris's social ideal. He was very

practical, and in 1861 formed the firm of Morris & Com-
pany (which has its headquarters now in Oxford Street, W.),

which revolutionised English household decoration.

Rossetti and Burne-Jones were amongst the partners of this

concern, which undertook to supply the public with artistic

work in jewellery, carpets, printed cottons, stamped leather,

furniture, embroidery, etc. Later, Morris taught himself to

dye and weave, and before he died he had founded the

famous Kelmscott Press, devoted to artistic printing and

bookbinding. From his youth he was devoted to the service

of the beautiful.

He loved romance, not because it touched beauty with

strangeness, but precisely because to him romance was the

most natural kind of beauty, beauty without any strangeness
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whatever. He felt himself to have been born out of due
time, but this feeling-, as Mr. Clutton-Brock says, " was not

the result of a vague dislike of reality, but of a very clear

liking- for a reality different from that in which he found
himself." There is no "wizard twilight" in any of his

poetry, even when he left the romance of Gothic towns
and sunny poplar lands for the grim and ominous scene of

the northern sag-as.

The life of Morris is an epitome of what Carlyle, Maurice,

Ruskin, and King-sley were teaching, and he shews in his

own person how that democracy which in 1832 began to

find its footing in English politics affected every form of

intellectual activity—hence Carlyle's Past and Present was
one of his holy books.

To William Morris the pursuit of Beauty rather than the

possession was a passion and an appetite; but his imagina-

tion is clear, but never lofty, and will never raise the soul to

elevated thoughts and deeds.

Morris's influence is thus not only an influence of ideas

and principles which have spread beyond and out of sig-ht

of himself; it is a personal influence, too, the sort that makes
the impressed admirer desire to be like him—to practise all

the arts, to weave and print and illuminate, to fight the

cause of the oppressed, and to bully workmen in wholesome
Homeric fashion. But all this is compatible with very small

knowledg-e of his actual work, which still, nearly thirty

years after Morris's death, waits to be expounded and
grasped before it can be effectively criticised. But it is not

too much to say that, by thirty-five years' ceaseless activity,

from 1864 to his death in 1896, he effected an entire revolu-

tion in public taste.

Mr. Clutton-Brock justly says that Morris's influence is

nowadays greater than his name, and that men share his

ideas without knowing their origin. His work, both literary

and decorative, is on the whole very little known. Few
people seem to read his poetry, and still fewer that part of

it which was really the most characteristic of his mind. The
facile and misleading suggestion that his verse is like his

wallpapers and tapestries has been taken up and repeated

to an extent which exactly shows how much of it is known
to most critics.

Notwithstanding the fact that he translated the AZneid
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and the Odyssey beautifully as well as accurately, Morris,

is unclassical if not anti-classical, in his turn of mind; he

was imbued with medisevalism—like the other pre-Raphael-

ites. His decorative art, more or less confused with the

many imitations of it, is commonly remembered as a piece

of pretty affectation, not yet old enough for revival as an
amusing expression of the past. Few read any of his prose-

books except one; for the unread the label of " Wardour-
street English " is held sufficient; the exception is the

Utopian (whose doctrinal aspect has earned it a fame out

of proportion to its actual merits) News from Nowhere is

indulgently admired as a charming and childish flight of

romantic fancy, containing some beautiful descriptions of

the scenery of the Thames Valley.

The Earthly Paradise is a series of two dozen tales in

verse, two for each month of the year, published in three

volumes between 1868 and 1870. They are bound together

by a connecting link which forms the subject of the prologue

after the manner of Chaucer. An ingenious medley of

romance is there provided. A company of wanderers driven

from their Scandinavian home by a great pestilence which

overspread Europe in the middle of the fourteenth century,

after long journeyings in search of the fabled earthly para-

dise, come to " a nameless city in the distant sea," where

the joys of Hellinism have been preserved. Having found

rest and hospitality they relate a story to their host. The
stories are taken from Latin, French, and Icelandic origi-

nals, with gleanings from Mandeville and The Arabian

Nights. Needless to remark, all the stories are not of the

same interest, but their perpetual tunefulness precludes

monotony, and the most memorial passages are the inter-

polated lyrics. Undoubtedly there is displayed in the Earthly

Paradise a talent, which if not the highest in poetry, is at

least rare to the degree that never in our literature has it

been more amazingly exhibited. First and foremost of his

instincts was his love of this England of ours, the fair land

with its immemorial acres, its old houses grouped round the

little church, and. the God's acre where the fathers lie; the

wide-open downs, the happy rivers, all ordered human
achievement. He loved the France of the architect, the

wine-dresser, the weaver ; of the Flanders, the communal
home of liberty and of painting; he loved the Norman who
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made our literature and taught us chivalry, who opened our
hearts in peace and war. It was the Northman in Morris
that made him the man he was—artist, craftsman, Socialist,

poet, lover of freedom for himself and all men.
In The Earthly Paradise Morris mixed his colours care-

fully and applied them in all confidence—listen to Andrew
Lang- :

" We found Froissart's people alive again in Morris's

poems." The power to re-create such a world, under the

terrible pressure of unnatural commonplace, is the finest

capacity of his genius. And whatever his place be in the

roll of English poets, it will be a place select—and those

who love him do so well. Together with The Life and Death

of Jason, The Earthly Paradise has enjoyed a popularity

hardly surpassed since the great days of Scott and Byron.

Since the time when our great-grandfathers bought the

latest long poems by the tens of thousands, no English poet

except William Morris has done for the heroic couplet what
Milton and Wordsworth did for blank verse. He broke it

up, and subjected it to endless varieties; especially was it

his main care to begin a paragraph or a speech in the middle
of a couplet or line ; as any readers of the Life of Jason will

know—yet he was never harsh. All his themes are very

long but Morris is never prosaic, and the tenor of the whole
seems to be more poetical than any of the parts. " If his

poems " says Mr. Chesterton, " were too like wallpapers it

was because he really could make wallpapers. He knew that

lines of poetry ought to be in a row, as palings ought to

be in a row, and he knew that neither palings nor poetry

look any the worse for being simple or even severe."

Hearty lover of solidity, and hater of all subtleties and semi-

tones, he came to be worshipped by the folks he most
abhorred. He never wrought himself into a fever or in-

dulged in any spiritual wrestlings (except a fear of Death) :

rather he used his art as a source of relief, to relax the

pressure/ of real life. To a far greater extent than is com-
monly admitted, most men manufacture their philosophy

and their practical ambitions, out of chance pictures and
memories ; but for a personality like Morris it was inevitable

that his view of life should be formed out of books and
pictures. His characters, his stories, his religious and
political views, had, in the most emphatic sense, length and
breadth without thickness, he made no account of the un-
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explored possibilities of human nature, so long as man was
graceful in every circumstance. But, lofty as was the plane

from which Morris judged human affairs, he was constitu-

tionally averse to all thought which had no practical bearing

on daily life. He really struggled for an Earthly Paradise,

and people looked upon his appearance in the socialistic

meUe as a kind of breach of his aesthetic covenant with

himself and his true ideals. None of his books deal with

modern life, but all of them with an imaginative future or

an almost imaginary past, and occasionally he suffers from
over-fluency and want of restraint. Morris was in love with

the beauty of the world, as no other one of our time has
been simple enough and pure enough and strong enough to

be. It is sufficient justification of his style to say that it is

perfectly suited to his own requirements, and was part of

his own personality.
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ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE

No recent poet has equalled, and certainly none has sur-

passed, Swinburne in force of initiative, not always for what
he has done himself, but for what he has inspired others

to do; he has been called " the poet of revolt " ; but the ex-
pression has gained a currency rather out of proportion to

its accuracy. It is true that he opened the gates of English
song to measures which appear to be actually quantitative

rather than accentual. As a - whole, however, his work
suffers from the paucity of its contents, and in metrical skill

he has but few rivals—but we like to remember that to his

brother poets he imitated Scott in the selfishness in which
he praised his contemporaries. Often his verse is more like

great violin-playing than poetry, and his interpretations have
never allowed personal rivalry to distort his appreciation of

contemporary talents different from, yet equal to, his own.
First of all, Algernon Charles Swinburne is a consummate

artist in word music of the tempestuous kind, and an un-

failing player of the morbid states of passions. As a master
of poetry's form and music, his place is not only secure but

high. It is when we test the field of his vision that our
answers get less confident and strong. His multifarious

style is unparalleled. At one moment he is a Hebrew seer,

at another a Greek poet, at another an Elizabethan drama-
tist, at another a French lyrist. He saw everything in terms
of poetry, with an energy at white heat. Like the great

symphonies, sonatas, operas, and oratorios, the sound
answers get less confident and strong. His multifarious

why the magnitude of his art is unsuspected by those trained

in the old didactic school. He failed in two aspects : he

284
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was not a master of character and he lacked self-restraint.

Except for Tennyson, recent poetry bears his mark more
clearly than that of anyone else.

A word as to Swinburne's life. He was born on the 5th

of April, 1837, in Chapel Place, Belgravia; but most of his

boyhood was spent at Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. After

some preparation at Brooke Rectory, the future poet pro-

ceeded at Easter in 1849 to Eton, where he remained for

four and a half years. Like Shelley, he was treated un-

kindly, and, on the authority of Mr. Oscar Browning-

,

Swinburne was teased and his impetuous temper made him
retaliate with more vigour than success. For all Shelleys

are bullied at school ; but all who are bullied are not Shelleys.

Leaving Eton at Christmas, 1853, he studied under the

future historian and bishop, Dr. Stubbs. It was
Swinburne's wish to enter the army, but his father forbade

this. And we are told how young Swinburne was so dis-

gusted that he tramped from the East Dene along the shore

to climb Calver Cliff, in order to test his courage : after

three attempts he succeeded in scaling the cliff, hitherto

reported unclimbable. Entering Balliol in 1857, he

immediately came under the influence of Jowett, and left

three years later without a degree—as it appears, he could

not satisfy the examiners in Scripture. For a short time

Swinburne lived at No. 16, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, with
W. M. Rossetti and George Meredith as fellow occupants ; but
a good deal of time was spent on the Continent, whence, no
doubt, he acquired all sorts of charming, unaffected manner-
isms in utterance and gesture. Swinburne never married,

and for the last thirty years of his life lived with his friend,

Theodore Watts-Dunton, at The Pines, Putney Hill. On
Saturday, April 10th, 1909, he died, and on the 15th the

poet was buried at Bonchurch. Tennyson's son and the

daughter of William Morris were present. By his own
desire, there was no religious service, but the Rector of St.

Boniface delivered a few words in praise of the dead poet.

While his reputation rests and will continue to do so
mainly on the earlier half of his work, it should not be for-

gotten that he toiled on to the last as an ardent student and
worker, giving to the world his very best. To the end of

his life his intellect and imagination were characterised by a
splendid vigour. Literally and metaphorically, Swinburne
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was a strong swimmer and climber, and, we are tempted to

add, a sure flier in the realms of verse. His very daring, in

all such feats, is rewarded by rapturous applause. He
shouts for mere gladness, in the welter of wonderful words,

and dives swift and fearless to fetch his deep-sea fairies,

only to be caught up in a lyric to the very brink of the sky.

When Captain Webb swam across the Channel no voice was
more vociferous in his praise.

Much of his work might be said to echo with the sound
and beauty of the sea, the voice and prophesying of the

wind, and the elemental forces of nature. One is astonished

by his command of language and of metre, the vast variety

and volume of his verbal music, conducted, as it were, by a

march of quick time, sometimes developing into a gallop,

which animates and inspires, but is apt to bewilder and
exhaust the reader. He does not describe in pictures, like

his contemporaries, Morris and Rossetti, but by metaphor,

comparison, and hyperboles : the imagery is superabundant,

blurred by an irridescent spray of melody made conspicuous

by a fondness for microscopic detail at the expense of the

obvious and natural outlines of the subject.

Generally speaking, his later volumes show very little

advance from his earlier work. Though Swinburne reached

his literary maturity soon, it would not be correct to infer

that he did not develop. Often his poems are too long, and

while every stanza may be fine, the total impression may be

less than that which would have been produced by a piece half

the length. From the preface to the odes on the Armada and

Athens, he tells us that he is content that his claims should

be decided and station determined as a lyric poet in the

higher sense of the term. Yet, while both are magnificent

ach'evements, there is very little probability of Swinburne's

name being handed on to posterity as the author of these

two poems, than there is of Virgil being remembered as the

writer of Culex rather than as the writer of the fEneid. In

the preface to his collected works Swinburne tells us that

there is " nothing that he could wish to cancel, or to alter,

or to unsay, in any pages he had ever laid before his

readers." Perhaps this preface to his own poetry is a happy

example of his critical prose; as it is intended by the

flagrant volubility of panegyric or superlative damnation.

Swinburne's essential power might be called a verbal atmo-
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sphere; but, with all his most magic felicity of words, like

Scott, he had but few notable and quotable utterances : any
good Dictionary of Quotations will illustrate this fact.

Swinburne's style is a manlier and more natural thing than
is commonly made out : but the opinions expressed are often

quite foolish, which seems a real pity when we consider that

his rhythm and rhyme are as original and ambitious as those
of his contemporary, Robert Browning; while his abandon-
ment under the spell of the beautiful in art brought him' into

contact with Rossetti, and made him the intimate friend of

Burne-Jones. But his temperament took flight into regions
far beyond their ken. No bound can be set to the range of

his poetic genius. Sometimes his verse gives the impression
of being no more than a wonderful striving after verbosity

;

sometimes his work is most perverse and wayward. He was
intensely intellectual and absorbed exclusively in intellectual

things ; surrounded by an entourage, whose names are now
household words in the world of literature and art.

Whether known fragmentary or fully, he is allied in spirit

and genius to the masters of beauty. This is not to say that

his lyric gift is richer or choicer than Shelley's, or that his

craftsmanship is equal to Tennyson's; it is simply to give
him due credit for the possession of transcendent powers
as a Lord of Speech. We bear with Meredith's roughness
because of our faith in some underlying harmony of thought
which shall resolve it. We delight in Swinburne's melody,
only in too many cases to experience a feeling of revulsion

at a lack, not merely of harmony but of any real substance to
harmonise. His verse is of a rich rhetorical order, but of a
kind which appeals only to those who can folhow the train of

ideas set in motion by a particular keynote. He rejoices in

storms on land and ocean, storms among nations, storms in

the human soul. Like Shelley, he had a rebellious temper,
the unflinching tevolt against dogmatic authority and the
fundamental beliefs which rightly shocked our great-grand-
fathers in Queen Mab. He shunned popular applause, and
spoke in public only once—the occasion being a dinner of

the Royal Literary Fund, when he responded to the toast of
11 The Imaginative Literature of England " (at Willis's

Rooms in May 1866).

It has been said of Swinburne, though with partial justice,

that he expressed in verse what he found in books, as pas-
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sionately as a poet expresses what he finds in life. From a
world of loathing and despair, of strange sins and feverish

beauty, Swinburne was destined to emerge with a diction

that blazes. He chose for his subjects refinement of lust,

which the average Englishman believed to have become
extinct with the time of Juvenal. Besides all these themes,
Swinburne has a passionately personal attitude to liberty and
love, and the sea, and childhood, and death. He is a great

lyric and elegiac poet, a fountain of fiery verse, stamped with

an imperishable genius. The boldness of the treatment of

the passion of love in Poems and Ballads (1866) was unknown
in modern poetry ; and to read critically we must keep a cool

head among the rainbows and flying spray of this book.

His sympathy is with the beauty and strength of the life of

nature. We see in these, under the garb of the Pre-

Raphaelite and Pre-Spenserite, an almost barbaric force

allied to the tempestuous sincerity of the young visionary

who thinks and hopes to startle dull morality by revealing

the naked passions. Songs before Sunrise represents a more
modern deliverance, and for a time Swinburne was
threatened (metaphorically) with the doom of St. Stephen.

The fame of Swinburne, in this respect, is doubtful, and
much of his composition will fall to dust, by reason of its

sad lubricity, its tone of revolt and despair; as all critics

who count apologise for the lapses of good taste and decency
which darken the wit of Voltaire. For a time the storm
rages with fantastic and apochryphal gossip, and he de-

fended himself in Notes on Poems and Reviews (1866) with

Byronic stpoveta, sarcasm, and scorn. Swinburne's elder

contemporaries and precursors in poetry were, in their earlier

writings at least, optimistic. They may have been outside

the Churches, but they were at any rate in sympathy with

the Christian ideal, apart from its supernatural character.

Unlike Swinburne, they did not shock the moral standard;

in their wildest flights they did nothing indecorous. With
Poems and Ballads his fame properly began, and in fact this

volume of verse made a new revelation of language as a

medium of expression. He had achieved such familiarity

with past literature that his mind became capable of an
attitude of contemporaneity toward it and consequently

archaized his own forms, mutatis mutandis.

Outside poetry, and in a lesser way, Swinburne's social life
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and interests were curiously limited : no doubt this was due
to his deafness caused by his swimming- propensities and a

general disinclination to leave home. For science, " small

talk " and music he had a positive hate. Like Wordsworth,
the act of writing- was extremely disagreeable to him, and,

bearing this in mind, the bulk of his literary output is the

more surprising. In fact, he is in his greater work of the

imagination remote from current life. He lived in that

sphere of the poetic imagination where there is a true time-

lessness. For fire, air, earth and water were the fou r

elements from which his vocabularly was made up. He
revolted against modernization of the old, in all its forms.

His verse flows and sways with a monotony in variety which
is one of the secrets of great style.

As poetry is a generous art, it needs generous critics,

willing to see it face the dry-herb dinners of the saints as

well as the feasts of sinners. But the hastier critics of this

more lusty age cannot quite forgive Swinburne his stains.

It is an extremely rare thing in his poetry to meet with the

wholly unexpected turn of phrase, the sudden surprise in the

disposition of words, which are sometimes the poet's answer
to some new emotional experience. Words to him some-
times denoted internal symbols of the rich accumulations of

experience. In the following stanza the meaning is wider

than the actual statement

:

Before the beginning of years

There came to the making of man
Time, with a gift of tears

;

Grief, with a glass that ran. . . .

Eloquence, finding its master-poet, took a new! beauty

and dignity, and rejoiced in a quickening spirit.

Now whatever form his work takes the lyric note is domi-

nant. In pure music he never rose higher than in the great

Atalanta chorus; he has no finer outburst of the lyric soul

within him than the splendid praises of love with which
the narrative tragedy of Tristram (1882) opens. His gift of

melody in verse is incomparable ; the language in its em-
ployment by him yields unimagined beauties and qualities

undiscovered before ; it is remarkable that he never sur-

passed, though he often equalled, the technique which he

T
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attained in his youth. It has well been said that his lyrical

choruses are worthy to stand beside those of Sophocles.

They possess the universal quality of the greatest poetry.

On the whole, perhaps, the structure he adopts is super-

ficially Greek, but the spirit in which it is written is a revolt

against the religious acquiescence in the will of Heaven
accepted by Greek tragedy. The blank verse is a triumph
in a language which has known the magic verse of Marlowe,
Shakespeare, Milton, and Shelley. In variety of metrical

invention, Atalanta in Calydon is unsurpassed in any lang-

uage. Despite Swinburne's familiarity with the Classics, no
poet was more thoroughly English. Like most of his pre-

decessors, he tried his hand at the Arthurian story, which he

called the " Deathless Legend," and Tristram of Lyonesse
is one of the most sumptuous of all his masterpieces.

It is, perhaps, the noblest " lyrical epic " in the English

tongue. The heroic couplet of Dryden and Pope is trans-

formed into a " grandly sonorous and sinuous rhythmical

life, full of cunningly contrived harmonies." As a whole, it

challenges comparison with the romantic narratives of

William Morris. The theme of Tristram is the glorification

of the long-canonised lover's passion re-echoed in the stories

of Dido, Juliet, Helen, Hero, Cleopatra, Francesca, Thisbe,

and Guinevere. After a Midsummer Holiday, in 1884, he
returned to drama in Marino Faliero, a subject which he felt

had been handled unworthily by Byron. Hardly anywhere
else in Swinburne is there nobler eloquence than in Faliero's

great soliloquy. Though an episode of history, it comes into

somewhat the same category, and repeats with noble energy
the song-like character of Chastelard. But they show signs

of improvising, and at times his skill becomes involuntary

and monotonous; and the same may be said of The
Roundels with their odd, often ineffectual refrains, like

childish gestures.

The short and tragic story of the year 573 in Rosamund,
Queen of the Lombards, a story from Gibbon, is told with

directness and dramatic force. Swinburne makes use of

certain aspects in the lives of the Borgias in the Duke of

Gandia, where hate, fear, ambition fill the air. Here is the

briefest and most actual of his plays, he does not enhance or

detract from his previous achievements. Swinburne was
ever a lover of heroes, of great deeds, and famous works;
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he shared the fears, the hopes, the beliefs, the doubts, and
the opinions of all the sceptical ages. We all remember the

sonnet that Swinburne wrote to Newman and Carlyle, com-
mencing-, " With all our hearts we praise you whom ye

hate." It would seem that he continued his praise of"

Newman until the last.

A man fashioned with many peculiarities was bound to

come to an end sooner or later, and it is to the credit of

Watts-Dunton that he practically kidnapped Swinburne from
his unwholesome life in London. One thing- is certainly true

and that is from this time forth the poet was never himself.

Cut off from the old life, his friends were hardly admitted to

see him, while old associations were eliminated : and thereby

he lost that human freedom which is the life-blood of any
world where the creative imagination and other even more
precious things can flourish.

It can be asserted with all truth that even a most casual

and superficial reader of Swinburne's poems will recognise a
radical distinction between the ordering and principles of

his art and those which are in varying degrees common to

his peers. Among all the poets of high rank Swinburne is

disobedient to the principle that is implicitly acknowledged
by all his followers. It must be confessed, too, that many of

his poems are nothing more or less than a brilliant ordering

of words with metrical precision. There is certainly no-

mood, no vision, and often not even distinction of thought,

e.g. , Sleep. This poem is typical of Swinburne's positive

failures, " shining, passionless, brittle : tremendously
vigorous and elastic, but scarcely subtle."

Except for passion, Swinburne does not in his poetry set

the themes of life to great music. He has vision, he has
intelligence in love, that last test of a man's nature; but he
had not that wonderful fire of genius which we usually

associate with the name of Shelley,

Swinburne the man, as reflected in his letters, shows not
the faintest suggestion that in future years he would be a
sort of " social revolver." It is difficult nowadays to appre-
ciate the storm of indignation which raged round Poems and
Ballads of half a century ago. But though many wires were
set in motion by Lord Houghton and other kindly friends,

no amount of preparation sufficed. The story must be read
again in the glowing sunlight of Mr. Gosse's pages. It is
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interesting- to note that the appearance of Songs of the

Republic led to an invitation to the author from the Reform
League to stand as a Member of Parliament, and that

Swinburne gave the suggestion very serious consideration.

We have to thank Mazzini, however, that he dissuaded him
from what would have been a colossal act of imprudence.
As a work of art Atalanta remains the poet's flawless

effort, showing the most objective purpose and classified by
the necessity of restraint. The effect of his Hellenising gave
his genius largeness of ideas and swiftness of movement;
but the abstract mode of poetical conceptions reflects itself

vividly in his modes of poetical expression. Swinburne's
imagination is Protean ; and the most paradoxical feature

of his Hellenism is its co-existence with romanticism.

Erechtheus is an attempt to revive in English the soul of

great thought and imagination, like his contemporaries,

Landor and Matthew Arnold. Of all Swinburne's spiritual

transmigrations it is the most wonderful for its sanity of

style and symmetrical strength. Its lyric choruses have
even a more constant loftiness than those of Atalanta; love

of country and hatred of slavery are its inspiring passions.

In the Collected Editions, the two Hellenics, Atalanta and
Erechtheus, belonging to the golden youth of the poet, are

significantly reprinted, not amongst his plays, but with the

lyrics and narratives.

As an obiter dictum it is an interesting and significant fact

that the substance of Swinburne's Atalanta in Calydon is

derived mainly from Ovid's full and spirited narrative the

Metamorphoses. And there is a quality in it which Tennyson
seldom displayed and which Browning- did not often employ
—the quality of speed—not merely of the runner but of the

dancer, who revels in variety of steps. The line :

" When the hounds of Spring are on Winter's traces,"

made a renouveau of English prosody
;
yet, though richly

dowered, Swinburne does not attain to the perfect poise and
beauty of control that has been encompassed by only a few

supreme imaginations of the world. Yet it cannot be denied

that he was a singer, a lyricist of amazing perfection ; and so

it is that certain volumes of his work cannot but gain

adherents as time goes on. Tennyson once said of him that

he was " a reed through which all things blew into music."
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Dolores has been likened to a lyrical version of the seventh

chapter of the Book of Proverbs. It shows that in the depth

of depravity the hedonist is haunted by the eternal riddle of

good and evil, and that the attainment of the last is in-

finitely harder than perfect goodness. Mr. James Douglas
says that " so daring a paradox was bound to epater le

bourgeois, especially the conventional Pharisee." He seems

to accentuate the sensual, as distinguished from the silly,

sentimental side of love ; and we are told that the explanation

is to be sought not only in the poet's passionate tempera-

ment, but in his saturation of Greek poetry, in which love

is an animal appetite like hunger and thirst. To our more
sophisticated generation such poems seem silly and tire-

some (as far as their thought is concerned) and, as he after-

wards confessed, were written only to shock the public.

The Hymn to Proserpine and Hesperia with all their musi-

cal charm are tainted by a flavour of morbidity ; and the.

Englishman is not usually thrown by the most potent spells

into a state of amorous delirium. Rarely had curiosity been

so ardent as to whether the first series of Poems and Ballads

were or were not the record of personal experience.

Perhaps Mr. Arthur Symons is right when he says : "of
what consequence is it to anybody whether it was inspired by

a line of Sappho or by a lady living round the corner." A
poem of Wordsworth or Newman is no better or worse be-

cause it came to one in a dream and to another while sailing

on the Mediterranean. Or to use a metaphor, the flight of

one swallow does not make an autumn. To compare past

with past is to feel the limits of every poet in turn. Some
critics tell us how we cannot hear in Swinburne's verses the

majestic roll of Milton's music; or how he misses the direct

virility of Burns, or the profuse intensity of Browning's
tumultuous energy ; and how Swinburne was not the Ariel

of song like Shelley, and had not the young Greek face of

Keats; and how there was to be found in him the solitary

expanse of the bleak magnificence of Wordsworth's ever-

lasting thought. But really nothing of all this matters for

the common mind, nor even for the scholar himself when
he reads, not to judge, but to enjoy.

Swinburne's pessimism and theory of life carry him no
further than to the portal of the unknown. But they do not

stifle his enthusiasm for righteousness nor withdraw him
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from interest in his followers ; he seemed to have no sense of

limit, and readers of his verses and even prose are often

astonished at the apparent recklessness of the language.
He hated tyranny as much as the French Revolutionists,

and, like them, the love of Liberty amounted almost to a
religion. His sympathy with republican freedom was
learned from Landor and Shelley, and, above all, from his

idol, Victor Hugo; and the matter was supplemented by
adopting the fervour of Gautier and Baudelaire. He be-

trayed no uncertain temper where revealed religion is con-

cerned. He recognises religion and makes much of the

material it offers; but his persistent attempt to pose as a

pagan, smacks of something so like affectation as to rob

much of his best work of half its power.

Swinburne was a rebel by nature, and this helps to ex-

plain the revolution he made when he demonstrated the

capacity of the English language for things unheard of

before. He is what the French would call entier. His

aspirations are concentrated on ideals which philosophers

would call notional ethics—justice, courage, and
patriotism. In the early sixties his extraordinary reputation

was due to several elements ; the chief of which were, to

use the words of Mr. Edmund Gosse, " the legend of his

mysterious and unprecedented physical appearance, of the

astonishing verbal beauty of his writings, but most of all

on his defiances of the intellectual and religious prejudices

of his age and generation. He was not merely a poet, but

a flag; and not merely a flag, but the Red Flag incarnate."

He was an aristocrat in temperament and haughtily con-

temptuous of the caprices of the mob. Yet somehow,
revolt was in his blood; for the Swinburnes had been the

enemies of constituted authority, Catholic and Jacobites in

a period of Protestant and Hanoverian domination. Sen-

suous passion gave way to an ascetic spiritual passion for

liberty.

A Song of Italy is marked by sonorous eloquence and high

resolve; but it appeals rather to the lover of high poetry

than to the votaries of the cause of Mazzini and Garibaldi.

Liberty he adored, and as the sea is free so he loved it.

Other poets have sung of the sea from Campbell to Kipling,

but they have done so merely for the purpose of their heroes,

atuj as materia] for metaphor. Swinburne succeeded in
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escaping from these artificialities, and did for the sea what
Wordsworth did for terra firma. Loyal to his old ideals,

he was a lover of freedom and a patriot to the end ; his

last poem gave utterance to his conviction that England,

like Athens of old, was the safeguard of the world's liberty.

Like Milton, Byron, Browning and a host of others,

Italy attracted Swinburne : he never sang with more fervour

than in the verses inspired by enthusiasm for Italy. The
lines denote a struggle for spiritual no less than political

freedom. His ideal England was the England of the Com-
monwealth : that form of government gratified his repub-

licanism. All this finds expression in the powerful

stanzas entitled Cromwell's Statue, which were evoked by

the rejection in the House of Commons in 1895 of the pro-

posal to set up a statue to Cromwell at Westminster. One
of the most effective poems in this volume was the Litany

of Nations, a national anthem of peoples striving for free-

dom. The emancipation of Man was one of his pet subjects :

in Hertha is condensed all the wild declamation against

deities and despots ; with the joy in the deification of

humanity.

To Swinburne, as to many other English romantic

poets, the ocean which encircles our islands was an inex-

haustible source of delight and pride ; our defence in time

of trouble; and the fountain of our country's wealth and

honour. No other poet has loved and praised the sea as

Swinburne, with words so literal, an analogy with the in-

flexible, and vital movement of the sea. He is a nature-

poet, but rather in the energetic than in the aesthetic sense

;

in it he is not only most exalted and fluent and vivid, but he

winds the sea-voices truly into his song of liberty, which is

the greatest object of human effort and the consummation

of greatness.

And now a few words to explain why Swinburne's

tragedies are sometimes discussed when only the lyrical

works are mentioned. First of all, Swinburne's was
thoroughly inhaled with Hellenism, and we must remember

what the TpocyuSia or " tragedy," was to the ancient

Greeks. The name declares its own history. We find that

the main idea of the old world TpayouSt, —is a song. Of

th<- second part of the word, we have preserved the root in

our English words ode, melody, monody, thenody. The
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main fact which we have to note is that the word tragedy
conveyed the meaning- of something lyrical, and not at all

dramatic or tragic, in the modern sense of these words.
Tradition says that the Greek lyrical drama arose out of

the Dithyrambic hymns sung at the sacred festivals of

the ancient Hellenes in honour of their god, Dionysius, or,

as he is commonly called, Bacchus ; which were at first ex-

temporized under the influence of wine, and then sung by
a regularly trained Chorus under the direction of a profes-

sional minstrel. Song was the main stem of the dramatized
lyric or the lyrical drama. The lyrical tragedy of the

Greeks unite the best elements of our drama, opera, public

worship and oratorio. Among the various branches of art

and science there is certainly no more imposing and signifi-

cant fact than that which bears the signature and imprima-
tur of time. Bearing these data in view, the reader is asked
to accept this as the reason for including a brief review of

Swinburne's tragedies in the following pages. Tristram

is primarily lyrical, and only secondarily dramatic in struc-

ture. Students of Swinburne should do well to remember
that his work began and ended with the drama; we should

?lso note that Shakespeare, Jonson, Moliere, Ibs.cn, Synge
have all used the theatre as a place of experiment, as did

Browning and Tennyson. Though Swinburne's reputation

as a lyrist is far wider than as a dramatic poet; when he

introduces songs into his plays he nearly always does so

with his most faultless lyric faculty. Especially the

^schylean plays did Swinburne try to imitate of the Greeks
which were very nearly all lyric in manner.

We are apt to regard Swinburne's critical essays and
studies in the light of a panegyric rather than a

criticism'. Never did any other writer give himself up so

completely to the noble pleasure of praising. He contri-

buted freely to critical literature, as an advocate of the prin-

ciples of romantic art in the last quarter of the nineteenth

century, as Coleridge, Hazlitt, and Lamb had been in the

first ; but his praise and blame were both in excess—dithy-

rambic laudation or affluent Billingsgate ; for he rarely

took up his pen unless to pay honour to a work he admired,

or to confront some foe with satire and wrath. His writings

are often learned and full of impetuous scholarship; though
rumour says he was diligent in all intellectual efforts at
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Oxford, save those conventionally required of him, as he

was not interested in the official curriculum. Although he

took the Taylorian prize for French and Italian, and a

second class in classical moderations, Swinburne left the

'Varsity without taking a degree, and shortly after pub-

lished at his own expense (i860) The Queen Mother and
Rosamund, written in elaborate and intricate blank verse

and dedicated to Dante Gabriel Rossetti. The book was
such a complete failure that at the outset not a single copy

was sold. In these two plays there is certainly no evidence

of a playwright, or that this writer could ever become one.

Like in his other plays, they become a monotony of excel-

lence. Two other poems deserve notice. In the Tale of

Balen (1896), Swinburne falls back upon a theme developed

by Malory and Tennyson. A story of heroic episodes

—

predestination, death, black magic, is truly exciting; and
as for the lyrical impulse, the form aids instead of detract-

ing the effect. With regard to The Sisters, the phrasing

is only just within the liberties of verse, and that he should

have attempted realism in poetic drama is inexplicable, as we
know how Swinburne detested the works of Ibsen.

Though Swinburne's genius is more lyrical than dramatic,

the fascination for the latter can be seen in his trilogy con-

cerning the unfortunate Mary Queen of Scots. The chief

personages are drawn strongly and distinctly with due regard

for history, and the three plays are vigorously conceived.

Chastelard is charged with vivid passion and romance ; the

whole tragedy is intensely emotional, and of the three it is,

perhaps, the most beautiful. It is the story of the love of

the poet for a woman who could not possibly be true to one

man"7 or even to love. Chastelard is a poignantly true type

of a young man fascinated by the selfishness and cynicism of

a beautiful woman—whose charm is repulsive attraction. A
love-sick knight throws away his life for an hour in his

lady's chamber, tears up the warrant reprieving him from
execution, and accepts death to save Queen Mary's reputa-

tion. It is a story in which there is less love in it than love

of love, more passionateness than passion. Few other

books are so full of the learning, passing at times into

pedantry of love. Everything is clone which can make the
poem grand and sumptuous, and yet somehow it is at times
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stiff and heavy-laden ; the sum-total is disproportionate, no
doubt to be accounted for by the fact that Swinburne lacked
the faith of his Jacobite forefathers. Instead, he was en-

dowed by nature with a hyper-sensitive imagination, im-
patient of anything: superimposed, and glorified the flesh as

one of the avenues of grace, and heard angels praising God
in the effulgence of the passions.

Bothwcll (1874), which has twenty-one scenes in its two
acts, is a work for vigorous minds, and the time has not yet

come to determine its place in literature. Perhaps it is the

longest drama ever written, and, at least, longer than any
whose powers and interest have not given out before the

close. Considered as a dramatic epic it has no parallel.

It is impossible for the stage, though it is a masterpiece on
a colossal scale. The gigantic length is not due to verbosity,

but to the poet's determination to present a faithful (as he

thought) picture of the age : all the wine he had crushed from
the grapes of history are poured into it, with a noble

fluency free from rhetoric. Of Bothwell its author writes :

" I took as much care and pains as though I had been writ-

ing or compiling a history of the period to do loyal justice

to all the historical figures within the scope of my dramatic

or poetic design." Those who have studied the complica-

tions of Mary's reign, are obliged to admit that prolix as

some speeches are, the events of the period have been com-
posed with remarkable ingenuity.

The trilogy covers the complicated chronicles of English

and Scotch history ; with an abiding interest for the psycho-

logist in the evolution of the character of Mary Stuart.

The studies are magnificent, though over long, and nobly

testify to his convincing power as a dramatist. No doubt

his Jacobite ancestors were responsible for this fascinating

theme. His devotion to this subject was expressed in the

lyric Adieu a Marie Stuart, which, in one of the verses,

sums up with precision the estimate of the. unfortunate

Queen, expressed at length in his dramas. Although the

dramatist fills scores of pages with talk of lawyers, conspira-

tors, statesmen, and others, the result is not always pleas-

ing. For the poet has swelled and lengthened the drama
to such a remarkable compass, and owns that the work has

such proportions and has been so treated as to deserve the

name of epic drama, with passion as its dominant note; in

Queen Mary dignified, in Chastelard tender, in Darnley
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weak, and in Bothwell strong-

. Fate is indiscernible as well.

Although the high convention of poetry rightly demands a
certain amount of romance, Swinburne by his verbosity de-

parted from probability when action was moving through a

crisis.

Ancient mythology and modern politics divided his atten-

tion ; but as to Victor Hugo, Swinburne was always ready

to chant his praise in verse or prose—the god of his idolatry.

Mr. Arthur Symons has characterised the poetry of

Swinburne is directed chiefly against God, priests, and
kings. To be perfectly just, he is not always blind to the

moral grandeur of Christ, and we hope that he realised the

ethical splendour of Christianity.

" So long as I endure, no longer ; and laugh not again, neither weep,

For there is no God found stronger than death ; and death is a sleep."

He was untouched by Catholic sentiment, and in so far as

he touches mediasvalism, it is only to deal with a poetical

sinner like Villon—rather than saints and heroes.

Swinburne's pantheism has not Shelley's metaphysical note;

the conception of an indwelling spirit guiding and moulding
the phenomenal world has dropped out. Besides denouncing
the Papacy as did Hobbes, and the Kingdom of Darkness,
Swinburne derides the Jewish Jehovah ; and with many
superlatives praises Giordano Bruno, Palagius and Voltaire

;

in a word, he is the bitter enemy of lofty spiritualism, and
scorns the terror of judgment to come.

In the Songs before Sunrise there is an arraignment of

Christianity as deliberate as Le Comte de Lisle's, as whole-
sale and pitiful as Nietzsche's. To be a poet it is not neces-

sary to be a consistent and original thinker with an alter-

nately-balanced system of ethics. And bearing in view the

general trend of the subjects as chosen by Swinburne, it is

hard to account for his notorious dislike of the works of

Ibsen and Zola, with whom he had so much in common,
from the point of view of motif, and subjects usually tabooed.

It has been said that the two worst influences on Swinburne's
art have been Victor Hugo and the authorised version of

the Bible. In writing memorial hymns to lost friends, it is

worth noticing that he allowed much latitude for himself of

conjecture about death. Instead of saying that Landor died,
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we find Swinburne using such a phrase as this :

" Went to

find his equals and rejoin his kin among- the Grecian shades
where Orpheus and where Homer are." This alone does

not prove Swinburne's belief in the immortality of the soul,

any more than " God damn " proves a belief in God and
hell. But the phrase is not the only one superficially incom-
patible with Swinburne's statement that, like Landor him-
self, he thought the immortality of the soul an " utterly

incognisable " matter " on which it is equally unreasonable to

have, or wish to have, an opinion." We expect a great poet

to be solemn, and Swinburne could be solemn only with a

child's insecurity.

Even those critics who are least indulgent to Swinburne
admit his wonderful power of execution. He knows all the

chords and harmonies with unabated facility, besides being

a master of materials necessary for metrical variations. He
has always been considered as a poet writing for poets, or for

those lovers of poetry who demand musical lines and nothing
more. English poetry has carried heavier guns than

Swinburne, but, regarded as a light auxiliary cruiser, he
will not discredit the squadron. The dazzling brilliance of

his fervour is apt to disguise a certain poverty of substance.

In Swinburne we have a poetic dramatist of great power
and beauty, and a rhapsodist of material life of unequalled

enthusiasm and intensity. He is supremely the laureate of

the sea. He stands on a different footing from other men

;

he formed, as Cowley said of Pindar, " a vast species

alone." And yet there are some who go so far as to dis-

pute Swinburne's claim to be even a musical singer. For,

considering the poems merely as vehicles of sensuous plea-

sure, they are invaded by a certain unmusical reverberation,

which arises precisely from the preponderance of rhythm in

their appeal. Whatever may be our verdict, his place is

difficult to define. The moment we try to be positive about
him all the positive qualities of great poetry seem to desert

him ; his thought is second-hand and confused. The more
we analyse his poetry the more noticeable becomes his reck-

less use of alliteration and epithet, the more commonplace the

means by which he kept up the long dactylic dance of his

favourite measure, with a vocabulary worked to death

;

therefore his favourite words could not refuse to dance to

his piping, but revenged themselves by ceasing to mean
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anything- particular. We may talk of the obscurity of

Browning-, but many of the verses of Swinburne hardly mean
anything at all. Yet, with it all, nothing is inconsistent,

and nothing could the rashest critic venture to call unavail-

ing in the complete effect. This is a reason why Swinburne's

poems are almost impossible to paraphrase. And if that is

because they yield very little in the way of articulate mean-
ing, that in its turn is by reason that the thought has been

almost entirely absorbed into music, according as the reader

can strike the key-note—creating an atmosphere of beauty in

which detail is lost. He may sing of turnips or timetables

—it is the dance of words that allures us. Of course we
get faultless flashes occasionally, and we must, perhaps, be

content with what we can get; but as a master of word
music there is none to take his place. But somehow the

vitality ascends to the height of terror—that panic terror

of noon which superstition truly discovered. We can liken

his verse to sword-play for brilliancy and precision, for

speed, glitter and nerve—but short-lived.

Laurel is green for a season, and Love is sweet for a day ;

But Love grows bitter with treason, and Laurel outlives not May.

Swinburne's chief defect is that Swinburne was poetry, and
his work was not so much his achievement as his existence.

Song came so readily to him that he sung without a subject

;

and, compelling as much of it really is, only a small part

has enduring power. Of all the famous English poets

Swinburne is the most overpowering in fascination on a first

acquaintance and yields to an uncritical homage in shortest

time. We are seized by a swift coup de main. His
imagery, though beautiful, is very narrow in range, chiefly

composed of abstract symbols of nature, wind, waves, fire,

light, stars, etc., but truly they serve the poet's purpose.

On the other hand, he is willing to worship nobility of life,

no matter who the character may be. Chaucer or Villon,

Nell Gwynn or Grace Darling, Baudelaire or Dumas, all

struck his spirit to fire. And, as with men and women, so

it was with republican France or Russia in subjection. With
his radiant dream of light and sound, Swinburne appeals to

too universal a mood of man to lose his power over us. And
we think that he is at the very best in the description which
gives an account of the swim of Tristram in the dawn of
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the sun just before the battle in which he receives his death-
wounds. The passage is long- and full of natural beauty
and is unique in literature by reason of its saturation with
the sea and the dawn and the joy of the swimmer.

In critical work Swinburne was impatient in his examina-
tion of scattered splendour or confused wreckage of the
philosophy under consideration ; and except for his William
Blake, a Critical Essay (1868), he displays a variety of

spirited acumen and imaginative penetrations ; the majority
of his interests were in the poets so long overshadowed by
Shakespeare. The Elizabethan dramatists were his

favourite field for criticism, as for instance Marlowe and
Webster. He had no patience with mediocrity in art; he
disdains the via media in thought and action. Of his prose
work the matter is admirable and always interesting; but in

manner it is habitually efforescent and redundant, and at its

worst hysterical. We are inclined to think that A Note on
Charlotte Bronte is one of the best studies for its essential

justice and poetic insight. Many of the poet's criticisms

and bric-a-brac leave the reader with a vague, chaotic im-
pression, as of clues undeveloped, threads left loose, and
contributory judgments unrelated to a final estimate. The
study is interesting, although it is open to suspicion as being
written almost as much to disparage George Eliot as to

extol the Bronte sisters. A Study of Shakespeare is the

chief work of Swinburne as critic, and as a whole it is one
of the best appreciations from the aesthetic point of view.

A Study of Ben Jonson appeared in 1889, an d, like

Swinburne's eulogy of Victor Hugo, the criticism is very
extravagant. The year 1904 saw the publication of A
Channel Passage, which has the usual merits and defects,

and in the year following he re-issued in an altered form
a small volume which he has published under a different title,

a series of letters, touched with irony and humour, entitled

Love's Cross-Currents. Considering Swinburne's metrical

beauty, it is interesting to note the contrast between his

verse and prose, the latter often becoming turgid and even
violent.

In his criticism Swinburne was apt to surrender himself

wholly to the needs of the moment; this naturally leads to in-

consistencies. His books on Blake and Ben Jonson are re-

markable for their discrimination, as they are noble in np-
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preciation. He ignored some paramount issues altogether,

as if to ignore is to lessen the difficulty. Although not a

critic of the first magnitude, he had an almost infallible

taste ; and it is impossible to read any of his studies without

a quickening of our own perceptions.

When a great man is alive, it is interesting to his con-

temporaries to discuss his greatness or decline, but when he

has passed away the only matter worth considering is the

value of his achievements. And so it is with Swinburne.
Into what category or degree will he be estimated? The
business of the poet is to give common things eternal shape

;

and the best we can say of Swinburne is his very flashes of

profound wisdom or sorrow seem to be precocious even when
he has almost reached the psalmist's limit. With all its in-

cessant labour, it is a holiday life, not a life of business;

and he will be the boy's poet to the end of time.



XLVI

WALTER PATER, STYLIST

If Walter Pater has made no striking- contribution to the

development of thought, yet he gave currency to the ripest

wisdom and the noblest reflections ; and his imaginary
portraits of men and women are touched with a knowledge
and sympathy which show him to have been always at home
with great thoughts and ideas. His outlook on life, his

taste in art, and his manner of utterance are alike his own

—

for he was remarkably self-centred. Beautiful as is his

writing, the sense it leaves is not one of happiness, yet the

too obvious Icbor litnae hardly detracts from his right to take

rank at the head of the stylists of the latter nineteenth

century. As a critic, he selected for analysis only those types

of artistic character in which delicacy, or exquisite fineness,

is the principal attraction.

With the exception of Mariits, the lectures on Plato and
the unfinished Gaston de Latour (in which detail had already

begun to obscure the outline of the central figure), the whole
of Pater's work—and the quantity is small—belongs to a
class of miscellaneous writings, and formally it is critical

rather than creative, but though the subjects are various,

the impression conveyed is remarkably uniform. Of course

his themes are not in the least ingenuous, as a fact, but self-

conscious and elaborate to the highest degree. Another
charm is his attitude towards his reader with regard to the

amount of his learning. Pater does not affect the assumption
that his reader knows everything. Literature is so vast, life

so short. Neither does he trouble to know men. In lieu of

a knowledge of mankind he evinces a profound acquaintance
with our clothes.

304
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Though Pater did not choose to write in the form of a

history, yet he gave himself a hard schooling, and was quite

at home in the stream of old poetic feeling and in the actual

recess of the Renaissance intellect. Marius the Epicurean is

a subjective study which could have as an appropriate motto,

carpe diem. What is Marius but an attempt to trace "the one

in the many " of the human spirit, the likeness between the

thoughts of a young Roman of the second century and a

young Englishman of the nineteenth, the links that unite all

religions, the natural, almost imperceptible progress which
in those days of Marcus Aurelius a devout mind might seek

from Paganism to Christianity? Its inception and execution

occupied six of the best years of Pater's life. Mr. A. C.

Benson has described, in his perfect monograph on Pater,

in the Men of Letters Series, the motive of Marius as the

tracing of the history of a highly intellectual nature, with a

deep religious bias, through various phases of philosophy to

the threshold of Christianity. Marius has many brothers, it

is a temperament, a character in which his creator evidently

took a keen delight. But Marius dies a kind of martyr by
mistake without any joyous confidence of his own philosophy

as a key to the riddle of existence. Though not a philosopher

in the technical sense, he deeply pondered the subjects with
which philosophy set itself to deal. Yet, after all, Marius
cannot be robbed of its high beauty, of its deep humanity.
In the words of Mr. Le Gallienne, it remains " one of the

most convincing expressions of the inherent priesthood of

man, whatever be the new last word of presumptuous
biologists, or its mistaken application by sensualists, who,
as of old, take the name of Epicurus in vain."
Even Pater—resolute Hedonist as he was—was afraid of

the plain doctrine that the test of goodness in literature is

simply the spur of the match when the soul of the writer
touches the reader's soul. True Hedonism is neither more
nor less than cultured receptivity, openness to all thrilling or
pleasant associations, avoidance of all that is mean and
painful.

By Stephane Mallarme, Pater was called le prosateur
ouvrage par excellence de ce temps. In all his work his

thought moves to music. He always writes with a felicity

and precision of phrase which makes it always an intellectual

pleasure to read him, and, more than that, his language
u
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seems at its best to have a kind of emotional kinship with

its subject. If jealous vigilance on behalf of artistic purity

and the utmost strenuousness of aesthetic self-examination

ever had their consequence in work worthy of distinguished

honour Pater's work is the consequence of these disciplinary

virtues.

Style in Pater varied more than is commonly supposed in

the course of his development, was with him a constant

preoccupation. It has been praised and blamed for its

particular qualities of colour, harmony, weaving ; but it has

not always been realised that what is mostly wonderful in

the style is precisely its adaptibility to all kinds of thought,

sensation or intention. But nothing irritated Pater more than

to be called a mere stylist. Surely he was a thinker first,

and a rare and distinguished stylist only by virtue of his

thought; for, as has been happily said, style is simply the

rainbow light created by the thought, and is pure, trans-

parent, precise and beautiful, or is intermittent, incoherent,

crudely interfused, even as is the thought. All his few books
display an elaborate care of an aesthetic kind. His practice

was to build up clause by clause, paragraph by paragraph,
so as to give a wonderful effect. So long as a direct thought
prompts his words his prose lives ; when the thought dies,

the prose dies with it. The superficial but dangerous theory
that prose has a value apart from its meaning is responsible

for most of the diseases to which literature is heir. In an
experimental age like the present it is worth while entering

a protest against it. It is a mistake to suppose that we can
set aside Pater's thought and accept his prose simply as
literature. That is the procedure adopted by Pater himself,

and it destroyed his vitality as a writer. Pater, it is true,

contrived to load every side of his subject with one and yet

to escape over elaboration. For, lover of words that he
was, of words for their soul's sake, he sought out an exact
correspondence between the word and the thing, and did not
"waste life insatiate in experiment." It was Samuel
Butler, I believe, who said that Pater's style was like the

face of an old woman who had her face enamelled : the

bloom is nothing.

It is among those rare artists, so much more interesting

to many, than the very greatest, that Pater belongs; and
he can only be properly appreciated, loved, or even measured
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by those to whom it is " the delicacies of fine literature
"

that chiefly appeal. Minds like his can never achieve a

popular success. They have neither the merits or defects

that make for that. There is still a certain amount of truth

in the theory that Pater was an Epicurean and a Hedonist.

He was certainly the high priest of the artistic world of his

day ; but he was also a Puritan, an ascetic who took his

ideals from the immortal pages of Plato; and passed to a

non-Christian scheme of philosophic eclecticism. As a boy he

came under the influence of Keble, and at one time thought

of taking Anglican Orders, but his gradual change of view
(like Morris) led him to relinquish the idea. His attitude to

Christianity, though deeply sceptical, is not unsympathetic.

In character he was gentle, refined and retiring, with a

remarkable suavity of manner and dislike of controversy.

Hence he is best when he deals with men who have a large

share of his own introspective brooding nature, and he is

unsatisfactory when dealing with a genius of the free and
objective type ; and few writers are more completely non-

dramatic than Pater.

With all respect to Pater, style never totally beguiles,

since even when we are so queerly constituted as to be
ninety-nine parts literary, we are still one more part some-
thing else. This hundredth part may, once we possess the

book — or the book possesses us— make us imperfect as
readers, and yet without it we should not want or get the

book at all. Also, he never uses a word foreign to the

language, unless the idea is foreign also. He is as a literary

critic exactly the opposite school of Arnold. Broadly speak-
ing, Pater's conception was I'art pour I'art. He held that
the first appeal of literature was to the sense of beauty, and
in his famous essay on The School of Giorgione he contended
with much ingenuity and power that music, with its very
inclefiniteness, was the paramount archetype of all the arts.

Of course it is possible to disagree with Walter Pater in

his estimate of Michael Angelo's religion, his views of Plato's
doctrine, his conception of the Renaissance, his interpreta-
tion of Botticelli's Madonnas, and many other points.
Writing in a somewhat vexed time, his views are sane. He
seems, in fact, never to have written except under the sense
of a subject that makes its own form, and of feelings which
form their own words—that is to say, he is always classic
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both in form and substance. In his case liberal allowance

must be made for the " personal equation," and his

judgments, both of painters and writers, commend them-

selves rather to a coterie than to the world at large. In

short, they are " appreciations " rather than judgments.

He does not disguise the fact that the essays were first

lectures, and there and then he has preserved little hortatory

phrases: "Well, Life was like that." Interjections like

this are curiously seductive, and put one in instant rapport

with the writer. Pater did not permit life to come to him
without a certain ceremony—he was on his guard against

the abrupt indiscretion of events—so he arranged life to

come, as far as possible, with a service of art : he left

nothing to inspiration.



XLVII

ZOLA'S NATURALISM

Non ciiicunique datum est habere nasum.

It was not so very long- ago when the written word was
conceived to be a spiritual thing, and had no estimation in

money, but it was left to Emile Zola (1840-1903) to

inaugurate an immoral school of literary vivisectionists, to

which the Seven Deadly Sins were the cause of his pecuniary

advantage. Like Balzac, Zola had a keen relish for the

disorders of existence, and his recipes for the preparing of

them were taken from things and words which are not

generally alluded to in polite society ; and it is probable that

Zola will only live to be consulted by those who are amateurs
of the disgusting. It is assumed by some people that the

most effective method of opposing an objectionable thing is

to ignore it. Without the advertisement of an attack in the

Press, we are told, the matter would die. Why pander to

the vanity of the promoters by giving them the notoriety of

print, if they are to be condemned? Much as there is to be
said for this kind of argument, it defeats its own object.

For there is the great probability that the unwary may be
led to support a movement because they have received no
warning. But the cause of truth is not served by such
methods. Zola was under the impression that the more
bestiality he describes, the more he is unveiling the hearts
of men. One does not look for a Pontifical arrangement and
and decorum, but we do not expect to find pages about the
theories of atavism as the basis of the study of the human
character. (As a passing thought, it is well to note that
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Maupassant and Bourget are extremely fond of medical

speculations.) So we can say that the dominant note among
Zola's school is that of revolt. The key of Zola's creed is

the basic idea of heredity, as can be seen from La Fortune
des Rougon, the first and most comprehensive attempt made
since Balzac to depict on a large scale contemporary life.

Zola makes life even more ugly than reality. His realism,

such as it is, consists in his careful attention to details, in

the naturalness of his motives, and his acceptance of all

human things which present themselves to his observation.

Already it is beginning to be said in France that Zola, with

his laborious particularism, has passed his climateric of

fashion, and that the swift impressionist is sailing in on a

fair wind of popularity. Be that as it may, Zola's whole
concern of art was the promulgation of a thesis ; he was,
surely, the enfant terrible of the " novel with a purpose."
Sir Leslie Stephen once said that whenever he came acress

the word " nature " he prepared himself for loose thinking;

what must he have thought of Zola's inordinate talk about
nature ! Every one of his novels propounds a theme, and the

characters are arranged to illustrate the main doctrine of the

story. As a deduction from his formula he takes many
things in human nature for granted, he is content to observe

at second-hand, and it is only when he comes to the filling

up of his outlines, the mise-en scene that his abomi-
nation becomes minute and persistent, generally with

a tendency towards studies in vice and crime executed

with minute fidelity to at least supposed facts, and
of rigidly obeying "naturalistic" and "physiological"
principles. Vice and vulgarity in themselves have no charm

;

the author of La Terre, Nana and Germinal (1S85) is com-
pelled to feign a virtue if he had it not, and to assure his

audience that a high moral indignation makes him a realist,

as it made Juvenal a poet. His method was what is called

tapageur—aiming at scandal and offence ; and the net result

was, and is, that his true character was lost in advertisement

served by a continual turmoil between his antagonistics and
partisans. Germinal describes the struggles between Capital

and Labour with an almost Dantean picture of the mines.

In 1 87 1 the first of the notorious Rongon-Macquart novels

appeared, in which Zola endeavoured to tell the truth about
modern life, no matter how ugly, squalid, or venomous truth
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might be. These novels, embodying- the natural and social

history of a French family during- the Second Empire, were
just the reverse of the early Contes a Ninon, which were
optimistic and sentimental. He cannot leave wrell alone

;

he will not take the most obvious fact for granted. 11

marcha le premier elle le suivit; of course, she followed if

he walked first, why mention it?

Zola's vast epic of human bestiality was permeated with

scorn and contempt for the working classes, besides develop-

ing into a succession of onslaughts on the society of the

fallen reign. Quarrelling with all conventions, defiant of

them in general, Zola pours contempt on the ways of the

crowd, their pusillanimity, their intellectual platitude and
superficiality. But let it be said that Zola compels attention,

and in the sense of Euclid's definition he has length and
breadth and no depth ; but a coarse, heavy and violent

imagination, which found its natural expression in the

creation of the abnormal. His vocabulary and technicology

remains always mediocre, incapable of expressing subtleties

of a really artistic effect.

Nearly all Zola's works are permeated by a strange
fanaticism of anti-religiosity, that Dr. Saintsbury says
Zola thought " that if you can only kill God, the Devil will

die—an idea which seems to leave out of consideration the

idiosyncrasy of a third personage, Man." Zola glorified

in being as ill-read as any of his drunken operatives or
" daughters of joy." M. Brunitiere remarks pleasantly
" that he has cultivated his ignorance; but it was a natural
gift to begin with." He had strength; he gave in every
volume he wrote the impression of enormous effort and of a
vigour consciously equal to the task in hand. French
criticism desires to find a tendency in everything, and the
more definite and rigid is the obvious classification of an
author, the greater will be the delight of the critics ; and by
such criticism the supreme benediction of the three " A's "

was bestowed upon Zola. It was dpre ; it was amer; it

was digu. But it must be remembered that the morbid com-
plaints of a heart eternally sick have no value save as
evidence of some struggle towards an ideal. Instead of this,

however, Zola only gives the horreur du vive, a success de
scandale, a constant exaggeration of one phase of life at the
expense of another, sick forebodings of the emptiness of
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existence, and other kindred things—though it was not till

the issue of L'Assommoir (1885) that the acme type of the

monstrous seemed to be reached. No personages are to a

greater degree than his creations the outcome of the organic

forces, climate, temperature, soil and heredity. Certainly

Zola aimed at realism, and his ardour to perpetuate work of

this kind led him to lack of balance and to many things that

are simply nauseating. Zola and his followers seem to forget

that a picture representing these elements as the chief facts

of existence can be as unreal, as false in its view, as the most
conventional example of superficial and saccharine fiction.

This is not the whole truth, but it is a valuable corrective

and complementary one. To ignore the sex question as some
of the old novelists did, is to make a view of life incomplete.

Yet to speak of it as the main problem of life is to equally

violate truth.

After the Rougon-Macquart series, Zola wrote the trilogy,

Les Trois Villes, Lourdes, Rome and Paris. They were the

result of diligent note-taking carried to the extent of minute
descriptions more fit for a guide-book than a novel, in fact

a sort of Baedeker. And as for religion, Zola apparently
imagines he knows all about it, and he thinks he can master
mysticism in a fortnight, as he studies the police regulations

of Les Halles.

Zola was a man of genuine, if perverse, talent; but the

success of his writings is out of proportion to their worth,
and is no index of his rank in letters. His portraits are

magnified ; he saw and depicted on a large scale the delinea-

tion of character. He devours and assimilates his docu-
ments, and in a way, too, improvises in the manner of Scott
and Dumas pere. Though Zola's books differ in the quality

of the human weaknesses he satirizes, they are alike in his

physiological essence. The science of details from a natural-

istic point of view was one of Zola's many faults, and he
even enunciates a theory that science is destined to supersede
Christianity as the regenerating power of humanity. Now,
it is scarcely worth while to dilate on the grotesque arrogance
and the demonstrable falsity of this position. What does
concern us is the influence of such work upon impressionable
readers. And this will best be counteracted by positive truth.

Granted that the evils and problems are real, they will not
be solved bv the overthrow of all restraints. Like the brothers
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Goncourt, and like Diderot, Zola deplored the unconven-
tional realities of fiction. He proposed and partly carried

out to enfranchise the masses hitherto deemed unworthy of

notice, and focussed attention on the lower aspects of life.

And, paradoxically he seems to take pleasure in all painful

spectacles. We may be sorry for him ; we may think him
quoad hoc utterly wrong- ; but he can plead the old privileges.

He likes what he can—what he does like : and there is no
more to be said.
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THE PESSIMISM OF THOMAS HARDY

Modern fiction is a mirror; it reflects the mental temper
of a people. It is generally recognised that the majority
of the best novels were written during the Victorian era.

Nearly all the literary giants of that epoch have passed
away with the exception of Mr. Thomas Hardy, the subject

of the following essay. No admirer of his work, indeed,

could imagine him as a writer "taking life easy." He is

haunted by its riddles. With solemn steadfast gaze he
confronts its mystery. The world for him is not an abiding
city, or a friendly scene in which one may spend a fairly

long and tolerably happy holiday, thoughtless of the morrow
and undisturbed by vaguely disquieting memories of a
yesterday. In this serious sense he has the mind and,

therefore, the imagination of a child, heavily burdened with

a personal responsibility unknown to the compromising and
dexterous adult. Mr. Hardy's pessimism is not the egoism
of Byron nor the morbid melancholy of Chateaubriand. It

is directed towards an observation of ethics, not towards an
analysis of self.

Whatever standard we may prefix to Mr. Hardy's great-

ness, no one can be but conscious of certain defects ; but
let it be said at once, such qualities are of the surface only.

There is no masterpiece which is not flawless. The perfect

style and construction is surely one which never call atten-

tion to itself. Most of the author's words are overcast.

The name of Mr. Hardy suggests the dying fall of a song,

or floats before our eyes amid the fairy shapes of wind-
tossed clauds. Strictly speaking, Mr. Hardy is an original
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writer ; though one is inclined to think that Schopenhauer
and Ibsen have influenced him. His mind, like Meredith's or

Hugo's, has expressed itself distinctively in the versatile

forms. His sensitiveness to scenic and atmospheric effects

and mother earth makes him a supreme realist. This fact

accounts for his essential masculine expression- As some
of the most charming characters in his books are women,
it is equally true that he does not appeal to a great extent to

them. Perhaps for them life, light, movement, are too

conspicuously absent to afford delight. Although he is

suffered to be a pronounced pessimist, a better mode of ex-

pression would be sadness or solemnity. So it will be seen

that he is a somewhat isolated artist from the ordinary read-

ing public.

Mr. Thomas Hardy, like George Eliot, the historian of

bucolic life, interpreted the heart of primitive humanity in its

intimate relation to the heart of nature. Perhaps the domi-
nant characteristic of the literature of to-day is the influence

of Sociology. Now, in Mr. Hardy's work he seems to take

us back to the environment of the rustic, and leaves us to

suggest the remedy for his social improvement. His
country folk are real, but not so real as his country, where
every tree and blade of grass seems to be a naturalist's love

for nature. It has been well said that the writer of the

Wessex novels personifies the universe in order to give it a

piece of his mind; also that life is a cruel joke. In his

wrath Mr. Hardy seems at times to forget that society is

scarcely more unjust than nature. He suggests no remedy
for the terrible conceptions he has put before us. To suffer,

to defy—that is the message of Mr. Hardy. He sees the

world in all its ugliness. The doctrine of perfectability is

passed by. Its first essential dogma presupposes progress.

These men's character depends on external circumstances.

The second dogma, the second condition of life, is that the

voluntary actions of men originate in their opinions. Most
of the disputes about Mr. Hardy's art are occupied with the

personal equation in his novels. We believe art to be im-

personal. But if that imply that no novel should reflect its

author's spirit, then no artistic novel has yet been written.

If Mr. Hardy has voiced the spirit of the age, it is well

to have that spirit articulated by such a master of expres-

sion. Hardy is as full of local colour in his way as Scott.
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He has put his Wessex before our eyes. His people's

language and clothes, their labours and pleasures, are those

of Wessex. But their fate has nothing local about it.

Their tragedies turn on the loves and hates and sorrows that

may be found among every people over all the earth.

That is the world of the novels. And it is also the

world of his poems. It is the fashion in certain quarters

to-day to declare that, if an author is really intent on seeing

life as it actually is and honestly resolved to record what
he sees with absolute sincerity, he must be prepared to be

ugly, and his readers must be prepared to acknowledge that

he is only paying the price of truth. Let those who are the

victims of this ignorance go to Mr. Hardy. And yet we
have scarcely any writer, at any rate of prose, whose work
leaves a more continuous expression of beauty. Why is

this? Because he knows two things which some of his

contemporaries either ignore or deny. He knows that

words if they are to be the instruments of literature,

must be chosen, and set in an order which unites the mind
of a whole people with the new, unique and individual mind
of the writer.

Literature differs from explanatory and scientific writing

in being wrought about a mood or tone, and Mr. Hardy
uses arguments, theory, erudition, and observation in the

assertion of a pessimistic mood. Most of his characters

have grown to be what they are by slow and gradual

changes, like the woods or the surface of the downs. Little

fuss is made over birth or death and the fortunes that may
come between. Further, too, his characters are simplified

from all variety—the innumerable motives of common life.

Their hues are black and grey and a thin line of gold. The
heart of humanity is laid bare. Calamity knocks at the

door in most of his books, and the passionate affection which

dashes itself against the barrier when death is pushing

home the bolts. The universe is made to derive a certain

satisfaction from the spectacle of the crushing of Jude and

Tess. The indignation is part of an artistic endowment that

enables the author to present us with a tragic idea of life

;

he imparts to life a sinister purpose. He exaggerates

scientifically and makes things gigantic by a microscopic ful-

ness of detail. Mr. Hardy excels in presenting complexities

of character and action, as also in disclosing a philosophy of
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life. Human nature, mutatis mutandis in its melancholy
and tragic side, confronts us in his written work. There is

nothing patchy about his work. The breeziness of the

Channel cliffs, the solitariness of the sloping Dorset downs,
the scourings of the wind over Wessex—such themes enve-
lope nearly all the novels of Mr. Thomas Hardy. Nature,
vast, sentient, mysterious, upon whose bosom the brief

human figure is tossed like driftwood in its passage to

eternity. The protagonists are nature and man.
The earliest contribution of Mr. Hardy to literature was

an article in Chamber's Journal in 1865, concerning archi-

tecture, to which profession he was brought up. But he
gradually became absorbed in literature, and ever since he
has steadily risen in the estimation of the public and critics.

His first novel, Desperate Remedies, was published anony-
mously in 1 87 1. Although it was no popular success, its

great power was recognised by the Spectator and
Athenaeum.

His tragedies, comedies, and farces are invariably virile,

strenuous, full of nerve and vigour. The raison d'etre of

Mr. Hardy's work is the idea of a universe indifferent to

the fate of man who is no longer its centre ; this forms, the

back-ground of his art. He forgets the golden rule that in

order to be serious it is not necessary to be solemn. A
friendly critic wrote that " a metaphysically indifferent

universe becomes artistically hostile when the human actors

find themselves in conflict with the neutral stuff around
them; and thus the drama of the Wessex novels is made."
He is haunted by the fear that men have enriched their

natures for a future that will never be. He revolts against the

stupid conventional barriers of society by which we make
things even worse than they are, and against the blind forces

which play with our desires. It is true that Mr. Hardy is

very far from being indifferent to the world tragedies either of

the past or of the present. It is he who gave us the greatest

effort the imagination has made to picture forth the tremen-

dous drama of Napoleon ; it is he who has written some of

the best poems the late war has produced. But his great

strength lies, as everyone who saw the stage representation

of The Dynasts instantly realised, not in his handling of the

Nelsons and Napoleons, but in the amazing insight and sym-
pathy with which he shows how the historic doings of kings
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and generals affect the private soldier, the citizen in his

shop, the man behind the plough. It is not the doom of

nations but the fate of individual lives, the man who goes,

the woman who stays, which has best inspired him. Few
have taken to heart the admonitions of Wordsworth in his

famous Preface to the 1,800 edition of the Lyrical Ballads to

see for inspection of that condition where the passions
of man are compared with the forces of nature.

It is a temptation for critics to regard the poetry of great

novelists as either obviously secondary, as we do with

George Eliot, or at best as complementary, as in the case

of George Meredith. Yet Hardy's career as a novelist, to

whom the philosophic value of life is paramount, was a school

which has helped to make The Dynasts the supreme thing

it is. According to Mr. Abercrombie, "it is the most
characteristic poem of our time, the biggest, most consis-

tent, most deliberate exhibition of fatalism in literature."

This epic-drama was not written to be acted but to be read,

and no doubt this work will be the one upon which his fame
will rest, for while we can imagine his novels going out of

fashion for a generation or so, we cannot believe in that

happening to The Dynasts. He does not make Napoleon
spout about his greatness ; he assumes it. The whole effect

depends upon the relation of everything in it to a known
story. This great and shining monument of history

wedded to drama casts a spell overall other modern epics,

with, perhaps, the exception of Mr. Alfred Noyes' Drake.
The compelling power of the whole play is so strong that

we even feel the sequence of the vast dark background of

history, and every scene throws a searchlight upon -the vivid

stream of past events. Even though Mr. Hardy has never

been a master of language, like Shakespeare or Meredith,

he can write nobly and fitly. The author of The Dynasts
has achieved a glory noble and isolated.-

Mr. Hardy's poems are redolent of the soil of England.

You are always finding the note of " It was to be " crossing

the note of " Perhaps it will be better." Mr. Hardy re-

minds one again and again of the old peasant who assured

his Rector that though Providence had been hard on him
" There was Someone up above who would deal with him."
His philosophic poetry is mostly inspired by a critical con-
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templation of nature, and in Moments of Vision there is

austere verse, often ironical in tone, but in which Nature is

depicted a man's ruthless stepmother.
Perfect agreement amongst specialists is notoriously

Utopian. To a limited extent the Pre-Raphaelites differed

among themselves with regard to their aims and ideal

;

certainly Mr. Hardy is less cogent than William Morris
and his circle, and as a writer and thinker he has come to

the fate of those who do no more than " strive to build a
shadowy isle of bliss "

; but his pictorial glamour with
which he clothes his rustic tales has a charm of its

own amid the tragic pre-occupation of these days.
A propos, again, Mr. Hardy gives the reader the impression
that he is a believer in Sue's fancy " that the world resembles
a stanza, a melody composed in a dream ; it was wonder-
fully excellent to the half-aroused intelligence, but hope-
lessly absurd at the full waking."
The reader who comes to the study of Mr. Hardy merely

to read about his characters and exigencies will invariably

find a deadly war waged between flesh and spirit, and a
tragedy of unfulfilled aims. He expresses unusually pene-
trating and comprehensive thought in an elaborately built-

up-style. His conception of life and character shows a
liking for the themes of Strindberg, and a sub-conscious
effort to ensure that quality which shall be thought dry.

Clearly his genius is of a different order. He is an acute
psychologist; he dissects motives and moods; he can throw
light upon the dark passages of the human mind, and most
of the follies and sins of the human action. But of course
no man can resolutely adhere to a mood like this. There
must be sunny days as well as days of gloom. There are
seasons of health as well as seasons of sickness.

The inconsistency in Mr. Hardy's thought is the incon-

sistency of a simple man, who refuses to take refuge from
facts he observes in a philosophy contrived for the purpose.
But among those facts he has always insisted on the pity

and the love in man's heart. And so he preserves, where
lesser men are losing their heads, his sanity of vision and
sureness of touch. But the joyful moods are few and far

between for Mr. Hardy. He prefixes humanity stripped of

its various disguises, and, paradoxically, he seems to take

a joy in the stern and gruesome realities of life. His irony
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is audacious and even sardonic, and few poets have been
more solicituous to please their weaker brethren.

Mr. Hardy's cynicism is the bitterest that ever was
penned, cynical little pictures of depravity and turpitude,

etched in with considerable power. A girl takes the money
which her aunt had collected for her own funeral, and
spends it with her young- man at a public-house ; two
mothers are quarrelling over the graves of their children, in

entire ignorance of the fact that the bodies had been re-

moved to make a new drain ; a man discovers on his wed-
ding night how entirely the heart of his wife is possessed

by earlier memories of a lost love ; the hypocrisy of a

clergyman, with his postures and grimaces, is revealed to

a pupil in his Bible class—and so on through a series of

sordid commentaries on the least creditable of our motives

and impulses. Or, again, in precisely the same spirit

—

though not, as a matter of fact, included in the Satires of

Circumstance—there is a poem in which a dead woman re-

cognises with joy that someone at all events remembers her,

for the ground over her tomb is disturbed. Is it a friend,

or a relative, or a lover? No, it is a dog; yet even the

dog is not inspired with any fidelity or remembrance, for

he had buried a bone just there and forgotten that it was
his mistress's resting-place. Just as Christina Rossetti

once said, in a pessimistic mood that " hope is really fear

seen on the sunny side," so poems like these indicate the

other side of a strangely sensitive emotional soul, deeply

touched with pity for life, and pity for all who live; a man
in whom sensitiveness has proved the portal of the blackest

despair.

Mr. Hardy's own presence dominates every page of his

books; and often enough, both in his prose and in his poetry,

we seem less to be handling a fashioned and self-complete

work of art than to be actually present in his studio, watch-

ing while he flies impetuously at the marble which hides

the statue, and perhaps at times conscious of the process,

of the crackle of blows and the hail of white chips, than of

the lurking goddess. Somebody once reported that Mr.

Hardy said that " optimism reminded him of a smile on the

face of a skull." Those who go to his poetry from his

novels, as many of his readers do, are aware of a resem-

blance and a contrast. The novels are sometimes imper-
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sonal in the sense that the pulse of future interest is not
always the most significant thing in them, and never the

only one. In the poems, on the other hand, page after page
is simply and directly human, and we feel the sense of

nearness to humankind which might be missed in the

novels.



XLIX

THE TALENT OF HENRY JAMES

Many of the stories of Henry James are pleasures of old

standing. Moreover, he stands apart by virtue of his power

to draw woman and of his keen feminine insight into men ; as

well as strength of passionate situations, always with a certain

oddity, and an intense curiosity for rare cases of character.

He is also skilled in the feat of drawing children or the

young, either prematurely obsessed by tragedy or otherwise

abnormally alive. And the more we think of it, the less we
feel that he is attracted by the mere pathology of such cases.

Like a hospital ward, there is a sense of discomfort in his

stories : they are tales of the private life only ; and men of

our race are quite easy under that limitation.

Henry James (whose brother wrote philosophy as though

it were fiction, while the other wrote fiction as though it was
philosophy) writes so pleasantly and persuasively that one's

first impulse is to mistrust him, grouping him with those

raconteurs who infinitely prefer good stories to true ones,

and hold it to be the chief duty of newer writers of the conte

to leave a story better than he found it. Throughout his

writing runs a kind curiosity about men and their world,

now deep, now solemn, now lighter and less profoundly felt.

Charm is well nigh everywhere in his work, a golden grace

upon the delicate sentences; and a charm that is strangely

strong ; for he has travelled tirelessly, shedding old shib-

boleths and learning the non-existence of horizons : just the

reverse process of Mr. Shaw, who has remained always

satisfied that his early contact with life was remarkably
complete. On the other hand, Henry James's estimate of

life is a crushing reply to cynicism, pessimism, prudence; it

322
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proves the Fates to be the sisters of joy, and has abundantly

proved the wisdom of simplicity, the commonsense of

chivalry and faith. His modern sentiment is revealed by the

larger emphasis he lays upon the element of tenderness, with

which for him greatness is ever associated. He does in

fiction what John Sargent does in paint ; and then inimical

observation of these subjects will gravely prejudice both in

the eyes of posterity.

The work of Henry James is no slender growth, but a

broad and gathering stream, flowing steadily year by year,

as unlike as possible to the rare and curious possession

bequeathed to an enlightened few. Anything that might be

offered him which was without character, without style,

futile, insignificant, he swept from him in scorn. Every one

of his developments was controlled by the desire to make the

very most of the very best : he had large ideas. It was his

habit during the last twenty years, when writing a novel, to

dictate a sort of talk about his intentions, his difficulties, and
his characters—almost like a man talking to himself—and to

keep this by him till the book was finished, when the notes

were destroyed. What is amazing is that while under the

surgery of his mind there is no disfigurement of " the

petrists "; by some magic of hand they maintain paradoxic-
ally their representative integrity. In his earlier books he
showed himself capable of telling a story simply and directly,

and of developing character through incidents which had
dramatic significance.

Henry James was a genius great enough, however, for his

joys and sorrows, his cries of trouble and his cries of

discovery, to hold us in a hush of attentiveness. This is not
to take the side of those devotees who see in the increase of

obscurity the last wonder of his genius, but it is to maintain
that through the worst obscurity burns a light intense and
unfailing. There is no author, living or dead, whom to read
gives the same passionate eagerness to apprehend. Henry
James had the most ingenious mind, and seemed to have
found in life, in the guarded parts of it which he attentively
watched, an infinite amusement, sometimes a stronger excite-
ment. Let it be said, then, that he is a creator, a model, an
influence. There is a singularly fine note in all his work, a
note of such personal fineness that it becomes a powerful
moral note. He was not a person to accept laws or to make
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one of any circle in a sense which impjies the blunting ci the

critical powers : immensely appreciative ; he was also im-

mensely observant.

Precisely to what extent the attractive quality of his art is

enhanced by the pervading irony of the treatment would be

a very difficult problem to work out. America has produced
many more writers than Henry James, but none perhaps

that has attained a greater delicacy of touch or a more
perfect literary finish. Brother of the celebrated William

James, Professor of Philosophy at Harvard, Henry was born

in New York in 1843, and was educated in a cosmopolitan

fashion in that city, and in turn at Geneva, Paris and
Boulogne. After a short period studying law, he published

his famous Roderick Hudson (1875), a story of an American
boy with a genius for sculpture, who is taken by a patron

to Rome. His egotism, his gifts, his uncertain tempera-

ment, his fatal passion, the contrast of his limited mother,

and the cousin to whom he is engaged, when he leaves

America, are presented with a felicity which makes this a

perfect example of the author's earlier style. From that

time until the day of his decease, Henry James passed
through life without any remarkable adventures ; and public

curiosity about his private affairs has never been, and is

never likely to be, acute.

Henry James always stood, if ever a man did, for civilisa-

tion ; for that ordered life in which it is possible to tolerate

and to understand. His whole world is made out of

sympathy ; out of a whole network of sympathies. It is a

world of wireless telegraphy for the soul ; of a psychological

brotherhood of men of which the communications could not

be cut. Sometimes this sympathy is almost more terribfe

than antipathy ; and his very delicacies produce a sort of

promiscuity of minds. It is that his theory of art may be

called a looking-glass theory, for as he cannot, of course,

enable us to see exactly what he saw, he thinks it best to

invite us to study the impressions left on himself, rather than

to attempt to present a simple narrative of facts, or sayings,

or actions. James's danger was that his interminable

psychological reflections are too big for his story, and con-

sequently our attention is lost. The population of his novels,

ranging as they do over two continents, contain some of the

most scarred and ravaged characters that it is possible to
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imagine ; others are toned and polished by tradition—but

all respond to the pressure of experience. What he liked

most was life moulded and shaped by the years of history.

From 1 875- 1 885 (to put it roughly) all England and America

were captivated by the clear beauty of James's work as in

the nineties they were hypnotised by the bright-coloured

beauty of Mr. Kipling's art.

While admiring the extreme cleverness of his novels, one

is often perplexed and annoyed by the studious allusiveness

of the narrative and the incessant rapier-play of the elliptical

dialogue, in which each interlocuter seems to be bent on
anticipating the riposte of the other. For Henry James the

material of comedy must be uncommon, individual, a little

odd. To be properly enjoyed, his short stories (and they are

many), should be taken one by one, and lingered over, as

both his ingenuity of ideas and language are particularly

elaborate, as, for instance, in The Asfern Papers, Daisy
Miller, In a Cage, The Golden Bowl, The Soft Side

(containing studies of psychical and abnormal phenomena)
and the series of pictures entitled What Maisie Knew, where
the author presents the exquisite figure, Maisie, the child of

divorced parents, who, from no sense of responsibility,

compete for her custody. In either household the child

makes intimate acquaintance with men and women whose
relations to one another would be hardly presentable apart
from the adorable girl who is witness of them : all this is

elaborated with great beauty and vividness. The records
being generally plural and always intricate, and the reader
having to piece together these observations into a significant

story.

In all Mr. James's short stories the theme no less than the
practice is the attainment of some kind of perfection. Their
conflicts — tragic or ironic, simple or bizarre— are of the
spirit. They describe, illustrate, disentangle such problems,
such situations, as only a subtle and profound mind, engaged
in an all-scrutinizing and dissecting practice of life, can be
fully aware of. Delicate—but none the less vital—altitudes
and attitudes of conduct are their inspiration. Every story
he has written is a creation as well as a record of fact. He
is among the great masters of English prose— idtimtis
Romanorum some may sadly think, though they will certainly
prove mistaken—a teller of great truth, a deviser of noble
harmonies, a shaper of things beautiful.
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Henry James is a writer whose excellence you hardly

notice, until at the end of his book you become aware how-

much you have enjoyed it. There is no passion, no

philosophy, no wit in his writing;. It seldom stirs you to

say, "How good that is "
; but at the end you know that it

is all good; and it seems to be good by a kind of luck as if

he were fortunate merely in his subject, which, of course, is

absurd. Indeed, so good is his work that just before he died

in 1916, having become a naturalised Englishman the year

before, he received the Order of Merit.

Henry James has had printed some sixty or seventy stories,

a dozen of which are long enough to be called books. They
are not, of course, all of equal merit, but there is no
monotony—the design is different and peculiar in each.

They are tales of the private life only. Across the pages of

Dumas, Kingsley, George Eliot, Meredith, Scott, Reade,
Gorky, Lytton, where blows the wind of historic events and
national aspirations. Reading them we think of the Ancient

Rome and Alexandria, the Renaissance and New World,
of the exciting days of '45, of Mazzini, Garibaldi and Italy,

and of the liberation of the serfs; in fact of the world's

destinies. What a difference it is with the world of Henry
James—all his dramatis personcc are self-centred and sur-

rounded by a conventional clique and perhaps an uncanny
motive; and as for such a thing as History, never! He
places a limitation of space but not of action. He delights

in sinister and spectral powers when ghosts can play a part.

Like Balzac, he delights to show life as viewed under a
microscope. The effect of this reality is a kind of a bewilder-

ment and mirage. " But the art is deep and is real," so
writes Professor Oliver Elton, " and it also is founded on
the watching of humanity, or the author's immersion in the

fates of humanity." Henry James's peculiar virtue lies in

the perfect impartiality of his presentment of things : he has
produced an adequate picture of life as it is lived by those
who have escaped from the pressure of animal necessities

and can give unhampered expression to purely human
impulses, with the exception of religion, which he seems
hardly to be aware of, except as a sphere of life of which
good taste forbids mention except loitering for a time
between the aisle and ambulatory : all this is said, of course,
in a style that seems to wrap him round in the endless folds
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of a toga of dignified reserve. And if his style is a little

punctiliously West End in its cut, at least he pays the reader

the compliment of dressing, which far too many writers of

our era never think of doing. We see the poised, expectant

mind of the artist as he watches his beautiful idea grow and
bud and flower before him, with all its clustering aspects, its

possibilities, its implications ; we share his ecstasy in these

developments, and the very jump and joy of mastership as

he at last seizes his brush and stored palette and approaches
his great canvas.

Most critics have found in his work so much else to

interest them — his style, his methods, his subtlety— that

from what they have written it might be supposed that his

main distinction lay in being either a psychologist, or an
observer, or an inventor of a new impressive, fascinating,

but, according to many, a not altogether defensible style.

Yet to regard him primarily as an observer or psychologist,

or a maker of phrases, is not only to belittle him, but to make
the same mistake as we did when first Ibsen came into our
ken. It seems hardly credible that we should have taken
Ibsen for a realist, but we did.

The problem of the artist is to be at once individual and
universal, to be at once original and in the great tradition,

to be of his own day, and yet of none or of all. He has to

be true to what he sees, and yet not give us the mere raw
material of truth, which anybody can see, but that inner

essence of it which is vital, representative and permanent.
In the choice of his words and the shaping of his sentences
he has to remember that he is at once a writer with some-
thing to say which should be said clearly, and an artist with
something to make which should be made beautifully.

James's first principles, his Credo and credentials, first

appeared in an essay called The Art of Fiction. " The
supreme faculty of the novelist is the capacity for receiving
straight impressions." He must strive to be " one of those
people upon whom nothing is lost."

Thus Meredith's characters are filled to an unnatural
degree with the beauty and courage of life, while Balzac
gives to his a double dose of will and appetite. The men and
women in Henry James's novels, the stupid as well as the
intelligent, show far subtler powers of perception than such
men and women actually have. It was only by exaggerating,
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consciously or unconsciously, that quality in them that he
could create the world which satisfied his imagination. But

with this exception his work is unrivalled for its delicate

actuality. To the end of his life he showed the strength of

one who was enough of a stranger, wherever he dwelt, to

recognize, with a sense undulled, the gifts and privileges

which are mostly accepted without a thought by those who
inherit them. His men and women are no more heroic, nor

single-hearted, nor more base than real people, and granted

their superior thought-reading faculties and the concentra-

tion of their interests, events follow one another as they

would in real life.

Dostoevsky's subject is always the soul of man, and
ultimately its relation to God ; his deepest study is man as

he is when he is alone with his soul. In Henry James, on
the contrary, the same passion of research is directed to the

social side of man's nature, his relations to his fellow-men.

The universe and religion are as completely excluded from
his books as if he had been an eighteenth-century writer.

As in other attempts to show us human nature as he saw
it, we feel he has not only scaled the heights of romantic
love, but plumbed the depths of the commonplace ; not by
the shallow method of an anti-climax, but by feeling that in

the still waters of the so-called commonplaces of life there are

mysteries as deep, if not deeper, than those that have agitated

the waters of passion. His long career was a continual

search for more and more recondite and delicate subjects.

He begins with cases of conscience, in which already the

shades seemed fine to his contemporaries, and the verdicts

went by evidence that would not have carried weight for the

minds of twelve good men and true. The formula explains

his early fondness of ending with that substitute for mystery,
the note of interrogation.

In that astonishing record of imaginative adventure, The
American Scene, he continually refers to himself as " the

restless analyst," and he speaks of himself as a man " hag-
ridden by the twin demons of observation and imagination."
The master faculty of Henry James was, without doubt, his

power of going into his impressions, going into them not
only far, but, as they say in Norse fairy tales, " far and
farther than far." For James is, par excellence, one of those

writers with whom the theme is nothing and the writing
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everything. He refuses to permit his own personality to

come on the stage. He does not indulge in moralisings or

reflections. We see the progress of the story through the

eyes of the chief dramatis persona.

Just as there is a world called " Dickens," another called
" Balzac," so there is a world called " Henry James." If

we speak of the reality of such worlds, it is only a proof we
have been completely beguiled. We are only paying homage
to the shaping minds of their creators.

Henry James must be considered as a great man of letters

;

and the greatness itself is something which existed in

geniuses utterly unlike him. What makes him great is what
makes them great, and what alone can make a literary man
in the ultimate sense great. It is ideas ; the power of

generating and making vivid an incessant output of ideas.

It is untrue to say that what matters is quality and not

quantity. On the credit side he is very clumsy, never
dubious, for he conveys his meaning with precision and
clarity ; but on the debit side he is tremendously lacking in

initiative powers, and his attitude towards life is timid and
undecided. His main occupation is with individuals, not
with groups and causes. And he can be a source of perpetual

wonder and delight. Some would even rather read what he
had meant to do than read what he actuary did do. A
recent critic has called James's manner a verbose reticence.

All acts of the intellect and volition in the heroes and
heroines of his later works are completely overlaid with
wrappers and wrappers of language; e.g., a character dies

in half a sentence ; more space is devoted to her parasol

than to the outcome of her illness. These are the qualities

in the novels of Henry James that—quite apart from more
rhetorical difficulties—will probably always prevent his

books from becoming popular. These are his reticence and
his apparent lack of sympathy with his characters.
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PAUL YERLAINE : AN EPISODE

Because Paul Verlaine was fanatically inhuman, a con-

scious artist doing strange things with weird materials, not

everyone has realised how fine, how rare, was that beauty
which this artist brought into the world. Fine filaments of

gold, utterances of subtler beauty, are every here and there

to be found amidst the general excellence. His poems are a

all events the sincere and complete expression of a very

remarkable personality. To Verlaine the world appeared to

be a profoundly uncomfortable, unpleasant, ridiculous place,

with a certain solace in various activities in which it was
at least possible to seek temporary escape.

" Nature seen through a temperament " is Zola's defini-

tion of all art. Nothing could be more exact and impres-

sive as the definition of the art of Paul Verlaine. In the

Frenchman there is a full measure of waywardness of

temper, the impatience of authority which entered so largely

into his life, and to a certain extent his prototype is

Francis Villon—that lurid mediaeval singer and rolling stone

of dubious paths. And if their practice does not always
square with their creed, who amongst us can cast the first

stone? It is idle, I suppose, to speculate what would have
happened to Verlaine's poetry if his life had been of a dif-

ferent calibre. His chief literary failing, however, is the

want of a grand theme. Homer sang of Troy besieged,

Dante of the worlds to come, Tasso of the freedom of

Jerusalem, Tennyson of King Arthur and the Round Table,

Milton of the wars in heaven of the past. But Verlaine had
no such resounding epic to fill the world. He mused alone,

he soared about himself; he sought God; and in finding Him
he also found one of his own lost self. He sought to con-

vey an emotional impression for its own sake, without
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answering-—at least consciously—to the need of interpret-

ing- intellectual or moral commentary. This will, therefore,

account for the limied number of his public, and so his

fame rests rather on the enthusiasm of a minority than on
the appreciation of the general reader. Reflection, in

Verlaine, is almost waste ; it is the speech of the soul and
the speech of the eyes that we must listen to in his verse.

It is part of his simplicity that he abandons himself, at

times, to the song which words begin to sing in the air.

Born in Metz on March 30th, 1844, the son of a French
army officer, the whole of his life story is a tragic failure.

His associates were frequently men of little character and
women of less. Constitutionally indifferent to money,
generous by impulse, self-indulgent by habit, ignorant to

the end of all that it most behoves a responsible person to

know, he was as " a waif before the wind " in the vortex of

the world ; staggering from place to place for absinthe,

driven from lodging to lodging, hospital to hospital, a

living wreck, he sinned with all his humanity—he re-

pented and it was with all his soul. He fell because fore-

sight and experience were things that slipped by him, im-
potent to act upon his infantile soul. The sovereign virtue

which this Bohemian recognised was goodness of heart, a
real generosity of temperament and nature, which would
atone for many failings, and even excuse some gross de-

fects. A sinner if ever there was one, but saved from the

basest vices by his humour and his perpetual bonhomie.
He began as a Parnassian, but gradually passed to subjec-

tive, ironical, or sentimental verses, of which the melancholy
is expressed in a vague and half-formless metre, appealing
above all to those who thought poetry needed dislocating.

He had an admirable art of extracting from words their full

melody ; of seizing a rhythm exactly suited, if not to his

thought at least to the vague sentiment that he listened to

in his own mind as to a far distant song. We must also

remember that Verlaine had no dramatic gift; he was un-
able to evoke a variety of protagonists for an equal variety

of emotions; himself was his only mouthpiece, and he was
played upon by every wind of feeling that can blow : the

very principle of his art bade him wear his heart on his

sleeve. Like Francis Thompson, he wrote his poems in

churches, the post office, and cafes, and other queer places.
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He did not seem to be in any particular place, like some
writers. Carlyle, we know, could never write in what we
call respectable clothes ; Dickens needed blue ink and a
supply of quills; Balzac's mascot was a monk's cowl and hot

coffee; Gautier's a red dressing- gown ; while Mark Twain
is said to have turned out his best work lying face down-
wards at full length on the floor ; and it is said that Mr.
Hall Caine writes his novels propped up in bed. Ibsen

wandered from room to room to collect his thoughts, and
Charles Reade had newspaper cuttings propped up in front

of him.

For many Verlaine's wild euphuism, his abandonment to

the fine frenzy, careless to the true laws of poetical restraint,

his ecstatic mysticism, must make his poetry a sealed book,

though the " appointed knight " will love it for those very

characteristics. His instincts are neither patriotic nor

popular, but entirely sesthetical ; he loves language and
every cadence the French language may inflict haunts in his

ear. The coldest man of an idea rises haloed through his

rapturous imagination.

The Fetes Galantes are a series of eighteen pictures in

verse, written with the skill of a literary Watteau ; no poems
of their kind can surpass them, and they have the marvellous

power, so far as it is possible to have it, of reproducing one

art in terms of another : of twilight pasts, Watteau parks,

of ladies in fair colours ; reproduced in a way that one would
have thought to be impossible. It was not his purpose to

give us subjects of sensational or emotional appeal, but

rather to shew us, as his partners of the brush were doing,

the results of sensation or emotion, set down as a musical

effect, without betraying any predisposition of moral prin-

ciple towards the thing expressed.

Sagesse is a collection of intensely Catholic devotional

poems, but extremely paradoxical, and often too condensed

in expression, but it overflows with a naive, devout and
tender sap, with childlike spontaneity. He explains his own
heart, and his heart is a very simple one, precisely because

it is contradictory in its enthusiasms, incoherent in its move-
ments.

" La tempete est venue. Est-ce bien la tetnpSte?

En tout cas, II y eut de la grele et du feu,

Et la misere, et comnie un abandon de Dieu."
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These images are covered with truly Gothic fantasy,

splendour, wizardy, grotesquerie ; or, better still—tremen-
dous audacity. At the first dawn of conversion he grasped
feverishly at the succour of God and the Church, he abased
himself before the Immaculate Purity of the Blessed Virgin :

he was simple, humble, and accepted with joy his penance
and became Venfant vetu laine et d'innocence. " Je suis

catholique," he said, but " mats . . . catholique du
moyen dge. In the Mediaeval Ages, when faith in God
was firmer than it is now, it sometimes happened to find a
devout Christian saying prayers in the morning and com-
mitting robbery or murder at night. Villon is a case in

point, and between Verlaine and Villon there is some
analogy. At his best he is tender and spontaneous when he
is giving expression to his own knowledge and experience of

life.

The poetry of Verlaine ranges from the most exquisite

simplicity to the expression of the most bizarre and com-
plicated emotions.

At times his poems are difficult to construe : but they are

songs of a reed through which all winds blew to music, to

use the phrase Tennyson applied to Swinburne. Verlaine

was neither a scholar nor a philosopher, but only a poet : he
disdained anxious questionings. But his creed can never

be overlooked in the consideration of his poems. At present

it cannot be said that Paul Verlaine holds de facto that place

in the public estimation which is his de jure. Surrounded
by a bustling world (which has no time to waste upon alleged

dreamers and laggards) he surrounded himself with ramparts
of fancy and illusion, only to be appreciated by a select few,

of whom we may name Jules de Goncourt, Leconte de ITsle,

and Theodore de Banville, Francois Coppee, and a kingly

epistle as an act of grace from Saint-Beuve. Verlaine

taught French poetry wise and subtle unconsciousness. It

was in so doing that he " fused his personality " in the

words of Verhaeren, " so profoundly with beauty, that he
left upon it the imprint of a new and henceforth eternal atti-

tude." But even so, his name is only known to the elite,

although he has written many beautiful poems.
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AN EXPLANATION OF NIETZSCHE

The moment people begin to write about Nietzsche, they

either lose their heads in uncritical adoration of him, or else an
itch for disparagement attacks their fingers. Now Nietzsche

was a very voluminous and very unmethodical writer. It

is difficult to be sure what he really meant, when he meant
so many different things, and it is of little use to be at pains

to convict him of inconsistency, of which every mind that is

growing, is sure to be guilty. Nietzsche is, we are told, a

European influence. He is on the side of the brave, the bully

and the savage, let his philosophy be what it may. He died

insane; was he ever anything else?

That Flemish monk who stated he had spent his free time

in a nook with a book, obviously could not have referred

to the blue covered volumes of Nietzsche. With no un-

certain sound Friedrich Nietzsche pleaded for life against

abstractions ; and a doctrine which would abolish paint and
bring in a republic of all the pleasures : qualities such as

these were some of the things which marked him off from his

fellows. He was born on October 15th, 1844, of an old

clerical family in Prussian Saxony ; studied at Bonn and
Leipzig and won distinction by treatises on Theogony
tragedy, etc. ; for a time he held the chair of Classical

Philology at Basel, and in 1878 he began to expound a long

series of works, in which he denounced all religion. His

mind became unhinged in 1889, and he died at Weimar in

1900.

The importance of the literary and poetic elements in

Nietzsche makes a presentation and critique of his thought

more difficult than is generally supposed. He was a man

334
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of contradictions. The opposition that comes out pre-emi-

nently in him, which is impressed on his whole impulse, and
was portentous for his life and importance, is the opposition

between lofty enthusiasm and profound aversion. It is pe-

culiar to Nietzsche that all three of his masters

—

Schopenhauer, Wagner, and the abuse of chloral, influenced

him most decidedly through the reaction which diey set up,

or through the contrast which they conditioned.

Of Nietzsche little is known. He wrote in German

;

Bernhardi borrowed of him a sentence as motto for a pre-

posterous book ; he decried the Christian virtues of meekness
and charity ; he said something about a " blonde beast," who
was described by a word which Bernard Shaw naturalized

as " superman "; he went mad; that is about all that is

known. According to Dr. Saintsbury, he was, from the

purely literal point of view, the best modern German prose

writer by far—to be named with Heine and Schopenhauer.
He never yearned to meet his Pilot face to) face, he wanted
something more exciting—to gallop on one of Lord George
Sanger's horses from Aix to Ghent : he was interested only

in fear, in terror. His most obvious quality was a remorse-

less egotism and " ergotism," squeezing the last drops out

of an argument, a frigid dogmatism, redeemed only by the

fervour which half-excuses fanaticism.

We may ask what is Nietzsche's claim to be regarded as a

philosopher? The answer will be quite clear if we ask our-

selves what we know about the Nietzschean theory of know-
ledge, or metaphysics. Nothing. No, he was not exercised

with the problems which engaged his fellow-countrymen,

Kant, Hegel, or Schopenhauer. He teaches no new system,

and proposes no new method. His claim is to be the

founder of a new and higher morality, to stand with Socrates

and St. Paul as the teacher of a new wisdom. This ex-

plains Nietzsche's rupture with Richard Wagner (whom most
English people think of as a musician of consummate genius)

as the failure of a teacher to fulfil his ideal.

Henceforth Nietzsche conceived that he himself was the

prophet of a new order. We may attack and despise him,

but we cannot leave him out of account. The central point

of his system (if we can call it such) as an Evangel of

Redemption, or the doctrine of the Will to Power. This
according to Nietzsche is the sole reality.
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Nietzsche's work needs critical sifting- not only on account

of his unhappy fate, but also by reason of the form which it

has taken. For reasons connected with his method of work-
ing-

, he preferred to express his ideas in aphorisms. On the

other hand, he prejudiced his work by over-rating himself.

Living as he did a solitary life, and finding that the form and
matter of his writings were too new to be intelligible to the

ordinary run of critics, he lost his temper. Petronius is put

above St. Paul, Bizet is preferable to Wagner, Dionysus to

Christ; Cesare Borgia's greatness is measured by his

treacherous murder of his generals at the Sinigaglia banquet
after getting them there under a safe-conduct. A thrill such

as this is all, Nietzsche's own, and it is to be found at its

highest in Also sprach Zaranthustra, with its fire-like flashes.

Those words of Shelley best describe him :
" a wonder and a

beauty and a terror." If it is hard to find a unity in this

immoralist, who thought he had a mission of more impor-

tance than St. Ignatius, it is, perhaps, because his nature

was so complex. He reminds one of the story of King
Canute, and the old lady who tried to brush back the sea

with her broom. To overcome Schopenhauer's pessimism,

restore the joy of living and find a philosophic groundwork
for it, was the central problem of Nietzsche's thinking. He
cried aloud in the spiritual wilderness, and very likely saw
visions which distracted and magnified reality.

The alleged failure of Christianity is made a pretext for

denying its right to control or influence in any effective

degree the main spheres of collective national activity. If

the hopes of civilisation are not to perish altogether we must
not seek consolation of Nietzsche. To him the Church
seemed an effete superstition, the State mere tyranny; meta-
physics the ghost of religion sitting upon its grave ; morality

a bugbear, law the enemy of life, and all things permissible

so long as men please themselves ; and as far himself he was
outwardly diffident, and at heart self-sustained and intract-

able, heightened by illness and introspection. Nietzsche

expresses his prejudices so frankly and traces out the

resulting so boldlv, that he is easily seen to have argued him-

self into a position which is arbitrary and untenable.

Unlike the best of the German writers, Nietzsche was not

equipped with an easy style, carved in low soft curves like

Goethe but hacked out his ideas with a hatchet, ending that
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boys will be boys and that there is" nothing- wrong with his

work. The form of Nietzsche literary activity was deter-

mined by his temperament and ill-health. He was unable

to subject his exuberant passing moods to the demands of

the main thought and the basic impulse : hence the discord

of his utterances. The frenzy of one moment was not

always attuned to that of another. Aphorism was his

favourite form. No doubt he got his idea or style partly

through the imitation of the old French writers, like Joubert,

Pascal, and, especially, La Rochefoucauld, whom he greatly

admired.

Christianity, as viewed by Nietzsche, had its origin in the

successful uprising of the weak, the timid, the sinful, the

despairing, the poor in heart, the ignorant, against the

proud, the well-constitutioned, the learned, the beautiful,

the noble. The lower types gained the ascendancy. Slave

morality took the place of master morality. Pride, magni-
ficence, honour, mental capacity ceased to be regarded as

the essential qualities of a man, and their place was taken by
humility, self-sacrifice, and self-abasement, consciousness of

sin, sympathy with suffering, submission. Christianity,

from this point of view, by arresting the development of the

stronger1

, types, and fostering sympathy with and encouraging
the development of, the weaker types, interposed an obstacle

to evolution and set back the tide of progress. As Chris-

tianity forms the basis of the principles which, in theory at

least, govern conduct in most civilised countries, as our
standards of good and evil are determined, or largely in-

fluenced, by Christianity, Nietzsche violently attacks estab-

lished morality. We ought to go beyond good and evil,

i.e., go beyond conventional standards of good and evil,

and create new values. He was engaged in a work which
was to be entitled The Transvaluation of all Values when his

mind gave way.

Nietzsche's ideal, " the Overman " or " Superman," is

to be developed by giving unbridled freedom to the struggle

for existence, which seeks only his own power and pleasure,

and knows no pity. He expressed the old biological theory

of the feeling of pleasure as the expression of the power and
progress of life. In every emotion of pleasure he sees a

will to the elevation and continuance of life. The question
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who as a matter of fact is the superman and who are his

ancestors is another problem.

It is easy to sneer at modern thought. It is easy to

reg-ard Nietzsche or a passing-, ephemeral influence, beneath

the notice of the pulpit. But in whatever age we live it is

the thought of that age which surrounds us ; it is the parti-

cular unbelief of that age which hedges and confines our
devotions. So we cannot afford to ignore modern thought.

To ignore it, too often, is to fear it. And it is not all evil.

We must not, however, fly to> the opposite extreme, and
regard Nietzsche as a mere lunatic, and his teaching as

wholly worthless. Had this been so, he would never have
counted a single follower. Every heresy is, we are told, the

nemesis of a truth neglected. This is true of the teachings

of Nietzsche. Modern Europe had long been dissolving the

awe-ful teaching of Christ into a vague sentimentalism.

Of this tendency Nietzsche was the Nemesis. Bondieuserie

within the Church, liberal Protestantism without the

Church had watered down the stern Figoire who rebuked the

Pharisees, drove the merchants from the temple courts, de-

manded the utmost heroism from his followers, and is to

be the dread Judge of the Dies lrce. This parody of Chris-

tianity was confounded by Nietzsche with the religion re-

vealed by our Lord ; this Sunday-school figure with its

Divine revealer. Modern liberalism and modern democ-
racy, in reality the bitterest foe of Christianity, were re-

garded as essentially Christian. The anger and contempt
justly due to the Bonn Press on the one hand, and to the

Clapham sect and the Manchester school on the other, were
transferred by Nietzsche to their great enemy the Catholic-

ism of Paul, of Augustine, and of Aquinas. The crusaders

were treated as one with the pacifists, the martyrs were
confused with the followers of Mill and Benthan. We may
well accept the thunders of Nietzsche and hurl them against

those to whom they are justly due. Yes, democracy is in-

deed " a manifest absurdity," as Alchibiades termed it long

ago : but the Church is an autocracy. The natural equality

of mankind is a lie, a stupid lie, but the Church is a hier-

archy, and within her folds there is the way of perfection

for the few as well as the common life for the many. The
modern hatred of physical suffering, as the worst, indeed

the only evil, is indeed a contemptible creed, but it was
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condemned long- since on the sands of the Coliseum and the

g-allows of Tyburn. Reaction led Nietzsche to exaggerations,

to grotesque and hideous exaggerations, in the opposite

direction.

And then the strong individuality of his style—his words
full of fire and life, nothing of the grey monotony, the

lumbering tread of German prose, with the gestures and
accent of an orator possessed by his theme—fascinates most
readers. In some ways Nietzsche was a literary critic in

potentia such as Germany has hardly given us save in the

case of Novalis.

Nietzsche came near to justifying Dryden's shallow
aphorism about "great wits and madness "; but take the

sounder view that sanity is a mark of genius, and he will be

found a genius only at intervals of frequent succession.

We may frankly assume that all sane people,- and, in-

cidentally, most mad ones as well, are eager to bring about
a perfect state—a New London or New Jerusalem. We
may also take for granted that this ideal connotes a city of

cleanliness, health, beauty, honesty, and high human
achievement; a society of noble-spirited citizens, actuated
by the purest motives, and living the finest sort of life,

whether domestic, social, political, commercial, ethical, in-

tellectual, or religious.

Either reality as a whole " makes sense," or it does not.

If it does, philosophical speculation is possible and worth
while; if it does not, there is little use in trying to discover

what particular kind of nonsense it makes.
Dr. J. Neville Figgis, a late critic of Nietzsche, insists that

unlike Stirner, Nietzsche did not teach egotism, but rather

a religion of valour involving the sacrifice of immediate de-

sire to an ideal of nobility ; egotism being, indeed, in direct

opposition to some of Nietzsche's most important principles,

such as natural asceticism, the sacrifice of ages in order to

speed the super-man, the raising of the type of man.
With Nietzsche, freedom is for certain elect souls only

—

self-elected—who are to dominate the herd for the sake of

their own self-development; the Gospel of Christ offers it

to all, and therefore strikes at the root of slavery. The
service of God is perfect freedom, and more : Cui servire

regnare est. Nietzsche's conception of Christianity as the

religion of the herd is grotesque, but it was not his inven-
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lion ; it is the fruit of much teaching-, professedly Christian,
which sets up God as Absolute Power and Man as merely
creature.

He thinks that the egotistical perversions of religion, and
especially of the desire for salvation, are religion itself.

His criticism is merely pathological, and he supposes that the
desire for salvation can be judged by the most primitive

manifestations of it. But the nature of religion is to be dis-

covered, like the nature of science and art, in what it is

trying to become, not in what it has been. The desire for

salvation is not in its nature egotistical, though often per-

verted by egotism. Salvation is the abiding sense and the

certainty of absolute values. That is what man desires,

though this desire of his is constantly tainted and inextric-

ably confused with his own egotism. Hence the innumerable
perversions of it. Still, its nature, like the nature of all

religion, is to be found in that which it is trying to be, that

which gives the intellect of man no rest until he conceives

it, and his conscience no rest until he pursues it.

A whole library of commentators upon one who has; been
called, somewhat grandiloquently, the greatest of modern
Pagans already exists, and there is no sign of the

Nietzsche cult or anti-cult—coming soon to an end. Greedy
of fame though he always was, even to a morbid degree, he
would, had he lived, have had his cup full of praise. Sensi-

tive as he was, he would have winced under the attacks

upon him from quarters from which he expected recognition

and approval. What is the secret of his fascination, even
for those who put him aside as a teacher, who see the mark
of insipient disease in his earliest productions, who read

him and reprobate him, and who admit that the vogue which
he has is a portent of evil?—for he describes himself as a
fate, as dynamite.

That Nietzsche was influenced by Paul R6e and Gobineau

;

that he owed not a little to Burckhardt; that he imitated

Rochefoucauld; that he assimilated, or at least drew upon,
every system with which he made acquaintance, is pretty

plain even to those who recognise his genius.

Whereas Christianity, looking to worlds beyond, regards

with suspicion the pride of this world, physical beauty, exu-

berance of health and spirits, worldly ambition, worldly

power, worldly success, Nietzsche is an ardent Pagan, a
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worshipper of Dionysus and Aphrodite, a worshipper of

beauty, strength, power, of everything- that manifests an
abounding vitality, a fierce opponent of asceticism. For he
always discerns something ; and though he does not see the

whole truth, he is very often interesting.

Nietzsche may stir up Christians to a renewed asceticism.

He is not to be welcomed as an ally, but as a real enemy
come to rouse us. For he is a real enemy. He is the

Antichrist that he claimed to be. He offers a substitute for

the splendour of Christian faith, no easy substitute inviting

contempt, but a strenuous rival not unworthy of battle.

He has absurd disciples. Perhaps all his disciples are rather

absurd. He is " a good tonic, but a bad food," says Dr.

Figgis. Feeding on his heady provender, any peddling
egoist may fancy himself superman. Absurd—but
dangerous. Dr. Figgis scents persecution ahead. What do
we see now? A nation that fancies itself Uebervolk—uber
alles. Nietzsche did not teach the German people that folly,

for it began a hundred years ago with Fichte. He laughed
at it; but none the less he gave it a formula, a doctrine.

It is true in a sense that Prussianism, as we know it, is the

fruit of Nietzscheanism. By its fruits be it known. After

all, it does riot matter very much what we call his teaching.

Labels are for shops and children. We cannot discover the
validity of an ethical principle by asking simply whether it

is Christian or Pagan. The ultimate question is whether it

is ethically right to maintain the fullest and great develop-
ment of all the elements or functions of life. An American
writer goes as far as to say : " Some time—perhaps at no
very distant date—writers on serious themes will be more
or less classified according as they know him or not, and that
we shall be speaking of a pre-Nietzschean and a post-

Nietzschean period in philosophical, and particularly in

ethical and social, analysis and speculation—and that those
who have not made their reckoning with him will be as
hopelessly out of date as those who have failed similarly

with Kant." His diseased egotism, ever obtrusive strain-

ing after effect, his cataract of epigrams are the channels
through which lives are stained by the moral savage.
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THE CLASSICISM OF SIR ROBERT BRIDGES

Students of poetry during- the last forty years have a sound
example by which to test the aristocracy of the art in the

exquisite and dignified poetry of our Laureate. Slightly and
almost deliberately austere, and aloof from popular devices,

Sir Robert Bridges is so refined a workman as to seem
almost too elaborate among the self-conscious artificers of

poetry, and is an artist who can be trusted never to debase
his office by vulgarity of word or thought. He therefore

appeals exclusively to the trained lover of the Muse who has
sustained the classic spirit in a period wholly out of tune
with popular acceptation. In reading Bridges is felt that
joyous sense of the need for discipline and exercise of mind
which good poets demand of us; the sense that here are

beauty and charm and strength which have not come at ran-

dom and without pains, but are the fruits of deliberate labour.

It used to be said that poetry is the private joy of a com-
paratively small circle—the modern world does not always
stay to hear the nightingales. On the other hand, preachers
with a mission—let us name, though not appraising them,
Felix Dahn and Edward Carpenter—do find an audience, per-

chance not fit, certainly not few, to whom their rhapsodies
bring conviction and a sense of new birth. Now, Sir Robert
Bridges is remote from the literary current of his time. In

an age when romanticism was in full flood he kept steadily

before him the ideals and the temple of classic art which he
had learned at Eton and Corpus Christi, Oxford. For a
few years he practised in medicine at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital until 1882, when he retired. From his first volumes
of poems, published anonymously, all his work was deftly
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finished—pure, cool, a degree too cool for popular taste. He
has a strong and logical sense of form.

Until lately the public had been in the habit of relying on

anthologies for acquaintance with his poetry. This method
prevents many people from properly appreciating the truth,

that the value of a poem depends not simply on our

knowledge of its " face value," but also very much on our
knowledge of its " backing." A fine lyric has, of course, an
evident and irreducible value in itself for anyone who can
perceive it ; but this value is immensely enhanced for anyone
who can perceive it as a fraction of a whole—of a complete
individual expression. Without being in any sense conven-
tional, the love poems of the Laureate are full of virility and
fire. He is one who gives in terms of poetry what life gives

to such as know its gold from its dross. " The poet," writes

Mrs. Meynell, " pledges his word, his sentence, his verse,

and finds therein a peculiar sanction." The critics of one
school instinctively place poetry in isolation, detach it from
the world, endow it with a value that nothing in the world
or of the world possesses, and looks to it for a beauty and
a charm that are indefinable ; and the greatest poet in their

eyes being he who has the most evoking truth, and in whose
work beauty is realised with most intensity. The critics of

the other school regard poetry as associated inseparably

with life, or rather as organically one with it. Now, it is to

the first class that Dr. Bridges belongs. And had not he
tamed his " poetic muse " to sing more of quality than of

quantity, he might have been a considerably bigger poet.

As we know, he gives us some really great lines besides a
carefully built whole. Alone, among the poets of our time,

he aims at being an " embodied joy," a calm rapture.

Dr. Bridges is a profound student of questions of prosody,
and has a knowledge of music unusual, for its intimacy,

among English poets. Such knowledge is of great advan-
tage, for he brings to the writing of verse a rare skill in the

judgment of sounds and words and an ear for delicate

cadences. Sir Robert is extraordinarily persuasive. It is

difficult to say exactly what is the secret of his power

—

whether it is his intellectual sincerity, or his unspoiled

enthusiasm, or his possession of a spark of that indefinable

quality which is found in all the greater poets. And if finer

and subtler harmonies are attained unconsciously by greater
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poets, our ear soon adapts itself to the delicate surprises and
satisfactions which he has thought out as a skilled craftsman.

Experimenting in unknown metres, novel cadences, and
daring harmonies, he has given in his verse the finest

practical illustrations of the theories propounded in his

tractate on the prosody of Milton. It would seem that some
of the poet's verses were solely written to illustrate his

theories, such as the Peace Ode of 1903, written so that " if

English were spelt as it is or should be pronounced,

the syllables would scan according to the laws of Greek
prosody." His Nero suffers by way of comparison with

Racine's and Stephen Philips' play of the same name; it

is an essentially virile work, with a noble severity of dialogue,

which merits the name of Roman. Achilles in Scyros is as

patient in its movement, though by no means so long ; the

choruses are apt to be intricate, and would gain if they were
in a more definite metre. The Greek legend, Demeter, is

the most cogent and orderly of all his dramas, and takes its

place among the handful of masks in English literature that

the passage of time can neither stale nor mar. His plays

are those of a scholarly dilettante, accomplished and graceful,

but are not great dramas.
The fame of Sir Robert Bridges, we feel sure, will be

based on the five books of Shorter Poems. Here we have
delightful lyrics upon things which every Englishman loves

—the lane and hedgerow, the trees and towers, and, above
all, his home. No one who knows his work will question its

sincerity. Like Wordsworth, he suffers as Wordsworth does

by his exclusive English character, but Sir Robert is a child

of many other things beside nature—of art, science, desire.

His style is free from inversion, and depends for its

impression upon the sense of life conveyed by the natural-

ness of its movement, by its responsiveness to the thought.
His attitude is one of passivity, and gives his attention to

the ideas of spirit, with little or no thought for the affairs of

the world. But we must not forget to mention that, like

Tennyson, he has a love of England, and burns a lamp of

devotion to her with filial affection. Neither patriotism nor
religion deprives him of taste. There is a world of difference

between the directness of feeling and plainness of expression
in his dramas with the subtlety of motive, and the carefully

shaded and simple music of his poems.
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Many of his lyrics are charged with fire and tender senti-

ment, and he can express moods of dejection and meditative

sorrow as well as the happiness of lovers. In the poem,
Nightingales (a subject treated by many poets), there is

magic not from the birds' songs but from the heart of man.
It is one of his merits that he has not forgotten that poetry

needs both philosophy and fact.

" The one classical poet we have is Sir Robert Bridges."
" Classical, of the first class "—we almost always add to

this idea the idea of recognition, of established reputation.

That would seem to imply a certain amount of popularity

;

yet again we say of good work that it is " classical rather

than popular," meaning that it appeals mainly to a cultivated

mind or a highly developed taste. In all these senses his

poetry is classical : he has not pleased all, but he has pleased

many, and the many include the best judges. " The taste

of the public," said Southey, " may better be estimated from
indifferent poets than from good ones ; because the former
write for their contemporaries, the latter for posterity." Sir

Robert has written for his own contemporaries ; but he has

succeeded as few do in gaining, during his lifetime, a

recognition which seems likely to be supported on appeal.

He dwells apart, in a world of his own, and might be of any
age and any country for all the reference there is in his

poetry to the ideas and passions that have agitated his time.

He is an artist so scrupulous that beauty itself must come
only in sober apparel, joy in walking temperately, sorrow
without the privilege disfiguring of tears. The Poet
Laureate's genius contains curious contradictions, difficult

to disentangle and define; and by the time this is done so
many words have necessarily been said that his Muse, the

very picture of reticence and discretion, seems slightly over-

whelmed ; he has purged all excitement from his verse.

Such scrupulous care for tradition and such boldness in

experiment, such celebrations of beauty and joy, and such
sobriety of temper, such profound aloofness, and such a
familiar and accessible range of emotion—and with all this

so slender a volume, so short a text for the critic to expound
—the poetry of Robert Bridges needs tactful handling. His
poems are seldom mere outcries of passion, and their design
is rarely complex and of large dimensions.
There are always tendencies divorcing poetry from life,

and while in the conduct of the individual poetry may often
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reveal a nobler aim, in the guiding of the destinies of nations,

neither should that light be scorned. Sir Robert holds a
unique place, and his singleness of purpose, moral courage,

and scrupulous self-criticism have gained him power, where
others have been content by giving pleasure to win praise.

Moreover, he does not stand or fall by isolated poems, but
his work remains harmonious, complete—"all of a piece."

He is supreme as a lyricist. Now, the function of a lyric is

to strike the mind with one single choice ecstasy that shall

leave it perpetually enriched, even though the memory omit
to retain a detailed impression of its cause. His art is made
for simple thoughts and direct emotions, rendered with a
kind of luminous transparency.

If the ancient Greeks can be satisfactorily represented in

modern poetry, then Sir Robert has achieved their represen-

tation, and indeed the more satisfactorily by reason of the

slightness of his transposition, the inartificiality of his

atmosphere, and the naturalness of his metrical diction.

The fit reader discerns that Sir Robert has studied the

question of form, not as a curiosity, but as a means, the

only means, of doing perfect justice to the beauty which
poetry aims at. So much so, indeed, that whereas he has
used old forms in old ways with an orthodoxy that might
seem over-faithful to the past, he has also practised modes
so novel that the world of letters apparently cannot bring
itself to consider them seriously. His verse has a unity of

effect, so carefully prolonged that only by reading attentively

do we discover the elaboration of this severe, simple verse.

Many forgotten poets have let fall a lyric with one really

perfect image ; but when we open any play of Shakespeare,

good or bad, at any page, important or unimportant, with

the practical certainty of finding some imagery that at least

arrests the eye and probably enriches the memory, we are

putting our trust in a great man. All that Sir Robert has
to tell is that he loves beauty and he loves love ; and all he
has done is to praise God in the best ways by making some
beautiful things. He is at once very modern and very

traditional : very Christian in tone and sympathy. He has
edited a book of hymns, and a few of his own have been
inserted in the English Hymnal. But, of course, the best of

his religious poems stand outside the limits imposed on
public worship. He is immensely suggestive and interesting.



LIII

THE PAGANISM OF ANATOLE FRANCE

The series of books for which M. Anatole France (whose
real name is Thibault) is responsible presents a well-con-

sidered criticism of life under a style which is a perpetual

joy and astonishment to the reader. He was born on April

16th, 1844, and was the son of a poor second-hand book-
seller, whose shop was in the Quai Malaquais, near to the

Seine, within sight of the Louvre, the tower of Notre Dame,
the Conciergerie, and the Sainte-Chapelle. Undoubtedly
Paris is more of a cosmopolis» for her size, than London.
Here, then, was Anatole France, one of her children; and
she was at that time a gay mother, with her Latin Quarter,
talking- cafes, whispering- Morgue, gesticulating theatres,

shouting boulevards, ancient churches, and other endless

varieties of life. Like Paris itself, Anatole France is one of

those diversely gifted minds to whom it is almost impossible

to assign any one characteristic epithet. His " writing,"
what the French call sa forme, is exquisite. To be at once
a critic, a novelist, a fantaisiste, according to occasion or

circumstance, is thrice to merit the honours he has reaped.

From the purely literary point of view he is beyond question

a master of perfect French ; as a story-teller he has done
very fine and delicate work. His are the classical French
qualities—precision, grace, ease, moderation, lucidity, light-

ness of touch. A great fureteur and browser in the by-ways
of literature, he was fond of seeking plots in unexpected:
quarters, ranging from the mediaeval nun in Thai's to stories

of the Italian Renaissance le Puits de Sainte-Claire and
even modern Florence in le Lys rouge. M. France has never
been a great inventor in fiction, and bis, most characteristic

347
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work has been in the shape of reflection or comment. To-
gether with some other nouvelles, they form an extremely
witty, piquante, and very sarcastic picture of the manners
and ideas of the France before the Great War : he is almost
exclusively an ironist, disguised beneath naivete. France
never flounders and he does not give unessential details.

Selection is with him a habit, and that is why he will never

be confounded with the Zolas, Balzacs, Sudermanns, and
the William de Morgans. To the true Anatolian the articles

collected in the four volumes of the Vie Litteraire are

amongst the most delightful portions of his work; and,

together with his series of contes, constitutes one of the

mirrors of modern France. The omnivorous reading and
wide learning of M. France find a congenial vehicle for em-
ployment in the novel. He is also a tireless student of his-

tory and biography. But unfortunately, like Bernard Shaw,
he has an exalted view (except Socialism) of man's destiny,

and knows very little of whence he derives or whither he
will go. Anatole France, says Mdlle. Borely, is un grand
amoureur. As a schoolboy he worshipped Cleopatra, but
as time passed he came to realise that every feminine charm
was to be found amongst the women of France. He cannot
strictly be called an aetheist, but belongs to a class of Mr.
Morley Roberts' " religious atheists," to whom all religions

are of the same validity. He is almost worse, since instead

of denying, he smiles; but then he smiles at the philosopher

as well as the devout, while dogmatists of all creeds seem
to him equally absurd; and as he makes fun of savants and
monks indifferently ; of mummy-admiring Egyptologists to-

gether with the veneration of true relics, he is, in fact, com-
pletely devoid of the aggressive characteristics of the real

atheists. The Bible, in his hands, as well as other sacred

books, has become a manual of error, a library of absurdi-

ties, a structure of stupidities, a cabinet of lies, a school of

ignorance, and a furniture depository of human wickedness
and lunacy. He is a true child of Renan, both in his ideas

and in his style (though what Renan would have thought of

his incursions into anarchical politics it is impossible to

guess). He is what they call a Phyrrhonist, one who doubts
whether it is worth while to struggle against the trend of

things. M. France's satirical history of France L'lle des

Pingouins, is a diabolically clever attempt to cover his
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country's past with ridicule, in the tone of Voltaire, and

some of the setting of Diderot, and is his principal political

book. A comparison of L'lle des Pingouins with Gulliver's

Travels is obvious, although not very illuminating. M.
France is suave when Swift is barbaric; he is dainty when
Swift is foul ; but it is more or less true that Swift's disbelief

in humanity was childlike and elementary compared with that

which hints itself through Pingouin Island. More recently

he has written a study of Jeanne d'Arc, in which he has

rationalised her spiritual experiences in the tone of Renan

;

but he recognised her simplicity, courage, purity and enthu-

siasm.

As a result of the Dreyfus case, Anatole France entered

the arena as a Radical, and his sympathies since then have

been with the victories of society or tradition. The majority

never appreciate him, and only buy him under the threat of

being disdained by the minority, whose sole weapon is scorn

;

and we are glad to think that the latter class is seriously

coming to the conclusion that, though a genius, M. France

is not the only one that ever existed. A reading of him
leaves a savour of an unpleasant type, inasmuch as we have

perpetual ironic comment, without digression from the

author's point of view.

He has been, writes Mr. Edmund Gosse, " a tender-

hearted sceptic, an indulgent cynic, a satirist suffused with

ruth and pity. It is easy to trace the forces of the past with

which his composite genius is in relation. He is of the kith

of Lucian, for his levity does not. spare the immortal gods.

Like Rabelais, he acknowledges the rule of the rich tyrannous
instincts of mankind. Like Sterne, he cultivates the beauty

of incongruity. Like Rivarol, he pursues the wisdom that

hides in a pungent epigram or a disconcerting jest. These
are his kinsmen, but he is not their dependent; he speaks

with them in the gate, as king with king."

Anatole France is a bitter foe of the Christian religion

;

he has written pages of almost incredible lasciviousness,

and, before the war, he set himself to oppose consistently the

whole movement on which, in our opinion, the regeneration

of France depended. There may still be some people who
think that genius excuses everything, but we are not among
them. Religion allied with ministers and financiers he has

sworn to root out. Some years ago a complimentary ban-
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quet was given here to M. France on the occasion of a visit

he paid to London, and we remember the astonishment with

which we read the list of the guests on that occasion, and
our wonder whether they really understood the causes for

which M. France stands. He has been one of the evil

geniuses of his country.

Anatole France is one of those authors, the most delicate

of all, with whom expression is everything, who embody in

the exactitude and grace of their speech all that genius has

given them of energy and originality and intellect. He is a
regular development, with roots in the past, no mere forced

fruit of the new era. He thinks that to be earnest is to> be

trifling; tenderness, cynicism; that all appearances are to

be distrusted ; that things are not, or at least seldom, what
they seem. Hence the necessity and justification of cynic-

ism and scepticism.

La Rotisserie de la reine Pedauque is probably the most
vivid, the most convincing attempt that has ever been made
in imaginative literature to resuscitate a past age. There

is hardly a single quality of the talent of Anatole France
which is not amply exposed in this wonderful book; here are

wit, humour, tenderness, irony, incoherency, picturesque-

ness, philosophy combined. Here is the middle of the eigh-

teenth century itself, in all its variegated and amusing con-

fusion, palpitating with life.

M. Anatole France, as we have long known, is equally

at home in all ages and all climes, and only one particular

moment in one particular spot has ever had the power to

ruffle his serenity. Mildly, patiently, with a bland and re-

spectful curiosity he has shifted his gaze from land to land,

from century to century, and if he has everywhere been

forced to repeat his discovery that man is a deluded creature,

he has never but once betrayed his pain and his surprise by

so much as the raising of an eyebrow. Many people are

afraid to criticise France adversely ; he seems to have at-

tained the position now acceded to Galileo (who was tor-

tured), to Jeanne D'Arc (who was burnt), and to Wagner
(who was hooted).

His first noteworthy success came with le Crime de

Sylvestre Bonnard, which still remains, at any rate for those

outside the author's country, his most popular work. It is

the story of a wealthy savant, who has such an affection
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for the daughter of his old love that he tries to become her

guardian. At last he is reduced to the extreme measure of

capturing- her by a ruse. Among the most frivolous pas-

sages are those describing the determined attempt of the

heroine's governess to secure the old man as a husband.
It is all most unusual, and one never quite knows what
Sylvestre Bonnard's crime was. Ancient Egyptian and
Christian Alexandria with their philosophers and courtesans
figures as the background of TJidis, a sort of pagan Fabiola
(which has been set to music by Massenet). A debauchee
turned hermit, is the chief person of fable. His devo-
tion sent him to convert Thais, " the light of love of
his unregenerate day." He converts her, but the image of

carnal beauty comes to haunt him in his cell and drives him
from salvation. The most important of his poetical compo-
sitions is les Noces corinthiennes, which, with the accom-
panying verses, is the style of Alexandrian Hellenism, fre-

quently found among the Parnassians. The word " dilet-

tante " can rightly be applied to M. Anatole France. He
devotes his talent to making us share his own deep and
exquisite delight in art in all its forms : his only affectation

is his independence. Abreast of all that is most modern, he
has also the ballast of the old-fashioned scholarship. To-
gether with Mr. Shaw, he upholds the tradition of Swift and
Voltaire. He has more ideas than feelings. He has ideas
upon every subject, criticises everything—not only human
prejudices and institutions, but Nature herself. France
would like Youth to come at the end of life and, as the
highest phase of development, to be directly followed by
death. But Anatole France is an incorrigible sceptic, and
the point is that romans worthy of the name are vdritables.

Every sane philosopher recognises that his work is historic-

ally conditioned, and can at least only prepare the conditions
for positing fresh problems. And, as Hegel said, " the idea

is never in a hurrv."



LIV.

R.L.S.

" The love of youth is the beginning and end of Stevenson's

message.
Henry James.

The affection which Stevenson inspires needs no justification.

From the very first it was clear that the literary appreciation

coincided with a personal attraction, and there is no surer

proof of the greatness of any person or thing- than the eager-

ness with which we fly to read alf about them. Of Robert
Louis Stevenson this is certainly true, but the peculiar diffi-

culty is not the lack of material, but that the story is so well

known. In a sense, all Stevenson's best work is reminiscent

of himself. Before his life was half way across the bridge

of life he had given us the story of his regretful, far-distant

days. He passionately clung to all boyhood in all its

essence, etherealized by the beauty of his mind. Under-
lying his wildest visions and most paradoxical laments was
the perfectly solid basis of practical truth.

Chivalry with R.L.S. was an instinct more than an ac-

quired habit; it was a mould into which his thought and
desire naturally ran. So he dreamed of adventure and glory

and thirsted to be alive. Almost at once, he showed him-
self master of a style as simple and elegant as Addison's,

but far more cunningly cadenced, and set off with flashes of

ironic insight which delight the intellect. His books are in-

teresting because of their reflection on life—the thoughts and
feelings of a tolerant, unworldly, wise observer, filled to the

brim with the milk of human kindness. Yet, in spite of his

sunny nature, he had a certain amount of jealousy and irony

in him which was always brought to light by the popular

success of those whom he had known and measured. Per-
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haps the first quality of his work was the buoyancy, the sur-

vival of the child in him, together with optimism, gay
courage, and a new kind of romanticism. He was a fasti-

dious craftsman, caring, we might almost say pre-eminently,

for style
;
yet he was popular.

Boys and young people read Kidnapped and Treasure
Island with far more pleasure than their elders. They hurry
on with the adventures, and do not stop to ask what the

moralizings mean. For all that is good of his talent—he
is a boy. He lived in an age so full of great novelists that,

perhaps, he is not prized as he should be. But when we
turn back and read him once more, we see that R.L.S., too,

was a worthy member of that famous company—a romancer
for men and boys. A story-teller, he certainly was, but
rather a teller of episodes, sandwiched in with whimsical
reflection, or leisurely description.

Critics of every sort have been kind to him. None of his

early articles or literary musings and sentimental journeys
prophesied the story-teller. His writings breathe equally of

work in the study and of inspiration from adventure in the

open air, and thus he wins every vote and pleases every

kind of reader. He told a plain tale, in the language of a

plain tale, with abundance of wit and gaiety. Directness,

lucidity are the characteristics of his style. " The best

words in the best place," is part of Coleridge's definition of

poetry; it is the essence of Stevenson's prose. Probably
his perfection was not mechanical, but was the result of time

and care. Stevenson perceived that in words, as much as

in music, the already discovered means of expression must
be understood before they can be superseded. If he is not

the master British essayist of the later nineteenth century,

who is to be preferred to him? His vivacity, vitality, his

original reflections on life, his personal and fascinating style,

claim for him the crown : he lived to the topmost pulse.

The distinguishing quality of Stevenson's humour is its

exuberant prodigality. Fielding is as shrewd in his satire,

Goldsmith can equal him, in the quaint humanity of his

pictures Thackeray often excels in delicacy of touch, George
Eliot in intellectual quality, but in mere all-round mastery
R.L.S. holds his own against all comers, as well as a

gracious charm about his character to which few can lay

claim. Buccaneer and pirate are usually " profane and
z
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violent persons," but Stevenson managed to convey their

ferocity without rapping- out a single oath.

All novels are written from the novelists' point of view.

They are his vision of the world. They are not life, but in-

dividual reflections of it. What Hall Caine happily calls

" the scenic view of life " of Dickens is no more true than

the philosophic view of Mrs. Humphrey Ward. For some,
novel-reading is a substitute for gambling or another vice.

To supply the demand, sequestered spinsters in suburban
rustic bowers sit spinning aspects of life of which they know
nothing. Publishers palm off on the public books manufac-
tured for them in Grubb Street—which are neither literary

nor show any scholarship. Spicy memoirs of dead courts

and pseudo-biographical chatter about Napoleon and his

family, and Lady Hamilton, are bought by the yard to deco-

rate bookshelves. Quotations from such is a besetting weak-
ness, consisting, as they must, of a kind of mosaic made up
of sunshine glimpses and dissolving views. Few have been
the tellers of tales whose lives, as revealed in a searching

correspondence, have proved their most spirited and romantic
achievement.

In many respects the writings of R.L.S. are the most
clearly-marked messages of good cheer which the last cen-

tury boasts. Yet in mood, as in date of composition, they

widely differ. His books breathe the holiday spirit. Did he
not say, in one of his earlier books (I forget which), that

occupation was merely a side-issue ; it is the leisure and the

holidays of life that constitute life itself? But which of us
can say that he did not enrich our lives and sing us one loud

and glorious song in praise of life?

In all his ups and downs of success and failure, of exuber-

ance and sterility, R.L.S. trailed a sanguine banner behind

him. His mission was to declare the bravery of translunary

things, the cult of courage, and the iron grief of life. Not
the Carlylean or Nietzsche strong, or the Shavian intellectu-

ally strong, but the union of strength with all the grace and
beauty of the Holy Spirit. Stevenson is one of the very few
really exquisite and admirable writers who deliberately sit

down to form a style, and he has told the public how he did

it. He attained his apparent ease and naturalness of ex-

pression, alike in prose and verse, by intense artifice, and an
almost uncanny power of bringing the literary idioms that
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had struck his fancy in other authors to aid the personal

melody he gave to all he wrote. For he was a very universal

man, and talked some sense not only on every subject, but,

so far as is logically possible, in every sense, except perhaps
religion. At an early age he developed opinions which to his

parents, Presbyterians of the old school, seemed shocking
and dangerous. But they are certainly not ignoble. His
theological views are best understood by reading Letters to

his Family and Friends (Vol. II., 13-14).

In his adventure books, there is an immense power of de-

scription, picturesque passages here and there, a scrupulous
literary style, a boundless curiosity, a great apparent sin-

cerity, and a seeming conviction of truth of it all; but the

sovereign conception is the gracious dreams of a soul that

remains untouched by the corporeal fame, and a region of

real spiritual life, with which the existence dominated by the

sense has nothing to do.

Kidnapped, the late Mr. Andrew Lang remarked, " is a
Stevenson masterpiece in fiction. He appears to reach the

height of his genius in designing character and landscape,

in humour, dialogue and creative power." The same
authority accepts him as the best historical novelist since

Scott and Thackeray. A story-teller he certainly was but
rather a teller of episodes, sandwiched in with whimsical re-

flections or leisurely description. His stories sought to

escape from the materialism of the day and took refuge in

the gallant world created by Scott. It is a curious fact

that to this day Treasure Island (1883) is classed by some
people (who are miserable if they cannot classify) as a boy's
book. It certainly deals with pirates and adventures on
sea and by land ; but the mode of dealing with the story is

as little puerile as anything that can be imagined. He was
no aesthetic in the sense that an artist should cover himself

in luxurious hedonism and cultivate indifference to active life.

He was too much of a boy. A true boy can never be
aesthetic. He had day dreams, but they were as free as

the wind.

What can we say of that popular, blood-curdling and con-
science-searching tale of man's duality, in the masterpiece,
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde? Rarely has a simple, common-
place story been treated with such originality ; the suspense
is almost painful in its intensity, the tragedy is drawn with
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so few and such convincing- strokes. In this case the very

simplicity of the language adds to the effect ; it seems to

make the pathos more profound. We are no longer dealing

with dream figures, but see before our very eyes one of those

obscure stories. It is easy to say what cryptic meaning is

involved in this fable. Viewed from the inside, the relation

to the author's own mental development, its represents the

full and entire recognition of the value of human personality

and its power to sway attendant circumstances and condi-

tions as it wills. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is a double

triumph ; it has the outside excitement that belongs to

Conan Doyle with the inside placidity which belongs to

Henry James. After reading this story we cannot think

that the end and object of a novel is to amuse, to be a pas-

time of an idle hour ; it was not so regarded by Richardson or

Fielding. It was not so regarded, to take a modern instance,

by George Meredith. R.L.S. walked through life com-
panioned by a second self, which he never wearied of watch-

ing in all its manifestations—pilgrim, poet, exile, bohemian,

pirate—he was a lantern-bearer who wanted to illuminate

the homes and life of other people.

He had the admirable instinct of making the best of all

things, and he was thoroughly happy. Born within touch

of poverty but above its grasp, sprung from parents of

strong and distinctive character, and living among scenes

of stern beauty and gallant tradition, partly on sea and

and among the mountains, he was endowed with a boyhood

of the first quality, though his education was irregular.

He was destined to enter his father's profession of engi-

neering, but after a short trial he abandoned the idea in

1 87 1, and, for a time, studied law in Edinburgh. For some
time he resided in France, and in 1879 he sailed for

California.

The next year he married and returned to Europe. After

a winter spent at Davos, he published his wise counsels, en-

titled Virginibus Puerisquc, followed by further essays

Familiar Studies of Men and Books, etc., also the two books

on New Arabian Nights. Two years spent at Hyeres did

little to restore his health, and in the autumn of 1884 he

moved to Bournemouth, where he lived till 1877. About this

time his celebrated Child's Garden of Verses was published,

which achieved an important success. The summer of 1888
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he voyaged to die South Pacific in search of health. The
climate and semi-barbaric life in the Polynesian Islands ap-

pealed to him, and after wandering- in the South Seas for

over two years, he bought some land in Samoa and settled

there until his death on December 3rd, 1894. To the end

Stevenson was always bien jcune. To the last he retained an

open-hearted sincerity and chivalry of mind which we like

to associate with youth. At Vailima, where the islanders,

of their own free will, made a road for him by his house,

they called it " The Road of the Loving Heart." It was a

fitting title for a soul so gentle.

" Under the wide and starry sky,

Dig a grave and let me die ;

Glad did I live and gladly die,

And I laid me down with a will.

" This be the verse you grave for me :

Here he lies, where he longed to he;

Home is the sailor, home from the sea,

And the hunter home from the hill."

The short article on Father Damien is incontrovertibly an
eloquent hymn to the beauty of holiness. The picture re-

mains in our minds, both because it is suggestively treated

and because it is so absolutely appropriate to die life and
character of the hero. It is treated in short, from the

point of view of art, and not of photography. Catholics will

always be grateful to R.L.S. for his well known philippic

against Rev. N. Hyde, in which he brilliantly vindicated the

character of the Apostle of the Lepers.

Stevenson was as true a Scotsman as ever lived in his

appetite for religious discourse. His expression of it was,
of course, unconventional, but his taste for its substance

was sound. He had the spirit of man born of God, which
welcomes life's adventures, its bitter with its sweet, confi-

dent that some secret of mastery exists for such as can dis-

cover it. It is well said of him that the fact that he was a

sick man immeasurably increased the credit of his manhood
in preaching a sane levity and pugnacious optimism. The
volume and excellence of the work he produced under appal-

ling difficulties of health is amazing. Nature made him an
artist, and he co-operated with nature, developing and
strengdiening the gifts with which he wras endowed at birth.

Stevenson was not a philosopher in the sense as would
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entitle him to hold the chair at a University

;
yet it is true that

he had some very strong and characteristic convictions upon
the questions in which philosophy touched the conduct of

life.

There can be no manner of doubt about the welcome
given to his letters on their publication under the editorship

of Sir Sydney Colvin. At his best, R.L.S. is among- the

few letter-writers of yesterday who should surely survive the

extinction of the interests of his time. When his health

and the extent of his literary industry are taken into

account, his familiar letters—in bulk and range of variety

—

stand out as a most remarkable accomplishment. There
could be no more conclusive proof of the real weight and
quality of his singular talent.

In pursuit of health, he wandered into the most fascinat-

ing of all worlds for a man of his culture and temperament
—the world of travel. Of his life in the islands of the South
Pacific we have ample evidence in his letters from that para-

dise of scenery and climate. It is personality that makes
friends ; not necessarily a very profound, but generally a

magnetic personality. Intensely individual, Stevenson had
the gift of being the friend he was writing to ; his insight

was remarkable. However diverse his disguises, one indi-

viduality informed all. Whether it was Hamlet, Mercutio,
or Malvolio, his name was writ large upon the bill. His
letters are a series of fresh and delicate observations.

They will exist imperishably. His two sentimental journeys
with a canoe and a donkey proved how well fitted he was
for almost any kind of writing. We do not care what he
writes about. We just want to let him write. His prose is

precious for its own sake, apart from its theme, like the

prose of Lamb, De Quincey, or Sir Thomas Browne, to be
read over and over again.

He belongs to the class who have both matter and manner,
substance and spirit, whom life carries swiftly before it and
who signal and communicate, not to say gesticulate, as they

go-

Stevenson's whimsical humour and imagination are
wedded most congruously. Humour is the device by
means of which middle age wards off the shocks of fate. It

is not the gift of youth to be merciful or humorous ; the

judgments of young people are at least more direct and more
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serious than those of their elders. The belief that R.L. S.

died quite a young man is so widespread that it is worth
recalling- that he lived from 1850 to 1894. Cut off pre-

maturely by the hand of death, like Keats, Shelley, Burns
and Byron, we class him with the sons of a genius whom the

gods delight to take young.
If it were possible to tabulate the authors of our time and

estimate, according to the total of happiness their lives

afforded, it might be said with all truth that Robert Louis

Stevenson was one of the happiest men who ever practised

the writer's craft. He would trust to no vague instinct to

produce the effects he wanted. It is, after all, a common-
place that Stevenson, dying at forty-four, never really

mastered his own power until he began to> work at Weir
of Hermiston, which he left a fragment at his death,

which is both exquisite and exhilarating. Many of

Stevenson's novels are lacking in the feminine element; but

in his posthumous one the eternal fact of sex is survived in

one of the greatest tragedies of literature. Weir of Her-
miston is far sadder than Denis Duval or Edwin Drood.

We know the full extent of Dickens's and Thackeray's work.

But this cannot be said of Stevenson, from the vista opened

with his last book. The whole story has the permanence
and strength of granite. It deepens the pathos of his early

death, brim-full of every kind of strength except the

physical.

It was the happy fortune of Stevenson to have created

beyond any man of his craft a body of readers inspired with

the feelings that are for the most part placed at the service

only of those for whom our affection is personal. His

extraordinary gallantry coupled with his hearty appreciation

of possible rivals is beyond praise. The praise of versatility

is justified by the variety of themes which he has touched

and his masterly handling of them all. To read him is to

be for ever setting out on a fresh journey. Anything may
happen, or nothing; the air is full of the gaiety of possible

chances. All his writing stimulates. From the sheer

story-telling power to his subtle presentation of nature and
registration of emotion ; his breeziness, his reverence, his

tenderness, and his remorseless irony. But with all these

elements he missed the spirittud, which would have given

a fourth dimension to the world he loved so much.
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THE METHOD OF MRS. HUMPHRY WARD

" A woman's ability is neither greater nor less than a man's "

wrote Carducci, and the works of Mrs. Humphry Ward
full bear out this saying-

. She takes high rank among the

English women novelists. For culture, seriousness, and
distinction of style, she must be counted among the suc-

cessors of George Eliot. Mrs. Ward is preoccupied with

special types, with their ideas, with their setting, social or

historic. The casting of her ideas into objective form has
enabled her to assume a detached though not unsympathetic
view of life, and to realise that its fundamental problems
have been the same in all ages. Their solution can only be
reached through a process of simplification. Every man
has in himself the power to forge, out of present conditions,

a weapon against the assaults of circumstance, and to

attain a freer and wider understanding of life. A close

analysis of her utterance and the sources of her inspiration

leads us to the conclusion that they are essentially modern
and universal in their appeal, and not, as many are inclined

to think, academic. But it is possible to represent her

books as only one or two degrees removed from that un-

genial thing the "symposium " in a review.

Mrs. Humphry Ward was born in 185 1 in Tasmania;
she was eldest daughter of Thomas Arnold, second son of

Dr. Arnold, of Rugby. From 1865 to 1881 her abode was
at Oxford, when Jowett and Liddon were at the height of

their influence. In 1872 she married. Mrs. Ward is per-

haps the truest romantic who is now writing. She has no
affinities with that facile, untruthful school of novelists who
find their romances in the tawdry trimmings of an unreal
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life; she has the true faith, the ardent confidence of the

idealist that romance is to be extracted from reality—and
from reality viewed not from any too favourable angle of

vision, but simply, cordially, truthfully. Mrs. Humphry
Ward is one of the few novelists in England to-day whom
it seems no waste of time to criticise, whose work, we feel

certain, is of such lasting importance that we are even
serving- a useful purpose when we try to value it, to make
its shape a little more definite, its beauty a little more evi-

dent. Her knowledge of early Spanish Christianity is

acknowledged, because Dr. Wace applied to Mrs. Ward to

undertake some article for the Dictionary of Christian

Biography.
It seems among other things in Mrs. Ward's philosophi-

cal and religious novels, that the majority of her characters

lose their faith. Bunyan, the reader will remember, has a
character called Little-faith, who was robbed in Dead Man's
Lane by Faintheart, Mistrust, and Guilt, " three sturdy

rogues." Like George Eliot, she has assimilated some-
thing of the voice of Duty ; everything she decs is wrought
at a high emotional pitch, where there is no temptation to

laugh or even smile at stupidities. All great writers have,

of course, an atmosphere in which they seem most at their

ease, and at their best; and moods of the great general

mind which they interpret and indeed almost discover, so

that we come to read them rather for that than for any study

in character or sense of separate excellence.

The inception of Robert Elsmere (18S8) was due to the

Bampton Lectures in 1S81 by Bishop John Wordsworth on
the connection between unbelief and sin. The novel tells of

the struggle between faith and agnosticism as set forth in

the life and love of a clergyman who leaves the Church.
His home education, Oxford career, where he is influenced

by various philosophical tutors, is described minutely. The
book was considered less as a novel than as the vehicle of

popularising a certain range of ideas. The object of the

book was to place the question of the divergence between the

Pauline " natural " tyvyixoq, and the spiritual ~vzuu.onTiy.oc,

man. The book was not merely an extraordinary suc-

cessful novel ; it was, as reflected in contemporary conversa-
tion, a remarkable public event. It embodied an attempt to
describe the struggle of a soul towards theistic aspirations.
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The book owed much to the writer's skilful treatment of a

religious question which was part of the " clamour of the

time." The book will go down to posterity as being written

by one who knew how to dramatize in an interesting fashion

the intellectual tendencies of her day, Mr. Gladstone re-

viewed it in The Nineteenth Century.

The History of David Grieve has profound spiritual in-

sight, broad human sympathy, and strong thinking. It is a

study of the mental history of a man in Lancashire, who
goes through various forms of revivalism, secularism, and
socialism, and ends in becoming a theist. The book is im-

mensely effective with every detail, and never hyper-sensitive.

Richard Meynell (191 1) is a romance of Anglican Liberalism.

It is of the nature of a prophecy. That she has treated the

theme with unquestioned power and realism, weaving round

it a story of great human interest, may not altogether stifle

a few qualms as to the legitimacy of the enterprise. Mrs.

Ward refashions the Church of Christ as a human ideal

;

she delves in Christian origins, scrutinizing and weighing

testimony with the confidence of her uncle, Matthew Arnold,

who re-wrote the Bible on his own lines. It will be noted

that the pageant of the religious novels moves down the

centuries, it will be noted that the theme grows more com-
plicated by sophistry and problem.

Helbeck of Bannisdale is a tragic story of a devout Catho-

lic man and an Agnostic girl. A feeling for nature is a

vital trait in the heroine's character; and the scenery of the

Lake District plays an influential part. Father Clarke, S.J.,

attacked the book bitterly, but we can award the book high

praise for its true suggestion of passion in man or woman,
and its expressiveness of its landscape background. In

none of Mrs. Ward's books are the characters so sympathe-

tic and the elements of tragedy so moving. Sir George
Tressady (1896) is in many ways Mrs. Ward's most drama-
tic story. It continues the story begun in Marcella. The
character of Tressady 's young and frivolous wife is drawn
with the accuracy of an unhesitating dislike. Here we mix
in the highest society, and see the House of Commons in

Committee, and tea on the terrace, and dinner in an under-

secretary's room, and public meetings and declarations of

the poll.
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In Eleanor, the Modernist controversy meets us. The
political and social life of the Italy of Garibaldi and Cavour
is the background ; but the main affair is a drama of pas-

sion—two women loving- one man. The Marriage of William
Ashe (1905) is an adaptation of the story of William Lamb
(afterwards Lord Melbourne), Lady Caroline Lamb, and
Lord Byron, to the circumstances of the age two generations

later. In Fenwick's Career (1906) we have a similar re-

handling of the lives of George Romney and Benjamin
Haydon, the painters.

If we read carefully Diana Mallory (1908) we are at once

struck with the absence of this : she does not half like her

heroine. Moreover, in fiction all girls named Diana are in-

supportable. True, she has spirit, fire, breeding, and dig-

nity—but it is all on the surface. Look at Diana Vernon
beloved by Andrew Lang. Imagine living with her ! Look
at Diana in Meredith's novel. This is one of the outstand-

ing features of the female novelists. It would be satirical

to say that they were jealous of them ; but it is certain that

they analyse the mode in which their charms produce their

effects, and in the minutiae of their operation, much in the

same way in which a slightly jealous lady examines the

claims of the heroines of society ; or of the lady who said to

her so-called friend who was wearing a new gown :
" Yes,

dear, I always admired that dress of yours !
" The story is

original and well planned, and several of its personages are

really alive. Though a novel of political life, it is without
the propagandist note.

The respect Mrs. Ward showers on the materially beauti-

ful is out of proportion to the reverence she shows to the

beauty of spirit, and will, in fact, strengthen the impression

whenever it exists, that property is more to her than life.

The same writers have invented the atrocious species of

plain heroines and ugly spinsters. Diana is the story of

the difficulties of a young woman whose mother has died

under the stigma of murder.

In Mrs. Ward's last few books she plays into the hands of

opponents by making the appeal of the heroine, after the

manner of Ouida, so largely a matter of the flesh. Mrs.
Ward can dress up even the silliest incidents of sentimental

fiction in a costume of plausibility. Her writing, good as
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it is, lacks personality. It would be hard to swear to a page
of Mrs. Humphry Ward.
The second-rate works of a great writer are generally

worth reading, if only because they are apt to offer us the

very best criticism of his masterpieces. They show him
baflled, casting about, hesitating at the branching of the

paths, breaking into his true vein, and misled by temptation,

lashing himself in despair into a caricature of his own
virtues and defects until the plan of his mind is very clearly

marked out. If we call Mrs. Ward's last few books second-

rate compared with her earlier, we mean chiefly that they

impress us as sketches flung off at tremendous and almost
inarticulate speed by a writer of such abundant power that

even into these trifles, scribbled and dashed-off fragments,
the fire of genius has been breathed and blazes up, though
the flame is blown out and the whole thing thrown to the

ground in the same sudden and chaotic manner as that in

which it comes into existence.

R. L. Stevenson showed how important it was to say

things agreeably, even when you had not much to say.

Henry James showed that there was so much to say about
everything that one could not possibly get to the end of it.

Rudyard Kipling showed that the great thing was to see

thing's as they are; and Mrs. Humphry Ward shows that

she knows the proper ingredients for a novel
;
picturesque

backgrounds—the hills of Cumberland, the scenery of Tus-
cany, the Canadian Rockies—with the local colour fully

wrought up; plot is carefully planned, incident is not lack-

ing, but with all these mixtures her art is not instinctive.

It suggests the collector and connoisseur who knows what is

wanted, but is not an artist himself. Mrs. Ward is familiar

with the various schools and their representatives ; her

characters stand for an idea, a moral. Elsmere, Raeburn,
Meynell are preachers : the message is more than the man.
And Mrs. Ward leaves her mark more on the thought than

on the literature of her age. She epitomises the average in-

telligent Englishman who is interested in the questions of the

day—progressive, but distrustful of Liberalism, a feminist

but an opponent of women's suffrage, a socialist if its

tenets really help the poor ; and contends that social and
economic questions should be treated on non-party lines.

Life, for Mrs. Humphry Ward, as the subject of a large
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canvas, means predominantly the life of the thinking1

, the

life of the sentient creature, whose chronicler she has become
of the present hour. All her pictures point to a slow, ex-

pansive evocation, bathed in the air of reflection, infinitely

thought over and constructed, not a flash of perception nor

an arrested impression. Future critics will not overlook the

fact that she alone of her contemporaries avoided dealing- in

the crudities of passion and even her popularity by a singu-

larly austere appeal : addressing- herself solely to abstract

and intellectual affairs.

" It suggests," wrote Henry James, " the image of a

large slow-moving, slightly old-fnshioncd ship, buoyant
enough and well out of water, but with a close-packed cargo
in every inch of stowage-room. One feels that the author
has set afloat in it a complete treasure of intellectual and
moral expression, the memory of all her contacts and phases,

all her speculations and studies." Her novels demand re-

spect for the evidence of industry which they display. Mrs.
Ward requires attention while she develops her theories ; her

novels are praiseworthy as being seriously done, but they

are not works of art. An impression of vehement and
tragic earnestness envelopes her books, she writes conversa-
tion that reveals the character, interests the reader, and
does not delay the action. To reproduee these qualities in

a novel is the achievement of very few authors.
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SOME NOVELS OF PAUL BOURGET

Regarded in the treble character of a poet, critic and novel-

ist, M. Bourget strikes one as being truer to himself as a

critic in the studies of contemporary writers—than he is as

a novelist. This is true also of his essays on contemporary
psychology. His Essais de Psychologic on Baudelaire,

Renard, Flaubert, Taine, Stendhal, Dumas, Lecomte de

Lisle, the Goncourts, Dumas fils, Tourgueniev and Amiel are

certainly among the best titles to fame of a writer whose
critical faculties are far superior to his power of imagination.

In fact Bourget, like Descartes, entirely separates in

humanity the promptings of the person and the suggestions

of the soul. He developed the psychological novel of inner

description, as opposed to the realistic and naturalistic-

novel of outward description and is sometimes compared to

Henry James. But the Frenchman's novels deal very

largely with the topic of forbidden love, and he likes to

place his characters in the smart set. Thus he has

a fastidiousness of style and intrigue.

But the gift of synthetic vision is almost always lacking in

M. Bourget. Analysis is always at his heels, pursues him
at every step of his work, with—it is true—certainty, intelli-

gence and penetration. His plots are generally simple, plus

grace and inquiry of diction, and they seem to take us back
to the days of Marivaux. Many of his books possess a dedi-

cation and are rather lengthy affairs ; they frequently divulge

a theory on philosophy and cannot truly be regarded as

obstacles to the books. Writers like Miss Marie Corelli and
Mr. Hall Caine, for instance, can be read with admiration

for their cleverness and their enthusiasm for the views they
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expound. Yet all the time one is conscious of the underlying

emptiness, or inhumanity, or narrowness of spirit, or shoddi-

ness of ideal ; their secondary characteristics are excellent

but with their raison d'etre we are left cold. Now defects

such as these are the sfrong points of M. Bourget. His
final judgment is extraordinarily simple and, above all, true.

Bourget's novel, Le Disciple, is rather a work of pure dis-

sective psychology than a romance of passion. A young
man named Chambige, of the middle class, killed his mistress,

failing afterwards in his attempt to kill himself. While
awaiting his trial he addressed some dithyrambic letters to

Bourget, charging all the contemporary novelists with
having instigated his crime by the spirit of pessimism pre-

valent in the modern fiction. Shortly after the verdict of
" irresponsibility," Bourget published Le Disciple. Not
only was the book a satire upon the dangers of philosophers

writing platonically upon passions which they have not ex-

perienced, it also showed what havoc pessimistic doctrines of

any kind may make upon discontented souls ; and is meant
as a warning to the youth of France of the evils to be found
from sceptical philosophers that may dissolve the bases of

morals.

In that select band of writers in France who have in recent

years given their convinced adhesion to Catholicism, none is

more admired at present that Paul Bourget. Each writer

has come back in his own way, as if to illustrate the old

adage that all roads lead to Rome. Huysmans came by the

route of mediaeval art ; Coppee by the road of suffering

;

Brunetiere by the study of literature and history, and M.
Bourget by the analytic investigation of sin and its conse-
quences. His novels abound in rare, curious detail, in deli-

cate analysis of rare sentiments, in highly interesting ethical

digressions and in rapid reflections which remind us that

we are in touch with an expert and singularly perspicacious
moralist. His writings reveal not only intimate acquaintance
with the thought of his time, but an uncommon power to

stand apart from it, judge it and condemn it. Thanks, then,

to its combination of dramatic qualities and forcible think-

ing, Le Disciple carried its lesson far; for Bourget likes to

think of himself as a clinical physician who watches society

as it tosses on its bed, and prescribes for its treatment.
When a man is a complete master of his subject, a clear
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thinker and a vigorous writer, and when he applies these

qualities to the enthusiastic advocacy of a practical and
highly important object—Death—then he produces some-
thing of real value.

In Le Sens de la Mort, M. Bourget takes us to a small

military hospital in Paris, during the early part of the late

war, where two men almost at the same time meet with

death. The one a famous surgeon, a leader of science and
an avowed sceptic; and the other a young lieutenant who is

a devout Catholic. The raison d'etre is the contrast between
the two in their respective attitudes to the problem of death.

Ortegue, the surgeon, is a masterly study, depicted with a
noble and delicate lucidity. His wife, who is cousin to her

husband's patient, is the only female character in the book,

and perhaps the least satisfactory of the four dramatis per-

sonoe, though at the same time a meagre sort of pivot for

the development of the action. The picture of the Catholic

soldier is drawn with great charm and impressiveness in

contrast with the moral degradation of the surgeon. The
final impression of this piece of psychology is that it is a

wonderful contribution to the war literature. Dealing, as

it does, with our life of to-day anvid the deeds of brilliance

on the battlefield, it is a document written, not with ink but

with blood, against a Kidtur which consists only of exteriors,

and which has no relation to the things' hidden beneath the

surface.

M. Bourget's hospital training has exercised an import-

ant influence of this book. Indeed his analyses of charac-

ter are suggestive of a medical diagnosis or an anatomical

dissection. He is a sort of professor keenly interested in

the subtleties of modern souls and demonstrates on the

blackboard of human life. The book is interesting as sym-

bolising the folly of "the religion of humanity." It cannot

penetrate and vivify the inmost life of ordinary humanity.

There is in it no nourishment for human souls, no comfort

for sorrow and human weakness. Whatever be its merits

it does not convey consolation to those who are in grief,

hope to those who are bereaved, forgiveness to the sinful,

or rest to the weary. Although The Night Cometh, as the

book is called in English, depicts the despair of unbelief, the

story is strikingly original, and as conclusive as the motif is

paramount.
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M. Bourget takes types, gives them individuality, a name
and a shape, but never that quick human personality which
marks the creative novelist. His Ortegue, the aetheist

doctor, Mme. Ortegue, his semi-aetheist wife; Le Gallic, the

chivalrous Catholic soldier ; the Abbe Courmont, the simple

priest, a kind of Bergson in practice—all of these are the

mere counters of the religious and intellectual conflict of to-

day.

Bourget is intensely interested in the thought and the

affairs of the day. He is full of the nostalgia of the past,

and he dreams about the dead while he moves among the

living. This, combined with a real gift for psychological

analysis, makes his books very interesting. It might, per-

haps, be sufficient to say that M. Bourget achieves this

with his wonted economy of means, for there is no living

writer who can approach him for sureness and expedition

in attaining this particular end ; but one begins to be aware
how great is the injustice done to this unique talent. He
is occupied with two things. The presentation of his

theories, or, as Mr. Gosse would say, his propaganda; and,

secondly, the conduct of his personages when face to face

in moments of exalted spiritual excitement. Everywhere the

touch is firm and the hand sure, so astonishingly sure that at

the last we realise that if M. Bourget were to be less sure,

if he were to know less and discover more, of his own capa-

cities, his characters and his experience, nothing could de-

liver us from the necessity of saluting in him a master
beyond our challenge.

Of the austere, humbly dressed grande dame frangaise,

Bourget's earlier novels are ignorant. Cosmopolis is his

world. The vicissitudes, the amours, the miseries of

the lower classes he deems beneath his notice. The women
of his books are mostly captivating conversationalists—be-

cause Bourget himself is the talker—but their brains never

react upon their doings. This motif can be seen from a
perusal of A Love Crime, which dissects the minds of two
people engaged in a guilty liaison; the man, a careless

libertine, who sees nothing in the intrigue but a pleasant

adventure; the woman, a passionate creature, who looks on
it as the very object of her existence. Her punishment is

the discovery of her lover's real character; his comes from
the poisoning influence of his own egotism. Of morality in

2 A
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his works there is no question. Morals in Bourget's early

days were not eleg-ant, and emphasis on such points would
have been deemed a lack of taste.

As is often the case with novelists, M. Bourg-et's " good "

people are usually the least successful. This imputation is

due to the fact that authors are generally less engaged upon
their less important personages with a view to arranging
incongruities convincingly. When the " good " person's

turn comes, the author's initial creative energy has a little

slackened, it may be. Then there arises an impatience to

get to work, a readiness to leave things to the current im-
pulses of the actual writing. Moreover, the good person
deceives his author more often than not, appearing, in his

unity of reference, much easier to understand and to render

than he usually is. Hence the " naughty " people are

usually the interesting ones in the stories. Virtuous char-

acters are apt to leave us cold, because they bring with them
a certain air of artificiality, and because in their dealings

with imperfect members of the human race they sometimes
touch the confines of hypocrisy.
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THE ART OF MRS. MEYNELL

The point of view which finds expression in Mrs. Meynell's

work is individual and fastidious ; her taste, like her style,

makes her repudiate inessentials. Her writings reveal a

pleasing- rhythmical effect, and those negative virtues which

count so much : the absence of prnateness, of striving- for

effect, and the rest. Whatever the subject, whether it be

in prose or in verse, we are sure of her sympathy, colour,

and a rapid succession of images; it is a feeling which only

a distinguished few can convey.

So it is not too much to describe the technique of Mrs.

Meynell as presenting complete in all their parts as a scienti-

fic fact, thoughts that are the definite, methodical, and ulti-

mate result of a long and arduous process of thinking.

The reader must take all or leave all. He has come to the

feast to be fed not to be entertained. It is this unusual

combination and diversity of qualities that set her poems
apart from the ordinary and conventional ars poetce.

Mrs. Meynell has a stimulating and vivifying influence

which a new idea, a new way of looking at things, exerts

on those who are able to respond to its effect ; to the power
which it possesses of illuminating their past experiences; of

opening up to them new vistas of thought and hope, and
effect; of widening their whole outlook of life. We often

hear technique spoken of as if it were a cloak which an
artist puts, or a weapon he uses for specific purposes to
make his message palatable to mankind. But in the case
of a real artist, we can make no difference between him and
technique. Mrs. Meynell is a true critic, courageous,
authoritative, and individual, she will only consent to use
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her gift, publicly, in the cause of controversy. " Exposi-

tion, interpretation, by themselves are not necessary. But
for controversy there is cause."

The Poems and Essays of Mrs. Meynell are perhaps the

most winsome volumes—winsome is surely the one epithet

—

which have so far been given to us during the last decade of

the opening century ; the whole is short and harmonised,

the artist and work are one ; the deliberate quaintness of

the style is in perfect agreement with the themes ; the por-

traiture is delicately wrought. It is the advantage of a

practised poet that he can often write rhythmical prose. All

of Mrs. Meynell's work is human, tentative, companionable,

and uninsistent. Eloquent, solemn, serene, her works give

a deep significance and reality to an idea which is too often

defamed, and yet burns with that sense of Englishness which
has been the inspiration of so many poets in the past, widely

dissimilar in temperament and outlook. Her thoughts are

ardent with feeling and consequently it mingles somewhat
with the one of modern literature. " Poor little art of

examination and formula " she calls criticism. Hence her

criticism has a character and definiteness which make it

worth considering, worth testing, and worth disagreeing

with.

There is a genius of being as well as doing and making,
if the latter is not merely a manifestation of the former.

The greatest works of art are furtherest removed from any

suggestion of the merely transitory and personal. However
we may attempt to account for the fact, man has hitherto

claimed as his own the prerogatives of the artist, while grate-

fully acknowledging woman as the most intimate and elusive

inspiration of his art. For Mrs. Meynell's art is individual-

istic in more than the ordinary sense of the word : she

stands a little apart from the main ways of English poetry,

in sentiment, knowing no> impulse of nationality, and in

idea too abstract to win breadth of popularity. No living

writer more triumphantly justifies the claim that a woman
can prove to be a true " creator." Such poems as hers bear

witness to the beauty and gravity of a fire that never wearies

the dreamer, because it is the symbol of the everlasting.

The keener the observer, of course, the more open-minded
the thinker, the more vigorous his prejudices and pro-

nounced his antipathies. Mrs. Meynell's thought is always
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saturated with feeling-

(e.g., Childhood), if occasionally

drowned in it, and is a little inclined to cosset tender suscep-

tibilities ; that is why her verse is so subjective. We find

no impressionism, no word painting", no< description. The
way, as has been remarked, is thus made easy for the critic

in the definition or delimitation of her talent; for she has
made no experiments, but has apparently only written what
is profitable ; therefore they are volumes of chosen excellence,

containing examples by which its author's rank was since

long determined. The smallness of Mrs. Meynell's poetical

output renders her recognised position the more significant

in the realm of those whom we prefix the word classic.

Making comparisons is, as a rule, only an especially irri-

tating form of depreciation. It reduces the heroes of the

world of letters to the level of a gallery full of mutilated

statues. Mr. Mackail has some excellent remarks on this

subject. " No great work can be usefully judged by com-
parison with any other great work. It may, indeed, be in-

teresting and futile to compare one with another, in order

to seize more sharply and appropriate more vividly the

special beauty of each. But to press comparison further,

and to depreciate one because it has not the special beauty
of the other, is to lose sight of the function of criticism."

Yet a closer analysis of her poetic utterance and the sources

of her inspiration leads us to the conclusion that she always
gets the right wording of her thought, but she sometimes
misses its rhythm : she puts too much into a sentence. Her
lines are not easily withdrawn from their context for apt
quotation ; nor, with all its verbal perfection, is her verse

clothed in the warmth and colour commonly associated with
lyrical expression.

Her craftsmanship is consummate when eye and mind and
heart are at one, rapt by some loveliness of earth or sea or

sky. It is a loveliness always transfigured by the inward
assurance of a beauty within, and also beyond its earthly

symbol, its transitory manifestation. Her incidental felici-

ties, her pure and ardent seeing of things, her exquisite use
of words, is conspicuous in all her work. In a turbulent

age, Mrs. Meynell provides a soothing draught for well-bred,

contemplative, unprogressive, peaceable persons, who have
a regard for the decencies of language and a respect for the
limitations of form.
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Mrs. Meynell, austere in method as in manner, suggests

and betrays rather than expresses emotion. It is definite

but intangible. Her pages are packed with thought even
to the highest faculties of the mind. She has borne the pen-
nant of the Ideal to almost the summum bonum, where the
chastity of art reigns supreme. Praised alike by Ruskin,
Patmore, Aubrey de Vere, and Meredith, we shall not forget
the last-named's incomparable words, " waltzing on celes-

tial heights," in reference to her, who, by acclamation,

might have been chosen Poet Laureate.

With reference to her essays, their wisdom is independent
of fashion, their charm is fresh and sweet, unlike any others

that are written to-day. Charged with no clarion message
of prophecy, yet they bear a formulated philosophy of life :

their interest lies in the purely personal affairs of the heart.

The beauty which haunts her prose and her verse is of that

universal order which can hardly fade by the mere passing
of time. Only a change in the human spirit can make it

dim. She has had few or no superiors as an art critic of our
time, and is endowed with the double faculty of perfect verse

and perfect prose. By the stress of contemporary thought
Mrs. Meynell is unhampered ; she constantly finds fresh

aspects of the unity which surrounds us, and interprets life

and nature in harmony. To put the matter succinctly, her

criticism lies in suggestion rather than in statement. There
have been louder instruments than hers; there has been
orchestration more complex ; but she has (as far as we are

able to judge) no successor worthy to carry on her high

tradition—delicate as china, exact as geometry, while it

moves like a song. Mrs. Meynell may see subtleties and
refinements, messages and implications, beauties and truths

in all manner of unheeded tilings—rain raid solitude, grasses

blown by the wind and water stored in wells, in sleep and
flowers and clouds, which have lain far beyond the penetra-

tion of most; butj assuredly she has seen them and she has

told her vision in her own way. Her doing so has opened

up new vistas for the minds, imagination, and eyes of many,
besides revealing the lovely graciousness which words can

wear when each is chosen for its perfect applicability and
set in the place appointed for it by that rhythmic harmony
which, governing the spheres of the universe, is no less apt
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in its insistence and constraint on the highest human expres-

sion, on literature as on life.

In tone and sentiment, as in colour and outline, her work
is perfect. We cannot praise too highly the heart that in-

spired or the pen that drew a picture so touchingly original.

The fine young critic, Dixon Scott, wrote that her work
" indicates the farthest point yet reached by English prose

along the line of its surest advance ; and it is from its last

page that its next advance must spring."

Mrs. Meynell's art is individualistic in more than the ordi-

nary sense of the word. Its echoes even of past poets are

rare. Of kinship with contemporary utterance it has none.

It stands a little apart from the main ways of English poetry,

in sentiment knowing no impulse of nationality, and in theme

too abstract to win breadth of popularity. It is the soul

rather than the body of life, the eternal and essential more
often than the temporal or accidental substance of poetry

upon which the imagination of this poet feeds. We find

here no impressionism, no word-painting; but of imagery a

profusion and a felicity in the use that mark the poet born.

There is no break with tradition in technique. In form alone

—if one may separate the jewel from its setting—Mrs.

Meynell is a model of rhythmic grace. Whether her style

is a natural grace, or laboured by the file, it is impossible

to say ; but we are grateful for its delicate and consistent

charm, and for the proof that it gives that even to-day a

chastened style is a more comfortable thing than pages of

bravura. Mrs. Meynell is an assured classic, though a

small one.
" Mrs. Meynell's Papers are little sermons, ideal ser-

mons," said Meredith, writing of one of the little volumes

which have gone to the making of her collection of Essays.

He could fancy Matthew Arnold being refreshed b)r their pro-

found limpidity, Carlyle listening with no weariful gesture

to his wife's reading of them: "This woman thinks."

What names, what touchstones would Meredith's fancy

have lighted on to-day to enforce a renewed and intensified

appreciation? It is difficult, indeed, to realise that her

Essays, which only the other day, it would seem, one eagerly

awaited week by week in the columns of the Pall Mall

Gazette, take us back so far. None of their distinction and
individuality has faded under the furtive influence of time.
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Their wisdom is independent of fashion and ways of thought.

Her essays on criticism may be read with acute pleasure and
an unflagging- attention. Every line contains some con-

sidered thought or penetrative judgment, and even when we
doubt on questions we listen closely, intently. A flood of

turbid water has flowed under the bridge since Meredith's

fancy extorted that characteristic exclamation from Carlyle,

and yet how easy it would be to echo it now. Mrs. Meynell

is the mystery of a forgotten elegance, a style so personal

that it is difficult to point to any marked formative influences,

though the modern poet, as she writes in her song of deriva-

tion :

And when we meet by the sounding pine,

Sleep draws near to his dreamless brother

;

And when thy sweet eyes answer mine,
Peace nestles close to her mournful mother,
And Hope and Weariness kiss each other.

The apparent remoteness of Mrs. Meynell's poetry from
the instant concrete world of human affairs is emphasised
by her preoccupation with Time and Change. In the earlier

poems, at least, her fancy ranges over days lapsed and days
unborn, as though seeking that unity to which Time is but
illusion. The melancholy of these poems is not that of the

trite antithesis between Then and Now. It is a nobler sad-

ness, because not barren of the beauty that lies, however
dimly, at the heart of Change. From sorrowful vistas of

Time the poet's wandering thought returns with gathered
harmonies.



LVIII

WORDS ON WILDE

Somebody has remarked that the life of an individual should

be judged not from the mere number of years that he or she

spends upon this dull earth, nor yet by the events which

crowd into their allotted span, but by the poignancy, the

vividity, the arresting and real nature of the sensations and
emotions that they undergo.

The world is at present shifting its stress from the

universal to the personnel, from criticism into colloquy, from
clinic to causerie. In view of such premises, it may appear
paradoxical and perverse to attempt any criticism at all of

a man whose name is a synonym for degeneracy of an age
lashed by the polemics of Ibsen, the objurgation of Tolstoi,

the satire of Shaw, and the invective of Nordau.
Most of the verse of the Irishman, Oscar Wilde (1856-

1900), while characterised by extraordinary beauty of style,

is too full of " sensuous classicism " and too full of sugges-
tive artifice to be satisfactory to an unsophisticated taste

(e.g., Charmides) ; while other poems bear a stamp of

decadence. The striking Ballad of Reading Gaol (1898),
inspired by his own experiences, occupies a place by itself.

The Ballad of Reading Gaol was not a sudden, spontaneous
outburst—it was the culmination of a long train of unutter-
able woe and terror. It was actually written after he was
released from gaol, and shows a considerable revolution in

his literary style. It is chiefly, however, by his prose-writing
—essays and plays—that Wilde is more particularly known.
At Oxford he began the cult of " sestheticism," for which he

377
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soon became famous. This movement, which for years held

the British public, derived its impulse mainly from Wilde,

and its influence has been much more than ephemeral. His
fatal defect is that he was, almost through life, what he calls

himself, a flaneur, a poseur. A follower of Ruskin, he

adopted the /Estheticism and eliminated the morals. Although
he could rise above affectation, the habit of insincerity grew
upon him. The crux of his mania was blindness to the truth

that the man who is the lackey of his passion can never be
the master of his fate. The secret of his downfall is found
in the fact that this leader in the ranks of individualism was
not the captain of his own soul, but was a man of multiple

personality.

The miserable story of Oscar Wilde is sufficiently known.
His moral degradation was the collapse of a middle-ruycd

man, a collapse of the kind which Paul Bourget has
remorselessly analysed in Le Ddmon du Midi. It had roots

in his earlier life, no doubt, as will always be the case; roots

that are in most of us till the fire of God's love burns them
up. But this we observe with wonder, and something of awe :

it was precisely in his period of utter ruin that he produced
his best and cleanest work. In his days of comparatively
clean living he wrote some lascivious things, and other things

offensively suggestive. It Avas argued that his later works
were intended for a market which would not stand dirt. That
is untrue ; foul stuff is tolerated on the stage, and is indeed

profitable ; the public seems to prefer Salome corrupted.

Wilde's dramas are productions of extraordinary skill and
talent, and are monuments of exhaustless ingenuity. He
posed as a trifier, but a trifler who thought and delighted in

wildest paradoxes. His stories and essays are brilliant in

epigram. A Woman of No Importance (1893) illustrates

Wilde's contempt for, or ignorance of, stagecraft. The
humour of his plays lies in inessentials. Wilde held that

men and women differ from each other only in accidents;

and in this belief his comedies were written. The four

society comedies which Wilde Avrote in rapid succession

have been played before appreciative audiences all over the

world.

In writing his Salome, Wilde was no doubt influenced by
Herodias, one of Flaubert's Trois Contes. This fleshlv play

belongs erotically to the school of Pierre Loti's Aphrodite
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and Anatole France's Thais. Readers can easily discern

the revolting decadence of an age where vice was no pre-

judice and sensuality no shame. The play was written in

French, in Paris, sometime between 1891-92.

It takes an extraordinary amount and quality of thought

to perpetrate trivialities such as the themes of Wilde's

comedies; and there is more beneath than appears in the

dazzling- swords' play of wit. Wilde is a master in the art

of selection. He is successful in giving the most diverting

characters to any moments as they pass. His art is the

apotheosis of the moment. He belongs to a class, evades the

label, and fits into no pigeon-hole. That is possibly the

reason why his works have been raised to a pinnacle of

golden adoration.

It is certain that we can trace a morbid and unwholesome
tone in all his works, but many people who would hesitate

to rank themselves among his disciples keep by them a copy
of The Importance of Being Earnest or De Profundis, to dip

into for refreshment and relaxation. I suppose worse things

might happen to a man than to be partially appreciated. As
Thorean once said :

" It is the characteristic of great poems
that they will yield of their sense in due proportion to the

hasty and the deliberate reader. To the practical they will

be commonsense, and to the wise, wisdom ; as either the

traveller may wet his lips, or an army may fill its water-

casks at a full stream."
It seems to be the height of Wilde's ambition to shock the

average intelligence. From the palette of his observation he
was an artist in the gift of selection. The Importance of
Being Earnest is a singularly clean farce, irreverent, perhaps,

but full of wholesome laughter ; Lady Windermere's Fan is

an admirable comedy, daring in the unusual way of making
a virtuous and rather dull woman the centre of interest

;

Salome is a great tragedy. In regard to this last,

if it had been published anonymously, many critics would
have discovered in it a terrible drama of lust and its conse-

quences fit to rank with the greatest—with Phcdre or with

Measure for Measure ; and they would not have been far

wrong. They might have said further, as men did of

Shelley's Cenci, that it was too terrible for representation on
the stage. But they knew the author's name, and on the

strength of that knowledge they judged otherwise. Never-
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theless, the affections of his life, and the worst set of

biographers that can never have damaged a man with

partisanship, have contributed to much misunderstanding of

what his accomplishment really was. The moral and social

hypocrisies about him made him an outlaw and convinced

him of necessity of egotism as a form of self-defence.



LIX

THE TOPSY-TURYEYDOM OF G. B. SHAW

When men are crossing- the lines which divide one of the

fruitful from one of the barren epochs in literature, they

are often but faintly conscious of the change, unless they

come across some violent and didactic man like Mr. George
Bernard Shaw. His Prefaces are, we think, the dullest

composition that a man of genius has ever inflicted on our

race. We have read some of them and we survive
—

" but

not to tell the tale." Susceptible to impressions (as we are

all artistes), and a philosopher at the same time, we find

the essential Shaw to be eager, idealistic, impulsive,

romantic; or, to put it in the words of a young critic, he is

an example of the tyranny of technique over temperament.
To watch the man who supremely prides himself on his

freedom from illusions, and on the irresistible power of pure

thought, being used as an idle toy by superior power at the

very moment he is triumphantly proving their non-existence,

is to be the spectator of something far more than a mere
final farce to send us away in good humour. G. B. S.

stripped all his sentences of those trailing wreaths and ropes
of metaphor, and instead devotes himself with energy to

the making of ingenious sockets in which to launch his

ideas. Lightened of all adjectives, virile with nouns, he

is wont to ripple us a run, at a rate that makes Swift at

his best seem slow, and fills us with amazing syllogisms,

and true conclusions deducted from false premises, in a
totally seductive manner, seemingly to rely on an appeal

to cold-blooded intelligence. True he is never poetic but
rather grotesque. None the less he is brilliant in art and

3 8t
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tense in thought, and a master of the drama of satire

—

which is as old as Aritopbania. Open our Shaw where

we will, we cannot read far before we meet some striking

image that arrests the attention, and sets the mind working :

the originality is rather in the man than in his ideas. It

is the function of the artist not so much to discover truth

as to make it current. There is little truth that familiarity

has not degraded to the commonplace. To put the matter

plainly : he is always represented by those who disagree

with him, as one who cannot be taken seriously; that he
will defend anything, or attack anything; that he will do
anything to starde or amaze : he has based all his brilliancy

upon the forgotten fact that truth is stranger than fiction.

Shaw arouses resentment because he makes fun of tragic

perversions. Both as a satirist, and as a preacher, he tries

to convert man the wrong way by offering to him a state

of salvation which is to him no salvation at all. Man
might be denned negatively as a creature that does not

want to be what Mr. Shaw exhorts him to be, and, until

Mr. Shaw discovers that, he will continue to be exasperated
with man, and to exasperate him. There he is like all the

utilitarians of the nineteenth century, whose common
mistake wras that they assumed mankind to be in love with
respectability, whereas mankind may be in love with the

bestial or the divine, but never with that compromise
between them. But this rational, respectable Mr. Shaw
belongs to the past, and the reality of Mr. Shaw, as of

religion, consists in what he is becoming. At the outset
of his career, he defined the influence which moved him as
the " philosopher's impatience to get to realities. I fight

the theatre, not with pamphlets and sermons and treatises,

but with plays."

In making instinct the centre of man's nature, Mr. Shaw
is guilty of no startling heresy. It is the familiar doctrine
that the spring of all action, and so of all goodness, is

man's vital impulses. This takes the form of an attack
upon two ethical ideas in particular. One is the supposed
virtue of the acquiescent and quietistic attitude—self-

(Unial, obedience, celibacy and the like. These are but
"canonical vices," since vice is in its essence nothing but
waste of life; and they are based solely on our cowardice.
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We are afraid of our instincts, afraid to let ourselves go;

and the result is a complete discord between what we really

want and what we think we ought to want. Then there is

a second way in which this comes in conflict with popular

ethics. He persuades himself, for example, that it is

necessary to hurt, in order to heal : that the only means to

encourage men is to discourage them, and that it is neces-

sary to be thoroughly disagreeable, in order to persuade

them to agree. All this can be borne out by a perusal of

Plays Unpleasant. It is inconsecutive. It is rarely simple,

and is often strained. He will thrust his meaning upon the

reader so that his page becomes like a poster. You listen

to one who is possessed rather than inspired, and has an
" amalgam of thrills, of sudden changes, of strange fire ";

his strings of epigrams, his pyrotechnic displays, and his

ceaseless attempts to startle, end by fatiguing. Some of

his writings are like the imagination of Blake, but Blake
banished to a world in which is neither love nor pity nor
hope.

It is quite possible to take him too solemnly, if not too
seriously. He is typical of this disquieting century—with
its staggering brilliancy, its ironic nonsense, its devour-
ing scepticism and its social unrest. Perhaps the critic of a
philosophical turn is bound to be a trifle heavy and didactic,

and in trying to pin down Mr. Shaw's nimble and elusive

convictions he will doubtless lose something of their

penetrating and surprise-giving quality. But what is a loss

from the side of letters may perhaps be a gain for clear

thinking sufficient to justify the sacrifice.

Mr. Bernard Shaw denounces the social and commercial
conditions of our age in the name of commonsense, which
is another way of saying the same thing. As a typical

example of the muddle against which the scientist directs

his attack, we need only look at the nearest society. We
find a mixture of all sorts and conditions of people—drunken,
imbecile, diseased, criminal, deformed, as well as decent
citizens—all intermingling promiscuously to produce the next
generation. It is a kind of hotch-potch, or human hell-broth
(with its everlasting refrain of bubble, toil, and trouble), in

which the worst ingredients are least likely to be missing.
Like Ibsen, but with a clearer consciousness of his dialectical
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aim, he attacks idealism, recognising that his great personal

endowment is an intense faculty for seeing things as they

are. He is full of paradox, turning accepted truths inside

out in a way far truer and more subversive, because far

more philosophical than, for example, the repartee of Oscar

Wilde. Now to a biologist, or even to a breeder of animals,

such a process is stark madness. Hence Mr. Shaw
suggests a wholesome use of the lethal chamber, and the

extermination of the unfit, and also argues and deducts

from false premises. This deliberate selection and rejection

will ensure a healthy race, and its temporary cruelty will

prevent incalculable suffering in future years.

Mr. Shaw is apt to be impatient with mankind because

he conceives of a reasonable but rather dull thing which he

calls humanity. Man wrill not be merely rational or decent

for all Mr. Shaw's utilitarian sermons to him, because he

does not want to be either. Sometimes he wants to be a

god, and sometimes a beast. Never does he really want to

be a dull compromise between the two. This must be

understood before the religious passion in man, and all its

tragic perversions can be understood. Mr. Shaw is too

violent a reformer even to be a serious dramatist; the

dramatist in him is not strong enough to resist the odious

demands of the reformer. For his whole philosophy, his

enthusiasm for a large and universal life, his scorn of petty

falsehoods, of self-deceptions, of engrossment with personal

concerns, are ideals; and it is only as he can arouse in

others something of the same emotional excitement towards
these which he feels himself, that he can hope to impress

them. So we may perhaps assume that he does not really

mean at heart to discard emotions outright in favour of the

pure passionlessness which some of his characters affect.

He says more than he genuinely intends, by reason of his

detestation of sentimentality and gush. He would have the

middle-classes ruled with the Bible in one hand and the Riot

Act in the other. He dislikes everything he does not under-

stand.

The worse abuse of language is to make it express more
than you have to say. Then it is a mere obstruction to the

process of thought : and, since Mr. Shaw is capable of that

process, there is no need for him to abuse language. His
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plays have a serious handicap as plays in the fitfulness of his

dramatic feeling- and in his faultiness of ear and eye; his

characters are hardly ever the men and women they purport

to be. Also, the characters turn themselves inside out and

display the working's of their internal organs by word of

mouth, a method which can only be successful with born

chatterboxes and preachers like the clergymen in Candida,

But no other plays of our time have a tithe of the wit and
thought of Mr. Shaw's best. And he is a stimulating-

example of thorough work ; whatever he has done, he has

thrown his whole self—his whole self of the moment—into

it, and as a result we can still read with immense pleasure

his criticisms of plays long ago dead and damned. A man
of fine qualities and fine achievements—but his views need
no long chapters for their exposition. He is still the gentle-

man of fortune, living upon his wits, with a pen mightier

than a sword.
Man and Superman is one of Mr. Shaw's most successful

plays, containing a satire on present-day philosophy, told in

brilliant dialogue. The characters are few, a philosopher

of the mid-Victorian school, a brainy young Schopenhauerian,
a product from Eton and Oxford, a cockney chauffeur from
the Board School and Polytechnic. It tells of the inexorable

pursuit of a man by a woman who* means to marry him.
His equivalence to the Don Juan of Spanish tradition, and
hers to the supposed victim, are revealed in a dream
fantasia. Mr. Shaw does not believe in hot-house morals,
in virtues which are nothing but ignorance, which generally
take the attitude of rebuke of everything- which does not
come up to its own exalted standard.

Mr. Shaw has written brilliant and intensely intelligent

plays, which have given great delight to innumerable people,
and have been wholesomely provocative of excited argument,
if not of profound heart-searching. Being a man of fine

intellect and strong- feelings, he has never agreed with any-
body or anything. He rests on himself, secure and self-

assertive. His conclusions may be right enough, but he
argues from false premises. He has naturally formed
decided convictions and a theory of life, and these have,
naturally, informed his plays. They have also informed his

criticisms of other people's plays, of the arts in general,
2 B
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and of those (a great many) public occurrences and questions

on which he has sought to enlighten his generation. But all

this does not make him a philosopher, or, let us say (since

every one is more or less a philosopher), a man whose
philosophy is worth serious study.

If Mr. Shaw had kept to comedy, he might have ranked

with his fellow-Irishman, Sheridan. But some evil genius

has prompted Mr. Shaw to enter into the dangerous ground

of Gospel criticism. The results are as disastrous to him
as the shaving of Samson's hair was to Samson. In both

cases the strong man has been delivered, with scorn, into

the hand of his enemy.
On quite other grounds Mr. Shaw's enemies are fully

agreed that to search his writings for any settled creed is a

conspicuous waste of time. It is one of the extraordinary

mistakes of our time, and one which marks it clearly as a
period of decadence—that novelists and dramatists, because

they embed a little philosophy in a great mass of stuff

exclusively designed to amuse, should be regarded as the

moral guides of their generation.

That he should run the risk of being called faultfinder

and cynic is, of course, to be expected. With so many
interested parties to make public opinion, it is not strange

we should have more good words for a genial, soft-spoken

optimism, than for the man who makes himself a nuisance

by refusing to let us take our ease, but must always be
presenting to us square-cut issues, and insisting that we
take a stand definitely on one side or the other.

His philosophy, however, " will not do " for it comes from
Erewhon. Mr. Shaw's Socialism differs from the ordinary

educated branch only in his opinion that every man, woman
and child should be given a sufficient income independently

of work—a difference which robs it of practical value. His
toying with positive eugenics and the superman idea has
gives us an amusing play, but no increase of wisdom. His
attack on the family is vitiated by exaggeration and
nescience so gross as to make it nonsense. His substitution

of will for happiness as an end and intelligence as a means
involves him in hopeless inconsistencies : for the will which
is not Mr. Shaw's will, the lethal chamber. His philosophy
will not do. His genius is far too big to be packed into a
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definition, but it may be suggested that his decisive gift is

a vivid faculty for bold improvisation, for striking out swift

generalisations and potent impromptus, and backing them

up with life in the way of epithets that leap like arrows to

their mark.
Mr. Shaw deals much in truism, though he often contrives

an elusive disguise for it, because it is hard to endure on

the stage the nonsense which one would never dream of

enduring in a book. By writing for the stage is his method
of propounding his ideas : consequently, it becomes easy to

describe them in a brief phrase. Man and Superman is only

a comedy of inverted sex-pursuit; John Bull "a brisk

political satire with a sweetening of sentimental passages ";

Major Barbara an anti-poverty philippic ; with remarks upon
the immorality of progress; The Doctor's Dilemma is an
anti-medical propaganda; Mrs. Warren's Profession depicts

the excitement of sexual desire ; in Getting Married he tells

us that divorce should be made easy. He says that

marriage is a convention, necessary for practical purposes,

to be regarded for what it is worth. When love cleaves,

marriage ends. Now it is significant that in Mr. Shaw's
earliest works we find all his theories and doctrines; the

later on only add by accretion, not by development, and
certainly not by a finer prose style. In a sense, Mr. Shaw
can be compared with Cobbett with regard to literary

imitation—a vocabulary that is harsh and indifferent to the
beauty of language; while his attitude to life is essentially

sombre, intent, unshrinking. He is typical of the century,
when questions are more often and more easily asked than
answered. Such influence as Mr. Shaw has got is due to
his essays, speeches, personal vehemence and ubiquity.
People go to see his plays because they are witty; they
understand them, and think they are convinced by them,
only when they have read and digested his far more con-
vincing Prefaces to his plays, which number about thirty.
They comprise an anti-romantic, topical, a plain and a
philosophical comedy; there are also plays of adventure,
mystery, melodrama and blank verse; besides a conversa-
tion, a debate and a study; together with some compositions
which their resourceful author has not been able to name
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so they must be included in the category mentioned by Sir

J. M. Barrie's heroine as " darling little sillies, who don't

know what they are."

Mr. Shaw, needless to say, is not a Christian theologically,

and he accepts some anti-Christian, or rather anti-religious

theories, which are already beginning to seem obsolete. He
expounds, for instance, a merely cynical theory of the

desire for salvation. It arises, he thinks, from man's fear

of some power outside himself ; he conceives of this power
as a judge and then tries to corrupt him with presents and
flatteries. But salvation by means of gifts is for the rich

alone ; so the poor demand a salvation that is less expensive.

But they still think it can be obtained only by sacrifice, and
so they conceive the notion of " one great atonement and one
great redeemer to compound for the sins of the world once
for all." Confident but crude, Mr. Shaw lacks the faculty

of sympathy which is the highest attribute of humanity.
Here is a notable difference between Mr. Shaw and the

common run of his disciples. It is one of the forms of

Nemesis in this world, that the more a teacher insists on
independence, freedom from formulas and authority, open-
mindedness, the more certain is he of followers who will

turn his teaching into an inverted dogma, and rival the

sects in their sectarian zeal. The typical Emersonian, for

example, was wont to be as impenetrable in his Emersonian-
ism as if Emerson never had lived. Mr. Shaw himself
is at least truer to the logic of his philosophy. He may
trip on occasion, but generally speaking he is no Shavian.
His sense of relativity is not an acquired taste, but is

instinctive and thorough-going. And now, if this attitude

is salutary even for those ideals that are genuine and useful,

it is even more necessary to keep down the crop of insin-

cerities and inflated pretences. To puncture such pretences
is to Mr. Shaw a source of unfailing joy. Keep your vision

clear, he says; don't be misled by mere showy labels, what
Burke calls the solemn plausibilities of the world.
Mr. Shaw delights to shock Mrs. Grundy, and he loves to

see the look of horror overspread her features as he smashes
her idols. He desires to break this iconoclasm, in order to
restore the reality, he says. His gospel of violence leads
nowhere, except to more violence. He observes the world
of actuality, like the realist, and he dreams of a better
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world, like the idealist. He is dissatisfied with life as it is

because he conceives of life as it should be, but instead of

insisting upon either of these phases, he creates a mis-

representation of life.

Men must believe in Christianity enough to try it in

politics; until they do that, they have not made trial of it

at all. Man cannot believe that politically and economically,

he is the prey of blind forces but that he becomes a
responsible moral being as soon as he leaves Parliament

or his office and goes home to his wife and children; that

he is a moral agent when he gives sixpence to a blind

beggar in the street, but not when he pays wages or when
he votes. That is Mr. Shaw's contention, and it is

obviously true. If our society as it is, makes it impossible

for us to be Christians in most of our relations with each
other, then we must either try to change our society by
political means or pretend no longer to believe in

Christianity.

The spirit that obsessed Shaw into abandoning comedy for

Biblical criticism is delightfully presented to us in such
phrases as, " The revolt against marriage of which Jesus
was an exponent always recurs when civilisation raises the

standard of marital duty and affection, and at the same time
produces a greater need for individual freedom in pursuit of

a higher evolution." This sentence is so Sunday-schoolish
and goody-goody that we do not know whether to end it

with "Amen" or "Mesopotamia." The final appeal to

the " higher evolution " brings that tinge of archaism which
gives the preference to "Amen." He was taught at

Protestant schools, where he was told that Catholics were
socially inferior persons, who would go to Hell when they
died, and leave Heaven the exclusive possession of ladies

and gentlemen.

But when we read Mr. Shaw's almost reverential appeal
to the authority of Frazer's Golden Bough, we begin to
look on the author of Androcles and the Lion as one of old,

old men, whose senile state of mind set in vigorously before
they were thirty. Indeed, his old age is now so public that
we begin to give even his vagaries a certain chronological
reverence. If he goes on writing, we shall begin to take
him seriously. At present, troubling himself about naught,
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he goes on his career indifferent alike to the praise and
blame of the mob. Our generation has known no more
destructive opponent of convention, no more disturbing

antagonist of intellectual placidity and comfort, than

Mr. Shaw's mordant wit. It is full of happy things, laugh-

able situations. But somehow it always hurts. It wounds
and does not heal, and leaves behind it a sting which we
very much resent.
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JOSEPH CONRAD: SAILOR AND NOVELIST

Mr. Joseph Conrad is one of the greatest masters of

atmosphere—that thing so easy to perceive, so hard to

define. The sea, and England as mistress of the sea, is

the reality which he has made almost entirely his own. In

depicting sailors and the blue ocean he has few rivals. It

has been the luck of few writers to bring to their task a

richer expression of life and nature than Mr. Conrad : he

conceives and touches life as the ordinary men see it.

This fiction ranges the world's oceans. Its men and
vomen are of diverse races, of four continents. Even its

amplest seaman is something of a rare bird to the little—

tiough maybe the happily little—Englander. The adjective

nmantic, if used of Mr. Conrad's tales, must be under-

sood in the remove other than that in which we apply it to

Sott or Dumas. And when Mr. Conrad's Muse comes to

bindon, a romance so gorgeous and sinister, a realism so
itensified by the imaginative temper of his mind, fills and
cams with significance its familiar, its at times tedious,

sreets, that compared with them Wordsworth's morning
haven over Westminster Bridge was not more unearthly,

ad Whistler's November Thames not more arresting in

nystery.

" Very few writers have been able to combine like Mr.
Gnrad the power of thrilling our nerves by the narration

o action and events with the power of convincing and
eriching our minds by subtle psychological and spiritual

irerpretation. The things that happen in his books are

uually enough to grip and fascinate the attention by

391
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themselves, and it is primarily, no doubt, for their sakes

that many of his readers are drawn to his tales and held by

them,"—so writes Sir Sidney Colvin. It is always difficult

to separate the shares due respectively to experience and

to imagination from that due to imagination, stimulated

and fortified by experience. Very often the characters are

an alter ego for the author himself. In any case the body

of Mr. Conrad's work is original.

No writer of genius ever sat down with the positive

intention of being a realist or a romantic. Realism is an

inadequate representation of life, because, whether wilfull)

or for the reason that the realist is insensitive, it ignores

feeling ; romanticism is equally inadequate because it fasti-

diously rejects all that does not harmonise with its fanciful

make-believe. The one final and crucial test to which we
can submit a novel is to ask not in what manner or degree

it differs from or resembles any other novel or species of

literature, not whether in form it falls under this or that

category, but how far its representation, its imaginative

creation of life is true to our own experience of life, how
much it illuminates, enlarges, and enriches that experience

The terms Romance and Realism, have been used of lafc

years very largely as a means of escape from the creatioi

of character ; but he never allows the richness of hs

material to interfere with the artist's duty of selection aid

imaginative creation. Mr. Conrad maintains a preferene

for indirect narrative through the mouths of persons wb
witness the events to be described. Like Henry James lc

has adopted the method of continual exposition by tie

author's self and the principle of the point of view. N>

doubt the author could justify this device with great skill

but it gives an effect of clumsiness. Conrad is not a ma
of one success, or one impression ; he is a man whose at

has been large enough to develop now on this side, now a
that, so> that it is only by laying one book beside anothr
that you can make out what the proportions ad
circumference of the giant really are.

Mr. Conrad is of Polish parentage, not unliteray

acquainted with English, for his father translated a god
deal of Shakespeare into that language. Mr. Conrad?
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English is nowhere more of a model by its rhythm, its

flexibility, its economy, its faultless fitting of words to

things; for we can hardly count it as a fault if occasionally

we come across an obsolete or rare word of which a born

Englishman might have been shy. When he decided to

write first of all he thought of choosing French as his

medium. Born in 1857 he is a naturalised Englishman, and

a master mariner, his work is not unnaturally fond of sea-

manship. He dropped somewhat casually into the literary

life, partly as the result of illness, partly through the

friendship of John Galsworthy and the prompting of Edward
Garnett. When he judges character it is from the seaman's

point of view. Behind his psychological workings one

comes away with the knowledge that Conrad writes novels

of the sea, as opposed to novels about the sea. The older

type of sea-novel—by that we mean the works of Captain

Marryatt and Clark Russell—were essentially an adventure.

It provided a spectacle entertaining enough, but it did not

grip, or rather hit home. We remember with amusement
the efforts made to obtain the love interest—the captain's

family, the elderly passenger and lovely daughter, the

maintenance of etiquette on desert islands—with perhaps

an Admirable Crichton, the young girl voyaging alone, the

seaman superior to his station, and the couple that first met
on board ship and lived happy ever after on shore, and
perhaps a to-do with a pirate or smuggler. Now Joseph
Conrad has been able to change all this because he has
lived in the sea and made money by it; his genius and
expression is individual and isolated in a small degree.

The characters of Mr. Conrad's novels do not live in a
vacuum or show-case ; we see them in an environment of

realism in relation to> the proper environment; and in this

respect the atmosphere may be a little overloaded. From
the point of view of the superficial reader, who demands
physical action, plot, excitement, his novels have frequent

longueurs, and " their appeal lies rather in the strangeness
of their scenes and subjects." In Nostromo (his longest
book), for instance, there is also an abundance of humour
with a nautical flavour. Here we have another of the

author's studies of self-respect—how a. Genoese sailor, with
jet black whiskers and milk-white teeth, is a slave to the
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good opinion of others, in a South American port sinks to

theft and his own contempt. Nostromo's secret is con-

nected with hidden treasure and the finding and keeping of

a hoard of ingots. Life, as such novels show, may strip

any man naked, but it will finally cheat only those who do
not play fair, and the scorn that surveys the dingy board is

at white heat. But the triumph again and again recorded

in them, without parade or sentimentality or vain scrutiny

of what lies beyond the grave, is that of men who somehow,
in the ultimate simplicity of their hearts, through every

mortal danger and crisis, keep their faith. In particular he

evinces an absorbing interest in the mental powers of fear.

Defeat, as Mr. Conrad reveals it, lies not in failure, not in

death, but in commerce or compromise with evil or in weak
and cowardly surrender.

Sometimes, indeed, we feel rather as if we were lying

motionless between sea and sky in that atmosphere of

profound and monotonous calm which Mr. Conrad knows
so strangely how to convey. There is none of the

harassing tumult and interlocking of emotion which whirls

through a Dostoevsky novel, and to a lesser extent pro-

vides the nervous system of most novels. But the readers

most in sympathy with him must always have felt that the

external doings and undergoings of his characters are in

their creator's mind of secondary interest to their inward
beings and feelings, and that in the sea stories which com-
pose the bulk of his work it is the hearts and souls of

seamen, their characters as brought out in their relations

with those great protagonists, the elements, that constitute

the main theme of his art. Nearly all Mr. Conrad's
characters are faced with an enemy for whom he is, by
character, least fitted.

The gift of seeing in flashes is, of course, a limitation as

well as a gift ; it explains what we may call the static

quality of Mr. Conrad's characters. They change and
develop very slightly ; they are for the most part people

whose characters are made up of one or two very large

and simple qualities, which are revealed to us in flashes.

But Mr. Conrad's genius is a very complex one; although

his characters remain almost stationary they are enveloped
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in the subtle, fine, perpetually shifting- atmosphere; they

are commented upon by that voice which is so full of

compassion, which has so many deep and fine cadences in

its scale.

Mr. Conrad is of the firm and resolute conviction that

life is too strong-, too clever and too remorseless for the

sons of men. They are doomed to defeat. His art is

limited by the persistent brooding over life's inequalities;

but he appreciates the finer distinctions of character and of

that quiet humour which is the spice of life.

As a narrative of adventure and events Lord Jim has no
sequence. Half-a-dozen people tell each a bit of the tale

in the process of what they have seen or heard of Jim, and
what they think of his conduct (in fact, the book is some-
thing after the manner of Wilkie Collins's Woman in

White). There lies the real unity of the story—Jim and his

psychology. The book tells of how an officer in the mercantile

marine wrecks his career at the outset by a momentary
act of folly or rather cowardice ; for years he is pursued by
failure, and it is in a life among the savages of Malaysia
that he finds at last the opportunity for rehabilitating- his

character and regaining his self-esteem. In a recent pre-

face to a new edition of the book, Mr. Conrad tells us
that his first thought was of a short story concerned only

with the pilgrim-ship episode ; but after writing a few
pages he became discontented, and laid them aside. But
Mr. Blackwood, the publisher, happened to ask him for a
story, and " it was only then that I perceived that the

pilgrim-ship episode was a good starting point for a free

and wandering tale." A great many of his readers, we
thing, will say that this statement explains a great deal :

it explains that difficult break in the narrative—that the

second part of the book does not develop satisfactorily out
of the first. The adventures of Patusan are not quite on
a level with the rest. As in The Nigger of the " Narcis-
sus " the author interprets poetically the mysteries of the

savage mind and the strange glamour of tropical lands and
seas. The Shadow-Lane is a Far-Eastern story of a
haunted ship, and might be fitly described as a prose
counterpart of The Ancient Mariner, though it owes nothing
except a hint of atmosphere to that immortal poem.
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Chance (1914) is a tragedy sailing perilously close to the

melo-dramatic. It startles one by its amazing truth and
by the intimate knowledge of the human heart. By no
means his first book, it caught the attention and admiration

of that wider audience who had remained indifferent to the

force and beauty of his earlier works. In Youth Mr.
Conrad delights in showing people removed from the

restraints and props of civilisation, and we have an

account of the glamour which attaches to a boy's first

adventure in the East. The hero, proud in his youth, takes

up the challenge of the East and we get a tale of strength,

of romance, of character. We have here a convincing

study of a soul in the graphic scenes that go to make up
the elemental forces in man, away from civilisation. Youth
itself is a lyric of the joys of youth, and may wrell be ranked
among the dozen finest short stories in the world. From
the market-place of practical idealism it stands apart.

Mr. Conrad is at his happiest in The Mirror of the Sea :

the book is a remarkable gallery of portraits held in per-

fect restraint; if it does not always win our assent it never
fails to gain our interest. The Secret Agent (1906) is a

new kind of detective novel. It tells of a spy who
masquerades as an anarchist, and contains some subtle

portraits of the kind of minds that dabble in anarchy and
nihilism. In these stories he gives us the most complete
and perfect expression of one side of his genius—the side

that developed first and was most directly connected with
his own experience. It has an extraordinary freshness and
romance. His characters are exposed far more to the

forces of sea and forest, storm and shipwreck, than to the

influence of other human beings. And these great powers,
working in their large and inscrutable fashion, bring into

action those qualities in mankind which always seem most
dear to Mr. Conrad's heart—courage, fidelity, magnanimity
in the face of suffering. A great part of his literary

strength lies in the fact that he always writes "of the little

things he knows about"; and can only speak of his

characters in the tone that we speak of lives that have an
existence independent of our own. A lift of the curtain,

and you are in some Europeanized part of the East, or not
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far from that shallow and dangerous puddle to which
used to be given the grandoise name of German Ocean.
But Mr. Conrad's public is an esoteric one and it may be

trusted to work patiently to the heart of his idea. If one
temperament interprets that idea differently from another,

that is only the common experience of every work of art

—

iridescent with many colours from various points of view.
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FRANCIS THOMPSON: A PASTEL

As we look back at the works of the great figures of the

past it will sometimes give us a strange, and most painful

shock if we realise how very few of them can be still said to

live. A variety of interests may lead us to inquire into the

circumstances relating to the person whose doings we wish

to understand. But it is not often that this enquiry is

facilitated by an equal amount of biographical incidents, or

rewarded by a number of suggestive details.

Difficult as it is to appreciate at its true value

contemporary endeavour—distance alone enables one to view

things in the right perspective—very few of those for

whom Francis Thompson possesses an appeal will deny to

him the title of genius or the adjective " great." The
phrase " those for whom the poet possesses an appeal " is

used advisedly, for there is no middle course with Thompson
as there is none with Meredith. One must either possess

the talisman that admits to his magnificence or stay outside.

For many his magnificence is overpowering, his artistry,

his involution, his inversion, his conceits, all act rather as

irritants than attractions. But those who can follow him
up the heights, he rewards with wonderful gifts of sheer

beauty and grandeur.
When Francis Thompson was living and writing, an

understanding few valued and treasured the pure gems of

poetry with which he was so lavish, but of the fact that a
great force was working quietly in their midst the general
reading public was unaware. Then came the merciful
death, the finale of a life crowned rather with the thorn
than with the laurel, and lo ! came the discovery that a

398
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poet in the direct line of English poetry had passed away.

The sudden vogue of Francis Thompson is one of the

curiosities of literature. Singing for some ten years to an

audience few and fit, he then fell almost silent, and for

another ten years produced nothing but occasional criticism,

not always of much value. He wound up with his Life

of St. Ignatius Loyola, a. characteristic work of Pegasus

in harness. Then the inexplicable thing happened. The
English people discovered that there had been a prophet

among them, a Popish prophet and therefore suspect, but

a prophet, who had written—there was no telling when

—

one of the imperishable masterpieces of prophetic song. All

the world was clamouring for a copy of the Hound of

Heaven, and no self-respecting preacher could go for a

month without quoting from it.

Mr. G. K. Chesterton in his brilliant study of Victorian

Literature said that the spirit of it might well be described

by saying that Francis Thompson stood outside it.

Knowledge and appreciation of Thompson have widened
during the last few years, but the present age is

still unspiritual and antagonistic to the supernatural.

Thompson's genius shed a new glory on Catholicism, and
it should therefore be a duty as well as a delight for

Catholics in particular to try to increase the fame and in-

fluence of the poet who sang :

" the songs of Sion
By the streams of Babylon."

There is no middle way of love with him, even as there

in no middle way of love with Blake—whose Songs of
Innocence was found in his pocket, together with
/Eschylus, when a timely hand was stretched to him adrift

in the whirlpools of a cruel great city. And, indeed, the
heart of the difference is deeper still.

One can imagine what would have been Francis
Thompson's scornful amusement of sudden popularity had
this happened before his death. Now—well, perhaps he is

not too wise for scorn. While still capable of it, this

i>vowed disciple of De Qunicey—not in one thing only

—

was entirely without De Quincy's itch for notoriety. The
little Opium-Eater was also scornful, but he demanded the
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very attention that he scorned. What Francis Thompson
cared for was the attention of his friends. That he had

;

and when they lost his presence, they suddenly found

themselves called upon to share the memory of him with an

army of discoverers. And one has not read Thompson
rightly unless the memory of what he wrote cornes with a

.strong' and tender impulsion to fill the whole of life, its

thoughts, its efforts, and its desires, with the lilies of white-

ness and of wisdom.
The setting of the sun, which moved him more deeply

than any other sight of Nature, is the true symbol of

Thompson's life and poetry. The solemnity of evening

invests all his utterance, but it is the solemnity of the sunset

sky. His art in words is to be matched with Turner's.

The poet, too, is a painter of skies, a sublime colourist.

And as the sunset g-athers up in a final pageant the day's

light and glory, so Thompson reveals in his verse the

infinite beauties of poetic utterance in the past. His sensi-

tive ear has caught the tloating harmonies of every age of

song. He is most often compared with Crashaw, Herbert,

and others of their group. But if he is of the old school of

Donne he is also of the school of Shakespeare, he is the

disciple of Milton, the familiar of Pope and Dryden, in

sympathy with the Lake poets, and a companion spirit with
Shelley and Keats. The poet nearest to his own time with
whom he has affinity is Coventry Patmore, and the direct

inspiration which, we are told, he owed to the verse of

Mrs. Meynell, is clearly discernable. Nor are his deriva-

tives all of one civilisation, for Greek and Latin poets live

in his diction. Withal, Thompson has the original authentic

note of the great singer. In their poignancy his poems are

the expression of his own life. Phoenix-like, they sprang
from the ashes of his youth. To him more than of most
poets the too-familiar lines may be applied :

" Most wretched men
Are cradled into poetry by wrong.
They learn in suffering what they teach in song."

It is easy to liken Francis Thompson's poetry to a
cathedral. His frequent employment of dogmatical and
liturgical figures makes such a reference unavoidable. Yet
at the heart of it there is a similarity that is not quite so
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obvious, that has part of the same paradox even. For the

zeal which built the cathedral at Milan was yet the same
zeal as drove St. Francis to the ways of discipline. The
two not only co-existed, they were part and lot of the same
inspiration. So it was with Thompson. If he was content,

nay, glad, that pain should prune his spirit, it did not

follow that the towering- wildness of his verse should be

pruned in the same process. If he could bring- the light of

earth to a narrow focus in his own disciplined soul, it could

then widen as broadly as it would on the further side in

the spiritual realm.

Some are so dazzled and deafened and thrilled by the

thronging pictures, the organ-blasts, the flute-notes, that

they do not perceive the sadness and terror and glory of

what is sung. Perhaps if our hearing and seeing were
sharpened to notice one or two particulars of lesser impor-
tance, we might be less likely to content ourselves with a
vague and profitless wonder at the magnificence of his

imagination and language ; the wonder has its place, and
will be increased when we perceive how that magnificence
enhances or conflicts with a tremendous or austere burden.
All through his few volumes appears the poet's own
perception that his days are consumed and gone up in the

smoke of sacrifice. But by some alchemy of the spirit his

loss and misery were converted into the ethereal substance
of Art, and out of his poverty he enriched humanity. It is

a fact of life and poetry that may give Eugenists pause.

For the many, for that large audience which has neither

the scholarship nor the taste to hear the music of " a poet's

poet," Thompson will live chiefly as a voice religious. He
has, indeed, wrapped most of his utterance in diction which
sets it apart from the narrower range of appreciation. The
language of Milton is not further removed than Thompson's
from the common speech of this day. In all but a few
ballads and lyrics of almost Wordsworthian simplicity,

Thompson adheres to his chosen vocabulary, the vocabulary
of a man whose Muse was nursed by a bygone literature.

He uses words archaic, words obsolete, words coined from
classical mints, and phrase-words of a rich invention—

a

vocabulary of which poets have the heritage and privilege,
but such as passes slowly into the wider currency. And

2 c
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yet, in his highest expression of emotion, in the perfection of

his form, this wealth of borrowed ornament is no veil

between his thought and common understanding. His

jewelled verse is like some old poem in stone, a Gothic

temple, the secret of whose material loveliness is lost, but

whose enshrined appeal to the springs of human feeling is

instant and unchanging.

To use a metaphor, Francis Thompson's life resembles

a telescope ; his life interest was focussed to a very small

compass, but his vision was prolonged to an almost

incredible extent. It is written : "Blessed is the people who
know its prophets before they die," yet mutatis mutandis

the poet had a deep gratitude for the past, a love for the

present, and faith in the future. Thompson was not left

without the praise of those from whom it was worth having.

On his coffin lay roses from Meredith's garden, with the

testimony of the aged Titan, " A true poet, one of the small

band." Previously Coventry Patmore heaped praise upon
the work in the Fortnightly, H. D. Traill in the Nineteenth

Century, while Arthur Symons followed suit in the Saturday

Review with the much quoted critique :
" Other poets have

deeper things to say, and a more flawless beauty ; others

have put more heart into their song; but no one has been

a torch waved with so fitful a splendour over the gulfs of

our darkness." A torch! But let it be remembered that

if a man has written one fine poem it is best to forget that

he has written five hundred failures. There is a sense in

which complete editions are the unkindest service that can be
rendered to poets.

In the less electic space of a collected edition it is now
possible to see the truth of this more clearly in Thompson's
own work. If in the Ode to the Setting Sun his diction is

somewhat feverish, as though the writer were not sure of

expressing adequately the thing that he saw, or sought
rather than affirmed it, the poem is yet saturated with his

vision, and so, however one ranks it, it is stamped with his

idiom; whereas in Of Nature: Laud and Plaint the

vision is gone; the poet feels his way through the poem
along the lines of cogitation and loses his title to poet
thereby. That the cogitation itself should be none too
satisfactory is only a small part of the trouble. The cogitation
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would have come right, or would not have mattered if, as

was his wont, the poet had been content to see steadily.

His simplicity allied to exquisite art finds hardly more
delicately beautiful expression than in the poem To a

SnoivjJake, which poem is, however, run very closely by

the beautiful Field Flovver.

The Catholic has already been presented with one of the

keys of his work, for his was essentially Catholic vision,

and much of the high mystical beauty of his work is due

to the Catholic basis on which it rests and to the analogies

within it, draw from Catholic faith and ceremonial. Others

—many others—outside die faith have happily been enabled

to climb with him, and have testified to the greatness of the

man who was their guide.

In the highest sense all poets are religious in the precise

degree of their poetry; and in that affirmation Francis

Thompson enrolled himself of their number. The fact that

he sang his songs from the cave that so generously and
nobly found him shelter when he was like to be destroyed

in die storms without has not altogether served him well.

Some have disparaged him as the poet of a circle ; others

have thought of him as a " religious poet," meaning some-
thing between a poet proper and a hymn-writer. Whereas
he was altogether of the wider company, having his place

in the highway of the poets, with a fame that will increase

when many more notable names have diminished in glory.

So, from those who share in this belief, a knowledge of

Thompson comes weighted with moral and spiritual obliga-

tion beyond the duty which gratitude should hasten to fulfil

of heightening his fame and of doing everyUiing possible to

ensure for posterity the mighty heritage of his work.
Catholic lovers of Thompson should show the sincerity of

their appreciation by reflecting in their lives the starry

splendour of his message. In the Motto and Invocation
to the prose volume, after a request for saints' assistance,

comes this perfect little prayer :

" Last and first, O Queen Mary,
Of thy white Immaculacy.
If my work may profit aught
Fill with lilies every thought !

I surmise
What is white will then be wise !

"
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And what can be said of the Hound of Heaven that

could add anything to the tributes that acclaimed it upon its

first publication? Critics and poets—Coventry Patmore

one of the latter—artists, Burne-Jones among others

—

hailed it with surprising- unanimity, as the greatest religious

poem in the language. The magnificence of its diction, the

daring of its conception, its almost bewildering intricacy of

ornament—sometimes, it must be confessed, perilously near

to pulling down the structure—must place it on a plane by

itself. In its poetic value the Hound of Heaven must
be ranked as one of the treasures of English literature, and

its human value will, perhaps, seem yet greater when the

full story of Thompson's life is given to the world. The
Hound of Heaven and New Year's Chimes are as

sure of their life as anything that has been written since

Shelley sang—are not only great things in themselves, but

are full of that incommensurable quality that marks the

highest.

Thompson also wrote a Life of St. Ignatius, and a series

of essays of which the greatest is on Shelley. It comes in

its exquisite imagery as near to poetry as ever prose may.
Health and Holiness is an article not solely of spiritual

intention but of practical good sense. The sensitiveness of

Thompson's literary ear is curiously illustrated in A
Renegade Poet on a Poet. To read a few lines is to be

instantly reminded of Robert Louis Stevenson, and pre-

sently it is discovered that the essay was prompted by one

of Stevenson's. Indeed, says Thompson of that haunting

stylist, " I cannot get him out of my head." Thompson's
essays are precious as criticisms of life and literature, and
they must be read with the poem for a full interpretation of

the author. They exhibit the sanity of his genius, his

equability, and own, though rarely, as might be expected,

traces of the Stevensonian humour.
Few of his writings were written so much con amove as

the essay on Shelley; it is an Apologie for Poesie, an
apology for Shelley, an apologia pro vita sua. Shelley's

sins, which were many,, are to be extenuated because he
was always a child. Something of romance clings about
this essay. Written in the first days of Thompson's rescue
from the " nightmare time," it was sent to the Dublin
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Review, to be declined as scarcely suited to so definitely

ecclesiastical a magazine : found among- his papers after

the writer's death years later, it was submitted again to the

same Dublin Review, and, being printed, it sent that staid

quarterly for the first time to a second edition. The late Mr.

George Wyndham hailed the essay as " the most

important contribution to pure Letters written in English

during the last twenty years."

Little need now be said about this essay, with its power-

ful plea for poetry in general and its tender justification of

Shelley in particular as " a straying spirit of light." It

revealed to Christian readers a non-Christian poet in a new
apd more gracious setting; no less did it reveal Thompson's
own close poetic kinship with the author of The Cloud.

"Remember me, poor Thief of Song!" So Francis

Thompson prayed to his beloved Queen of Heaven, and the

echoes of that heart-cry, so poignant in its dear simplicity,

should fall as a personal message on the ears of all who
call themselves Catholics and children of their Mother-
Queen. "Remember me!" The remembrance which
should spring in response to that plea should mean more
than prayer or more than mere joy in the magnificence of

the song which the poet stole from the Muses to offer unto
God. Thompson essayed to bring the modern unbelieving
world back to Faith and spirituality : he made all things of
earthly knowledge and sight flash back even to blinded eyes
a revelation of Divine governance and Divine love.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF HENRI BERGSON

There is no doubt that whatever may be the ultimate ver-

dict of philosophic criticism of Henri Berg-son's system, it is

safe to predict that no future student of philosophy will fail

to place him among- the small band of genuine leaders and
originators of metaphysical speculation. The enthusiasm

he has g-athered around him is due mainly to the book
L'Evolution Creatrice (1908). Here he presented a theory

of life and intellect with a charming simplicity of style and

a wealth of illustration that made the reader forget he is

studying abstract metaphysical problems. His philosophy

is sometimes described as a new idealism, but in truth it

is neither idealism nor realism in the commonly accepted

meaning of these terms.

Of the writings of earlier philosophers, those of

Schopenhauer, Fichte, and Ravaisson seem, though not

ostensibly, to have had the greatest influence in turning

Professor Bergson's views in the direction most characteris-

tic of them ; but too much emphasis should not be laid on
this fact. The way in which M. Bergson develops his

system is entirely original and peculiar to himself. The
method he employs—the method of intuition—is entirely

new. Like most philosophers, he starts out from the

individual consciousness. Here he finds that the most
characteristic objection raised to " intellectualism " is that

its inevitable final outcome is scepticism. To avoid such

seeptism, the theory of pragmatism has been proposed.

According rx> pragmatism the criterion of truth is a practical

one. In fact, we make truth in the very process of verify-

ing the possibilities of our activity, in the pursuit of the

practical needs of our existence. As against this view, it

406
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must be said that, whether or not it avoids scepticism, it

fails utterly to give intellectual satisfaction.

The first problem with which Berg-son sought to deal

was Free Will. One may say, putting it roughly, that the

obstacle which he sought to remove, there, was space.

Criticism of the idea of space is one of Bergson's most
significant undertakings. He is afraid of it, as well as

mathematics, of necessity, of eternity, of the intellect, of the

possible discoveries of science, and of death. We do not

need to attempt to settle what space is, i.e., the actual space

which stretches out before us as we look, and in which we
see objects side by side. We are concerned here only with

Bergson's idea of it; and he understands it in a very wide

and interesting sense. For him to be side by side is to be

in space. Wherever things appear side by side, there,

space appears. And his great thesis is that we often see

things thus when they are not really so. In particular we
sometimes see our own experiences side by side when we
are meditating on our past life.

Within the individual mind itself there is, according to

M. Bergson, a two-fold tendency; one towards spirituality,

in which the mutual interpenetration of mental processes

would be complete ; the other towards materiality and
spatiality, where the interpenetration is at a minimum and
the states are really states external, or almost external, to

one another.

The problem of the freedom of the will has been made
insoluble by a confusion of these two kinds of time. Deter-

minists and libertarians alike replace duration or real time

by spatialized time. Both loosen the solidarity of the past

with the present; both over-emphasise the distinction of the

motive and the man himself, the will and the deed. Con-
duct, so far as spiritual, cannot be predicted because it

involves from moment to moment real creation.

William James defines metaphysics as "an unusually

obstinate attempt to think clearly." It is unfortunate that

the attempt should so often be couched in words whose
significance is unusually opaque. The psychologist must
always find the greatest difficulty in drawing any hard and
fast line between imagination and thought.

One of Professor Berp-son's most valuable contributions
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to scientific psychology is his distinction of pure memory
from rote memory, which he identifies with habit. In

learning a lesson by heart, we build up a motor mechanism

having all the marks of a habit.

The Bergsonian metaphysics, like every other successful

metaphysics, shrouds its natural absurdities beneath an

inscrutable obscurity of language. As Lewes said :

" Because their thought is so> muddy that they cannot see

its shallow bottom, they fancy they are profound." Kant
defined " self " as an " original transcendental synthetic

unity of apperception."

In Matter and Memory, the most psychological of M.
Bergson's works—indeed, it may be looked upon as

a text-book of General Psychology, written from an original

standpoint and showing due regard to the intimate relation

which exists between psychological analysis and explanation,

and philosophical first principles, and there is little doubt

that it will exercise a considerable influence upon the nature

of future text-books on the subject,—Professor Bergson

admits that he is a dualist, but claims that his view is

neither realistic nor idealistic. Realism and idealism stand

alike condemned because they alike regard the individual

brain, or a special portion of it, as the source in one way
or another, of our representation of the entire universe.

They make the psycho-physical problem absolutely

insoluble.

A second reason is the real ambiguity of the present

position of the idealistic philosophy itself and the suspicion

that M. Bergson shares with many, that vital interests of

the human spirit have been placed in jeopardy by some of

its recent developments. Idealism stands or falls with the

doctrine that while the whole of reality is never present in

knowledge, knowledge always pre-supposes that there is

a whole which gives significance to the parts. That there

is a pluralistic side to Professor Bergson's philosophy has
been already admitted to the full. He is the champion of

process. He carries on an incessant war against the con-

ception of a "bloc universe." His very difference with
ordinary dualism and its doctrine of independent things »s

made the basis of a new form of pluralism. " There are no
things," he says, " but only actions." If all is thus move-
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ment " incessant life, action, liberty," what room is there

for the fixed thoug-hts and purposes that theists attribute to

the Creator, or for the all-embracing and therefore all-

limiting absolute of the pantheist? Pluralistic, too, is his

conception of the two currents within the creative movement.

What we can study in the highest Philosophy must really

be as limited as that which we can study in the highest

Science. Data there must be, boundaries and terminology

there must be, to make things tractable or ideas expressible.

The data of one branch of science are sometimes the objects

scrutinised by another. The data of the biologist are Cells

and Nuclei and Protoplasm. The data of Chemistry are

Atoms and Molecules ?nd Forces of Affinity. The data of

Physics are Matter an Energy, Ether and Motion. The
data of Philosophy are opace and Time, Mind and Matter,

Life and Consciousness.

Bergson believes that matter and consciousness have a

common origin ; that the whole of the evolution of life is

an effort of the creative force " to arrive by traversing

matter at something which is only realised in man."
Adaptation to environment cannot be an end in itself.

In Bergson 's view the intellect is a nucleus formed by a

contraction or narrowing of the power of consciousness,

and around it is a fringe of a more comprehensive
consciousness. It is in the possession of this fringe that

the power of intuition lies. The intellect has been con-

structed by the life movement to serve the practical purpose
of directing the activities of the living beings possessed of

it. Instinct is to be regarded as a form of knowledge, and
is identical with intuition. It may be unconscious know-
ledge, and is indeed a knowledge acted rather than felt.

Intelligence, on the other hand, is a knowledge of relations.

If philosophers were straightforward men of science,

adding each his mite to the general store of knowledge,
they would all substantially agree, and while they might
make interesting discussions, they would not herald each
his new transformation of the whole universe. But philo-

sophers are either revolutionists or apologists, and some
of them, like M. Bergson, are revolutionists in the interests

of apologists.

The value of the great philosophies of the past resides in
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their intuition. The play of dialectie, though useful and
even necessary to test this intuition, is of subordinate value

and importance. The one and only " method " of philosophy

is the method of intuition. The philosopher is he who
starts life with a special endowment of this faculty of

insight and develops it still further by practice and attention

to the facts of inner and outer experience. Intuition comes
to one but seldom, and then only in brief flashes. The
" practical " man ignores it even when it does come, and
can find no use for it in his intellectual constructions and
beliefs.

the process of evolution in some of its many possible

forms cannot be limited to our portion of time and space
alone ; it may have gone through many phases in its majestic

transformations, and may have achieved unknown and
inconceivable results. Life is creative evolution. Evolution,

as we study it in the records of the history that it has left

and in the variety of the modes in which it is manifested,

appears as a succession of forms. Types and species seen!

to endure for a time and then to* give place to other types

and species. But there is no real halting ; evolution is a

continual change. Life is not static—something now that

once was something different—a past left behind and a
future spread out in front; it is a single continuous move-
ment, carrying all its past with it and pressing forward
into a future which it is for ever creating.

Like Mr. Balfoiir, M. Bergson demolishes the dogmatism
of science. But he goes much further : he maintains that

the method of science—in the last resort the method of

measurements, of mathematical proof— is applicable only to

inorganic matter, and is wholly unfit to cope with the rich

complex of organic life. Instead of the barren category of

Time he substitutes in the organic wrorld the category of

Duration, bound up with the creative consciousness—" no
abstract emptiness filled up by successive happenings," but
itself " an agent in that continuous process of creation

which is life."

Let it be granted at once that Bergson is one of those

thinkers who have the appearance of originality, and w7ho
depend least on criticism. The absence of footnotes and
references from his page is not merely a concession to a
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new taste in books; still less is it an attempt to veil his

debts. A future commentator may be able to supply the

defect, but the connections of thought detected by him

will probably be more ingenious than convincing.

We hold, then, that Bergson gives the inquiring mind a

fundamentally pessimistic lead, when he offers refuge from

the mathematical version of the world in an intuition out of

which " space " or externality has been driven. It is the

fate and the glory of human life to be a restless search for

rest. If the distinction between the self and the real which

it would find is obliterated, then it is the rest of annihila-

tion that we are all after, and this is pessimism.

Professor Bergson's system of psychology stands or falls

with his theory of "pure perception." He explains per-

ception and actualised memory in terms of useful response

to external stimulation. He evades a serious initial difficulty

by identifying external matter with " images," themselves

akin to consciousness. Intellectual operations, so far as

he refers to them at all, are described throughout after the

manner of mechanical processes. He ignores the problem

of " judgment " altogether. Nevetheless, his incomplete

system is compact of views shewing most profound insight

into the difficulties of psychology.

M. Bergson's relation to neo-Kantianism in general ought
not to be difficult to determine. Kant, it is commonly
agreed, represents a fixed point in the philosophical heavens

from which latitudes and longitudes may be taken. We
live in an age which has witnessed the triumphant progress

of physical science. The scientific conception of the universe

has entirely displaced the more or less religious con-

ception which formed the intellectual environment of the

past. Philosophy has generally been either in conflict with,

or has given its support to, the religious conceptions that

have seemed to furnish an explanation of human life and

duty. To-day the main interest of philosophy has passed

away from moral and religious considerations, and centres

round the problems which the great progress of physical

science has forced to the front.

Philosophy, M. Bergson tells us, is no mere passive sub-

mission, as in sense perception; rather it is something
"essentially active, almost violent." Its type is found in
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the infinitesimal calculus of mathematics which springs just

from the necessity to substitute movement for rest—some-

thing- in making- (se jaisant) for something already made
{tout fait).

It may be said with some truth that every new departure

in philosophy is an attempt to get away from abstractions.

As the new school settles down to its scholastic form its

own thought becomes abstract. The living and eternal

archetypes of Plato become barren ideas ; the eager search

after truth, the fierce testing of falsehood, which Socrates

urged, degenerated into the dry scepticism of the Academy
;

the common-sense categories of Aristotle, from being a

rough and useful analysis of working thought, become the

apparatus of formal logic.

On two fundamental points, then, the philosophy of

Bergson is characteristically distinguished from more
familiar systems of metaphysics. First, so far as reality

is concerned, there is insistence on the fundamental char-

acter of time. Time is not a merely quantitative

and external relation of a reality that is essentially timeless.

It is a quality of reality in the profoundest sense of that

term. And, secondly, so far as knowledge is concerned,

there is insistence that the intellect is neither supreme nor

absolute, nor the only form of knowledge. Intuition is not

comparable with the intellect as regards the nature and
extent of the knowledge that it puts at our command. Our
practical knowledge is entirely intellectual.

Can there be a new philosophy? Is not all philosophy
the fruit of continuous thinking, perpetual correction of

thought? There can be new departures in philosophy, but
they have usually started with criticism, and criticism is

dependent on what is criticised, presumes the existence of

a tradition. The Socratic teaching was as new as anything
of the kind could be; and it is fundamentally critical of

old philosophies. Aristotle began with criticism of the
Socratics. Locke is a starting point, but he entered on
philosophy as a critic of Descartes. Kant is a starting
point, but his beginning is a reduction to nihilism of Hume's
development of Locke. Hegel would have denied nothing
more strenuously than his independence of predecessors;
antinomy was the essence of his system.
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If M. Bergon's theory of knowledge be accepted, an

important consequence follows in regard to the relation

between philosophy and physical science. Philosophy

acquires an independent position with a sphere peculiarly

its own. It no longer stands outside the sciences, classify-

ing them, criticising their concepts, and showing their

limitations; it reveals a reality beyond their range, and,

from the standpoint of that reality, it traces the genesis of

the intellectual view of the universe of which physical

science is the perfect expression.

M. Bergson has at least one great claim to respect. He
has rescued philosophy from the deadly seclusion of the

schools and made it interesting to the wayfaring man.
Not only have his writings a charming style, but they have
the great advantage of being constantly in touch with

concrete facts ; even though he avows the ambition to

reconcile service with philosophy. The results to which
this attempt leads him are very different from those of the

materialistic school. The vast motive of his thought is the

emphasis on the reality of change and on the creation of

the new. From the camp of absolute idealism there has
naturally arisen a strong protest concerning the former con-

tention. According to the tradition of Plato and Spinoza,

Reality as a whole does not change. But to a mind such as

Bergson's there is something mechanical in the conception

of a "block universe," and in this he has much affinity with
William James.
Many of his doctrines do not profess to 1 be rigidly demon-

strated. Rather they are thrown out in a way of hypothesis.

Often, indeed, he offers no more substantiation of his

theory than some such phrase as " the more we think of it,

the more we are driven to suppose." But Bergson's work,
as a whole, must be estimated by the comprehensiveness and
depth of his ruling conceptions.

Here we must quote a few eulogies. M. Edouard le Roy
considers that " the evolution produced by M. Bergson is

as important as that of Kant, or even as that of Socrates."
To M. Ren6 Gillouin he is " the only first-rate philosopher
whom France has produced since Descartes, or Europe
since Kant." M. Georges Sorel recognises in him the
thinker who serves to interpret and complete Karl Marx, and
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who, in consequence, holds in his brain the solution of the

modern social problem. Others praise him as an author,

a prose poet, and also, above all, as a writer on aesthetics

and metaphysics. Europe has had " no greater meta-
physician since Hegel, nor France since Malebranche. As
one of his disciples says, " There is, perhaps, no philosophy

which appears to the superficial reader more open and easy

of access, and there is certainly none more baffling and
difficult to grasp." Not only would a long article be

necessary to give a just appreciation of the Bergsonian
conception of the idea of time, and the demonstration that,

scientifically, time does not last, but it would also be

impossible without much amplification to explain the role

in consciousness which M. Bergson attributes to intuition,

the difference which he establishes between intuition

and intelligence, and at the some time the intellectual

aspect which he maintains in his theory of consciousness;

as he says in his very pictorial style, " Intelligence is the

luminous nucleus formed by means of condensation at the

expense of that fringe of confused images which constitutes

the domain of intuition."
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AN EASTERN SEER: RABINDRANATH TAGORE

There is much, no doubt, we English must miss—the

trains of association which this or that word or image

touches off in a Bengali reader. On the other hand, it

may be there are certain qualities and values which escape

the native and strike the foreigner. One may remember
Mrs. Meynell's paradox, that only a foreigner rightly appre-

ciates a language. It is the same sense in which a

man may be better known by his neighbour than by him-

self. A man, of course, can take completer stock of the

contents of his soul than anyone else can, but another

person may have a truer appreciation of his distinctive

quality—the quality shown, for instance, in his unconscious
gestures. So, too, in the case of national qualities, it is

the people of other nations who often perceive them best.

Before the name of Rabindranath Tagore had become
known in Europe, the Indian poet wrote down for his own
countrymen in Bengali reminiscences of his boyhood—spon-
taneous, unaffectedly natural talk such as a man might
indulge in amongst friends whom he might trust to take
an interest in the things which had affected him as a child
and young man. A Bengali, speaking to Bengalis, might
count on a great mass of common associations to give
meaning to incidents, to the impressions got from the
familiar Indian environment—sky and earth and trees and
rivers and men and women, as they are beyond the Hima-
layas—which they could hardly have for anyone whose
early associations had been formed in quite an&ther world.

4i5
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Of the original Bengali, one cannot, of course, speak until

one knows that language, but for the Englishman, at least,

even they cannot surpass in interest the English prose

translation by the author.

Between the period when a man begins to be talked about,

and when his name begins to be representative of his ideas,

the general public have a sort of shame at having been so

blind ; and in their enthusiasm they desire to make up for

their lack of knowledge, so the broad facts about Sir

Rabindranath are, that he is a native of Bengal, belonging to

a very wealthy Brahmin family much addicted to the arts,

is the son of the Maharshi (or Saint), Devendranath who
founded the reformed church known as the Brahmo Samaj,
and himself enjoys a wide popular reputation in India, not

only as poet, but also' as a religious teacher—all this is well

known. Tagore was married at the age of twenty-three, and
for the seventeen years following his marriage managed
the family estates at Shilaida on the banks of the Ganges,
in far Bengal, a place which bears the name " Abode of

Peace." There the man, whom London knew as a quietly

observant stranger, a figure dignified and long-bearded, more
like the ancient sages of Greece, as the monuments show
them, than anything we know in the modern world, still

presides over his little company of white-robed boys and
makes new songs for them to sing in the shadow of the

garden trees or first light of an Indian dawn. It is not a
difficult matter for a few thousand persons in a population

of two hundred and fifty millions to wash their hands of

material care, to be superior to the claims of the finite, and
to live a Tolstoyan life oblivious of earthly ties.

Yet Tagore has a great reputation in his own country,

too; and we should like to- believe that this is based not on
his Tupperian poems, but on his short stories. " Hungry
Stones " is the most welcome of surprises. The stories

have a humour, a tenderness, a love for individual human
nature, which we have not found in Tagore's other work.
There is none of the self-hypnotism which is so disagree-

able a feature of the modern mystical schools. The beauti-

ful tale "Vision," telling the tragedy of a blind wife, is

of astonishing beauty and zest. It is not comparable with the

great short stories of the world. It reminds one of the
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lesser masters, as Daudet; though there is a greater

humanity in this story of Tagore's, a humanity which in

another story, Living or Dead, almost reaches the height

of Hawthorne.
Sir Rabindranath is an idealist of the highest order, and

it is an inseparable accident of his idealism that it should

be rather theoretic than practical. None the less, there is

much in his arguments to compel attention, and engage the

sympathy of the Western world ; and no reader of his

eloquent pages is likely to be insensible to their deep

spiritual fervour, and their impregnable sincerity.

We admire him greatly, as an artist to whose voice the

world listens, and as one who is already bringing to his

fellow-countrymen, as none but a great poet can do, the

seed of certain ideas on which Western life is founded, and
which Eastern life has on the whole overlooked. It is the

mark of a great poet that he should speak with a language
all his own, appealing to the men of his own land by the

familiarity of the images he uses, and to the men of every

land by the indubitable truth and beauty of what he says.

It is because he is nearer to ourselves than other Indian

poets are that he has so deeply touched us, and we
have the right to say that, if he is nearer to us, it is

because he has, by conscious and unconscious processes,

assimilated something of our standards and of the spirit of

our literature.

Without attempting to balance the Christian mystics

against those of Islam, of Hinduism, or of Buddhism, we
would say that no Eastern has written anything which can

compare with the non-Christian mysticism of "A. E.," or

the semi-Christian mysticism of William Blake ; still while

Blake's mysticism is left to students, and while "A. E.'s
"

mysticism is comparatively ignored, Tagore's volumes sell

more and more. The explanation may seem paradoxical

;

but it is, to our mind, simply because Tagore is so much
more " Western," so much more modern than the authentic

mystics. Gitanjali was popular, as its successor Fruit

Gathering will no doubt be popular, not because it is

unusual, but because of its serene commonplace. In them
there is an odd change of atmosphere, a daring use of

Christian suggestion and allusiveness.

2 D
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The expanding- sentiment of some of the poems grows

even through the medium of prose, as the following quota-

tion from The Gardener will show :

Why did the lamp go out?

I shaded it with my cloak

to save it from the wind ;
that

is why the lamp went out.

Why did the flower fade?

I pressed it to my heart

with anxious love ; that is why
the flower faded.

Why did the stream dry up?
I put a dam across it to have

it for my use ; that is why the

stream dried up.

Why did the harp-string break?
I tried to force a note

that was beyond its power ; that

is why the harp-string is broken.

The little gnomic pieces in " Stray Birds " will illustrate

the author's quiet and essentially unoriginal philosophy.
" Do not seat your love upon a precipice because it is high."
" I cannot choose the best; the best chooses me." " Do
not blame your food because you have no appetite."
" God's great power is in the gentle breeze, not in the

storm."
From these few extracts it is shown that the writer is

emphatically a lyrical and not a dramatic poet. His lyrical

gifts are greatest when most sublimated. They are flowers

as fresh as sunrise.

The period of family life and estate management, the
" Shilaida " period, produced The Gardener (the first to be

written of the poems hitherto translated) and a number of

prose tales. It was preceded by the " Calcutta " period,

when " aerial phantasms and drowsy enchantments,
memories of days of fancy and fire, ghostly visitings and
flashes of Maenad-like inspiration," came " floating to

the poet's soul," winning- for him a comparison with Keats,
and enabling him to lift Bengali poetry " to the height of

necromanticism." It was followed by the period of

mature practical activity and contemplative study which
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saw the foundation of India's first public school, the Shanti

Niketan or Abode of Peace, and the composition of the

Gitanjali.

CIntra is one of Tagore's early works. Based upon a

story in the Mahabharanta of the love of the hero, Ayuna,
for the king's only child, the baby Chitragada, whom her

father has made his heir and brought up as a son. Yet, no
sooner has Chitra subdued her lover than she is filled with

a little heart searching at the thought that it is to be the

adventitious and illusory in her, not to her' true self, that

he has been drawn. Through a skilfully manoeuvred
situation, the drama presents, in universal form, the old

question whether it is not merely the fleeting inessential

bloom before which the soul in romantic love bows down,
and whether it can be the destiny of woman to typify for

man that beauty of passing affection and nothing more.

In addition to its symbolical suggestions it is the work of

a poet and a worshipper of beauty. The author has here

worked out a reconciliation perhaps impossible outside the

sphere of Hindu thought, but shimmering in the many
coloured haze of poetry.

The King of the Dark Chamber suffers chiefly from the

fact that almost before we have begun to< read we have
divined the meaning of the chief symbols, and that the

action never unrolls rapidly enough to anticipate our inter-

pretation of the subsidiary ones. The Dark Chamber is

man's soul, and it is dark because the King is invisible.

It is not a play which could well be acted, not merely
because the King remains invisible, but because the flitting

to and fro of a number of characters seem to be governed
by no dramatic, but by a loftier sense. What particularly

attracts one in this work are the incidental songs, especially

the one beginning :

" 1 am waiting with all my life in the hope of losing everything."

We feel that we have been reading and moving in worlds
not realised, and communing with great if mysterious
persons. In this as in his other works, notably in The
Post Office, the symbolic ideas do not obtrude and assume
inappropriate definiteness but leave room for the human
interests.
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It is natural to think of Tagore for the abiding appeal of

his writings in their beauty and form, and the glamour of

personal temperament which pervades them. The form is

poetic, the language that of mysticism. It chills the mind,

breaks in upon its dream as sharply as might the whispered

warnings of a verger politely informing us that visitors are

not permitted in the sanctuary. Mere good taste and fine

feeling tread never more delicately than when confronted

with spiritual realities. Tagore gives us the soul of the

East disembodied of its sensuality.

There cannot be a very deep gulf where there is a

common sense of humour ; nothing really gives a more
intimate sense of fellowship than to be amused at the same
things. No doubt the Anglo-Indian is often disposed to

think that the reason why Indians do things which seem to

him ridiculous or express themselves in ludicrous flowery

language, is because they are deficient in a saving sense

of humour. Probably some Indians are deficient in this

respect. But the writings of Sir Rabindranath Tagore
show that subtlety of perception in these things is not con-

fined to Europe. Tagore is, as a semi-Christianised, semi-

Westernised person, an opponent of caste ; but he hardly

seems to realise how alike in fundamentals is the caste

system to British organisation in India.

The man's own books will always be the best and real

revelation of what he is
;
perhaps there are few poets of

whom it is more difficult to speak without doing injustice to

his personality, since it is almost inevitable that in trying to

speak of him we steep his figure in a literary atmosphere,

whilst it is the childlike unselfconsciousness, the simplicity

and freshness and directness which are part of the essential

quality of his poetry. To the public at large, which only

knows Tagore through his recent vogue and magnifies

his early works by seeing them through a halo, he has a

queer attitude towards science, passing lightly from gentle

banter to overt rebuke, administering to us a mild shock.

It is curious, too, from a poet who must needs, at least,

draw upon science for his best metaphors and similes, and,

at most, see in science, no less than in art, a handmaid of

religion. He says :
—" Once wre accept as truth such a

scientific maxim as the ' survival of the fittest,' it imme-
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diately transforms the whole world into a monotonous desert

of abstraction, where things become dreadfully simple

because robbed of their mystery of life."

He is thinking of the " rampant materialism. . . .

which sacrifices individuals to the bloodthirsty idols of organi-

sation," and that is no doubt the common interpretation of

this scientific formula. The man whom some people were
probably inclined to think of as living in a world of beauti-

ful dreams is here shown as a practical educationist, a

reformer and experimenter, careful to gather whatever
suggestions of value there may be in European educational

experiments.

The mistake is to judge boys by the standard of grown-
ups, to forget that a child is quick and mobile like a run-

ning stream, and that, in the case of such, any touch of

imperfection need cause no alarm, for the speed of the flow

is itself the best corrective. When stagnation sets in, then

comes the clanger. The boy Rabindranath, the youngest of

seven brothers, in the first years to which memory goes
back, was left largely to servants to be taught and beaten

and fed at their discretion, as were the other children of an

age with him. It was possible for one of these servants
permanently, it would seem, to injure the digestion of the

children by unsuitable diet, without the parents taking any
cognizance of it. When Rabindranath is sent to school in

Calcutta, the school is one where the boys are the least

desirable of companions and one of the teachers so foul in

his language that " out of sheer contempt for him I

steadily refused to answer any one of his questions." And,
again, the elder members of the family seem to have been
at no pains to ascertain the influences to which the boy was
exposed. Under such conditions the chances of a boy's
growing up in health of body and spirit must depend largely

upon whether he is happily endowed by nature with true

instincts.

Whether he writes about Art or Personality or Woman,
Tagore's words are really a protest against the denial of
individuality which lies at the core of Quietest philosophy.
At times, indeed, he uses, as do Western philosophers, the
false language of a creed he has outgrown ; for instance,

he praises woman for passive qualities, instancing-
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" chastity, modesty, devotion and power of self-sacrifice

"

—all of which are either flaming and fiery swords, or else

mere inertia choked by convention. Indeed he even posits

of Brahma " negative " qualities, here echoing Erigena's

statement that the Deity is not only "being" but "not-

being." It seems a mistake to use these rather misleading

epithets. Strictiy there are no passive qualities at all; for

any quality must be, to be of moral value, held by the

will, which inspires it with activity.

We are anxious that the great and deserved influence

which the beauty of Sir Rabindranath's writing has given

him in this country should not lead to misunderstanding

and the inevitable reaction consequent upon it. He has

done more than anyone else in his generation to awaken
in England the widespread interest in Indian life which is

indispensible to us if we are to fulfil our growing respon-

sibilities to that great Empire. The taste for Tagore's

writing is so individual, so beyond the range of argument

that it would be rash to press the matter further. Nor is

it too rash to hope that in the work of Sir Rabindranath

we have not only the achievement of a solitary genius, but

the first fruits of that new culture which is to combine

the artistic qualities of India with those of our own land.

Tagore is not the anarchist he was once thought to be, nor

the unpractical being a poet is supposed to be, but that he is

broad enough to hold two diametrically opposed views in

reconciliation, and great enough to " force men to explain

him " and " also to be misunderstood."

Tagore's philosophy is for those few souls who seem to

sing their way straight to the stars, unfettered, and from

whose wings die dust seems to fall as by itself. Noticeable,

too, is the lack of adequate emphasis upon that self-

realization which is only properly achieved by self-sacrifice

for fellow men, by self-immersion into the greater whole

made bv brotherhood.
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MAURICE MAETERLINCK: AN ESTIMATE

The chief difficulty of considering the works of Maurice
Maeterlinck is that he is seldom precise. Whedier his

philosophy of life offers a finally adequate basis for the

reconcilement of such diverse elements may be questioned,

but meantime the quest of Truth and Happiness is of profound
human interest, and the figure of the great Belgian writer

stands there as that of man who, with noble simplicity,

speaks of that which he knows and testifies to that which
he believes. A detailed examination requires a correspond-

ing withdrawal to a distance, before things assume their

right proportions, and then it may appear that his individu-

ality modifies the tradition into which he was born.

M. Maeterlinck was born in 1862 and is a master artist

—

a master artist with gigantic faults. His faults, as well as

his excellences, correspond with his position as of one who
is in the presence of a sympathising and credulous multi-

tude. But it is hardly fair to so deliberately unsystematic

a thinker as M. Maeterlinck, to attempt to place him among
the great philosophers (even though he has received the

Nobel Prize) or, to so essentially atmospheric a writer, to

claim for him supremacy in the specific virtues of the great
French stylists.

It was Emerson who said (after the Stoics) that the

highest point of culture and the loftiest degree of conduct
consists in the identification of the Ego and the Universe

;

and this ideal is apparently the goal divined by Maeterlinck.

His earlier writings reflect very little of his latter creed

of fatalism. The majority set forth a metaphysic that is

mediaeval or feudal. There is something of Wordsworth's
poetic creed in his practice. So he puzzles us till we become

423
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used to his methods of primordial intuitions, free from the

pincers of reason and the conventions of life, growing in

power as surely as the petals of the rosebud unfurl in the

sun. There is no labour of physical detail, but somehow
his books burn with passion ; they rage, but are nobly

confident.

Beautiful as some of his books are, the symbol of his

pseudo-mysticism and agnosticism spreads its influence and
dull egotism over all, creeping now like poison-gas, and
will suffocate even youth and joy. His subjects are of

unusual interest, with applications burning intensely for

perplexed human beings. M. Maeterlinck has a magical

faculty for transporting sensitive people into a world of

dreams in which even a nightmare is an artistic experience.

This lightness of touch is desirable in dealing with subjects

which are the happy hunting ground for the solemn crank.

His works combine analytical pedantry with quite uncritical

gush. He comes with gentle words of wise and aspiring

sincerity to impress upon the world the belief that the

development and disclosure of the human soul is the ultimate

aim and goal of existence.

Maeterlinck's poems will not live, we think, because

they are overburdened with elaborate symbolism, Crystal

domes, hot-houses, deep caverns : milk and fire are repre-

sented as the receptacles of the poet's soul, which in its

turn flourishes within, an uneasy exotic of many hues. It is.

then, unlikely that future generations will regard his verse

as more than interesting specimens of the lilies and langours
which had a vogue during the decade before and after the

twentieth century. Almost every word is charged with
some metaphorical allusion, image treads upon image, with-
out the least regard for proportions, and grammatical idio-

syncracies, adding to the confusion. What wonder, then,

that the casual reader faints by the way?
We think that the day is gone for a return of M.

Maeterlinck's books. Since the day his opera omnia were
placed on the Index, his influence has waned. He has failed

at the critical hour, and his books point to a robust and
prolific, but in some degree wasteful, genius. His whole
work bears witness to reckless theorising, to dilettantism,

which is a theory and not a creed. To men whose daily
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experience is of this kind, all idealism might well seem to

be but a thin veneer laid over the surface of irreducible

fact. M. Maeterlinck's outlook upon life is in some respects

akin to Thomas Hardy's in his tragic novel Tess. To
Maeterlinck the potency of human will is an illusion ; he

loves truth, and illusion he would destroy, even if only to

install in its place another illusion. The force of an external

destiny works out its will upon an erring, ignorant

humanity, but none has the thought of conquering this

force by questioning it in order to co-operate with it.

Unlike Mr. Yeats, his ideals are the things men judge to be

good, and therefore worthy of pursuit. But this definition

does not exhaust, it merely indicates their significance.

That depends on their power to evoke an impulse to pursue

them. For then they do not hang idle in the sky ; they

exercise an attraction, and so become entangled and
involved in the process of life. Maeterlinck's whole ethical

atmosphere is discernible to the most superficial reader ; a

defiant originality regardless of traditions and conventions,

indomitable courage and sincerity, an intense earnestness

and a pitch-black pessimism. In the plays such things

become gradually transfigured, till morality begins to be
clothed in certain dim dream-like vestments of immortality

(without a soul)—though there remains some flavour of the

charnel-house in the air. The texture of Pelleas et Mclisande
is exceedingly closely woven ; no sense, no incident,

but can be enjoyed ; it conjures up a succession of pictures

of no little charm. The method is wholly impressionistic.

No one has made this life of art so true and so intense as
Maeterlinck; and there is a bewildering beauty in his

undisguised goodness as there is a frightening ugliness in

his undisguised evil. He shows us actual good and evil

rather than good or evil deeds. The play makes continuous
demand upon the imagination ; the episodes depicted are
skilfully selected to prepare the onlooker's mind for the

central situation up to which the drama leads. The play is

a love idyll, haunted by the sense of the eternal solitude and
silence of the human soul. Maeterlinck is excessively
sensible to the reality of human woes, seeking refuge there-
from in the far-away realms of romance

; yet even there the
sense of tragedy disturbs the peace for which he yearns.
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There is a general diffused thoughtfulness over all his

works, but it rarely crystallizes into a memorial precious

truth : it is generally assumed that there exists a sharp line

of cleavage between his art and his teaching. For the

former we have praise, but for the latter his knowledge of

philosophy is too superficial to require much refutation.

The spirit of Man is not frozen in ice, nor bound in a

wheel of fire , rather it moves in a magic car through the

forest of life, drawn by the team of habit, instinct, will

and desire ; bound to the past, yet free of the future
;
pro-

ceeding from the truth, but tending to the god-like. He
owes, then, his position and reputation in the world, partly

to fads, symbolism and a striving for Truth and Beauty.

If we try to grasp for ourselves what the subconscious

soul is, it is very difficult to explain. Over and above our

explicit consciousness, there is a consciousness which is not

explicit. Beneath the level of our active intelligent moods,
there are active moods which are not intelligent in the

logical sense. Most psychologists admit this, though in

different terminology. Sir Oliver Lodge thinks that such

is a part of our being which has not become incarnate.

According to Gustave le Bon, it is the " condensed " soul of

our ancestors; only a part of the truth, for we find it in the

soul of the future (whatever that may mean). William James
saw it in a diffuse cosmic consciousness. Mr. Courtney
says that " we might try to imagine it as an iceberg

on which we see a few glittering prisms that represent

our life, while nine-tenths of the enormous mass remains

buried in the shadow of the sea. At all events, it seems
certain that what we see from our terrestrial standpoint

is nothing compared with what we do not see." Now
M. Maeterlinck tells us there are two modes of intelligence

;

one of the species unconsciously receding and carrying the

past history of the globe, and now unconsciously groping

its way onward to a future; and the other intelligence of

the individual, conscious, deliberate and reflective. Intel-

lectual and moral sanity depend on the balance of these

two. Or in the words of Henri Bergson :
" Instinct finds,

but does not search; reason searches, but cannot find."

Those who have read Maeterlinck's small volume The Life

of the Bee will remember how he traces the range of that
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mysterious power which enables the bee to carry out work

which in the case of ourselves we should attribute to human
foresight. By some this book has been compared with

Virgil's Georgies. But the question is whether there is

anything in humanity at all like this strange intuitional

power, or whether the mere fact that we have tried to

develop our logical and reasoning ability has dwarfed and

atrophied capacities originally existent in ourselves. He
asserts that the progress made during the last century is

greater than that made during a thousand former years

together. So it is natural he should be misunderstood.

Everyone remembers the beautiful passage in L'Oiseau

Bleu where, in a grave-yard, one of the children asks :

" Where are the dead?" To which we have the reply that

"there are no dead." He agrees with the spiritualists

that a survival hypothesis is reasonable, and points out that

his own theory involves some sort of survival, the sub-

liminal being greater than its present manifestation and
therefore not being annihilated when our body dies. In the

subliminal, past, present and future will not exist. The
clairvoyant sees distant happenings and, in precognition,

mixes up the future with the past and present. He affirms

that that which we call death is a change from one form of

vitality to another, and a transformation of energy, but

not its absolute arrestment.

We have reason to believe that the Roman authorities

condemned him primarily because his works did not deny

God, but because they ignored Him. On such deep matters

of faith the Holy Office rightly forbade the faithful to read

such books by a man who is not a thinker, but rather a

literary virtuoso whose word-spinning and preciosity convey

no spiritual message of value. Certainly some of his pro-

ductions are harmless enough, but the fact that a bad
writer may write a harmless book, the reading of which

is harmless may easily lead the unwary to read the harmful.

Christians have nothing to learn from those who are utterly

blind to the meaning of Christianity. Perhaps his motive is

pride, and though we may not be ardent in our appreciation

of all the forms in which pride takes shape, we acknowledge

that his books are not so much in demand as before the

Condemnation. Whatever may be thought of his exposi-
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tions, his appeal rests on a basis of vivid life and graceful

language.

Now in his poetry the effort he has made to maintain his

own mental balance is not seldom apparent, but the balance

is there. His poems are composed; he means something

and he says it. We desire more of the cordial artist

and less of his theorising concerning the unknown.

Maeterlinck's comes of the agitation of sick nerves, which

have become so super-sensitive in their sickness that they

respond to every stimulus, not merely of the undiscovered

thing, but of the thing that has been discovered and put

away ; he seems to be cynical of life and religion, but an

immaculate dandy in letters ; to reject all the easy talk of

inspiration and insists that poetry was born of strenuous

thought and careful calculation.

Effective ideals are elicited by circumstance; they are not

created by it. If we take any great works of the past (such

as the Divine Comedy of Dante) we see that its harshness,

its violence, etc., are all its own, and that its beauty is

borrowed from our own more just perspective, and that

they flow from the inexhaustible stock of ordinary life that

all ages possess in common.
True poetry, according to Maeterlinck, is composed of

three elements; "first, verbal beauty; second, passionate

contemplation and description of what really exists around
us and in us; and third, and most important, the idea that

the poet makes for himself of the unknown."
Maurice Maeterlinck, like W. B. Yeats, fills his song

and drama with the possibility of the unexpected. The
Belgian's works are steeped in a different consciousness

from that in which we ordinarily move. They dare to be
unreasonable ; like the modern mystic, Maeterlinck fancies

himself a better man out of his element than in it. He
fights his way into the midst of mystery and gloom. His
characters stand remote from the business of life, in a
plane of romance all their own, devoid of the power to
define themselves. Only in the light of the imagination do
they seem to be real, and that light is usually—though not
necessarily—confused and broken by the storms of actual
experience. Maeterlinck's ideas are expressed in a medium
of nebulous catastrophes. What has made Maeterlinck to
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a certain extent popular is the combination of another

artist to create a single work of art with him. Unlike the

genius of Blake, Rossetti or Wagner, who occupy a unique

position in being equally at home with painting and poetry,

or poetry and musical composition, Maeterlinck has been

tremendously helped by Claude Debussy, who by sheer

artistic energy has made Pelleas et Melisande one of the

foremost musical achievements of the early twentieth

century. Gigantic musical genius alone has made
Maeterlinck's drama acceptable.

Mary Magdalene is in many ways a simple and beautiful

play : the subject is treated with care but not with the

reverence of discipleship. His attitude is at best a sort

of retrospective politeness : careful, precise, cold. As in

some of his other plays The Death of Tintagiles, or

Jozzelle, for instance, two things are conspicuous for their

absence : the tepidity of the sentiment, and the extreme

slowness of thought. Some would say that this is due to

his mystic tendency, but to this we cannot agree. Only
an unheeding acceptance of impressive words will lead one

to accept Maeterlinck as a mystic. In the former relentless

Fate is felt embodied behind an iron door, through which a

loved child has been carried from his shrieking sisters.

He writes mysteriously, but there is nothing mysterious in

mysticism. To be vague is not to be mystical, for true

mysticism often presents things with intolerable sharpness :

he explains tersely what he sees plainly. Maeterlinck may
be concerned with the same subjects as the mystical writers,

but, writes one who is interested in the Belgian seer " his

concern moves on a lower plane and is inspired by a fainter

energy. It is because he has no faith (in religion) that

he can claim no higher tribute than we yield to a merely

influential writer upon serious matters." The aim of

Maeterlinck in his plays, is not only to render the soul and
the soul's atmosphere, but to reveal the strangeness, pity

and beauty through beautiful pictures. No dramatist has
ever been so careful that his scenes should be in themselves
beautiful, or has made the actual space of forest, town, or

seashore so emotionally significant.

Mystic and mystical are terms that have long been in

fasionable currency. Like psychic and Celtic and hypnotic,
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they are a sure refuge in any transcendental haze of the

mind. But though coins may be worn as thin as an old

wedding-ring without any loss of their recognised value,

words cannot be.

In order fully to appreciate the works of M. Maeterlinck,

we must observe fully the use which he makes of symbols,

although his symbolic art is suggestive rather than repre-

sentative. As far as the fantasy of the Blue Bird has any

meaning, it conveys the familiar moral that happiness,

although sought in the past, in the remote or mysterious

present, and the future, can best be found at home in an

act of unselfishness. The final flight of the Blue Bird

implies that happiness can be captured and held only for a

moment. In the quest, not in the possession, lies joy.

There are other allegories faintly veiled, also, in other

phases of the play—but happiness is the chief motif.

According to Richard Harvey, what distinguishes modern
symbolism from ancient is the fact that " it by no means of

necessity involves a complete and consistent allegory. Its

events, its personages, its sentences rather imply than

definitely state an esoteric meaning."
Posterity will have to estimate the extent of Maeterlinck's

success in his effort to solve the problem of the artist's aim.

The criterion of success is embodied in the question :
" Is

the work convincing as a whole? " The extent of convic-

tion is the measure of success. In spite of the great range

of his subjects, his range of treatment is narrow; mostly

confined to an ultra-romantic type. No matter what the

subject may be, his affectation and diffuse imagination

permeate his work. Perhaps as good a label to be

found for him as any would be Idealist-Impressionist.

Undoubtedly he will be remembered by posterity chiefly as

the first modern Belgian writer to gain a public in England.

M. Maeterlinck fills the mystery with gloom. He stands in

front of a locked door, and behind it is terror. He would
not open that door if he had the key in his right hand.

Over-praise is cruel, and still more cruel the reaction of

irresponsible neglect. To most men recognition comes
slowly. Say not the struggle naught availeth, however
tedious and comparatively trivial a discipline it may be.

It is Maeterlinck's good and ill fortune to win almost at
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once through an extravagance of praise a place in contem-

porary literature which, even had his later work fulfilled

his earlier promise, he could not have kept, and so he

has experienced in life that reversal of favour which for the

most popular is a coldness unfelt in the grave. Whoever
we are and whatever our opinion, we have all been taken

captive by the beauty of the garment in which he clothes

his thought.
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THE WAYS OF D'ANNUNZIO

D'Annunzio is the exponent of paganism in Italian litera-

ture, an element which also pervades the poetry of Carducci.

Almost no modern writer has given rise to more violent

hatred among his opponents or to> more enthusiastic admira-
tion among his friends. Beauty at any price is an old

story to him ; art and style and form as the aim of superior

life are a matter of course, while he has concentrated him-
self wholly on the life of the sinner. He realises sorrow,

because it is the ruling of the texture of life; death, because

it is the end of the weaving.
Gabriel D'Annunzio was born at Pescara, in the Rigno,

in the old kingdom of Naples in 1863. To the average
Englishman he makes his last appeal as a dramatist through
Mr. Arthur Symons' rendering of La Gioconda, the only

play of his which has been performed in this country ; and but

for the acting of Eleanor Duse, it could hardly have
startled attention of an English audience. It is a play written

round the subject of a sculptor, his wife and model, and
Francesco, da Rimini. It is to his honour that, while " no
writer is more partial to the employment of unusual words,

commonly derived from science and natural history, the

effect is that of brilliant mosaic without a mosaic's rigidity,

but soft and liquid as a glowing canvas." The general

impression of D'Annunzio's poetry is one of dazzling

splendour and intoxicating perfume. Reverting to the

plays just mentioned above, it will suffice to remark that, in

both, passion predominates, a passion, as here, irresistible

and fatal. Love, in short, is a disease, and woe to him
who takes it. Throughout the plays, the spectator has

unrolled before his eyes, as from an old tapestry, scenes

but slightly related to the main action, yet calculated to

432
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convey the impression of a period peculiar in its lust of

blood and lack of conscience. You must for the sake of

art live, says this Italian dramatist. He is an idealist to

whom the real world is needful to the eyes, and feelings

actually experienced are needful to the memory before he
can begin to make his art. D'Annunzio's immoral attitude

towards art is assumed by Shaw, as well, in The Doctor's
Dilemma, when the bohemian Louis Dubedat declares

before dying- in a chair propped up by pillows that

in his own world he has never done anything- wrong, for

the laws that have governed there were artistic, not
ethical. D'Annunzio is a master of literature rather than of

life.

Developments in dramatic taste are amazingly slow in

their process. It has always been the case. Convention
lays a heavy hand upon the art of the theatre, and genera-
tions pass by and playwrights follow the methods which they

found in possession. The innovator must needs have the

heroic spirit. He may strive to dig to the roots of things,

but his audiences will fasten upon some detail in his method
and base upon it their condemnation. The canon of the art

becomes petrified, and when a change comes about it is

hidden and unseen for many years. With D'Annunzio it is

interesting to note that he has done his earliest and best

work as a poet, then turned to the novel, and lastly to the

drama ; but his subjective method is not suited for the stage.

His novels are characterised by great powers of sensuous
description, and is a master of the psychology of passion.

His principal works include II Piacere (1889) which is

merely a detailed account of the life and amours of a poet

which bears a strong resemblance to the author himself, and
the interest of the story is centred in an analysis of his

emotions and in the story of suffering brought about by
his life of pleasure. His relations to two women are an
excuse for the introduction of a disquisition of love—which
the author makes a merely physical phenomenon, while

elevating it into a subject of poetry. This book was the

first of his characteristic novels, and the pattern of all that

were to follow. Andrea Sperelli, the hero, is as usual a

sensualist and egotist
—

" my law is one word, nunc" he
declares.

2 E
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L'Innocente (1892), translated as The Victim, is a tragic

story dealing with the retribution falling on a husband for

his lust and egotism, and on his wife for one act of momen-
tary weakness ; a history of their inner lives with a paucity

of external incidents. The hero's brother depicts the fruit

of Tolstoi's influence. The action all goes forward in that

sphere of exasperated sensibility which D'Annunzio has

made his own so triumphantly that other story-tellers strike

us as remaining indoors, under lock and key. II Trionfo

della Morte (1892) is the most elaborate of the author's

analyses of erotic emotions, in which he gives expression

to his philosophy of individualism and hedonism. In this

novel the insatiable passion of the egotist changes by a

morbid process into a homicidal mania. In a description

of a visit to the sanctuary of Casalbordino, where the

diseased and the crippled seek relief, D'Annunzio reaches

the acme of horror—to a degree not inferior to that of

Zola. To the Italian there exists in the world only two
things, sex and art. He desires beauty with the rage of

a lion, and to him, sex is the supreme beauty. In this book
and in Le Vezina, Nietzsche's doctrine of the superman
becomes prominent.

The Vergini delle Rocce (1896) has been compared to a

canvas of Rossetti. It is symbolical. The hero broods

over his dreams of restoring the supremacy of Rome by
the reestablishment of his farm house, and comes in his

quest for a wife, to a building where dwell three ladies,

each a type of some spirited excellence and who' present

themselves for his admiration and his choice. The
observations recorded have their origin in the narrator's

passionate reaction against the vulgarity of the day. The
book is a singularly rich exhibition of an inward state, the

kind of current that in a given personal experience
(psychology) flows to and fro between the imagination and the

world. Studies of the origins of emotion, he finds them
wholly in the physical actions of the senses and seems to

have discovered nothing in human nature which cannot be
rendered to the eye by some image.

To quote from Henry James in his appreciation of the

famous Italian, " We are struck unmistakably, early in

our acquaintance, by the fact that this complex of total
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beauty somehow extraordinarily fails to march with their

beauty of parts, and that something- is all the while at

work undermining that bulwark against ugliness which it is

the obvious theory of their own office to throw up.

Nothing is so singular with D'Annunzio as that the very

basis of his work should repeatedly go aground on such

shallows. Sometimes in these stories it seems as if from

exhaustion he could not concentrate his mind sufficiently

to exclude unessentials.

Perhaps more than any other living Italian writer, he has

a wonderful glamour of style and the magic of rhythm. He
has a wonderful vocabulary and he admits his debt to de

Amicis for having taught him how to read the dictionary.

The year of his birth at once exposed him to the earliest

influences of the latest Italian literary risorgimento, and to

the more questionable, but at least equally, powerful one of

the French Naturalism at its floodtide.

D'Annunzio's greatest power is in describing the triumphs
of passion. He penetrates its emotions most deeply in the

moments of renunciation. The scandal which has grown
up about the novels has diverted attention from their

real merit of style. Unfortunately he is monotonously
restricted to the portrayal of a single passion, and his

splendid scenic descriptions are the background for

trivial characters. All his gruesome themes are rising with
lyrical rather than dramatic fervour, yet they are too' few
to be painfully monotonous. Some of his writings are
violent, fevered, with colour, convulsed with the very hysteria
of passion ; while others are hushed, delicate, beautiful,

exquisite in morbidity, half a resplendent nightmare and the
other a tragic but beautiful dream. To some, La Citta
Morta (1898) is one of D'Annunzio's most essentially

dramatic plays of our time; to others it is merely an
unpleasant attempt along a line ventured upon by few modern
dramatists since Shelley wrote The Cenci. For D'Annunzio
the beauty of all beautiful things is a curiously elaborattd
beauty, made out of physical pain or pleasure in its absorp-
tion of the visible world, at every moment, as a part of one's
breath. He has shown us the working of the one universal,
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overwhelming-, transfiguring- passion, with a vehement

patience, and with a complete disregard of consequences, of

the moral prejudice ; a kind of symphony in which many

voices cry passionately together out of many instruments.

These are comparatively few of the characteristics that

disgust many of his readers ; but his ruthless cruelty comes

out in the songs of the conquerors and the conquered.

There is no touch of humour, no relaxing of the tension

for commonplace subjects. Everything is decked in

gorgeous robes. D'Annunzio's descriptions and similes

almost always contain a reference to some well-known

picture or work of art. He is greatest and most natural

in his descriptions of the sea, from which it seems his line

is genuine. He always desires to set beauty before us.

D'Annunzio's faults are, as a novelist—the narrow songs

of his mise-en-scene, his want of power in drawing the bad,

his sentimental line of death scenes, together with his nice

avoidances of any lovely element in their presentation, his

excessive use of coincidences. Nevertheless one finishes

any book by him with the feeling that, though his faults

may lie in this direction or in that, the range of one
particular passion is so vast that some new conception of

the novelist's art remains with us in the end.

There is nowhere in D'Annunzio's dramas or romances
so extreme a presentment of the sensuously hysterical side

of his nature—the side that in that wonderful book 11

Trionfo della Morte, permitted him to sink to the grossest

banalities, to the dithyrambic satyriasis. On the whole
his novels are not stories, only states of mind and pictures.

His few personages are as little seen in their relation with
society as closely absorbed in their own sensations. Need-
less to say the common people are excluded from
D'Annunzio's world; his characters are all superior beings,

while his women are considered only from the sensual
point of view. He cannot conceive of true self-sacrifice,

indeed his gospel, he tells us in Fuoco, is that :
" Pleasure

is the surest means of knowledge offered us by nature, and
the man who has suffered much knows less than the man
who has enjoyed much." He is familiar with the ideas
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and works of Flaubert, Verlaine, Oscar Wilde, de

Maupassant and Dostoieffski. He is no creator and most
of his figures and situations can be traced in one or other

of those writers. His life and teaching is of decay and
full of powders and poison. Like Jameson, he has a raid to

his credit. D'Annunzio may be a good man of action, but

his teaching is not immune from decadence.



XLVI

THE DIYERSIONS OF MR. RUDYARD KIPLING

It is always a question whether it is becoming- or even

possible, to criticise contemporary literature. The reasons

are obvious. We stand too near them in point of time, we
are not in a right perspective to judge the main sources of

their influence, we cannot foretell what lasting qualities

they may possess apart from some popular ephemerality.

But one thing is sure : criticism has far outgrown creation.

Criticism is full-grown and, it may be added, fully armed.

Creative literature is still stammering and groping. But it

is impossible for anyone of fine literary perception to look

through the many volumes of Rudyard Kipling and not to

recognise the versatility of him who has been called by the

French critic, M. Chevrillon, as the Professor of Energy.
Of the milk of current literature, a perfectly wholesome
beverage when fresh, posterity, we may correctly suppose,

will have the cream and the inclination to preserve only the

cream. Fame is a relative thing, a kind of genial grace

long after the meal of a would-be generous and grateful

humanity is over. In promising or anticipating it we
merely bequeath to posterity the virtue of our own good
taste.

An interesting phenomenon in the life of contemporary
England is the position taken up by Rudyard Kipling as a

spokesman and singer of the national and traditional

ideas ; and also he is the first Englishman to be awarded
the Nobel Prize for Literature. He carries on a verbal war-
fare with tremendous energy against suffering, melancholy
and injustice, and seeks to turn towards men of action

;

enterprise, dogged courage and resource, " of men who do

4?s
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visible and measurable things," and of machinery in every

conceivable manner of technicality and dialect. Were
serials of his to appear in the Hibbert Journal and the Boy's

Friend, true Kiplingites would frankly subscribe to both :

they will not miss a word even if it is past midnight.

When dog-tired we find his books as arresting- as a dog
fight—with this difference—our instinct tells us not to stop.

When a new book appears we are not sure whether we
ought to drain it in one glorious orgy, or dole it out like a

liqueur.

After the immortal Dickens, Mr. Kipling has the

strongest hold upon a most varied public. It includes

artists and artisans, schoolboys and scholars, business men
and a few ladies : for though essentially a man's man, yet

his admirers may be a young " flapper " or even a

spectacled maiden-aunt. So large, then, and so motley a

company are his disciples that it is not surprising to find

that he has succeeded in making himself popular in France

;

a great achievement we are inclined to say, considering the

difficulties of the task, for no author is so typically British

as Kipling. And the reason of this spell? Simply the

unique gift of erecting—or, more strictly, or reproducing

—atmosphere. You are there, whether it be in the acrid

climate of India, the salt breezes off the sea, the rustic life

of England, in the tangle of blazing tropical verdure or a
crescendo of sirens in a fog off the coast of Newfoundland.
His reproducing is more than " word-painting," we are

not even spectators—we feel we are actually among the

characters. Mr. Rudyard Kipling has broken down the

artificial limelight, and upset all our aesthetic conventions

to take us into the sunlight where no pallid vigour is to be
seen : sometimes being even alarming and brutal. He
sees with eyes trained in seeing, to get at the heart of things
from the periphery. He is not frightened by the brutal

materialistic air which clings only to words; he has
pierced through to the romantic, imaginative matter of the
things themselves. Of course he is the best of good
company, but he has not that magnetic personality which
we generally associate with Lamb, Stevenson or Pater; nor
is it any exceptional character drawing like the great
masters of the art, like Shakespeare and Dickens who
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stand supreme; nor is it a charm of style like Francis

Thompson or Henry James. Suffice to say that Kipling is

often praised for qualities he does not possess; but we are

inclined to think that posterity will think of him as one

who has given life to common clay and breathed into it the

breath of emotion, pathos—what you will.

In England at least the short; story was in general dis-

credit until the advent of Mr. Kipling. As far as English-

men were concerned, their chief contes had to be sought

for in the Arabian Nights and Decameron of Boccacio', if

we put aside those by de Maupassant and the Canterbury

Tales. As Mr. Kipling was a pioneer in this kind of work,

it would be unreasonable to expect him to be a perfect

artist; and if he sometimes irritates us, we shall do well

to remember his genius which has so far carried him along

a road beset with so many difficulties.

Kipling has three cardinal characteristics. First, an over-

powering sense of definition—a horror of vagueness ; next

an innocent plagiarism of Bret Harte and Alexander Poe

;

and lastly the necessary exquisite accuracy to blend the other

two qualities together. In him we have an absolute master
of the short story. As Guy de Maupassant is considered

the greatest of short story writers in France, Kipling by
his degree of excellence is foremost of the English. We
are impelled by the magic of his charm. Whatever else

may endure we feel tolerably certain that his contes will

remain one of the highest forms of his many literary

successes. What praise is sufficiently high for that tender

and exquisite story They? Many people prefer The
Brushwood Bay for delicacy of treatment, for the wonderful
figure of the blind woman visited by the ghosts of little

children. And then if you like we have Kim which is quite

one of his best Indian stories of a street arab. Of Stalky &
Co. it has been said that it is one of the very few good
histories of schoolboy life in the world. This is a question

of taste no doubt; but the majority of people prefer Tom
Brown and The Hill. Stalky is certainly not reserved, but
somewhere our author has said that "the reserve of a boy
is tenfold deeper than the reserve of a maid." Like his

contemporary, Mr. Conran, Mr. Kipling offers us vivid

and sometimes cruel insight into a sort of individuality
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inherent in trains, ships, and mechanical and purposeful

wholes generally. In one way he substitutes the

abstract for the concrete. It is a harsh compelling of

creatures to wear the badge and pay the penalty of profes-

sionalism.

But he excels in the shading of strong local colours, and

in the rapid unerring delineation of characters that stand

out in clear relief, yet blend with and act upon each

other when they encounter. His short stories showed him

to be possessed of a method at once vivid and strong, and

no less remarkable for extraordinary keenness of observa-

tion.

Soldiers Three and Plain Tales from the Hills tell of the

ordinary soldier's vices and virtues, yet displayed with

graphic power in conjunction with imagination and a vein

of tenderness. And what can we say of his Jungle Books
except that they are inheritors of the school of /Esop and

La Fontaine, designed to amuse children and to convey a

lesson to their elders, while the stories were no doubt

picked up by the author as he loitered in some nebulous

bazaar of the East. One thing, however, is clear—there

is no attempt to be priggish nor any desire to impress or

to be improved. His secret is out—he can express the

emotions which his inarticulate countrymen feel, but do
not formulate. In his emphatic mood there is no mistaking

his meaning.
,

Mr. Kipling is not content with setting new verses to

old tunes, nor with following that beaten track of poetry

which may never fail to charm, but whose charm is almost

as soon forgotten as enjoyed. Nearly all Mr. Kipling's

six volumes of poetry shew that his intense desire in life

is keeping pace with life itself in its most popular forms.

He does not ask of his readers a close attention and a

keener sensitiveness. He makes no pretence of possessing

any abstruse philosophy of life, like Wordsworth; gives no
hint, as Shelley does, of having sought constantly and with
all his strength, though without finding, a key to its dark
problems; suggests no intimacy with the world of art or

book, like Keats or Tennyson. Yet somehow Kipling's

poems are as completely the life of fancy and meditation as

William Blake or Francis Thompson ; and yet he has
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written serious poetry in " common metre," which some
assert to be almost impossible. The intrinsic value of a

poem like Recessional lies in its stately theme.

When Kipling introduced the war-drum into modern
poetry, Imperialism had reached its glittering zenith. On
the imposing waves of the disaster of 1899, floated his best

known lyric to the virile world of men and things as restless

as the sea. The result is that he infuses freshness into all

he writes, and handles the topic so that " the life of

inanimate objects becomes for him dramatic and lyrical,

like nature." When the vigorous and vivacious Barrack-

room Ballads appeared, it took the world by storm : here

indeed was something new—full of high-spirits, and
essentially British. But the book's most characteristic

quality was its adroitness in weaving into the fabric of

verse, words and phrases of the very scum and off-scouring

of the language. Of the imitative verse that is issued in

such vast quantities, quite a large proportion is inspired

no doubt by Kipling ; so far as popularity is possible to

verse, the author of Five Nations and The Seven Seas is

unquestionably the most popular. If the art is to be

democratized, it will certainly be due to Kipling, who stirs

the blood with a conviction of reality. No one else,

perhaps, manages to convert so much of ordinary life into

poetry as Mr. Rudyard Kipling.

An explanatory commentary on any author might be

regarded either as a compliment to the writer or as a
doubtful reflection to the intelligence of the reader. In

many cases Mr. Kipling employs such a wealth of allusion,

of slang, of technical terms, and of peculiar grammatical
constructions that even his most devoted admirers are

occasionally lost in such " realism," which is really a
symptom of pomposity. Mr. Kipling glorifies in the

eternal conflict of men's passions which are always the

same : it is only the means of gratifying them that change.
The only liberty he considers worth having is that which
a man can win for himself by hard work and a strong
will.

It is worth while to note, that the Moderns seem to have
divided the world amongst themselves. Sir Gilbert Parker
sways his pen over Canada, Hall Caine rules the Isle of
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Man, Mr. Eden Phillpotts loves Dartmoor, Pierre Loti is

equally at home with the mousmee, and Tahitian maidens,
Sir Rider Haggard has jurisdiction over South Africa,

Mr. Robert Hitchens patronises Sicily, Mr. Conrad is by
divine right Rajah of the Malay Archipelago, and if we
include Stevenson as Lord of the Pacific, Mr. Kipling has
to be content with India : he never strays into the unknown.



XLVII

W. B. YEATS AND THE IRISH SCHOOL

Many impulses of living Irish verse centre in Mr. Yeats.

To the old Celtic tales he has brought many new things.

The net result is that \ve have in Mr. Yeats a poet of the

most companionable kind. True he has not the energy,

the eloquence or the passion of Mr. Masefield; he has

not the scholarly workmanship which colours and conceals

the imagination of Dr. Bridges; but he has the child's

magical gift of charm, and this is his special secret. Like

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, the Irish Literary move-
ment at the present time exhibits a combination of diverse

personalities, and gifts dominated by one common aim.

Of the group, Wiliam Butler Yeats who was born in

Dublin in 1866 is the greatest. He is passionately idealistic,

like many other poets or dreamers of the day, and the Art in

which he seeks both refuge and expression is the product
of tense excitement, of deep emotional sympathy with his

subject. Yet it bears no trace of the throes of its

creation ; its pervading characteristics are simplicity of

design, a careful finish and execution, and a serenity of

spirit. As an interpreter of Celtic myth and tradition Mr.
Yeats takes himself very seriously. When he is least self-

conscious he can fulfil with real charm the highest functions

of a poet and dramatist. His plays may seem to lack

something of the warmth of life, but they are splendidly

centred upon ideas of life.

Deirdre is considered his best play, not so much in

poetic beauty as in construction and the logic of feeling.

444
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He has worked to keep his cynical instincts from smother-

ing- the drama. Its theme is the most famous and glorious

of all Irish romances, often before courted by saga men
and poets; but we prefer his Cathleen ni Hoolihan, the only

play in which he has not chosen to depict one intense

moment, but has given a whole movement throughout its

full action. The time of the play is 1798, when the French

were landing at Killala. Compact in form, natural in

.incidents and background, it is clear in meaning.

It was with the publication of The Wanderings of Oisin

(1889)—his longest and most sustained flight, unsurpassed

elsewhere—that Yeats sprang into the front rank of con-

temporary poets, and threatened to add to the august

company of the immortals. In the qualities by which he

succeeded—an exquisitely delicate music, intensity of

imaginative conviction, intimacy with natural and super-

natural manifestations—he was typically Celtic. In the

elements of intellectual virility and composition on the

grand scale, lacking which, by western standards, he just

fails of absolute greatness, he was typically Celtic.

Few men have more confused the real qualities of their

work by the perversities of debating skill than Mr. Yeats

—

and in that he is most unlike Mr. George Russell, an
equally accomplished debater, but one whose skill has always
been occupied, sometimes ferociously occupied, in reducing

a complex discussion to its simplest form. Where
Mr. Russell will only fight on ground that he is concerned to

defend, Mr. Yeats will accept any issue, or any form of

issue, offered him. That was proved by his famous con-

troversy around The Playboy of the Western World by J.

M. Synge, a play that had the distinction of provoking a

riot.

At last the herald of battle once more appeared, not with

thunderings of social upheaval, nor with the lightnings

of irrepressible emotion ; but with the terrible calm
of a self-realised spirit whose finger is on the secret

that has made and can unmake the world of manifested
things. Claiming for himself the fullest freedom of spirit,

Yeats once again voiced the genius of revolt, this time with
a deeper, subtler power. He spoke for the soul of man
and so for Ireland and for the world. He pondered, and
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laid aside, the popular form of poetry of half a century

before. But the method which he ultimately perfected was
the sublimation of the technique of the elder bards, with its

eye for the significances of details of nature, and its ear for

a music within the music; and the thought-stuff which he

wove into incomparable lyrics of his early period was his

ancestral heritage from his druidical forefathers, with their

insight into the noumenal world, and their recognition of

the fundamental unity of nature, humanity and divinity.

If Mr. Yeats's poetry does indeed lack the moral
fragrance of Wordsworth's, there is compensation in its

special qualities. Words live for him as for few other

poets. To read him is to be freed in spirit from the shackles

of time, which, indeed, bind only the body and not the

spirit. For Mr. Yeats all time is one; and the surrender to

his idea of it results in a great access of power and faith.

The body of fine poetry which stands to his name, taken as

a whole, is unequalled for clarity, feeling, beauty and
felicity of expression by any larger body of poetry standing

to the name of any other living poet. Most of us probably

need exaltation and incitement more than we need consola-

tion ; and in this refusal to> be content with life as it appears

to the mortal eye and mind there is a spur which, in the

end, drives all men who are not themselves pure mystics

into living a fuller life under the conditions imposed by
mortality. We perfectly understand the love of a fastidious

soul for that which is remote and vague and visionary ; but

it is harder to perceive that a poet might, like Morris, love

the past and exquisitely glorify it for the sake of an actual

quality it possessed and which the present might possess

too. Yeats made his visible pictures out of what has

come to him invisibly, in dreams, in the energetic abandon-
ment of meditation. Life is the last thing he has learnt : the

only kind he seems to know is that of intellectual beauty.

Perhaps it is true that Mr. Yeats will not now " before

the dawn comes round again " pull the bolt of the stable

where Pegasus is shut up, and go riding again from cloud

to cloud. He has more leaves and flowers yet to sway in

the sun ; and we, who have the earlier leaves and flowers to

enjoy, need not be perturbed by any phrases about the
" lying days of my youth." We have but to take all we can
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get from every period of this poet; and, if necessary, to

confute him out of his own mouth :

—

O heart, be at peace, because

Nor knave nor dolt can break

What's not for their applause,

Being for a woman's sake.

Enough if the work has seemed,

So did she your strength renew,

A dream that a lion had dreamed
Till the wilderness cried aloud,

A secret between you two,

Between the proud and the proud ....
The poet who wrote that is threatened with anything- but

inanition. Poetry, in fact, discourages that temper. It

lives in too large a world to imagine that the stray atoms to

be seen from its parlour windows provide any adequate

material for sitting in judgment on the system of the

universe. It may take the way of hope and faith, or that

of confessed and resigned ignorance, but it is not likely, if

it have the largeness of vision without which it is no longer

poetry, to take that of self-assured petulance.

Whatever the future of the Irish theatre and howevej
fundamental its debt to Mr. Yeats, the poet's dramatic

ambitions represent something extraneous to his genius

—

the result of an instinctive search for a corrective return

to life. As the only great poet of Ireland, his task required

him to weave into poetic substance of which it was an
essential feature to remain suggestive merely, and thus his

effort to penetrate the sources of suggestiveness and to

substantiate them led him into that obscurer world where
poetry becomes a kind of magic. He surrounds himself by
a world inhabited by timeless spirits of this earth whose
comings and whose goings neither moral decree nor human
judgments can decide. His Art is therefore that of sim-
plicity wrought mystical and magical; it deals only with
essences—it is purged of dramatic tension. He is eager to
interest the people of to-day in the old nobility—the heroic
temper, the courtesy, the generosity, the faithfulness among
friends, and the courage in the face of enemies, which are
the cardinal virtues of the Celtic race. Both in verse and
prose, he has revived the old legends and sagas of Ireland
(which have reached us in mediaeval MSS. or oral traditions),
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the folk-tale of the Fianna, the Sidhe, and the prehistoric

heroes, in a style combining the old Celtic magic and the

deeper, newer spirit of the modern world. In reading him,

we often wonder, even at the acme of enjoyment, and

unusual curiosity about the nature of his mind, as it were

a strange fowl—a silver pheasant, perhaps—among the

familiar winged creatures of our own literature.

Where there is Nothing is a mystical prose drama and is

Yeats's longest play, and the strongest piece of dramatic

work he has brought before the public; it strikes out the

contrasts between the individual, civilization and the simple

life. It deals with states of mind that are too subtle, too

remote to fit well into the concrete mould of drama ; it

offers a plea for religious anarchism. The Countess

Cathleen—a rendering of a legend of the Faust family is

perhaps the last of his plays and the one which began the

Irish Literary Theatre experiment. The theme is one of

self-sacrifice, springing from the spirit of charity.

Mr. Yeats once devoted himself to an elaborate study of

Blake—the poet-artist whom we consider sane or mad
according to the measure of our sympathy with his philo-

sophy; and this may well account for the vein of mysticism

which runs throughout many of our poet's works. It would
appear that he was born with a delight in the vague, the

mystical, and the unreal.

It will always be Yeats's province to open doors for us

into the infinite; but we cannot yet foresee him withdrawing
to desert heights where none but he can breathe. Words
can never be to him but words; they must always be

symbols, in the sense that they suggest what they can never

mean ; but is it not possible that we shall hear from him a
richer tune upon the bells, as well as a loftier-soaring music
of harmonies?
At any rate limitation of scope is fully atoned for by

pregnancy of thought and utterance. What lover of

Mr. Yeats's work—poetry, prose, or drama—ever thinks of

him as other than a youth? Hugging jealously what
Mr. Yeats had done, we were still speculating eagerly what
he was going to do, confident that this spring of beauty could
not run dry, this spiritual energy slip into a pattern or cease

to be.
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The existence for some time past in Ireland of a marked
outburst of creative activity in poetry in the English tongue

is now a matter of world-wide knowledge, and is regarded

as being of considerable significance by ' observers of

tendencies in human thought and expression, on account of

its contribution of a distinctive racial temperamental quality

to modern poetry. From whatever point we consider him
we are struck with the power with which he has developed

the suggestiveness of the Irish folk-tale. At the head of

this movement, by universal consent, stands William

Butler Yeats.

Although the movement is of recent origin—its first arrest-

ing announcement being dated not further back than the

late 'nineties—it has, in the person of its titular head and
most prominent exponent, achieved the dignity of a

collected edition ; and the work of Mr. Yeats 's frugal but

intensive contemporaries, A. E., and J. M. Synge exhibits

so many signs of essential homogeneity and continuity, that

the whole movement presents all the features of a clearly

defined " school," a school distinct from the immediate
literary tradition of the country of its location, distinct also

from the general body of present-day poetical literature.

Mr. Yeats 's quality is the lovely, dreamy, melancholy

music of the earlier verse, and of so much of the later

verse as recalls the earlier. There is nothing like this

music in all English poetry ; and, though the judgment
of contemporaries is notoriously untrustworthy, we do
not see how any change of opinion or of ideal can rob these

poems of their place among the immortal things of beauty.

It will have been observed that his plays express a desire

for escape from the present : they have beauty, charm, and
spirituality ; but they are deficient of effectual human action.

The history of Irish literature in English is not a long one.

The Irish novel began in the last century with the names
of Charles Lever and Miss Edgworth, in drama Sheridan

and Goldsmith ; and, to come to more modern days, we
have the works of George Moore, the Misses Ross
and Somerville, Canon Sheehan, Catherine Tynan
(Mrs. Hinkson), and George Birmingham. In the poetic

world we have Thomas Moore, James Clarence Mangan,
Aubrey de Vere, Thomas Osborne Davis, Lionel Johnson,

2 F
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Mr. G. W. Russell; and in the dramatic world J. M. Synge

and Lady Gregory. The future will look back to Mr. Yeats

as to a landmark in the literary history of Ireland, both

because of his artistic achievements and because he has

been a leader in a remarkable movement.
That Mr. Yeats is a master of haunting music all the

world knows ; and on the whole Mr. Yeats's career when
death throws its veil on the flaws we have pointed out will

appear noble. He dwells in a world of magic in which

everything is not itself, but means something else, as the

moon gets its light not from itself but from the sun. For
him things are symbols, and one has need of magic to

discover what they mean. There will be respect for his

love of beauty, his sincerity and the cleanliness towards
which he very early tended, and the respect will not be

commingled with emotion at the thought of his life-long

patient labour ; while he looks to the day when Ireland

shall have a distinctive literature of her own, and not an

eerie variant of her ruler across the Channel. Mr. Yeats

is one of those literary springs, ' occult, withdrawn,' at

which the best of our young writers should secretiy drink.

Moreover, the purity of his prose is cozened with monastic
purity preserving its innocence with all kinds of wonderful

and harmless details. In Ideas of Good and Evil you
will find no wit in any of its pages, no gaiety ; every word
is chosen from a vocabulary of consecrated tokens, diligently

protected from everything profane; though, in another

scene, Mr. Yeats is a believer in all mythologies—more
particularly the Irish, and in this respect he is the flag

around which many battles have been waged. In Evelyn
Innes by Mr. George Moore, Mr. Yeats is described in that

novel under the name of Ulick Dean as a hater of all

materialism. Ideas of Good and Evil is an exposition of

mysticism and symbolism. Like Blake, Mr. Yeats is a

visionary. Both poets make a religion of their art, and
hold that men who used " make their souls " by hearing

sinners now do so by reading imaginative literature. It is

part of his creed that the writer's personal preoccupations

should be given full play, otherwise his verse would soon

ring false and rhetorical, and trusts that Irish blood to give

common factor to the new Celtic school. He lives in one
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plane with its varying degrees of artistic achievement, no
unworthy or trivial mood, no occasional concession to the

fatigue of hig-h thinking. Truly it has been said the Irish-

man speaks to us only in his heart, but when shall we
understand his actions?



LXVIII

THE RELIGION OF ME. H. G. WELLS
" God deals only with the individual for the individual's

surrender. He takes no cognisance of committees. You
cannot appoint beforehand a time and place for God to

irradiate your soul."

It seems to be the accepted thing-, nowadays, diat the

novel should be the vehicle of propagandism ; and togetiier

with Mrs. Wilfrid Ward, Miss Isobel Clarke, and the late

Mgr. Benson, Mr. Wells is one of the most brilliant

exponents who conform to it. Without exception his

novels are most diverting-. Not the story, but the thoughts
behind the plot is the thing with him. True the motive
may not be, in a philosophic sense, always profound; but
it is always interesting-, and makes one wonder what will

be the next thing he will challenge. It would seem that

there is only Mrs. Humphry Ward—the preacher who writes

novels because she thinks that the public have given up
reading sermons. In the case of Mr. Wells it is the thinker

who has overlaid the novelist : he is interested in man not

his office.

It is now a good many years since Mr. Wells first thrilled

us with his scientific romances, but there still remains very

vividly in our memory the breathless excitement of the

descent of the Martians into the quiet of a sleepy Surrey
village, the terrible doings on The Island of Dr. Moreau,
and the uncanny horror of the early chapters of The Food
of the Gods, wrhich was to a certain extent a

plagiarism of Jules Verne, but with this difference : the

Frenchman took no liberties with the properties of gases

452
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or the law of gravitation ; he only represented imaginary

men of science inventing things which real men of science

might reasonably hope to invent. Consequently his

ingenious predictions were in a fair way of coming true.

Mr. Wells' science, on the contrary, was a hybrid thing,

mixed up with the tricks of Oriental magicians, and had
therefore no scientific value and no probable or possible-

bearing upon the future of scientific discovery. From this

followed the novels, all of them suggestive and stimulating,

and some of them as Kipps, Toyio-bungay, The New
Machiavelli, Marriage, and Mr. Britling, much more than
merely interesting : the last a person, sufficiently like the

rest of Englishmen to be a universal portrait, and yet skil-

fully idealised to be the medium of many far reaching
thoughts. The large output of personal reflections and
essays of the present day bears witness to an introspective

attitude of mind; G. K. Chesterton, A. C. Benson, as also

Mr. Wells, all transcribe their personal conclusions on
such ultimate questions. For the most part they do> not solve

the problems, but rather give us characteristic restatements
of the points at issue, more pictorial than profound.

In God, the Invisible King, Mr. Wells presents us with

a Euclidean demonstration : the likeness to a proposition is

unmistakable—problem, solution, and Q. E. D., according
to the logic of the author. We do not say that we are

biassed against him, but rather that we believe that the

solutions put forward are but passing theories or stepping
stones to—(who can tell?) and we do not in the least resent

them; for he knows that every thought is a thing, for no
otherwise would truth walk the earth, as it does.

Mr. Wells has no idea of spending his whole time as, in

Gorky's phrase " a prisoner of life " but means to get out of

it by ways fair or foul.

Nothing is further from the truth than to suppose that
Mr. Wells, following a well-known example, had suddenly
thought of the Deity, and said :

" Here's a subject; let's

write about it." There is abundant evidence in his previous
works that he was being more and more driven to the
present line of thought. He believes that the world is

ripening steadily for an escape from old forms and hamper-
ing assorinlions : that, in short, it is seeking- a religious
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unanimity which, changing all human affairs, will sweep

away the old priesthoods and the old shrines. " In quite

a little while," he writes, " the whole world may be alive

with this renascent faith."

What does acceptance of the Wells' faith mean? Clearly

a separation from the dogma of the Trinity, for the writer

makes it clear that the Council of Nicse does not enter into

his scheme.

Overboard, with much splashing, go most of the accepted

creeds. Of the Trinity Mr. Wells seems to leave only the

Holy Ghost—God, that is, as working in the heart of man.
The conception of God as Creator, as the Life-Force, as the

Reality behind Nature and the Disposer of events, he does

not admit; at least he prefers to speak of this (to us largely

non-moral) aspect of divinity as " the Veiled Being," so

practically giving up the riddle of the disharmony of Nature

and the existence of evil, though he admits that minds may
" presently appear among us of such a quality that the

face of that unknown will not be altogether hidden."

In God, the Invisible King, Mr. Wells' position with

regard to religion seems to' be very different from what it

was a few years ago. Then it was impossible to avoid

regarding him as an enemy. No one could have thought of

him as being on the side of the angels. Now it is very

different. It is true that he still shows much hostility to

organised religion of every kind—though even this hostility

seems to be no less than it was—but there is a real enthusi-

asm for righteousness. Right or wrong, one finds him cheer-

ful, alert, insuppressible—as resilient as an indiarubber ball,

and the modern world, even when it differs from his views,

rejoices in the vivacity of his attitude towards the things

which he dislikes or disapproves of.

Writing under his own name, Mr. Wells loses his identity

in Edward Scrope the Bishop of Princhester in the Soul of a

Bishop. In the cold, vigorous pages of religious propa-

ganda, he drops the colloquial, persuasive style which made
Britling not only plausible but convincing, he becomes the

fervid proselytiser, the implacable critic, who, in order to

present his case, finds it necessary to be both egoistic and
redundant. Mr. Wells claims to have set down the " trend

of intelligent opinion " in religion, the ideas which he per-
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ceives " crystallising out of the intellectual, social, and
spiritual confusions of this time "

; he reveals exactly what
he is thinking, and he is not ashamed to tell all his thoughts,

even to such trifles as the irritation it causes him to see an
officer wearing spurs. But when he claims that he is "an
average man, abnormal only by reason of a certain mental
rapidity," and conceives that he is thinking as the world

thinks, it is time to protest. It is just that mental rapidity,

combined with an imagination that never sleeps, that

separates Mr. Wells from the whole crowd of average men.
His reflections are worthy of attention, because we see the

author's mental laboratory—the experiments in new paths.

The truth is that Mr. Wells, with all the scientist's

impatience of mysteries which he cannot solve, simply waives
the ultimate problem of life and death aside. Obviously, if

you reject revelation, these problems cannot be solved; and
Mr. Wells admits no testimony but that of human experience.

Much of this part of his book is of real interest. No
Salvationist preacher could be more emphatic as to the

reality of the divine presence, the intimacy of the divine

friendship and support, the need for complete identification

of the individual life with the immortal purpose of God;
and he ends with a confession of faith in God which is

interesting rather as coming from a man who has given

so much thought to the development of mechanical
appliances than for its bearing on the perplexities of the

moment.
We do less than justice to Mr. Wells if we do not

accentuate his zealousness to liberate, or rather sever

altogether the forms and ceremonies which he considers to

stand between man and God. His objective is clear enough.
It is to divorce the typical conception of God as omnipotent
Creator from God as the Redeemer. He is at war with
that view of God as taught by Spinoza, with the idea of " a
comprehensive God ruling with justice rather than affec-

tion "
; but he is in love with a finite God, who is a God of

the Heart. He cannot reconcile these two ideas. He uses
the word God, therefore, in the sense of a spiritual com-
panion, of a personal God of mankind. He enjoys the

term " The Veiled Being " for the ultimate mystery of the

universe affirming that " we do not know and perhaps
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cannot know in any comprehensible terms the relation of the

Veiled Being to that living reality in our lives who is the

true God."
Mr. Wells bete noir is the Omnipotence of God : this

problem has beset the mind of man in many ages. The
greatest minds have peered into the mystery of moral evil

and its relationship to God Almighty. The only weaker
reconciliation is that given by the Catholic Church. And
this brings us to the two aspects of Mr. Wells : in the first

logical, cold and something of a Teuton ; his business is

to break up a problem into its lowest factors, and there it

ends ; the finding of the solution is entrusted to the second

Mr. Wr
ells, a man of impulses and prepossessions, with all

the Englishman's disposition to disregard what will not

square with them or dismiss it with ridicule. We get the

impression of a theology as staccato and as zigzag as the

maze at Hampton Court. He who would popularise his

creed must not have a rich and varied assortment.

Mr. Wells' mental changes are made often with a startling

agility, and it is impossible ever to say that what he believes

to-day he is likely to believe next week; his intellect is in a

state of pragmatic flux, and as such he is never likely to

be a leader of thought; but we are sure that all his books are

written with manifest sincerity, and for whom we are

coming to feel much sympathy. Mr. Wells is striving to

find with intellectual honesty a religion which is at once,

good, true, and beautiful. But in this search he shows a
curious inability to understand the point of view of those

who differ from him. If Catholic dogma is a stumbling
block to him, the Unitarian God, on the other hand, is also

a ghostly absolute or colourless blank. He does not seem
to see that oneness implies a unification of parts and actually

he finds it hard to believe in Him, qui potest compati
doloribus nostvis. In fact, for Mr. Wells, the rather pessi-

mistic socialist, the interest in the many religious problems
lies in the possibility and the limits of personal reaction
upon environment and responsibility. And it is well to
remember that Mr. Wells began his literary work with
violent visions—visions of the last pangs of his planet—and
the most interesting thing about him is that he is the only
one of his contemporaries who has not stopped growing, in
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fact he is evolving-

, and the chief defect of his metal equip-

ment is that he does not sufficiently allow for the spiritual

side of men.
Usually his books are singularly lacking in balance, and

people, especially reviewers, are often ungrateful to

Mr. Wells. They read one of his books and enjoy it, and
then begin to complain that it is not a novel, that it has no
consecutive story, that the characters exist only to point a
moral, not to adorn a tale. No doubt people complained
that Tristram Shandy was not a novel ; it may not be, but

it is " Tristram Shandy." The most difficult thing in writing

a novel is to get anything into it except the story.

Mr. W'ells sometimes gets so many things into a novel that he
leaves some of the story out; and he has left a good deal

out in some books. Or rather, it crops up at intervals,

and you feel that it has been going on all the time under-

ground ; but for much of the time Mr. WT

ells talks about
the hera, and the hero about himself and about what he
wants to do and to be. Mr. Wells sees his characters not

simply in themselves or in relation to each other, but in

relation to the whole social framework : his rendering of

this is his peculiar contribution to English fiction.

Yet more striking is the sheer individualism of Mr. Wells.

So far as can be judged he is one of those Socialists (there

have always been such) who start from a purely individualist

conception of human nature. He speaks of it being
desirable for men to associate for gas and water and such-
like, but needless for religion. He scorns, though he does

not disallow, collective worship. His great state, or King-
dom of God on Earth, if ever realised, would be in danger
of the same all-absorbing and persecuting tendency which
we can discern in the past. He does not seem to realise

that personality is itself a social fact, though always
individual. So long as Mr. Wells thus repudiates all notion

of a Church, it is easy to see that he will not look with
favour on Christian history. The Church being composed
of human beings, shows plenty of blots even to> those who
believe in her. It is not unnatural to one who does not that

all religious organisations should appear a " nuisance "

nowadays. From the remarks in The War and the Future
to a vigorous attempt to clear out all such societies, as
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dangerous to the common wealth, is not a very long step,

once power were obtained. In Mr. Well's Kingdom of

God are the same defects as in the legal theory of the

Roman Empire; it makes too much of the sovereign

authority at the top, and too much of the sovereign

individual; and too little of all the other groups, which are

so marked a feature of all developed civilisation.

Let us take his conception of the Forces behind, and yet

immanent in the universe, and see what it amounts to. He
predicates, or so we understand him, a Veiled Being, the

source and sustainer of all phenomena, but so unthinkable

to us—as the Fathers would say " invisible "—that we have

no certain evidence even of His existence, though we must

believe it. Mr. Wells assumes that this Being is uncon-

cerned with Man, but in the soul of Man he finds another

God, a Person whose personality is beyond dispute, and
who is the active Friend and Brother of all who will accept

His help. In Nature he finds yet another Supreme Power,

the Life Force. Really, Mr. Wells is not so far away from
orthodox theology as he imagines.

Vet, when all deductions are made, Mr. Wells's contribu-

tion is great. His books testify to the inalienable thirst

for God, and are evidence of a sincere and courageous spirit,

where experience has been gained at real cost. He does

not agree with us—and it is idle to pretend that he does,

although in certain points that disagreement is less than

the rather emphatic expression of the difference would
indicate, but he helps us to see the way many winds are

moving, and reminds us of certain lamentable deficiencies.

We see, too, more clearly the task before us, so different

from that of the savage.

Moreover, Mr. Wells has never treated his schemes as

final. His Utopia is kinetic, not static, and mankind will

continually move forwards. Other Utopians have conceived
their ideal states as finished products in which Time brings
no further change. But Mr. Wells has sufficient faith in

the future races to abstain from advising them.
Mr. Wells writes in his own queer way. To the niceties

of style and form he pays little attention. He tells his

story as best he can, in his own slangy, cumbrous, Latin-
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English, but idiomatic way—there is little selection or self-

suppression.

The appetite grows by what it feeds on, and the kind

of apostolic mission which Mr. Wells has espoused as his

own seems to drive him further and further into a wilder-

ness of heated argument, where there are few blades of

nutritive grass and no kindly, soporific shade. There was a

time when Mr. Wells cared to be an artist, when he wrote

The Wonderful Visit, for example, or Love and Mr.

Lewisham. But when he donned the prophetic robes, the

Muse prepared to leave him, and when he strode out on a

platform to reform the world, Melpomene or Thalia, or

whoever was his guardian angel, spread her wings and
flew away. It seems a pity. We do not desire to underrate

the value and the excellence of the work which he now
pours out with so prodigal a hand. It is all very informing,

and useful and upbuilding, and if we do> not grow to be

better under this schoolmaster's ferrule, it is obviously our
fault. But however much we may be edified, we are apt to

look back somewhat wistfully to that other form of novel

whose primary business was to tell a story and not preach
endless sermons.

In Peter and Joan Mr. Wells undertook to reform educa-
tion. His hero and heroine are introduced at such an early

age that they can talk little but nursery prattle. When
they both grow up and the time comes for putting them
to school, Mr. Wells devotes many pages to explaining his

idea of the futility of what passed for education in Victorian

days. But we do not see that his destructive criticism is

followed by any constructive creation. Nor has he made
his Joan much better or more sensible than any other

young woman who may have been badly schooled.
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LIONEL JOHNSON: A CAMEO
The evolution of art is among the most remarkable and

significant phenomena in the literary history of our genera-

tion. The great artist appears rarely ; criticism is always

with us, yet has achieved no consistent method by which

the true artist can be distinguished from the false with any

reliability, though the function is universal. By its name
criticism presupposes a standard of taste : xpinqpiov a

mark by which a correct estimate can be formed. But as

yet no standard of taste has proved sufficiently elastic to

assay correctly any given work. Judgments have been

reversed by the progress of time : time is ripe for the

forging of a weapon of criticism and for an emphatic

enunciation of literary standards.

The writing of religious poetry is a severe test, especially

in an English atmosphere. We are not given in England
to advertising deep feelings of any kind, least of all deep

religious feeling. And religious emotion is so incommuni-
cable and so personal, so much mine and that of nobody
else, that the mere attempt to share it comes perilously near

shattering it. Furthermore, the dignity of the true religious

theme is so heart-subduing that the poet, feeling the

inadequacy of human speech, is lured very frequently into

exclamatory arid superlative expression, which not merely

becomes inarticulate but slays the song on the singer's very

lips. There is, finally in the minds of all an ever present

suspicion of other people's religious and emotional

experience.

On March 15th, 1867, Lionel Johnson was born at Broad-
stairs, Kent, of Protestant Irish parents. He was educated

at Winchester, where he spent six years, finally passing on
to New College, Oxford. The strongest literarv influence
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on him was Walter Paler for prose, Richard Crawshaw for

poetry. Until his sad accident and death, on October 4th,

1902, he contributed to The Daily Chronicle, The Outlook,

The Academy, The Spectator, The Fortnightly, The
Speaker, etc. : the majority of these essays have been

collected under the Title of Post Liminium. Circumstances

enabled him to lead a secluded and happy life; his frail

health being the only drawback and the Catholic Church
his consolation and refuge—greater than the castle of books
in which he had lived. As critic, he was certainly better

known and appreciated during his all too short life than

by his published poems. By nature—that is to say, God

—

he had been rarely dowered. His intellect was keen and
scholarly, his imagination peculiarly quick, subtle and
original. He had great personal charm, and the most
attractive virtues of a tender and sympathetic nature. The
deepest thinkers are always the simplest, and Johnson
belongs to that category. It has been truly said that the

best poetry of the time is the poetry of despair, a cry of

the lost; and that sincerity is better than originality; and
that the matter is better than the signature. The poetic genius

of England is a stay-at-home, and one has begun to fear a
confirmed stay-at-home. English civilisation has gone
over the world ; but you would hardly guess that from its

poetry. The example of Greece makes this seem reprehensible.

The name of Lionel Johnson has its own particular appeal

to lovers of good poetry who are also Catholics. Quaintly
cloistral, his early work is charming with a sort of shabby
meditativeness and must be approached with ceremony.
His conversion to the Catholic Church soon after attaining his

majority, implied no sudden change of faith ; for he would
seem to have been Catholic almost from the first by right of

intuitive yearning. Before the days of the so-called Refor-

mation, he saw in dreams an England dotted with churches
full of mystic worshippers, a poetic land in the full Latin
tradition of mediaeval Europe. The glamour of these far

off times no doubt haunted his heart. He had never lost

his faith—it was simply mislaid. The reasons which have
induced men to become converts to the See of Peter are
various and cogent. Newman approached it by a series of

propositions as logical as Euclid ; Huysmans again by a
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series of disgusts. Entering- not as a stranger but as an

heir into the Treasury of the Church, Johnson found in the

multitude of thoughts, of aspirations, in the store of mystical

analysis, of legendary lore, which the Church offers to

religious and poetic temperaments, fresh stimulus to literary

productiveness. The true artist is a traveller in unknown
worlds—regions beyond the boundaries of the ordinary

man's life—the very existence of which is often forgotten

amid the turmoil and clash of everyday things. This is

undoubtedly true of Lionel Johnson. If compensation is

needed, the poet probably finds it in his own labour and
devotion. We lay laurels at the shrines of Shakespeare,

Milton, Byron, Shelley, and Wordsworth, and seem perpetu-

ally to make a tacit reservation not to recognise fame in the

making. Mood, tone—the essential qualities of a poet—are

not easily assimilated by his followers who are generally

the familiar companions of vague emotionalism and loose

thought. The best things of life, all that is generous and
beautiful, and unearthly and endurable, are things of peace.

Poetry keeps them in remembrance. No true poem was
ever written in cold blood or out of an empty heart. Life

to a man like Johnson may well have seemed a rather hellish

business ; his poetry is purely paradisal. And now that he

is no more, Ave are perhaps watching his beautiful spirit

pacing coldly in the purgatory of his choice. Lionel

Johnson not only lived in perpetual interrogation of the

unknowable, but he made poetry of his questionings. He
dwelt in his thoughts more constantly than in his senses.

By temper he was an introspective poet, one in whom the

impulse to write was often akin to confession.

I know you : solitary griefs,

Desolate passions, aching hours !

I know you : tremulous beliefs,

Agonised hopes, and ashen flowers !

The winds are sometimes sad to me ;

The starry spaces full of fear
;

Mine is the sorrow of the sea,

And mine the sigh of places drear.

Some players upon plaintive strings

Publish their wistfulness abroad
;

I have not spoken of these things,

Save to one man, and unto God.
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To this poet, as to all the great ones of the world, the

outward conditions of the spirit are of small concern, so long-

as they do not rob the spirit of its natural glory. For him
poetic expression was not only a delightful art, but an art

of homage also to a beauty indistinguishable from the

highest wisdom he knew, reinforced by the fastidiousness of

a scholar long familiar with the best that has been said and
thought. He was like a priest with no duty except worship.

All his intellect and all his learning were employed aesthet-

ically. His verse had a studious subtlety and glory of

phrase, whose precision of language .was illumined and
enlarged by the fire it could not conceal. He left the poetic

currency of his time enriched, and helped to strengthen the

new impulse of the younger English poets. At first glance,

his poetry suggests a limited outlook, and even a limited

technique ; but on a close examination this cannot be main-
tained. Lionel Johnson is as varied as he is excellent.

His message was one of reconciliation between culture and
devotion, of art and nature, of modernity and of ancient.

His sensitiveness was exquisite, his sympathy keen ; and it

follows that to interpret a poet, you must in a manner
feel with him. You may criticise him better if you disagree,

but the interpretation will not be so true.

Dignity, beauty, fire, were Johnson's chief artistic aims
as a poet. Such gloom as pervades his verse is that of the

mystic, the medievalist, the grave Catholic student. He is

never cynical or pessimistic, but always delicate, austere,

spiritual—yes, snow-white. One can read his work and note

the great pealing of an organ—a mind craving to express

its intimate ardours, its despairing admirations, its memories
and the wounds of a recluse spirit in contact with the

world. Whatever he wrote he perfectly controlled. He
had no notion of producing a stirring effect of modernity
by smashing all poetic form. As a poet he clothed his

conceptions of delicate and poignant loveliness in a robe of

almost classical austerity. His workmanship was an exact
ritual. He served his art with almost cloistral consecration.

Thus it comes to pass that the name of Lionel Johnson
stands for all the things we catalogue in the charms of life.

It is characteristic of him that his appeal should ever have
been to the past. At the time of his death it was said that
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Lionel Johnson was a scholar by instinct, a poet by longing-,

and a critic by profession. To those who knew intimately

the poet and his writings, one characteristic was more-

obvious than his strong individuality in thought and action.

He soared high above literary flightiness. Judging from the

astonishing number of authors he quotes, his learning is

remarkable, if occasionally a little oppressive. Reading
him is like spending the morning in the Bodleian.

Although talent is perhaps best cultivated in meditative

seclusion, some contact with the realities of life is needed

for the development of character. There has been a general

acceptance of Johnson as a poet of the Irish revival, which

is both true and false. The heart has its own fatherland

;

and, while fundamentally English in many ways, Johnson did

throw in his lot unhesitatingly with the fortunes of the Celt.

A lover of outdoor life, his poems are noticeable for the

attention he pays to Nature. It does not require a very

wide acquaintance with Johnson's poetry to realise how he

was affected by the countryside. He saw the phenomena
of field and hedge-row and woodland with clear eye and
exactitude, but he did not immolate his personality at the

shrine of Nature after the manner of Wordsworth and
Shelley.

Procrastinations of thought and opinion are at best an

insecure ground on which to build hopes for future fame.

Whatever the future generations may think, Lionel

Johnson's contemporaries knew him as a poet from whom
they anticipated much, and if at any time his audience is

few, there should be enthusiasm enough to compensate for

numbers.
There is a good deal of over-accomplished, over-deriva-

tive verse in Johnson's collected works; and some of the

worst, as some of the best of his poetry is religious. He
has neither Thompson's splendid humble ease not Patmore's
arrogant modesty in treating of Catholic subjects : but some
poems notably The Dark Angel, are weighed with a

solemnity, a brooding sense of infinity which reminds one

more of Spanish than English literature. Johnson's

simplicity may seem a little affected; but there is no* doubt

about the sincerity of him when he is dealing with the

troubles and wanderings of the human soul. For him the
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Christian is, above all, the miserable sinner—the sinner

requiring- pity.

Mr. Meynell calls Johnson a " traditionalist." It is an
ugfly word, but it will serve. Only we must be careful to

remember that it does not mean a man who understands
tradition, but a man who worships it. The Middle Ages to

which Johnson reverted, were neither those of St. Francis

nor those of Salimbene—they were his own creation, as

real as his tears and his penitence, but quite unlike the gay,
simple, profound, disturbing centuries which have been
called "the ages of faith." Johnson was modern—as

modern as any of his contemporaries; but his temperament
preferred the austere scholastic art.

A selection of Johnson's recently published letters, reveal,

for a youth still in his teens, a wonderful grasp of the philo-

sophical and religious points of view. But as pure letters

they lack feeling. Indeed, but for an occasional reference

to a school debating society or a complaint about the undue
excitement displayed about athletics (an embryo
Alec Waugh) there would be little to show that the letters

were written from a school study. One may catch in them
the memory of the loneliness, thoughts, yearnings, aspira-

tions of a most unusual schoolboy. Some few knew a

little of his private thoughts ; but even of these few scarcely

one can have known, or guessed, how much was " going
on " beneath that reserved and lonely habit. Much
stronger is the appeal of all that was lovable in a rarely

lovable nature, for all that is good and true.

2 G
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PAUL CLAUDEL: AN APPRECIATION

There is at present in French literature a splendid reaction

from the worldly and fiery grandeur of the last century.

It has been said that French literature is profoundly original,

but we are inclined to think that this is not so. We rather

think that its chief modus operandi has been a logical

development rather than a creative evolution. A great

deal has been loud and bizarre, during which time the best

sentiment of the country has been but faintly observed.

Into this category the name of Paul Claudel appears.

He lives in a material age, but like other men he has to

save his soul alive; and if he succeeds there is no need for

us to quarrel about the means. Poetry is the only way in

which we can come near to the expression of what is really

an incommunicable experience ; and it is not without

motive that the recent revival of interest in mysticism has
coincided with that of poetry. Words fail the lover to

express his inmost feelings, but he is more content to do
so with the help of the lyric. It follows from this that the

great poets are teachers, and that we have a great deal to

learn if we are willing to listen. Chiefly they can help us

to see religion in a new light, and present it in such a way
as to cast a spell over the imagination. Few others have
brought to their subjects that ever present conviction of

man's sacred function in a universe where nothing is

accidental, which is perhaps the ultimate secret of this

impervious visionary.

Paul Claudel is worthy not merely of the cultus of a

466
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clique, but of the attention of Catholics generally. Born in

1868, he was in the Consular Service before his twenty-fourth

year. He has lived much outside France, and visited

America, China and Germany ; at the present time he is

attached to the French Embassy at Rome. In all his travels

he penetrated deep into the heart of men and women, while

his work reveals sympathetic understanding. By the over-

powering- sense of immortal issues which his poems convey

and by the synthetic quality of the emotion they excite

M. Claudel leaves other poets behind him.

Of Paul Claudel, Mr. Middleton Murry, an admirable

critic of French literature, has written :
" His drama is

lyrical in expression and philosophic in thought, and there-

fore is not drama, either by convention or etymology."

His works are simple, exalted, fragrant episodes and

incidents of every-day transposed to faery ; even through the

alien medium of an English prose, we note a rhythm which

in its strength and melody might recall familiar passages in

the Psalms of Solomon's Song. Claudel's writings are
" stiff with gorgeous embroidery," while his art just gives

that touch of romance to religion that makes it at once

interesting and an unearthly thing. It is perhaps hardly to

be wondered at that the religious poetry of Catholics should

find its chief source of inspiration in the beliefs that are

peculiar to them rather than those which are common to

all Christians. M. Claudel is full of similes and symbolism.

He can hardly mention anything without telling us that it

is like something else ; he is so interested in symbols that he

scarcely considers eidier the reality of the thing symbolized

or the importance of the symbolisation.

Be that as it may, for more than twenty years Claudel

worked in silence and in obscurity as French Consul in

various towns of the Far East. His earlier works were

published anonymously, lest their Catholic tone should

damage his career, and were much admired by some of the

inner set of the Mercnre de France. But at length the

authorship was discovered, and he was spoken of with

admiration by a few independent artists like Mirabeau, Gide,

Mauclair, while Georges Duhamel has written a volume

about him and his books almost in a tacit sense, butgenerally

with admiration. Claudel's writings remind one continually
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of Mallarmie's : the writer's meaning is perpetually just

touching and evading one's intelligence, as invisible cobwebs
return again to brush against one walking up and down a

garden path in the twilight.

Claudel is not easy to read, for his dramas are laden with

ideas. He has a speech peculiar to himself, and in one

sense he could be compared to Walt Whitman ; but perhaps

that would do him an injustice. Claudel has invented a

form which is neither prose nor regular verse, nor even

vers libre. Its form is Claudel's own invention, much in

the same way that " Catalectic " verse was an invention of

Coventry Patmore's. One thing is certain, however—the

result is charming and entirely suits the themes of such

diverse books as Le Repos du Septieme Jour, La Ville,

L'Otage, a Napoleonic story, and a French version of the

Agannuenan of JEschylus, with its sequel Le Pair On. No
more fervidly Catholic poetry has been written than we find

in his Cinq Odes, Trois Poemes de Guerre, and Corona
benignitatis anni Dei—the last as a voice crying in the

wilderness, "Prepare ye the w^ay of the Lord." His
language is of an almost Biblical simplicity, coloured with
a highly original imagery—a unique blend which never
rings false. Intellectually Claudel does not approach the

Christian faith from a traditionalist or even from a prag-
matist point of view. He accepts it as the result of a pro-
longed course of spiritual introspection.

The epitome of his teaching is, surely, that man's being
rests on the centre of the love of God, without which he
can do nothing. His work, it has been rightly said, is a
long pilgrimage towards God; and the road was not
without its struggling for the Truth because he was
enthusiastic about new ideals though certainly faithful to
the old. The strange and fearful beauty of his dramas,
the majestic spirituality of his odes fills us with wonder.

It would not be wise to think of Claudel as one of those
souls who seek to storm the heights of Heaven, nor of the
violent who seek to take the Kingdom of Heaven by force.
He represents the movement through which France has
passed during the last fifty years. In 1894 Burnetiere was
beginning to feel his way back to the Church, though it was
not completed until five years later. Huysmans announced
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in 1895 his submission to the Church by the publication of

En Route. Two years later, Francois Coppee began that

homeward journey which is recorded in the exquisite pages

of La Bonne Souffrcm.ce; and they were in turn followed

by men like Paul Verlaine, Paul Bourget, and many others,

while men like Maurice Barres supported the movement.

Men like Anatole France and Henri Bergson no longer repre-

sent French thought. Disciples of Renan, their influence is

waning; and, as that infidel wrote in the last sentence of the

Vie le Jesus, has already proved, " son culte se rajeunira

sans cesse." Claudel's pilgrimage is towards God, and

that is a pilgrimage of joy, yet paradoxically it is also one

of sadness because for those outside the Faith he sees only

for them a sombre darkness which ends in despair and

death. The weight of the ideas which he sets in motion

almost dulls the sensibility of our fine and more trivial

nerves. Yet to him everything of heaven seems familiar.

He is almost like a boy in a museum, unhampered by the

restrictions, but happy ; the very air he breathes is a mist

shed about the light of the simple. He can at least make
those who have not faith believe in its reality for those who
have it. True, yet you may not like him; but he forces his

way through the surrounding theory of traditions, and

imparts with a charm his message. To the many who have

not his faith, his writings will certainly make a great

appeal. There is passion and sincerity in all Claudel's

writings, and these are great qualities; and though he

rarely compasses the golden verse that lives in the memory,
he can build up a verse which follows the organic structure

of his thought, and so give pleasure in the reading. The
poet who leaves a few lyrics behind him that will outlive

the passing fashion of his time has won a fair reward, even

though it is quite certain that every true poet would not

have worked less enthusiastically without the least hope of

it. Claudel is less a reactionary in letters than a pioneer,

an innovation both in his psychological approach to

religion and in the technique of his practical and dramatic
method.
As revealed, at least in their literature, the French do not

love Nature for its own sake. That love seems to have
found refuge in their school of landscape painting. Of
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course, Semancous, George Sand and Andre Theuriet are

the exceptions—for a time, at least, misunderstood by the

choicest of French spirits. Just as Balzac assembled his

various works under the title of La Comedie Humaine, so

Claudel brought together his under the general title

L'Arbre. By this naturalistic title he indicated that his

work had a sort of profound natural living unity of the

tree, whose roots and branches were nourished by mother
earth and dew. His dramas never lose touch with the

earth where men live, love and suffer. No doubt his

curiously-shaped verses, his seemingly careless rhymes, are

but the inevitable result of his determination to set down
his impressions with the actuality with which he saw them.

Every word is firm and sure, sounding with a resonance

and volume, because it is carried along by passion and a

fire which burns for religion in a mystic sort of way. The
whole sum of his teaching lies in his love of the things of

nature. Above all, he sees—not only by exactness—but by
imagination; while Claudel's external characteristic is

mainly by the wonderful art he shows in selection of the

right word, a thing which makes translation difficult.

The best known of his works, as far as this country is

concerned, is the mystery play, The Tidings Brought to

Mary: the time is the Middle Ages. A poor peasant girl,

Violaine, was the only one who understood the spiritual

pain of the leper, Pierre de Craon, the church builder, who
on account of his disease may not marry. In a burst of

sympathy, Violaine kisses him—and lo ! the inevitable

result. Hence the youth she is to marry, Jacques Hury,
by the injunction of her parents, marries her sister, Mara,
while Violaine lives for many years in the woods—an out-

cast and her identity unknown—but with an extraordinary

reputation for piety among the peasants. Mara's babv dies,

and she brings the child's body to Violaine for the benefit

of her prayers—which, when hidden under the leper's cloak,

comes to life again. This is the miracle, almost too terrible

in its realism—though beautifully conceived and it leaves

its restraint deep in the reader's mind. Mara, on discover-

ing the leper woman to be her sister whose memory her

own husband ever holds in his heart, leads (in her jealousy)

the blind leper to her death in a sandpoinr. Her repentance
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and confession, and the old peasant father's reading of the

riddle of Love and Pain and Death, must be left to the

reader to be sought in Claudel's exquisite and magical

pages.

The point of the play is not, perhaps, that of the farmer's

two daughters, one became a saint and a leper; the other

won the man whom they both loved and came on pilgrimage

to her sister to beg that by a miracle she would restore to

life her dead child. Touching as their story is, not saint-

like Violaine, nor bitter, earthly Mara was the heroine.

Yet surely this was drama, this long, deliberate, deep-

plunging, high-soaring, philosophic yet passionate dramatic

showing of—whom? Of mediaeval France. The France of

Joan of Arc : the old rich farm with the nunnery perched

high above it like a dove-cot; the hint of great churches

with their stone, their wood, their glass—and their holiness

;

the trackless forest through which the peasants were driving

a road that the King might come to be crowned in Rheims
Cathedral ; the touch of mediaeval brutality—which is also

modern, for we still laugh and rail at our saints; the richly,

loftily, homely Catholic air of it all; in these the play

enwrapped us until it needed an effort to come back to the

present.

This old French miniature is a vehicle for a beautiful

expression of Claudel's philosophic and religious sense.

The romantic part of the story is full of life and energy

;

then there is the fine earthly energy of Mara in her quest of

the things of this world, in contrast with Violaine's earnest

seeking of the things pertaining to heaven. Everything in

the play speaks of the old France to which M. Claudel and
his immediate entourage dream of a speedy return, wearied
of the seeming cleverness and pragmatic flux of the last

twenty-five years or so. But the point of immediate interest

is Claudel's endeavour to attempt a revival of the so-called

play with a religious motif. Like Strindberg's Advent and
Hauptmann's Hannele, Claudel follows them too much in

emphasising the blackness of the world; there is too little

of its love and joy. If the religious play is to be revived
and presented to a secular audience, it would be well that
God's message should be conveyed in an optimistic vein. The
antithesis is not surprising, but it is unfortunate, for the
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reason that religious plays are generally dull and uninterest-

ing. No doubt Claudel is right in believing that the war
has produced a real revival of religion in France, but some-

how his writing gives one the impression of a man rather

rejoicing in the downfall of old enemies than in the breaking

of a new dawn.
Claudel and his characters are alike untouched by the

evolutionary theory which has stood in place of a religion to

so many artists of an age that is now closed. Happiness is

good, Claudel seems to say, but sorrow also is good, if only

it can be voluntarily waited with the sorrow of the Secret

Heart of God.

M. Claudel leaves no doubt in the mind that he can

project his imagination to create characters which are solid

with their own individual life and not merely mouthpieces of

the dialectic of their author's soul. He always has been a

difficult author to understand and to act. The recently

acted L'Otage (a play founded on the opposition between

the idea of the old monarchial and feudal order and the

idea of revolution) made one, said a Times article, want to

fall on your knees in adoration, or tear the actors limb from
limb.
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ROBERT HUGH BENSON: AN ESTIMATION

" He maketh His ministers a flame of fire."

Robert Hugh Benson was a dreamer, something- perhaps

of a poet. His was a personality all charming- and captivat-

ing. He was simple and straight as a child, loveable and

hopeful as a boy, and strong and resolute as a man. True

to his friends, generous to his foes, he was a Catholic

Englishman of whom we are all proud. Beneath all his

quietude and reserve there was a great well of emotion,

with deep waters to rise and overwhelm him when he was
stirred by kindness or unkindness, by queer unexpected

beauties of sound or colour or scent.

Monsignor Benson was not an ordinary man, he was
something of a genius. The quick nervous touch of his pen,

his delicate balance of compromise and probability, his quiet

humour—such qualities are not often found combined in

one man—as well as a mystic and intense piety and unspar-

ing ardour for the salvation of souls : perhaps his great
personal influence was due to his intensely human character.

This, he said, was his one and main objective—to take an
interest in everything human. He recognised that the super-
natural was built upon the natural as its foundation. The
guiding will of the Catholic Church was his great security.

This great litterateur, this renowned orator, was first and
foremost a man of God. The principal notes of Robert
Hugh Benson's life were earnestness and rapidity. What
an immense amount of valuable work he crammed into

the last few years of his all too short life ! Religious
publications, novels, sermons, mystery plays, lectures,

-!/ j
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special articles for magazines and papers, letter writing-—
there was hardly a means of influencing the public for good
that he did not employ with success.

To make a good subject for a biographer, a man must
have characteristics that are really salient. The best por-

traits in art are those men who have had marked features,

and the same is the case with those written portraits which
we call biographies. The following is in that case only a
miniature, as the story of Robert Hugh Benson's life is

already told by abler pens than mine. We owe our social

success in ordinary polite conversation in a great measure
to our ability to conceal, or at least to drape decorously the

anima naturaliter egotism, that is humanity's open secret.

In that respect the writer of this brief article is at no
disadvantage, as the whole story of Monsignor Benson's life

is open as a book.

Robert Hugh Benson was born in November, 1S71, at

Wellington College, where his father was then headmaster

;

he was the youngest of the four sons of Edward White
Benson, who later became the first Bishop of Truro, and
finally Archbishop of Canterbury. Hugh was first educated

at home, and in 1882 was sent to Walter House, Clevedon,

in Somersetshire, then presided over by a certain Mr.
Cornish. Three years later he won a scholarship at Eton

;

and in 1890 he entered Trinity College, Cambridge, after

having spent a short time in France, with a party of Indian

Civil Service candidates. Vaguely interested for a short

time by Theosophy, he became absorbed and fascinated by

the music and mode of worship in St. Paul's Cathedral,

and his sense of worship was further developed and
directed by the reading of J. H. Shorthouse's famous John
Inglesant, which, as he afterwards said, " exercised a com-
manding influence over my life and career. It turned my
errant thoughts definitely towards religion, and crystallised

hitherto vague and shadowy aspirations. But for Mr.

Shorthouse's great novel, I daresay I should have gone
into the army ; I am a priest to-day, in no small degree,

because I read John Inglesant."

Monsignor Benson admitted that up to the time of his

decision to become a clergyman his religion had no spark

of real vitality. Yet it never occurred to him as even con-

ceivable that the belief of the Catholic Church could be
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anything but obviously absurd. And only one religious life

seemed possible to him :
" that of a quiet country clergy-

man, with a beautiful garden, an exquisite choir, and a sober

bachelor existence." Marriage seemed to him then, as

always, quite inconceivable.

After reading for Anglican Orders with Dean Vaughan,
of Llandaff, he was ordained Deacon, in 1894, in Croydon
Parish Church, by his father; having previously taken his

degree.

For a short time he laboured at Hackney Wick, the place

of the Eton Mission. In 1896 his father died at Hawarden
during a visit to Mr. Gladstone. On receiving the news he

at once went up to Hawarden, and celebrated the Com-
munion service at Hawarden Church, Gladstone being one
of the communicants. A week after the funeral his health

suddenly and completely broke down, and he was ordered

to Egypt for the winter.

It was during his visit to the Holy Land that matters
concerning the Catholic Church began to appear in a new
light; his contempt for the Papacy began to take upon it

"a tinge of respectful fear." Returning to England, he

spent about a year at Kemsing, Kent, as assistant curate.

In 1891, he became a professed brother of the Anglican
Community of the Resurrection at Mirfielcl, in Yorkshire,

established by Bishop Gore, on more or less Benedictine

lines. By the end of 1902 he had reached a state of acute

spiritual distress, and on Easter Day evening, a year later,

he stood for the last time in an Anglican pulpit, returning

to Mirfielcl " exhausted physically, mentally and spiritually."

During this time Monsignor Benson had attempted to

find the " Living Voice in the Church " in the Book of

Common Prayer, and the Thirty-nine Articles. When the

fallacy of this attempt became apparent he fell back upon
the " Diffusive Theory," as he called it—that the Catholic

Church spoke through the silent consensus ; where Rome,
Moscow, and Canterbury agreed, there was the explicit voice

of the Holy Spirit. But in the end he found that the
" Roman " theory of Catholicity worked and the Anglican

did not.

As son of the late Archbishop of Canterbury, and as a
clergyman of the Anglican Church, and a member of the

Community of the Resurrection, he was held by a thousand
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ties to the Church of England. Yet his honesty enabled
him to see through the falsity of its claims ; and his courage
gave him strength to break through every barrier to act
upon his convictions. What seems to have influenced him
most was the reading of Mr. Spencer Jones's England and
the Holy See, and some books by Mr. Mallock. But he
tells us it was The Development of Doctrine, bv Cardinal
Newman, that, like a magician, waved av/ay the last floating

mists " and let him see the City of God in her strength and
beauty." But finally and supremely, it was the reading of

the Scriptures that satisfied him as to the positive claims
of Rome.
He rightly failed to see that Catholics are Protestants,

and Protestants are Catholics, that the Church of Rome
originated but a short while ago, and the origin of the
Church of England is lost in a twilight of fable ; that the

sacrifice of the Mass is daily offered in Protestant churches,

when only a few years past it was treason felony, and the

penalty of it was hanging, quartering, disembowelling, as

Tyburn can testify ; when the saints who have been
blasphemed for centuries, are now privately worshipped by
devout Anglicans, when we are told that St. Patrick was a

Protestant, we wonder when the unblushing boldness, of

such people who are not particularly fond of truth, will

cease.

In September, he set out on a journey to Woodchester
Priory to consult with Father Reginald Buckler, O.P., to

whom he had been recommended to go by a friend. On
Friday, September u, 1903, he was received into the

Catholic Church, and the following year he was ordained

at Rome.
With the exception of a year's study at Cambridge after

his ordination, Father Benson spent all his years as a priest,

principally in labouring to spread among our separated

brethren the light which he had found. By his eloquent and
convincing sermons in England, Rome and America, which
were often an auto-biographical confession, he made very

many conversions. The untiring zeal of the convert whose
conscience has repudiated the faith in which he was trained,

was ever apparent in his sermons. In 191 1, he became
Privy Chamberlain to the late Pope Pius X.

When Robert Hugh Benson, after days at Eton and
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Cambridge, after ordination, parish experience, and an
attempt at Community life, as an Anglican, entered the

Catholic Church, he was only thirty-two, and had given

Httle or no public sign of the mental and spiritual develop-

ment possible to him. Few people probably foresaw his

future, even with the lucky guess that may be the portion

of the palmist. It might have been supposed that he would
depend for his importance on the paradox of his position

—

that of the son of a Protestant Primate becoming a Catholic—
that of the son of an Archbishop of Canterbury who talked

flippantly of the Catholic Church in England as " the New
Italian mission " becoming one among the missionaries.

Not since 1606, when Tobie Mathew, son of the Arch-
bishop of York, became a Catholic, had a son of an Anglican
Archbishop acted similarly. Travel gave him a width of

view which reading alone could not impart. When he
went abroad and saw facts as they were, he said, he could

not look at things through provincial spectacles any more.
" I felt out of communion with the great body of Christ-

ians," he added. Wherever he went he found the universal

character of the Catholic Church brought home to him.

The first Mass he attended was said by a black priest,

served by a Frenchman, and the congregation was Italian.

As a Member of the Church of England he found his

services and Church unknown and unrecognised in foreign

places. The positive reasons that led him to the Catholic

Church were the unity on every point of doctrine,

contrasting with the divisions he saw elsewhere.

He said it was impossible to compare the system he had
left, with that which he had embraced, because the former
appeared to him no longer a coherent system at all. There
were, of course, associations, memories, and emotions still

left in his mind; yet he himself could not see in them
anything more than hints, and fragments and aspirations

detached from their centre, and reconstructed into a purely

human edifice without any foundation or solidity.

With regard to the story of his last days. On Monday,
October 5th, 1914, he went to Ulverston, and gave a week's
mission there, returning in time to Manchester to preach

on the Sunday in Salford Cathedral. He had intended to

return home the next day, but was taken ill and was forced

to yield to treatment in the Bishop's House. Tuesday and
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Wednesday saw no relief, and consequently a specialist was
invited to share the responsibility of the medical attendant.

Even on the Thursday night no danger was anticipated,
" and his splendid vitality was deemed sufficient to throw
off the indisposition." Real danger became manifest on
the Saturday, and the next day his brother, Dr. A. C.

Benson, arrived in response to a wire. Canon Sharrock
records he received the Last Rites with great devotion and
made his Profession of Faith with great vivacity. Con-
scious almost to the last breath, he breathed forth his soul

without struggle at 1.30 p.m. on Monday, with the accent
of prayer on his lips.

On the following Friday, in accordance with his express
wish—a course which the Home Office sanctioned—he was
buried in the orchard attached to his house at Hare Street,

Buntingford, a sylvan retreat situated in a remote part of

Hertfordshire, where he had spent the last six years of his

useful life. Here was the theatre of the literary labours of

the great priest-novelist, from which emanated those

wonderful volumes which charmed and instructed countless

readers.

The interment was preceded by a solemn Requiem Mass
at eleven o'clock, in the private chapel of the late Monsignor.
There was no panegyric. To the sound of In Paradisum,
Cardinal Bourne blessed the grave, who also recited the last

prayer, surrounded by Mrs. Benson, her two sons, and a

few friends, and some choir boys from Westminster Cathe-

dral. Overlooking the grave was a rough-hewn cross

topping a great mound of earth : he had made the cross.

The plain oak coffin bore the inscription :
" Very Rev.

Monsignor Robert Hugh Benson, M.A., born Nov. 17th,

1871, died Oct. 19th, 1914—R.I. P." The chalice and paten

of Monsignor Benson, in compliance with his request, were
placed in the grave. Many beautiful wreaths were sent

from relatives and friends.

In his books, as in his life, Robert Hugh Benson was
almost from first to last a missionary for his Church. x\s

a novelist he exhibited a genuine literary gift, but, like

Cardinal Newman, he looked upon his art solely as a means
to spiritual ends. In Monsignor Benson's case it must be

admitted that the artist was sometimes eclipsed by the

propagandist. There was in his long list of productions
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one exception to his avowed rule of writing- in the interests

of Roman Catholicism. This was his early work The Light

Invisible, written in the clays of his Anglican curacy, and
reproducing", at least in its topical setting, experiences of a

curacy in a Kentish village. He was " High Church "

then and the tone of this book is Catholic. In it he narrated

a series of episodes, all of which were essentially mystical.
" People surely think," he wrote, " in ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred in concrete images, not in abstract ideas :

and the only way to present truth to such people is to

supply a series of images, that stick in the imagination. I

would say that fiction is rather sacramental than sensuous

;

and that it conveys truth in a way that nothing else can.

The only thing to ensure, surely, is that the inner and
invisible thing is adequate to the outward and visible

presentment."

Literature to him was a means to an end. All his novels

are written with one purpose, the purpose of setting before

the world the truth in doctrine, the integrity in history, and
the honesty in social affairs of the Church. Like Newman,
he wrote English with distinction, notwithstanding the

quantity of his work, and his point of view and his style

chimed together in one effect, an effect of almost monitorial

precision, and sincerity.

Monsignor Benson wrote vividly and with a keen sense

of dramatic values. Sometimes he approached the verge of

melodrama, as in his fantastic forecast of a humanly
devised millennium. In that novel, called Lord of the

World, he rivalled the fancy of Mr. H. G. Wells with

pictures of a world ordered by supremely intelligent and
civilised beings. His moral was, however, a vastly different

one from that of any secular social reformer. In another

vein Monsignor Benson wrote stories of modern life, and
brought English country houses and conventional society

into relation with his dominant motive. Examples of this

kind were The Sentimentalists, The Conventionalists , and
The Average Man with his weakness, appraiser of strength,

and secret desires of his heart. At the time this work
appeared, the majority of the reviews said that this novel

snowed the author at his best. Besides fiction he also

wrote works of explicit argument on behalf of Catholicism.

Such was The Religion of a Plain Man and The Papers of a
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Pariah. One must not forget to add that in the same cause
his tongue was even more persuasive than his pen.

Undoubtedly he was one of the most eloquent preachers of

the day,^ and his sermons attracted everywhere crowded
congregations, which included people of all faiths. In all

that he wrote and said there glowed manifestly a passionate
sincerity. To all who knew him he gave the impression of

extreme simplicity, humility, and kindliness. He lived a
saintly life. Nothing could restrain him from the ardours
of a missionary campaign, which was conducted on both
sides of the Atlantic. For several years past it had been
clear that he was wearing himself out. But it was also

clear that he was a man whose life must flame, not flicker,

to its close.

He was one of the few who wrote with exact knowledge
of his countrymen and their "difficulties." He never

painted the human side of the Church's life with the couleur

de rose. This inspired confidence at once. It was no part

of his mission to paint every priest or nun as a model of

perfection, every rite and ceremony as the last word in

orthodoxy and reverence. Enough for him to prove the

Church herself to be patently infallible because demonstrably
divine.

It is difficult to estimate the secret of this extraordinary

magnetism. He was possessed of a matchless and irresis-

tible eloquence : he did not monopolise the conversation, but
his sayings were incisive, fascinating, humorous, and
suggestive. At the same time, he displayed a magnificent

generosity to the claims of others, and was entirely devoid

of any pettiness or envy. His manner, too, was an irresis-

tible charm : tender, genial and above all sympathetic, and
apparently unaware, to a great degree of the influence he
exerted.

He was not a coward, nor self-willed, nor of morbid

moods. There were times when he showed extraordinary

courage, facing great dangers with a quiet and noble resolu-

tion. His strength of will amounted at times to a stubborn

obstinacy. He was a dreamer, and he liked loneliness, and
he indulged in queer fantastic, and sometimes, preposterous

imaginations, but his dreams were such as come to people

who are sensitive to the beauty and wonder of life, and in
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his loneliness he was cheerful, and busy with brain and
hands.

His versatility was equalled by his industry, for his output
of work by voice and pen in ten short years is an evidence
of genius, the endowment of remarkable gifts, and as
remarkable a capacity for taking- pains. But, in all his

work, he was the faithful servant of his Master. He
carried into the pulpit that sympathetic outlook on humanity,
that experiential observation of life in its throbbing actual-

ities, that exuberant imagination and facile phrasing which
make the born novelist; and the religious fervour, the touch
of mysticism, and a searching analysis which thrilled his

hearers and gave a spiritual colouring to all his written

words.
Despite the extraordinary range and variety of Robert

Hugh Benson's work, despite the enthusiasm with which he
approached everything, from a convent retreat to a novel

informed by the latest piece of knowledge from psychic
phenomena to tapestry weaving, he never revealed his real

self as that of a mystic aflame with ardour for the Divine,

and unresting in his desire to approach his unseen Saviour
along every possible avenue of life.

When he first took the old house at Buntingford with

its long memories, he had found there a small barn ages old.

And his eye, ever quick to see beauty, saw how fitting a
chapel this would make. Its ancient timbered walls and
rough, uneven floor needed no further decoration, possessing
as they did the simple dignity that age alone can give.

And he spared no pains to ensure that everything within

the chapel should harmonise with its setting. Old carving,

old embroidery, old statues, all of which had in years gone
by been made and employed for the service of God, were
here restored to their original purpose by his loving care.

A little screen of ancient woodwork separated the sanctuary
from the rest of the chapel, and there he placed the simple
altar at which he celebrated Mass.
The eleven years of his Catholic life, judged by its labours,

might be called in the poet's phrase, eleven years of years.

A complete subjugation of his will was his note; and one
of its evidences was the unflagging labour of his pen, which
he was therefore able to pledge to half-credulous publishers

in advance, with a certainty of performance. What thai
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exacted drudgery cost a man whose business was in some
sort his sensitiveness of apprehension—the yielding- to

moods that were to make his " copy "—perhaps only writers

of his own standing can appreciate.

To quote the words of one who knew him well :
—

" His

enthusiasm he carried into everything he undertook to do.

If he were playing with children he played heart and soul,

though that were, and had been, his sole occupation in

life. Watch him sewing tapestry, and his whole mind
would be bent on the work as the business of life that

mattered. In writing he was just the same. He wrote

with such an almost ferocious energy that it would not

have surprised you to see the paper scorch beneath his

pen ; and the whole bent of his brain was occupied with

the teeming thoughts that seemed to leap and bubble from

the inkpot on to the paper. And when he prayed—the

world forgetting—Ah ! that was indeed the real and
earnest work of life, beside which all else sank into

nothingness.
" At home he lived by rule—never broken except under

the strongest pressure. Mass at eight, prior to which he

recited a portion of the Divine Office. Breakfast (in

silence) at nine, during which although he ate sparingly

enough, he positively devoured his correspondence, of

which there was always a plenty. Then the newspaper
till ten. And even in his reading he showed another

aspect of his many-sided nature. He read with amazing
speed, and remembered what he had read with amazing
accuracy. From ten to one he would spend in writing at

top-speed, and, after a quarter of an hour's Divine Office,

lunch would be taken. After lunch, with a piece of

tapestry in his hand—he seldom sat still and talked only

—

he would talk—and talk delightfully. The afternoon was
spent in manual labour—gardening when the weather
permitted, or carpentering or carving. Tea at four,

followed by more writing till 7.30; then the Office again
and dinner. Frequently after dinner he would read aloud
—either from some favourite author or from his own
particular MS. then in progress. He read with charm,
and, what is more with sympathy, and very quickly to

boot. At 9.30 the bell was rung for night prayers;
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spiritual reading- and Compline followed, after which he
would finish the Office for the day. A full day—in which
no minute could be counted as wasted. And yet, full as

it was, he found time to make frequent visits to the chapel,

and was at all times accessible to penitents desirous of

confessing-."

" One who owes much to him and his loving direction
"

also supplies us with some very interesting personal details.

When asked on one occasion to rest more, he answered
" that he often wished he could but that he dared not, as if

he gave way for a time he would have to give up altogether

;

that people must just let him do his life's work in his own
way, as, after all it was far better to wear out than to rust

out."

His chief fascination as a preacher lay in the fact that

he knew to the core the men and women of the hour who
had thrown off the conventions and gods of their fathers,

who were in revolt and restless in their search for new
gods and new philosophies of life—the new men and the

new women ; of the Hedonist type ; the new atheists,

materialists, and necromancers, new Bohemia and new
society—the new generation that pessimists gazed upon and
nick-named decadents—the eager, laughing throng of mad
motorists, week-enders and high-flyers, that crowded the

theatres, the music-halls, the night clubs, and even the

churches—anything, anywhere in search of a new sensa-

tion ; crazy futurists in art and letters and life ; he knew
them and he did not despise them. The new and strange

Nonconformist conscience he knew, and did not despise it;

the new spiritualism he knew and did not ignore it. For all

he had a heart of understanding and a voice of sympathy
and hope. The weirdly decorated guest chamber with a

fresco representing the " Dance of Death " bespoke the

author of weird phantasies ; the pleasant orchard and
shrubbery disclosed the quiet country gentleman, while the

well-stocked library and littered study told of the indefatig-

able worker whose prolific brain had already begun to

outpace the frail body of its possessor.

The Protestant world, agape for ghost stories told with

an air of belief, seems to prefer The Light Invisible which

dates from its author's Anglican period, to later and more
profound studies. Catholics do not approve, in these peril-
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ous regions, of mere curiosity. They suspect that ghost-
lore may soon turn to Spiritism, which is a serious thing,

condemned by Holy Writ. For the phenomena termed
" psychic," Monsignor Benson had by family training about
an equal amount of credence and contempt. He admitted,
but despised them. Not so the real power which might
be working by their means. The apprehension of danger
menacing our heedless age filled him with alarm.
By what Authority was written when he had determined

to make the change of faith. The King's Achievement was
a brilliant historical novel, dealing with the confiscation of

the monasteries by Henry VIII. Come Rack! Come Rope!
is a picture of religious persecution in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. The Conventionalists deals with the conversion
of a young man who subsequently enters one of the con-
templative Orders. Like this book, The Sentimentalists
brings English country houses and conventional society into

relation with Catholicism. The Coward is real literature,

being a masterly exposition of the strife between the secular

affections and affections spiritual. The Necromancers has
spiritualism as its theme, and The Dawn of All is a remark-
able picture of a world that has turned again to the Church.
Richard Reynal Solitary, is a fascinating story laid in the

reign of King Henry VI. His control of plot and incident

was always artistic and firm.

Says Canon Barry : "I should not be surprised if the

fame of this distinguished writer came to depend on his

romances of Catholic history since the Reformation. They
throw light on episodes full of tragic interest to ourselves,

which the best-known English chroniclers and philosophic

historians (with exceptions like Hallam) have overlooked or

misconstrued. Documents clear the old Church and its

adherents from grievous charges, still too commonly
believed. Our illustrious Cardinal Gasquet did much to

enlighten his fellow-countrymen on the injustice perpetrated

by the great Protestant tradition. Monsignor Benson has
thrown into a form as agreeable as it is telling the true

story of Henry VIII., and his attack on the cloisters—the

stately, beneficent cloisters—of England, from which its

civilisation came. He has bestowed a pathetic touch on
poor, misunderstood Mary Tudor. With courage, and
surely we must add, with genius he who did not relish
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Sir Walter Scott has drawn a picture in Come Rack, Come
Rope of the incomparable Queen of Romance, the Mary
Stuart to whose magic all hearts melt, which is truer to

nature and fact than Scott's own Mary at Loch Leven. It

is so, and I hope will be read, above all, the magnificent
melancholy death scene, for many a year to come, by lovers

of high history told in the heroic vein. The Babington plot

holds us breathless ; but there was wanting a page opposite

to it on the Popish Plot. Like Dr. Johnson, our chivalrous

friend had a weakness for Charles II., strangely known as

the " Merry Monarch." The queer title Oddsfish rather

accurately denotes some violence or peculiar handling in the

story, which is one of horrible injustice and a nation gone
mad, while the saturnine King trifles with his harem, breaks
his oaths, and suffers good men, innocent as he knew them,
to perish on the scaffold. His death-bed conversion leaves

all this where it was. But the book is grand in its defence
of Catholics ; it shows the Plot in a malignant light which
the phosphorescence of such corruption could alone send up
to the offended heavens."

It is curious to remember, in passing, that The Times,
when reviewing one of his books, said :

" Why do English-

men ignore the Catholic Recusancy in their near past? It

is such a noble page in the history of England."
To< conclude, Robert Hugh Benson was an adept in con-

structing the situations which held his readers through
twenty volumes of story-telling. He discriminated char-

acters nicely ; the narrative moved without pretence or strain,

by even stages, in the well-bred language of a man who
knew the world, especially the English world as it is

fashioned at the Public schools and Universities, and as it

follows its amusements in London. The author's name
was an introduction ; his change from the Church of Canter-
bury to the precincts of the Vatican made strangers a little

curious to listen wrhen he came forward.

Everybody, everything, was far too interesting to be

passed by ; it must be proved, investigated, dissected on the

spot, and then to be talked over in the small hours of the

night. He was all flame : that is the key to his character.

He concentrated upon everything he came across, because

everything was to him fuel for the flame. To dine out and
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talk to queer people, to hear the latest music (N.B., his

musical faculty in his posthumous book Loneliness), see

the latest art, discuss fashionable philosophy, to climb to the

gates of heaven with a preface about St. Teresa, to go de

profundis to catch hold of unspeakable people, was all one

with him. So too, his adventures, in stage waters, among
the fascinations of abnormal psychology, and the danger of

the spirit world.

I waited for the Lord a little space,

So little ! in whose sight as yesterday

Passes a thousand years : I cried for grace

Impatient of delay.

He waited for me—ah, so long ! For He
Sees in one single day a loss or gain,

That bears a fruit through all eternity :

My soul, did He complain?



LXXII

THE VERSATILITY OF MR. HILAIRE BELLOC

Mr. Hilaire Belloc

Is a case for legislation ad hoc :

He seems to think that nobody minds
His books being all of different kinds.

It is the custom when praising- a contemporary writer to do
so at the expense of other living- writers. It is as though
most of us were monothists in our devotion to authors, and
could not endure to see any respect paid to the rivals of a
god of the moment.
From one point of view Mr. Hilaire Belloc strikes one as

a pilgrim. He has tried many genres, and in most he has
been successful. But he has tried them not as the average
woman tries various ready-made costumes in the hope that

she may find something- to suit her. He is too fine an
artist to ignore the fact that it is not enough to adopt a
style ; one must also adapt it. Or to take another metaphor
—the plag-iarist is the John Gilpin of style. He is absolutely

at the mercy of his " mount," whereas for the true writer,

whatever style and matter he may adopt, in spite of previous

training he must break in for himself.

To be historian, essayist, poet, pilgrim, the happy father

of a family, novelist, biographer, traveller, such are the

claims of Mr. Belloc. The world to- him is at once a map
and a history, a poem and a church, site of an old battle

field, the joy of an old road, an inn by the way and a

generous story—he has an appetite for them- all. Besides,

he is witty and imaginative and a purposeful satirist of

commercial enterprise, religious polemics, newspaper syndi-

cates, in many ways a prophet of the late war and other

487
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topical matters. His articles in Land and Water on the late

war revealed sound judgment, while he distinguished

between essentials and non-essentials for the hurtling waves
of ignorance, sensationalism and foolishness.

He has to perfection the most useful of the gifts which the

long habit of good society, and that alone can give. The
Path to Rome is brilliantly full of humour and wit: it has

even remarkable stretches of Fine writing. One can deduct

from it without great difficulty the general trend of

Mr. Belloc's mind, for he has tumbled into it pell-mell all

his first thoughts and reflections. A scholar from a
university will tell you more important things; an intelligent

working man will put much more ardour into what he has to

say. But both are very liable to force the note in one way
or another, to overstress their point or tell their story at such

length and it produces rage instead of pleasure. Mr. Belloc

never made these mistakes. He has his finger always on
his correspondent's pulse, and knowrs in an instant when he

is in danger of going too far. His social tact is perfect.

The biographer of Emmanuel Burden (1904) is a very

remarkable person : his manner, his moral tone, his gift for

admiration are all his own. And in his former work he had
a hero worthy of his genius. But it is to be wished that

Mr. Belloc had not permitted him to devote his inimitable

powers to the delineation of so inferior a successor as

Mr. Clutterbuck in Mr. Chtlterbuck's Election (1908). In

Emmanuel Burden, the undercurrent of pathos and the

shadow of coming tragedy touch the imagination and

suggest tears as well as sardonic laughter. The life of

Mr. Burden would not be the great work it is if it were as

inhuman as Mr. Clutterbuck's Election. Its author is one

of the few writers who' can use the weapon of satire without

laboured clumsiness. Mr. Belloc loved Mr. Burden and

laughed at him kindly, while he is so wholly indifferent to

Mr. Clutterbuck, and no wonder ! Mr. Clutterbuck is so

simplv greedy, unprincipled, ugly in mind and body, selfish

and absurd, that no one minds when he becomes the tool of

greedy, selfish, unprincipled adventurers. He is quite in his

element morallv, even if he is altogether unequal, from sheer

stupidity, to success in the atmosphere of intrigue. There

is nlso n gravity of literary style peculiar to Mr. Belloc in
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his special vein of parliamentary satire. In Pongo and the
Bull he exposes the futility of our government system, and
gives us, under the disguise of wild caricature, an
explanation of what he believes to be its secret workings.
And in A Change in the Cabinet he tells a diverting story
of political and financial intrigue. If a digression from the
immediate topic in hand occurs to him he digresses very
engagingly.

To those who know the joys of travel on foot, his books
will stir much the same kind of feeling as the sight of their

dormant ruk-sack and well-nailed boots. If Mr. Belloc's

love of country is an indulgence, his moods of suspicion and
contempt are something of the same kind. He is nothing
of a philanthropist in any sense of the word. He has no
illusions about the virtue of the human race. He takes
pleasure in scorn, and there is a flavour of bitterness in his

jests. His fiction largely belongs to the comedy of corrup-
tion.

Belloc is not one of those disciples of realism who believe

that the art of conversation is dead, and that modern
people are only capable of addressing each other in one-line

sentences. He has the traditional love of the fine speech
such as we find it in the ancient poets and historians and
dramatists and satirists. He loves a monologue that passes
from mockery to regret, that gathers up by the way anecdote
and history and essay and foolery, that is half a narrative of

things seen and half an irresponsible imagination. He can
describe a runaway horse with the farcical realism of the

authors of Some Experiences of an Irish R.M., can parody
a judge, can paint a portrait, and can steep a landscape in

vision.

Modern life has been taken up by a number of poets and
satirists, who persuade themselves that we are having
nothing to do> with the past and must occupy ourselves solely

with the present. This is an attempt at tyranny just as
much as the old attempts to impose the way of the classics

on us in the name of dignity ; and so far as it is doctrinaire,

it is suspect. Moreover, a good deal of sentimentality may
lurk under proclaimed realism. To contend that a modern
industrial town is as beautiful as a mediaeval town because
we can find exquisite beauty in the tones of its thickened
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atmosphere is an aesthete's consolation; it is not a masculine

view; the joylessness, the meanness, and the dirt are the

human realities. But equally is it a sentimentalism to recoil

in helpless aversion from the things that have come to stay

;

democracy, machinery, are here, and the poet who takes

account of his own time must face all its implications.

Narrative, indeed, we have from Mr. Belloc, and
necessary judgments and comparisons on the men who
played their parts in the events with which he deals;

sketches, too, of military operations which are illuminating

in their clearness and directness ; but on page after page

we have, with recurring insistence, instructions upon the

way in which we are to' understand what is to follow and,

again, what has been narrated. The reader must therefore

be prepared for this, and once so prepared, he will be free

to appreciate Mr. Belloc 's novelty of treatment and enjoy

the views set forth. Mr. Belloc is a man of virile,

independent, and original thought, and he has given us the

results of his studies and thinking in language which, though

perhaps sometimes lacking in dignity', is ever virile, lucid,

and arresting. Many of his statements are challenging and

some are unquestionably challengeable.

His rugged pathos, his gift of verbal invention, his

superb audacities of colour, the mythological faculty which

.inimates the poorest abstractions in his verse and subdues

elemental forces to the needs of his emblematic fantasy, the

spectral anxiety of his vision and his necromantic charm, are

acknowledged everywhere. Verses and Sonnets (1895) and

Verses (1910) are diminutive lyrics written with a clear eye

for effects, contrasts and an assertive melody, inspired

generally by his two great themes Sussex and Wessex.

But the mass of knowledge of which he disposes, if

nowhere amounting to specialism, is in the aggregate

extraordinarily copious and varied; and he handles it with

an agility of mind, an openness to impressions, and a

deftness in seizing salient points, which make his books

constantly fresh and informing, even for those who best

perceive that its texture is often very thin. When
Henry James defined art as "dignity and memory and

measure . . . conscience and perfection and taste, not

to mention strong sense too," he might have been praising
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Mr. Belloc directly, for these are all characteristics of his

work. The man who attempts to be encyclopaedic over a

field so vast is lost, or what is merely the same thing,

produces unreadable phalanxes of names and titles like the

tomes of Grasse or Goedeke. His art lies in an apt choice,

in discovering- the expressive "foot" from which the

intractable Herculean bulk of a movement, or a career,

or a book, may be divined and constructed; and in this art

Mr. Belloc is no mean adept. If he is not always deeply

versed in the original text, criticism and authorities (e.g.

Book of the Bayeaux Tapestry) he has gone for illumination

to the most qualified critical authorities, and he often caps

the best things in the old books with the best things that

have been said about them in the new.
Born in 1870, he was educated at the Oratory School,

and after serving in the French Army he left for Balliol in

1892, and later took First Class honours in his final history

schools in 1895. Four years later his first work of outstand-

ing importance appeared—a study of Danton, and soon he

became chief reviewer on the staff of the Morning Post.

His friends Messrs. Mandell and Shanks tell us that it was
in 1906 " that Mr. Belloc was elected ' Liberal member ' for

South Salford. His independent mind was at variance with

the ' tone of the House,' and he distinguished himself by
demanding an audit of the Secret Party Funds, which he
considered to be the chief source of political corruption. At
the next election in 1910 the Party Funds were not forth-

coming in his support, but he stood as an independent

candidate and was returned in the face of the caucus. On
the occasion of the second election of 1910, he refused to

repeat his candidature, having declared, in his last speech

in the House, his opinion that a seat there under the

existing machine was valueless. In 1910 he resigned his

appointment on the Morning Post, and in 191 1 became Head
of the English Literature Department at the East London
College, a post he lost (for political reasons) in 191 3. When
you have learnt to know him well, when you have seen him
in his rare moments of leisure and repose, you realize how
abundantly he is possessed of those qualities which go toiform

which is called depth of character. His humour and good-
fellowship attract men to him : his power of understanding
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and sympathy draw men to him. He is the very antithesis of

a self-centred man. His first question, when he meets you,

is of yourself and your doings ; he never speaks of himself.

He is always more interested in the activities of others than

in what he himself is doing. He is engrossed in his work;
but he is interested in it as something outside himself, not

as in something which is a very vital part of himself. It is

this characteristic which leads one to consider the whole of

his work up to the present time as the expression of but a
part of the man. Great and valuable as is that work—it

has been said of him that he has had more influence on his

generation than any other one man—Mr. Belloc's personality

inspires the belief that he is capable of yet greater achieve-

ments." But perhaps the greater and most popular

aspect of his writings is to be found in half-dozen volumes
of Essays on nearly three hundred subjects from anything,

everything and nothing. In a word he is the analyst of

human nature and character, a pitiless dissector of sins

and frailties, having a material hatred, it would seem, for

the power of the Press. It was Bishop Creighton who said

that the Englishman hated an idea as he hated poison. This

is not quite the same thing, perhaps, but he who hates an

idea is not likely to love thinking. The result is that you
can frequently guess a man's daily paper from his daily

conversation. The reader of the Daily Mail or the reader

of John Bull is known before he has uttered a dozen

sentences. That men should be content to be merely human
gramophones is bad enough, but it is much worse if those

who wield the power of constructing the records are not

honest :r.en.



LXIII

THE PARADOXES OF G. K. CHESTERTON

" Truth can understand error, but error cannot under-

stand truth."

De Maistre.

Mr. Chesterton has the poet's gift for seeing- the most
commonplace things—moons, hills, men-faces, houses,

street-lamps—with a startling freshness and suddenness, as

though they had been but that instant made, and planks

them down with a rollicking bang.
If Mr. Chesterton will pardon the expression, we can

safely call him an amateur. It will be seen at once that he

is in touch with life in a way which the professional essayist

and critic is not. When one considers the works of real

and lasting importance it will be found that they have not

come from the men who were students and nothing else.

Origen, St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, Chateaubriand,

were all men who had mixed much with the world and were,

in the best sense, men of the world themselves. Practical

knowledge of motives and affairs is an enormous advantage.

Future students who search for " sources," and who want
to prove derivation, borrowing, development, influence,

indebtedness and the like, will have to take into< considera-

tion the personal equation for the true judgment of him
who has been described as the most paradoxical of men.

His ideas are produced in accordance with a lofty theory

of conception—mightily clever, they are set down in a

knuckle-rapping style.

In many respects the methods of the religious Utopian

are the direct antithesis of the others we have mentioned.

It so happens that Mr. G. K. Chesterton is almost the only
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modern writer of any consequence who has described a
religious Utopia. We are aware that the scientific mind
persists in regarding- him as an incorrigible jester, and for

this reason his books have never received the consideration
they require. A logician is amused or irritated by such a
book as The Ball and the Cross, for here two men go
through a series of wild adventures, fighting one another at
every opportunity, and travelling a most ludicrous journey
which ends in an asylum. But the essential thing is here
which was lacking in the scientific states—the flaming faith

which is a personal possession, and the perpetual defence
and defiance in order to save it. There is some stupendous
thing worth dying for.

The spiritual message delivered by Mr. Chesterton is

mightier than any other sounding in our ears. He is a

bigger man that Maeterlinck or Bergson, though we know
it not. As a prophet he is larger in every way than
Mr. Shaw or Mr. Wells or Mr. Arnold Bennett, because he
deals with the soul, whereas they deal with the soul's

environment. They deal with man as a social animal; he
deals with man as a spiritual being and as a Christian.

So often the Christian religion is presented to us as a

protected influence in a citadel, as something which must
be kept apart. We feel that such apartness cannot continue.

More than that we feel that the spirit which would hold

Christianity apart is the spirit which is to some extent

responsible for the fact that in the main the best intellects

in London to-day are severed from the Church and it is

here that Mr. Chesterton comes to the rescue.

The Flying Inn is generally dismissed as an attack on

teetotalism ; but it is more than that. It is more than an

attack on modern habits of thought. Its theme is liberty,

the liberty of ordinary men fighting against the thraldom

of Liliputian restrictions. It represents the plain man
eluding the hosts of theorists and specialists who want to

manage his life for him. One is reminded of Mr. Belloc's

remonstrance in The Servile State. WT

e have already

referred to this grave danger of despotism in a scientific

Utopia. Mr. Wells has escaped the difficulty as usual. His

fine allegory The Country of the Blind depicts the man of

genius almost vanquished by popular convention and

domesticity. Marriage is the same notion worked out in
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daily life. But other scientific writers, particularly some of

the Fabians, seem to forget that the Magna Charta has not

yet been repealed.

The personality of the author is so strongly impressed in

his writings, that it is difficult to pronounce dispassionately

on his purely literary merits. They attract or repel, not

merely on account of their intrinsic interest, but because we
discern the man beneath.

It is well known that literary work is often seen in a

different light by its author than it is by the reading public.

Nobody needs to be told that, when talking about common
sense, they mean their own view of it, and yet it is not

the man of common sense who is the most sensible, just as

the man of pleasure is not always the most happy. Of the

majority of essayists it has been said that their pages are

full of platitudes
;
perhaps of ninety-nine cases that may be

true, but the hundredth, if it be Mr. Chesterton, we can
only say that his pages teem with mental gymnastics.

Amongst his readers there may be a few who do not always
know what the writer means by the terms used, but of the

majority this man of advanced opinions is a sheer delight

to all those who can appreciate a writer who proves himself

a humorist as well as a master wizard. The secret of his

penetrating force lies in his frankness. With skilful choice

he says nothing that he does not feel himself. To many of

his readers the titles of his books are tremendous shocks.

He has the power of seizing the one golden work and
planking it down with a rollicking bang. Every quality

necessarily implies the corresponding defect ; and it may
be admitted that the striving after paradoxes has narrowed
his sympathies, rendering his criticism penetrating, keen
and consistent rather than inclusive and tolerant.

Mr. Chesterton is as fragmentary as Isaiah or Nietzsche

or Blake, but genius flames in all his fragments. His
excesses are sublime and his faults are celestial, for they

are the laughter of life and the foliage of energy. His
imperfections are the flourishes of his perfections. To ask
for one without the other is like asking for an oak without
leaves or for a sea without waves. His paradox is a new
thing in literature, for it is a spiritual paradox like the old

spiritual parable and the old spiritual allegory. The
paradox of Mr. Chesterton is a trick of the soul. To adapt
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a well-known saying, Chesterton and Chesterton's God
alone know all what he meant when he wrote certain

novels; and by the time critics have finished explaining it,

probably Omnipotence only will retain any assurance on

the subject.

It is no wonder Mr. Chesterton believes in magic and has

written a play about it, for he is always trying to teach us

a magic trick by which Nature will become art to us, and
we shall see it all as a spectacle entirely divorced from its

business. The visible unseen is full of magic and mystery.

The trees are giants waving their arms in the air. But what
is magic itself but an abolition of the business of the

universe? It is a trick by which things happen without any

reason for their happening ; that is to say, it is merely what
it seems to those who cannot explain it and wish to believe

that there is no explanation. Mr. Chesterton would rather

not have an explanation of many things, because he likes

them better so. So he tries his magic on us and on himself;

but how far it is a game with him we do not know.
He was so violently busy with the cudgel of his polemic

prose in half a dozen controversies at once, that there was
some excuse for forgetting that he ever cared about

anything else, until he compelled the admiration of even

his sorest victims with that fine isolated achievement,

The Ballad of the White Horse.

When a German struggles for the utterance of some
mental complexity he fashions new compounds of words ; a

Frenchman helps out his meaning by gesture, as the Greek

did long ago by tone ; but Mr. Chesterton discovers a new-

paradox.
In his History of England Mr. Chesterton (except in his

title-page) hardly pretends to be writing a history. It is true

that in his Introduction he asserts that no history from the

standpoint of the public has yet been written, and he

animadverts severely upon John Richard Green for short*

comings in this respect, so that we might be induced

incautiously to believe that he intended to remedy them in

his own work. But his admirers are not misled by such

hasty inferences ; they know, as Lamb said of Coleridge,

that it is " only his fun." They know that, however far

afield they may travel in his company, the one place they

will never reach is the place they expect. What historians
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think significant depends on their traditions, creed, their

social and political outlook. They are entirely content to

follow where he leads, and enjoy the lurid surprises of the

way without troubling- themselves to find out whither the

road is going- or how it will last. There is the way that

makes it like the long course of a river, an unceasing flow,

now clear and placid, now turbid and swift, now vexed by
cross-currents, eddies, andi whirlpools, which you watch, with

a sort of puzzled eagerness, from the bank. That is the way
of the great French historians. And then there is the way
of telling it just as it happened, quite simply and straight-

forwardly, and rather sadly, without pause or protest or

debate; just as if you had been there, only it was long ago,

and things sometimes looked dim to you, and yet they never

could fade away. And that is the way of the Gospels, and
the Acts of the Holy Apostles.

But then the book is not a history in the sense in which
the term would be understood, for instance, by the young
lady in Mansfield Park who observed, " How long ago is it

aunt, since we used to report the chronological order of the

kings of England, with the dates of their accession, and
most of the principal events of their reigns." Those who
wish to study history in this way will do well to compare
their reading to Omar and Gardiner. His History of

England is easily the most amusing, provocative, dogmatic,
perverse, biassed, and delightful volume that ever stole into

the world ostensibly under the sober guardianship of the

goddess Clio. It is a book of essays on general subjects,

illustrated by references to the history of England. The
topics discussed range from the value of saintship to the

significance of tall hats, and they are all brought into some
relevancy, genuine or fictitious, with the English nation.

But there is no narrative, no sequence of events, no
picturesque episodes. Everything, from references and
dates (only two are given) to an index, that plain historians

put in, Mr. Chesterton leaves out. Most references are to

epochs : the Middle Ages, the Crusades. Unencumbered by
petty details of petty reigns, he spreads out a bird's-eye

view of the great movements in English history. It is an
attempt to understand past events in the light of their results.

It is thought enough to investigate and record. What the

2 1
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writer happens to understand gets justice done to it : the

rest takes its chance. It was even so with Gibbon, except

that in this case the rest was made the subject of elaborate

gibes. Now Mr. Chesterton's merit is that with a large

humanity he tries to understand unsympathetic things;

aristocratic Whigs, for example, and even Puritans. He
still cultivates the habit of saying everything he has to say

at the top of a very vigorous pair of literary lungs, with the

inevitable result that when he wants to be really emphatic

the only way he has left to attract attention is to whisper.

The qualification which Mr. Chesterton claims for writing

history would give him an equal title to command the British

Army—or to be the Prime Minister. Clarity, however, is

not Mr. Chesterton's strong point, and he mingles this claim

with another—viz. , that " what we call the popular histories

should rather be called the anti-popular histories." Even

J. R. Green comes under this ban, because he called one

section of his book " Puritan England," and Mr. Chesterton

is convinced, apparently in spite of " the filthy cobwebs of

four hundred years," that " England never was Puritan."

Interested as he is in the influence of religion and of social

reform, Mr. Chesterton, not unnaturally studies the action of

of the Church and popular movements, the mind and ways
Merry England, the workings of Whiggism and Capitalism

towards what Mr. Belloc describes as the Servile State.

His views cut so strongly on many points into and against

the current Protestant tradition that they were sure to rouse

resentment and indignant remonstrance which even took

refuge in gibes. He looks upon the Catholic Church as a

great reality, transcending the bounds of time and space,

underlying and inspiring every kind of human activity. As
usual, Mr. Chesterton may seem to have been led away by
his leaning to paradox, but there can be no doubt that in

many cases this running commentary fits the facts and into

the mark with an aim so sure that it could not but leave a

smart. From Moses and Homer onwards, the chroniclers

have been prone to fix their attention on the exploits of the

great, rather than on the psychology of the crowd. The
historian is well aware that he can only see the past through

a glass of many colours, but he knows that the business of

his science is to dispel, so far as possible, the distortions of
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the various media through which historical knowledge is

transmitted. But to Mr. Chesterton the distortion is the

reality ; credulity with regard to legends is, he says, more
sane than incredulity. The book is a running commentary
from the standpoint of "a member of the public." But
Mr. Chesterton is an exceptionally well informed specimen
of " the man in the street," and his history, teeming with

mere allusions to facts rather than with the delineation of

them, demands of the reader a knowledge which, to say

the least of it, is larger than that ordinarily possessed even

by die general reader. Hitherto historians have laid hands
on the schoolboy, and assumed that their business was to

qualify him as a professional historian, just as the classical

pedants assumed that their business was to make him
a professional grammarian. Any intelligent schoolboy,

sufficiently stuffed himself with the details purveyed by other

Short Histories, will read it with delight, will be shown how
to correlate his knowledge and to discard most of it as

irrelevant. He will not get much additional knowledge,
except of the valuable kind which consists in understanding-.

It would be unjust to deny the sincerity of his indignation

against social wrongs and inequalities, but his " history
"

is a riot of paradox. He Is always standing on his head
in order to proclaim that the world is upside down. The
habit may have its advantages as an occasional pose; it

amuses people, and gives the performer a fresh point of

view. But it is wrell to know that you are standing- on
your head when you are doing- so, and that is where
Mr. Chesterton fails.

A Catholic reader, whilst occasionally coming up against
remarks of which he must disapprove, will find these things
more than counterbalanced by the abundant measure in

which the Catholic view of history is asserted and illumined.

Thus, says Mr. Chesterton, at the outset it is especially

in the matter of the Middle Ag-es that the popular histories

trample upon die popular traditions. In this respect there

is an almost comic contrast between the general informa-
tion provided about England in the last two or three

centuries, in which its present industrial system was being
built up, and the general information given about the

preceding centuries which we broadly call mediaeval. It is
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as if some Clericalist or Loyalist writer should give a list of

the Archbishops of Paris from 1750 to 1850, and should
never once mention the nature, or even the name, of the
French Revolution. It is this refusal to judge the tradition

of the past by the fashion of the present that inspires the
sympathetic treatment of such events as are test cases for

Catholics. For Mary Tudor he pleads extenuating circum-
stances :

" The very fact that she was angry enough to

commit wrongs for the Church and yet not bold enough
to ask for the rights of the Church—that is the test of the

time." How true is the following remark that in olden

days " a church was rather a world they lived in than a
building to which they went."

Mr. Chesterton knows only one way of overcoming
difficult situations, and that is by a paradox. The writer

does not force himself upon his readers, nor tempt the most
susceptible to imitate him ; rather he presupposes himself,

and dominates without appraising ; to accuse him of

reticence would be untrue. Moreover, by adopting the said

method, he has undoubtedly done one remarkable thing—he
has proved what an astonishing number of paradoxical

expressions there actually are, lying hidden beneath the

apparent conventions of the world. One example will

suffice :
" Courage is almost a contradiction in terms. It

means a strong desire to live taking the form of a readiness

to die." It is thus the paradox of such natures to best

express themselves in the very sign in which they mourn
impossibility of expression.

Wilfrid Ward said that he has found Mr. Chesterton to

be " before all things quick to defend truths of great prac-

tical moment, and the effective opponent of plausible and
misleading theories—a very serious and important role."

It is an age notorious for its aversion to dogma, and yet we
have weird theologies and elaborate creeds from all our

literary men of the past and present generations ; as, for

instance, Huxley, Mr. Frederick Harrison, Mr. Le Gallienne,

Mr. Shaw, and Mr. Wells, to mention only a few. With
Mr. Chesterton's Orthodoxy, we have ingenuity after the

manner of Butler triumphing over the conflicting errors of

the unbelief of Christianity.

That can hardly be called literature which does not

reveal the mind of the author. No one can write a book
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without letting- slip, here and there between the lines, in

spite of himself, a little of his personal history. Do not
imagine that they have been dictated by a secret egoism.
His style is permeated with affection as much as, and more
than, with irony. The theories which he propounds, the

explanations which he defends are not in the least fanatical;

his experiences are always convincing. Such is his great-

ness, such is his limitation. Let those who do not wish to

risk their destiny on the chance of a syllogism betake
themselves to some private arcady where they can peruse
their own hearts. For, says M. Bremond :

" He who
desires to be only a logician has nothing in common with
a bad reasoner, who has decided with great alacrity to hold

in advance, as infallibly certain, the propositions which, in

good logic, is the question to be decided."
There are a few unfortunate souls who after reading a

book from the pen of Mr. Chesterton say they have been
unable to banish from their minds Byron's lines on
Coleridge :

" Explaining metaphysics to the nation

—

I wish he would explain his explanation,"

but then there are some minds which resemble the Euclidean

definition of a surface—that which has breadth without

depth ! For the work of Mr. Chesterton is so sumptuous
and so varied, has for its admirers intellectual, moral,

philosophical appeals which have perhaps to some extent

obscured the question of its strictly artistic characterisation.

For sheer opulence of imaginative effect and force of rhythm
there is nothing in all Mr. Chesterton's poetry to match
Lepanto. Wonderful enough as mere history, it becomes
in the hands of this poet a flaming legend such as no other

writers living could have created, a piece of flamboyant

literary magic which must astonish even those who have
most admired his sense of colour and form in words and the

fierce force of his imaginative dealing with ideas.

Sometimes Mr. Chesterton's poetry suggests the sort of

music we associate with a crude brass band. Robustness
has always been a leading characteristic of his work ; he

likes men and things on a large scale. Fortunately, how-
ever, in Rhymes jor the Times this peculiar quality is

lacking. The lines addressed to Mr. Walter Long and
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Mr. F. E. Smith are absolutely joyous commentaries of

statements made in unguarded moments. Endowed with
the use of words, he scatters good things recklessly.

The Higher Unity is written with a verbal neatness recalling'

Hood at his best. And we think that except for his ideas,

it will be by his verse that his name will survive.

The Napoleon of Notting Hill is a most unreasonable
book. That is its peculiar fascination. It is a repudiation
of our mathematical views of men. In spite of the laws of

dynamics, the small army defeats the larger. In spite of

Karl Marx's theorem the hero fights to the death for an
idea. In defiance of logic Notting Hill triumphs, as Athens
and Nazareth triumphed, in the hour of her destruction.

An ideal city must be more than beautiful, orderly, and
prosperous ; it must contain that blazing element which is

at once peril and life.

The glory of Mr. Chesterton is that he has kept the star

of faith flaming in our sky. He has defended it sometimes
with the sword of wit, sometimes with the bladder of the

jester who wears a magical cap of seven thunder-toned bells,

and sometimes with the white lightning of angry scorn.

Sincere as he is, he loves the argument for its own sake

;

he is indifferent to the text yet he would find in any theme
a peg on which to hang the mystery of time and eternity.

Romance is a flower which never fades, and though never

to fade is an enviable property, its penalty is never to

fructify. Mr. Chesterton can be counted on to blossom
perennially, with undiminished brilliance, and so- long as we
do not ask that he should " spread " and come up in

unexpected places, our delight in his shapely perfection

may be yearly renewed. He w ill have more than a transitory

fame. Sometimes he attains perfection through all the

paradox he delights in, and we pass from the enjoyment of

his fighting philosophy into that sense of rest and
satisfaction which no rhetoric but only real literature can

give.



LXXIV

JOHN MASEFIELD, THE REALIST

It is sufficient distinction that of all writers of our day,

John Masefield is the most essentially poetic, and best

ilustrates modern verse at its farthest remove from prose.

Dr. Johnson, in his breezy fashion, once described claret as

the drink for boys, port for men, and brandy for heroes.

It is easy to determine into what category Mr. Masefield

falls. To him, we believe, the strang-e things of life are

not its tragic events—for these there are good reasons;

but, on the contrary, the flashes of sorrow and apparent
joy, its sensations of recognition in the case of persons

unknown previously—diese are the strange things, for these

there are no good reasons.

The small bright pictures flash intensely. There is some-
thing hypnotic in the recurrent tick and flash. A kind of

trance exalts the onlooker, he tastes the cleansing power of

vision, he is granted the happiness of poetic realism

perfectly fulfilled. Whenever Mr. Masefield deals with

action he is superb (as readers of his book of war impres-

sions, Gallipoli, know full well). But when he touches any-

thing " poetic "—roses, love, ideals, the dreamy voice—then

he writes in gloves, or if you like, artificial. When he

writes of such topics the life and colour fade from his work.

He must have hard definite outlines if he is to rouse moods
that outstrip calculation and emotions as insubstantial as

desire. It is only with verses of geometrical exactness that

he can produce the condition of trance. If the best of

Mr. Masefield's fancies have now escaped him in prose, it

is only because he has employed the natural medium of his

period. He is always the poet : his romances are charged

593
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with subleties of imagination—they journey on the tiptoe

of poetic excitement.

Mr. Masefield has always been more deeply interested in

the aim and purpose of his work than in mere technical

methods and excellence, though here as elsewhere his finest

passages seem to be the blessed reward of not having gone
too anxiously in search of them ; he is in mind and at heart

a poet. Like Shelley, Mr. Masefield thinks with extreme
feeling; his verse does not, like Donne's, flame suddenly

into imaginative expression of feeling from out of a

smouldering mood of thoughtfulness ; and the sonnet has
always been the chosen form of those poets whose desire it

is to express ideas in verse, to teach and edify, to convey

some philosophical illumination or criticism.

When Mainsail Haul (his first prose book) appeared, we
were conscious that the sailor slang mode of utterance was
perfectly fitted to Mr. Masefield 's personal vision. As a
series of sketches of the Kipling manner it was a complete

success, and we venture to think that since its publication,

the author has not yet improved upon it, notwithstanding

the high merit of his other books. In it he resolved life into

little compartments and reduced terms to tense images.

Dauber (1912) is The Ancient. Mariner of the twentieth

century. Like his contemporary, Joseph Conrad, Mr.

Masefield is at home when he writes about the ocean.

His words pour out, wild, passionate, pell-mell, pregnant

with the realism of the sea. He is the Clark Russell and
Captain Marryatt of the sea with his descriptions. Mr.
Masefield's poems generally contain a rousing story; each

subverses the purpose of an excellent moral. They are

certainly realistic, but only in rare passages are they

beautiful. Even if it be the most delightful function of the

poet tO' set our lives to music, yet Mr. Masefield will ever

have our gratitude for his part in placing together the

fragmentary apprehensions of our life. Mr. Masefield has

written several other novels, which reveal a sympathy with

wild nature and adventure, joined to a sensitive imagination

and a vital power of psychological reflection and analysis.

Captain Margaret (1908) is the story of a Jacobean
adventurer whose idealism shipwrecks on the brutality of

his allies. Multitude and Solitude tells of a London literary
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man who finds his true work fighting sleeping sickness in

Central Africa.

In Mr. Masefield we have what we may call the poetic

instinct of the ag-e ; and that spirit is an absolute and
impassionate belief in the future of mankind. An astonish-

ing combination of qualities has gone to produce this result :

subtlety with vigour, delicacy with strength, and loftiness

with simplicity. Things elusive are caught and fixed with

vivid imagery, and often charged with poignant interest.

All this is caught up in The Street of To-day, where poetic

quality is not dependent upon external forms of stanza and
rhyme, but suffuses itself throughout his prose and verse.

It is a modern story of the English homeland.

He is a fatalist, and he studies the workings of fate in

the chief vivifying and disturbing influences in life, women.
Jade, the Obscure is perhaps the most unbiassed considera-

tion of the more complicated questions of sex which we can

find in English poetry. His imagination is at once quaint

and far-reaching—at once peculiar and ambitious. Of all

strenuous writers, he can best be accused of straining the

note, of lashing style into a rapture, of cudgelling the brains

of sublimity ; he takes a proud delight in the purity of

passion, in the indomitable courage of high emotion, because

his plots succeed in agitating the heart and stimulating- the

instincts which lead to passion and action.

First let us be quite sure of what we mean by " realism."

There are two kinds, and both have been employed by our

author. Poetry is the setting of life to rhythm, the

orchestration of ideas. The more earnest the poet the

greater is his desire to* express the life around him. Just

as " musical comedy," is nearer the ideal of art than

romantic " grand opera," so is the figure of the prodigal

ruffian in The Everlasting Mercy (English Review, October,

191 1) nobler than the finest bronze ornament of pseudo-

chivalry. There is the realism of the penny dreadful as well

as that of Pity and of Terror. And Mr. Masefield, having

written ballads, salt with the sea ; a rhapsody salt with

immortal tears; turned to the cruet-stand and made up a

dish of pepper, salt, and mustard, added a little vinegar,

and called it The Widow in the Bye Street. He also gives

us a tale of a young- navvy, who deserts his old mother for
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a harlot, and dies a murderer, fitter for the dramatic dialogue
of Newgate than for the Keats-like metre which most
wrongly is used. Indeed the frantic grabbing for suitable
rhyme deprives even his regular metre of the monotony
which rightly used might have redeemed the work. One
knows not which to resent the more, the telling of a sordid
tale of lust and jealousy in verse, or the verse itself.

Mr. Masefield's style suffers in a singular manner. It is

elaborate in workmanship—perhaps to the point of an
excessive self-consciousness. But its virtue is constantly
being undermined by inexactitudes which irritate and
produce doubt. To his credit side, however, he has Vigour

—

combined with a well-judged restraint which purges it of

the superfluous. When the irresistible moment comes, he
throws himself upon his mood as a glad swimmer gives
himself to be tossed on the waves, careless alike as to

where he is carried, knowing only the wild joy of the water
and spray. But he is convinced that poetry ought to be

made to do something else than suggest feelings and ideas

in a beautiful way ; that it ought to serve another purpose

—

to teach a lesson of humanity.
The one impulse of all Mr. Masefield's poetry is a

devotion to beauty. It has been his constant though
troubled desire, his unwearying aspiration. Unblurred by
deflections or doubt or disillusionment, it shines out purely in

his first poems. He combines the mystic and the

humanitarian meeting half-way, with the ideal and the real

twining and intertwining constantly, with sensuous and
spiritual perception almost matched—determining the quality

by which Mr. Masefield's poems make so wide and direct

an appeal. On his novels descends a momentary peace as

soon as any loveliness of face or mind or of nature calls his

imagination from the long embittered conflict between char-

acter and circumstance, between impulse and duty, which is

their theme. His narrative poems are oppressively, almost

wantonly full of darkness and crime and violence. Their

tragedy is the wild vengeance of fate against the weakling,

the dreamer, or the victim of lust and passion. There is

something of Thomas Hardy's fatalism in his work. Yet,

as if in spite of himself, within their tangled thicket blossom

sudden flowerlike passages of description.
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While in some respects they are utterly dissimilar, yet

it would be possible to find many points in common between
the work of Mr. Masefield and George Crabbe. Each has
a power of framing- a plot ; each likes to turn into verse

some sombre incident, some gloomy tale. Each has
observed Nature at first-hand, and allows his love of the

sea to suffuse his verse. Each aims at stark realism. Each
is careless about form. And each, amid much at a very

high level, " lets down " the reader by lines of banality well-

nigh beyond belief. There is much of it that is beautiful.

There is very little that is not melancholy. The technique is

carefully careless. And, mingled with stanzas instinct with

real poetic feeling, we have such productions as this :

—

" So there is nothing for it but to wait.
"

The Captain answered, fuming. " Until then

We'd better go to dinner, Mr. Mate."
The cook brought forward dinner to the men.

Regarded as a whole, this cannot be praised as really great

poetry, and the cult of ugliness has been overdone. But,

with all its faults, Mr. Masefield's work is profoundly

interesting, and stands, of course, far above the normal
verse of our time. He raps out authoritatively swift court-

like sentences : delivers judgment, as it were, and passes

on with panting beat.

Masefield's sailor songs are good invariably. Unlike

Alfred Noyes, whose voyages are those of a fairy aeroplane

in dreamland, Masefield was a literary seaman before he

became a nautical singer. And only a true poet could have
written of " dawn and sunset on moors and windy hills

"

from Coram Street, in which very " bye-street" by way of

Nemesis I hold the pen of Damocles over his lesser and
greater virtues, and his sole sin. Having read the lesser

songs, turn to The Everlasting Mercy, the finest mono-
logue since Tennyson's Maud. The same faults can be

urged against it; violence, lyricism out of the key with its

horror. With plentiful variety of movement, however, a

stateliness appropriate to the theme is maintained through-

out the whole of the poem.

This intense sensibility has often betrayed Mr. Masefield

into false sentiment and pathos. It is the cause of peculiarly
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characteristic lapses in mere taste, which occasionally

shatter the poetic illusion. It forces him into revolt against
itself and may in part account for that still, almost stagnant,

moral atmosphere which broods over some of his poems.
The air is electric, heavy with storm, and no cool, broad
wind of humour comes to blow it away.
Some poeple we can imagine saying, " Masefield? No !

I draw the line at Masefield. He stirs up the dregs. I

don't mind the froth, but dregs I—will—not have !
" And

some may imagine the form of the poet lying dead on the

carpet. But we must candidly admit that all rancour,

misery, bitterness is not displayed in the Zola manner, but
with gentlemanly art.

Others may sing of the wine and the wealth and the mirth,
The portly presence of potentates goodly in girth :

Mine be the dirt and the dross, the dust and scum of the earth!

Philip the King touches Mr. Masefield's high-water mark.
It is written in ten-syllabled lines, but not always in

couplets, the rhymes being sometimes separated with a skill

which breaks the monotony of the metre to excellent effect.

Occasionally, too, the dialogue breaks into lyrics, and then

almost invariably attains to passages of rare beauty and
charm.

If we are right in surmising that Mr. Masefield has had
existing circumstances in his thoughts, while he was
occupied upon this very vivid and impressive picture, we
think that we do not go too far if we say that his method
is one of the most effective that any poet has yet essayed,

to point the moral of the wild rumours of victory and defeat

with which imported communications infect a nation's

fancy, no less than the terrible awakening which follows

upon the fostering of wild hopes and boastful ambitions.

The Faithful is written in rhymed verse, the rhymed
couplet of John Dryden's and other Restoration tragedies,

and the first thing to strike a reader is the infinite variety

of a literary form. The rhymed couplet soon fell out of

favour in its own special period. Pepys, shrewdest of

ordinary play-going men, spoke for the public in objecting

to it. We turn to Mr. Masefield's play, and find the rhymed
couplet employed with entire simplicity ; with no suggestion

of a word being employed for the sake of the rhyme, no
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indulgence in false emphasis; the speech being "natural"
direct speech.

In the play Nan we have a moving tale of outraged love

and an innocent woman. His dialogue is at times almost
fantastic in its bareness, and his best effects are as much
the fruits of silence as of speech. Action speaks louder

than words, and the action of this tragedy is pregnant and
moving, and without doubt it will be one of the few dramas
that will outlive this age. Not only then is the atmosphere
of his tragedy—particularly in such quiet and phantom
presentation of it as is enjoyed by the reader—made to his

hand, but by this choice of time and place he gains also,

almost without the labour of creation, the charm and
illusion of a scheme of costume, manners, and art at once
familiar and remote.

Mr. Masefield is a lyrical poet whose work springs not

so much from intense interest in the lusty vigour of common
life as from an intense feeling for sheer beauty, for that

exquisite refinement which may be extracted from life ; and
it may be mingled with equally intense pain when the

beauty is removed.

Only a penny, a penny,
Lilies brighter than any,

Lilies whiter than snow

—

(He feels that he is alone)

Beautiful lilies grow
Wherever the truth so sweet
Has trodden with bloody feet,

Has stood with a bloody brow.

Friend, it is over now,
The passion, the sweat, the pains

;

Only the truth remains.
(He lays lilies down)

I cannot see what others see ;

Wisdom alone is kind to me,
Wisdom that comes from Agony.
Wisdom that lives in the pure skies,

The untouched star, the spirit's eyes
;

O Beauty, touch me, make me wise.

The one thing altogether lovable in Mr. Masefield is his

taste for poetry and the devotion he showed it during the
early part of his career. Whoever has the same cult will

always think tenderly of his first and noblest ambition.
Says his contemporary, Mr. Chesterton :

" Mr. Masefield
has the true spirit of the ancient childhood of the earth. He
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has the real spirit of the poets, and he has it precisely in that

particular in which the poets and the tellers of fairy tales

most seriously and most decisively differ from the realists

of our own clay. Mr. Masefield tells a story that is in itself

strange, or splendid, or even supernatural, but tells it in

the common, graphic language of life." Crabbe is con-

sidered old-fashioned to-day; Mr. Masefield will be so to-

morrow. Will modern manners stand the passing of a

hundred years as Crabbe, on the whole, has stood it? That
is a question which must wait to be answered by the next

century.



LXXV

RUPERT BROOKE: A POSTSCRIPT

The war has poured the balms of praise over almost every

young- poet who has been inspired to write; immortalities

have been predicted by the score. Of course much of it

has little value, for it is windy and superficial, striving- in

wild vague terms to express great agitations which are

obscurely felt by the poet.

At a time when it is the fashion for the young poet to be
lawlessly " modern " both in theme and style, it was
singularly refreshing to find a very young poet deliberately

singing the old ideals and following the old traditions. In

some of his verse Rupert Brooke managed to cage some
of the deepest and most beautiful motives, ideals, beliefs that

swim or float about in this world of ours. Beneath all this

there is also a love of peace, an inherited joy in all the

traditional graces of life, and a solace and pride for those

who flung away all, in order to fight the righteous cause
with his vitality, his sincerity, his acuteness and sensitive-

ness, his fervour, his daring, and his " really simple

ycleptics " joy in life and letters, he gives our lives a new
glamour and braces us to the weather.

The son of a house-master of Rugby, he was successful

both at work and games. He did not, as some other poets,

suffer miseries of isolation in his school clays' worship of

them. Leaving Cambridge, where he took a second class

in the Classical Tripos he was elected a fellowship as the

result of a thesis on Webster. He spent a period in travelling
" across the plains " to the South Sea Islands of Stevenson.
When the war began he joined the Royal Naval Division

and underwent the horrors of Antwerp; and early on St.

5"
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George's Day, 1915, died on a French hospital ship after
being- invalided from the Dardanelles, and lies buried in the
Island of Lemnos having- never seen the Turkish Army.
Was it fate that decreed this his body should not rest where
Theseus was buried, and where Achilles was discovered in

his girl's disguise and fetched to Troy. Like Charles Peguy
in France, he was perceived to have embodied the gallantry
of his time. It is curious to note that both these poets
never had the opportunity of fighting much for the cause of
the Allies; they fell and died obscurely. Rupert Brooke
was certainly one of those whom the gods love, eu 9UY]? so

u?.6yp. He died as he had lived, as a son of England
who was willing to sacrifice all on the altar of

honour; while a few of his poems have been recognised as

holding something of the qualitv of the sc ast. When a

man dies young, with his work clearly unfinished, it

is common and natural for his friends to hold that the man
was greater than his work. This is the case with Rupert
Brooke.
"To those of us who see in poetry the perfect flowering

of life," writes Mr. John Drinkwater, " the story of Rupert
Brooke ml\ always mean chiefly the score or so of poems
in which he reached to the full maturity of his genius and
gave imperishable expression to the very heart of his

personality. Nor will any profound response to his poetry

be enhanced by the accident that brought sublimity to his

death, either in those who knew and loved him or in, those few
who from age to age shall build his best renown." When
we consider war poetry in general we are struck at once by
the fact that the greater perfection, and that possibly of

the highest quality, was written by uncomparatively young
men who had never even witnessed a battle. They wrote

from the insight of imagination with perhaps some of the

jovs of ignorance. He was a fine specimen of a certain

tvpe produced at the universities, and then sacrificed to our

national necessity. Rupert Brooke, as all poets, would wish

to stand or fall chiefly by his poetry, and in the ultimate

judgment of poetrv no external circumstance whatever has

the weight of a single word. Not even the fact that the

man who wrote the sonnets, than which after long genera-

tions nothing shall make the year 1914 more memorable.
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served and died for England at war, can add one beat to

their pulse. In him indeed are manifested the poetic spirit

of our race, worn with human passion and sane with

laughter, soaring- in wings of fire but resting always on the

earth.

In Rupert Brooke's earliest work there is a strain of this

intellectual coldness. It is difficult, indeed impossible, to

say exactly what was its source. A study of the dates of

the poems will shew that they record not a gradual develop-

ment, but an attenuating series of moods, called forth no
doubt by deeply-felt changes of circumstances. It may
partly have been an immature enthusiasm for Donne's
poetry, partly a concession to University precosity, partly

a natural instinct that was not yet coloured by humanity and
experience. His posthumous volume brought out in May,
191 5, has enjoyed a success almost greater than all other

poems of the Great War put together. To control senti-

ment was a determination that never left him, but to control

sentiment is not at all the same thing as being afraid of it,

and at the beginning he was apt to be afraid. And he
would often substitute for the natural emotions which most
young poets experience and cannot shape, an intellectual

fancy that he cannot have felt with passion, and shaped it

with astonishing skill and attractiveness. Unlike the

majority of his contemporaries he was a reserved writer,

little inclined to be pleased with his work, and cautious to

avoid the snare of improvisation.

Over his work broods with affection and wonder, with

infinite tenderness and with a flash of irony, the great master
of beauty, notably for the passionate addition to English

poetry, slender and uneven as it is. No man could ask
anything better of fate than to be remembered as an
English poet. The poems entitled The Fish, Thoughts on
the shape of the Human Body, and The Funeral of Youth's
Threnody are worthy to be placed in a select English

anthology. Here he has produced the beautiful illusion that

language was made for poetry, and that words rhyme like

notes that harmonize in music, because the thought will

have it so. The first mentioned is of the supreme imagina-
tive kind almost beyond expression altogether. Only a poet

of talent could de-create such an account of " the ripples

2 H
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with dark testacies. " On the other hand, his genius has
an indolent cast, as though he were content merely to seize

what he may of a constant flow of beautiful impressions

and to fit it to the most beautiful and varied language.

Generally a lyric is consecrated to one note; but in Brooke's

sedate lyrics the feeling is often mingled, and the shades

that go to make up their twilight, indistinct. Others have

concerned themselves with passions more vehement, with

thoughts more profound, and a wilder music ; others may
have brought remote magic into their verse, but this man
only put into his verse what remains over when all others

have finished. It is a kind of essence, a kind of perfume.

Brooke's art is made for simple thoughts and direct

emotions. His claim to be the Shelley of our day is

obvious ; there is no doubt that he had in him much that is

clear and ethereal, much of that hypersensitiveness that is

akin to Shelley which acts so strong an antidote against

mawkish sentimentality. Rupert Brooke was far from

being either a plaster saint or a vivid public witness. He was
neither a trumpet nor a torch. The IQ14 And Other Poems
are for the most part melancholy, to the point of morbidness;

and their most frequent mood being that over-lurid, ironic

complaisance which accompanies respite.

The homage that has instinctively been paid for three

hundred years to Philip Sidney by people who know not a

line of his poetry, and scarcely an event of his life, is whole-

some and springs from the better parts of human nature.

And so it is with Rupert Brooke. His truest fame will be

with those who love his poetry. " There are only three

things in the world," he once exclaimed, "one is to read

poetry, another is to write poetry, and the best of all is to

live poetry." It was a self-revealing challenge. His poems

are very personal, but personal in a way so obstinate, so

little dependent on the accidents of what we call personality,

that it seems the most natural thing in the world for him

to turn to a style which comes to him with a great,

anonymous tradition. But the many spirits that will quicken

at his name, knowing but vaguely of a brief and fortunate

life, a brilliant personality, a poetic genius, which they will

not be curious to explore, a supreme sacrifice, will quicken

worthily and to their own good.
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Rupert Brooke's best poems are secure of the admiration

of all who have the wit to praise justly in these things, and

it is this renown that he would most have desired. His very

fine appearance, his manners and quickness of intelligence

and humour are difficult to analyse. One of the interests of

Rupert Brooke's poems is their entire subjectiveness ; what-

ever his themes, they but interest us for a time as seen

through, so to say, the stain-glass window of his own rich

ideas. He lived in a fascinated state, bewitched with

wonder and appreciation. He was dimly aware of the state

of public affairs, and seemed as well versed in the complica-

tion of public questions as in the observations of Donne's

poetry. But there is an uneasy suspicion that his fame is

like that of a beautiful bubble, and will some day burst. At

any rate he has the rare privilege of acting as a sort cf

register of the best poetic atmosphere, a barometer of the

intellectual weather of the third five years of the twentieth

century. Popularity so immediate is rarely prophetic of

enduring fame. Great ail usually makes its way slowly.
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